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_REAUTHORIZATION OF THE JUVEN.ILE JUSTICE AND
. 'DELINQUENCY PRSVENTION ACT OF 1974 -

- -
'WEDNESDAY, mei= is, 1980

SENATE,
QO.(M1TrEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

. . Withington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant' to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 0226,"

DirkSeniS,enate Office Building, Hon. Strom Thurmond (Tiding chair-
man) .presiding.

. Present: Senators Thurmond and Bayh.
Also-pi.dsent: .Mary X. Jolly, staff director and counsel, Subcom-

mittee on the-- Constitution; Barbara Dobynes, stiff assistant; Titian
° Fitzgerald, and Daun De- Vore, law 'clerks; Jesse Sydnor; counsel;

Senator Metzenbaum; Luther iVashington legal assistant, Senator
Metzenbaum; Arthur Briskman, counsel, Senator Heflin; Beth Ed-

, wards, minority counsel, Senator Cochran; Renn Patch, minority coun-
sel, SentaOr Hatch; Yolanda McClain Branche, minority counsel,
Senator Dole; Richard W. Velde, minority counsel, Senator Dole;
Eric Hultman, minority counsel. Senator Thurmond; Liz McNic ols.
legal Senator MathiaS.

Senator niunroND [acting chairman, presiding]. The comrlhittee
will come to order.

-OPENING, STATEMENT OP EON. STROM THURMOND, A J U.S,
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA .

Senator THMuLms-D. This morning the committee begins heitrings on
several bills to reauthorize thejuvenilejUatice and Delinquency Pre- .
vention Act of 1974. .

-Before:the- committee is .a proposal introduced by Senator Birch
Bayti, S. 2441, one by Senator Dole, S. 2434. and the adminiStration's
proposal, S. -2442, which was introduced by Senator BaYh, by request.
These various measures will be the subject of the hearings-today and

_

The original legislation, the Juvenile Justice and Prevention Act
of=1974, was the first comprehensive Federal response to the problem
of juveni14 crime. I supported that legislation because I was deeply
concerned about the rise in juvenile _crime and the number of youths

.4 -who were running away.from. their homes.
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We have now had 6 years of experience with tiiislegislation. rtNas
,

been, I think, a rocky road. There are conflicting views throughout the
country on how to respond to juvenile crime.; now to separate status
offenders from nonstatus offenders; and how much of the overall dim-
inalitisticeresourees should lie devoted to this problem. /

Many- more issues will be 'raised, I am sure, by the witnesses that
have been, invited to testify before the committee.

We willlisten carefully, toheir_testimony and the expertise they
bring to us. The _committee will then be in a position to make a judg-
ment on the future of this program.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BIRCH BAYH, A U.S. SENATOR NOM
THE STATE OF INDIANA

Today, we begin our first of 2 days of hearings on the reauthoriza-
tion of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.

' Most ofyou aro here-today' because youhave-in-some-major -way_
,.affepted the lives of children, 'winks, and Congress in helping to pro-
vide a juvenile jusiice-system that is more just.

We are considering, today and tomorrow, three Sen s bills: (1)
S. 2434, introduced by Senator.Dole to extend tlit4uvenile Justice Act
.and Runaway Youth Act for 4 years; (2)% Sr 2441, introduced &the

--senior Senator from Indiana to extend the :Juvenile Justice and Run-
away Youth Act for 5 years; and, (3) S. 2442, introduced by the senior
.Senator from Indiana, by request' for the President, to extend' the
Juvenile Jristicii Act for 4 years.

The ,Violent Juvenile (,rime Control Act reauthorizes the Juvenile
Justice Act providing $200 million for each of 3 years and $225 million
for each of 2 years through 1985.

S. 2441 also would do the following:
(1) Delegate the final authority for the Office of Juvenile Justice to

the Administrator of the Office, but retain it in LEA.A. Both the Dole
bill and the administration bill do likewise.

(2) Require the Administrator of the Office to develop a detailed
evaluation of sacred straighttypeprograms. .

(3) Require the Administrator of the Office to appoint tveo deputies
and one lttal advisor.

(4) Increase citizen participatioh in the operation of the program.
(5) Retain the 19.157pe-:eent maintenance of effort provision, but

mandate that it be spent for programs aimed at curbing violent crimes
committed by juveniles; namely, murder, forcible rape, aggravated as-
sault, robbery, and arson involving bodily harm, with particular em-
phasis on identification, apprehension, speedy adjudication, ,.

sentene-
.

ing and rehabilitation.
(6) Require the Administrator of the Office to implement the main-

-% tenance of effort, 'formula grant, discretion:0y grant, and other initra
tires in-the Office.

Pgovideridequate administrative support for the Office.
. '(8) Extend the Runaway and Jimmies§ Youth Act for 5 years in
HHS at'v5 million for each-of _3 years and $30 million fcr each of
2 yedrs through 1985,
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(9) Provide the Secretary of HITS with the-authority o fund na-
tional hotlines to link runaway, homeless. negleetedrana abbused. youth
-withlireit* fathilimiird.-itliSeiTkEliikiViters. 1

. , (1(i) Mandato that any carryover funds froth the 01'0e of Juvenile
justice be antothatically transfer red to the Runaway and Homeless
Youth Act It January 1 of each subsequent fiscal year.

This legislation is designed for accountability, fficiency, and a
new initiative focusing on violent crimes committed by juveniles. It
is an extension of the 1974 Juvenile Justice Act whip will strengthen
and stabilize our 6-year congressional conunitment.t the Act, while at
the same time mandating that the Admiiiistrato,c o the juvenile Jus-
tice Office has final responsibility for implCmenting he act's provisions.

During. the 1970's our hearings and investigations in Washington
awl throughout the Lountr3 led me to two iniportant conclusions:

First, that our past system of juvenile justice Npts. geared primarily
-react to .vonthful offenders rather than to prevent. this youthful"

offense. / I
Second, the es idence was overwhelming that the system failed at the

crucial pond when a youngster first got into tronble. The juts enile who
tOokit car for a joy ride, or andalized school property, or viewed shop- 't.
lifting I.s a lark, was confronted by a system pf. justice bften corn-
pletery _incapable of responding in a constructi manner.

However, dining the iate seventies and Airs new decade of the
eighties, we line begun to build on our past [experiences with the
Jul enile Justice Act,4naking substantialprogress not only at the Fed-
eral level, brit also specially at the State, ocal, and pHs ate nonprofit
level, We"have the s ital Aipport of hundreds of private nonprofit
groups who are doing a tremendous amount of ads ocacy work on be-
half of youth.

We intend that the Juveni19 Justice Office be au advocate for families
and youth also. While at the same time protect the human, constitu-
tional, and legal rights ofidur children.

I I must admit, that some youngsters must be incarcerated in secure
_facilities not only ;4 their own sake, but also for the protection of
Society. However. those young people arc few. Secure Incarceration
should ly! reser,sid fcr those youth is ho commit serious, s iolent offenses
and those sy,h6 cannot be handledhy any other alternatives.

But, it)s still shocking to me that we incarcerate, in secure facilities,
status and nonoffenders, those isle, are non iolent.and noncriminal, as
swell -.as our neglected and abused children, more often that those who
ite:charged with or cons icted of criminal offenses, including violent
offenses. Status and nonoffenders are more likely to be institutionalized,

g; 'and once incarcerated, more likely to be held in confinement fo`r longer
periods of time than those who are charged with or convicted of
criminal offenses.

Yet, the Juvenile Justice Act of 1974, mandated that' 7d, percent of
the status and nonoffenders be released from secure facilities within 3
years and 100 percent within 5 years. Yes. we have ewe a long way,
bilt we must step up our monitoring capabilities at the Juvenile Justice
Office if we are to succeed in our joint efforts.

FtIrther., an important provision in the 1974 act required tiw separa-
tion of children and adults in any .nstitution.'I am very concerned

12. . 4
. ...-. ...-........ .., . _ ...,

.444
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to learn that the Office of Juvenile Justice, in responding to questions
earlier submitted, related that only 10 States out of 50 have "reported
complianc-elt With this provision- of the act ._,I thought we had made

-nbierprogieSs-in these past 6 -yerrs siné iiiision has birth
act.

How many of these 10 States have actually been monitored to de-
termine if they are "complying" with the act and not just "reporting

Thisisanimportant question and one that I would like the Depart-
ment of Justice to address this morning, in addition to other questions.

The cornerstone of the Juvenile Justice Act, is delinquency pre-
yen tion.

t can s la an important role in delinquency
prevention, but not in isolation. o utions o yoirth--crime-cannot-be-
-provideci.excliigvely by the Federal Government. These problems will

:9.ó1!9d by simply passing a bill, issuing a report, holding a hear-
ing, Washington.

The most valuable,assets in our efforts to_prevent juvenile din-16 are

. the family, the church, and our schools. Any successful preventive
Federal juvenile justice effort must rely heavily on the commitment of
-interested-citizens, community groups, State and local leaders, juvenile
court, judges, social, workers, school, personnel, religious leaders, and

-mbst-impOrtantly on the family.
It is imperative to keep-thilegitlative process in -this perspective.

_:Legislation is never_e_solution or _cure-all in itself; it is a framework
within which a problem can be attacked.-The better the legislation, the
better the chance the system will meet and respond appropriately.

These amendments are one stop in attackingthe problem of juvenile
crime lira prudent manner. Equitable resources, in relation to our cur-
rent juvenile population, potential creativity, and expertise must be
committed to our juvenile offenders and aroffenders, if we are to-make
any gains in addressing these problems in the eighties.

Our leadoff witnesses this morning will be representatives from h
Department of Justice. Gentlemen please proceed with your s
ments and comments.

[The text of S. 2434 S. 2441, and S. 2442 follow:]

1 3
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To amend the Juvenile J,diiice,ana Delinquency lirevention Act of 1974, and for
riy< other purposes.

_ _111_11-11.,SENATE, OF._11-th_UNITED STATES

--MARos-18 (legislative dayrIerri.ABY-8);,-1980.

Mr. Dour introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the
Committee on the Judiciary -

A BILL
To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquedcy Prevention Act

of 1974., and for other purposes.

1 _.Belt. enacted by the Senate and Prise of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 8HORT-TITBE--

4 Signori 1. This ;Act may be cited as the "Juvenile

5 s Justice and Delinquency. Prevention A ct Amendments of

6 1'980".

7 AMENDMENT TO AUTHORIZATIONS

8 Sic. 2. (a) Section 261(a) of the Juvenile Justice and
I-. -

-9 Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5671(a)) is



AV,

--1-araendeLby striking out the periodLat_tlie end of the. first

2 sentence and inse the foffoWing.

-
3 !$100,000,000 for each of thili-a-Vearrending-September-

A 30, 1981 -1982 983;azi1,1984".
. - l

5 (b) Sectio 341(a) of that Act (42 U.S.C. 5751(a)) is:..:4

6' amended, by
/istriking out the period; at the end thereof and .::

' ''- -'--'--:-/ 7- hisertin,g- -"/ comma and the following: "the sum- of .-,,

8 $25,000, for each of the fiscal years, ending_ September

"30, 198111982; 1983; and 1984:",

10 AUTHORITY, OP THE ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR OF THE

pFF10E OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY

12 PREVENTION

13 SEC. 3. (a) Section 201(a) of the Juvenile Justice and

14 Delinquency- Prevention. Act of .1974 (42 U.S.C. 5611(a)) is

15 Amended by inserting immediately before the period at the

, 16/end of the second sentence.the following: ", under the policy

i
17 direction and control of the Administrator ".

(b) Section 201(d) of that Act (42 -U.S.C.' 5611(d)):is

i
---1-1 9-emPndecL.bygoLA "subject to the direction of the Ad-

/ 20 ministrator" and inserting in lieu thereof "under the policy

I 21 direction and control of the Administrator".
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1 PERCENTAO,OF AL-APpOPRIATiONSEXPENDED FOR

_" ':.,-4ti
2.-'-'- ,;,- JUVEgILT-DELINQUE240:PliapRAMS

< .- -s.--.,

3- ;Si:ce. 4 (a)-Section 261(b)obthe Juvenile Justice and
. _-e

4 _Didilquency Protention Act _of 19721142-U:S-.0 50 s

/ ---..) z---
;.--

.57 amended `to mid as. follow1: 4,, JO
fi "(b)(1ilryiditicin to the fulds appropriated under sub-

.

ri section (a) of thisfitectionthere shall be maintained from ap-

-=. 8 ro riationsior- each fiscal year allotted to each State under

title-I of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of

1968, at leasethat percentage of the total expenditures made

for criminal justice programs by State and local governments

12 which. is expended for juvenile delinquency programs by such

13 State and local governments, determined in accordance with

14 paragraph (2).

15 "(2) The percentage under paragraph (1) shall be the

16 average percentage of the three most recent fiscal years for

17' which figures are available.".-
IS (b) Section 1002 of the Omnibiis Crime Control and

19 Safe Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. 3793a) is amended to

20ferid-a-Tfollo-ws:

21 "MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT 11.

22 "SEC. 1002. (a) In addition to the funds appropriated

23 under section 261(a) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

24 Prevention Act of 1974, there shall be maintained from ap-

25 propriations under this title for each fiscal year, at least that

t 45

ft
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-1-percentage of-the total expenditures made_for_criminaljustice

2 programs-by State ind-lk..iilloyernments which is expended
. .

3"for-juvenile Alelinquency progrbms Tiflitc 7State tuid`loCal-

4, goveminetitti, -determined in accordance with,subsection.(b).

44 The percentage un en-piragraplr(1)-shall-be-the

6 average percentage of the three most recent fiscal years for

7 which figures are available:".

c

17
I
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To.ansend the Juvenilo;Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, and for
other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF "THE UNITED STATES

4y, JnNVwiY 3), 1990

Mr BAM introduced thetolloi;in,g which was read twice andrefitrred*to the.' Committee on the Judiciary - - -

A BILL
Toarnend. the Juvenile Justice 'trill Del: iquency Prevention Act

of 1974, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represlizta-

.2_tives.ofthe United States of America in Congress assemb_ ,'3 "SHORT TITLE-

4 SECTION 1. This Act 'sh'all -be cited as the "Violent

5 Juvenile Crime Control-Act of i960"-:

6 TITLE IAMENDMENTS TO TITLE I OF THE JU-

-7 VENILEJUSTICEANDDELINQITENCYP

VENTION AQT OF 1974

SEC. 101. Section 101(a) -of -the Juvenile Justice and

lb tielinipieney Prevention Act of 1974 is iunendedL

1
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2

(1)-by -striking=out "and" immediately after the _

2' _ semieolon'in paragraph (6);.

`(2)_hy.:striking- out the 'period. at the_end...ofpara-

grap1C(7)'and_insettinta semicolon and "and "; and

(3)-by.tulding.at,the end.therethe-following:

"(8)- the justice sytiteni should give' additional., at-

7 tendon to violent crimes---conunit*-by-juvenilea,...pa

-8 -titularly to. ,the ;.areas of-identificatibn,. apprehension,

9. speedy adjtidication; senteneing, and'rehabilitation.".

10 SE 42- (a)- FarAgra ndi.(0) of section 105 of

1_____1.1_tbat Act-are repealed.;
...... .............

12 (b) Section 103(1)- of that Act is amended by inserting
. ,,s

\ 13 rafter ,"Pacific Islands" the following:- "the-Virgin -Islands,. 1,,,,
---- ,....-

A "
14 Guam, American Samoa, the Commonwealth of the Northern

5,71fariana Islands ".

6 (c) Section 103(9) of that Act -is amended by striking out

17 flaw enforcement" and inserting "juvenile justice".

TITLEIT-----AMENDRENTS TO- TITIE OF_ THE JU:___

19 VE.. ylliE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PRE-

20 VENTION ACT OF 1974

21- --SEC: -201: -(a)-Section-201- of-the Juvenile Justice-and

22 Delinquen4 Prevention Act of 1974 is amended, to read as

-23- follows: .

24 "SEc..201.(a) There is hereby established -within the

",i,:254epariment of Justice under the general authority of the Ad.!

"

1-9

o
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3

1 thinistrator. of-the Law Enforcement Aisistance-Administra-

2 -tion, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency-Preven-

r

<

3 tionl(referred-to,in_thaAct,_as_thelOffice:). The Office shall

4-46,---Usnder thedirection of an Adniinistratorriihe-shalli.bei. ,

5 nominated by,Ilie President by and with the:advice and con-

-6- -sent of the Senate. The Administrator -shall administer the

7-4misions-of_thi&Actshrough_the.Office. The Adminisfrator

_ Shall-We liniauthority. -to award,

-extend, terminate, ifienitor, eyafuate, reject, or deny all

10 11Tti,,e6iiiieratiVe agreement's and- contracts from, and ap=

11-plications for,funds made available under. this title.

-----12 `-`(b) The Administrator may prescribe, in accordance-_,
--,

13 thwi section 553 of title 5, United States _Oode, such rules
--- ,

14 and regulations as are-necessary or appropriate to carry out

- 15 the purposes of this title.":-' ---- --_

it (b)-Seetion-E201(alof_tbat_Act is renumbered--"201(c)".'____
- ,

ancl-amended_bLstriking out "of the_Law Enforcement As-

-18=:sistance Administration".

19 (c) Sectioii"201(e of that Act is renumbered "201(d)".

20 '(d) Anew subsection "(e)" is added-to iad as follows:

21- "(e) There shall -be-established in the Office a Legal

22Advzsor who-ghall-br-wointed--by-the Aluiaistratorwhose

23 function shall be to supervise and:direct the Legal Advisor

24' Unit-whose

25 ment, implementation, and sseiiñatioi aiid the coordin-a--

.20.
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;tionlofluclrmatteiiimith all ielevint- departmental units: the."'
.

,

3 Enforcement -Assistance: Administration and the Officeof.

:4 JustAseilelifearch,--and.Statistics-on-legallionpol-,

"15, jay. matters -relating. to the nroVisions_of thityActi": f
- ......

'6' (e) Section "201(g)" of that is renumbered "20.facr

7-7- -.. r17- an d -..ara encfe d by- s taing- out _e-_--fiit.teLand "iiiseitint'qiii":, --. . .

ad-_n detto-read-at-follovis-:

"(g) The. Adrnitrator shall pioiiide théi1tedStates,

10:Senate,;Coromittee on, the-Judiciary and ilielliiitict:Stittea

RelTone of Vommittee Education and

61)4- -Rithw`ay Juvenile

13 Awareness Project, the so-called Scjed-Straight! program

14 or other similar programs, no later than December 31,

15 1980.".

16 SEC. 202. (a) Section 204(b) of that Act is amended by

17 striking out ", with the assistance of Associate Adminits-

18 trator,":
19. (b) Section 204(g) of that Act is amended by striking out

20 "Administration" and inserting "Office":

SEC. 203. Secti7m 4`.09(d) of- that Act is amended by

22 striking out "Corrections" and inserting "Justice".

23 SEC. 204. (a),Section 222(a) of -that Aet,is aim-mad by.

\
24 Striking ate last "and" _and inserting- immediate alter

25 "Pacificjslands" the following: ", the Commonwealth of the --..
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-Northern and- atiparritory-or pobsession- of.

the-United States;,-".-

3 'fbj Sect:Ohl2 W Of ..thitt:-Aetiiirain----endia-byistpkingsout
.

.

4- "the- Virgin Islanda; -AinerieaniSamoi,40uam, and:the:Trust

13

-t`-

S Terntory of-the-Pm:fie-Islands .and,mserting as defined_m
.

-
. '.

6, secfirr103(7),".
4

7

'; '7' SEC. 205. (a) Section 223(a) of that Act is amended to
-

-8 read.as
9

9 In order to receive formula grants under this part, a

10 State shall *submit a plan, for carrying out its purposes in
.00

11- -accordance with regulations established under this title, such

12 Alai must ".

Section :223(e)(8)(iii)-of-that -Actiaamended_by strik-

ing out "established pursuant to section 203(c) of the Omni-
_

15 bus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act. of 1968:. as

016 amended".

17 -0-Section 223(a)(3)(iv) of that Act is amended by strik--

18 ing out "-sectiOn-520(brof ilie--Ohrnibh-s Crime-Control-and

19 Safe-Streets Act of 1968, as itiffeiided;"-andlriserting-"sec-

20 tion 1002 of the -Justice System Improvement Act of 1979;"..

-21 -(d) Section 223(a) of that Act is amended by striking out

22 the last "sentence.

23 (e) Section 223(c) of that Act is'amended by striking out

24 ", withtfie concurrence-ofthe AssociateAdminictrator,".
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6

,1 , .'(f) Section 223(d) of that Act is amended, by striking out

- , .
_

--,

2' ", in accordance with sections 509, 510, and 511,of title I of
-

'3 the Omnibuarinie:Coritrorgid:Safe:StreetIActof ---,--

-fSE67206:41T-he4t-71.----!entraltistiee;tinCITelinquency Pre,
,

5; vention Act of 19747iratnendg-ly-stibstituting--"PriOrity

-6 Juvenile" for "Special Emphtials" each time it

7 SEC: 207. Section 225 @)'(5) and .(6)_of that Act

8 amended by striking out "planning agency" and inserting

9 "advisory group":

10 -SEc. 208: Section- 225(b)(8) of that Act is amended by
1- n

11 striking-out "agency" the first time it appears and inserting

12. "advisory group".

13 SEC. 209. (a) Section 228(b) of that Act is amended -by

strikin *--dt-ftmded-by-the _Law Enforcement Assistance

--15 Administration,"..

16 (b) Section 228(g) of that Act is amended -7._

17 (1) by striking out "part" and- inserting "title";

18 and

_19 -(2)-by-striking-outor will become available by

of -the application of the provision of section --

21 _ r; 509 Of -tlie-Omnibus-Crime-Control__and Safe Streets

Act of 1968, as amender.

23 SEC. 210. Sec tion 241(c) of that Act is amended by

24 'striking out, "Law Enforcement and Criminal".

VW 23
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1 s .:SEc.,211. (a) Section 261(a) of that Act is amended. to .

2t. read as follows:

. 3 V(a) -To ,carry-out thelairposes of-this title the.rels au-

4.-thoriOa to be appropriatie$200,000,000' for each of the
. .

-5 liscal yeah- eridint Sepipmber 30 1981, 1982- -and 1983,

---,..-7-7-----6-and-4225,000,006 for-each-of the Copal years; enaing:84-
--f-,'-*:-...---7- --------k______

7 tember Io; 1984, and 1985. Appropriatid funds not obrigit-.----I:. ----- - - . .

.4 ed by the end of eiclOiscallear, sliall'revert to the Secre-
.-

,.

-9 tart' pi. the-Purposes III,, no laterthan
---

January)1; --of-

10 the subsequent figeal-yean!!
-

11 (bi Section- 261N-of-that-Act; as _amended by iectiiin--

.12 1002 of the Justice System In' iprevement Act, of 1979 is.
13 "..amended by, striking all after the'last "appropriations" and

14 -inserting, "under the Justice System, Iinproireiiient Act -of.

15 1979,-for_pro*Lians...aimed Jo curb violent, crimes committed

_6--uvenites aggra-

17 vate' assault, and arson involving-bodily- harm, particularly

18 to thp areas of identification, apprehension, speedy adjudica-

tion, sentencing, and rehabilitation. Implementation, includ-

20 ing-guidelines, of this subsection shall be the responsibility of

he Administrator of the Office.". .

2 SEC. 212. Section 262 of that Act is amended te,read

'43 as tiiilowe _
.1111;' 24 "SEC. 26§. Of the appropriation for the Office under

25 -fhil Act, there shall be allocated an .adequate amount for



adninistrative expenses other 'than those support sehices

2. _peiform ed=for-the-Office by the Office of-Justice- Assistance,

3 Researeh, a3id Statistics.".

.4, SE°. 21Sectipa-263 (a), (b), and,(C) of that Act are

5- amended to read as;follows:

. "Sac. 263. The amendments made by the Violent Ju-

7 venile Control Act .0141980 shall take effect 'upon

8 einictment."...

9-7-- ',TITLE IIIAMEN15MENTSTO THE RUNAWAY

10:0 ACT

SEC. ;301. Aniend--thel-'caption "TITLE III=

12 RUNAWAY YOUTIt by inserting '44AN HOMELESS"

13 immediately after 4RUNAWAy".

10 SEC. 302. (a) Section 301 of the Juvenile Justice and

15 Delinquency kr 6-Tilden Act,of .1974 is amended by inserting

= 16 `"and Homeless" immediately after "Runaway,".

17 SEC. 303. (a) Section 302(1) of that Act is amended by

18 adding "or who are otherwise homeless" after"pinnission".

19 (b) Section '302(2) of that Act is amended by adding

20'.-Thiind-homeless" after "runaway".
11.

-21 SEC. 304. (a) Section 311 of that Act is amended by

22 inserting '.1<a)" immediately after "Sic. 311.".

23 (b) Section 311.of that Act is amended by adding at the

-24--end.thered the following:
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9

\1.
,-"(b Secretary is authorized to nake grants for the

-
S*-okprovidip,g a national telephone communications

\1)11r

pOse

3 sy tem U3-fink:runaway and homeleikyoutNhwith their fami-

4 lies d with servic,c provideri.".

5 Ssc, 305. (a) Section 312(a) of that Act.is amendid by

6 striking the period and inserting "or who are otherwise

7 homeless.".

..8 (b) Section 312 X5) of that Act is amended by inserting

9 "and homeless" after ' way" the first time it appears.

10 Sic. 306. Section i15(1) of that Act is amended by

11 adding "and homeless" after "runaway ".-

4.2
\

Sic. 307. (a) Section 341(a) of, that Act is amended to

13 read as follows:

14 "(a) To carry out the purposes of part A of this title'

15 there is authorized to be appropriated$5,000,000 for each

16 ,of the fiscal years ending September 30, 1981, 1982, and

17 1983, and $30,000,000 for each of the fiscal years ending

18 Sepiiinber 30, 1984 and 1985. ".

(b) Sections 341(b), 18 amended by striking "Omnibus

20 Crime Control-and Safe Streets.Act of 1968, as amended."

21 and inserting: "Jostice System Improvement. Act of 1979.;'.

22 TITLE 1V-3-MISCELLANEOUS CONFORMING

AMENDMENTS

24 Szo. 401. Section 5316 of title 5, United States Code,
.

25 amended:by,strikitig out "Associate Administrator, OffiCe

.1. " ,

1,

- r
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1 of:juvenile-Justice and Delinquency,Prevention",and insert--
2 ing'."Aclministrator,,Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-

za. :queney.Prevention,".

402. Sectipn 4351(b) of title 18, United 'Slates

Tode,iS amended by strikirigout "Associate":,-;

'SEC. 403. Section 1002 of the Justice Systein 1rapinve-

7 went Act of 4979 is amendekby striking out a11 thatappears

8 after "title" and inierting the following: "for program aimed

9 to curb violent 'crimes committed by juveniles, namely,

10 murder, forcible rape, rAbery, aggravated assault, and arson

11 involving bodily harm, pafticularly to thelareas of identifica-

12 tionr apprehension, speedy adjudication, sentencing and

-13 rehabilitation.",

14 /- -SEC. 404. (a) The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

15 Preliention Act of 1974 is amended by striking out ."Asso-

16 elate" each time it appears.
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' To amend the jtiienle/iusticeint.DalinquennyTreVefition ACt of 1974,,and for
`1 -' °the: purposes.- ..

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

ii.taca 19 (legislative day, JANUARY 3), 1980 /
Mr. BAYH (by request) introduced the following bill; which Ives'reld twice end

referral° the Committee on the.Judiciary

A
To amend the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act

of 1974, and for other purposes.

1 Be it' enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 fives of the United States of America in Ccmi rests assembled,

3 Thai this Act may he cited as the "Juvenile Justice Amend -

4 of 1980".

SEC. 2. Title I of the Juvenile Juitice and Delinquency

6 Prevention Act of 1974 is amended-as follows:

7 (1) Section 101(0. 4X_ is amended by insertiA the

wordi "alcohol and" after the word "abuse" and

before the word. "drugs ".
.1
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-(2) Section ..101(a) is further amended,by-strilcing:

.

out the :word `14and" at the end Of 7paragraph.(6); by
Ar ill-as

4trilunLout_the,:period at_the end of parisrlill (7) and

a: inserting."; anct ui 'lied tliareof; and by-adding at the

:ITO :5 /end thereof the following new parAgraph:

6 "(8) the, justice system should Ave addi-ii"
,_-----_

7 tional attentibn. to the problem of the serious juvenile

8 -offenter, particularly in the areas of ;apprehension,
.

9 , -identification, sPeedy_adjudicationrsentencing an re- '
.7:40 6

(sy Section.103(7)is amended to read as follows:

12 i "(7); the term "State " means any State of the

--:24-3---Tridute States, the District of Columbia, the Common-

14 4eiiith of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands: Guam,

15 AmericanSamoa,-the Trust Terrilory.of the-Pacific-Is-

- 16 lands, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana

17 Islands;".

.18 (4) Section 103(12) is amended-to read as follows:

19 "(12) the term "juvenile detention or correctional

20 facilities" means any secure public or private facility

21 used for the lawful custody of accused or adjudicated

7

22 juvenile offenders or-nonoffenders or anyVlic or pri-

'23 vate faCility,i secure or nonsecure, which is also used

24 for the lawful custody of accused or convicted adult

25 criminal offenders; and".
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. . ,PILEVENTION.billICE
f-,.-----' _-----,
T.::: -, '-i & ;Sib. 3., Title II; part A (if .such Act is amended *as

..:.,t .

5 (1)'Section-206(c) is-amended by-inserting at the' ''.

6 .end there\of the following-new sentence:7,11.e Council *

-shall review and make, r000nunendations on -all pat:- .,.t
. . 8. funding efforts undertaken by the Offioe, of Juvenile

.:..i:.... -, . .
.

.

_ow
, 9: Justice and ,DelinquencY Prevention with member

;. 10 'agencies of the Council.", -,

11 (2) Section 206(e) is aniended to read as follows:

12 "(e)-The-Chairman of the Council shall, with the

.13 provalfof the Council, appointa stiff director, an assistant

14 staff:clirector, and such additional staff support as the Chair-

i5 man considers necessary carry out the functions Of the
1

16-.Council.".

17 (3) Section 207(d) is amended by inserting after

18 the second seiltence thereof the following new sen-
. ,

1 I

19 tence: "Each oup of appointments for four-yeari \

20 terms shall include at least two appointees who are

21 members of a State advisory group established pursu-

22 ant to section 2 3(a)(3) of this Act.".

1
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,_...1' 1!.a8T B FEDERAL ASSISTANCE` FFOR STATE' AND-LOCAL

a

PROGRAMS- z 75171,.:,

3 . = SEC. .4. Title' II; :'part B of 'such Act is amended as

,- .

,

_5 .,(1) Section 223(aX10)-is,-a.niended by striking the

. word "and"-before the words "to establishlind 'adopt"

7 and by 'insertinelfter "juvenile justice standards" the

8 following words: ", 'and.-to identify,, adjUdicate,_and_

. 9 provide, effective institutional and community -based

10 treatment 'alternatives -for the serious, violent, or

11 chronic repeat juvenile offender",

12 (2) Section 223(a)(10)(A) is amerided by inserting

13 after "rehabilitative service" the following: 'including

14 programs and seryices targetql`to the treatment and

15 rehabilitation of serious, violent, or chronic repeat ju-

16 Penile offenders. ".

17 - (3) .Section 223(0(10) is further amended by

18 adding at the end thereof the following new subliara-
.

19 graphs:

20 "(J) projects designed to identify and work

21 with criminally involved juvenile gangs in orders

'22 channel their energy to constructive and 'lawful

23 outlets;
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,,... . 2.

:- : 4 "(L):special institutional units or programs to

5 provide intensfire. supervision and treatment (Or--
, . ....,?:.... --....

6 violent juvenile,delinquent offenders;".
,.: '.- 1 t . . ,

i...... ..:_........- ;- --7'. (4) Section 24(aX10) is amended by striking the

word "and" at the end thereof

9 (5) Section 224(aX11) is amended by striking the
1

10 period at the end and inserting "; and" in lieu there-of.
. .;

.

11 (6) Section 224(a) is further amended byadding
.
st

i
12 the end thereof the following new paragraph:

13 ' "(12) develop and implement programs designed

14 to increase the ability of the juvenile justice system to
1

I

15 gather information on violent or serious juvenile crime,

16 to assure due process in adjudication, and to provide

I 17 resources necessary for informed dispositions of juve-
'I -

c

18 nile offenders.".
I 1--
i 19 PART 0-NATIONAL INSTITUTE, FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE

1 :
7 I 20 AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

21 SEC. 5. Title II, part Cof such Act is amended as fol-

22 lows:

23 (1) Section 243(1) is amended 'by insesing the

24 word "applied" after the word "Coordinate".

5

"(10 prograps designed to identify 'and focus
4

resources upon the serious violent, or chronic

repeat -juvenile offender;
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'1 '(2) Section 243(5) is amended by inserting the

2' O word "applied" after the words "private agencies,
1-

r
4

Ch;-

4 (3)-Section-245-is-timended by:striking the-words

5". 'Associate Adniinistrator" and inserting the words

6 "Deputy Alikiate Adninistrator for the National In-

stitute -for ,Juvenile Justice -and. Delinquency Proven-

8 tion" in lieu thereof.

9 PART D.:ApM1141 STRAT/VE'PBOVIEiisfiS

10' SEC. 6. .Title II, part D of such Act is amended as

11 follows:

12 (1) The first sentence of section 261(a) is amended

13 to read as follows: "To carry out the purposes of this

14 title there is authorized to be appropriated such sums.

15 ' as are necessary for each of the fiscal years ending

16 September 30, 1981, September 30, 1982, September

17 30, 1983, and September 30, 1984.".

18 (2) Section 261(b) is amended to read as follows:

19 "(b) In addition to the funds appropriated under section

20 261(a) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

21 Act of 1974, the Administration shall maintain from the ap.1

22 propriation for the LaW Enforcement Assistance Administra-

23 Lion, other than funds earmarked for research, evaluation,

24 and statistics activities, each fiscal year, at least 20 per

25 centum of the total appropriations for the Administration, for

33
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1 juvenile delinquency programs. The Administration Lhall pro-

-Vide an.4equate share of research, evaluation, and statistics

3 funding for juvenile delinquency programs and activities and

4 is encouraged to provide funding for juvenile delinquency pro-

5 .grams. Over and above the 20 per centurn maintenance of

6 effort minimum. The Associate Administrator of the office of

7 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, subject to the ,

8 review and approval of the Administration, shall publish

9 gu-Idelfilwfurthe impleMentatiOn of -Hifi itibSedtiori.".

10

11 the end thereof the following new subsection':

(3) Section .261 is further amended by adding at

12

13'

14

15

16

"(c) A reasonable amount of the total annual appropri-

ation under this title shall be allocated and expended by the.

Administration for the purpose of planning and implementing

joint interagency programs and projects authorized under

part A.".

70-796 0 81 3 3 4



&niter ilroRmorm. We welcome our first witnesses hire this morn-
in g. We will no be plet*sed to call upon them.

We have a panel at the beginning here. Charles B. Renfrew, Deputy
Attorney General, .U.S. Department of Justice; Homer F. Broome,
AdraintstratoriDesignate, Law. Enforcement Assistant Administra=

-tion-anillra11-Sthliartz,-Administrator,-Offige.of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention; Washington, P.C.
.."I believe yott have statements tImat you wish to present at this time.

We Will be, glad to bear from you.

PANEL OF: EON. CHARLES 'N. RINPRET, DEPUTY' ':ATTORNEY

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE;. HOMER F. BE0031E,

4.11lNISTRATOR-DESIGNATE, LAW ENFONCiiiiiNfkASiI0'iNot
ADMINISTRATION; AND IBA 31.,,SOHWARTZ, ABIITINI01;ATOE,

oFFIOE OP JUVENILE JUSTICE SAND DELINQUENCY PRE-

VENTION

. Mr. .13EFFREW. This is the first appearance that I am making as
t.;

DePonty -Attorney General before a Senate committee. I cannot think
of a more important topic or one that is of more interest or concern to
me than the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act.

As you riiay,:know, I spent over 8 years as a Federal district court
judge. I have had-an intimate, and too often painfully personal, ac-

- quaintance'with the juvenile justice system in this country.
I can think of no greater area of greater priority or need than bring-

ing attention to the juvenile justice system-and the concerns that this
legislation seeksl=tpaddress..

You are lookink,tOday'
Senator THURMOND. ).Nre are glad to have you here. I want to com-

mend you for being willing to give up-a--FederallatIgeship to-becom---
the Deputy Attorn6i General. There aren't very many people who
would give up a lifetime job like that to come and serve the country
as you are doing.

Mr. RENFREW:0Tel], hope that -doesn't impair my credibility.

ILaughter.]
Senator, I do speak with great feeling about this topic. Thetopic

here, of course, is the reauthorization of legislation of great significance
to our Nation's youth, the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency preven-
tion Act. _

On-bebalf of the administration and the Department of Justice, I
strongly urge that-this important program be continued.

The Juvenile .Tustice and Delinquency Prevention Act is change
oriented and has had an impact fe..r greater than many other Gov3rn-
ment programs of comparable size.

Since 1974, great progress has been made in removing status offend-
ers and nonotienders such as dependent and neglected youth from
juvenile detention and correction facilities.

Most States have pledged to separate juyeniles in institutions from
regular contact with accuseitiii. adjaiciited adult offenders. New alter-
natives to traditional juvenile justice system processing of children__
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have been demonstrated. Government agencies and private, nonprofit
organizations are joining, together in cooperative programing to help
yoang people.

Perhaps most importantly, we are-moving away from merely re-
acting to youthful offenders. To a greater extent than ever before, we
are working to prevent delinquency before it occurs. Prevention pro-
gtinisare being supported' which foekis on the schools and the educa-
tional process, which target the employment problems of young per-
'sons and which deal with entire families as well as individuals.

The Juvenile. Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has caused
officials at all levels of Government to,rethink the ways they have been
do, lg-businegs, including those of us' at the Federal level.

One place where an improvement must be made is in the area of
coordination. It has been difficult to interrelate the varied missions
and responsibilities of separate Federal units to reflect a national
youth strategy.,

The Coordinating Council on, Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
PreVention presents a uniquo opportunity for Federal agencies ad-
ministering programs which mpact on youth to marshal their forces
and act in a unified manner.

I am very pleased to note that, with the strong _support of the
Attorney General, the groundwork has been laid-by the Coordinating
Council for more effective action.

This mecht.nism for j'romoting consistency. among Federal agencies
is being better utilized i han in the past. It is receiving the personal
attention of policymakels and .has set out to accomplish some very
realistic objectives that have far-reaching implications.

As you know, last May, the administration subinifted to Congress
its proposal to continue the authorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act beyond fiscal 1980. I wilLnoLgointn_
the details of that proposal now, but I would like to address one issue
of particular importance.

It has long been recognized that children require special protections
when they come into contact with the criminal justice system.

An initial reason for the development of juvenile courts was to pro-
vide such protections and separate children from the adult criminal
justice system. One area where we have failed to provide the necessary
protection, however, is the placement of juvenile:, in adult jails and
lockups.

The detention of juveniles in adult jails and lockups has long been
a moral issue in this country which has been characterized by sporadic
public concern and minimal action toward its resolution.

Perhapithe general lack of public awareness and low level of official
action is due to a low level of visibility of juveniles in jailsbut they
are there.

Not until 1971, with the completion of the National Jail Census, did
a clear and comprehensive picture of the jailing of juveniles surface.

On one clay in 1970; the census revealed 7,800 juveniles living in 4,037
jails. A comparable census in 1974 estimated that the numbei of chil-
dren held had grown to 12,744.

Significantly, these surveys excluded facilities holding persOns,leas
than 48 hours. This is critical with respect to juveniles because it is the
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7-- , poliee-leekup and drunk tank to which allegedjuvenile offenders are
often relegated awaiting court appearance.

It has been conservatively estimated that 900,000 juveniles are ad-
mittect to adultlails and 'lockups each year. Who these, children are is
also significant. A recent nine-State survey by the Children's Defense
Fund indicated i that 18 percent of the juveniles in jails had not even
been charged with an act which would be a crime if committed by an

our percent had committed no offense at all. Of those jailed on
criminal-type offenses, 88 percent were these on property and minói
char*:

The jailing of.children is harmful to them in several ways. The most
widely known harm is that of physical and sexual abuse by adults in
the same facility. Even short-terin pretrial or relocation detention ex-
poses juye.niles to assault, expinitatit.n, and injury.

Sometimes, in an attempt to protect a child, local officials will isolate
the child.from contact with others. Because juveniles are highly vul-
nerable,to emotional pressure, isolation of the type provided in adult
facilities can have a long-term negative impact on an individual child's
mental:health.

Raving been built for adults who have committed criminal acts,
jails do not provide an environment suitable for the care and mainte-
nance of delinquent juveniles or statusoffenders.

In addition, being treated like a prisoner reinforces a child's nega-
tive self-image. Even after releAe, a juvenile may bc labeled as a
criminal in his community as a result of his jailing, a stigma which
can continue for a long period.

The impact of jail on children is reflected by another grim statistic
the suicide rate for juveniles inearcerated in adult jails during 1978
was approximately seven times the rate among children held in secure
juvenile detention facilifii-s:

Mr. Chairman, I could give other reasons why it is bad policy to
_ place children in,adult jails and lockups, both in social and economic

terms.I am-pleased to note a growing number of court decisions which
concur in this view.

Placing children in jails has been found to violate their rights to
treatment, to constitute a denial of due process, and to be cruel-and
unusual punishment.

'Leading national organizations have been working together to ad-
dress the jailing of iuvemPs, as well.

On April 25, 1979, the National Coalition for Jail Reform adopted.
by consensus, the position that no person under age 18 should be held
in an adult jail.

Members of the coalition include the American Correctional Asso-
ciation, the National STIcciff's Association, the National Association of
Counties, the Nafional League of Cities, the Notional Association of
Blocks in Criminal Justice and the American Civil Liberties Union.

Despite this important attention, Mr. Chairman, the jailing of chil-
dren remains a national catastropheone which this committee has an
opnortunity to address.

Great strides have been made tinder the Juvenile Justice Act in
cleinstitutionalizing status offenders and nonoffenders.
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Purstant to section 223(a) (13), of the act, fewer juveniles are de-
tained all types of institutional settings where they have regular-
contacit with adults. _But more can be done through the act to assure
that juveniles are completely removed from adult jails and lockups, the
most inappropriate of these. institutional settings.

The current position of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Devlin-
quendy- Prevention is that section 223(a) (13), requires at a minimum
"sight and sound" separation of juveniles and adults in all institutions,
including jails and lockups.

Such separation has been particularly difficult to accomplish in
county jails and municipal lockups because adequate separation, as
intended by the act, is virtually impossible within most of these
institutions. -

As a result, juveniles are often isolated in what are the most undesir-
able areas of the facilities, such as solitary cells and drunk tanks.

Also, there is no guarantee that children held in jails, though sepa-
rated from adults, will receive even minimal services required to meet
their speial needs.

I propose to you that in reauthorizing the Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention Act, Congress absolutely prohibit the detention
or confinement of juveniles in any institution to which adults, whether
convicted, or awaiting trial are confined. Incentives should be provided
to encourage the complete removal of children from adult jails and
lockups as soon as possible.

I realize that it would be impossible to expect that the practices of
prior decades can be changed overnight. It would also be unreasonable
to suddenly demand that States which are making 4.good-faith effort
to comply with current provisions of the act be immediately given an
additional burden.

The requirement of the act that juveniles and adults be separated
in all institutions is laudatory, but with respect to jails anal lockups

go-further-than-separation.
suggest that a requirement be inclirdedi

5 years, participating jurisdictions remove all juveniles from adult
jails and lockups. This will enable the thorough planning and prepa-
ration which will be needed to initiate such major changes, particu-
larly on the tart of State juvenile justice advisory .groiips. -Further
incentives could be placed in the statute to encourage effective fiction.

Please note. I am not, advocating the releasefrom detention facili-
ties of all youth. Juveniles alleged"to have committeed serious crimes'
against. persons may need to be detained, bht just not in. adult jails
and lockups. .

I might add, we have mide an initial analysivg the cost that might
be incurred in such a program. This analysis suggests that there will
be a net savings in the long run for the proposal 4illich 1i, lmve stig-
gested to be adopted compared with continuing to place luyeniles
adult jails and lockups.

iA more detailed cost analysis is beng prepared and will,be sub-
mitted to this committee upon its conviction.

The Office of Juvenile Justice stands ready to provide'appropriate
technical assistance in the planning and implementation of efforts to
remove children from jails. Special programs are now bin evelopetl

., ..
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to demonstrute the bflicacy of this course of upon. Many jurisdictions
may be surprised to find that the benefits of removal go beybnd assur-
ing the basic -rights of juveniles, but thak.' there, are also economic
considerations.

Ira Schwartz, the Administrator of the Officb of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention as well as Mi. Henry_Dogin of OJARS
and Homer Broome of LEAA, who is' here on my right, share my
concern regarding:this matter.

Mr. Schwartz and Mr. Broome are accompanying me. Mr. Schwartz
has a statement for submission to the roniihittee.

Thank you for inviting us and for your consideration of our views.
There is grip thing I would like to add. That is an area that with

..which both th© Attorney General and I are concerned to which we have
given .attention to. That) is the indication that our juvenile justice
system may have placed undue burdens upon minority children. This
is a matter of concern which we are examining in some detail. Mr.
Schwartz is more familiar with the details of this study and analysis.
I want you to know it i4 a particular aspect of the juvenile justice
system which-we are exmnining at this time.

I thank you kindly for permitting me to testify here on this topic
which -neaps a great deal to me and to the Department of JUstice.

Senator THURMOND. Judge, we are glad to have you with us. I might
say for yo

Mr..RE.
. Senator

Mr, BR
I would
to appea
taut legi
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strongly

As tl
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Sena
Mr.

.

r first appearance,iim did quite well.
FREW. Thank you Senatoi.
THURMOND. Mr. Broome, di) you have a written statement?
xmE. I don't have any prepared statement, Mr. Chairman.
ike to state that I am very pleased to have the opportunity
before this committee during it's deliberation on this impor-

lation.
iglf of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, T
urge the continuation of this extremely important program.
Acting Administrator of LEAA, I promise my continued

and the high prioAy of this program.
OF THURMOND. Thank you.
chwartz, I believe you have a statement.
CHWA es Mr. Chairman.

Sena _cc THURMOND. i'Zicv;-1-beliere4 u have a long statement.
[La ghter.]
We lave only limited time here. We would like to hear all le

witnes s. I believe you have a pretty thick statement here. I wonder
- if you ould summarize in about 5 minutes, and we will put your whole

state ent in the record.
So, without objection, Mr. Schwartz' entire statement will go in

the record at the conclusion of his oral testimony.
You may summarize for us in about 5 minutes.

TESTIMONY OF IRA M. SCHWARTZ

Mr. SCHWARTZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I do not plan
to read my testimony in full.

I first would like to exCend my apprecif(tion at appearing .before
this committee for the first time, particularly on the reauthorization
of the Juvenile Justice Act. I am quite aware of the leadership which

-the chairman and other members of the comMittee have provided with
respect to this important pi ce of legislation.

_3_9.
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I am also particularly pleased Ad proud to be hero withimy two .
distinguished colleagues who represent both the Departinent of Jus-
tice and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

I would like to uriefly summarize some of the items covered sin de-
tail in my testimony and also elaborate on several of the items to

/ which Judge Renfrew referred earlier.
The.Juvenil- Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has had an

tinpact far bend"tlie very limited re-sources that aro available to it. -
-Fforn 1970 to 1975; the number of cases that have been referred to..

juvenile courts in this coUntry.increased by nearly P.9 percent.
In-the first 3 years aftei passage of the act the number of cases that,,

were-referred to the juvenile courts in this country actuar.;1.,,ei...d oil
and in fact, decreased.

You indicated earlier, Mr. Chairman, that we are cons erned about,
and the legislation addresses, the number of status offenlers referred
to juvenile court. This number decreased by 21 percent during that.
same period'of time after the passage of the act. The rate of detention

-status offenders also decreased by nearly 50 percent, during this
liame period Of time. -We are encouraged by the number of States that arc obviously mak-
ing clear progress toward the objectives set forth in; the legislation,
including the deinstilutionalization provisions.

As Judge Renfrew indicated, there are a number of issues with re-
spect to minorities and woinen as they affect that juvenile justice
system.

The Attorney .General addressed his concerns in this area in a
speech at the Peter Rodin° Institute indicating he was coneernect
about possible discriminatory practices in the juvenile justice system.

Judge,, Renfrew has also shared his coucerns. These issues were
highlighted at my Senate confirmation hearing by a number of peo-
ple lyho raised questions regarding tilt; record of the 011ice of Juvenile
Justice in funding minority programs and its impact on minority,
youth. -

Senator Bayh asked if I ;would look into those issues and present
the findings to this committee.

I have asked for an intlependent study of the Office and its record
with respect to the funding of minority programs and its impact on
minority youth.

This study is headed by Iwo persons, Judge William S. White, who
is Loin Chicago, and Orlando Martinez, who is the head of the Divi-
sion of Youth Services for the State of Colorado.

I have seen a preliminary draft of some of their findings.J have,had
a chance to discuss some of the issues with Judge White and Mr.
Martinez. Some of the concerns that were shared with this committee

ring my confirmation hearing appear to be valid.
rticularly focusing in on programmatic and administra-

tive consideitirons- they affect minority youth.
When this study is in . orm and submitted to me, I will make

it available to the committee, a o ith an indication of some spe-
cific corrective steps that we hope to take.

One of the most useful pieces of data on this p icular topic that
has been wed by Judge White and Mr. Martinez,,is a recent study

4u
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prepared under the auspices of the National Institute for Juvenile
Justice conducted by the National Center for Juvenile Justice, in Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Some of the highlights of this particular study indicate that mem-
bers of racial minorities are processed differently by juvenile courts
throughout the country, even when holding the reason for referral
constant.

Members of racial minorities are more likely to be' detained, more -
likely to be institutionalized, more likely to be formally processed at
an earlier age, and spend_more time in the juvenile justice system.

They are also more likely to be referred by police, again, when
reasons for referral are held constant.

These factors and the results of the study that Judge White and
Mr. Martinez will be submitting to me will be taken into account in,
developing the fiscal 1981 program plan for the Office.

With respect to the particular issues surrounding the reauthoriza-
tion, I am pleased that there is unanimous agreement among the-act-
ministration, Senator Bayh, Senator Dole, Congressman Andrews, and
others, that the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
should be reauthorized.

The only questions that we have are with respect to forfn.
- The various bills take different approaches'to organization place-
ment of the Office Within the Department of justice_Tbis-shows a

, need to carefully examine the impact of-the Justice'System Improve-
ment'Act on LEAA and the Office of Juvenile Justice before any
determination is made whether the role and position of the Office can
and should be changed.

With- respect to S. 2-141; we have a disagreement with respect to
the provision of a legahadviser position. Generally speaking, the
'Office of General Counsel, formerly in LEAA and now probably in
OJARS, serves this,purpose.

The Administrator of Juvenile'Justice and Delinquency Prevention
must have the ability to work- cooperatively within the law enforce-

ment assistance structure. We feel we hate , been provided adequate
legal assistance-to this point.

respect to having unspent funds revert to the Department
of Health, Eclamtion, and 'Welfare at the end of the year, we find that
this particular provision ispaticularly troublesome.

It is sometimes.diflicult to anticipate or to control reasons for funds

not being completely spent in one ydar. This could possibly result

from new priorities. different appropriation levels, late appropriation
action or other kinds of delays. It is unprecedented for or agency's

funds to revert to another department and bypass the nc al appro-

priation process.
We expect that fiscal year 1980 funds will be obligated in 1980.
We itecognize that the Office in the past has had significant carry-

over, roblems. These were resolved by the previous Administrator of
the Office, John Rector. I am carrying through on those particular
corrective actions instituted earlier.

We are particularly disturbed over the possibility that maintenance
of effort funds would be limited solely to violent juvenile offenders.
Based upon the national studies conducted by the,office as well as other
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groups and organizations, we find_ that the incidence of violent juve-
nile cram .has actually been decreasing. Certainly the number of juve-
niles involved in these particular offenses is very small.

Focusing a large volume of resources on a very mall number of
juveniles would be disproportionate and would remove the flexibility
that the Office has to provide resources to States to assist those juve-
niles who may be involved with the juvenile justice system.

We also oppose the maintenance of effort level being the same per-
cent as the States spend of its dwn criminal, justice funds. This would
perpetuate existing practices and would. not help to assure that Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act funds supplement
LEAA. existing efforts.

In preparation for this particular heaiing, we submitted through
Mr. Broome's office, detailed responses to a number of questions prior
to the hearing. I appreciate the opportunity to work with this com-
mittee and would like to point out that the responses were prepared
under severe time constraints. I apologize if there are any inconsist-
encies in the material that we submitted.

We would be more than happy to work with the committee staff to
resolve any of the differences that may be found.

I would be more than happy now to answer any questions Senator
that you and others may have.

Thank you.
Senator Txuamo No. Thank yqu very much. I am glad to have you

with us, Mr. Schwartz.
Incidentally, the Legislature of South °Caro liba last week elected

Mr. Raymond Schwartz as the new speaker of the house beginning
next year. it is the same name as yours. I just wondered if you are any
relation to him. If so, you are a pretty gold fellow. [Laughter.]

Mr: SbuwAirrz. No relation, Senator, but we are both good fellows.
,[Laughter.]

Senator THURMOND. I have a few questions here. Judge Renfrew, I
will propound them to you, but if you prefer for one of the other
gentlemen to answer them it will be all right.

Does the administration's fiscal year 1981 budget request contain
funds for a juvenile justice program?

Mr. RENFREW. Yes, it does.
Senator THURMOND. How much Federal money has been spent on the

juvenile justiv program since 1974?
Mr. RENFRO'. I will defer to Mr. Schwartz on that one, Senator.
Mr. ScHwArrrz., Senator, the total amount of funds spent was in-

cluded in the material that was forwarded to the committee. I don't
have the exact figure right on the top of my head, but I believe it was
included in that material. If not, we certainly could provide it.1

Senator Timmioxn. Will yOu provide that for the record t-
Mr. ScHwAirz. Yes:
Senator Tirtnimoxo. The first question I asked Judge Renfrew, if

the administration's Neal year 1981 hudget request contain funds for-
a juvenile justice program. Can you tell us how much that was?

Mr. SciiwArrrz. The request was for $100 million, Senator.

1 See appendix. pages 268, 339:
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Senator TninustOND. Now in your opinion, has this money been spent

--effectively?
Judge, you haven't been there so you would not know. Mr. Schwartz,

how about you,
You haven't been there long either, have you? [Laughter.)
Mr. Broome, how long have you been tnere?

.1 Mr. BROoltE.. I haven t been them very long either. [Laughter.)

4 I have been the Acting Administrator for 2 months. I was Deputy

Administrator fora, year. ,

Senator TiluR3IoND. -We might let you express an opinion then.
Mr. B110031E. Are we talking about a particular year?
Senator THURMOND. I was speaking about since 1974, since it was-

started. We would like to know the amount spent since then. We would
like to have the ()Pinion as to whether or not it has been spent
effectively.

In other words, has the money Spent,been effective? Has it accom-

plished the goal? Has it met its mission?
.Those are the questions. If you want to answer them for the record

it would be alhight.
Mr. Scztwtorrz. Senator, I would like to respond to that question, if

I could.
. In the formal testimony I submitted, I indicated that 51 States and

territories are now participating in the Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act formula grant program.

s. Thus far this year, 41 jurisdictions have received approval for the
fiscal 1980 plans.

The monitoring reports that we have received indicate that 33 States
and territories have demonstrated substantial compliance with the
deinstitutionalization mandate of section 223(a) (12). An additional'
13 States have shown significant progress toward compliance.

There are 15 States in full compliance with the separation require-
ment of the act, and another 21 States have shown significant progress.

That is a very significant and admirable record.
Senator THURMOND. I understand there are 15 which report com-

pliance. Do you actually know how many did comply?
Mr. ScHwArrrz. While in the main, Senator, we are dependent upon

self-reported data from the States, we also fund independent monitor-
ing of compliance with onsite verification.

We feel fairly comfortable with the figures that have been presented
to us by the States.

Senator TRUfnuolm. Does the administration have any plans to re-
program unused LEAA funds into the juvenile justice area?

Mr. RENFREW. I again will defer to Mr. Schwartz on this one,
Senator.

Mr. ScitwAwrz. Regarding LEAA funds, I would have to defer to
lfr:-Broome.

Mr. BROOME. There was no 1979 carryover which was used for
juvenile justice. There was substantial carryover in the juvenile justice
budget, and the LEAA budget had been reduced.

We utilized most of that money in trying to adhere to our national
priorities and diretionary grant efforts.

There was nd reappropriation of any carryover to juvenile justice.
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Senator THURMOND. Well, if you have any funds over this year, do
you plan to use them to reprogram them into the juvenile justice area ?

Mr. BRO031E. We would definitely consider that. It might be noted,
Mr. Chairman, that thus far this year we have had to supplement the
small States formula grant effort because our budget was so small.

Thus, the possibility of having much carrybver is very limited.'
In addition, we have a very strong mandate to adhere to the Biden

Amendment, section 816 of our new legislation which calls for us to
report on the funding of national priority and discretionary grant
programs likely to be effective. Forty-seven such programs-have been
so designated.

After those considerations, if there is an indication of there being a
real need within JJ, we Willgive that special attention.

Senator THURMOND. Now, can any of you answer this question?
To what extent can the increase in violent crimes be attributed to
youthful offenders?

Mr. SCHWARTZ. Senator, if you are referring to juveniles under the
age of 18, we have quite a bit of information on that particular topic.

Our data shows that the incidence of violent juvenile crime has
actually been decreasing.

This is one of the reasons why we feel that it would be inappropriate
to reserve all of the maintenance of effort funds for this particular
population.

It is a serious problem. It is a problem that is being addressed by the
office.

Later this year, we will be obligating funds for an initiative to
demonstrate the kinds of things that can be done for the serious vio-
lent offender. We feel that the resources thatwe are already allocating
are appropriate for that particular problem.

Senator THURMOND. Staff just spoke to me and said that the number
of young people has lessened, there has been a decrease in the number
of children ; is that correct?

Mr. Selman= That is correct.
Senator THURMOND. Of course, you can't blame me for that I have

four little ones. [Laughter.]
What do you think has caused this increase in violent crimes rather

than the usual amount of property crimes and vandalism?
Mr. Scuw.urrz. I hope in part the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention Act has been responsible for the decrease. Since the passage
of the act. the incidence of violent juvenile crime has decreased along
with the overall number of arrests of juveniles.

Senator THURMOND. There-Tuis been- an increase in violent cr:mes,
there may not have been in juveniles, but there has been an increase.

Mr. SciiwArrrz. That is correct, Senator.
Senator THURMOND. What would you attribute that to? For instance,

to drugs or just what do you think has caused this increase ?
Mr. Scinviurrz. Referring to adults, the increase may have resulted

in part from unemployment and other kinds of social problems asso-
.. ciated with that.

I am not an expert in the adult area. I really can't speak to that issue.
Perhaps Mr. Broome, who is my colleague on the acrult side of LEAA
can
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Senator THURMOND. I would be glad to hear from all of you on that,
Judge, you and Mr. Broome both.

BROOME. Mr. Chairman, there have been many theories that have
been presented regarding the increase in violent crime. It is a multi-
faceted problem.

I,feel very strongly that there are both social and economic ties that
range from unemployment, which has to be a definite factor, to the
high-density housing problem, and include fatherless homes, as well as
the deterior: g situation in many of our schools.

Th re a number of factors that may contribute to violent crime.
s very difficult to put your finger on any One, two, or three. Without

a doubt they basically lie within socio-economic factors that exist today.
Senator THURMOND. Well, you know, there are a lot of conntiles in

the world that have much more poverty than we do here in the United
States. Their crime rate is less than half ours. How do you reconcile
that?

Mr. BRoom. I haven't studied those countries. I do know one thing.
We have a very strong reporting system in America, largely because
of the cooperation between law enforcementmfficials and the FBI with
its uniform crime reporting system. .

I don't know if other countries have that type di index for determin-
what the crime situation is. I wouldn't be able to compare them.
enator THUR310ND. Well, the crime situation in the United States

is just astonishing, and I think it is disgraceful, to be frankwith you.
Mr. BROOME. I agree with you.
Senator THURMOND. I just wondered what you attribute it to.
Judge, do you lia've any suggestions ?
Mr. ItENFREW. Well, I think that Mr. Broome has put his finger on

a. number of the factors. Crime is a matter of concern. It indeed is one
that neefis to be addressed and addressed effectively.

For all of these factors, the unemployment, the fatherless home,
the high density, the deteriorating schools, we shouldn't lose sight of
the fact the overwhelming majority of chilaren that suffer these experi-
ences and live in these type of environments are not criminals.

*What we have to do is be more precise and isolate the combination-of
particular factors which lead a particular child under these circum-
stances to criminal activity anfl-another not.

It is a question we must deal with. but te cannot be mesmerized by
the end results of crime without taking a look at some of the factors
which have led to it and contributed to it.

Wet uive to address on a wide range of fronts.
Senator THURMOND. In talking with educators and law enforcement

people too. I have just been ainazed at the .prevalence of drugs in the
schools. in the colleges, and out among the population.

);7"--Mpz. hvgrnEw. Yes; it is a problem. It is not, however, a problem
which is restricted or isolated to tliis country. -

Let me just give you one exampleTt may well be in an affluent, in-
dustrialized, highly urbanized society that drugs may be just a factor
that such a society must deal with.

In West Germany, in 1969, they had either eight or nine deaths
from overdoses of drugs.

In just 10 years that number went up to well over 000.
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The overdose from drugs in West Germany is at a rate two or three
times higher than anywhere experienced in this country, including
New York qty.

So, the deug usage and the drug problem is not restricted to the
United States.

Senator THURMOND. There have been some studies made recently
on, marihuana showing how it affects the brain., believe Senator
MathiaS plans to offer an amendment to the provision of the Code
on that to take it back to the present level, to make it illegal.

At any rate, it is just surprising to see the harmful effecfs of mari-
huana on the brain as well as on other parts of, the body. There are so
many factors that enter into this but I just wondered if you had any
opinion about the drug use?

Mr. RENFREW. I do not have an opinion. I am not familiar with that
study, Senator.

Senator THURMOND. I just have two more question's. Senator Bayh
has come in and I will turn it over to him.

What do you think has caused this increase in violent crimes rather
than the usual amount of property crimes and vandalism?

Mr. RENFREW. It is my understanding that the increase in violent
crime is associated' with the adult offender rather than the juvenile
offender. There has been an actual decrease in the amount of violent
crime by juvenile offenders.

Mr. Scnw.tarz. Senator, building on what Judge Renfrew said, in
a recent working group session where the Office of Juvenile Justice
called together a number of experts, concerned citizens, and agency
personnel concerned with juvenile justice to talk about the incidence
of *violent juvenile crime and to help us formulate our,posture. It was
indicated that not only is it going down, it involved a small number of
juveniles. Some longitudinal studies sh ,w tat 10 to 15 or perhaps 20
percent of the juveniles ttho commit those dimes commit the majority_
of-the violent crimes.

Not only are we talking about a very small number, but even within
that, a very small number of those, who commit those kinds of crimes
appear to Commit the majority of them.

Senator THURMOND. Would a strong Federal program of illegal
drug enforcement lead to a reduction in violent crimes among
juYenilesi

Mr. SenwAirrz: Senator, I would hope that that is a posiibility, al-
though I don't know. I would have to consult what the research and
information tells us in terms of what the possibilities might be with
respect to that particular question.

Senator THURMOND. I want to thank you gentlemen for your ap-
pearance here. Senator Bayh has come m now, and I will turn tms
chair over to him. I have another engagement:

Senator Bayh, if you will take charge.
Senator BAYH [presidingl. Thank you Senator Thurmond.
Senator THURMOND. I will take down my name and put up yours.
Senator BAYII. You are a hard act to follow.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you.
Senator'BAYIL I appreciate Senator Thurmond starting the hearing

and running them here this morning. I apologize to or leadoff wit-
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nesses here for being obligated elsewhere, but I appreciate your
presence.

, Let me just ask one general question. I think we will have a chance

to address ourselves to specifics in writing, if we might.
From the inception of this effort to deal with the problem of youth

crime' as it relates, to the overall criminal activity picture we have

tried to do tw things.
One, to:point out that youth crime itself is a significant part of the

overall erimeicture.
Two, to recognize that society has tended to deal-with it too late and

in a manner that tends to compound the problem rather than solve it.

Taking a young status offender,and putting him or her, in a confined

situation with those young and or old who have participated in much

more sophisticated and dangerous-crimes to society, for example.
We really, in many of our institutions, well intentioned as they

might bet instead of rehabilitating, we were providing a sort of on-the-
job training course as to how to be more effective, as a criminal in your;

efforts against society.
We are.emphasizing in this second point, prevention. There is a lot

of talk about prevention being worth more than a pound of cure: Ii re

this area, it seemed to me, we were doing very little in preventing. 1Ve
had some programs that were designed to try to create alternatives in
the youth service bureaus and other efforts at the local level to try to

create alternatives to the present environment, which was ;lot good.

We were equally interested in trying to deal with the structural
problem as far as too many,young people were being institutionalized
who did not commit crimes.

Could you gentlemen ,tell me, are we headed in the right direction ?

We didn't expect for one law, the Juvenile Justice Act, in a relatively
short period of time, to turn this thing around.

Can you give us basiciilly a judgment as tp whether there is a con-
cept at the Department of Justice of 'trying to deal with the children's

problems before they become adolescent problems, before they become

young adult problems, before they become three-time losers and end

up in a lifetime of crime.
Is that approach worthy of continuing and has the general thrust

of the Juvenile Justice Act and the Runaway Youth Act, been salutory

as far as trying to get things turned around?
Mr. RENFREW. Let me speak, Senator. not in my present position,

which I have onlyy held for a couple of weeks, but as'a trial judge
who had a responsibility of imposing sentence on people who have

violated the laws and been found guilty of doing so or plead
We are absolutely on the right track.

The pattern that you have described is one that I saw constantly

and is one that has to be addressed and remedied.
The specifics of how we are doing it I have to leave to Mr. Schwartz, -

but I am absolutely persuaded, based upon over 8 years in the criminal
justice system as an active participant, that the approach that is con-
tained in this legislation is absolutely vital, if anything is going to be

done about dealing with the problems of crime.
The people that mini; before me as adults had records that went

_back into their juvenile days. It was just a record that you saw re-



peated time and time and time again. Little if anything has been done
in those very early, days in trying to address the needs and concerns
of the juvenile besides simply put them into some type of lockup, some
type of correction center. As you suggested, they were incarcerated
with people who assisted them and taught them more sophisticated,
dangerous criminal methods.

I am absolutely persuaded you are on the right road. I will let Mr.
Schwartz answer in detail.

_ Mr. SonwAurt. I would like.to make a couple of comments in that
area.

I too, am not only convinced, but also feel that the evidence £hows
that we even need to do a lot more. That is one of the reasons why the
Department. is suggesting that an amendment be added to our legisla-
tion calling for the prohibition of the jailing of juveniles.

There is a wealth of data now to show that the decision to detain,
whether it be in a jail or a detention center, has enormously severe
consequences for juveniles.

Programs should be designed to keep juveniles out of institutions
Who don't need that kind of care, to help them stay together, to learn
how to live together cooperatively, to provide opportunities for ju-
veniles to attain an education. These are much more successful than
shunting them oft to institutions, as has been the practice in the past.

The Juvenile Justice Act certainly has not by its meager resources
been able to fund all of the programs that have been successful. If any-
thing, the Office, through the legislation and the limited resources it
has, has supported a policy direction that has resulted in the changes
in a lot of practices on the parts of States and counties across the
country.

There is substantial evidence that the act is working, particularly
with respect to the deinstitutionalization of status offenders. Enor-
mous progress has been made there.

The record is quite good. Now is the time to do more.
Mr. Bicoom;. I would like to just make one very brief comment ad-

'dressed to that issue. Despite my brief association with LEAS, I feel
strongly that the philosophy behind the act is a very good one. In the
14 or 15 months I have been with LEAS, I Rave seen the administra-
tion of the program moving forward.

We have a good act that got off to a slow start. Now, after some
turnabout. it is moving forward. It should bear even more fruit than
it has in the past.

Mr. SciiwAirrz. Senator, I would just like to add one thing that I
mentioned earlier. There are some trouble spots. One has to do with
the handling of minorities with respect to the Juvenile Justice System.

I would like to submit a 'report for the record, prepared for our
office by the National Center for Juvenile Justice.

It indicates that members of racial minorities are processed differ-
ently by the courts, even holding reasons for referral constant.

limbers of minorities are more likely to be detained and particu-
larly at an earlier age, more likely to be institutionalized and more
likely to be formally processed through the courts. These are some
very troubling pieces of information. These are issues that the Office
must address in the future, particularly as we enter 1981.
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As you will recall, during my Senate confirmation hearings, there . _

were-a number of quedions raised with respect to the Office and its

triekrecorel regardingminority issues.
We are haVing,aii -independent assessment of the Office's role and

reiPiii.90?ilitieinithit area prepared..We will be submitting.a report

to this :coinfaittee along with my recommendations for corrective

Thertrisifo, .question there -are some very troubling areas with re-

- .speektciininOrities-that musthe-addressed by the Office.

Senator thank you.
tanr-really lOoking forward to working with this new team. We

have 'had-good. folks working with us in the past and some that were

not so sensitive earlier.
Mr. ;Schwartz, you are exceptionally well qualified to fill that post.

You' kiwi, it is Sort of close to friendly advocacy within LEAA, that

I truit;Mt..Biodme, when we get around to getting a quorum, we are

going to-put that title on you permanently.
Mr. Baooxr. I would appreciate it, sir. [Laughter.]
Senator BATH'. I hope you have been on the payroll in the interim.

[Liughtera
Judge Renfrew, I think we all owe you a. debt. There are not many

folks that would leave the prestige and the se&rity of a Federal
judgeship to serve in the very important role that you are serving.

think it shows your dedication to public service.
I hope that as we. are looking at this program, it is one thing to say

we are not going to institutionalize. It is another thing to say we are

not going to institutionalize and we are going to provide alternatives.

We have seine young people, but very few, that are real trouble-
makers arid if we are not able to deal with them the way society expects

and their acts deserve, then we are going to bring .discredit on the

whole program.
.I think the very fact that we have-status offenders that won't go to

school and run away from home is indicative of children who have

-trouble, children that in the present setting, in their own environment

are not able to cope.
I would hope we would understand we just have to go hand-in-hand

with saying you cannot put a child in jail. We do not ignore the fact

that that child still needs help and that child still has troubre. If we

aren't coping with that just keeping the child-out-of the institution-
alized structure is not the response.

Now, are we really going to emphasize that? I am concerned par-
ticularly this year with the budgetary crunch that we are all feeling,

that we recognize the need to really stand in there and hang tough. I

hope you will let me do whatever I might, what little influence I might

have to see that if there is ever a program where the expenditure of a

few dollars prohibits society from having to pay a lot bigger bill, it is

this one.
Are we going to be able to proceed here to really explore and expand

alternatives? That is the idea, alternatives to institutionalization. Not

no institutionalization, but alternatives to institutionalization.
Mr. RENFREW. Absolutely, Senator.,It would be the most ironic thing

in the world to take a juvenile who is having the difficulties that you
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mentioned that constitute a status offense, and tell that juvenile, "Now,
if you go out and assault somebody or rob a bank, we would put you in
an institution and give you vocational training, educational traming,c'.
psychological counseling, assist you in a halfway house when yoii get
out and try to help you with the Parole Commission to obtain a job
and assist your reentry into life. But until you commit a crime, we are
going to afford you no assistance at all." .

No; we have the concerns that you have addressed well in mind and
are oriented toward finding alternatives to the institutionalizing of -
people.

Absolutely.
Senator BA-rn. I am sure you as a judge have been in this position

before..I will always recall at the very embrionic stage when we were
trying to get this memure passed going to a halfway house in Boston.
The neighborhood and, the community was very much in arms and
there was a real threat that that institution might be closed.

The reason was that a judge, either not having proper knowledge or
being insensitive or per haps having alternatives, nevertheless, he sen-
tenced someone to that kind of an institution that had committed a
rape.

While that person was in a nonsecure facility, he did commit an-
other rape. It is that ability to distinguish between peui he who really
need custodial care and the great number that need alternative kinds
of services that I just think we have to-emphasize.

Mr. Schwartz, if 3 ou could give us a report as to what we are doing
to try to make it possibleand we have done a lot of talking about this.
In some communities ,they are doing thisand unfortunately, large
numbers are aoc---to assit those communities, those school corporations
who ha 0 an inclination to bring a more sophisticated kind of counsel'
ing see. ice into the g-radeschools._Not the kind we are talking about of
professional and educational counseling for, sii,y -juniors and seniors in
high school: but the kind of attention that can,really help solve chil-
dren's problems that are manifest to almost every grade school teacher
in America today.

They see that Johnn3 and Suzy have trouble. We ignore that trou-
ble. W e ignore the family situation which way be nonexistent, then we
wonder why Johnny and Suzy get into deep trouble later on.

Could von let us know what is being done in this regard or what
we might do to help create additional incentives in this area?

We just have to get to the solving of these problems. I don't believe
any kid is born a three-time loser; Yet. we- have a lot of younpters
who are born in environments none of them 'lave any control over
what family they are born in.

I am not trying to excuse holm, of the misd eds yoi,L, people, but
we are trying to explain and understand that happens and see
what we can do 5 or 6 years ahead of dine to loop it from happening.

Will von let us have your assessment of that. please?
8cirw.tirrz. I wish I could take credit for this, but people who

are more thoughhl than I started this earlier with aspect to the
office.

There are several things that the office is providing support for.
One is the national school resource network pro]ect which accumulates
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.some otthe.best information-available on all the good things that are
,gOing.On.,around the country and makes them .available to schools,
:parents;PTA:groupsiand others.' , .

Theronteia lot of good programs that are going on that people are
' not;aWre_f..They, are , providing information regarding 'class as to

how-prOgraMs.can beiniplementedin localscliool districts.
In addition, the officediemovingaheed this year with some of our own

-fonds; as.Well as With,simie 4uicts:fiom the .Depariment of Labor, on 4.

', illiitttikifilithie ialCitioHihititOlVi. . , : ::,
i

-. . . ., . . ,..,.

Wetcr filiaSfreceiVingapplications for that. .,

.sOmething in t area. Itii something thatahas been a longstanding
The offl gniies the important role of schools and the need to do

priority and will continue to be. ,.

Through the coordinating council, particularly with the leadership
that the -Attorney General has shown we hope to involve other Fed- Jr
,eral,agencies in more loiat,efforts with otir office. There is a need to -.
gi# A Other Federal agencies to - participate more in that kind °tie

Praces-4! - 'You are going to see a lot more in thatparticular area. , ...
Sentor ,BATH, Thank you. As you may ,know I wasthe leading

force in, getting the Department to establish the_ national school re-
source network project. You gentlemen have been very patient here.

- -I am sorry" I 1984 not here at the beginning. I appreciate Senator
ThurinOutl commencing the hearing.

We May. have some other questions we would like to submit for
the-record, if e could. We look forward to working with you. .-,

,. ,

.Mr. RENFREW. Thank you Senator. f. LI

Mr. SCuwAirrz. We do too, Senator Bayh.
Mr. BIROOME. Thank you. '

[Mr. Schwartz's prepared statement follows :J

PREPARED STATEMENT OF IRA XL SCHWARTZ -

It is a pleasure, Mr. Chairman, to appear before thiS) Committee today on
behalf of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency .Prevention to discuss
reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.

As you know, I have been Administrator of the Office for only a few months.
I came to the position with a sincere appreciation of 4he importance of this
legislation. I am strongly committed to the goals which"the Act seeks to amain-
pile' and urge that you support reauthorization so that this vital work can
continue.

Since enactment of the Juvenile Justice Act, this Committed has held a num-
ber of hearings to examine the operations ,of the Office. Our personnel have
also made an extra effort to work with the Committee staff to assure tliat'you
are aware of-significant developments relating to implementation of the Act.
Your active interest in the program is appreciated.

In my statement today, Mr. Chairman, I would like to briefly discuss the status
of operations of the Office. I also have some comments on aspects of S. 2441,
the proposed "Violent Juvenile Crime Control Act of 1980," introduced by Sen.
ator Bayh, and S. 2434, the proposed "Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act Amendments of 1980," introduced by Senatorpole. These measures
will be disctiSsed:as they relate to S. 2442, the Administration's proposal which
has been introlluced by request.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has had an impact far
beyond its resources. Passage of the legislation caused persons both within -And
without the juvenile and criminal fustice systems to question old ways ^f doing
buliness and, in many instances, change their procedures.,
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A special report -recently prepared for tite Office by-the National Itfstitute for.

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention provides evidence of the extent,of
this impact:

Since 1957 there has been a gradual increase in the number of cases re-
ferred to juvenile courts. Between 1970-1975 thetotal number of cases re-
ferred to juvenile courts increased-by 28.8 percent.

In the first 3. years following passage of the.JJDP Act (1975-1977) the
total number of cases referred to juvenile courts decreased by 3.6 percent.

This decrease is largely accounted for by a 21.3 percent decrease in the
.number of status offenders referred to juvenile courts during 1975-1977.

During the period 1975-1977 the percentage of youth detained amyg all
youth referred to juvenile courts remained fairly constant at about 16
percent.

Between 1975- and 1977 the percentage of status offenders referred to
juvenile courts decreased from 32.6 to 21.1 percent. During this period the
rate of detention of status offenders decreased by nearly 50 percent.

,Certainly many factors have influenced these remarkable changes. I sincerely
believe, though, that a major influence in accomplishing these reductious was the
clear policy of the Act in support of these developments.

FORMULA GRANTS.

Fiftpotie states and territories are now participating in the JJDP Act formula
grant program. Thus far this yeat; 41 jurisdictions bare received OJJDP approval
of their fiscal year 1980 formula grant plans. All participating states have estab-
lished a monitoring system in compliance with section 223(a) (14) of the Act.

Monitoring reports for fiscal year 1979 indicate that 33 states and territories
have demonstrated substantial compliance with the deinstitutionalization man-
date of section 223(a) (12). An additional 13 states have shown significant prog-
ress toward substantial compliance.

There are 15 states in full compliance with the separation requirement of sec-
tion 223(a) (13) of the Act. Another 21 have shown significant progress toward
compliance.

Our recoids indidate, Mr. Chairman, that of a total of $61,631,000 in formula
grants awarded in 1979, $36,406,569 or 59 percent was allocated to programs,
which had deinatitutionalization of status offenders am! non-offenders as their
objective. Every state participating in the formula grant program except three
New Jersey, the-District of Columbia, and the Tytist Territory of the Pacific
Islandsallocated a portion of their formula grant to dethstitutienalization. New
York, Florida, California. Georgia, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania and
Texas alloatted particularly large sums of their formula grant award for this
specific purpose.

OJJDP also examined state plans to ensure that funds were being equitahly
allocated towards separatioh and mu toring. Twelve states allocated $3,658,936
of their total formula gra. .c allocation for separation programs. The remaining
39 states participating in the Act either did not have a problem with the ware-
tion of juveniles and adults or used other"funds such as Crtme Control Act or
state levy monies to address the problem.

Eighteen states surveyed allocated $812.075 of their JJDP awards for monitor-
ing purposes. This figure does not include sums from administrative funds which
many state criminal justice councils use for monitoring. We have also assured,
Mr. Chairman, that all states participating in the Mt are awarding at least. 75
percent of their funds for programs -tilizing-liainnced techniques, as required,
by section 223(a) (10).

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Over 300 instances of technical assistance were provided in fiscal year 1979..
This assistance was primarily in the following arena; Alternatives to secure con-
finement; Removal of juveniles from adult jails; Maximum utilizatibn of, exist-
ing resources; Deinstitntionalization of status, offenders and non - offenders;
Legislative reform; Monitoring compliance with sections 223(a) (12) and (13),
of the Act ; Building community support for positive system change; Increased
management capability ; and, Delinquency prevention. A number of major pub-
lications have been developed to provide additional assistance.
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SPECIAL EMPHASIS PROGRAMS

Of the $189,120,000 allocated for Special . Emphasis progranis since fiscal year

1075, $139,258,672 bad been obligated as of March 15,1980. This includes $59,353,-

000 of JJDP Act funds and 449,905,072 in LEAA-Crime Control Act funds. Appli-

cations for a Youth Advocacy'Initiative are now being-processed and awards are

expected to be made by the end of April. Guidelines have been Issued for an

Alternative Education Initiative -and applications are due by April 30. Thih

Initiative-is of particular note because $3 million of the $11 million to be awarded

are Nada contributed by the Department of Labor. Guidelines were recently

published in draft form for a Prevention Research and Development-Program:

Additional programs will be announced in the areas of Reumoval'aYouth from

/ails, Treatment of Juveniles Adjudicated for Violent Offenses, and Capacity

Building. We expect that awards under all of these initiatives except Capacity

Buildings, which is scheduled for next fiscal year. will be made by 211e end of

fiscal year 1980. The total projected obligation for fiscal year 1980 is 452,189,000,

which includes $37,045,000 in JJDP Act funds and $15,144,000 of Crime Control

Act funds. '
To date, Special. Emphasis programs have served nearly 00,000 young people

through 207 grants operating in 544 sites. Approximately 70 percent of the Special

Emphasis funds have gone to private nonprofit organizations, a sum far in excess'

of the thirty percent required by law,
-. Our strategy for development and implementation of Special Emphasis pro-

grams has been based very specifically on the requirements of the Act. Programs

have been structured and landed in ways whillt m call national attention to distinct

categories of yowl,. Specific performance standards are set for delivery of serv-

ices. Each initiative has been funded as a group of projects, with emphasis on

overall program goals as opp9sed to specific project objectives. Sizeable grants

have been made to permit comprehensive planning, as opposed to planning for

limited project objectives. Project periods have been specified and measurable

objectives prescribed for those periods. Assurance of funding, within the limits

of availability of funds, has been provided in advance.
Projects are monitored by 0.1.1DP staff and groups of grantees meet two or

mole times a year for moditoring and to receive technical assistance. This helps

grantees under each special Emphasis Initiative see themselves as part of a

national program.
The National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention is

built into Specia Emphasis program funding in several 'Tweets. Before an

Initiative is eve announced. the Institute supports intensive Fesearch which is

applied to design of the program. During and after the project period, the Insti-

tute may have a e in the evaluation of program effectiveness. Such evaluations

make possible the. identification of successful approaches and models suitable for

replication.
Special Emphasis programs are degIgned to direct attention to problems with

the juvenile justice system and the human services delivery system, When sev-

eral agencies participate in a program, written agreements among them are re-

quired. In addition, requirements such as coordination of ser2lees, involvement

of youth, parents and community yesidents in projects, and consortium program
implementation have all assisted in addressing the broad objective of systemic

change.
RESEARCH, EVALUATION, AND ilmoomman DEVELOPMENT

Consistent with the mandate of the Act, the National Institute for Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention (NIJJDP) has supported research to develop

baseline data regarding the extent, nature and characteristics of delinquency and

delinquents. Data has been collected pertaining to juvenile justice system process-

ing of young people, and iaforruation is disseminated with respect to prevention

programs and alternatives to traditional means widen official agencies utilize to

deal with children.
Among the accomplishments of NIJJDP is an improved and expanded national

jmyenile justice statistical reporting system. In addition to Juvenile court statis-

tics. the system also yields national offender-based ssytems flow data, beginning

with police handling of young suspects. To amplify current data, the Institute is

supporting a national survey of self-reported delinquency which will include the

incidence and characteristics of drug use among a sample of juveniles. Such
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data is of vital sithificanee for the development and maintenance of cost- effective
delinquency programs. , . . ,

' Through -the Assessment Center for Delinident Behavior and Preyention_at
the University of 'Washington, NI.LIDP can inform state and local prevention
organizations what,other_agencies aeless the notion are doing.. Evaluations are ,
being supported to determine what types of programs work in addressing different'',
juvenile problems. A number of conclusions have been reached as,a result of this
activity regarding which delinquenly prevention strategies are most promising.

if%,,A ong the topics on which the Institute has or will soon have research or
e tion results.are the following: Deinstitutionalization of status offenders;

. A . rnatives to secure detention; Diversion of delinquents from the juvenile jus-
, tied' System; Restitution; Learning disabilities and juvenile delinquency ; Reduc-

Hon of sehdbl crime and educational disruption; Serious jaelille offenders; and,
,Handling offenders outside' the Arial system.

Beyond. national assessments, evaluations and data base development, NIJJDP
also supports an unsolicited research prograth. The essence of this program has__
been the development of new knowledge pertaining to the causes, correlates and
remedial properties of delinquency. Research has focused on significant variables
pertaining to delinquency and to possible intervention strategies invoking the
family, peer and community relationships, and the economic and social service
systems.
,-, A further component of the NIJJDP research effort is a netvly formed minority-
based research initiative. A deliberate effort js being made to encourage minority-, braufti grant atmlications. Although no final decision has been wade, we are also-r- eonsidering.research next year specifically into the issue of disproportionate repre-
sentation of minorities in the juvenile justice system.

CONCENTRATION OFFEDERAL EFFORT

Billions of Federal dollars impact on youth every year. The Department of
Justice. through OJJDP, has been git en responsibility in the JJI)i' Act for setting
objectives and priorities for Federal juvenile delinquency programs. The Co-
ordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, chaired by
the Attorney General, is an important part of the effort to assure that there
consistency among the member Departments and agencies.

Today, the Coordinating Council in a better position than in prior years to
fulfil( its legislative mandate and combat the fragmentation %%Web has chat\
octet: zed the Government's response to youth crime. The Council has under-
taken to assure that its efforts are not spread among too many areas and has
focuked on eight specific tresks. These range from making recommendations re-
garding juvenile delinquency policy to reviewing joint funding efforts among
member agencies. The Council is also undertaking to determine the degree to
%%hid the practices of curious agencies are consistent with the deinstitutional-
ization and separation mandates of the JJDP Act.

In the past, the Council has not had clearly articulated goals and objectives,
nor hate the tasks before it been delineated. Staff support for the Council has
not been adequate and the u ark of the Council has not been organized so as to
allow for the most athantaktous 'use of the relative:y*1;mill amount of time that
members can devote to the acts t Ries. These problems are all being addressed.
Of particular help_ ill be the contract support for the work of the Council which
is being provided by OJJDP. A workplon has been developed and will be fol-
lowed. We are also endeavoring to assure that the Annual Analysis and Evalua-
tion of Federal Juvenile Delinquency Programs Is a useful document for policy-
makers in both Congress apd the Executive Branch./

LEGIsL VATION PENDING BEFORE TIINIAMITTEE. ,

I now turn my attention. Mr. Chairman. to the bills pending before the Com-
mittee which would reauthorize the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven
tion Act of 1974. S..24-11. the proposed "Violent Juvenile Crime Control Act of
1980." was introduced by Senator Bayli on March 19. 1980. At that time. Senator

also introduced by request S. 2442. the Administration's proposal to extend
the program which was submitted to Congress in accordance with the Budget
Act on May 15, 1979. S. 2434. the proposed -Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act Amendments of 1980," was introduced by Senator Dole on
March 18, 1980. tt,
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I am pleased that there is unanimous` agreement by the Administration and
those whose proposals are being considered today, as well as'by those who a' e
involved in development of similar legislation in the House of Representatives,
that the WA' Act should be continued. The poly issues we are dealiug\with
relate to acre KM:Ise form , of reauthorization. To assist the Committee in its
deliberations, I would like offer some detailed comments and suggestions
regarding provisions ofShe pew bills which are of concern.
..,As-yop know, the LEAA progra vas ,reorganized and restructured last year

bk the Justice System Improvement t. A National Institute of Justice (NIJ)
and Bureau of Justice. Statistics (BJ were established as separate entities
fuxiler the general.authority of the Atto ey Geueial on a parallel footing with
LEAA. The activities of LEAA, NIJ, and J'S>.are coordinated by the Office of
Justice Assistauce, Research, and Statist' tOJARS). The grant, programs of
LEA.A.:find the formula for distribution of fui ds have been revised:ft'

S. 2441, S. 2442, and 5..2434 would each tetain the Office of Juvenile Justice
find Delinquency Prevention as part of LEAK. The approach taken by each bill,
howeer, is different. S. 2442 would maintain the relationship between LEAA and
OJJDP Of,.current law, with the Administrator of LEAA administering the pfo-

visions of the Act through OJJDP. The Administrator of OJJDP exercises all
necessary'' powers subject to the direction of the Administrator of LEAA.

S. 2441 would establish OJJDP under the general authority of the LEAA Ad-

ministrator. Thr Administrator of OJJDP would be statutorily given "final
authority to award, administer, modify, extend, terminate, monitor, evaluate,
reject or deny all grants, cooperative agreements aLd contracts from, and appli-
cations for, funds.' The OJJDP program would, in effect, be autonomous within
LE A A.

S. 2434, on tile other hand, would specifically Place the OJJDP Administrator
"under the policy direction and control" of the Administrator of LEAA. This is

language as compared to oarebt law.
The fact that three different management structpres are proposed by the three

bills highlights the need tor careful attention to the impact -of the Justice System

ImprovemeneAct on the OJ.JDI' program. The Alsace Sy stem Improvement Ant
changed organizational relationships and responsibilities. None of the bills-pend-

ing before the Committee address these changes to anY substantial degree.
I would urge this Committee to cpafully examine the various relationships as

they now exist and how they nigh impact on the role intended for OJJDP. At

a ininimum..IJOP Act eeferenees to outdated terms nod pro% Woos of the Omni-
bus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act need to be changed. Other conforming
modifications may be determined to be appropriate upon further review. We

Would be happy to work with the Committee.staff to identify areas where revi

sinus are necessary.
The need for conforming amendments is highlighted by some drafting diffi-

culties with S. 2441, seaion 102 of s. 2441 hub( ates 'epeel of se,gions 102141

and (5) of the JJDP Act. I believe this is a typocruphical error and the sections

intended to be repealed are 103(4) and (5) of the Act. These are definitions of

"Law Enforcement AsSistance Administration" and "Administrator." However,

no replacement definition of "Administrator" is included. Within section 201, both

the "Administrator of LEAA" and "Administrator of OJJDP' are referred to,

but elsewhere in the section and other provisions of the Act, the word "Admin-
istrator" alone Is Used without delineation. This should be clarified.

With respect to section 201 of the JJDP Act. Mr. Chairman, you should also

note that section 201(a) of S. 2441 indicates amendment of the entire section.

I believe only subsections ta ) through (d) are meant to lie amended, since sec-

tions '201 lo and lei of S. 2441 would amend sections 201 (e) and ff) of current

law,,sections which appear to have been deleted by section 201(a) of the bill.

(The same thing appears to be the case regarding section 223(a) of the Act.
Section 205 of the JJDP Act is being amended, when all that actually appears

to be intended to be changed is the language of section 223(a) before subsec-

tion (1).)
Currently the two Deputy Administrators of OJJDP are appointed by the

Administrator of LEAA. S. 2441 would revise this to have the Deputies ap-
pointed by the Administrator of OJJDP. The OJJDP Administrator would also

appoint a "Legal Advisor" to supervise and direct a new "Legal Advisory Unit."

That Unit would be responsible for "legal policy development, implementation
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eisk,and dissemination and the coordination of such matters with all relevant de-

partmental units." "When appropriate," tite- Legal Advisor is to consult with
LEAA and OJARS on "legal noupoilcy nuittors.'10-

The need for and exact meaning of this.provision are unclear. The individuals
ultimately, responsible for policy 'development and implementation under the
.JJDP Act as currently In effect are the Administrators of OJJDpand LEAA. To
ad% ise them regarding the legal implications of policy optiOns, there has Wee
a General Counsel in LEAA. The General Vounsel lunetbiin .stay be organiza-
tionally located in °JARS when the Justice System Improvement Act is fully
oupleinenteit, out the same purpoS'es would be served. curt ner facto guidance
can be provided by the Legal Counsel of the DeArtment _of Justice.

S. 2441 appears to either be removing policy responSibility from the Presi-
dentially-appoutted administriiturs of OJJDP or setting Ult. an independent legal
unit for the Office which consults with OJARS and LEAA only on "legal non-
policy niatters.'"rins is inconsistent with OJJDP's organizational placement as
a part of LEA t_and_gives the Office a special. Legal Advisor not available to

NIJ. or 13JS.
When idering matters relating to implementation a the Jake System

Improiement Act. the Department of Justice rejected fragmentation of legal
assistance within different components- of OJARS. You should also note that
the previous Administrator of OJJDP did have an Attorney-Advisor position
on his staff to assist him This was created under general agency'authority, not
by specific "legislative mandate. For all of these reasons, sectimi 201(d) of
S. 2441 is opposed.

Section 201 if) of S. 2441 would-require the Administrator of OJJDP to pro--
% vide Congress with a detailed evaluation of the Rahway Juvenile Awareness

Project, the so-called "Scared- Straight" program, or other similar programs, by
\,December 31, 1980. Z am not opposed to providing the requested evaluation, but

Aggest that the December 31, 19)10 deadline is not realistic. The National In-
strttkte fur Jatemle Justice and Delinquency Prevention, has done an assessment
of Si aretl-Straight" ty px prograt4 Design and completion of a more detailed
evaluation, howeVef;--coUld take considerably longer than the period provided.

Although part of LEA A and tied into the LEAA program, S-.,2141 repeals the
prosision of current law permitting .me plan submitted under the MA' Act to
be ipcorporated into the LEAN application under the Justice System Improve-
ment Act. JIecause the same state criminal justice councils administer both for-
mula grant. programs, the provisions of the JJDI' plan and LEAA application
are similar. There is a maintenance of effort requirement under the Justice
Sy stem Impro%ement Act and juvenile components LEAA applications. We
prefer to retain the flexibility of this provision. We would also suggest that
there be a provision for a three-year plan with annual updates, consistent
with the Justice System Improvetnent Act. This is proposed by S. 2442.

Section 205(f) of S. 2441 deletes that part of section 223(d) of the JJDP Act
referencing the LEAA hearing and appeal procedures for use in cases when a
state dues not submit a JJ1)1' plan or is found in noncompliance with other parts
of sectioa 223. The deleted sect ions, pros ide important protections and we recom-
mend they be retrained. S. 2441 also deletes the incorporation by reference of
other LEAA admimstrathe provisions through section 202,of the JJDI' Act.
All of these would be useful for inqflementation of the Act and consistency with
practices of LEAA. They deal with such items as civil right), compliance, delega-
tion, of func.lops. subpoena power, employ Meta of hearing officers. use of experts
and consultants, record-keeping, and the confidentiality of information regarding
individual juveniles.

S. 2441 would change "Special Emphasis Prevention and Treatment Programs"
under Title IL Part 11, Subpart II of the J.JDI' Act to "Priority Juvenile Preven-
tion and Treatment Programs." I see ne need to change the name for OJJDP
discretionary grants which has been used since MI. Individuals and organiza-
tions ham e, gotten used to this term and a change could be confusing. The term
Special Emphasis" is appropriate becaose it relates to the nature of the di re-

thaw) program. which is provision of a,specille focus, or special emphasis, or
statutorily enumerated programs and approaches to help young people.

Section 207 of S. 2441 would substitute state juvenile justice advisory groups
as the rem hewing entity fur Special Emphasis applications rather than state plan-
ning agencies. While the name of state planning agencies has been changed to
state criminal justice councils by the JuStice S.I-stem Improvement Act, we feel
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they should still be involved in the review and comment on Special Emphasis
applications along with the advisory groups. The criminal justice councils will

be responsible for administering both the 01113P and I;EAA formula grants and

will be in a position to provide useful comments regarding the Impact of Proposed

Special-nuptial:51s programs on other activities.
' Particularly troublesome, Mr. Chairman, is that part of section 211(a) of
S. 2441 which specifies that funds got obligated by the end of a fiscal year revert

to the Secretary of HEW for the piirposes of the Runaway youth Act. This is not

a wise provision. JJDP and LEA.4*nds have traditionally been available until
expended. In some instances, for reasons difficult to anticipate or control, funds
may not all be used in the year appropriated, even though a definite need exists.

A new agency head may change priorities, the appropriation level may not be

what was expected, the actual appropriation may not be received until after the
fiscal year begins, or other governmental policies could impact on obligation rates.
Enactment of this provision could mean that there may be a rush to spend funds

at the end of a year without careful program planning. Dollars appropriated for
the specific purposes of-Title II of the JJDP Act could be lost forever. It is also

/ unprecedented for one agency's funds to revert to- other Departments if unused,
In effect-bypassing the normal appropriations process.

The apparent basis for this amendment is indicated in Senator Bayb's re-
marks on introduction of S. 2441 that within the past year, the obligation rate_
for OJJDP has diminished substantially "with the prospect of a significant
over." It is-true that early in the program there was a- serious problem with

OJJDP fund flow, for reasons with which this Committee is thoroughly aC
militated. The Committee is also aware that my predecessor did an exceiientlob
in eliminating the backlog. Most of the reasons for- that former slowness in obli-

gatingiunds have either been eliminated or are probienis that we have recog-
nized and addressed, and can therefore work around. As I indicated earlier in my

statement, I expect that the bulk of fiscal year 1980 funds will be obligated in

fiscal year 1980. 1 strongly object to the loss of flexibility and possible harm to the

OJJDP program which could result fronigeversion of funds to HEW as proposed

by S. 2441.
Under current law, at least 19.15 percent of Justice System Improvement Act

funds must be used for juvenile deliquency programs. This is consistent with

the earlier requirement imposed on LEAA. The Justice System Improvement Act

added a provision that the primary emphasis' for these "maintenance of effort"

funds should be on programs "for juveniles convicted of criminal offenses or

adjudicated deliquent on the basis of an act which would be a criminal offense
If committed by an adult." 5..2412 would keep the maintenance of effort require-

ment for LEAA, but would raise it to 20 percent for clarity. S. 2441 tyould revise

the maintenance of effort provision to require that it all be used "for programs

aimed to curb violent crimes committed b$c juveniles, namely murder, forcible

rape, robbery, aggravated assault and arson involving bodily harm . . ."

Data from several studies indicate that a very small proportion of juvenile

offenders account for an extremely large volume of serious and violent crime.

Identitication nad effective treatment of this small group present both policy and

programmatic difficulties. While serious and violent youth crime must be dealt

with, it must be done in such a way that does not include other youths who are

not in need of the same degree of attention as the most serious offenders.
I believe that the current language of the Justice System Improvoment Act,

requiring primary emphalls on programs for juvenile offenders, is appropriate.
The lengthu does not say that 111 -maintenance of eifort funds have to be spent
for these pu. ,.oses or spent exclusively for serious violent offenders. The main-
tenance of effort provision is highly significant to the overall scheme of the JJDP
program. for it assures that juvenile justice funds supplement those under the
Justice System Improvement Act. Without the requirement, there would be no
guarantee that any LEAA Justice System Improvement Act funds would be spent
in the juvenile area. Not only does maintenance of effort assure that LEAA

funds aren't diverted to other criminal justice purposes, but it means that juvenile

justice will remain a national LEAA priority. I do not feel any change as sug-
gested is necessary.

S. 2434 takes another approach to the maintenance of effort requirement. In-
stead of 19.15 percent, each state would be required to maintain of the LEAA

funds (presumably for juvenile deliquency programs, although not specified) "at
least that percentage of the total expenditures Made for criminal justice programs
by state and local governments whielMs expended for juvenile deliquency pro-



grams by such state and _local governments." In other words, the same share of
LEAA funds would have to go for Juvenile deliquency as a state or localitespends
of its own funds for this purpose.

I oppose this approach as contrary to the purpose of the maintenapec of effort
provision. The requirement traces back to enactment of the JJDI' Act. It was
included to assure that .LEAA Crime Control Act funds going for ,,uvenile delin-
quency programs were not supplinted by JJDP Act funds. A specific level of
effort was required ,which was tied to an earlier year's expenditures. Each state
must.keep Juvenile Justice programming a priority focus for LEAA funds. Under
S. 2434, where juvenile justice is a local priority, it *mld get more funds, and
where it is not a local priority, it would get /ewer funds. In addition, the section
only applies to states, not the entire LEAA effort. Finally, it should be pointed
out that the percentage of criminal Justice funds going for Juvenile delinquency
programming may not be ail appropriate gauge of the level of effort needed.

Mr. Chairman, I have provided the Committee staff with a copy of my recent
testimony before the House Education and Labor Committee regarding H.R. 6704,
which would also reauthorize the JJDI' Act. I call your attention to several
serious concerns I have regarding that measure, including the recommended
abolition of the National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinqueifey Pre-
vention, revisions to the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prelention and state Juvenile,_justice advisory groups, possible
weakening of the compliance standard and monitoring requirements regarding
deln.41tutiunalization of status offenders, and repeal of the authority to use
.1.11)1' Ant funds as match for other Federal program grants. I strongly urge that
my objet nous he taken into eungideration with respect to the reauthorization
measure oltinottely agreed tiihm by both the Senate and House of Representatives.
On the other hand, S. 2442 has some important features which I hope will be
incorporated Into.your dual hid.

That contludes my presentation, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to continuing
to work with the Committee.

Senator Barn. We now have a panel, Judge Carl E. Guernsey,
president, National Comicil of Juvenile and Family Court aludges;
Mrs. Jane Freeman. National Collaboration for Youth; Mrs. Barbara
D. McGarry. Coalition for Children and Youth and American
Foundation for the Blind ; Mrs. Lynn Lyss, chairwoman, Children and
Youth 'Task Force. National Council of Jewish Women; and Ms.,
Iegene Schroeder. Child Welfare League of America.

It is good to have you here. I appreciate having all of you here to
testify this morning. Wks don't we start in the way I introduced you.

PANEL OF: JUDGE CARL E. GUERNSEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURT JIVES; JANE C.
FREEMAN, NATIONAL COLLABORATION FOR YOU IT; BARBARA
D. McGARRY, COALITION FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH AND
AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND; LYNN LYSi, CHAIR-
WOMAN, CHILDREN AND YOUTH TASK FORCE, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN; AND REGENE SCHROEDER,
CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA

Judge GUERNSEY. Thank you. Senator Bayh.
Let me express on /behalf of the, National Council of Juvenile and

Family Court Judges our appreciation for the opportunity tc 'estify
today.

I have a prepared text of my testimony. With the leave of the Chair,
I would like to submit that and go over it briefly from notes.

Senator BAyll. Fine. I appreciate that. All of you may do that. I
must confess I think that perhaps the rule should be to the extent

f.)
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possible, "blessed.arethe brief," because they may be invited back Co

testify again. [Laughter.]
Judge GUERNSEY.. Let me begin by saying first of all that the Na-

tional Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges is a membership
organization of some 2,500 judges anct other juvenile justice personnel.
It is the oldest and largest judges' association in the country, and was

the first to recognize that by the mere process of appointment to the

bench or election to the bench, a man does not know all that he needs

to know, or a woman, to be an effective juvenile court. judge. -

We instituted the concept of judicial training. We are now benefiting

from judicial training through grants from the Office of Juvenile

Justice.
I would like to note, Mr. Chairman; hat in a recent austerity mes-

sage, the President of the United States indicated that there was a
need for austerity in every phase of, our national budget, and for

`trimming in every area cept in the area of national defense.

I would submit, Mr. Chairman, that there has not been an American
home invaded from the outside since the year 1812, but every day

thousands of American homes are being invaded by adults and

juvenile law violatOrs.
This is, I submit to you, an area of national defense which requires

the attention of our Congress.
I mention to you that the National Council of Juvenile and Family

Court Judges is involved in the training of judges and leading court
personnel.

During the year 1979., we provided training for some 3,346 judges
and ci,ther juvenile justice personnel in part through the funding of

the Office of Juvenile Justice.
This training we believe we can demonstrate has had an impact on

the manner in which juvenile justice is administered throughout the

United States.
Further, we have received a grant from the Office of Juvenile Justice

for a computerized information system, an information system which

provides instant data on the indii,idual juvenile offender. which

prevents loss of cases or delay of cases within the system, which im-

proves the management efficiency.
This system has now-been installed in the State of Rhode Island, and

very recently, in just 12 hours time, was transferred from the State of
Rhode Island to become an operational system in Washington. D.C.

Another project which we have had funded through the Office of

Juvenile Justice has been a bridge-buildingsymposium with leaders in
the field oreducation and in the field of community service, which

hopefully will establish a coalition of education organizations, com-
munity organizations and the organized juvenile justice system for the
purpose of early identification and early treament of the problems of

juvenile delinquency.
All too many times, Mr. Chairman, I have been faced with this

problefh. I have had teachers who have taught young people in early
elementary grades come to me some years later and say, "Well, I
understand you had Johnny Jones in your court last week. I could have
told you 5 years ago he was going to be there."

This is the time for prevention, rather than for treatment.
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Further, through the Office of Juvenile Justice, our National Center
for Juvenile Justice, in Pittsburgh, the research division of the Na-
tional Council, has been funded to make the first statistical study of
what :s ;really going on in the area of juvenile delinquency in the
'United StateS.

It was through this grant and through the statistics collected, that
11r. Schwartz was able to testify earlier concerning what has been
going on in he field of juvenile justice since the passage of the Juvenile
Delinquency Prevention and Control Act of 1974. - ,

That study indicates that delinquency was on the rise 15.2 percent,
per capita, in the 5 years prior to 1975. Yet, up only 0.2 percent from
1975 to 1977.

In the years 1975 to 1977, this 3-year period, the incidence per capita
of delinquency rose only 0.2 percent.

Senator BAYII. That is incredible. When was that study completed.
Judge GUERNSEY. That has just been completed, Senator. I would

be happy to furnish a number of copies to you for your perusal.
Senator BAYII. Thank you. That is remarkiible.
Judge (itAnxsr.v. The study goes on. Detention has been down 14

percent per hundred children during the years from 19,75 Co 1977.
You, Senator, have been very much concerned -bout the plight of

status offenders and very rightfully so.
In 1973, there were 355,600 status offenders referred to the juvenile

justice system.
In 1976, it was down to 320,500.
In 1977, it was down to 280,000.
That is a total decrease of 21 percent.
Senator 13.1.YII. Judge. I am sorry to intei rupt your testimony here.

That report, is it an assessment, the numbers you used, the percentages
that Sou used, is that of the total kinds of juvenile dt_lenquincy and
status offender activities 9

Judge GUERNSEY. Y s, sir.
Senator 13.1Y11. I we, Id hate to say that we have accomplished these

results because we ecreased the number of status offenders but we
have increased the imbers of felons.

Judge GUERN .Y. There is one categgry which has increased un-
fortunately and hat is major crimes against property..

The other figu s, however, show a remarkable decline.
Senator BAYII. T ian you.
Judge GUERNSEY. Let the add just one more figure, because I know

that statistics are bard to listen to.
Status_offentler detention has declined during this 3-year period

from 116.000 detained in 1975, to 103,000 in 1976, to 59,000 in 1977, a
decline of 49.4 percent.

Senator, if I may be permitted a -lighter moment, I would suggest
to you that if we want to solve one of the perplexing national problems
today, that maybe we ought to submit the inflation problem to the
Office of Juvenile Justice. [Laughter.]

Senator BAYII. We won't be able to afford enough money in the
budget to do that ,his year because we are cutting back. [Laughter.]

Judge GUERNSEY. Let me speak now to the restructuring of prior-
ities in the area of the Juvenile Delinquency and ControlPrevention
and Control Act.



share the concern of many who ha ve already spoken.here that the
first priority ought to be to get children out of jail.

It worries me tremendously-that minor juvenile law violators by
the thousands are now being detained in county jails which have been
ruled by,the Federal Bureau of Prisons to be too inhumane and too
dirty for the housing of Federal bank robbers, and we are still keep-.
ing children in those same jails.

I submit that this is something that Congress needs to address
itself to. _

Still a second priority
Senator BAytt. That is a Federal institution. right?
Judge GERNSE4. County jails that.have held Federal prisoners are

precluded, many of them. from housing Federal adult prisoners, but
those same jails are used for housing juveniles.

Let. me submit further that there is a Second priority that is badly
needed and that is to address the specific problems of the violent and
the habitual juvenile offender. I would suggest and this is an individ-
ual opinion and not a policy statement of the National Council of
Juvenile and Family Court Judges. that once we have developed truly
effective and truly humane institutions for the hard-to-deal-With
juvenile offender, we might take a look at the fact that our institu-
tional,period of care today is perhaps too short to be effective.

Certainly. we lived better institutions for the hard-to-handle juve-
nile offender. But we know flint they can absorb rehabilitation only
through a longer pf;riod of stay than the 5 or 6 months average stay
in today's institutions. T don't suggest it until we have more humane
and more effective institutions however.

There is a premise that I would like to submit as the basis for our
position on the third reorganizational priority and that is that any
time. any thou. juvenile programs are taingled into adult programs,
inevitably the juvenile pro!Yrams get lost.

In the reestablishment of °JARS. it has been submitted that the
Office of Juvenile Justie be a subordinate office under the Law En-
forcement Aszistance Administration.

Further, it. has been suggested that the Institute for Juvenile Jus-
tice he absorbed into the National Institute of Justice and that the Iv-
tention of statistics. juvenile statistics be absorbed within the overall

4 statistical field.
This makes neat boxes, Mr. Chairman. but it doesn't make for the

,effective handling of the problems of jut enile justice which are unique
unto themselves,

Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for the privilege of making this
'fest. nta t

Senator BAytr. Judge. von say that the office of Juvenile Jurtice
and the programs of the Jul Vitile 'rustic!. Net have accomplished in-
credible results in these past G ears. But it is you who dedicated your
lives to helping young people and your organizations working to-
gether, who have made a significant, almost unbelievable impact on
the incidence of juvenile crime.

Judge GUERNSEY. This. along with other factors, has been a major
development in beginning to turn things around in the area of
delinquory.
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Senator Bern. Yes. I want to look aethat report. I don't want to

jump to conclusioni here, but as I recall some of the other evidences,
ingredients of the environment in which those youngsters have been
living, the economic picture has not been particularly bright as far as
young people are concerned. You still had significantly high unemploy-
ment among young.

The thought that you expressed that when you have a youth pro-
gram commingled with an adult Program, the adult program begins to
dominate and the youth program suffers a unfortunate.

Judge GUERNSEY. It overshadows it invariably.
Senator BAYII. And that you feel to commingle statistics and to lose

the identifying statistics that identify the problem early on, that 'you
feel, in your judgment, as a juvenile court judge, that that would be
tragic.

judge GUERNSEY. The statistical data for juveniles and the statisti-
cal data for adult criminal justice purposes are like apples and oranges.

Senator BATH. To put them all together then is to say we are going
to treat all irldividuals the same, the young first-time offender, the
.status offender, the'three-time loser, we would treat the gathering of
statistics and thus. I assume society's response, similar. You feel that
would not be wise'?

Juke GUERNSEY. Not just that, but the relative statistical data on
juveniles relates to education, to school situations, to family matters
more closely than do adults. 2,

The applicable adult figures might relate to employment, certainly
to educational background, but not to current educational status. Less
to the original family.

would suggest -to you that these are two different ball games.
Senator BAYII. Well. thank you very much, Judge.
Mrs. Fi venian, it is good to have you hare as a long-time frie nd and

leader _in the Qirl Scout movement. I don't know a family that has
given more to nerve America than the Freeznans. It is good to have
you here now representing the National Collaboration for Youth.

I should note that the uniform or the dress, the attire which you
bring before us is that of a top officer in the Girl Scouts. I do know
that is another role that you play.

TESTIMONY OF JANE O. FREEMAN

Mrs. FitEnmAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much. It is a tre-
mendous pleasure for me to be here with you today. I do represent
the National Collaboration for Youth.

The National Collaboration strongly supports the reauthorization
and the extension of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974.

I am now president of the Girl Sr.,,Tats of the U.S.A. which is a
member organization of the National Collaboration for Youth. I do
speak today on behalf of all 13 national voluntary youth organi-
zations.

I won't list the. names. They will be in the written testimony. I will
not read the written testimony. We will submit it to you.

I would like to highlight several of the points in it, if I may.
These national youth serving agencies reach over 30 million young

Americans with a professional staff of 40,000 and the services of over
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.6 million -volunteers, including hundreds of thousands of concerned

business, professional and community leaders.
Our organizations collectively serve a diverse cross section of this

. country. They represent valuable resources that can be tapped in
cdonerative ventures with Federal leadership and funding:

We have the experience in working with children and youth. We
work with the people the judge has lust been- describing to you.

Mr. Chainnan, your dedicated leadership was absolutely crucial

to the success.of the 4-year bipartisan effort which led to the passage

of the Juvenile Justice -anti Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.

YOu realize that the prevention of delinquency must be a major goal
of any overall Federal program. Your commitment to the prevention
priority Was crucial to the emphasis on prevention in the 1974 act,
and in the 1977 aMendments.

Your continued leadership for this prevention Locus is no less crucial'

today.
-This. is where we would like to join with you and to help in every

way that -we can, because our organizations cope every day with delin-

quent and potentially- delinquent youth. We are all too familiar with

the gaps in the way our saiety handles the troublesome young people,
the vandalisM, the dropping out of school, the teenage pregnancy, the,

'alcohol and drug abuse and the rising delinquency rates are symptoms
of the critical needs and lack of opportunities of our most alienated

youth.
The collaboration _came together to express its concern that these

troubled young people are frequently rejected by recreation, education,
and-social systems and are left then to the streets, to the courts, and
finally to detention and correctional sy8teins.

We committed ourselves to finding methods of preventing delin-

quency and of handling ,outlifill offenders and accepted the responsi-
bility of providing a voice at the Federal level for the experienced
youth-serving organizations and their constituents, the youth them-
selves, who are so often ignored by all levels of Government.

The Collaboration played a significant role, we believe, in bringing
together the support for the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act. of 1974, and the 1977 extensions and now again, we are here

to support the efforts for the further extension.
We believe in Federal leadership, in adequate funding, in a National

Institute and in national standards and community-based prevention
and diversion and treatment programs.

We believe in private voluntary agency participation and

cooperation.
We recognize the importance of private and public cooperation to

help youth at risk. We are committed to the effective implementation
of this landmark legislation. We continue to work with the Office of

Juvenile Justice.
The collaboration has had successful expel fence in increasing the

capacity of the national youth serving organizations at the national,
State and local levels to deliver the services for so-called status
offenders.

LEAA funding has enabled 10 member agencies of the collaboration
and 6 other major national private, non-profit organizations to under-

63
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take jointly with their respective local affiliates, actions to increase
the capacity of private agencies in partnership with governmental de-
partments, to provide community-liased alternatives to statusoffenders
in many, many States.

Out of the.115 separate program elements contained in our demon-
stration sites, 20 were selected as models and published for replication
as the most effective ways we have found to help the status offenders.

I am attaching this pamphlet entitled "A. Different GameProgram
.Models, National Juvenile Justice Program Collaboration."

This contains a complete explanation of the successful functioning
of this program at local levels. We have nuinerou copies and we will
be happy to supplywhatevereu need. j ,

Mrs. FRBEMAN. Our xperiences have emphasized what can be ac-
complished by Federal Government leadership to create public-private
cooperation to help children in trouble.

Now we want to underline the importance of section 224(c), of the
Juvenile Justice and Deliquency Prevention-Act which provides that
30 percent of the funds available for the special emphasis programs
shall be available for private nonprofit agency grants.

We are pleased to hear that approximately 70 percent of these funds
to date have gone to the private voluntary organmitions. This section
recognizes our capability ta create a trust relationship with young
people and the need to makb Government funds available to use that
crucial relationship to reach those hard to reach youths.

The Government funds which have gone to member organizations
haN e been a catalyst to increase our efforts and the dedication of our
own resources to the needs of youth at risk.

We have been able to obtain increased private and foundation fund-
ing for our programs for alienated youth, and due to the legislation and
the work of the collaboration itself, our memberships are becoming
much more aware of the deliquency problems and are mobilizing to
try to serve those hard to reach youths more than we have ever been
able to do before.

We have worked closely with the Offices of Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention ever since the beginning, and now the National
Collaboration for Youth strongly supports the central purpose behind
the creation of the OJJDP which is to provide a clear and consistent
national policy for juvenile justice act programs.

Also, we supply all of the juvenile justice proorams administered by
the LEAA. For this purpose, the OJJDP must have, we believe, an
independent status.

We are so pleased to support the amenaments contained in S. 2441,
which give the administrator of the OJJDP final authority to award
grants and allocate funds under the Juvenile Justice Act.

We are pleased also to support the creation of a legal adviser to the
administrator of OJJDP.

We think that the chances for strong administration of the act are
greatly enhanced by giving the 0J.TDP independent status and erect=

an independent legal adviser.
In the section-by-section analysis of S. 2441, it is stated that the

amendment to section 201, delegates "All final authority to the
Administrator to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Deliquency
Prevention."

.f
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We wonder if the janguage of the amendment clearly achieves this
objective.-For instance, is the administrator of OJJDP then under the
Policy direction and control of the administrator, of LEAA?

The independence of the OJJDP would be further strengthened by
the funding of the Juvenile Justice Act as a separate line item in the
Federal budget. We hope that this possibility will be actively pursued.

-While the collaboration believes that the limited resources of the
Juvenile Justice Act shduld continue to be focused ,on the currently
mandated prevention and diversion programs, it doesn't mean that we
don't,recognize as you certainly do, the gravity of the problem Of the
violent and serious offender.

But as provided in your bill, the programs devoted toward these
dangerous luVeniles should be funded out of the "Maintenance of
Effort provisions" of the Safe Streets Act, the Original rationale for
establishing the level of maintenance of effort seems to have fa_ ded
from view somewhat but we urge that this rate be set atpa flat 20 per-
cent rather than the phsent 19.15 percent.

Even though we support the use cif maintenance of,effort funds for
the violent offender, we urge you to change the title of the act from
its present 'title of the Violent Juvenile Crime Control Act of 1980.
A very small proportion of juveniles cornnit violent crimes and
those who do are not helped toward rehabilitation by such labeling.

With your leadership,, t prevention goal of this legislation should
not be called by this unnecessary title. Such labeling hurts the efforts
of all of us, and is deeply resented by the young people of our country.

We urge the continued use pf the Justice Act resources for
the long underserved status offenders. We are committed to the goal
of deinstitutionalization of noncriminal juveniles.

We recognize the progress made in many States toward deinstitu-
tionalization would_,not have occurred absent the act's requirements.

We are delighted to support the extension of the authorization for
'5 years until 1985. -

We think that your 5-year authorization, with the $200 million for
the first 3 Years, rising to $225 million annually in the last 2 years,
demonstrates the additional commitment of the Congress to the im-
portance of this program.

We all need time if we are to be effective with our prevention and
assistance programs.

We also want to express our support for the 5-year extension of
the program for runaway and homeless youths. This program has'
proven that it can provide worthwhile services for the extraordinar-
ily vulnerable runaway population.

We approve the change in the title and amendments in the act to
provide programs for homeless youths because we have long known
that the real problems are youth who have no adequate homes.

Now all of our organizations do a great variety of programs, but
just to give yci a few samples. I of course. would like to quote sonic
of the things which the Girl Scouts are doing. Those are the things
that I know and understand the best.

As an example. in Sarasota, Fla., the Girl Scouts had a small grant
from the OJJDP. We hired a woman to work especially with the
younger sisters of teenage girls who were already in custody as juve-
nile offenders.

LIU
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You Igor sisters, as studies have shown, often follow in the foot
steps of the older ones and get into similar trouble. ,

We are -working with the younger ones to bring them into the Girl -
Scout programs so as to have a peer group of girls to have as f 'ends,
to giie them support and challenges and opportunities and creative
things, to do.so that they will not feel ostracized or marked, by their
older sister's problems, and that they will have oPportunities to avoid
falling into the same trap. v 0 I f

'Sena r BATH. Exc9se me. I think that is a very commendablete
kind of rogram. I would hope you could work with us to show what
we can to get ether youth organizations perharps to zero in on that
if they and not now doing it.

IIn society, we respond quickly, usually, when you have a visible ,

manifestation, of a problem and so, you respond to a violent offender!
,or someone who commits a felony. I think when you have the kind of,
clear signal that you have trouble, with other siblings there to respond,
then not necessarily to put the same mark on subsequent children that
come along or younger children, but I think you :have problems. You
know there is something wr.mg when you have , one child that,doeS
that. , /

I think in a very positive way to give special attention to othek,
children in the same family, I think that does not bear the mark of
Cain on them, it is really the breath of hope.

Mrs. FREEMAN. Thank you, sir. We certainly will. It has been a very
exciting program. We will do our beSt, to spread, the good word, not ,

only nationwide in out own organization, but with many other youth-
serving organizations. . ,, ..,

Nnother example was in Tucson, Ariz., where the Girl Scouts ant
the local youth employment agency worked together on programs to
train and to employ young women who were status offenders as sum-
mer day campleaders.

Now these day camps work with a wide variety of children and this
program provided them with training, with occupations, and wq11 new
opportunities for the improvement of the self-image and the dimtion
ofthe status offenders.

At the same time, it provided much needed extra leadership for
crowded summer day camps, and it provided education for the Girl
Scout people and others in the community about the kinds of 1),eople
who are status offenders. They turned out to be just like regular kids
who needed an extra break. We provided that extra break.

We think it k an excellent program and we hope we will be,able to
extend it further.

Again, Girl Scouts use the OJJDP money to work with other groups
in educating the community as in placeslike,-New York State where
where we are working will; the State office of crime prevention and
with the Boy Scouts and with the older American group and with the
police in trying to alert the public on how to protect oneself and one's
property, such as the use of identification on personal property or in
accompanying senior citizens to the, bank to cash social security Checks,
or to understand insurance or other frauds, and to help people under-
stand those frauds, to work in patrol groups to prevent muggings and
assaults:

1
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Other Girl Scouts in places like Philadelphia havg-worked on Pkoj,

pets iii schools to explain to younger children the perils of shoplifting
and how all consumers costs inchiding,those of the youngest con=
sumers are up. because ,of slfoplifting and how this practice leads to
many more serious problems.

;

Or,,ia Tennessee, where we had a very special rape prevention pro-

. gramFhich. became so popular in the cdminunity that we were asked

to bring,it into t he 'schools.
Girl. Scouts hapt-gone into the schools to explain this rape preven-

tion progiam.
Since many runaways have been found to come froni homes where

thlire are alcoholic parents &''''-alcoholic problems of the young people

4Theniselves, we are working in communities to educate people on the
availability uhf assistance to such children and_ their "families and to

reach out to help those young people to find other sources of support,
instead of feeling the necessity /to run away from their homes and
perhaps get, into otherkinds of problems.,

All of, these, Mr. Chairman, take tithe. That is why the'5-year ex-
tension is so important. This kind of program ilanning, training,
and cooperation in carrying, on simply does not happen overnight.

We believe in that old adage, as do you, L know, "An ounce of pre-
vention is worth a pound of cure We think it has been proven in

these programs.
We are getting good starts in many communities. We arelrying to

reach out to many more. We think we can help to provide the alterna-

tives to a life of continuing crime to young people who may have had

some problems.
We do need the extra assistance in money, in Government co-

operation, and in support to help get these programs started, to get

other grants and community support to carry out our efforts.,

We believe that young people. girls especially. usually are left out
when public dollars are spent. Yet, in girls in even ,larger numbers

ithan in boys at present, the juvenile. crime rate is going up. It is in-
creasing for the girls in many different types, and we believe in many

areas more rapidly than ever before in our history. We believe that

the public is ready to give full support to crime prevention -programs

for otur young people.
We, the Girl Scouts and our other National Collaboration for Youth

organizations can do so much with the small amount of money.
We can supply the volunteers and train them. 1.Ve can help get the

local community support. We work with the schools and the courts
and the parents and the teenagers on the local, 1to-1 basis.

We think we can help multiply the effect of the Federal dollar so

much.
We appreciate, Mr. Chairman. very much, your understanding that 't

_entil are our greatest resource. We are confident that you will succeed

in extending the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act to.,

provide for a strong Federal role in the prevention of delinquencies.

We all main committed to joining with you in that fight for justice

for juvem this year and next year, and for many years to come.
Thank 3 u Senator Bayh.



Senator BATH. Thank you. My spec: thanks to the Girl Scouts for
the early key support that you have give: are contintting tb 'give
in this effort.

Mrs. McGarry.
-

'TESTIMONY OF BARBARA D. McGARR

Mrs. McGAmir. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Barbara McGarry. I am wearing threwha this morn-

ing, all of which are invisible. Because of some past efforts former
executive director of the Ameritan Parents Committee in my p vious
incarnation, I have been asked by Congressman Tom Railsback to
present his-letter of particular support on certain segments of the
pending legiglaiion.

I have also consented to appear as a board member of the Coalition
for Children and Youth, an umbrella organization of over 55 national
organizations, representing all areas,coneerning children and youth,
health; education, justice, youth employment, 'foster care, adoption,
child care, teenage r -egnancy and family problems.

I would like to use for the record, the Coalition for Children and
Youth statement of budgetary support for programs which perhaps
isn't precisely germane to this morning's hearings, but if I may, ask
it be includedn the record...

Ms. JOLLY. It will be included in the record.
Mrs. Mcaulay, My last invisible hat is that of a =specialist in Gov-

ernmental relations #er the American Foundation for the Blind, a
professional occupation that I have held for the last 6 years, before
that, another 10 years in .juvenile delinquency work.

At present, my professional specialization is that of not only visually
handicapped conditions in children and adults, but other conditions .

such as mental, emotional, financial handicaps.
My own chosen preference, of course, is The population of handi-

capped children.
Senator Rim. We will put the pftilsback letter in the record, if we

might.
Vrertainly concur in the assessment of Congressman Railsback.
Ms. Mcaumr.. Since it is such a very brief letter, and so precisely

to one certain pointy
Senator BATH. If you want to read it, that is fine.
Ms. McGAnar [reading] :
DEAR SENATOR BATH : I am writing to yott in anticipation of the Senate

Judiciary Committee's hearing on the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.

There is currently a provision in ILR. 0704, which would have the effect of
Abolishing the National Institute of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion about which I have strong reservations.

I think it is important to note that noneof the three bills, Mr. Doles bill, Mr.
.Rayh's bill or the Administration bill pending before the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee have a similar provision.

As yoit will recall. it was as far back as 1969, that Senat r Percy and I first
introduced legislation to create an Institute for the Contiiuing Study of the
Prevention of Delinquency.

After a long struggle in which you played a major role, the essence of that
proposal was contained in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Act of 1074
whidh passed the Senate by a vote of 88 to 1: at the House. by a vote of 329 to 20.

The National Institute for Juvenile Justice was created with the realization
that Juveniles represent unique problems, and that, accordingly, there should be a
separate, specialized entity to focus on their problems. /

Lb
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I believe that the Institute in its six-year history Icas had an impact far beyond

its qlmited resources, while enjoying wide-spread support from numerous groups.

'* I hope that you will continue to support time Institute in its present form.
. With every best wish, I remahrsincerely,

is 4, = / Tom RAILSBACK,
Member of Congress.

Senator BAYH. Thank you.
Ms. McGartaY. That reflects very precisely, I think, previous sup-

'',,-port heard this morning witlkhepossible exception of the administra-

tion.
Furthettuttressing the argument for an independent institute is

House Budget Committee action otiLEAA last week and the pending
committee action in the Senate this week, arg,iing for the support of a

Juvenile Justice Institute thze is independent of the political policies

of a parent agency:
In that way it can best function. In that way it can best monitor the

constitutional safeguards that-lave been guaranteed in the Supreme
Court ruling in the landmark Gault case, about which I haven't heard

much mention by the administration witnesses this morning. But I do

hope there would be adequate monitoring of those safeguards:
Because of the pressure of time, Mr. Chairman, I will be happy to

answer any questions you might have.
Senator .Bar-ir. Thank you very much, ;NI's. McGarry. I appreciate

not only yfuir presence here, but the kind of role that_you and others

in the coalition have played from the early stage: Without the help
of ,folks like you have at the witness table right now, we wouldn't have

been successful. We were attacking the establishment way of doing
things, and hoping Ive could make the establishmentthe understood
and accepted wavy of doing things, the way we now have in the act:

I appreciate your being here. Of course, I concur in the facts and

thrust of the ,thoughts-contained in Congressman Railsback's letter. -,

Ms. MCGARRY. He appreciates that.
Senator BAYII. He has been one of our strong supporters in the

_House. I appreciate that.
Now let's have Ms. Lyss, if you would. I will go down the list-here.

Mrs. LYSS. Thank you.
Senator BATH. I should say one of the early supporters is the Na-

tional Council of Jewish Women.
Mrs. LYSS. Thank you Senator Bay h.
Senator BAYIt. They were out there very early, and of course, a

strong influence in the communities. I appreciate your representing

them today.
TESTIMONY OF LYNN LYSS

4

Mrs. Lyss. I appreciate the opportunity of appearing before you.
I presently chair the Children and youth Task Force of the National
Council of Jewish Women. I am a national board member.

Since 197u, the National Council of Jewish Women has been deeply

involved in juvenile justice issues. We were part of the widespread
citizen efforts to secure passage of the Ji\venile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention Act of 1974.
We were also active participants in the reauthorization process in

1977.
Due to this involvement our sections have initiated over 120 com-

munity service projects - across the country dealing with juvenile

justice.



-Tiflis, we share with you and the Senate the desire, to see the act-- ;
fully implemented throughout the country.

In keeping with this desire, We commend the framers of S. 2441 for
leaving the act substantially intact and especially for not making any
major changes in the States' compliance provisions wider section 223,
or in the deffintion under section 103.

Many of our inemirs report to us that their States have been slow
and/or reluctant to carry out the principal mandates of the aet.,

Only now are many States begiOung to make real headway4iutheir
compliance efforts. Any change or redefinition of key provisions is
likely to disrupt. State compliance efforts rather_than support them.

N e urge the Senate to maintain a strong position this issue
throughout the reauthorization process:

We also support the 5-year reauthorization of the act a the appro-
priations levels proposed in S. 2441.

There are a number of proposed amendments which we o have ques-
tions and comments about. We are deeply concerned ab ut the title of
S. 2.141, and the program direction that S. 2442 take. ,

They take toothey place too much an emphasis on, a tiny Propor-
tion of youth who become involved in,the juvenile justice system.

Available statistics indicate that the number of violent crimes com-
mitted by juveniles has been decreasing in recent years. Onlyupproxi-
mately 5 percent of all juvenile arrests are for viole4 crimes and juve-
nile arrests for such crime§. account for less tha7 1 percent of all
arrests.

We understand, hoWever, the current political7alities and.the pres-
sures on this body to include such an emphasis.

The Senate and you in particular, Mr. Chairman, have been both in
1914 an4 1977, shown foresight and leadership in resisting these efforts
and pressures and maintaining a focus in the act that emphaSizes_those
problems and issues which affect the greatest number of yoi th involved
in the juvenile justice system.

It however, the new emphasis is added, and we compli ent you on
restricting the emphasis to concentrate on juveniles that commit violent
acts.

We would urge that the additional attention to this population be
given only in the areas of sentencing, providing resources necessary
for informed dispositions and re:ilibtlitation. 1

We are in agreement that the funds to support these areas of addi-
tional attention should conic only out of the funding available under
the maintenance of efforts provision,of the act.

However, it should not involve all of the section 261 (b) funds.
The funds drawn from this source should be obligated in a manner

that is consistent with the actual incidence of such crime.
Senator Bityn. If you will excuse me for interrupting, I think be-

cause you aad Mrs. Freeman mentioned this, it is important to under-
stand that this special emphasis in amendment in no way is
intended to undercut the inuch more comprehensive broad range posi-
tive approach across the hoard.

If titling that amendment has caused folks to be concerned, I appre-
_ciate your bringing this to our attention. We do have a problem' with

violent offenders. It is a real problem. But, the whole thrust of the
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Juvenile Justice Act was to y to deal with the problems of children
in a way so that they nu ht not- become a violent, offending
adolescents.

So, I think it would be wrong if we changed the thrust. I appreciate
your calling this concern to our attention.

Mrs. LYss. Thank you Senator Bayh.
Our. coneern is that attention not be diverted away from the initial

impact.
Senator BAY11. I think that is well taken.
Mrs. Lrss. Thank you.
The proposed amendments in S. 2441, to section 201, would invest

the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention with more
independence, but would retain it under the general authority of
LEAH.

We feel that independence would be better attained if the Office
we:a a separate administrative unit under the direct authority of the
Office of Justice Assistance, Research, and Statistics.

The recent House Budget Committee's resolution dramatically
underscores the need for establishing the office as a separate adminis-
trative unit with its own budget line.

The proposed amendment in S. 2441, to section 261, also 'Ilia some
serious-quest ions for us. We-are aware that the Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention has been the object of much criticism
regarding the rate at which it liaS been able to obligate appropriated
funds.

We appreciate snd agree with the desire to have the funds obligated
more expeditiously. But I.efore provisions such as this, is included in

the act, we feel that more review of the problems involved is necessary.
In the past, there has been some difficulty in obligating funds during

the fiscal year, due to delay in the Federal appropriations process.
Since its inception, the Office had been understaffed. It has not had

the necessary administrative independence to act more quickly.
Putting the kind of pressui e, proposed in this amendment, on the

Office to obligate its funds quickly may be counter-productive if the
basic problems are not dealt with. We recommend that this committee,
through its oversight function should keep a close watch on the Office's

performance in this area to ascertain what the difficulties are and to
make recommendations or take appropriate action if and when neces-
sary to alleviate any problems.

We are in complete support of the retitling of title III of its
authorization for- years and of tfie appropriation levels proposed in

S. 2441.
The addition of the word "homeless" to the title reflects what the

real situation is.
According to reports from our members who are involved in pro-

grams for runaways and honieleSs youths, and current research, many

children are pushed out of their home or are fleeing from an unhealthy

and dangerous home situation which may involve the alcoholism and

or drug addiction of their parents, physical abuse and neglect and

sexual abuse. -
Once_again, I would like to express my appreciation for the oppor-

tunity to express these views. I commend you on your involvement.
Senator BAYH. Thank you very much. I appreciate the positive

-comments you have made. That is one of the things I think that can
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COMO from hearings. We don't just go through the motions to make a
record and pass out a press release but to let some of you wliose,
organizations ha% e been in% olved in this whole effort to reform our
response to juvenile delinquency and to try to prevent it in the
beginning an opportunit3 to assess changes that .r.:ied to be made and
to make a contribution as we look forw to next year and the year
after that and 5 years in the future.

So, thank you very much.
Ms. Schroeder, we appreciate your being here. The Child Welfare

League of America, or course, has played a major role in this. We
appreciate your representing them here today.

TESTIMONY OF REGENE SCHROEDER

Ms. Suinot.or.R. Senator Bayli, the Child Welfare League* wishes to
thank the Committee on the Judicial.) for in% iting us to testify on the
Reauthoi ization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Att and to discuss the.amendinents to this imp,' tant piece of legisla-
tion-which are outlined in S. 343, S. 441, and S. 442.

My name is Regene Schroeder. I tun executive director of the
Florence. Crittenton Seri lees of At izona, Inc., a pin ate agenc3 pro% id-
ing care to the )(Jails of Ai izona, including both status offenders and
ju% undo dchnquents, through contractual arrangements with the
State.

ln addition, I am a member of the Justice Planning Supervisory
,Board. and am sere ing the second) eau as the State claw person of the
Juvenile Justice Advisory Council.

I appear toda3 on behalf of the Child Welfare League and its
isions. the American Parents Committee and the Office of Regional,

PrtA incial and State Child ('are Associations. bel ing er 1,000 child
and family a,,encies in North America. ,

The Child Welfare League was active in the passage of the Juvenile
Justice Act, when it oi passed in 1971. We would like to thank
this committee fug its efforts toward reauthorization of this important
piece of legislation.

The Child \V1 fare League Board has a position supporting_the
reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice Act. gi% ing top priority to the,
placement of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion within the Department which will gi% e the program needed
visibility and importance.

While there is admittedly a problem with iolent juvenile crime. ve
believe that to title the reauthorization the Violent Juvenile Crime

ontrol Act of 1980. is to divert Congress and the States from the
needs of the Juvenile Just ice System at this time.

While we support the inclusion of the funding for programs for
%iolent ju% otUnders in the areas of identification. apprehension.
speech) adjudication. sentencing and rehabilitation, we do not believe
that an cal niaik of the maintenance of effort money is necessary at this
time.

We would recommen0 that programs for violent juvenile offenders,
using the definition of S. 2441. be included in the findings, purpose,
State plans. and special i.mphasis portions of the act.

There are areas of service to juveniles which could use continued or
new emphasis. 11l theso impact violent juvenile crime. More funding
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for minorities, juvenile gangs, re-search into the casualty of learning
disability to delinquency, and more importantly, the inclusion of

mental health services into the juvenile justice service delivery system.
In most States-the juvenile justice system, the mental health system

and the social service system exist independently of one another and
certainly do not undertake joint planning in the area of service

delivery.
We believe the time has come to encourage this kind of planning.
We suppok t. the inclusion of the definition of the juvenile detention

or correctional facility as outlined in S. 2442.
In addition, we would recommend to the committee that the separa-

tion mandate of 223(a) (13) be changed to require the removal of

juveniles from adult jails with Federal financial support and a phased-

in period for compliance.
We believe the proposal issued by OJJDP on March 25 is an excel-

lent start in this direction.
While TO__,sh are_ _the concerns of-the committee- for-the--"scared-

straight" type of program, we would like to point out that the volun-
tary sector hasaddressed the proliferation of such programs. We urge
that a report draw upon these original studies.

We support the continuation of title III, the Runaway and Home-

less Youth Act and believe the additional emphasis on homele.s youth
underscores the needs of the population seeking service front this

program.
We do not support the carryover of uuobligated funds to the Run-

away and homeless Youth Act. We believe that States should be en-
couraged to submit their plans and to move toward compliance and
that there are a number of factors which have delayed obligation in

the past. These factors will not be corrected by the threat of this

carryover.
We support the authorization levels for the act as outlined in S. 2441,

as well as the 5-year extension, but we urge the committee to begin to

be cognizant of flue threatened loss of LEAA funds and the impact
which this would have on the implementation of the Juvenile Justice
Act.

would like to recommend that the Commissioner of the Admin-
istration for Children. Youth and Family. the Secretary of Education
and the Administrator of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health
Administration he added to the Federal Coordinating Council to
mirror on the Federal level. the kind of joint planning effort which we
recommend.

Finally. we urge the committee to reconsider the use of the term
"priority juvenile" in the place of "special emphasis."

ilistory has taught us that there is tendency to define such a term so
that any list of priority juveniles relegates those to the end of the list
to minimal attention.

We are optimistic about the future of youth in this coin v. With
relatively minimal ,funds and in comparison to other Federal' pro-
grams. the States have managed a laudable task. \

We believe that 1980 should be a year for all of us to review what
has been done up to this point : to he especially vigilant in the areas in
which we have not made progress, and finally. to become a model for
the kind of unified effort among the service delivery community which
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ultimately leads to support for youth and their families, regardless
of which system they enter.

We can remove status offenders from secure facilities. We can care-
fully define the term "violent juvenile." However, neither of these ac-
tions eliminates the continued need for service and treatment for these
troubled members of our society.
4,Keileral participation can and it should encourage this effort.

Thank you very much.
Senator Bayn. Thank you very much.
You touched on the mental health portion of our service delivery

and that, of course, is included in the bill that I have introduced with
the amendments to permit a broader approach to servicing the prob-
lems of juveniles.

I just want to make an appeal to those of you who areshere and your
organizations to recognize the critical nature of the fiscal problem con-
fronting us right now.

We have been ehting for a long. long time and it took us a long
time to get that bill passed in 1974. We have, the amendments in 1977.

Now, we are going to come back and I think we will strengthen it and
we will learn by our experience the committee's experience and the
experience of those of you who are working with the program in the
field.

When I see the House Budget Committee cut the Department of
Justice function from $600 million to $100 million, that leaves only
$100 million for all of the Justice function, including Juvenile Justice.

We spent $100 million last year on the Office of Juvenile Justice
alone. As the judge points out, we have something that has been work-
ing and we are liable to wipe out the program by just not keeping it
functioning.

So you come back here in 3 years and you say, well, Senator, the
program worked pretty well. It looks pretty good on paper, but we
haven't been able to send any money out thereto those folks. So now
instead of going from 17 to 1 percent delinquency reduction, it is going
back from 1 to 17 percent.

I find this the ultimate foolishness as far as so-called fiscal re-
sponsibility is concerned. I have not had anything that is as dramatic
to show results as what von point out in the report.

I might say to Mr. Schwartz who is still in the room here, I would
hope that you could do everything possible to get those unobligated
funds out there to the folks that can use them, not only because that
is solving a problem, but I know exactly what the President told us
last year when we tried to increase the program and he cut the program
in half last year. The reason for that was, "Well, there is money in
the pipeline."

The fact of the matter is, theme was not money in the pipeline, but
when you have unobligated funds there about the time the Budget
Committee is looking at next year's level, and in particular, when we
get into the appropriations process, if we continue to have significant
amounts of unobligated funds, that is going to be even more difficult
for us to get the resources we need.

So. I would just like to urge you not to in a reckless and imprudent
manner to just spend because it is there, but get those contracts let,
'get that money out there so it can be working for us on the one hand,
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and so that we are not hit on the other by those who want to find ways
to cut money out of this budget. We give them an excuse for cutting out
the juvenile justice program because we have unobligated funds. I
just hope you will make an extra effort for that.

The frustrating fact is, you point out and our amendment points
out, Ms. Schroeder, that there are other related services that have not
been technically considered as part of serving young people. You and
the Child Welfare League, of course, have recognized this for a long
period of time.

But as we expand the kind of service delivery mechanism that is
served by the-Office of Juvefiile Justice, it costs more money rather
than less. _

Yet, if we look at the impact on society the ability to cut the billions
of *dollars spent on crime, it seems to me society is getting a pretty
gobd return on the investments here.

Well, thank YOU all. I appreciate it very much. I will look forward
to working with 'you and hope that we can keep the close kind of coop-
erat ion we have had in the past on into the future.

Ms. SCHROEDER. Thank you.
Judge GrERNSEY. Thank you. Senator Bayh.
Mrs. FREEMAN. Thank you. Senator.
Mrs. McGmuty. Thank you.
Mrs. Lyss. Thank you Senator Bayh.
[The prepared statements of Judge Guernsey. Mrs. Freeman, the

Coalition for Children and Youth submitted by Mrs. 'McGarry, and
Mrs. Lyss follows I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDGE CARL E. GUERNSEY ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAT.

COUNCIL OF Jr"NILE-AND-PAMIEY COURT JUDGES

airman Ruh and Sehators: On behalf of the National Council of Juvenile
and Family Court Judges, I want to thank you for this opportunity to appear
before this committee in support of the reauthorization of tho Juvenile Delin-
quency Prevention Act of 1974. Our National Council, an organization of 2,500
grassroots leaders; in the field of juvenile justice, is deepiv concerned with the
outcome of these hearings. Ours is the largest and oldest Judicial organization
in the Nation and is vitally concerned on a dad- - today basis with the problems
of juvenile delinquency. The Council pioneered in the concept of specialized
training for judges and is presently operating college of juvenile Justice for
new judges under a grant from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention. Last year our training program provided in-service training for
3.34t1 judges and other Juvenile court personnel. Iii addition, our research center.
the National Center for Juvenile Justice, is collecting the first hard data ever
assembled with specific reference to frequency of acts of delinquency and other
facts specifically relevant to juvenile law violation so that now planners may
have an accurate handle on the scope and nature of delinquency on a national
basis and on a community by community basis. This program too is under a
grant from OJJI)P. We have develoned through still another grant a model
computerized information system which was piloted in the state of Rhode
Island and recently transferred to the Juvenile Court of Washington, D.C.
These grants and others illustrate our reliance upon and our need for federal
funding in the field of juvenile Justice.

In a recent austerity message President Carter spoke of the need to reduce
federal spending in every 7 ?ea except national defense. I would suggest to you
that though defense spending is urgent, no,. American home on this continent
has ever been invaded by an alien force, hut we are being attacked in growing
numbers by Juvenile and adult law violators who invade hundreds of American
homes daily. It is to this line of defense that I address myself concerning the
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urgency of funding juvenile justice at a level which is at least as high as ourprevious expenditures. Wis the position of the National Council and of ourjudges working at a grassroots level throughout the Nation that much has been
accomplished through the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preventionand that even more can be accomplished in the future.We do not know mid cannot, say to what degree'llie programs sponsored bythe office of Juvenile Justice have been responsible for these developments istrends in juvenile justice. We can say that in the five years prior to 1975, rates
for delinquemy cases disposed of by jtnenile courts increased by 15.2 percent.--From 1975, the year after the Delinquency Prevention and Control Act was im-
plemented, to 1977, nellnquency cases disposed of by juvenile courts increased by
only 0.2 percent Between 1975 and 1977 the number of actual cases processed by
the courts decreased by 3.6 percent from 1,406.100 in 1975 to 1,355,500 in 1977.Although this appears to represent a decline in delinquency the youth popula-tion at risk decreased by 3.S percent. reflecting the slight rate increase of 0.2percent during this two-year period. Detention rates declined in our courts 1);
0.S percent from 1975,to 1976 and by 7.8 pereentfrom 1976 to 1977. There was anoverall rate decrease of 14 percent from 1975 to 1977.

The National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges (tiles not neces-sarily endorse the extent to which the Office of Juvenile Justice stressed alloca-tion of a high percentage of its funds to the de-institutionalization of statusoffenders. but we do note that the office was effective, In that status offensereferrals declined from 353.600 cases in 1975 to 320,500 cases in 1976. to 280,600in 1977 for_,n total decrease of 21.3 percent. During that same period, detentionof stains offenders dropped from 110.000 cases in 1975 to 103.000 in 1976. toin 1977. From this it is apparent that when the Office of Juvenile Justicehas been given a goal to attain or has set its own goal to attain, statistics indi-
cate a striking attainment in that direction.

We would submit to you. however, that this is a time for new priorities, a time
to deal on the one hand with the problems jnveniles in adult jails becausethere are no adequate juvenile facilities and. on the other hand. to provide new
and more effectiv., programs for the custodial care and correction of-serious and
violent juvenile offenders Although the violent and habitual offepder represent
only a small portion of the adolescents coming through our juvenile justice sys-tem, there is a vital need for more eeffctive correctional programs to deal withsuch young people.

I would depart for a moment from the Co:weirs official position to express apersonal view that where ne have humane and effective correctional facilitiesfor this type offender. It might well be that present periods of custody are tooshort to be effective.
This then is the position of the National Connell with reference to the re-authorization of the Office of Juvenile Justice. The juvenile justice system vitallyneeds federal funding of programs Priorities should be oven to the tire-hearing

removal of juvenile offenders from adult jails and great emphasis should beplaced upon more effective. humane institutions for the correction of violentand habitual juvenile offenders.
May ne say just a few nords about the proposed placement of the Office of

Juvenile Jostiee within the broader framework of °JARS. 1,. the restructuringof a liar had been Law Enforcement Assistance Administration into WARS, itmakes no sense to place intermediaries between juvenile justice and the top
adminktra tor at the very time when jineuile justice should lie at the forefront

s, of federal concern This represents, in our iew, little more than a demo ion in
terinP of public priority. Further, we are of the opinion that it is vital to retain
juvenile justice Statistical and research services within the office of Juvenile
.`vistice rather than to dissect the office lit the name of living a neat structural
chart and placing juvenile sere ices under other eomponents of the overallOJARS The"fact is dint issues relating to juvenile justice have 11111(.11 more
of a common thread than the common threads.of adult statistics and juvenile
statistics or adult research awl juvenile research. Further. ne have bad all too
sad an experience through many years a ith combined programs of adult .and

tjuvenile services wherein the jia .le component n as ,,acrificed in the name of
service to the adult programs.

It is the sincere hope of the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court
Judges that the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act will be re-
authorized, that it will be funded on a level of at least $100 million, that new

Zr;
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attention will be given to the pre-hearing removal of juveniles from the adult
jails and to better programs for the habitual anti v'olent offenders, and that
structurally the (Mice of Juvenile still be kept intact and immediately responsive
to the Director of °JARS. It is our sincere hope that this committee will submit
jegislation v.oit,i will remove unnecessary impediments to the receipt and
utilization of jay-mole justice funds by our fifty states. Thank you for this
privilege.

Ak PREPARED STATEMENT OF JANE FREEMAN

Mr. Chairman, it is a great pleasure for me to accept your invitation to testify
here today on behalf of the National Co ilaborat:on for Youth. We strongly sup-
port the reauthorization and extension of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974:

My name is Jane Freeman. I am President of the Girl Scouts of the U.S.A.,
a member organization of the National Collaboration for Youth. I am par-
Malady pleased to speak on behalf of the Collaboration vv hieh is composed of
13 national, voluntary youth-serving organizations.

These organizations are: Big_Brothers/Big Sisters of America ; Boys' Clubs of
America ; Boy ScoutsOf America; Camp Fire, Inc.; 4-H Youth Programs;
Future Homemakers of America, Inc.; Girls Clubs of America, Inc.; Girls
Scouts t f the U.S.A.; National Board of YMCAs; National Board, YWCA of the
U.S.A.; the National Network, Services to Runaway Youth and Families; Amer-
ican Red Cross Youth Services, and United Neighborhood Centers of America,
Inc. The National Collaboration for Youth an affinity group of the National
Assembly of National Voluntary Health and Social Welfare Organizations, a
non - profit organization composed of 311 voluntary agencies.

These national youth-serving agencies reaLli over 39 million young Amer'eans,
with professional staff of 40,000 and the services of over 6 million vo:nnivers
Including hundreds of thousands of concerned business, professional and com-
munity leaders. Our organizations collectively serve a diver,e cross section
of this nation's young people from rural and urban areas, from all income levels
and from all ethnic, racial. religious, economic and social backgrounds. Our
organizations represent valuable resources that can be tapped in cooperative
ventures with federal leadership and funding. We have the experience in work-
ing with children and youth, many of whom are poorpoor in economic re-
sources. poor in spirit, poor in opportunity, children who are alienated, children
who are troubled, and children vv ho get into trouble, very real trouble.

Mr. Chairman, your dedieated leadership was crucial to the success of the
four year bipartisan effort which led to the passage of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act in 1974. You recognized from the beginning that
there was a need for a new comprehensive, coordinated Federal response to the
crisis of escalating juvenile delinquency. Even more significant to the lives of
our young people. you realized that the prevention of delinquency must be a
major goal-of any overhauled Federal program. Your commitment to the pre-
venti9n priority was crucial to the emphasis on prevention in the 1974 Act and,
the 1077 amendments. Your continued leadership for the prevention focus is no
less crucial today.

The national voluntary youth serving agencies which formed tie Collaboration
in 1973 felt as you didthe urgent need to prevent juvenile crime rather than
to,reaet to youthful offenders. We wank,. to speak out collectively on the quality
of our juvenile justice system and to have a voice on this issue for the youth
serving organizations that have the greatest first-band experience in working
with young Americans. Onr National Executives and organization volunteer
boards. and staff in local communities cope every day with delinquent and
potentially delinquent youth and are all too familiar with the gaps in the way

our society handles troublesome youngsters. School vandalism, drrnping out of
school. teen-age pregnancy. alcohol and drug abuse and rising del:nquency rates
are symptoms of the critical needs and lack of opportupi ies for our most
alienated youth.

The Collaboration came together to express its concern that these tro

young people are frequently rejected by recreation, education and social systems

and left to the streets. courts and finally detention and correctional systems. The

national voluntary youth-serving organizations committed themselves 's a first

initiative to finding methods of preventing delinquency and handling youthful
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offenders and accepted the responsibility of providing a voice at the Federal
level for experiem ed youth serving organzatiots and their constituents, the
youth themselves.

The Collaboration played a significant nil in bringing together support for
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1074 w Melt contained the
principles we felt were essential: (1) Federal leadership, (2) adequate fund-
ing, (3) a National Institute. ( I) national standards, (5) community-based pre-
vention, diversion and treatment programs, and (0) private voluntury.ageney
participation.

Recognizing the importance of privale7Public cooperation to help youth at
riqk, the members of the Collaboration today continue their commitment to the
effective implementation of this landmark legislation, which provides Federal
leadership for a comprehensive appniach to the delinquency problem through a
colordinated prevention. (lit ersion and cinumunity -based alternative program. We
cuntinut. to work with the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency. Prevention
(0.1.1DP) on it day-to-day basis to assure effective administration of this
program.

In this comm.. thin. we would like to draw your attention to the Collaboration's
successful experience in increasing the capacity of the national youth-serving
organizations at the national. state and local levels. to deliver services for so-
called status offenders juveniles who have engaged in conduct which would not
el institute a crime if committed by an adult. LEAA funding has enabled ten
member agent ies of the Collaboration anti six other major national private nun-

yr,,flt organizations to undertake jointly. with their respective local affiliates,
unions to int rease the capacity of private agencies, in partnership with govern-
mental departments, to provide community-based alternatives to status offenders
in Tucson. Arizima , Oakland. California , Spokane, Washington , Spartanburg,
South Carolina and Connecticut

This National Jut mil, lust ice Program Collaboration, a task force of the
National Assembly of National Voluntary Health and Social Welfare Organiza-
tions. built the (opacity of these voluntary agencies to include status offenders
in their service populations and also established demonstration collaborations in
five of the ten local communities where deinstitationabzution projects for status
offenders were being funded in juvenile courts, probation departments and
youth bureaus Out of the 115 separate program elements contained at the demon-
stration sites. 20 were selected as models and published for replication as the
most effective ways to help status offenders. I am attaching the pamphlet en-
titled ''A Different Game Program Models National Juvenile Justice Program
Cidlalsration" for a complete explanation of the successful functioning of this
program at the local level.

The experience of the members of the national youth -sere ing organizations has
emphasized what Call be accomplished by Federal government leadership to
create public, private cooperation to help children in trouble. We want to under-
line the importance of Section 1 0.) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prev ention Act w loch prov ides iiiat 30 percent of the funds at affable for Spe-
cial Emphasis programs shall be available for private non-profit agency grants,
We are pleased t hear that appni..nuately 70 percent of these funds to date
have gone to private voluntary organizations. This section recognizes our ca
pitchy to create a trust relationship with young people and the need to make
government funds available to use that crucial relationship to reach the hard
to-reach youth It should be explained that the government funds which have
gone to member organizations have been a catalyst to increase our effort and the
deuication of our (Mu resources to the needs of youth at risk. We have been
able to obtain increased private and foundation funding for our programs for
alienated youth. Due to the legislation and the work of the Collaboration
our membership is thoroughly aware of the delinquency problem and is mobilized

to try to serve the hard-to-reach youth.
The member, organization of the Collaboration have worked closely with the

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention since its establishment
tinder the 1974 legislation. We have followed the many difficulties of the Office
including the lack of adequate appropriations, the delay in appointments of
senior staff and management, the lack of staff. a oeedlessly complex grant ap
petition Process. and a Im:k of con :nitnient to delinquency prevention programs
and the utilization of multi-servi:e private voluntary agencies, particularly at
the state and local let ?Is. An additional problem for the effective implementation
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of the Juvenile Justice Act has been that the OJJDP has been dominated by the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) and, its freqiientkv in-

appropriate procedures and policies established for the Omnibus Crime Control

and Safe Streets Act. We welcome the new leadership for the 0.1,1DP and hope
that the Office will move forward vigorously to implement the original legisla-

tive concept and provide a strong focus for Federal leadership to prevent
delinquency.

The National Collaboration for Youth strongly;;supp.,rts the central purpose
behind the creation of the 0.1J01', which was to provide a consisting dear
policy,direction, za t only for Juvenile Justice Act programs, but also for all of

the juvenile justic programs administered by I.EAA. For this purpose, the
OJJDI' must have nilependent status. i

We are pleased to support the amendments contained in S. 2441 which give
the Administrator of the OJJDI' "final authority" to am ard grants and allocate

funds tinder the Juvenile Justice Act. We are pleased :Is° to support the creation

of a Legal Advisor appointed by and responsible to the Administrator of the
OJJDI'. We think that :he chances for strong adm nistration of the Act are
greatly enhanced by giving the OJJDI' independent st alas and creating an inde-
pendent Legal Advisor, In the section-by-section analysis of S. 2141, it is stated
that the amendment to Section 201 delegates all "final authority to the Adminis-
trator of the Ottice of Jtheuile Justice ,,,and Delinquency Prevention (0JJOri."
We wonder If the language of the amendment clearly nettle% es this objective. For
Instance, is the .dininistrator of OJJDP under the policy direction and control
of the Administrator of LEAH?

The independence of the OJJDP would be further strengthened by funding
the Juvenile Justice Act as a separate line item in the Federal budget and we
hope that this possibility will be actively pursued. Nevertheless, the new status
of the OJJDP Increases the likelihood of it becoming Mt focal point of Federal
leadership to all levels of go% eminent as en% ;sage() in the original legislation.

While the Collaboration believes that the limited resources of the Juvenile
Justice Act should continue to be focused AM the currently mandated prevention
and diversion programs, it does not mean that we do not recognize the gravity of
the problemi of the violent and serious offender. As provided in your bill, pro-
grams directed MA arils these dangerous juveniles should be funded out of the
"maintenance of effort" provision of t he Sane streets A, a.

LEAA's rehabilitative programs for adult criminals and their delinquency
programs may weal provide examples of possible treatment programs for such
juveniles. Since the original rationale for establishing the level of maintenance
of effort has long since faded from view, I% e urge that this rate be set at a flat

, 20% rather than the present 10.15%.
Even though %%e support the use of maintenance of effort funds for the violent

offender, we urge you to change the title of the Act from Its present title of the
"Violent Juvenile Crime Control Act of 1980." A very small proportion of juveniles
commit %iolent crimes and those that do are not helped towards rehabilittition
by such labelling. Your leadership for the prevention goal of this legislation
should not be clouded by this unnecessary title.

The utilization of Safe Streets Act maintenance of effort funds for the -serious
offender %%ill allow continued use of Juvenile Justice Act resources for the long
under - sewed status offenders. The Collaboration remains committed to the goal
of deinstitutionah. Aim) of non-criminal juveniles. We recognize the progress
made in many states towards deinstitutionalization would not have occurred
absent the Act's requirement. Retention of this requirement and adequate re-
sources, as provided in S. 441, are essential to the continued development of
supporthe services needed to keep the status offender out of institutions.

We are delighted to support the extension of the authorization for the Juven-
ile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act for five years until 1985. We think
that your five-year authorization $_'00,000,000 for the first three years, rising
to $225,000.000 annually in the last two years demonstrates the additional com-
mitment of the Congress to the importance of this program. We are pleased at
the recognition inherent in the proposed level of funding for the next five years.

We also want to express our support for the five year extension of the program
for Runaway and Homeless Youth. W favor the continued placement of this
program In the Department of Health and Human Services This program has
proven that it can provide worthwhile services for the extraordinarily vulnerable
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runaw y popfilatIon. We approve the change in the title and rune dments to the
Act to provide programs fur homeless youth 1.eentiSe We lune long known, that-

-

the real' problem are youth who ha ve 110 adequate home.
Mr. Chairman, we appreciate your understanding that south are our greatest

resource \and, that this places a special responsibility on you to continuti- your
leadershiq, in the protection of young people who are w idiom a yoice In public
policy del The Collaboration would welcome the opportunity to be of
service- to von working out any aspect of the pro used legislation Which will

-help assur that jineniles.are ghen the opportunity to achieve their fullest
potential.

e are ai o committed to work at the neighborhood level with hard-to-reach-
young peopl in pour neighborhoods where youth are at hazard. For many of
them, delimit envy pro cation programs are crucial to their becoming productive
adults. As sog know so well, such programs, proiding positive deielopmetital
experiences tONulnerable young people, are the essence of the JuVenile Justice
Act.

At this time, we are_confident thitt viii will succeed in extending the Juvenile
Justice and Del !ammo Pro ention Act to Imo itle for a strong Federal role in
the pro ention delinquency. We remit iii committed to joining, with you in the
tlght, for justice f rjth elides this y ear, next year and for 3 ears to come.

Arum 2, 19:
Itaitamia D. eCiaatitv.

Cogh hos for Child vn and Youth,
Whifiragton, D.C.

AK Mits. Mk (.;.% my. The Child IVelfare League of America. along with its
tht tsion. the Ameri an Parents Committee, testified before the Committee en
the audio:to of th U.S. Senate on 31nreh 20. 1980. 31s. Regetit Schroeder
appeared on a panel with yon, on behalf of the Child Welfare League and the

uteriea n Pa rents Cm unit tee.
Since you are no huger associated w hit the American Parents Committee,

we request that 3 tot %% thdraw front 3onr statement. all reference,. to the Ameri-
t Parents Committet The positions taken before the Committee on behalf of
the American Parent. litee should be those of its witness, 31s. Schroeder.

We appreciate you'r at en lion to this matter.
sincerely,

WILLIAM L. FIERCE,
Director, Center for Got ern mental .1 flair&

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR Tut: BI.IND, INC.,
Washington, D.C., April 7, 1980.

Mr. Wha.i.% Ni I.. PIERCE
Director. Center for Governpen tat Affairs,
Child Welfare League of A nikTiea, Inc..
Washington, D.C.

la.ait But. I am in re..eipt of your letter of April 1, forwarded to me as a
board wendn r of the ( volition for Children and Youth, on whose behalf I
presented oral MS111114013 before Lie Senate ,Judiciary Committee on March 20,
1980.

tune lay testimony was ob\loas13 reported to you inaccurately, I would like
to torrett your west,' ken Main...so/11 t hat I presented any flews on behalf of
the Anterit 1'3n-of:, Conlin! tee, whose outsides lane been apparently sub-
sumed 19 the Child Welfare League of America, with e% Wendy diverOnt
priorit less

Since my M,trtb 20 appearance was personally requested by both Senator
ItayIi :tad Coogrsalan Rail:shack bet alise of nay successful efforts on behalf
of original Jut ebilt justice- legislation as the former exetuthe director of Agic,
I am sending emit h of them copies qf your letter and my repiy,

Sincerely,
BARRARA Dr MCGARRY, I

Specialist in Governmental Relations.

1

ss
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CUILDREN AND rim Poona TO BE VIE41>i8 OF POLITICAL EXPEDIE:PiT

The Coalition for Children and Youth is an umbrella organizm'on of 55

national organizations representing all areas concerning children and Malt
health, education, justice, youth employment, foster care,-adoption,

teenage pregnanq, family. On Mardi 21 the Board of Directors met to issue

a statement in re:muse to Administration and Congressional budgetary pro:

posals. They shamed the following concerns:
,

The constituency for whom the Coalition speaks are already sOclety'A vie

tints. Fiscal actions keyed to an election year and international erases will

assure that they are further victimized. The proposed cutbacks will impact most

severely on those citizens, children of the poor, who ere least able to speak out

on their own behalf. They don't vote, they have no political pbwer, they make

tui campaign contributions,
. The price that society will pay both in human and economic terms far exceeds

any potential benefits. The minusele effect of these proposals on inflation does

not warrant the massive costs which will come about as a result of program
cutbacks. Millions of malarial with untreated chronic health problems will

become crippled adults. Thousands of children, lost in the morass of the foster

care system, will suffer such deprivation that it will impede their ability to

function in society as adults. Poor children already deficient in basic skills will

be further penalized in oar increaingly technological society. Poor youth. (l led

any employment training. will become fixtures in the ranks o, the permanently
uffilmployed, and the nation will lose forever people %%Ito could have been

productive worker...
There will be immediate impacts as well. The budget cutbacks are planned

to throw the mum, into :t recession. Thousands Of working families are new

barely making it If the cutbacks are instituted, they will have no jolts. The
need for those, service. now being cut back will be greater than ever. This
country could Well see more sloleaee when the youth dependent, on summer

employment pri gr. as are cut off from salaries as well as productive activities.

The American people are being sold the budget mattocks on the grounds' of

fiscal responsibility. They belies e, the basis of, what they've been told. that

the cutbaeks wll mean lower intlatilm rates and reduced taxes. In reality, ac-
tAstrding to the plans. inflation will rise men higher this MIIIImer. There will be

no tux reduetnins. In fact. the cutbacks will result in tremendous strain on
essential local sert ices anti on local taxes ttith no decrease in federal tax.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LYNN LYSS

The Nat tonal of Jewish Women is a non-profit ioluntary erg nization
composed of 141 Section, nationwide. null 100.000 member., hull viihm Sections

initiate tolunteer community seri ices and function as social ads ova y groups,

both ou their on a and through l'ottlitions, to improle the a elfare of i alividuals
in their communities who have traditionally had diffieuity rettresen ing theta:

selves.
SINN. its inception 87 years ago. NCJW has been concerned stab he welfare

of children and youth. In 1974, the members of NCJW einalucted a natant:11

survey of Juvenile justice which resulted in the publication,t4 a vettort "Children
Whitton Justice "'Phis was ninon etl in 1970 by a N173W-sponsored, I.P,A A funded,
National Symposiuin on Stiffits (enders The symposium broni.ht to-ether NCJW

members and other child lid voentes. juvenile justice and tau enforcement per
simnel. and researehers in the field. As an outgrowth of the synamt.ium. a "Manful!
for Aettoll,---a guide to community involst meat in the juventle justice system
was prepared and widely distributed to our Sections.

At our 1979 biennial National Cons ention. delegate, reaffirmed the followNt

National Resolutions:
To work for Justice for Children by : (a) Working to remove status offenders

trot the jurisdiction of the .01111...; I I» supporting the establishment of juvenile
courts with justices trained to deal with juvenile offenders: I el ensuring that

4, the sentences of juveniles shall not exceed those meted out to adults for the same
crime: and Ida supporting a system of sentencing for Juveniles convicted of vio-
lent crimes which takes into account their records and the severity of their
crimes.
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To promote tli welfare and rehabilitation of children under court jurisdiction
by working for:' (a Special ser% lees for them and their finallies; and (b) an
adequate numbe of community based treatment facilities as am :Tentative to
Incarceration.

Thank you for his opportunity to appear before you. I am Lynn Lyss. Chair-
women of the Ch area and Youth Task Force of the National Connell of Jewish
Women and a No ional Hoard member.

Sluice 1970. tin Natbmal Connell of Jon ish Nromen has been deeply invoice!!
in Juvenile justit is:sales. We were pact of the widespread citizen effort to secure
passage of tho.1 venile Justice atul Dlliptene% Prevention Act of 1974. We were
also active part i wants hi the realahorizat ion process iu 1977. In the early 1970's

10.-) of our local Seetions,sur%eyed the in% imile justice systems in their Win-

. annuitiestile r. sults of which wore published in. -Children Without Justice."
11asd uu their tidy. those Sections have initiated over 120 eo lllllinlay-service
projects to ben tit ehildten. youth. and their families. Our members. who have
learned about t 1i...system by workbag it !thin it. have gone on to be appointed to
State .drtsory ;maps. local and stabe commissions, or halve participated in youth
advocacy coal] ions in over 20 states.

- Thus we slut e with you in the Senate the desire to see the Aet fully imple-
mented throw;; tout the count!". Its ',seeping with this desire: We eonintedJ the
franit:rs of S. 2441 for lea% tug the act substantially intact and especially for not
Making any elpinges in the ...tat e.e011ipliatice provision, under Section 223.

Our menthe'', repast to us that many of their stapes !MP peen slow 1111111/Or

reluctant to tom 1110 the principal mandates of the Act ; to divert youths from,
and to dentlittitionaliZe, their Juvenile- justice systems; to provide adequate
community-Wised services to jihealles and their families as an alternative to
Incarcerarigiii; ,11,.1 to reduce the. it.e of seenre detention and inearcera(ion. Only
now -are mYuy states beginning to make real headwayn their compliance efforts.
Anc-f hange\ or redefinition of key lamb-bins is likely to disrupt state compliance
effort, rather than .support them. We urge the Senate to maintain a strong posi-
tion ou this istie throughout the reauthorization process:

We also support the the )ear reanthorization of the Act, and the proposed
appropriations levels.

We are el.ileerile,(1. Inove%er. about the ramifications of the Ilonse Budget Com-
tlecemat not to include any funding for LEA .t iii its budget resolution.

As liter.. 1 mat NIP budget line for the (Alice of Juvenile Justice amb Delin-
quency Pre% eat ioo. this :lethal imperils itsexistence.

There :Ir. n 1.1101P1' oaf proposed amendments which we do have questions and
. comments about.- 1Cr are dewily tanwerned about the, title of S. 2111. We aptfreeiate that it

retletas a current etoicern 1.f Wall the media and h .101 of the general public but
we feel that the ,itle, and the matrain direction it indicalt s, !laces too great an
emphasis on a tun) proportion of mutt:.. who became hoolved in the juvenile
justice system. AI affable statistics imlieafe that the number of violent mimes
comuillim 1,3 pit bleu ,1,., )ears. Only approximately
Live !fervent of all jut entle arrests are for violent t dotes. and bit (mile arrest.: for
such /mit: acomn, 1,. Iwo one pentad of .ill 1111.14.1.0re we feel

that the faets ,lo not bear out the weight gi%,en to the proposed new emphasis.
We mitten-toad. houeler, the 1 lirrent thfiitical realities and the pressures on

this body to Otelode midi atlt emplu.;is. The senate and you. ill particular. Mr.
Cha irman. have. in both 19;1 and 1977, foiesight and leadership in resisting
these pressures :1101 111,11111.111illig as foctl is the Act. that empitasizes those prob-
lems and I.-Niles wlairb affect the greatest number of youth Involved in the
juvenile jostice system.

If. tom e%er the !mu entlilt.,sis is we compliment you on restrictiii
the emphasis to concentrate on jinettiles %%Ito commit yriolott acts, such us
murder. foreible rape. robot.,". am:waled assault and arson involving bodily
harm we would urge that the additional WI 011 11111 to this P1)11111atiOn be given

only in the areas 1* sentemio,..t. providing resource. necessary for informed dis-
position. and relialoinattoa. Providing Odditiolial atteutiuu Iii these areas would
at jeast tie e1n11,1lit u it h the spirit of the Act. whirl. seeks to develop innovatiyo
approache to the problems of Juvenile justice.

iWe are In agreement that the fonds to supping these areas of additional atten-
tion should ioeue tail) vut of the folidin" a% allable nioler Maintenance of Effort
provision of the Aft. Ilimmer, it should not ivqlre all of the Section 201(b)

I t.

C.)0
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funds. The funds drawn from this source should be obligated in a manner that is
consistent with the actual incidence of such crimes.

The proposed amendinents to Section 201 would invest the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention with more independence, but would retain it
under the general authOrity of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.
We agree with the proposal that the most important thing is the Office's independ-
ence, but we feel that it would be better accomplished if the Office were a separate
administrative unit ender the direct authority of the newly established Office of
Justice AssistanO, Research and Statistics. Here again, the recent House Budget
Committee's Resolution dramatically underscores the need for establishing the
Office aS,a separate Administrative unit with its own budget-line. '

Ulmer new Section 201(g) the Administrator of the Office is required to supply
this committee and its House counterpart with a detailed evaluation of .so-called
"Scared-Straight"-type programs. While we agree that they merit closer exami-
nation, we question the inclusions of this specific and time-limited a provision, and
we wonder whether the respective committees could simply not request such a
report from the Administrator. ;;t.e.-4

Asa national voluntary organization that believes very deeply in the importance
of citizen involvement in government policy development and auministration, we
appreciate the added responsibility and authority that the amendments to Sec-
Lions =0), (0), and (o) would give to the State Advisory Groups. We would,
urge, however, that the vesting. of_greater respcnsibility with the State Advisory
Groups% Dehl require that closer.attention be given to such matters as : timeliness
of appointments. adherence to Congressional intent with regard to the distribu-
tion of representaLon among community groups, and government agencies; con-
straints on travel budgets; uemands on the time of the volunteer board mem-
bers, and adequate staff support If these new responsibilities are to be met in a
satisractor, and prompt manner auequate provisions for all of these will hate to
-be made. 7- ;-

It should be noted that juvenile justice planners in state planning agencies can
draw on such general agency resources as research and evaluation staffs. They
are important components of responsible state-level oversight, %%nether by plan-
ners or SAG's. If LEAA cuts imperil such resources, every attempt should be
made to assure their availability to those given authority over state juvenile
justice efforts.

The proposed amendment to Section 261 also raises some serious questions for
us. We are au are that the Office o, Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
has bten the object of 1...uch criticism regarding the rate in %%hien it has been able
to obligate appropriatekfunds. And, t% e appreciate and agree with the desire to
hate the funds obligated more expeditiously. rut, before a provision such as this

'; "ed in the Act, we feel that more review of the problems involved is
necessary.

..ist. there has been some difficulty in obligating funds during the fiscal
yea_ tine to delay in the federal appropriations process. Since its inception, the
Office has been understaffed and has not had the necessary administrative Jude-
pendeace to act more quickly. Putting the kind of pressure, proposed in this
amendment, on the Office to obligate its funds quickly way be counterproductive
if the basic problems are not dealt with.

NS'e recommend that this committee, through its oversight functions, should
keep a close ttatch on the Office s performance in this area to ascertain what the
difficulties are and to make recommendations, or take appropriate action, if and
wb n necessary to alleviate any problems.

We are in complete support of the retitling of Title III; of its reauthorization
for live years and of the proposed appropriations levels.

The addition of the word "Homeless" to the title reflects what the real &`ization
is. According to reports from (air members who are involved in.progranis 1.,r run -
assays and homeless youth, and current research, many children are "pushed out"
of their homes, or are fieeisg from an unhealthy and dangerous home situation,
which may int olve the alcoliolism_and drug addition -of their parents, physical
abuse and neglect. and sexual abuse. The p ght of young %%omen who are sexually
abused is of particular concern to us. Homeless, the.t- become further victimized
by criminals as well tr'S by inequitable and unresponsive handling by official
agencies

Once again, I would like to express my appreciation for the opportunity to
express these views.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REDLNE SCHROEDER ON BEHALF OF THE CHILD WELFARE
LEAGUE' OF AMERICA, INC.

1

The Child Welfare League wishes to thank the Committee on the Judiciary for
inviting us to, testify on the Reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and De lin-
vent y Prevention Act, and to discuss the amendments to this important piece of
legislation which are outlined in S. 24:34. S. 244,1. and S. 24-12.

My name is Regene Schroeder and I am Executive Director of the Florence
Crittenton Services of Arizonh, Inc.. providing care to the youths of Arizona, in-
t-hiding buth status offenders and juvenile delinquents. In addition, I am a member
of the Justice Planning Supervisory Board, and am serving a second year as the
State Chairperson of the Juvenile Justice Advisory Council. I have testified in
Arizona on a number of issues pertaining to services to youths and their families,
most recently before the Senate Judiciary concerning a bill which would have
%%Ms ed juveniles between the ages of sixteen and eighteen who have committed
srious crimes. tiu adult court. 1 have had considerable experience with the issues
before this Committee, and welcome this opportunity to address these issues.

'I appear today un behalf 4 the Child Welfare League of America, Inc.. and its
divisions. the American Parents Committee aml the Office of Regional, Provincial
and State Child Care Associations. The Child Welfare League was established in
1920. and is a national vtluntary organization for child welfare agendesla_North
Anierit a. serving children and their families. There are approximately 400 child
welfare agent ies like the Florence Crittenton Services of Arizona, directly affili-
ated with the League. including represt ntatives from all religious groups as well
as noinsectarlan'public and private non-profit agencies.

The League s auto sties are div erne. They include the North American Center
un Adoption . a N pet mlized foster care training program ; a research division , the
American Parents Committee which lobbies for children's interests: and the
Hecht Institute for State Child Welfare Planning. which provides infornmtion,
analysis, and technical assistance to child welfare agencies on Title XX and
other Federal funding sources for children's services; and the Office of Regional
Prov naiad and stale Club! Care Associations, which ,erves as a national office
for over a .honsand child welfare agencies, represented by 24 state child care
associations, predominately sere ing children in group care settings.

The Child Welfare League was active in the passage of the Juvenile Justice
At t in 1974. Saa;e then. we have carefully followed the implementation of the
Act. west recently participatin -ii the House Oversight Ilearings on the Juvenile
Justice At t held by the Subcommittee on annum Resources. We also participated
in the office of . Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention's Monitoring Work-
shops. facilitating the relationship between the monitoring process as carried
out by the State Crhninal .Justice Planners and the voluntary sector.

We would like i to thank the Committee fur its efforts towards the Reauthoriza-
tion-of the ilve: ile Justice Act. We supported the original Ad which v as passbd
in 1974, as well is the amendments of 1977. While there is admittedly a problem
with violent jn mile crime. we believe that to title the reauthorization the
"Violent Juvenile Crime Control Act of 1980" is to divert Congress and the states
from the m .1s, of the juv critic justice system at this time. Such an emphasis
obi,: ores the need for attenoion to be given to the completion of the mandates of
the Juvenile Justice Act. to the examination of services to juveniles who are in-
carcerated in secure detention, to the removal of juveniles from adult jails, and
to the need for continued delinquency prevention services

-1 On November 29. 1979. the Child Welfare League Board passed a motion for
the reauthorization of the Juvenile .Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act :

Support the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act. itiql that staff proceed With the reathorization process by giving top
priority to the placement of the OfIh :e of Jii% mile Justice and Delinquency Pre-

./ venthm within the Department which w ill give the program needed visibility and
4 importance.

The League traditionally has endorsed continuation of the specific program,
content within more global programs approved by Ccngress. We have not endorsed ,
specific administrative authority over these programs, however. The reason is
that we believe both Congress and the Administration must have the flexibility
to- reorganize- governmental structures, departments, bureaus, and offices to
achieve maximum effectiveness in carrying out these programs. It should be
noted, however, that our policy h respect.to programs for "juvenile delinquents"



has been consistentgenerally we believe these to be "human services programs"

rather than "criminal justice programs."
While we support the inclusion of the funding for programs for violent juvenile

offenders in the areas of identification, apprehension, speedy adjudication, sen-
tencing and rehabilitation, we do not believe that an earmark of juvenile justice

funds is necessary at this time for these programs. We would recommend that

programs for violent juvenile offenders, nsicg the definition of 5.2441, "namely,

murder, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, and arson involving bodily

harm," be !monied in Section 101 of the Act (Findings of Purpose), Section 223

(State Plans) . and Section 224 (Special Emphasis Prevention and Treatment

Programs),
It should iv noted that the "building blocks" for juvenile violence outlined in

-Paul, Strasburg's study of juvenile violence, "Violent Delinquents," bring to our

attention a number of service and treatment areas which need to be emphasized
for juveniles, be they violent or not :

1. Violent acts appear, for the most part, to be occasional occurrences within a

random pattern of delinquent behavior, rather than a -specialty" of juveniles.
2. NViten committing a violent act, a delinquent is more likely to do so in com-

pany with at least one other juvenile than alone.
3. Boys are more delinquent than girls, but female delinquents are as likely-to

commit a violence act as male delinquents.
4. Older juveniles tend to be more seriously violent than younger juveniles, but

thereisgrowing-evidence, Wending data in the Vera study, that the younger age
groups (13 to 15) are catching up.

5. Minority youths (and especially black youths) tend to be both more delin-

quent and more violent than Mite youths.
6. The great majority of- violent delinquents are not psychotic or othe. vise

seriously disturbed emotionally, although many are neurotic and characterized

by poor impulse controls. . . . Rage, low self-esteem, lack of empathy, and limited

frustration tolerance are typical of violent youths. Environmental factors-play

an important role both in developing these traits and 1m-facilitating their expres-

sion throfigh violence.
7. Many if not most delinquents have learning problems, but the causes of those

problems and their relationship to delinquency and violence are not easy to
establish. Specific learning disabilities may be an important factor, although
existing research is inadequate to prove a casual connection.

8. A two-parent family seems to offer some protection against delinquent be-

havior, but the presence of both parents has little to do with whether a delinquent

becomes violent. Other factors, probably including the quality inztead of the

quantity r, familial relationships, seem to be more influential in this regard.

9.- Within community boundaries, differences in socioeconomic status atipear to

be weakly correlated with juvenile violence, although children from poor com-

munities (particularly from ghettos in large metropolitan centers) are 'more

likely to become delinquent and violent than children living in more affluent

communties. Whether a child comes from a welfare family or not appears to bear
little relationship,to hi,; or her chances of becoming violent'

These "building blocks" point up some of the areas which could certainly use
continued or new emphasis, and therefore added funds : attention to juyenile

gangs, more funding for minorities, more research Into the causali0 of learning
disability to delinquency, and most importantly, the inclusion of mental health
services in the juvenile justice. arena. We would submit that ninny of these areas

could be enhanced by a new kind of state plaiming. In most states, the juvenile
justice system, the mental health system, and the social service system eilst
independently of one anotherand certainly do not undertake joint planning in

the area of service delivery.
The Child Welfare League would urge the Committee on the Judiciary to.go

beyond the areas of identification, apprehension, speedy adjudication, sentencing,
and rehabilitation, and to begin focusing attention on the causes of violect
juvenile crime and the treatment an-1 service zieetl.-of these juveniles. The 197S

"Report and Recommendations of the Governor's Task Force on the Mental

Health of Juvenile Offenders" for the state of Pennsylvania (see page-5 Fonds

I Paul Strasburg. Violent Delinquents, A Report to the Ford Foundation From the Vera
Institute (Ne York : Monarch, 1978), pp. 7S-7v.
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out some of the needs which Mr. Strasburg outlines in his work, and which
should be examined as factors inimicting the prevention if juvenile violence and
serious crime.

In addition, we would suggest that theresare certain other factors which bear
attention, tele% ision and media tiolence, diet. hyperactivity and "violence";
AFDC and family income policy , assessment and diagnosis, and preventhe work
with families.

C. ANOTHER MICROSCOPIC VIE OF TILE Jr VENILE POPULATION UNIVERSE OF
CONCERN TO THE TASK FORCE

Based on the comprehensive neuropsychiatric assessment of 25 juveniles
referrea.,by the Alleghem County Juvenile Court, oho %Y.ere. in -residetre at the
Shuman Center Detention Program, the below .-prOfile of the following emerges.

- of 25
imendes
(current)

0.

60% P

Offense charge
CCCOther407,

84;5 male, 167, female

24% under age 14, 5270 15.16, 245 12+

56%black, 44%
r

1o% ddth LQ. abode 100, 56% with 1 Q. 82-100, 28% 81 or below 10

52% notmal EEG, 48% abnormal EEO

S47, previous contact iiith court

92% non.imact family

pnor to contact 4% hied with both patents, 20% with one parent, 12% with
relatrie,87, foster parents, 56% lord in institutions

4S7, previous psychiatric hospitalization history

607 demonstrated learning difficulty

develi,procr:31 history, 20% prenatal and birth problems, 36% child abuse or
neglect, 56% parental divorce, 247, parental cloths

15 javentles with ak,v,:csshe

and violent - DSM 11

Schizophrenia 1

r ina.lerpote Personalty 1

Unsocial 3gcsive
reaction 10

Ctcop delinquency 1

reisonallty disorder 1

Social nialadjustment 1

"Report and Recommendations of the Governor's Task Force on the Mental
Health of Juvenile Cffenders,- December 1978.

On March 20. 1979. the Child Welfare League of America testified before the
nou.se Subcoiliwinee 11411111m Resource, during its Ott rsi,zht Hearings on the
Juvenile Justice arid Delinquew; Pres ention t. The subject of that testimony
v as the defuritimi of a secure detention and corm( tiosall facility in the "Formula
Grant Prosisions of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pres ention Act, of

as-Anietided . Final Guideline Res ision for Implementation." At that time

Q p(a
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we urged the Adoption of a definition which is now incorporated into the most

recently issued Guidelines:
52n (2) (a) For the purpose of mon.coring, a juvenile detention or correctional

facility is: (1) Any secure public or private facilit used for the lawful custody

of accused or adjudiated juvenile oaenders or npnoffenders; or (ii) Any secure

public or private facility' which is also used for the lawful custody of accused or
convicted criminal offenders.

We supp_ort_the_inclusion of this -definition withinSeCtZa-103(1-2T-Of' the
TaceifileJustice Act as contained in the Administration's bill.

In addition, we would recommend to the Committee that the separation man-

date of 223(a) (13) be changed to require the removal of juveintes from adult
jails. There has been a reatition to serious delinquents within the states which

has resulted in the "Scared Straight" type of program which Senate bill S. 2441

addresses. Jails are now being used not only for the detention of juveniles, but to
"teach them a leSson" for an undetermined period of time. Maryland bill t1.1).

1263, which went into effect on July 1, 1919. permits the incarceration of juveniles

in adult jails who have been adjudicated and found guilty of serious crime. Al-
though this bill has a sunset provision, and is experimental in nature since it

applies only to Prince George's County it'is important to note that one of the
only deterrents for this practice Is the fact that the bill is automatically voided

in the event that it jeopardizes federal funding of juvenile justice and delin-

quency prevention programs.
While the Child Welfare League shares the concerns of the Committee with the

"Seared Straight" type of program which was originally instituted at Rahway
Prison in New Jersey, we would like to point out that the voluntary sector has

addressed the l,rohferation of such programs, including the activities earried out
by the National Center on Institutions and Alternatives. Therefore. we , cull

o urge that a report on such programs draw upon studies which have already been

funded, before expending further funds from the (lake of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention.
The Child Welfare League supports afie continuation of Title III, the Run-

away and Ifoineless Youth Act. and belie% es that the additional emphasis on
homeless youth within this program under cores the needs cd,,the population of
youths which are seeking services from the programs treated by the Itimaway
Youth Act. We als% -ommend Senator Hayti for the inelusion of an amendment to

link runaway and homeless with their families and ser% ice providers

through the use of a National hot-line telephone network. The 1)C. Hotline, for
example. served 14.630 people during vas and 1979 A number of these calls were

from runaways Snell state hotline efforts could and slumld be coordinated with

the proposed national hotline.
We realize, as the Committee does. that tb.re are some state. Which are not in

eon) p1 mace until the Juvenile Jiistice mandates under Scythia 223(a (121 and
f 13). For Fiscal Year 1950. Formula (rant monies are being withheld from some

states. Some are in eon-comphaoce. and are making" efforts to move towards
compliance. Some of the stateT. need to make revisions in their plans its required
under Section 223 of the Act. We believe that the states need to be enrouragdi to
submit their plans in a timely fashion and to reneh compliance with the mandates
of the Act llowe% er. we do not believe that the carry-over of unobligated funds to

the Runaway awl Homeless Youth .Sot will serve to acounplish the Mins of the
Juvenile Justice Act. There are a windier of initiatives developed within 0.1.1DP

which could and have in the past. beuefitted from the et,ry-over of the formula

grant funds to the discretionary finals which are dispensed under the special em-

phasis initiatives. The initiative, which have been and are being developed for

190. Capacity Biblding, Youth Advocacy. Rural Separation. and Alternative
Edneation. could benefit from increased funding level:.. In addition, as we will
outline for the committee. there are other problems experienced by the status
offender and the juvenile offender which are not now included in the Juvenile
Jie4ive Act. and which could be addressed with discretionary funds. It should

not he forgotten that in these times of limited fiscal resources. juvenile justice
funds ran be used to draw down other federal funds. thereby extending the
availability of appropriate levels of funding for rograins, Further, there are a

of state plans which ultimately affect th obligation of funds. The carryovernunber Nariatfles. including staffing patterns within OJJDP, and the timeliness'
carryover

7
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provisi e HI iv111 not correct some of these problems which has plagued
t e funding cycle in the past.

The Lin Id Welfare League of America supports the authorization level for the
Jusemle Justice Act as set forth in S. 2441, as well as the live y ear extension of
the Act. Humes er, in light of the recent budget cuts in the House of Representa-
us es third c-uncurrent budget resolution, As hick cut the ',area* organization of
0.1J1.)1.- the Law Lidurcement Assistance Administration and the Office of
Justice Assistance, Research and Statisticsand therefore the juvenile justice
program, w e urge the Committee to reserse deliberation on this authorization
lei el. In the elect that the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration is Cut,
we would recommend that the maintenance-of-effurt monies be included in the
0.13 D1' appropriation, poksioiy necessitating She need tor a higher authorization
lei el. Furthei, we e. 1%,,uld urge the Committee to join with us in ensuring the Con-
tinuation of the jut enile justice program winch tnis Act created.

Because of these budget developments, the proposal outlined Ly Senator Dole
in S. 2343, is difficult to assess realistically, attnough we are aware Wilt in
the past }Las, the Jimmie erime rate has exceeded 19.15% the rate at the time
or passage of the Jul enile Justice and Delinquency PrqventionAct. In fact, in
ltab, according to the Uniform Crime Report of the FBI, it was 23.3' percent
using ail 30 categories.

We would line to commend the Administration on the inclusion of alcohol as a
bubstanee abuse in Section 101(11) (4). There are too few prop is for teenage

neces-
sary. Early studies, however, show that the teenage alcoholic n not be treated
Aill tilIOLAC, soli too little understanding of the kinds of triatmel filch are neces-

exactly like adult alcoholics, and that they du benefit from a peer grouli treat-
malt. model.

We IA unit, also like to recommend that the Federal Coordinating Council should
mirror the kind of broad planning which we discussed* in regards to the three
track system which now existsjuvenile justice, mental health, add social serv-
ices. Therefore. the. Commissioner u fthe Administration for Children, Youth
and Families in the Department. of Health and Human Services, as well as the
Administrator of the Alcohol. Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration
should be included on the Coordinating Council.

P'ulally. we w unlit urge the,Committee to reconsider the use of the term "Pri-
ority JUN enile" in the place of "Special Emphasis." Our experience with other
pieces of legislation, especially the proposed Mental Health Systems Act has
shoiiu us. that there is a tendency to define such a term in a way that any list
uP priur/ty ins elides tends oy its consecutive order, tt relegate those on the end
of the list to minimal attention. history has shown us that children are always on
the end of such lists. and-the JUN enile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
one of the first sad only pieces of legislation fur children is d their familieA0'

.

s---og
should not replicate this practice.

We would like to thank the Committee for its work on e bills, and stand
read) to assist the Cqffinlittee In ha deliberations, as well as the implementation
of this Act. We are optimistic about the future of youths in this country. With
relathely minimal funds in comparison to other federal programs, the sates
hate managed a laudable taskthe removal of status offehders from detention
facilities and the separation of Jul mines from adults. The federal mandate and
financial participant)), has encouraged and enhanced this effort. We have 'earned
from this effort. We believe that 1980 should be a year for all of us to review
what has been done up to this point, to be especially, vigilant An the areas in
which we raise not made progress, and filially, to become a model for the kind
of unified effort among the sers ice delis ery community which ultimately leads
to support for youths and their families, regardless of which system they enter.
We can remuse the term "shin, offender" from our statutes. and from our se-
cure facilities. We can carefully define "1 iolent delinquents." Howeysr, neither
of these actions eliminates the continued need Tor serkices and tricitment for
these troubled members of our society.

, -

Senator BAYJI. We now have a panel of Thomas Cooke, of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors, Mr. Thomas L. Werth, National League of
Cities and Carolyn Lathrop of the National Association of Counties.

We appreciate all yon being here with us.
Mr. Cooke why don't you begin here please.
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PANEL OF: THOMAS H. COOKE, JR., U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS;

THOMAS L. WERTH, NATIONAL LEAGUE OF- CITIES; AND

. JUDGE CAROLYN LATHROP, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

COUNTIES

Mr. COOKE. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to

lend my support and the support of the I' S. Conference of Mayors
for the extension of the Juvenile JUstice and Delinquency Prevention
Act through 1985.

I know you are aware that juvenile violence is a complex issue which
impacts on all aspects of urban life. Low income, poor housing, under
education and unemployment are all contributing factors to youth
crime in the United States.

The ',.resent threat of severe budgetary cutbacks at the Federal level
which impacts at the local level will only serve to exacerbate the cir-
cumstances which are directing some of the youth of our Nation to
crime.

It is lore important now than at any other time in recent history
that out Nation's cities receive support and assistance to combat and
precent crimes of violence by youthful offenders.

The reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act is a necessity not only for the increased safety of our
Nation's citizens. hut also for the youthful offender who with guidance
in times of trouble could be steered to a future life of productivity.

Youth crime in our Nation's cities is reaching epidemic propor-
tions. In 197S. youths under the age of 18 were arrested for 52 percent
of the arson incidents; 43 pen cent of the larceny thefts; 53 percent of
the burglaries; 52 percent of the motor vehicle thefts; 17 percent of
the rapes and 10 percent of the murders uhich were committed in
American cities.

These statistics, while shocking themselves, are frightening when
one considers that it is our Nation's South who hold the future of our
country in their hands.

It is a sad fact that today urban criminals are mostly young, mostly
male, mostly poor, and come mostly hum economically impacted sec-
tions of our-Nation's cities.

It is a sad commentary of lost futures and hopesof lives that are
ruined because societ3 could not or would not respond to the needs of
the youth. Since the present state of our econ omy dictates that cities
must make do with less, the deeply rooted societal and economic fac-
tors swhich contribute to the formation of the youthful criminal will
not be eradicated in the near future.

Cities which currently -present enorinco.s opportunities for crime
will, under the weight of severe budget cutbackg, continue to be a
breeding ground for younger and more experienced merchants of
crime.

Although the solutions to urban youth crime are complex I believe
most experts now affree that institutional confinement is not the an-
swer. Our prisons today are schools for crime. Sentencing youths to
serve in these institutions will only complete the criminal education
which was begun in the street.
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We, as elected officials, must Great© a climate where innovative ap-
proaches can be utilized to address the juveniel crime problem.

In oul. society today, over $16 billion a year is spent 'on juvenile
justice efforts. It must be pointed out in dramatic terms that the bil-
lions of dollars now spent on juvenile justice are spent after the fact.
We must reorient the system to expend funds on prwention of

i
juve-

nile crimes and will in the long run save both money and lives n the
process.

My recommendations, Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like to_
support the concepts contained in the Violent Juvenile Crime Control
Act of 1980. In supporting this legislation, I would like to make two
recommendations to the committee.

TheeJustice Systems Improvement Act of 1979 established a mech-
anism whereby the Office of _Justice Assistance Research and Sta-
tistics would coordinate three independent departments reporting to
the Attorney General.

The Office of J11' enile Justice and Delinquency Prevention remains
within the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration under the
act.

We agree with the provision which delegates all final authority for
juvenile justice programs to the Administrator of the Officeof Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

However. we feel that the office is so essential it deserves to be an
independent office co-equal with the National Institute of Justice, the
Bureau of Justice statistics and the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration.

By taking this action. juvenile justice would be viewed as a top
Federal priority.

In addition, programs under OJJDP could be evaluated independ-
ently and the Office could he held accountable for these programs.

Second, we agree that more attention must be given to violent
offenders. However. we feel that earmarking the 19.15 percent main-
tenance effort funds to violent crime committed by iaveniles in the
categories of murder. forcible rape. robbery. aggravated assaults. and
arson involving bodily harm would prohibit those communities hose
major juvenile problems are not among those categories from utilizing
this money inuther juvenile justice areas.

I must stress that we agree with the concept that violent crime is
on the rise and must be controlled. However. we hope tbat this legis-
lation will allow local governments the flexibility to determine the
priorities in their communities and to allocate funds to address these
needs.

An area not contained in the proposed legislation but an essntial
element of the escalating. rate of violent crime in the 'United States is
the issue of hand oun violence and youth.

The Droblemhandgun abuse Ind youth.
During the past 4 vears. the T.S. Conference of;Mavors staff has

become increasingly P wa of the el-ealatina incidents of juvenile
handonn violence. Altlunoll only preliminary statistics have been
gathered on this pi oblem the initial el idence uncovered on this subject
is alarming.

The tragic fart about firearm deaths is that many victims are young.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation's rniform Crime Report for
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1977 shows that of all murder victim? between the ages of 10 and 19,
61 percent were killed W:th firearms.

While murder has been described as a young man's crime and sui-
cide rates have traditionally increased as a person got older, these
trends seem to be reversing.

Rates of firearm suicide among the 3 oung are at an all-time high
and increasing. The rate for 10-to-19-year-olds rose by 22.7 percent
between 1976 and 1977, and by an incredible 56 percent since 1968.

Suicide is presently the third, major cause of death among the
young, with firearms used in 6 out of every 10 youth suicides.

Some will say, of course, that if someone wants to commit suicide,
he or she will succeed with or without a gun,

However, when the attempt is made with a handgun or firearm, it-
becomes five times more lethal.

'When viewed wile homicide and suicide, firearms account for a
comparatively small amount of accidental deaths each year.

However, in 1977, children and young people under the age of 20
accounted for 39 r it of all earm fatalities due accidents. The
percentage of acc.dental deaths in the 10-to-20-age-group was 8 per-
cent. more than' the 20-to-30-age-group and 2 to 4 times greater than
older groups.

A Detroit study concluded that children are for the most part the
innocent victims of iivailatility. The study found that victims, shoot-
ers, qtrid parents wpm mos. often unfamiliar with guns and that it

_leaf owner ,vas a parent, who kept the gun loaded and
ccessible for self-protection.
When the circumstances were known, most children were injured

chile playing with guns acquired for the purpose of self-protection.
il) The U.S. Conference of Mayors supports controls on the sale and

ossession of handguns. and I believe that any strategy directed toward
violent crime especially among youth must I.?ve a handgun control
component.

Knowing of your earlier interest in handgun legislation, Mr. Chair-
man, this is why this was made a part of this report.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and members of your committee, I
would like to offer my support and the support of the 'U.S. Confeience
of Mayors to your efforts in establishing programs to address juvenile
justice issues.

The conference supported the 1974' reauthorization of the Juvenile
Justice Act and we are pleased to do so again. It is my hope that we
can all work together over the coating years to improve the plight of
our Nation's youth and create an environment where all Americans,
young and old, can reach their full potential iu life.

Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAYII. Thank you very much. Mr. Cooke. We appreciate

the Conference of Mayors perceptive analysis of where we are headed
and look forward to working with them.

Mr. Werth?
Mr. WEirrn. Thank you, fir: Chairman.
I would like to start with a couple of corrections. On page 2 of my

statement, due to the fact that some of this statement was done by
telephone and through tape recording. There have been some Mac-

9
.e"
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curacies. I will change some statements during the course of my presen-
tation this morning.

Mr. Chairman, I am Thomas Werth.
Senator BJ711. Feel free to change or leave but any that you want.

We will see that the reporter will put it all in the record at the conclu-
sion of your oral testimony.

Mr. WERTH. Yes.
Senator Bin'. I would appreciate your suminarization be kept to 10

minutes since. we have four more witnesses today.
Mr. WERT.'" It will be very short.
Senator BAYII. Unfortunately, I will have to leave in abont&ne -half

hour.
TESTIMONY OF THOMAS L. WERTH

Mr. WERTH. Thank you.
I am mayor of Rochester, Mich., and referee of the Juvenile Court

in Mount Clemens, Mich.
I speak to you today as a representative of the National League of

Cities and as a concerned professional in the field of juvenile justice
and delinquency prevention.

As you know, the National League of Cities has long supported the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

In November 1979, delegates to the League's annual Congress of
Cities adopted policy to assure continuing support of juvenile justice
programs at all levels of government.

This policy included a statement in favor of greater emphasis on
programs aimed at serious and violent offenders. We recognize that
these offenders are a very small percentage of the youthful population.

However small a group of offenders tl.ay may be, it is a problem of
particular concern to the urban areas of our country. Violent youth are
usually city youth. Frequently they are deprived, emotionally and
physically, of the support and structure of a strong family unit.

We especially applaud the language in your bill, Mr. Chairman,
that adds congressional declaration of purpose to the problem of
violent juvenile offenders with emphasis on rel,,,,,ilitation as well as
on adjudication and sentencing.

As a juvenile justice professional and as a representative of the ,Na-
tional League of Cities, I am grateful for your support and attention
to the needs of local governmental units.

We support efforts to remove juvenile offenders from large institu-
tions. Community based facilities, alternative programs and a wide
range of social services for the offender and the family of the offender
offer far more promise than the impersonal warehousing approach of
institutionalization.

By no means. Mr. Chairman, would I say that there is no need
for secure detention faculties. Unhappily, there sometimes is such a
need. However, the emphasis should be on alternative rehabilitation
where possible. As a juvenile court referee, I can personally attest to
the many benefits derived from alternative programs for juvenile
offenders.

Since 1974, the Macomb ) uvenilc Court in Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
has instituted two alternative programs with the assistance of Federal
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention funds.
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The success of these programs has convinced local officials to fund

the continual operation of these programs and provide out-of-court

services to families in need of assistance.
The impact of our alternative to secure detention programs can be

seen in the fact that there was a 66-percent decrease in the number of

petitions filed for status offedders, with the court, that is, home and

school truancy and encorrigibility, and- an 81-percent decrease in

-the number of younasters placed in a secure detention facility for the

final quarter of 1979 ascompared to the final quarter of 1975.

In addition to the status offender program the Macomb County

Juvenile Court has an adjudication diversion program which has

helped divert hundreds of youngsters out of the juvenile justice system.

These offenders are youngsters who are involved in minor drug

law violations, simple larceny, minor property crime and other mis-

demeanant violations.
One of the major benefits of diversionary programs is that they

make available both additional professional staff and detention beds

to deal with the violent and serious offendersthose youngsters who

are the most s,erions threat to pi blic safety and welfare.

We urge you, Mr. Chairman, to continue your support of delin-

quency pre. 'ion efforts. As you have often said, "the best method

of controlling iolent crime is to prevent it in the first place."

Admittedly delinquency prevention is a complicated concept. How

do we know a program prevents a juvenile from running afoul of the

-law and the accepted standards of our society?
What tools measure a successful structure to help youth
Perhaps the beginning of an answer is to think of -din. -very basic

needs of children. The experiences of our young people in a Nation

of plenty shouldbe positive ones.
Stong families with adequate incomes and a secure future usually

produce emotionally healthy, secure individuals.
With very rare exceptions these lining people go on to jobs and

a family of their own with no brushes with the juvenile justice system.

Sadly. every family in this Nation is not strong and too many
incomes and futures are severely limited. Too many young people,

especially in cities, and especially minorities in cities, are deprived

of the base tools that could change their futures and their children's

futures.
Inflation has cut into already inadequate funds for education and

job training. We have known for a long time that the poorly edu-

cated. often learning disabled, and those who become dropouts are

in real danger of turning to delinquent behavior.
A shrinking.city job market doesn't have much room for a poorly

educated, unskilled teenager.
As local elected officials, we experience a terrible frustration when

we cannot provide the services so desperately needed by the most
deprived percentage of our children.

We urge you to continue to support local efforts to develop the

capacity forlproviding delinquency prevention programs that pro-
vide the services and training that will help young people to become

strong, contributing members of society.
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We would further ask that.you consider a means to increas' local
input into State policy level decisions. One suggestion would e to
insert in your ,bill a statement that would add local elected officials
as a category; to be ..ncluded in the makeup of State advisory grOups.

These illy the groups that report on juvenile programs to the
Governor and State legislature.

lc is important to us in the National League of Cities to insure that
local priorities are considered in the development of juvenile policy
on the State level.

We also strongly support coordination of youth programs at all
levels of GovernmentFederal, State, and local. We recognize that
we seem to be entering a period of ilean budgeting. This makes it
es ens more imperative to develop systems of coordination between
Federal agencies and between service deliverers. The dollars we have
w ill go further when we reduce duplication of effort and when we
refine our system of identifying «r rat and where services exist and
Iviiocan best deliver toem.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we thank you for this opportunity to share
our ideas on jinenilefiee problems in cities. We applaud your
efforts oe the years to develop a strong national juvenile justice and
delinquency pro claim program and we pledge to continue our sup-
port of positi% e programs for American young people.

Senator BAyn. Thank you vey much.
Ha% ing the support of the,National League of Cities for this legis-

lation is very important.
Judge Lathrop, we are glad to have you here with us.

TESTIMONY OF JUDGE CAROLYN LATHROP

Judge LATHROP. .3/ ". Chair manf I am Carolyn Lathrop, Associate
Judge of Boone County, plc. For the past 2 years, I have been ehair-
w moan for Juvenile Justice of he National Association of Counties,
Criminal Justice and Public Safety Steering Committee. I appear
hero today to present the steering committee's views on S. 441,
S. 2442 and 5..2434.

The Congress and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention in the face of much adversity, have made great strides
in the past 6 years with the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act of 1974.

Thirty -four of the thirty-se% en States which have had to meet the
requirement of 75-percent &institutionalization of status offenders
this year have done so.

Over :10 States have rep ised their juvenile codes 10 reflect the act's
philosophy of nonpuniti%e efforts to assist troubled youth and to pro-
vide community -based programs and sere Ices for youth.

The Office of elide Justice and Delinquency Prevention, after
a difficult beginning, now appears prepared to assume the leadership
role von intended for it in 1974. NACO believes that the leadership
Ira Schwartz brings to the office will be responsible for future gains.

However, all the reforms envisioned in the act have not yet been
realized.

Moreover, we are discussing the reauthorization of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act at a time when there are
attempts to "scare kids strairlit," to lock up_more young people who

4
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commit bo ',serious and minor crimes, and when there is a declining
emphasis ri'laced-on the Niue of young people in our society.

The difference between perception and reality about serious juvenile
-Crime has produced' a reaction out of proportion to the problem posed
bylerioaand violent youth crime.'

At the sane time, one alert of the _act is being largely overlooked.
That is, its focus on prevention efforts. I recognize that prevention is
difficult. It is, by definition, attempting to cause something not to
happen. But we can prevent most delinquency jf we try. Prevention
must be the central focits of our efforts, and one of the highest priori-
ties of OJeLDP.

4 All of our dischssion here today, all of our noble sentiments will
amount to nothiNg,. however, if we do not fund the Justice System
Improvement A'L'E of 1979 and the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act.

The proposal of the House Budget Committee last week, combined
with reports that the administration is willing to eliminate LEAA ^ ,
fqrmula, discretionary and national priority grants, leads us to be-
li6e, and, I suspect, much of the country-'to believe, that Congress is
not serious about improvements to our criminal justice sys,nn and,
more importantly, for this discussion, that Congress is not serious
about the deinaitutionalizaOon'and separation mandates of the Juve-
nil° Justice-Act. ,

About 40 percent of the personnel alffected by the elimination of
LEAA and OJJDP are youth workers. The immediate impacts would
be to end prevention programs And-Tiiireinove chile ten out of com-
munity-based facilities, onto the streets 'and into jails. This, of course,
would be a giant step backward in our efforts to treat young peOple in
a humane manner.

Even if only T,EAA is eliminated; there would be aliout $74 million
less in maintenance of effort funds available for these programs.

SCCond, the juvenile Justice Act formula grant progrhm is adinin-
istered by the State criminal justice councilsformerly 'State plan-
ning agenciesmost of which could: not funetion without LEAA
fiords, while States may use up to 7.5 ercent of their juvenile justice
specialistS depend upon the State criminal justice council apparatus
to assist them in their work, and, third, OJJDP's administrative
budget is not a part of its appropriation, rather, it comes from the
administrative budget. of LEAA. If LEAS receives no money, there
would be no hinds to administer the IOffice of Juvenile Justice and
Deliquency Prevention.

NACO is also concerned about then reported cuts for reasons not
directly related to the juvenile justice,prograni.

During the past 10 yeais LEAA lias been a state nut' program.
After years of arguing Our position, public interest groups represent-
ing localities. and NACO in particular l have finally sucreeded in per-
suading theAdministz'ation and Congr ss to alter the LEAA program
to give larger local government in con bination of counties and cities,
a status almost equal to States.

It is disheartening Co see snob hatd work and accomplishments
Threatened by the 'budget process. To'Assure that 0,T.TDP can most
effectively carry outits mar. lates under the Juvenile Justice Act and

-
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Jtidenile System Itliproviment'Act, the National Association of Coun-
tiesreco 'Mends that the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency*
Preventi n be established as an independent agency under the au-
thority/ of the Attorney General.

.

' I would urge the Senate to eximine these provisions ofj-I.R. 6704.
'Congressman -thdrews proposal for reauthorization which makes
OJJDP a fourth agency under the Office of Justice Assistance, Re-
seai.cA and Statistics. a

.

i ACO believes that only through co-equal status. with the.LEA,
t14 National Institute of Justice and the Bureau of Jiistice Stati-,ics
.c n OJJDP fully assume the leadership role that Congress has in-

ided for the past 6 years. .

As a separate acrencv OJJDP wolild have more authorit3bici assume
the role as the lead federal agency in promoting effective and con,
sistent Federal youth service activities and policies among th depart-/ merits and agencies which have youth related programs.

As I indicated in the opening of our statement, NACO thinks the
problems of serious juvenile crime is often overstated, but in many
,ounties and cities the proble too real.

o fuse the resources appropriated under
Atm Improvement Act to focus on se-

We feel it is appropriate
section 10C2 of the Justice
rious juvenile crime.

We also think the provisi in S. 2441 -which define violent juve-
nile crime by narrowing the . pe of such crime to violent acts which
result in bodily harm to or den i of people is a realistic approach and
a wise use of scarce Federal resources.

NACO is concerned, however, that targetifi'g all of the funds avail-
able under section 1002 will present many States and local governments
which do not have extensive violent crime problems from using these
funds for other improvements in the juvenile justice system.

Violent juvenile crime as, a phenomenon, is particularly an urban,
cmintl; and city problem. ,Iftiral and many suburban area.- do not
tare nearly the problems with violent crime and gang activity as do
our major urban areas.

.

As an example, Boone County has approximately 90,000 people.
11 W 0ave a budget of apprcximatel's $3 million and we 'utilize one-

ha million,dollars in our juvenile justice system. We lime only had
two % .ohnt offenders in 2 years. These two violent offenders 0 ommitted

, the saute act together.
To reqaire jurisdiceiOns outsiew of urban areas to use all mainte-

nance of effort funds for serious and violent juvenile crimecould lead
to the using of resources toward a sainll, if nonexistent, population.

As the, members of the committee are well aware, NAOC has long
favored amendments to that which would create incenties for Stales
to develop and implement financial in.:er.ti%i programs for unite of
local goVerfnuent to meet the goals of the act;

A prigram of State subsidies, we belieVe, as a. par. of the Juvenile
Justice Act would assist States and the,ir local governments both finan-
cially, programmatically arid taking 'concrete steps to reduce institu-
tional commitments and to deve op alternative programs.

Tiiis program ha' also been s pported by the administration in its
testimony.

/
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The current acttzecognizes subsidies as an advance practice in sec-
tion 223 (a) (1) (II). Congressman Anders' bill adds the use of subsidies
for special emphasis prevention unditreatment progiams and author-
izes:the use of reverted funds to implement the subsidy program.

We have commended hint for this approach and basically we support
'it, if it is not possible to create a new title for subsidy programs which
we would prefer.

I have had the opportunity to participate as an advisory conunittee
member for the Academy for Contemporary Problem Studies which
has loolted at, among other issues, the extent to which juvenilejuS-
tice and delinquency prevention subsidies are effective today.

Before the academy. undertook its research effort, NAOC believed
that such snbsidi,!s were limited in number and in scope.

However, the academy's thorough research indicated a different sit-
uation. According to data which has not been published in final form,
as of 1978, thereyere 57 juvenile justice subsidies in 30 States.

Those subsidy programs had appropriations of about $166 million.
Incidentally, these programs do not cover new subsidy programs in

Wisconsin, Virginia, and Oregon.
half of the subsidy programs have conic into existence since the pas-

sage of the Jm en ile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, ct in W74.
Some important, findings of the academy study are :
Most juvenile justice subsidies initiated during the laSt 15 years,

and still in existence, have been directed toward comnmnity services
development and alternative, noninstitutiOnal placements.

The development of the State subsidies coincides closely with the
initiation of Federal grant-in-aid programs.

A growing number of subsidies are requiring that comprehensive
community plans and local advisory councils be developed.

A large number of diverse, community-based services for local
juvenile delinquency prevention and control have come into existence
with support from State subsidies.

Most services funded through subsidies are directed toward proven-
- tion and rehabilitative efforts.

Virtually all State subsidies are authorized through statutes.
Mr. Chairman, last week before the Subcommittee on Human Pe-

sources, Deputy Attorney General Charles Renfrew made one of the
most, important and, we bel:et e, most enlightened proposals to emerge
from the administration.

He proposed the current requirement of separation of juveniles
from adults in adult correctional and detention facilities be amended
to require the removal of juveniles from adult jails.

_He proposed a 5 -year time frame to accomplish the removal of
juveniks.

Unfortunately, what the administration has not carefully spelled
out is a financial commitment by the Federal Goternment to assist-
State ntl, local governments to accomplish the necessary and worth-
while goal':

Even while I speak here this mom liing, a major national conference
aimed at removing children from jail is tompleting its work in Denver,
The goal of that symposium is to establish State coalitions to remove'
children from jail.
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This is also One of the goals of the National Coalition for Jail Re-
form, of which NACO is a member and cofounder.

This year, Mr. Chairman, NACO believes, is the moment to act on
this critical national problem.

....--- According to unpublished data from the National Institute of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention's National Center ap-
proximately 120,000 young people were held in our Nation's jails in
the thidieVenties.

That figure ,gathered from State planning agency monitoring re-
ports on the separation requirement, section 223(a) (13), probably
understates the true figure.

A children's defense fund.study indicates as many as 500,000 juven-
iles may be held annually in jails and lockups.

There appears to be a direct relationship between the jailing of ail-.
dren and the rural nature of a State.

In additioniand perhaps most importantly, there appears to be a
direct relationship between arrest rates .for status offenders and the
jailing of juveniles.

Mr. Chairman, America's counties are prepared to embark on this
effort with the cooperative assistance of the Federal and State govern-
ments. This effort increases the necessity, we believe, for a State sub-
sidy provision of the act. Given that subsidies have a proven- track
record to assist State and local governments reduce institutional popu-
lations, they could be an effective mechanism to assist the Federal Gov-
ernment in the removal of juveniles from jail.

Beyond these specifics, however, we must ask, what is our national
policy toward youth?

What do we hope to accomplish with and for them? What rights
do they have? What are their privileges and immunities which we in
the adult world take for granted? .. .

Until we answer these questions, and I know they cannot be answered
today, and until we make the commitment to implement realistic so-
lutions when we find answers, all the Federal coordinating councils
and Offices of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, all the
national advisory conunittees and State advisory groups which we
can create to assist troubled youth will not answer the problems of
youth in our society.

I pose these problems to you in the hope that Congress through this
and other committees concerned with the problems of our young people
will help us answerthese problems.

As the policy of the National Association of Counties states:
The primary responsibility for ensuring the comprehensive delivery of services

to control and prevent juvenile delinquency resides with local government.

We recognize that it is our responsibility. However, we need to create
partnerships for change, partnerships in which the Federal Govern-
ment, State governments, and local governments along with private
agencies and lay citizens create first the climate where better programs
for youth can be developed and second, those programs and services
which will assist the Nation's young people to develop as full, creative,
and productive members of this society, that is my hope in being here
today.

70-796 0 - 81 7
... .
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We have attached to our written statement examples of cOunty pro-
gramsonany of which-were-started with the help and continue-to
receive LEAA. and OJJDP funds.

These programs have significantly decreased the number of youths
who Caine in contact, with the juvenile justice system which increased
the delivery, coordination, and cost effectiveness of the service.'

Thank you.
Senator BAYII. Thank you very much, Ms. Lathrop. We appreciate

your being here, and bringing the Boone County experience to our
record. We look forward to working with you. I would like to have
someone like you on the bench down there and sensitive to it.

Thank you all very -much. I apologize for the shortness of time.
[Judge Lathrop's prepared statement with attachments follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDGE CAROLYN ',AMBOY

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Carolyn Lathrop, associate
judge of Boone County,elissouri. For the past two years I have been cha!rwoman
for Juvenile Justice of t'Iie National Association of Counties' Criminal Justice and
Public Safety Steering Committee. I appear here today to present the steering
committee's views on S. 2441, S. 2442, and S. 2434.

The Congress and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention in
the face of much auversity, have made great strides in the past six years with
the Juvenile Justice, and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. Thirty-four of the
37 States which have had to meet the requirement of 75 percent deinStitutional-
ization of status offenders this year have done so. Over 30 States have reviSed
their juvenile codes to reflect the act's philosophy of non-punitive efforts to assist
troubled youth and. to provide community based programs and services for youth.
The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, after a difficult be-
ginning, now appears prepared to assume the leadership role you intended for it
in 1974. Naco believes that the leadership Ira Schwatz brings to the office will be
responsible fofuture gains.

However, all the reforms envisioned in the act have not yet been realized. We
still imprison yotIngsters for status offenses, not for crimes but for being unable
to get along with their parents. and for running away` from intolerable homy
conditions, in other words, for doing those things which the adult. world defines
as deviant behavior. Statutes which'provide criminal penalties for these so-called
crimes ignore the needs of young people and hinder the development of inexpen-
sive aad effective mechanisms for assisting our nation's youth reach their full
potential.

Moreover, we are discussing the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act at a time when there are attempts to "scare kids
straight." to lock up more young people who commit both serious and minor
crimes, and when there is a declining emphasis placed on the value of young
people in our society. The difference between perception and reality about serious
juvenile crime has produced a reaction out of proportion to the problem posed by
serious and violent youth crime.

At the same time, one part of the act is being largely overlooked. That is, its
focus on prevention. Many interest groups this year have emphasized the issues
of serious and violent Juvenile crimes and the monitoring of deinstitutionaliza-
lot fforts:-Verylittleattention_bas been _leveted to prevention efforts. I

recognize that prevention is difficult. It is, byTialliffroifi,a faipting-to-rau
something not to happen. But we van prevent most delinquency if we try. Preven-
tion must be the central focus of our efforts, and one of the highest priorities Of
OJJDI'.

'The National Association of Counties is the only national organization representing
county government in the United States. Through its membership. urban. suburban and
rural counties join together to build effective, responsive county governments. The goals
of the organization are To improve county government; to serve as the national spokesman
for county governments: to act as a liaison between the Nation's counties and other levels
of government: and to achieve public understanding of the role of counties in the Federal
system.
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NACO has several recommendations for changes in the Juvenile Justice Act
all geared-toward enhancing the act's, dual goals to improve the juvenile justice
system and prevent-juvenile' delinqueiNv.

FISCAL YEAR 1981 APPROPRIATION8

All of our discussion here today, all of our noble sentiments will amount to
nothing, however, if e do not fund the Justice System Improvement Act of 1079
and the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. The proposal of.,, the
House Budget Committee last week, couffilued with reports that the administra-
tion is willnig to eliminate LEAA formula, discretionary and national priority
grants, leads us to believe, and, I suspect, much of the country to believe, that
Congress is not serious about improvements to our criminal justice system and,
more Importantly, for this discussion, that Congress is not serious about the
deinstitutionalization and separation mandates of the Juvenile Justice Act. About
40 percent of the personnel affected by the elimination of LEAA and OJJDP are
youth workers. The immediate impacts would be to end prevention programs and'
to move children out of coniniunity-based facilities, onto the streets and into
jails. This, of course, would be a giant step backward in our efforts to treat young
people in-a humane manner.

Even if only LEAA is eliminated, there would be about $74 million less in
maintenance of effort funds available for these programs. Second, the Juvenile
Justice Act formula grant program is administered by the State criminal justice
councils (formerly State planning agencies) most of which could not function
without LEAA funds. While States may use up to 7.5 percent of their Juvenile
Justice Act funds for planning, monitoring and administration, most juvenile
justice specialists depend upon the State criminal justice council apparatus to
assist them hi their work. And. third, OJJDI's administrative budget is not a
Part of its appropriatiO, rather, it comes from the administrative budget of
LEAA. If LEAA receives no money, there would be no funds to administer the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

NACO is also concerned about these reported cuts for reasons not directly
related to the juvenile justice program. During the two-year process of reauthor-
izing the LEAA program, in the legislation. and in guidelines for running the
new program lot al concerns and interests were gien much more emphasis than
in the past. The result is a program in which local governments have more
authority all0 autonomy in dealing with their criminal justice problems. During
the past ten )ears. LEAA has been a State-rim program. After years of arguing
our position, public ihterest groups representing localities, and NACO in par-
ticular. hate Ihiall) succeeded in persuading the administration and Congress to
alter the LEAA program to Rite larger bowl got ernments and tombinations of
counties and cities a status almost equal to States. It is disheartening to see such
hard work and accomplishments threatened by the budget process.

OJJDP AS AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY

To assure that OJJDP can most effectively carry out its mandates under the
Juvenile Justice Act and Justice System Improvement Act, the National Associa-
tion of Counties recommends the Office of Juvenile Ji, tice and Delinquency
Prevention be established as an independent agency mule the authority of the
Attorney General. I would urge the Senate to examine the provisions of H.R.
0704. Congressman Andrfts' proposal fur reauthorization, which make 0.1.IDP
a fourth agency under the Office of .Justice Assistance. Research and Statistics.
NACO beliet'es that only through co-equal status with the Law Enforcement
Assistance -Administration. the National Institute of Justice and the Bureau of
Justice Statistics. can OJJDP fully assume the leadership role Congress has
in enueu tor tne past MI-years.

AU amendineht to section 820(b) of the Justice System Improvement Act
(Public Law 96-157) will be required to insert the Administrator of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration along with the Directors of the. Na-
tional Institute of Justice and Bureau of Justice Statistics as persons who must
consult with the OJJDP Administrator on the use of maintenance of effort funds.
Such an amendment would insure that those funds would be used in a manner
consistent with the purposes of the Juvenile Justice Act.

Mr. Chairman. NACO believes that as a separate agency, OJJDP %you'd have
more authority to assume the role as the lead Federal agency in promoting effec-

-I 00
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tive and consistent Federal youth service activities and policies among the
departments and agencies cc Weil hose youth-related programs. NACO has been
concerned for the !gist decade about programs and policies affecting young people
who come in contact %chi] the juvenile justice system. The-e.youth service activi-
ties, %s lieu designed by different human and social service agencies, often either
conflict with each other or disregard the real problems of the youths they are
supposed to sere e. It cc ill tales a strcog, Melt peudeat agency with a Preside itially-
appointed administrator, to fulfill the mandate to coordinate the varied Federal
youth-oriented activities.

FEDERAL COORDINATING COUNCIL

the dismal record of th e Federal Coordinating Council, established by the
Juvenile Justice and Deliquency Precention Act. supports the need for a strong,
independent-led Federal youth agency. OJJDY. as part of LEAH, was to co-
ordinate the activities of other Federal agencies cc ith re,pert to Federal juvenile
justice and deliquency prevention activities. An Interagency coordinating council
was established and giien the hotter to %lake regulations and guidelines to fa-
cilitate interagency projects. All of these provisions are solid and sensible. But
what happened?

After three years of dormancy. the coordinating council began to meet regularly
only in the past year and a half. For the first time ever, the council hake work
plan and is seeking a staff contract to assure that the council has the etittivaity to
chart its own mission. However. six years have gone by and the council cannot
yet claim that it has had an impact upon any Federal effort relating to jOihile
justice or delinquency prevention.

An example of the failure to coordinate policy development are the regulations
which govern youth employment programs under the comprehensive empleyment
and training act. According to definition adopted in the April 3, 1979 Federal
Register (20 CFI( On.4). youth who are under thejurisdiction of the juvenile
justice system can only be served If they are cmdined v. [thin an institution or if
their families are income eligible. With no effective inechani.em to review guide-
lines, the Jue.mile Justice Act mandates of diversion and deinstitutionali=tion
were contracenea by a regulation which controls a i rogram 10 times as larg(1 as
the Juvenile .Justice Act.

NVe support the pro% isions of S. 2-1-12. the administration's reauthorization pro-
posal which would gie stall to the coordinating council and require it to apt rove
all interagency funding projects tualertahen by 0.1.IDP ;.11.i «macii mege,cr
agencies. In addition, we hope. you will add the Secretary of Education; the
Director of the Bureau of Prisons. the Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, the Director of the Qflice of Special Education and Rehabilitation terv-
ices. the Commissioner fur the Administration for Children. Youth and Families
and the Director of the Youth Deyelopment Bureau to the coordinating council.

- STATE ADVISORY GROUPS /NATIONAL ADVISORY COSLIIITTEE

Mr. Chairman, NACO supports efforts to strengthen the National Advisory Com-
mittee and the State advisory groups. We [lace long sought an amendment to
section 223(a n (3( it ) of the at t to Da lode c'e,ted officials on State advisory
groups. NACO recommends the act be amended to include representation by
State. and local, elected officials on the national advisory committee in action.
207(a) (2) of the act.

I remind you that it is local elected officials and their counterparts at the State
level, who allocate the resources to continue the programs and .services this art
funds initially. Without their input at the front end of program planning; without
their concerns as to cc hat the real problems of youth are and without the ca-
pacity te. have an ongoing dialogue be .veer elected officials and the youth serving
community. there will be no long tei m change the system to benefit young
people. Sustaining the alternatives to the juvenile justice system requires not
only the cooperation of elected officials but their active participation in efforts
designed to produce change.

NACO believes broadly based State advisory groups, including elected officials,
should have the stronger role in the plaunin.* and granting authority of the act
your bill proposes. We would suggest amendments which would permit State
advisory groups to draft plans for submission to OJJDP which would remain
intact unless the plan conflicted with the State's criminal justice plan or the
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goals of the act. The burden of proof for demonstrating such a conflict should
rest upon the State criminal justice council. tliesanie pattern should be sot for
grant making authority. If Congress intends fOr the state advisory_groups to
become an integral part of the reform effort at the State level, then it must give
to State advisory groups the authority to Implement the State's juvenile justice
plan.

SESIOUS AND VIOLENT JUVENILE CHIME

Our membership supports language in the act which deals with the problems
of serious and violent youth crime. As I indicated in the opening of our state-
ment, we think the problem of serious juvenile crime is otters overstated but,
in many ,counties affd cities, the problem is all too real.

We feel it is appropriate to use the resources appropriated under.section ,1002
of the Justice System Improvement Act to focus on serious, juvenile crime. We
think the provisions in S. 2441, which define violent juvenile crime by narrow-
ing the scope of such crime to violent acts which result in bodily harm to or
fleath of people is a realistic approach and a wise use of scarce Federal resources.

NACO-is concerned, however; that targeting all of-the fundS available under
section 1002 will prevent many States and local go% erinnents, tthick do not have
extensive violent crime problems, from using these funds for other improvements
in the juvenile justice system. Violent juvenile crime, as-a phenomenon, Is-Par-
tictilarly an urban county and city problem. Rural and many suburban areas do
not have nearly the problems with %iolent crime and gang activity as do our
major urban areas. To require jurisdictions outside of urban areas to use all
maintenance of effort funds for serious and %iulent juvenile crime could lead
to the skewing of resources toward a s.aall, if not non-existent, population.

NACO proposes that States should be required to identify the extent of the
Nioleut crime problem, as it relates to the total delinquency firoblem in their
State, and then to devote all adequate share of maintenance of effort funds to
violent crime problems. This approach would address the_problem, while per-
mitting thellexibilitrin the State awl local priority-setting processes that both
the Juvenile Justice Act and the Je.,tice System Improvement Act support.

STATE SUBSIDIES

As the members of the committee are well aware, XACO has long favored
amendments to the act which would create iscenth es for States to develop and
implement thsoncial !menthe programs for units of local go%ernment to meet the
goals of tract. A program of State subsidies. we believe, as a part of the
Juvenile Justice Act would assist States and their local governments both finan-
cially and programmatically in taking concrete steps to reduce institutional
commitments and to develop alternative programs. This program has also been

- supported by the administration in its testimony. -
The current act recognizes subsidies as an advanced practice in section 223

(a) (10) (II). Congressman Andrew's bill adds the use of subsidy in the use of
special emphasis prevention and teatment programs and authorizes the use of
reverted funds to implement the subsidy program. We have commended him for
this approach and basically we support it. if it is not possible to create a new
title for subsidy programs which we would prefer.

I ha% e had the opportunity to partleipate as an athisory committee member
for the Academy for contemporary problems study w-Mich has looked at, among
other tssues. the extent to whicS juvenile justice and delinquency prevention
subsidies are in effect today. Before Ile Academy undertook its research effort,
NACO believed that such subsidies were limited in limber and in scope; how-
ever, the Academy's thorough research indicates that we were wrong. According
to data which has not been published in final form, as-of 1978, there were 57
juvenile justice subsidies'in 30 States. Those subsidy programs had appropriations
of $106 million. Incidentally. these programs do not ether new subsidy programs
in Wisconsin, Virginia and Oregon. Half of the subsidy programs have come into
existence since the passage of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention .
Act in 1074.

Sono important findings of the Academy's study are : -

Most juvenile justice subsidies initiated luring the last 15 years (and still in
existence) have keen directed toward community services development and
alternative, noninstitutional placements. _ _
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he development of the State subsidies coincides closely with the initiation of
- Fedefal grant-in-aid prog, ains. 1 IV

ATT,T6WIfig of suosidi:s are requirim, that comprehensive community
Minas and local advisory' councils be developed.

A large number of diverse, community-based services for local juvenile de-
linquency presention and control have come into existence with support from
State subsidies.

Most services funded through subsidies are directed toward prevoitive and
habilitative efforts.

Virtually all State subsidies are authorized through statutes.
An, example of the kind of program which a subsidy component to the act

could,seek,to fund is the New lurk Youth Aid Bill. Adopted in 1974, the subsidy
program receives $23 million in State lands which is matched by at least a s;milar
amount from New York's counties. All but several of the smallest counties
participate in the program.

Another program worthy of note is the Minnesota Coanandiy Corrections Act
which provides funds for both adult and juvenile community services. It uses a
four-part formulancluding per capita income, per capita taxable value (of prop-
erty), per capita expenditures for corrections purposes and percent of county
population-between ages 6 and 30.- The MCCA provides funds to county or multi-
county units after they bas'e establiAed a connnunity corrections advisory board
aim developed a comprehensive,plan to reduce commitments to State facilities.
If a county exceeds its baseline eininnitmeat rate, it is charged on It per diem
basis for commitments to State institutions, in cases %%here the sentence is under
live years. Clearly, the incentive is there for the county to keep offenders in the

" community.
q Programs like those in Minnesota and New York have proven records of suc-
cess. We believe that with further impetus from the Juvenile Justice Act, sub-

sidies Gould become a more effectise mechanism to attain tile goals of diversion
and deinstitutionalization the act promotes. We urge you to co"-ider car2Pully
our proposal and the approach of 11.R. 6704 to expand the range of subsidies. We

hope, lime% er, that you h.ould undid:41u the current language of section 223
(a) (10),(II) as purposes of the ,subsidy program, perhaps adding the purposes
Congressman Andress s seeks in his legiilation and an additional purpose : -pre-
vent delinquency through a broad range of comuiunity based youth development
and diversion actis approa0 to subsidy, sse believe, would strengthen

the Set considerably.
ViVENILES 15 .101.7LT JAILS

,Mr. Chairman, last week before the Subcommittee on Human Resources, Deputy
Attorney General Charles Renfrew made one of the most important and, we
believe, most enlightened propoz.ds to emerge from the administration, He pro:
posed the current requirement of separation of juveniles from adults in adult
correctional and detention facilities., be aniended to require the removal of
-juveniles from adult jails. Ile proposed a five year thaefra'ine to accomplish the
removal of juveniles. Unfortunateb, «hat tl:e administration has not Carefully
spelled out is.a financial commitment by the Fedora! Government to assist State
and local gov(!runteuts to accomplish thisnecessary and worthwhile goal.

yen while I speak here this morning, a major national conference aimed at
rem oving children from jail is completing its work in Denver. The goal of that
sym sium-is to ealablish State coalitions to remove children from jail. This is
also ne-of-the goals of The National Coalition for Jail Reform, of which NACO is

--a mem r and cofounder. Thi9 year, Mr. Chairman, NACO believes, is the moment
to act on this critical national problem.

According to Unpublished data from the Naktonal Institute of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention's national centerfor the assessment of alternatives
to juveniles justice processing approximately 120,000 young people were held in
our Nation's jails in the mid 1970's.. That fire gathered from State planning
agency monitoring reports on the separation requirement (section 223(a) (13) )
probably understates the true figure. A children's defense fund study indicates'
as many as 500,000 juveniles may be held annually in jails and lockups. There
-appears to be a-relationship between the jailing of children and the rural nature
of a State. In addition, and perhaps most important, there appears to be a rela-
tionship between arrest rates for status offenders and the jailing of juveniles.

The study by the Academy for Contemporary Problems, that I referred to in
my subsidy testimony, has data which indicate that in some States more juveniles
waived to adult court are being sentenced to local adult correction agll deten-
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Lion facilities than to State)3enitentiaries. If verified, this data would suggest
we ha% e a multifactor program that will be difficult, but not impossible, to solve.

The assessment center sfutly, w hieh I urge the co iiiii 'dice to read, indicates that
10 States euntine over half of all children nicareerated iii the Nation. If these data
are true, then we can buhe the problem. It will, iluwecer, require the infusion
of resources by the Federal Gin eminent, along w ith proper,leadtinte to develop
plans and implement effecti% e programs to remoce juveniles from jail. At our
annual conference in Kansas City last July, NACO adopted a new section to our
policies widen states. Counties are urged to remit% c from currectiuuail
facilities witicir detain accused or adjudicated adults."

Mr. CliturmaiiL Anierica.s counties are-prepared to emboli'', this effort with
-the t.voupet-TiffiTe of the Federal and State cid% eritnients. This effort
increases the necessity, e Wile% e, for a State suimitly prubiblun of the diet. Given
that subsidies lute a pros en track record to assist St.tte and ,octi7 gin ernments
reduce institutional populations, they could be aii effectice meth:this'll to assist
the Fede. .1 Government in the removal of hi% eniles from jail.

UNORLIGATED FENDS

Mr. Chairman. we oppose the pro% isions in S. 2111, which would transfer all
unololigated faiids-fruio_UJJ.UPAcc.theititimu ay -mud Ilumeless Youth Act-at the
end of !heal year. Like you, we !lace been troubled by the inability of
0.1.11)1 ?o expend funds hi a timely manlier. How ec er, that problem can be
stoked by gluag the independent status to 0.13DP we have called for and by
pro% Wing it with its tacit adniiiiistrati%e budget to insure attitAmate staff levels
%titian the Ake. Tlus appruat.h. rather than the implicit threat of fund transfer,
is a better way to meet" the purposes of the Jucenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention _Act.

We are pleased to see that. even with its small number of staff, OJJ1)1) is
undertaking :e%cu grant initiatives this year as opposed to the customary one
or two in prior y ears. This activity we feel reflects the maturation of the 'Alice
and Its staff. NACU 6 confident that the ciforts the office is uudertaking now will
be the kind of effort we can expect in the future. so we urge patience upon you.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

NACO supports amendments to the Juvenile Justice Act which would conform
to adatiitistratt%e teat ures of the Justice S3.,tetti Improseinent Act. The most
important of these is a three -year plailidog process mith annual .updates by
States instead of the current plan. This process would permit State
jtic elide justice staff uooe time to itiotlitoi projects funded under the act and
to pro% ide technical amid other assistance to improve those projects.

We support assumption of it c 'Acrid which require State and local govern-
ments to pick up proArants funded under the net after a reasonable period of
time. lit addition. 0.1.1DP should be required to act un State jii% elide justice plans
ulthin a :specified time frame. The civil rights pros isions of the JSIA should
become a part of the venile .1ust ice Act,

e recommend tliat.t lie pro%iSi..us Of the Jo% enile JuNtie Act regarding local
input into the plaiiitiog process wilt be etirefully !monitored. ['dra( Warty in light
of the creation of entitlement jurisdictions under the JSLA. While we recom-
mend no changes hi the pro% ision of the Juvenile Jastice .Act requiring this
mina. we do not propose extending entitlement requirements to the Juvenile
Justice Act simply beta Use the alttmlitt of Monies mailable under formula grant
pro% 'moils is tau small, we do urge 0.1.11)P to be igilant in the enforeeineut of
this provision.

CONCLUSION

Ileyoial these specifies however, we must ask, what is our national policy to
ward youth: What do e hope to accomplish with and fur them? What rights
do they have? \Mit tire their privileges and inimanities we in the adult
world take for granted? Until we answer these questions. and I know they can-
not be answered today. ti Wail we make the commitment to implement realistic
solutions when we find .1iisviers, all the Federal coordinating councils and offices
of juvenile justice and delinquency preventitai. all the national advisory com-
mittees and Stu a advisory groups syhich we can create to assist troubled youth
will not answer the problems, of youth in our society. I pose these problems to
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you In the hope that Congress througirthis and other committees concerned with
trobleins of our young people will help us answer these problems.

the-puticrot The. :vatioli-ASSUelat1011 of L.ountie7-grafe "The primary re-
sponsibility for ensuring the comprehensive delivery of services to control and
prevent juvenile delinquency resides with Local government." We recogniie it is
our responsbility. however, we need to create partnerships for change, partner-
ships in 'which the Federal Government, State governments, and local govern-
ments along with private agencies and lay citizens create first the climate where
better programS for youth can be developed and secondly those programs and
services rid' wig assist the Nation's.young people to develop as full, creative
and prod ctive members of this society. That is my hope in being here today. I
thank yqu.

LUTIoN Os REAUTIloRizATIoN OF TILE JevENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PnEvENTIoN ACT OF 1974

.v Whereas, The incidence of criminaLoffenses committed by juveniles remains
alarmingly high and disproportionate to the numbers of youths in the general
populations; and

Whereas. Congress in 1974 recognized this crisis in the passage of the Jtivenile
Justice and Delinquracy Prevention Act to prevent and to control juvenile de-
linquency by providing for the diversion of juveniles from the traditional juve-
nile justice system and for the deinbIltutiolutliZation of young people who find
themselves enmeshed in the 'system through a program of financial assistance to
State and local governments; and

Whereas, Research has indicated that early identification and assessment of
problems of youth and diversion of juveniles from the traditional juveniles
justice system reduces signifieantly the probability of future criminal behavior ;
and

Whereas, Counties and their juvenile courts and executive agencies bear re-
sponsibility for the juvenile justice system as will as have responsibility for a
wide range of social, health, educational and re. Abilitation services designed to
assist youth ; and

Whereas, NACO has consistently supported the goals and mandates of the Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act and has supported increased ap-
propriations to assist state and local governments to meet the objectives of the
Act : and therefore. be it

Resolved, That the National Association of Counties supports at least a three-
year reauthorization of the Jmenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act as
a distinct provision of any program of ederal- criminal justice financial assis-
tance to State and local governments with a separate and identifiable office to
administer the Act ; and be it further

Resolved, That any reauthorization maintain the basic goals of the Act as
originally adopted ant provide sufficient authorizations to implement the Act
effectively ; and be jt further

Resolved, That the Act should define juvenile detention and correctional
facilities as any public or private facility used for tilt. detentiod of accused or
adjudicated Juvenile criminal or status offenders and any public or private fa-
cility used for the custody of accnsed or adjudicated adults for the purposes of
monitoring the deinstitationalization relmirements of the Act. Congress should
extend the time limit for compliatie to permit non-participating and non-coMply-
fug states a reasonable opportunity to meet the mandates of the Act ; and be it
further

Rennet!. That the Act be amendjd to include the creation of programs and
services which assist counties in the control of :serious and vtolvit juvenile de-
linquents; and be it further

Resolved, That Congress adopt a new section of the Act with a separate au-
thorization and appropriation which would provide financial incentives to States
for the establishment of subsidy programs to units of general purpose local
governments to carry out the purposes of the Act, and particularly to promote
deinstitutionalization and the development of a broad range of community based
youth development and delinquency prevention programs; and

Be it further Resolved. That representation for state and local general elected
officials be provided for on all advisory committees created by the Act.
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Adoited by the"National AssodiatiOn of Counties' Criminal Justice and Public
Safety Steering COmmittee, July 1979

LA.:int:A.4' FOR A NEW TITLE TO THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DZLINQUENCY
PREVENTION ACT OF 1074, As AMENDED

-TITLE IVSTATE SURSIDISS
.

PURPOSES
.

This Title shall provide assistance to states for the establishment of pro,
grains designed" to assist units of general purpose local government through the
use of State subsidies as defined in Section 103 (14) of the Act. These subsidies
shall be available, to such governments to :

(a) reduce "the number and percentage of the State's juvenile population com-
mitted to any type of juvenile

(b) Increase the use of nonsecure, community-tased facilities as a ratio of
total com.niltinati.to juvenile facilities; -

(c) reduce tlitase of secure luzarceration and detention of juveniles ;
(d) encourage e development of organizational, planning, training, monitor-

ing and evaluative capacities to coordinate youth development, delinquency pre-
vention and delinquency control services and to ensure service delivery account-
ability.

FEDERAL ASSIGTANCE

The Administrator is authorized to make grants to states, upon approval of a
submitted plan, to accomplish the purposes of this Title. Funds shall be allocated
annually in an 'amount up to 50 percentum of a state's allocation under Section
221 of this Act. Funds for part (d) will be provided only when the Administrator
is satisfied that states are it substantial compliance with one or more .of parts
(a), (b) or (c) abov; or if the Administrator is satisfied that current programs
will achieve the goals of (a), (b) or (c).

Monies that are earmarked for particular states under the allocatioA formula,
but which remain Unallocated bectiuse those states do not choose to participate In
the program, shall be deposited in a general discretionary fund under the direction
Of the Administrator, to be expended as follows :

(a) .10 percentum of such funds shall be available for reallocation to states'. -r-
acipating in this Title in a manner consistent with and in proportion to the origi-
nal grants to those states ;

(b) 50 percentum of such funds shall be available, upon application as provided
by regulations promulgated under his Title, to fund programs sponsored by units
of general purpose local government is states not participating in this Title. Funds
available for this purpose must be used in non-participating states, but not neces-
sarily in the proportion mandated by the original allocation formula. The Ad-
ministrator shall be responsible, however, for ensuring that funds from the dis-
-cretionary fund established by this Title,, are distributed equitably among the
states and that their use is consistent with the purposes and standards of this
Title.

Financial assistance extended to the states under this Title shall not exceed
50 pe'reentuni ef_the approved costs of taw assisted programs or activities. The
nonFederal share shall be provided in cash.

States may expend up to 10 percentum to total Federal and State funds for
planning and administration of this Title.

In accordance with regulations promulgated under this Section, states which
provide assurances that provision of either juvenile justice or social services to
juveniles is primarily a state responsibility, may receive grtults under this Title ;
providing proper application IS etude. _

PARTICIPATION. BY STATES

Within 120 days after enactment of this Title, the Administrator shall publish
regulations to carry-out the purposes of this Title.

States shall have 90 days after publication of regulations to give notice of
intent to participate in this Title. States shall provide copies of statutes and regu-

which establish or fund the state subsidy program.
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In states where th&Ctateleilsiatuse is not in session, states which desire to

participate shall nott/Fthe A'dministrator of the date-of the next regularly sched-
uled sessiorl of the State legislature. the Affinintstrator shnll hold funds In trust
until 00 days after the concening of a legislature to ensure the opportunity for
participation.

DEVELOPMENT OF STATE PLAN.... '..'
Following the receipt of notification by the Administrator of intent

.
to partici-

uate in this Title by a State. each State shall have 120 days to submIt an accept-
able plan to the Administrator for the establishment of a state subsidy program
consistent with thepurposes of this Title. The Administrator may. at his dis-
cretion, extend the 120-day planning period when it is In the best Interest eit4r
of the State or Federal goVernment. . .

An acceptable plan elan include programs that prilmote the pprpyses of this C','

Title ; use theIervices of private non-profit youth serving agencies when feasible ; (..

assure the deelopment and implementation of adequate monitoring, reporting and .
auditing systems; and comply with regulajions promulgated under this Title,

The State subsidy plan submitted to the Affiainist itor shall be a joint, coopera-
tire effort among officials of state government, repr sentatives of general purpose

:-.------ -units of local government and representatisaesaf irate non-profit youth Serving
e agencies within. the state. .-' .

. States where .the state iegiSlature shall designate an agency other than the
channal justice clomeil to Aminister the state subsidy program shall provide that
the criminal justice council will be responsible for the expenditure It federal
funds received -under this Title, in accordance with the pmvisions of this Title.
Representatic ego( the Criminal Justice Council s141 participate in the drafting
of a stale plan for submission to the Administrator under this part and shall
approve file plan before its subatission to t he .1dministrator. ,

The state subsidy' phm shall be st binitted as part of the tate's -`an under
_ Section 22:1 of this ct and shall not conflict with that plan. If the state's subsidy

plaza is rejected. m»daded or 1111)(1101 by the criminal Justice council, the Adminis-
. trator of the state subsidy program shall have the right of appeal as prescribed .

by the chief executive of rJle state or state law.
The .1cninistrator shall notify stateibl%the'acceptabIllt' of their plans. based,

on til. requirements ot this Title, c%ithin 90 days of their receipt Plans which are
not acceptable will be given commeet,by the Administrator as to the reasons for
unacceptability and the states shall be given opportunity to resubmit or to justify
their original plan. .

... i STATE SUBSIDY PROGRAMS ..

Lochl goverhient programs receiving funds through state subsidy programs
must be consistent with the purposes of this Title. States which require local
match from participating units of local general purpose governments may not
require that those matches exceed fifty percentenn of the states share under this
Title. .

Experimentation among the states in program design and development. con-
sistent with the goals of this Title. is encouraged with various models of subsidy
programs..

States with existing subsidy programs may participate fully in the program
established by this Title. Funds from this T e may be to expand existing
programs in states already having programs or they mafhe used to start new
programs. solong as all programs using funds from this Title are consistent with
the purposes of the Title.

...//' Federal funds made available under this Title %rill be used ttsupplement and
Increase but not to supplant the level of state, local or other non-Federal funds
that would in the absence of such Federal funds t)e made available for the pro-
grams funded in this Title and will in no event replace such State, local and

-- other non-Federal funds.
This Title recognizes the unique and important role of private non-profit Youth

service agencies in resolving delinquency related community problems. Units of
general P urpose local governments receiving funds under this program are

=
encouraged to make grants or execute contracts with private non-profit youth

. .. seryice agencies to accomplish the purposes of thIsaitl. whenever feasible. Noth-
ing in this Title shall give the federal government confitIver the staffing and
personnel decisions of private facilities receiving funds under this program,

4,
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/ AUTIIORIEATIoN; OF APPROPRIATIONS

To4riery Ott the purposes of this "litle there is audio lied to he appropriated
for the fiscal year eliding September 30. 19S1 the sum of $50,000,000; for the fiscal
yehr ending September 40. 1982 the sum of $75,000,000; and for the fiscal year
.ending September 30, 1983 the sum Of $100,000,000.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Section 223 10' (II) ot the Juvenile-Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974 is hereby repealed: Section ( I) is renuinbered to rend Section (H).

Amend Section 103 of the Act by inserting after subparagraph Li the following
new paragraph (14) as follows:

(14) the term "state subsidy" means-a transfer of funds from state to units
of general purpose local got eminent to fund or to supplement services and pro-
grams for lnvenile delinquency prevention as well as jut mine justice systems'
programs.

Cot:NTH:8 ANN THE JUVENILE JUSTICE ACT: SO= EXAMPLES

Since 1977. more than fifty achievement awards have been given to counties
u Welt have slam u progressive developments In services to youth, especially in
the Sten of jinenfle justice and delinquency pro Ontion. Programs in family and
Youth -ininseling, super% ised release, centr..:Imtion of 34:MI11:son kes, non-secure
detention. community alternatives, school-based programs and diversion services,
to name a few. demonstrate the leadership role local governments have assumed
to control and present delinquency. These programs, many of %%Ida. sere started /
with the help of.' and continue to receive, 1.1.:AA finals, have significantly/
decreased the number of youth who come in contact ith the juvenile justice
syste:o while Increasing the dell% ery , coordination and cost effectit eness
services.

The following are but a few examples of successful program's:
San Mateo Comity. California, has established a net work of youth service

bureaus whis-li preside 24-hour, seven-day a tteek response capability, halls idual
and family counseling, tutoring. and recreational and )oath ealf.loy went activi-
tie The bureaus receive funding and joarticipation from the local cities and
police departments, bawl., pH% ate ageheies, and the county probation department.

In fiscal year 1979SO, of the over $600,000 spent (Or six programs in the
County. over 60 percent of those funds sere from the county, uith about 20 per-
(lilt from LEAA. tan the San Mateo Criminal Justice Coiricil, and the other 20
pErcent from schoci-. 'es, private agencies, and the United Way.
_La_ 1977, 1979 eases we :e referred to Youth Service Bureaus. In 1979, 2,946

"Eases were referred. Of those, 1.452 had been, referred by ponce and, or probation
officers. had had arrest reports tiled. :Intl %%erre formally din erred. Approximately
1.600 were cases from schools, parents, self-referrals, and police and probation
officers who had not filed an arrest report.

The total new rcrfe rats to the probntion department, as cop:tared to the base
' mean from the year,1972 71. slanted a reduction of 672 cases thus saving over
4403.000, whIch,was reimbursed to the programs. .

The Montgomery County, Maryland. Ilealth Department administers a pro-
gram fur status offenders and their ramified. outside the juvenile justice system.
Zhe project, called PACT. Parents and Children Togetiter, features a specialized
intake, screening and referral unit to process all status offender complaints, and
colitracts, u ith Careful folion-np, for serilces nIth private non-profit community
agencies.

1.979. the average cost for disposition of a case was $383 Car PACT vs.
$6 Of-the traditional system. These figures do not even include the cost of
treatment after disposition. Seeing 550 youth, the county sated $157,300 in
1070.

'.'or the past three years, the program has received 90 percent of its funds from
5 an LE.A.A grant, 61/2 percent from the county, and 3 percent from the state.

45.3 of July 1, 1980, the county will assume 100 percent funding of the'program.
In St. Louis County, Missouri, the CommunitAllternative Project for Prs:

:,1 1 0 8
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delinquent youth (CAPPY) served S63 high risk students in FY 1979 in targeted
junior and senior high schools throughout the county. Through structured class-
room workshops, outdoor adventure activities, counseling and career exploration
seminars, 72 pereent_of the parthiipants had a decrease in anti-social and other
behaviors which caused them to be labelled "pre-delinquent." This 72 percent
was 12 percent dunce the goal for the year. bl percent of the participants got

..,..Into -no- further trouble that year.
The development oa a strong partnership between the county and the public

school system is evidenced by a 73 percent return rate on a survey of all sec-
ondary schols on drug and alcohol policies. In Its third year of an .LEAA grant,
the county has shove n its commitment to the program by providing a 32 percent
match, with a 50 percent match expected next year.

In Camden County, New Jersey, the Juvenile Resource Center was-set-up to
provide comprehensive services under one roof. A youngster must be referred
by the courts or another agency dealing with the case. Atter he or she is ad-
mitted and evaluated for educational, vocational and social skills and needs, a
personalized program is developed. -

The 190 y-Qung people enrolled during the first year had committed 518 crimes
in the year prior to their enrollment. The cost to taxpayers for court, process-
ing, probation, residential and nonresidential treatment and facilities 0as just
under $1 million, not including the cost of property' damaged or destroyed or

increased insurance rates.
Atter one year in the program, the same group of 160 had committed only 18

minor offenses, as compared to the 518 major and minor crimes in the previous
year. They had obtained 20 Graduate Et/mulls:lit Degrees (GEDs) (10 more
were completed one month later), and had obtained 70 jobs, earning and paying
taxes Oil .$135:000.

The program is funded by tike_Camden County Employment and Training
Center, the State La0 Enforcement Plenning Agency, and State Manpower
Services Council. The total cost of the program for the pilot y ear was $304,628,
a savings of almost $700,000. -

The_Community Arbitration Project in Anne Arundel County. Maryland, 0 Well
has been deemed an exemplary project by I,EAA, alleviate:, the burdens on the
juvenile court through timely informal hearings. In the first 2 years of the
program, 1.233 youths uent through the program. Nearly half of their cases
%%ere adjudicated informally . only 8 iai:;ent_iv ere referred to the-States-At-
torney. The-reculirism rate for elrents of the piograin as 4.5 percent lower
than that for clients of the traditional system.

La 1.3nck.i County. Pennsylvania, only 6 percent of the 082 intake cases pene-
trated the juvenile justice sy stem. 1.11:2 referral:, to more than 100 youth sery ing
agencies in the county %%ere made on these 982 intakes. 20.000 phone calls, to
insure that the services 0 ere suitable and being provided. followed the referrals.

It costs $2 a day to treat a youth in the Youth Diversion Program. Tieatment
in non-secure residential facilities averages $35 a (lay. Treatment in secure facili-
ties averages over $100 a day. Without court processing and probatioir costs,
the program saves $33 to more than $98 a day _for each youth. Many cases are
referred to private agem les, so in th a-tear-to
h'N-10eal-taxpayer---

In Its third year_ofinuding from the'Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and
Delinquency, the program receiVes 10 percent of its funds from the county, and
expects.to have that percentage increased nextyeitr: ,

1`ese programs and many others, run by private and Public agencies and
organiziitIons. demonstrate the efforts and commitment of loyal governments to
advance the spirit of the act; to deinstitutionalize status offenders, to keep
offenders in the community and families intact; to involve the school, as the major
von 1,_.tcejvutt..110eutsitte_ of the family ; to limit involvement With the
juvenile justice system; to coordinate with other agencies and units 0 gov-

ernment; to develop cost effective and viable alternatives to traditional systems;
and to prevent delinquency. Local communities view these programs as their
own, in that they have direct involvement and participation in the operation,
services, and objectives of them., -

Senator BATH. Our last panel will be Mr. Sanchez, Mr. Williams,
and Ms. Maxton..
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PANEL OF: RODOLF0 B. SANCHEZ, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE bi---
RECTOR, NATIONAL COALITION OF HISPANIC MENV1L HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES .ORGANIZATIONS; HALLEM H. WIL-
LIAMS, JR., EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF -BLACKS -IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE; AND SALLY MAXTON,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OHIO YOUTH NETWORK

Mr.SAINcnEz. Thank you, Senator.
For the sake of time, I would like to have our testimony included in

its entirety in the record.
Senator BAYII. It will be- included at the conclusion of the oral

testimony.
Mr. SANCHEZ. Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee and

staff. I am Rodolfo Sanchez, the national executive director of
COSSMIIO which is the National Coalition of Hispanic Mental
Health and Human Services Organizations. I have been its director
for the past 6 years.

I am also the newly elected chairman of the National Forum of
Hispanic Organizations which represents 64 national organizations
in at wide spectrum of fields.

Before 1 start sharing out concerns, I would like to note that we
are very pleased and encouraged to hear that the Deputy Attorney
General, Mr. Renfrew, and the_0.1.1BILAdminisLrator,,lfs,_Schwartz.
are looking into the special needs fwd concerns of minorities.

We are also pleased to be here in support of the reauthorization of
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

I ago want to note itt_t itihihniLt that ne fa %or ery much the est abl ish-
-ment of 0J.IDP as an independent agenc that. can report directly to

those intik 'duals who can help us facilitate the process with outh for
a better community.

Senator BAY11. I might just interject here to emphasize. in our rec-
ord, a, we try to tailor Got eminent response to critical problems that
are present in a higher degree if not uniquely present in certain arch's
and with certain groups of folks, I just think it is imperative that we
emphasize the statistics that on bring to our record, to point out that
about 12 percent of hispanic Americans are 18 or :t ()angel which means
that there is a large popnlat ion of young folks there.

Awl, when you point out that 10 percent high school drop out rate,
and 33 vercent unemployment rate, those are three ficrures that just
cry out for understanding and attention.

I appreciate the fact you mention that.
Mr. SANcia:z. These figures emphasize that the situation is rine for

prolde Thing, won't go right if medoil't look at these figures in rela-
tion to juvenileCielinquency.

Youth living in urban areas, in poverty are often surrounded -by
drngs and alcohol, often their parents are separated, they lack a posi-
tive image for themseh es, the feel rejection and discrimination, and
the 'See their families affected by institutional racism.

These are the major things I see that are affecting youths in the
minority communities. I feel %el.) comfortable that I can speak on this

,l1-0.
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issuefacing not only the Hispaniccommunity, but also the black youths

in the ghettoesThiliaXiiiiTe-Alietican:and Asian-Pacific youth,
I wish that the Native Americans and the Asian- Pacifies were on

this panel. If they ddn't come tomorrow, I will talk to them.
Senator I3ayn. Fine. We will be glad to have their thoughts. They

have been invited. I think they are going to provide a statement for our
record.

In the comprehensive nationwide study that was conducted by this
committee sonic time back looking at the problem of school vamtatism
and violence, all of the criteria that you just mentioned, phis one
other, the high degree of transient population or in a given family a
good deal of moving around, which of course, is present,kunfortu-
nately, in large numbers of Hispanic families, those are the things that
really cause trouble. °

Well, I just wanted to compliment you for it.
Mr. :SANCHEZ-I noted that a previous witness, Ms. Schroeder, from

the Child Welfare League of America, made a very impot taut point
concerning linkages. She was speaking, I believe, about necessary link-
ages that, have to be made between W.) DP. the Nat iowd lust i+ute of

Mental Health. NIAAA, NIDA and also with John Calhoun, the new
Commissioner for the Administration on Children, Youth. and Fam-
ilies. If we cannot get them working together with OJJDP, I don't
think we will be able to benefit from tic dollars that are being invested
on interrelated youth issues.

'Phis notion. of- linkage is part-of -what we are working ofi.
COSSMHS) hits 0% er 200 nieinber agencies in 30 States and 175 cilies.

qr., pushing our members to incorporate the concerns and the needs
oflouth. We :-ay if you have a menial health center. gee what can tae
done with ti youth. If you have a drug program. see what can be done

-for_the youth. Put, them on your board of directors. Let's hear what

they have to say.
In 197b, we had a national svmposium on youthHispanic Youth

the first-one in the country. We hope to have another September 17-21

of this year.
For the 1978 symposium we brought young Hispanics from around

the country. Senator. I urge that, in future reauthorization hearings?.
next year you definitely bringin_soe youth. You would be surprised

inch you hear from them. I think they really know the core of
the problem and can make very specific recommendations.

Senator BATir. I would like to note for our record that the program
report of the rational Mpailics Symposium is -on file.-That sym-

posium was funded by moneys that came from this act under OJJDP
Administrator John Rector. We are all here trying to continue this
project also.

So, I am glad to see your assessment that this was a positive
symposium. 4

Mr. SANCHEZ. Believe me. I would not be here and our organization
would not be supporting this legislation and OJJDP if we didn't
think it was doing a good job. Of course, it is like in a marriage. We
are not happy every clay, we argue sometimes, and we disagree, but
hopefully it is going to be something that we can continue to work on

and make positive recommendations. I am convinced that OJJDP
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must be given the support and the opportunity under its new leader-
ship so thatvninowity communities can benefit.

I want to note very qtiickly, about $600 million' has gone into
OJJDP. t would like to see a study, a thorough-study of how m
of that money really went into the community, into the Hispanic and
into the black and Nati% c American tmd Asian-Pacific community. I
_personally believe that very little of that money reUly tent there. We
have to start: looking at where the prbblem lies and not just look at
youth who belong to middle class families. We must start looking
where the problem really is. This can also mean poor white kids, poor
white kids who don't ha% e any information and referral services, who

_don't have any 'padrinos, that is, someone who looks over you in the
community and protects you and giVes you guidance and gives you
suppoit.

I won't repeat from our statement the statistics or dropout rates for
Hispanic youth. 1 caa see that your staff has done a good job and
brought such to your attention.

Senator-BAYn. They hafe read your statement and brought-that to
my attention.

Mr. SANC1112. The major points that I want to summarize in rela-
tion to the act include the following:

We are concerned that alternatives to incarceration are needed
to serve high risk offenders who are priinarily urban, poor, and
minorities;

llhersion of status offenders from adult detention facilities must
receive increasing attention in terms of policy and funding;

A. greater-amount of-funds should -be allocated to communities with
displupoitionately high le% els of jthenile crime, school dropout, alia
suspensions in ordei to pro% ide ser% ices in appropriate language and
cultural contextS;

0,I.JDP should increase support for projects aimed at pre claim
and impro% lug ethnic youth serf ice agencies. Technical assistance
should be in 0% tiled in the area of planning de% elopment, implementa-
tion, and e% aluatton of programs aimed at controlling crime and
delinquency:

0.1,JDP should increase the number of minorities in its pmploy-
ment and particularly in the administration and policy positions.
Also. it should bettct .onitor the States receiving formula grants to
insure that minoritie. .re participating not only in the State advi-
-oryplatming tortmtittecs, but inactual athoini4.ration atuLpolicy
development;

Further,...we_nectLto_increase_the knowledge base thonah research
and state of the art reportson the needs and status of Hispanic
%malts and to improve the collection and dissemination of informa-
tion on model programs;

Also, States receiving 0.T.IDP funds should Lie required to imple-`
meat Palk, TAII% 94-311. NvIlich went into effect hi 1976 nnil mandates
HEW, Commerce. Labor Departments,to impro% e collection and dis-
semination of sociill and economic statistics on Hispanics.

Mr. Chairman. we cannot tell you right now how many Hispanics
are king incarcerated, how many are in foster homes. Some States
and I would like to be challenged on thisstill think we are back in
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the 1600's-and diicriminate against people of color. They do not find

it advantageous to gather statistics on minorities.

We must begin to gather the kind -of. statistics that enable us to.

co ig _CLittlun, we have,1001000 youths who are

incarcerated or wa_have 59000 vc:Ta*Placed-J.n.foster_homes
and

_ _
20,003 of those have now been adopted or have good homes:We17%i-

--,little_ornone of that recorded. If someonehas it I. welcome if:

-fir. SchwaralliOtelLinilthlit_racial
minorities are -proc-

essed differently by courts. They are ION-likely-to 'NS:institutional-

iied:itild---iiitessed-at. an-earlier age.Racial minorities are also more

likely to be processed by police,
The gentleman who preceded me referred to firearms. Wq. have an

increase - although-others who-preceded here earlier said there is a

decrease--in violent crime. Perhaps that is a decrease for-the-overall-

,
population -but in my personal opinion, based on talking to a lot of

minorities,, Indians, Asians, and blacks, in preparation for this testi-

mony, there is an increase in violent crime among youth against each

-Otlfeir:1-k.now-,--for-a-fact, in Los_Angeles there has been a tremendous

battle among the gangs. in San Antonio there has been a rise in

gangs, and in Chicago and in Miami.
I could go on and on but I promised I would keep this to 7 minutes.

Thank you very much, sir.
Senator B.vrit. Thank you very much, Mr. Sanchez. I appreciate

your testimony. I feel frustrated having to speed this hearing along,

but I wanted- as many groups as possible to testify who have been

instrumental in this legislation.
Mr...S.:mum. Well they say he who is last-ghles___themost.

[Lang ter.
Senator BAYII. You get the most because it is unInnitec w a

can say. Lhave to return to the Senate for floor action shortly.
Mr. SANCHEZ. WO, I heard about that $50 million still not allo-

cated. I hope that in this regard, special emphasis will be given to

minorities.
It would be ideal if OJJDP would sponsor a series of national

youth symposiums for Native Americans, Asian-Pacifies, blacks, and

Hispanics individually, and then one III together so we can share

information. By "all together" I 'mean minority and nonminority, so

we can learn from each other about what, are the positive things that

work and what are the thingsthat.really ;work.
Senator BAYII. These symposiums .a.` role. Whene- ver we canMace

conduct Alivfif-and-they-certalnly_provide_educational benefits then

IVe should encourage More of these programs.`
I want to see some ofIfilit-inmie-yr, get-out-there-on-the-street-and

in the barrios and in the inner cities,
The one category of funding that I am familiar with, the majority
the money that was returned to the communities went to black,

Hispanics, and NativeAmericans.
Nov I would like to ask Schwartz if he can give us an update

on how the 'resources of the program across the board have been
dikributesd.

Mr. Williams, I am anxious to hear what you have to say. I will

read it carefully in the. record. And, Ms. Maxton, forgive me if I have

to return to another committee' to call it to order.'

-f-
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As-I-sayritwill.be just as if I had been here. I will ask the reporter
to note my abSence. We will ask Ms. Jolly, staff director and counsel,
who has spent so much time here and Mr. Foley, the chief counsel, if

_they can keep things moving.
Why- don't yoU proceed and then wriVilrlUrMs:-Maston be the

cleanup hitter here.

TESTIMONY OF HAT.trx H. WILLIAMS, JR.

It is- also a pleasure for me to appear before this committee once
again on behalf of the National Association of Blacks in Criminal
Justice.

Let me say lit the outset that the association supports the notion of
reauthorizing the Juvenile-Justice and Delinquency Preveltion Act.

We are heartened by the statements this morning, partictilarly from
Mr. Schwartz, relative to some followup which took place, I trust in
part in response to some testimony which I and others gave at his

__confirmation hearing.
What that says to me is that both from an intuitive and

cal standpoint, some of those things we knew. Some of those things
with respect to inequities in the treatment of certain classes of juve-
niles, are things about which the administration at the Federal Gov-
eminent level can.do much.

It seems to me, in addition, however, that the legislation itself can
and should include some provisions which would go a long way to
dealing, with how some of these inequities come into being.

Specifically; and let me preface this by saying that I understand the
relationship between the Federal Government and with the State and
local governmenfs7runderstand-the notion of prerogatives on the part
of the Government and I understand the conceptual basis for the legis-
lation and its amendments.

Having said that. however, I understand from experience that with-
out ery strong_and prudent Federal leadership, a great deal of slip-
page, takes place at the State and local level.

For that reason, the National Association of Blacks in Criminal
Justice would advocate the inclusion of provisions in the legislation
which would-specify minority representation on state advisory coun-
ylt, would make protisions Tor consultatiPm between the Stffte officials
and minority organizations and agencies in the preparation of State
and local plans.

Would support the notion of allocating the resources, the grant dol-
nigTo-thosetireasnfgreatestmeed-.-------

-Our feeling withrespect to the issue of violent or serious juvenile
offenders is that while when you look at the total population of ju-
venile offer ders or juvenile delinquents nation-m ide, it may represent a

Nonetheless, when you ask people about what it is.hat most con-
cerns them about crime. or what 4ypes of crimes do they fear most, or
who is perpetrating these crimes, by and large you find.thdt minority
urban youth are those persons with closest association to serious
offenses.

I would think that this ought to be an important focus of the ad-
ministration of the legislation.

-1 I think that however, to treat this class of offenders with the business-
as-usual attitude,would be to do a dsservice..

81 -8 11-4 -
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In other words, I think that the Senator's emphasis on violent ju-

venile crime should and could go a little further to mandating innova-

tive, rehabilitative and treatment programs such that we break this
Vicious cycle of involvement in the criminal justice system.

We have to be very careful about warehousing these individuals,
just as we-bare to be very careful of our treatment of the status of-
fenders such that we break into the vicious'cycle.

I-think that we have to be mindful of_the relationship between the

social setting, economic disadvantage and educational system when we

talk about ailding strategies for ameliorating the delinquency crime

I think also;-and I will em sere, tliiiik-that-We-ltave-te-mandate
that the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention should

-do-a better job of involving minorities and minority institutions in the

conduct of research which after all is the basis for the formulation of

-.--program-strategy.
I- just think and this is a partnership which should be recognized

and that the partnership between the community and the Government
not only should be recognized, but operationalized.

-7Thank you.
Ms. JOLLY. Thank you very much. M1

If you didn't receive a copy of Mr. Schwartz' answer to your ques-
Lions at his nomination hearing, when we have them together we will

make sure that you do receive them.
Mr. WILLIAms. Sure.
Ms. JOLLY. Also, I think that, with regard to the research area that

you discuss having more funds for blacks and other minorities, that
the research -part of the National Institute is very miniscule compared
to all the other discretionqry funds that we have available in the
Juvenile Justice office.

It is the intent of the act that the Skein! Emphasis Area, the Con-

centration of Federal Effort Area, the Teehnical Assistance Area, and

_the_other_areas that are involved with discretionary funding that they'
look at the programs in order to assure-that-minorities are given ade-

quate funding.
Mr. WiLLIAms. Right.
Ifs. JOLLY. Thank you.
Sally Manton.

TESTIMONY OF SALLY MAXTON

C

liAxToN: I am glad to be here today. If there is one point that
I could emphasize today it would be that we would like to see the Office

of Juvenile Justice come on like a lion.
We like to Re ffm---.1itventrElugtice, -A-etwiduas-mam-teeth

as possible.
Ohio is probably one, of the most Neanderthal States in terms of

juvenile justice anal education in the-te-u ntry.-Wtr lock- up-more-kids-
than any other State other than California.

. As of March. we had about 1,900 in the youth commission-10 secure
institutions.

A. recent publication OYC stated that only 18 percent of the kids
they are locking up there need to be there. They are doing that at a
cost of about $27,000 per child, per year.

115
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30,000,1ids in.detention last year, and 6,800 of those
--were-status offenders.

There-are 34,000 kids pushed out of school prematurely, dropouts,
pushouti,-hehindexpiirsion and suspension, which often relates to their
detention.

Again, a large percentage, extensively large percentages of those-
were minority youth, Many of whom were institutionalized for minor
offenseviar more than-their white cotinterpartS.

We have large numbers of minority youth being bound over to the
adtilsysteml particajarly Withthe new placement model that has been-

'
defelo d to. keep minor offenders out-of the system. The judges have

titutiong indin more outh
over to the adult system, and most of the bindovers are minority you i.

. We would like to strongly support the recommendation that the act
_,..mandate_that no youth be held in jail with adults, and to emphasize the

appalling fact that Ohio held about 2,000 youths in jail with adults

The suicide rates have been high. The abuse rates have been high,
buttliev_get_backpage_coverage._Themetlitidoes paled institutional-
ized abuse sells papers like "Scared Straight." Although with youth
held in adult jails it is a much worse kind of scared straight because
the controls of media observation' are lacking and sexual and physical
abuse go uncontrolled.

that provision we would support wholeheartedly.
Another provision that we would support is the separation of the

Office of-Juvenile Justice as an independent entity under OJJARS,,
equal to LEAA, ata-funding of $250 million.

I believe Judge Guernsey_ and others hare spoken of the importance
of separating juvenile issues and adult issues, otherwise juvenile is-

. sues tend to get a much lower priority.
Ms. JOLLY. That is a good point. However.-in _Senator Bayh's reau-

thorization legislation we do give the Administrator- of the Officesoin-
plete.andlinal authority.for_th4rogm. _

What we are really talking about here is a shell game. As you know
right now, LEAA, OJARS, NIJ. and BJSare haVing some problems.

What has been portrayed is that these branches are coequal. How-
ever, they are not, because we know that LEAA receives most of the
funds. Right now the Juvenile Justice Office is second highest in receiv7
ing hinds. -

What Senator Bayh's bill will do is retain the Juvenile Justice
Office under LEAA, however. the Office will have complete control of
not only he $100 million that they receive for fiscal year 1980, but also
the $100 nillion that they receive for maintenance of effort which is

rune T ntro ct moneys ant Tfib-Calie control of all the discretionary
moneys. Prior to this the-LEAA-had -final -signoff of discretionary
moneys.

liiLEAAAdministrator no longer would Telrthe -OJJDP Ad=
ministracor who to hire for the deputy, who to hire for the head of
the Institute, and who to hire for the new legal counsel position that
we set up. No control whatsoever.

The OJJDP Administrator would have complete administrative
control according to Senator Bayh's bill.

What happens if you have a fourth box when another administra-
tor has final authority over the- Juvenile Justice Office?
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' As Senator Bayh's legislation is written at this point, the Admin-
istrittOr OJJDP' his complete and final authority for all grants,
.contracts, regulations, and administrative procedure.
7:,.__XS:11.trrox.-Another related issue-is that we would like to see the

lttional Institute of Juvenile Justice-and Delinquency -Prevention-
-Maintained iiriaer-the Office of Juvenile Justice.

3/...i._Jrizzi:SO does Senator Bayh. His-legislation does not charige
thia status.

That'againlas to do-with the aggressive role we would
like seethe ineeihe Office take terms of training and tielmical assistance.
"There is a great deal of consciousness raising needed in Ohio among.

.juvenile judges, legislators, and others.
can give you a couple exilittpleSoftfult-Wri-havia-bill-irrthtrhdp

.presentry in tha-0,1rtoLegiblature,Senate-bill47-03-w-ltich-Worild make it
prissible to bind over a young person ages 13 and over, for threatening
Ei,schoolteacher verbally, offending the sensibilities of the group in
presence and some other crazy language, if the youths are over 125
'pounds or 5 feet 6 inches.

We-hive a lot-of school bind-fiver bills, school expulsion bills. A lot
ofbilEihtitdon'i make sense. loathe kids up in the
youth commission.

We function under an advocacy grant through OJJDP and the
National Youth Work Alliance and because of the advocacy grant and
the coalition of groups, we- were able, &close_Ohio's largest training
-school this year, 124-year -old school, Fairfield School fdr Boys which-

- was very archaic in its philosophy and its operation.
The kinds of work that has been allowed under OJJDP in terms of

advocacy have been extremely important. We had a large group of
labor-people. UAW, representing one-quarter of a million auto work-
ers, Communication Workers of America, AFL-CIO, Council of
Churches, League of Women Voters beginning to work on community
education_in juvenile justice.

We would like to see the Office of Juvenile Justice fiinded well
enough with the training component and with the data bak
by the Institute so that Ohio cal learn from what his 'happened in
'other States.

Right now we are learning through trial and error and what the
media tells us in terms of kids being all badyou know, lock them up
and throw away, the key. That philosophy is reflected in what is hap-
pening in the State.

We have made some progress under the act, nothing to wave t flag
about. We are 57-percent compliance. Since 1975, when we started

4. articipating we removed about 9,000 status offenders from detention.
yonfStaTe-Tvill you be in compliance-75 percent-within

the next few months so you can get your fiscal year 1980 funds that are
beiniheld in escrow?

31.Awroy. No; we will not be in compliance. We still some

hope that onr,Juvenile Code is being supported by the group that I
mentioned, the code revision, which makes it illegal to hold kids in jail
with adults and status offenders in detentionthere is-an 'hour differ-
ence. Ours is 72 hours. ,

e.
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We will not be able to juggle the statistics to come into compliance. .

And yet, we may find that by using the compliance issue we nay he
able to impact the passagb of the Juvenile Code.

So,-we do support the teeth of the act. It is unfortunate as_a .contra.!
diction-, 'because we have '90 alternative programs funded. through
OJJDP. keeping 16,000 young people out of the system.

Ms. JOith. Are your State criminal justice planners keeping in close
touchLwith.:Senator_Metzenbaiun:s_Office and his staft_withaegard to
this issue? rtliihk it is very important to all of us, having our moneys
held in-escrow- if we don't comply with that provision of -the act -to-
make sure that No are talking to our Senators. -

Ms. Mmerca:. T_ hey have been in touch. We are in limbo right now
anie have

have_
SeniituaiLrzen

o that.
That relate§ to another point in terms of technical assistance and--

the strengthening of the State advisory groups in order to include
mandates where the State advisory group shall advise the legislature.

Our State advisory group presently in Ohio has not been very effec-
tive. IthitS`been doininated by The juvenile judges and-they have not

-beenaggressive in dealing_with the. noncompliance issue.
Again, if energy from the Federal office could be devoted -to lelping

all of the States struggling in a Neanderthal period, to see what has
worked, why deinstitutionalization works. Education must be a prior-
ity. States need to know why deinstitutionalization is important. What
has happened to kids held in adult jails, and what code revisions can
work with the legislature. Onsite visits from OJJDP are crucial to
effectively impact compliance and progress in all States.

We find that just sharing memos and information has some impact,
but the actual impact of Federal involvement is really important.

One other-statistic reflects the fact that our juvenile justice system
is not working. A. recent study showed 92 percent of/the Ohio-born
offenders locked up in the adult institutions in Ohio hvere graduates
of onr'y_outh commission.

So, we know the system is not working, yet Ive are pouring money
into it. JP

That brings me to the point of the maintenance of effort, earmarking
all of that for violence offenuers. We would like to see, as others have
mentioned, a special initiative whicl, ould provide incentives to States
to provide alternative programs, similar to the new PRIDE model,
something that deals with treatment, remedial education, a really
beefed up pregram....

If all of the $60 million is earmarked for serious offenders, we feel
it could easily-he misused-by States. We estimate maybe 10 to-18 percent

_of_the kids in Ohio are serious offenders and in some counties it is.
much, mucli

Half of a percent of the youth in my county, Franklin County, have
been in some serious offenses.

So, we feel it would be a mistake to earmark all of the maintenance
of effort money, but that a special emphasis, incentive programs would
help the States of utilize their funds and to change from institutional
frameworks, using their resources in an institutional way to proVide
alternative programs and making better use, of their resources.



Ms. JOLLY. From your perspective in Ohio though, if you were to
go from a zero to 100 percent scale for maintenance of effort, you would
face something like 10, 15 or 0 percent being spent for the most seri-
sans, violent-offenders.

Ms, MArrot&._ Yes; maybe :20 percent. Again, there should be specific
language so it isn't used to supplement is stitutiofial programs and
:lockups which could yeq easily be dOne unless there is special wordin,,,,fr
that man-daies an alternative nature and emphasis on education, health

treatment, counseling, oild- vocational education.
Another tutu` that se are very concerned about is the Runaway

Youth Act. We-would liketo see-it funded at $17 million. We would
like to see the phase out eliminated.

_Particularly _with. the President's budget cuts, we are extremely

tont,einud.
*- Ms. JoLLY.What is phase out?

Ms. AfAXTON. We understand there is a reconunendation that local
match be increased from year to year and after 3 years existing pro-
grams would not be funded

understanding is that nothing like that has cleared

HEW. /I
Ms. MArrox. OK. '

;Ms. JOLLY. Or OMB.
----Ms.1-Awrox.-That is good news.

We would support a continuation of present effective Programs and
an increased funding level in order to provide services to additional
runaway youths.

Itis estimatedOhio State did a studythat there are 55,000 run-
away youths,a year in Ohio. We are not beginning to meet those needs:

Again, local communities. and the State particularly, with the budget
cuts nationally, are not going to be taking up the bill for what they
consider a low priority:

So', we would like to bee the Runaway Youth Act maintained and
beefed up financially.

Thank you. ; -
Ms. JOLLY, Thank yoit very much.
On behalf of Senator Bayh, "hank you all for coining and testify-

ing today.
We will recess until Tomorrow morning, at 9 :30 a.m.
[Whereupon, at 1:26 p.m., the hearing wasinljouetrto reconvene

at 9:30 a.m., the next day. J
[The prep statements of Mr. Sanchez and Ms. Maxton follow :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RO0OLF0 B. SAN011=

Mr. Chita-Man and hebets of-the silty mmittee: I am-Rodolfo-Sanchez, Na-
tional Executive Director of COSSMHOthe National Coalition of Hispanic
Mental Health mid Mutual Sertices Organization. The COSSMHO network In-
cludes community-based agencies. national organizations. and professionals
working to meet the health, mental health, social service, and youth service and
advocacy -- needs of Cuban, Latino, Mexican American, and Puerto Rican co-
munities throughout the country. COSSMIIO affiliates are located in over 173
cities in 30 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. I also conk- before
you today as Chairman of plc National Forum of Hispanic Organizations, a
coalition of 04 national Hispanic groups In ai wide spectrum of fields, including
youth-services and related education and employment needs.

As you kuow, Hispanics are the country's most youthful population, with a
median age of 23 years. Forty- w0 percent of all Hispanics fife age 18 or younger.

se
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Yet foi- many of them the opportunity outlook continues to be bleak and the risk
of delinquency or crime, high. .Over SO percent of our families and youth live in
urban areas, most of them in inner-city areas characterized by chronic unemploy-
ment: and underemployment, udereducation, lack of sufficient adequate housing,
environments hazardous to health and safety, and inadequate services address-
ing bask social and human needs. I natter, these conditions often afflict our
families and youth In rural areas %% 'ere resources are scarce or unavailable.
Among our youth today the. high school dropout rate runs at roughly 40 percent
rationally, and the unemployment rate Is well over :33 pereentbot the school
dropout rate and the unemployment rate are even more severe in,cities and areas
vitii niajtir ciiikeittratiorts of Ilisjianics, inch- as .Los AngeleS, San Antonio,
Miami-Dade County, Detroit, Chicago, New York City, and Boston. These con-
ditions, together with increasing Indications of drug ad alcohol abuse, artc=
closely associated with the serious incidence of juvenile delinquency and crime
among hispanic youth. Our eonnuuntties continue to grapple with these problems
-but-progress has been limited as the bulk of resources continue to Slow else--
where. Despite hispanic innovations in the tield,Viey are scattered and too few

tafion-torthe-seope-of--our-national-twed
In preparation for my,remarks today, COSSMHO consulted %%A a wide ratite

of youth serving agencies and experts among our membership. The comments :hat
follow are based on these findings and our experience. The comments are directed
toward ways In which the Act should be strengthened in order to target policy
and programs more effectively on the pressing unmet needs of Hispanic youth,
especially those at risk. fur concerns are also -shared by other minorities and
st.st-ativantaged groups.

Brietlyrthese concerns relate to the following issues :
Targetisg funds on special youth populations at risk and on communities and

neighborhoods most in need,
Strengthening the capacity of ethnic, racial, and disadvantaged youth serving

agencies and organizitions in addressing thee:: needs.
Increasing minority impact on state planning processes, -
Expanding the knowledge base on minority and disadvantaged youth in the

justice system, while at the same time increasing the availability and application
of successful model programs and approaches reaching and serving these youth.

Specifically, we recommend that the bill, as reported out address these-issues
as follows:

(1) Disproportionate attention is being given to non-chronic, low-risk and status
offenders to the detriment of urgently needed programs for "high risk" offenders,
defined as youth not ;usually reached through counseling, job programs, halfway
homes, retaining or other forms of professional supervision, youth who are--for
the most part urban poor, and minority. For too many of these, incarceration is
still regarded ns the appropriate Institutional response.

(2) Increased efforts are needed to divert status offenders (defined as those
%%Tose conduct would not constitute a crime if committed by an adult.) front
adult detention faedities. These facilities continue to be filed with minority
youth adjudicated as delinquent. Community-based organizations which have
the capacity to best serve these youth in terms of providing social and community
supports should receive priority attention in policy and funding.

(3) Improved distribution of funds under the Act should be achieved by includ-
ing criteria 6 Wit would target these resources on communities and neighbor-
hoods that have disproportionately high levels of juvenkcrlme mid delinquency.
school dropouts and suspensions. For this purpose, we urge a significant set-aside
of formula grant am) special emphasis funds. In the allocation of these set-asiffetv
r OA ty_shou coat raillWYJIIISed_Pr9g rains._ffmLSetvi Ceit_Co n Cern efi

%%;iii the needs and h terests of minority and disadvantaged youth.and having the
demonstrated capaci y to provide serNlePs in appropriate language and cultural
contexts.

(4) As a complementary thrust. the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention should increase support for projects alined at Improving the capacity
of ethnic and racial pinority youth serving agencies and organizationsat na-
tional, regional, and local levelsto plan, develop. Implement, and evaluate pro-
grams that prevent and control crime and delinquency In the above communities.
Technicaiassistance should also be an integral part of this effort.

(5) Increased minority -representation and participatim, decisionmaking
processes under the A4t be assured by requiring that :

State_ advisory groups include substantial representation of youth serving agen-
cies, organizations. and groups working In communities and neighbor mods having
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dIsliropoit(onately high levels of crime and deliquency, school dropouts and
suspensions in the state.

In the development and implementation of the state plan, ethnic and racial uif-

.norIty agencies, organizations, and groups representative of the needs and In-
terests of youth in the above areas be consimted.

(It) In order to refine the- knowledge base on minoritt and disadvantaged
youth and to proMote the exchange of information oti-succer.sful and Innovative
programs and approaches serving 'them, the mandate for the National Institute
on -Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention siNulfl be expanded to include:

Research and stateof-the-art reports on the needs'and status of these youth in
the justice system.

The collection and dIsjeminatIon of information of inadel approaches and
- cations- developed- rind utilized by youth serving age ncies. organizatIonS, and
groups having extensive experience in reaching and serving these youth.

.
-

PREPARED STATEMENT DF SALLY MANTON

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Comudttee: The Ohlo Youth Services Network
is a statewide association of youth serviiee libreaus. mummy shelters and other
alternative programs, which advocate for juvenile justice reform in Ohio With
the support of numerous labor and citizen groups, the League of Women Icier&
UAW, AFL-C10: the Council of Churches, Communication Workers cif America.
the ACLU, American Friends Service Committee. etc. Ohio is notorious for loc6c-
lag up more young-people than any state other than California.

The full implementation of the IJDPA. as well as future reforms of the justice
sysletiliii Ohio atid-otherltstes, Tv largely dependent on the successful mention
of alternatives to incarceration. Quip is, therefore, dependent n and
LEAA, Part C, funding which preseMly-support 90 alternative trentment _pro-
grams serving over 16.000 young- people outside of the Ohio Institutional and
detention system where recidivism rates tend to be far higher than In alternative
programs. Ohio, although presentlybnly 57 percent compliant with the Aet has
progressed substantially from where Its' justice system stood in 1973 when it firs,
came under the JJDPA.

The following chart reflects that progress, %Odell. although nothing to wave
a flag about. does show that sinceOhio bejtan participating in the Juvenile Justice
Act in 1975. 9.021 legs status offenders Were held hi detention error 24 hours and
4.832 less young people were held in jail with 'Malts according to Ohio's 1070

.

Monitoring Report. '
DATA ON OHIO'S NONCOMPLIANCE WITtl 11DPA-

1975 1977

Detention:
1. Juvenile offenders end nonoffenders held ,- 52,.394 35, 338

2. Accused and status and nonoffenders held more then 24 hf 8,386 3, 860,

3. Adjudicated slatus and nonoffenders held more than 24 hr j 7, 482 3. 461

19/9

30, 255
4, 647
2.200

Tors1.2 and 3 15, Fte 7, 321 6, 847

Youth in jail oath adult offenders:
1. realities that held juvenile offenders and adult criminal offenders. 1C3 54

2. Juvenile offenders and conoffenders not separa'nd
3.567 1, 919

It is important to note that the present Ohio Revised Code also permits an
unruly child to be defined as a delinquent if the unruli; offender violates a court
order pursuant to an "unruly" adjudication while on robation. Because of this
feature In the law, many actual status offenders are (seIng institutionalized in
state-and local facilities under a delinquency label. Ten percent of the 1.900
)ouch incarcerated in the Ohio You0 Commission last year were status offenders
held for violation of a court order. \

Those of advocating fur delnstitutIonallzatIon of jirenlie offenders in Olio
do so with the knowledge of research docvmenting the h rmful effects of incar-
T.:Talton of youth and the fact iha tour justice ssytem as I has been is not work-
ing. The most alarming statistic in Ohio reflecting this Is the fact that 92 percent
of the Ohio born adult offenders Incarcerated In Ohio'in 1575 were graduates of
the Ohio Youth Commission. i

-r-----A--ret study by Ohio's Academy for Contemporary Problents_documented
that Incarceration-seemed to speed up, rather than retard recidivism (return to

12
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the justice system) of the "violent few" among juvenile offenders. With all else
controlled, fustitutionalization tended to speed up the time at which new arrests
occurred after a riles . t.

',With this know) e, we fully support the mandates of the, Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency r evention Act. We are aware that without this Act, Ohio's
neauderthaPjuven e justice system would be even more archaic.

We are deeply iiisturbed by dee projected budget cuts of ,LEAA and with It,
tile OUkTe of Juvethle Justice. OJJDIleas been extremely effective and states
participating in the Act have made substantial progress in initiating reforms.

Our first ancrforemost-recommendation to you-todaYitherefore, is to create a
separate authorizatioh and separate lion -for-OJJDI.' totally apart ficireLEA4
under OJA1tS to be funded for $250 million with an atitherization cycle of five
years. OJJDI' needs thrtonomy and separate identity to provide the leadership
In juvenile justice poll ' so essential to effective juvenile justice reform lathe
individual states. Withodt a juvenile justice olilce and the vital Wiling provided
to Ohio's 90 currently funded programs through OJJl51' and LEYA Maintenance
pt Effort Funds, most alternative programs would go out of existence and 16,000

"young people presently served more effectively in alternatives would end up in
institutions, detention and adult jails. .

Second; the.Act mueLtoe strengthened to mandate that no youth in this county
..he held in jail -witkaduits. Imam held in jail with adults face a "Scared Straight"
sltuatIon every der-without the controls of a monitoring media. Instances of
rap' Sexual and physical abuses and young suicides as a result of this practice
are seldom reported, but must be-recognized as unconscionable.

Third, Ike Rune any louts Act should be maintained at $17 million w ithopt a
scheme for phase-out or local match. Match requiremente decrease the possibility
of small, new -or minority group organizetions effectively bidding for OJJDI'
money which wOilid in turn, cause a lot of innovative and non-traditional pro-
grams to go out of Odsiness. Although some maintain that the existence of runa-
way shelters encourages runaways to flee, shelter staff will attest to the fact
thatjunaways are youth in crisis, not youth looking for a lark. Shelter, staff
work,round the clock to provide vital services to strengthen families. Without
these services, the 55,000 youth, in Ohio who experience a -runaway event each-
year are left to fend for themselves in the streets. We all hear the'horror stories
of runaways who are preyed upon by hitchhikers, pimps and the like, but It is
'eskentjal to recognize how many yotfug people have avoided this fate because
RYA exists to fund shelters fecerajly Ed provide staff who care about kids and
whesa main goal is to help resolve crises and reunite families. RYA funding
should; be increased to allow eepanelon of these vital services. Ohio's 10 RYA
shelters cannot begin to meet the needs of one 88 counties. Currently funded

' effective runatay sheitero should continue to be funded under RYA.
The recommendation to earmark 19.5 percent of the maintenance of effort

funds ($60 million) for serious or violent offenders is an over-reaction to public
outcry for law and order, Ohio spends $130 million each year to fund the Youth
Conlmissioe to provide 10 secure institutions for approximately 200 youth each.
The 014 Youth Commission recently agreed that only 18 percent of the youth
incarcerhied in its' institutions are appropriately placed there, Unfortunately,
theie institutions are Ineffective in reducing recidivism and are often, as is said,

I "schools fOr crime". Rather than earmtirk all of the maintenance of effort funds
for serious offender initiatives, when this is where Ohio and other states are most
willing to use state funds, OMR' should consider providing a special incentive
initiative to assist stetes in con% erthig archaic institutions to more effective alter-
native models, secure if necessary, such as New Pride. Training should be pro-
videet along with the initiative to assist states in converting institutions to m-

e phasize Intensive treatment, remedial education, effective job and vocational
counseling, to insure that serious offenders are'offered something which will help
to change their behavior rather than doing time in a tinder box where they
either becom_t victimizers or victimized by their peers. Since only 10 percent to
18 percent Of Ohio afonders could ,be labelled serlothe earnfirqing all main-
tenance of effort fund4 for serious offenders is not nece4lary.

This above point emphasizes the need. to maintain the National Institute for
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention under °Mfr. States like Ohio,
striving to deinstitutionalize, often could avoid many pitfalls and experience
more successes if proVided with the research which reflects what strategies and
program models have worked and have not worked in other states, which can
be provided by an effectively organized institute. Training can and must be
provided to state SAGS, alternative programs and youth authorities to assist them 11,

1.2
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in emulating what has proved 'effective in other states rlither than implementing
projects and models which have proved dismal failures elsewhere. Juvenile
justice differs greatlf with adult criminal justice in the same way that Head
Start preschool motlelg differ with secondary educationprograms. Training and
TA, evaltiation, Standard setting and applied juvenile justice research should be
kept in NUJI)p, to insure tha juvenile justice be maintained as a high and
well-focused )flority. t

Even Ohio juvenile judges wrote in their report "Let's Get Kids Out of Adult
Jails" regarding the need to,give juvenile justice concerns a high priority,

"Most InVenlie authorities would agree that rather than a 19 percent main-
tenance Of eftort in_juvenile justice (as against, LEAA appropriations for the
adult syetem) the figures should be reversed. With the legitimate community
concerts about youth problems and juvenile delinquency, and the enormous cost

economically andifn spoiled lives, wouldn't it make more sense to spend Si percent
on juvenile justice and 19 percent on adult criminal justice?

We wish to stress that OJJDP's monitoring requirements haVe Been effective
.and should he maintained. Monitorldg must continue to insure emnpliance and
prevent, backsliding. As an advocacy organization, the Ohio YontitServices Net-
work has found. monitoring report statistics in Ohio have been eyeopening to
Ohio legislator and citizens, as well as some juvenile jfidges. We hope to see
OJJDP strengthened in its mandate to implement the goals of the Act.

Although Ohio fades the loss of OJJDP funds due to non-compliance, we sup-
port the Act. 'To exempt states with ;oath authorities frbm the mandate to
remoyg_youth from adult jailsW mild be a tremendous mistake and would turn
the tide Of the prpgr_ess Ohio ha§made in this area thus far.

We suggest a special model programAAdvanced Techniques Initiative in the
area of prevention to fund states to develop 'effective prevention models w hich
can be emulated by other states. This area 6 one of the least well defined and
most badly needed. but targeted model' programs should first be developed to
ascertain which approaches to delinquency prevention are most effective.

We support the continued creation of alternath es-to inciffeeration, specifically
a new title modeled after. current deinstitutionalization pro% isions to offer finan-
cial incentives ftir voluntary state participation to remove either certain types
of yotithful offenders or for the reduction of numbers of youthful offenders in-
carcerated in secure facilities. with a subsidy aipproneb to provide financial
incentives for states Participation.

A recent Illinois study on detention practices found that one half or more of
the one million juvenile offenders detained annually in the United States could be
released to super Ise(' non-secnre settings without endangering public safety.
When one looks at Ohio. where over 30,000 youth were held in detention last yeav
with a construction cost of $30.060 per bed per youth and an operational cost of
$30 per day, the high cost of over-institutionalization becomes clear.

We also recommend minimum standards for alternathcs to placement institu-
tions. an emphasis on community based facilities w ith a bed limit of :in to estab-
lish standards to prevent the w Welling of the present net of privately operated
children's warehouses. w hich are already supported by powerful economic inter-
ests. To often these systems catch predominantly dependent. negierted and
abused chililren whose only crime is the lack of a strong family base.

We support thesstrengthening of wording of the JJDP regarding state advisory
groups from may to shall, that is, the SAG's :

ifty Shall advise the governor and the legislature on matters relating to its
function. and ;

(b) Shall be given a role in monitoring state compliance.
SAG's should be allowed to use lip to 5 percent of state formula grants rather

than 5 percent of the base for training and incentive purposes. It is difficult to
explain to those states with fanctioning SAG'S te ineffectiveness of Ohio's
present SAG. With effecthe financial support and technical assistance. the SAG
In Ohlo could concehably become a leading force to assist in :thieving the man
dates of the ACt.

The Ohio Youth Services Network is supportive of a strong Juvenile Justice
and Delimmency Pro ention Act. which can only be accomplished by providing
substantial funding at $50 million and by demonstrating the priority given to
Juvenile justice by establishing a separate office for 0.7.7DP under WARS. Those
of us advocating: for reform in Ohio's juvenile justice system cannot stress enough
to you the importance of OJJDP, which has been a tremendously significant
catalyst in reforMs accomplished thus far.
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RENUTHORAZATION OF HIE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND
'DELINQUENCY -PREVENTION: AM-OF-1974,

. -

The committee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 0:50 a.m., in room
6226,,Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Birch Bayh (acting chair-

-Proent:_Senators.Bayli and Thurmond:.
Also present: Kevin 0. Faley, chief counsel and executive director,

Stibcommittee on the Constitution; MaryK., Jolly, staff director and
counsel, SubcoMmittee on the Constitution ;'Christie F. Johnson, staff
assistant, Subcommittee on the Constitution; Brian Fitzgerald, law
clerk,- Subcoinmittee on the Constitution. Luther Washington, legal
asSiStantiSehator Metzenbaum;.Jessie Sydnoi, counsel, Senator Met-
ienbainn ; Kenn Patch; miliority counsel, Senator Hatch; Yolanda
McClain, counsel, Senator DOle; Liz McNichols, legal assistant to
Senator Mathias; Beth Edwards, minority counsel to Senator Coch-

,ren; and Michael Klipper; minority counsel, Senator Mathias.
Senator BAYII. We will reconvene our hearing this morning.
I would like to have our distinguished ranking minority member

make a comment before .ve proceed this morning.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STROM THURMOND, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator THURMOND. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I just want to take this opportunity to express my

interest in the testimony that is to be presented here. I have four meet-
ings going on this morning, but I especially have to get to a meeting
of the Joint Chiefs of Sta ff. All of the members of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff are to be there on an extremely important meeting. I just have
to go.

I want to say a word before I go. We have here today with us, Ms.
Barbara Sylvester, of Florence, S.C. She is a vice chairman of the
National Advisory Committee on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention.

THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THEJYDIC:IAitY.,

Witahington,D.C.

Ms. Sylvester is a member of the board of youth services in South
Carolina.'No one in my State, and I doubt in the Nation, has taken a
greater interest in our youth and in juvenile delinquency than Ms.
Sylvester,
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She is a very capable, outstanding woman. She has dedicated her
lifeo4serving the youth of this country. I just want to tell you folks-
that-when she testifies this morning, that she will be worth listening
to. I will take pleasure in reading heir testimony later.

We alsO have f rein my State this morning, Mr. Joseph Benton, the
directer of the South Ca#olina Youth Servi'cs: He has done a fine

'etitoofiri eiff-State.16-fire-very-proud-othim--
- He has ;With him Ms: Kelly Hyatt, a youth melnber. She will tell
her,story..

I _think you folks will reOive great benefit from"tke testimony of
these three people today. I just want to commend them to\you as worthy
and outstamling people who are worth-hearings--

Mr.-Chairman, I want to thank you very much for your kindness in
letting me make' this statement prior to leaving to go to this other
meeting.

Senator BAym Well, we appreciate your taking the time to be with
us. ',know how busy you are. We appreciate your interest in this very
important matter. I know you are concerned about the children of your
constituency, crime and delinquency, not only there, but all over the
country.

We look forward to having the opportunity to work together to con-
tinue the progress that liaS been made.

After you left yesterday, we had the president of the National Juve-
nile court Judges testify. .Sometimes we wonderyou have been here

lot longer than I, and maybe you have all the wonder out of your
Eames, but I don't think so, about whether,we really do any good

He testified at the time we started working, the year we passed this
legislation in 1974, the increase in juvenile delinquency was about 17

percent.
This last, year it was less than 1 percent.
So, apparently borne of these things we have been doing in tryino.

to deal with prevention are beginning to be felt. I am sure we can do
it better: That is why we are having these hearifigs.

But-l-appreciate your being here. I know how vary busy you are,
Senato Thurmond.

Senator Trruiuoxu. Thank you.
Senator BAY11. Could I ask the first panel here, Mr. Cesar A. Pera /es,

Dr. Larry L. Dye, Mr. John A. Calhoun and Ms. Caroline Croft to
come to the witness table.

STATIIMENTS'OF CESAR A. PERALES, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRE-
TAfthr FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
HEW; LARRY L. DYE, .DIRECTOR, YOUTH DEVELOPMENT BU-
REAU; JOHN A. CALHOUN, COMMISSIONER, ADMWTRATION
FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES; AND CARD ME CROFT,
DIRECTOR, RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS YOUTH DIVISION

Itfr.-Pmur.F.s. Thank you,lfr. Chairman.
Senator BAYU. I wilt, just expressing my concern over the fact that

we have.,29 very important people who are capable of testifying all
morning, to share their expertise with us, and we have those folks, you

0
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and others scheduled in an unacceptably short period of time, the
period of time that is available to us.

I ant particularly perplexed because I will have to leave after a while.
But, at the risk of offending those of you Nyho have made a Special
effort..to_be htue,Jetine..from_the. standpoint of time, urge you In hit
the significant parts and we will put _your...entire statements in .the
recoRtasif they hadjbeen given in total.

. It is very frustrating because I don't like to operate here by capsine,
particularly when therejs some very deep problems that need to be
analyzed yet. as we go ahead to try to improve what We are doing.

Well, Mr. Secretary, why don't you start out and then we will go
down the list here and move as quickly as-we can.

Mr. PERALES. Mr. Chairman, I am the Acting Assistant Secretary
for Human Development Services in HEW. I am preSently awaiting
confirmation by this body. For that reason, I have with me the people
who are best acquainted with the program. On I ny right, is Mr. tad:
Calhoun, who is the Commissioner for the Administration for Chil-
dren, Youth and Families. On my left, Dr. Larry Dye, Director,
Youth Development Bureau. To Mr. Calhoun's right, Ms. Caroline
Croft, the Director, Runaway and Homeless Youth Division.

Senator BAY11. I think you have here it heartthrob of this whole
process in the Government. I want to compliment you all. We will not
disqualify fs. Croft because she comes from this committee, as a back-
ground. That lends her to others, in my judgment.

Please proceed.
Mr. PERALF.S. I will just read some of the highlights of my testimony

and I will submit, it for the record.
Senator Bayer. Your complete statements will be included in this

record at the conclusion of your oral presentation here today.
Mr. PERALES. Thank you. Senator Bayh. I would like for you to

know that I ha% e had many occasions to see firsthand the needs of
\ runaway and homeless youth. especially in niv early years as a neigh-

borhood legal her% ices lawyer and later as the director of the New
York City agency hich among other things, administer the Juvenile\
.kustice and Delinquency P evention

also want.von- to.know that this administration loold, forward to
\i'or mg with you in de% eloping the most effective legislation.

W lr this in mind. I will hiffhlight, very briefly, the following points
from ny ritten test imony'r the background. current needs, and not, le
basic4rinciples that we think ought to be included in any new
legislation.

The Runaway Youth Act was passed originally in response to con-
cern mer thc growing numb .rs of 3outh who leave home without their
parents' consent.

According to a 1975 national survey. this number was more than
733.000 annually. Our expeplce lead., us to belie% e that the number
has remained constant o er the years. What has increased since 1975,
however, is the number of homeless youth, especially in the 16- and
18-year range, who have been pushed out by their own families. Our
data show that nearly one-third of the youth served by our programs
are in this category.
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The original legislation providu for assisting States and local gov-
ernments in esettmg up emergency shelters and in offering counseling
which wonld among other fillip's, help these runaway youth return
home -or-find- nether- appropriate place-to-live:

In 1977. Congress passed amendments which expanded the scope,
--of-the -legislation -to include- homeless -youth -and broadened 'agency

eligibility for funds to ,coordinate networks of public and private
service providers.

:In -fiscal year--1979; -the -Youth- Development Bureau funded- 165
projects in 48 States. as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
and Guam Since 1977, these centers have served 116,000 young peo-
ple and their families.
. Further, in this same period, the national toll-free hotline, set up
to provide a neutral channel of communication between youth and
their families, served 2,10.000.

According to a national evaluation completed for the Department
in March 1979. by Berkeley Planning Associates. our program, as
shown-through 20 representative projects studied. has proved effective
and is meeting the program's legislative goals. According to the
Berkeley stud. the counseling provided to the youth and the family
has had a lasting effect in alleviating the problems that led to the
youth's leaving home.

Under current- law. these projects work not only to strenghten and
reunite families, when .that is possible, but also to assist young people
who may be involved in a wide range of interrelated problemsprob-
lems like unemployment. delinquency and status offenses; teenage
pregnancy. prostitution, drug and alcohol abuse. and child abuse and
neglect.

To help respond to these problems. the projects have developed close
ties and cooperative arrangements with .a broad range of local public
and private agencies. including law enforcement. juvenile justice, ed-
ucation. health. welfare, social service, and employment agencies. We
have strengthened this kind of coordination by requiring our grantees
to show. on appl ing for funds. that they are able to develop workable
agreements with public and lurk ate agencies in their communities. The
projects studied in the Berkeley evaluation have been successful] in
attracting local support, including v olunteer staff and public and
private contribution.

The Youth Development Bureau has also awardedsgrants in seven
States to dononstrate services for teenage prostitutes, pregnant
adolescents. adolescent parents, youth from divorced or relocated
families, and deinstitutionalized statu offenders. The funds conic
from section 26 of the Social Secaity Act, which is also administered
by IfF,W.

Details about these demonstration grants are included in my writ-
ten statement.

The Bureau is also working to better coordinate its activities with
those of other Federal agencies with complementary programs and
responsibilities. One example is a cooperative agreement with the
Department- of Labor and Justice for a jointly funded program under
which 26 runaway projects will receive youth employment demon-
stration grants.
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We 'expect during t he _next _3. years_to ng. new insight into how
the runaway youth program min rlit better be integrated_into-the=ex-
istingnetork of-Fe-derail and other programs now helping this group
of yelling people and their families in crisis. This information will
include the results of_the_demonstnation projects and our experience
in the cooperative arrangements noted above.

if Will also include what we would anticipate learning from imple-
mentation of the amendments to the child welfare services program,
contained in H.R. 3434. which was just recently agreed to by a con-
ference committee.

Shortly we will send our 3-year reauthorization proposal for the
Runaway Youth Act to the Congress. We will offer these basic
principles:

Encoth'aging the development of new projects, rather than on con-
tinued handing under the Runaway Youth Act for existing ones;

Promoting reliance on local resources for continued support ;,and
Using the funds freed as.a result of these efforts to insure-broader

geographic coverage.
Among other things, our proposed bill will re4uire OM 10 percent

of-the funds for fiscal year 1981.and 1982 go to new plojects, and 20
percent, in fiscal year 11)83, go to new projects. Our legislation would
continue the limit of $100,000 for the Federal share of anyone
project.

We also will recommend continuing discretionary grant funding,
in part to be able to respond to areas of greatest /need.

Thank you;very much.
Senator BAYIL Thank you. Mr. Perales. Let me ask one basic ques-

tion here. You make the case that the program has reached out and
served a lot of folks.

Have we kept a record, and if so, what is the record of recidivism?
One of the real problems with runaways has been that the child

usually doesn't, run away once. They run away again and until ulti-
mately the kind of confrontation with people out on the street or in
an incarcerated situation where yon take a runaway and put him in
a jail cell with a prostitute or with an auto theft ring member. The
next time they are changed individuals.

What has been the. exnerience as far as recidivism is concerned?'
Mr. CALHOUN. We do have records. In 1978, we saw about 30,000

youths. AbOut 5.000 of those youths had made contact with a center
at previous times. However. it is important to note that a nmpber of
youths that are making contact are coming back in prior to their
actual crisis. So. they are not running away a second time, yut they
are nuakix, contact with us.

Senator'-13AYn. I am convinced on the logic and the goodness which
smetimes makes more sense than some of the cold statiitics.Haveyou

were
anykept any statistical study? Have me had groups of young people who

were served versus groups of young people who were not served so
we can compare the difference in the recidivism question?

Dr. DYE. N. iv" bro not.
Mr. CALHOUN. I think that is an area, Senator, if I may inteTject---
Senator BAYIL'Please.
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air mioux_ 410. That-washould be looking at. I 'think we
slionklbelboking iii two are. the success .and_

the prevention aspect.
One is the aro, you mentioned. I think the other is looking more

deeply at the .-.=what-precipitates running-away: We-do-know----.
that-it-is-baSically "fanailygenic"; _child abuse, sexual abuse, alcohol-
ism, and unemployment.

I think we should look at that in a more systematic way and be

to publish that material to local school systems, churches, night
borhood grouns as a nreveption aspect. to be able to flag difficulties
in faMilies before real trouble occurs. I think both those research
areas 'if you will, are categorical areas we should and will look at.

Senator Well, are we going to look at that?
Mr. CALHOUN. There are two areas that we want to look at. We are

going to have to balance this agaiqt our funding commitments, but
already I have sent communication to Dr.,Dye, who is head of the

-Bureau -tobegin.tode,sigmplans for the familystitdy.
Senator BATH. Ms. Croft, do you have any comment on it?
Ms. Cnovr. I would certainty support this effort, --

Senator BAYIL Do we have any better idea, how the interaction lie-
tween the Office. of .Tureile Justice and the runaway youth pro-
graming can coordinate, together?

Obviously, when a youngster runs away. there is a breakdown some-
where. More often than not, it. is a family breakdown or a problem
in the home that is unattended.

Have we learned anything to teach us how we can use other insti-
tutions. not to replace the family, but to alert us to weaknesses that
might. exist in a given -family so we can provide that family help or
the child help before they run away?

What have we learned as fa!' as using the church or schools as a
screening function or as an early warning system?

Mr. Cm,noux. I think really you are asking two onestions, Senator.
One is the coordination with the Depart/tient of Justice -and there
exists the, Crordinating Council that is chaired by the Attorney Gen-
eral. The Council has met on several occasions. and a number of agen-
cies are involved in an effort to do just what your anestion implies,
to begin to pool knowledge as well as resources. HEW has contribukied,
money. We are together designing some joint projects.

For the second part of rot a question. ire are really doing two things;
one is more technical assistance to programs. It is my belief that we
should be using natural mechanisms as much as possible. such as
neighborhood centers. health organizations, schools. and attempting
to strengthen families.

A subpoint of that would be the reseach we want to do such as
looking at what families of runaway youth look like. and to get that
information in a consistent form and disseminate it. This would really
provide us' with an early warning system.

Senator BAY/1. What concerps me, Mr. Calhoun. is that I think we
already have an early warning system. Most of those yomwsters are
in school someplace. Most classroom teachers have the capacity to say,
"Johnny or Suzy is going to be in trouble." They don't know what
kind of trouble. and they are too busy or not professionally trained

- - -
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sidfieie:ntly, or a Combination of-both, to really deal-with a-non-class-
.thom-Oreated' problem.

-We do not have the capacity then to spin that responsibility off
With :someone outside.

always the case that there is nobody there to help: We-have
service-related-a:gen-cies, either public -or -priVate.

We hadMs.-Freeman o Seoutli-d a-number Ofsocial
welfare leagues and-all sortsof things that are there to do elob and-7
are sensitive, Pretty- well qualified to do the job if they can find out
libobt this -.youngster.

Nov we-have the Coordinating Council there. That, by statute and
by inclination; gets folks together at the top ; but it seems to me What
we have to .do, after we have decided we are going to coordinate at
the top, is to get the folks out in the field to coordinate.

Too often, there is a fighting over turf.
'Mr. CAinoux. Right.
Senator Barn. You..kno3v.,..iLyou_comingle.resources-or if-you-get

involved in this, you are going to lmve,less clout or budget at tholocal
level:

What can we do really to pull the servis together that we have and
: put them in conjunction with, and communication with, the problems

that, we have?
Mr. PERALES. There are a couple of things that we are already doing.

We have funded, for example, programs in YMCA's and organized
' by the-Scouts; but I think perhaps more impo,rtantly is that we now

\equire, us a condition of funding, that the grantees show us that-they
ave developed arrangements in the community with the of
hcisting resources that

arrangements
have just described.

Maybe Larry Dye could tell you some of the programs that we
already' funded, like, the Scouts.

Dr. D. Most of the programs that are funded at the local level are
through local community-based organizations. They are tied into local
funding sources. for instance, 'United Way resources, foundations, mu-
nicipal funds, schools, and other resources at the local level. We give
grants to those private organizations that have established strength in
the community, that have developed links for `services to young people
in the community.

Senator BATH. What percentage of numbers are given to private
agencies compared to public agencies?

Dr. D. The majority of our grants for runaway youth programs
are to private agencies.

Senator BAI-n. I am glad to hear that. What we were hoping to be
able to do when we first drafted that act was to be able to take advan-
tage of those nongovernment agencies and private groups, volunteer
groups and others so that we wouldn't have to bureaucratize the run-
away programing.

Well, are we dOing anything specifically? I hate to keep harping
on this, but you know; one of the things we have tried to do is prevent
juvenile crime. It seems from what. you all said that 'we have been at
least partially successful and we deal with things in a way that keeps
1:telf from getting worse maybe before the fact, keep something from

happening.

.1.1-"C
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The 0-no:screening mechanisin that Most of our children go through
is the grade school. A lot of them do not go through high school, unfor-
tunately. We have most of them in that grade school situation.

,. ---DO-WO-IiiT:3 -a- program gpteitietarliaiped-tb-work-witliState
boards. of 'education, State departments, of instruction, county -or -city

-ieliii6ITIiiiiai?
Do we-have a mechanism which Will require -or can create an incen-

tive for the school itself to be structured in such a way that the teacher,
the Classroom teacher is alerted that there is outside help and that in-
stalLotjust sending the kid to the principal's office or making him or
her,Stamd-iii-the-corner-or-stayfifter school, that there is also a trigger

:..
theehaniSin that goes t(Tertli-ei----sonieliody-who-* -in the_schoolfooth Of
somebody in a...youth service bureau outside that can t len eaniii-Abme;
talk to the child?

Do we have anything really zeroing in on that area?
Dr. DYE. We do have a number'of programs that have exemplary

projects like that.Iii Sun Francisco, forexample, we have one program
which has a van that goes out and does counseling in local classrooms
and schoolyards. They make themselves available to the schools.

These programs are small and comniunity based, yet. as they get
established in their communities with additional resources which they
have been able to acquire, they are trying to do as much outreach as
possible. All of _the programs have an outreach component. Most of
them do reach to the schools as most of them reach with other social
service agencies.

It really is an issue of the resources availability.
Senator BATH. Let me ask you this. We have elementary and 'sec-

, .ondary education funds going into alimis every Arno' lroom in
America. We have service delivery mechanisms in almost every com-
munity in Ainerica ; some good, some bad.

Wpuld it mal:o.-any sensetalking about a carrot-stick situation.
They already have the carrot; they are 'getting the funds. Maybe -it
is a little late to require the .prerequisite to getting further funding
that they have such a mechanism, but each schoolroom in America has
somebody, Ms. BroWn, Mr. Black, whoever it is, that is in charge of

. listening to those warnings or those screenings or whatever You might
call it, that come from the: classroom teachers, and the teachers are
advised in advance that they should be prepared to do this.

That person then has the kind of coordination with the various
youth service delivery mechanisms in a community that we now have qt.

the Cabinet level.
Mr. CALHOLTN. Senator, I would-respond in two ways. We obviously

do not control education fimds, but I think it is-entirely consonant
. with, our requirement on grantees to have them link up with other

agencies, that is, that one of the requirements very specifically be the
tie with the school system. I think that can he both in terms of showing
themselves as an available resource, and to ,4-,y to the teachers, the

,, teachers who are there, that these are early warning.signs of kidS-
who maybe on the verge of running away. So, I think that is one very
definite thing that we can do. .

Second, I think we can begin to explore, with the new Denahment
of Education, some demonstration programs in this area. T think if
is an excellent idea.
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Senator Il.tyn. Well, could you give some attention to that? I hate
to-bc-wiradtiv in_the edueationcl process, because I have always been-
a strong supporter, and am, TO tlrese -fundings.2

I wishwe could _provide more rather than less. I don't
an unreasonable reqiiiiement. The problem is not that your folks
don't cumminieate with the school systems as I would imagine it, in
the local level. It is sort of like the tail telling the dog what to do,
becouse:the kind of resources and the kind of funding services that-
Yon have available are relatively insignificant compared to the major
funding that is available in public education.

I am not faulting that.J wool i like, to get some more money in that
ethicational system. But if we an require those folks to do a little
initiating, as:well as responding:

You folks said Check in with the superintendent of schools. The
------..question_is, does that superintendent of schools check in with third

-cfrade in the MeadolrBrook-School
So, could you give some thought, to how we could really make that

work?
Mr. CA1.1t0. We certainly can, Senator. The thing we do have

is information. That information I think should be disseminated at
least, on a minimal level to the public school systems. Here are the
type of kids Ave ha% e. Here are the early warning signs. Here is the
resource. I think at aininiminn, we can do Cult.

I think your suggestion is an excellent one. I nil' commit myself
to opening negotiations with the new Department of Education.

Senator BAYit. Thank you very much. I appreciate what you are
doing and sharing.thitt, with us here this morning.

Thank you.
Mr. PERALEs. Thank you. Senator Bavh.
Dr. DYE. Thank you, Senator.
Ms. Cnorr. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. CALI roux. Thank you, Senator.
[M. Perales' prepared statement follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CESAR A. PERALES

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I um Cesar A. Perales and
I am awaiting Senate konfirmation on my nomination as Assistant Secretary
for Human Development Services in the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.

° Thank you or tbepppurtunity to meet with you today to discuss the Runaway
Youth .let as anthorized by title III of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Proention Ai t of 1974. but mole important. to discuss the needs, of the youth this

'het is designed to serve.
To% ant you to ktion that I have :tad many occasions to see firsthand the needs

of runaway and homeless youth. most recently as the Department's principal
regional official for legion II, but even more so in my earlier years as a legal
services lawyer flatting the poor and later as the director of the New York City
agency in which I. among other things. administered the 1914,legislation.

As I will indicate in my testimony today. this administration shares this
subcommittee's continuing and mident interest in meeting the needs of an ex-
tremely vulnerable portion of our Nation's youth. We look forward to working
with you in developing, the best approach and in drafting the most effective
legislation.

With this in mind. I wish to discuss. very briefly, the following points:
Thd'hackground and goals of the Runaway.,Youth Act:
The 'current needs of runaway and homeless youth :
Flow, mid, with what results. our program is being administered : and



Some basic principles which we feel should be included in legislation-to
ezi-end:the program..

rackoSouNo _ _

The-ItUnaWayYonth_Act- was -pasSed originally- in response to concern lVer`
the growing uunlbers of-youthwhu leave- home_Eltttout their ,Parent's consent.
ACcording to a" 1975 national survey, this number was morrtiniii:753,000_annually.
,Our. experience leads us to-believe_ttiat the number of runaways has
constant over the,years. What has increased; since 1975, however, is the number
of homeless youth, especially in the 16=18 year range, who have been PaShed- out-
by their own families. Our data,.for.example, show that nearly one -third of the
Youth served by our programs are in this category.

Whether runaway or' throwaway, these ',young people are in vulnerable situa-
46111-aliTsubject-to exploitation andsocial dangers.

' The original legislation in 1974 Provided'for assisting States and local govern-
- - ,mentsin-setting_up emergency shelters and in offering counseling which would,

among other things, help these runaway youth return home or find another
appropriate place to live.

In 1977 Congress passed amendments which expanded the smile of the legisla-
tion - -to Include homeless youth and broadened agency eligibility for funds to
coordinate networks of public and private service providers. -

Both runaway and homeless youth have enormous needs. They not only need a
place-to...live, but-they-often also ,need employment opportunities, legal advice;
counseling andTiVide variety-of other services.

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

In fiscal year 1979the Youth Development Bureau, in HMV's Office of Human
Development Services, funded 165 projects in 48 States, as well as the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and Guam:

.
Since 1977. these centers Wive Served 116,000 yoimg people and their fainilies.

Further, in this same period, the national toll-free hotline, set up to preside a
neutral channel of communication between youth and their families, served
240,000 yduth.

According to a national evaluation completed for the Department in March
1979 by Berkeley Planning Associates, our program, as shown through 20 repre-
sentative projects studied, has proved effective' and is Meeting the program's
legislative goals. According to the Berkeley study, the counseling provided to the
youth and the family has had a lasting effect hialleviating the problems that led
to the youth's leaving home.

At the same time, the projects have broadened their activities in order to
provide more effective help to the youths who come to them, including a signifi-
cant number of homeless youths who are not runaways.

Tinder current law, these projects work not only to strengthen and reunite
families, when that is possible, but also to assist young people who may be
involved in a wide range of interrelated problemsproblems like unemploy-
ment, delinquency and status offenses, teenage pregnancy, prostitution, drug and
alcohol abuse, and child abuse andneglect.

In order to help respond -to these problems, the projects have developed close
- ties and cooperative arrangements with a broad range of local public and pri-

vate agencies, including law enforcement, juvenile justice education, health,
welfare, social service and employment agencies.

Our programs in Michigan, Ohio, Massachusetts, toulsianajust to mention
a fewhave been able to bring many other organizations Into the process of
providing services to.runaway and homeless youth.

We have strengthened this kind-of coordirfatiddliY requiring our grantees to
show, on applying for funds, that they are able to develop workable agree-:
ments with public and private agencies in their cotamunit les. ".

Projects have also shown success in using Federal fundin'g as a magnet to
attract local support, most notably the donated labor of volunteer staff.
According to the national evaluation report, the-average -Runaway Youth Act
grant of-the Projects studied was $67,000, while the average annual operating
budget was $1'46,000. Thps, more than half of the resources to keep these
projects going came from local private contributions and State and local funds.



We believe this is especially noteworthy in light of the fact that_many of the
young jieople served come from outside -tile local jurisdiction.

outh Development Bureau has been exploring ways of improving serv-ThIcesit

neet_the_needs_otyouth and families in crisis by linking and broadening
elY

services. To do this, the Bureau has awarded grants in seven States for dem-
projects focused on providing services- directed towards certain

youths, including teenage prostitutes, pregnant adolescents, adolescent parents,
youth from-divorced or relocated families, and deinstitutionalized status of- ,
fenders. Funds for blab projects-are,not from the appropriation for runaway
youth but _c_ome from funds under research 'hid' demonstration,Aection 426 of
the Social Sedirity Act. Here we are pulling together resources in 'order to
broaden our knowledge about these youth.

The seven, youth demonstration grants, the target populations -that they are
serving, and the services they are providing include the following:

The Bridge, Inc.: Boston, Massachusetts: Home front is an alternative family
living center for alienated, pregnant adolescents. The program is designed to
re- educate, train, and support these young women from pregnancy into parent-
hood thryugh a nonresidential "community" providing comprehensive informa-
tion, suppott, and recreation services on a daily basis as well as medical as-
sistance prior to, during, and after childbirth.

Crosswinds, Inc.: Merrit Island, Florida : Horizon House, a short-term resi-
dential facility, is designed to address the needs of dependent youth affected-by
revisions in the Florida jusenlie justice laws mandating the deinstitutionaliza
tion of status offenders. The services that are providedcounseling, social skills
development, and other supportive servicesare designed to assist the youth
to be able to live independently.

The Bridge for Runaway Youth, Inc.: Minneapolis, Minnesota : The Bridge
is designed to address the needs of female adolescents involved in prostitution.
It piovidesposithe rule models, a safe living environment and supportive services
designed to inikiive self-perceptions and interpersonal relationships. The end
objective of these services is to increase the-residents'_awareness of alternatives
to prostitution and to provide the skills required to take advantage of-these
alternatives..

The Center for Youth Services, Inc.: Rochester, New York : The families in
transition project is designed to support the positive development of youth who
are experiencing_ transitionsin their families due to divorce or relocation; and
to raise community awareness of the frequency and dynamics of family transi-
tion and its effects oh youth and theirfamilles. Peer support croups are being
established within both a high school and- a community setting designed to pro-
vide mutual assistance to youth in dealing w ith family issues. Additionally , video-
tapes are being developed (by youth) designed to share the experiences of youth
related to family transition.

Voyage House, Inc- Philadelphia, Pe:::asylvania : The life skills resource cen-
ter pro% ides remedial academis assistance, life skills training. and counseling
designed to increase the ability of youth to fun on effectively in everyday life.
The tutorial and other approaches that are employed draw upon materials which
are bask to everyone's life- e.g., newspapers. leases. Jul) applications- in order
to increase academie proficiency w idle, at the same time, providing training in

. basic life skills.
Iowa Runaway Service: Des Mollies, Iowa : The demonstration component

seeks to foster the development of a statewide youth network as well a; to fill
existing gaps in,the delivery of ser% ices to youth. The ser% ice components are
being provided through three runaway projects kidded in different sections a
the state. The services being provided by the Iowa Runaway Service in Des
Moines include the des eiopment of foster care placement in adjacent rural com-
munities in order to' provide shelter to youth in crisi width. or near to their
home communities. and the conduct of workshops for youth in Des Moines in
cooperation with other youth serving agencies. Total Awareness, located in Conn
di Bluffs. Is providing after-care services to youth and their families, and
Foundation II in Cedar Rapids has established a home-based family counseling
program.

Interface Community, Inc.: Newbury Park, California: The demonstration,
component is designed tq'provide counseling as well as skill development assist,
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mice in-decisionmaking, self-responsibility*, and self-reliance to three youth target
'populations: (1) 10 td. -18 year old youths who require assistance -in living
independently ; (2) abused and -neglected youth aged 10. to 18 who are inneed
of survival -skills and supportive assistance- in order to remain in their own
homes ;-ind .(8). adolescent parents-who require training in parenting, %tidepend-
eat 11014, and related areas.

The Burea 'is also working -to better coordinate its activities with those of
.other Federa ifgencles with` complementary programs and responsibilities. These
ictliitles in We: -

f '- .A'joint aft rt with the day care division, within theadministration on children,
yoUth,_atid' amities, -involving 10 runaway centers to analyze and disseminate
informatio ,on day care models for meeting the before and after school needs
of older yOkth.

CloSer.etiordination among; the runaway youth programs, the social services
.program tinder title XX of the Social Security Act, and the child welfare services

._.,_.grog -Milder= title IV,--B of that act. This is being done through a grant withnui
the Stet of Ohio.

A-. p jest with the National. Center on Child Abuse and Neglect and the
National Institute of Mental Health (NIMII) to unalyze and disseminate,

- airiong,',titie III gr'ntees, infOrmation on adolescent abuse and neglect, and on
,effective treatment.

Ati agreement 'with the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) to use
- ititutway_centers for disseminating information on drug abuse.

A cooperative agreement with the- Departments of Labor and Justice for a
jointly funded program, under which 2:3 runaway projects will serve as youth
employment demonstration grants.

We expect during toe next turee years to obtain new information which will
give -us -greater insight into how the runaway youth program might better be
integrated tut the existing network of Federal and other programs now helping
this group of young people and their famines in crisis. This information will'
include the sults of the demonstration projects and our experience in the co-
operative are dements noted above. It will also Include what we would antici-
pate !turnip from implementation of the amendments to the child welfare
-servicespro ram,-contained in S.R. 8434iwitich was just recently agreed to by
a conferinc committee.

I
CONSIDEuATIONe nU REAUTHORIZATION

Shortly 1 6 will-send our three-year reau horization proposal for the Runaway
Youth Act o the Congress'`"- --- -___

We bell *e a number of basic principles teed to be incorporated in the act:
Pri ary emphasis should-be placed on the development of new projects:

rathe than oi+ continued funding under the Runaway Youth Act for existing
ones; ,

"Prefects should reduce their dependence on Runaway Youth Act funding
and trengthen their ties with -other coramtmitplevel , human services

propro ma; .

17_ jests should rely to the greatest extent possible on local resources to
achl e continued support and viability, and

Fs di freed as, a result of the above efforts should be used to ensure
hrba er geographic coverage, by funding the start up costs of new programs
inli der-served areas around the country.

Wis be eve that these principles will assist in spreading the benefits of the run-
away youth centers to youths in a wider geographic area and provide services in
presently_ anserved sections of the counfxy. Further, we believe that encouraging
increased local support will enhance the value o the programs, as .cell as make
It poseble to serve more youth in crisis withai Ited resources.

Toward tliat end our proposed billWilli
Reauthorize the Runatvaq Youth Act for th years;
Fund no new project for more than three ye ra ;
Rennire that 10 percent of the funds apnrcpriated for fiscal year 1981

and 1982 be allocated for new projects and 20 percent in fiscal-year 1988;
Reqhire that the non-Federal share be in cash ;
Place a jimit of $100,000 for Federal share of any one project, and
Change the matching rate so that the maximum Federal match is 90 per-

cent rather than require a 90 percent Federal contribution.

-1. 1
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COMMENTS OAS. 2441

We recoguIrC that the introduction of S. 2441 is another Indication of your
strong luterest in this program and we are pleased by ye : continuing support.
However, we would urge you Instead to consider and report out the administra-
tion's proposals wifichI have outlined. Specifically, however, we support the
following provisions of S. 2'441:

-Unwilling thd act to Include homeless youth both lu the title and in the
Substance of the bill;

Providing explicit authority ar grants for t..e national commuiatstion
system.

However, we do oppose the following provision orrglii:
Exteudiug the program for five, years,and continuing the authorization for

.',525N1-for fiscal years 19S1, 19S2, find lUsg; and increasing the authorization for
for fiscal year 19b4 and fiscal year lfig, we re,:owniatk lustead a thr.ee.-

year extension, consistent with otii-propool to fund projects for up to three
years, with au authorization of $11M for 1951. _This the alulnIstra-
Alone budget tequest. We also request -such sums" authorizations for the two
subsequent years.

CONCLUSION

Flunky, let de express my thanks to you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of
the.subconunIttee, for your continulrz Interest in meeting the needs of runaway
and homeless youth. As I have Indicated, the administration shares that Merest.
We hope that, with your help, we will be able to move forward and serve these
young people in Increasingly effective ways. We urge you to net favorably on the
administration's proposals Illdch I have outlined for extension and amendment
of the Runaway Act.

'Malik you for inviting me to testify, Mr. Chairman. I will be pleased to
respond to any questions you and the other members of the subcommittee may
haive.

Senator Basil. Could J ask that we have Bonnie. Strycker of the
Youth Ser% ice Bueau of Soutdi Bend; Kennelit Wooden, director of
the National Coalition of Juvenile Justice: Mara Lozier, Children's
Express magazine reporter; and Robert Clampitt,, publisher of the
Cjiildren's "Express magazine, conic forward..

TESTIMONY OF BONNIE STRYCKEB. DIRECTOR, YOUTH SERVICE
BUREAU, SOUTH BEND, IND.; KENNETH WOODEN, DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL COALITION OF JUVENILE JUSTICE; MARA LOZEER,
CHILDREN'S EXPRESS REPORTER; AND ROBERT CLAMPITT,
CHILDREN'S EXPRESS PUBLISHER, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Senator 'Resit. Ms. Strycker, could you proceed, and then we will
have Ms. Lozier and Mr. Clampitt.and then let Mr. Wooden be the
cleanup hitter here.

Mr. STRYCHEIL Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate this opportunity to speak in favor of Senate bill 2441.

T ant Bennie stuck... ain the executive director of the South.
I3end, Ind.. Yont It Service Bureau.

The bureau itself opened in 1972. It is a bureau of the city of South
Bend.

We offer a number of, programs to young people. Out. runaway
shelter project opened' in 1976, fun:ted by the Runaway Yohth Act.

Since opening. the runaway ihelter, has served 600 youhg people.
Aside from room and board, we provi& indit ideal, group, and family
counseling. educational programs, recreation, and employment. We
also provide services tInoilgh referral with other agencies:



Ianr.Very,enmuraged by the provisions of the Runaway and Home-
leis Youth, Act. The inclusion of homeless youth accurately reflects

-itcrease&humbers of young people who, while not technically
r,r-uniwitys, are in need of -services.

I ani:heartenedbY the. increased funding allocation. This will enable
lunding.,for shelter facilities where none currently exist:

'tWould'encourage* the Congress also to provide continued funding
andjundinginc-reaSes-for those shelters currently funded.

_
.0iip.shelterreceives $52,500 annually in Federal funds, which trans-

-Ides-into- 'a-daily average cOst per youth. of $24. That is the cost to
the IFedera-1*.Odvermuent.

Increased -funds are necessary to meet the minimum standards of
.the Runaway Youth Act as it is currently written.

The young people ,we serve need well qualified counselors. These
counselors are difficult to find and more difficult to keep On the kinds
of salaries we can pay.

If our shelter does not continue receiving Federal support, it would
seriously jeopardize. our program and could force its closing.

In conclusion,1 would like to compliment the Department of Health
and Human. Services and its Youth Development Bureau for its
administration of the 'Runaway Youth Act.

On behalf of the city of South Bend, Ind., and the, youth-serving
community of Indiana. I would like te thank you, Senator Bayh, and
this committee, for your leadership and interest in young people.

t 'appreciate this opportunity to share the Youth Service Bureau
r nnway shelter progilun and nto comment on the. proposed Runaway
and- Homeless Youth Act.

Senator BAIT. Ms. Strycker. I appreciate your being here and your
testimony. plus the kind of invaluable service that you provide in the
South Bend and St. Joseph County commnnity.

What about the recidivism question? Have you been able to make
an assessment of whether ,by reaching people through your service,
you are able to deal with the nrobleth at a tune yon can minimize it

. or prevent it or keep it frofli recurring time and time again?
Ms. STRYCHER. I don't have any kind of percentages and figures,

butt-because of the kinds ofservices through the Youth Service Bu-
reau, we are able to go into the schools and Work with the very age
group You discussed earlier.

We found that the only way to possibly get at the. whole business
of ending recurring runaway episodes is by working with the entire
family.

There is no way that our shelter can provide services only to the
young person anti tarn that young person home. It is very Impor-
tant that we provide crisis family therapy as well as ongoing family
therapy because. when a young person runs away, there is clearly a
family problem. Those problems just don't change within the 15 days
or so.

Senator %vit. Do we have, in South Bend, a crisis delivery mecha-
nism. for 'families in trouble?

Ms. STRYCHER. Well, I think Nile have some semblance of that. I think
we are able to respond. Our Youth Service Bureau has a very god
relationship with the South Bend police department. In _tens of
family fights where young people may need to lea%Te home for a period
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of time, the police are aware of our slicker. They are aware of the
'Women's Shelter, which provides services for battered women and
shelter care; facilities for children.

In terms of ongoing counseling, once the crisis is iiyer,-we really
don't. We have a Mental health center. We have several private ther-
apists, but we don't have a total delivery service.

Senator I3.trir. 1 know that the South Bend community is a very
sensitive community. Your folks there that work officially through
the youth service .bureau are sensitive. We Faye a mayor there who
comes Out of the community there of service delivery.

STRYCKER. Yes.
Senator BATH. Could you help this committeeit -doesn't neces-

sarily have to be a bureau or the county commissioners or the city
council. You have a lot of church folks there, volunteer organizations.
You have the YMCA and YWCA, the Scouts, and the Catholic
charities.

Could you give some thought and talk to some of the folks there
about what we-Fit-Ca-6? There are a lot of communities like South
Beml that have the heart and probably have the resources out there
in a nouorganized war. It is one, thing for the police to call and say
that a wife is being beaten up. I know the extra work some of you
have been doing there as far as the battered wives are concerned, but
then it is just indispensable. as von get the wife out of the home tem-
porarily. to crank in the mental health services so we can deal with
the basic problem. whether it is alcoholism or other kinds of problems.

Could you give sonic thought, to how we could do"that ?
Ms. SarrxEit. Yes. I think your suggestion is timely. We are hav-

ing our first meeting of the community network of youth services
'tomorrow. which invoh es soy e of the kinds of people you mentioned.

We are hoping that with all the cases that we see in St. Joseph's
County. individnal agencies will be identified to take the lead and walk
people through systems so people do not get lost.

Senator BAYII. I would appreciate that, if you could. If you get
back to me. I would appreciate it.

Ms. STayciam. Yes.
Senator BATH. Ms. Lozier. Mara. good to see you. I appreciate your

being here.
Ms. Loma. Before Bob and I start testimony. we

is
Children's

Expre.s would like to present yon with this T- shirt. It is kind of small.
[Laughter.)

It is a token of appreciation for your work with children.
Senator B Mr. Wily don't yon lrbp, it up here, nd take a look at it.
[Senator Bayli is presented with T-shirt.)
r A pplausel
Senator BATH. Thank you. This is the inflation-fighting budget.

[Laughter.]
Thank you.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT CLAMPITT

Mr. CIAMPIVI'. Senator. if I may. I woad like to commence our
joint testimony.

I am Robert Clampitt. publisher of Children's Express magazine.
I would like to formally introduce Mara Lozier of South Orange.
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N.J., who is both n reporter for Children's Express and was the hear-
ing, examiner nt our national hearings on incarcerated children.

She is a 3-year veteran at Children's Express, nt the age of 12.
We are here to talk about the youth advocacy aspectS of Children's

Express in particulartbut we would also like to join in expressing our
really deep appreciation to you, Senator, for your continued work
on behalf of children.

I also want to express my appreciation to the New Jersey Citizens'
Advocacy Network and the Nntional Council on Crime and De lin-
_gummy for assisting in making the trip possible.

On March 28 through 30, 1978, there was a remarkable event here
in Washington, the Children's Express hearings on incarcerated chil-
dren. Funded by OJJDP, under John Rector, the NeW round Foun-
dation of New York City, and the National Office for Social Respon-
sibility, the hearings wore sponsored by the National Coalition for
Children's Justice, the Children's Cultural Foundation, and the Chil-
dren's Embassy of the Dny Care Council.

They took place over a 3-day period and called witnesses from all
over America. including psychiatrists. doctors. police officers. experts
on- human behavior, child advocates, and formerly incarcented
children. -

The hearings were presided over by Children's Express hearing ex-
aminers who ranged in ago from 10 to 13 years old.

The hearings grew out of an interview with our friend, Ken
Wooden, author of the very moving hook. "Weeping in the Playtime
of Others."

In the course of that interview. Children's Express reporters heard
the chilling story of America's incarcerated children. They were pro-
foundly moved.

They wanted to know what they could do. how they could help.
From the dialog that followed that interview, the hearings grew.

From the hearings, the proposition of the child as advocate also
grow.

T want to report on some of the effects of the hearings. but before I
T would like to turn to Mnrn, who was n hearing examiner at the

national hearings at the age of 10 years old, and who has prepared
testimony for you. Mr. Chairman.

Senator Mini. Thank you.
Mara?

TESTIMONY OF MARA LOZIER

Ms. I.,ort-na. Good morning. T am Mnrn Lozier. I represent Children's
Express.

For the last 2 years, a small group pf us have been studying child
abuse and incarceration. We have conducted hearings on i wo occasions,
and the information that I am going to give you this morning is gath-
ered from my experiences as n hearing examiner.

The first hearing that we conducted was in April 1978, nt the Chil-
dren's Embassy here in Washington, D.C.

The second one was hold in December 1979. nt the New York Cham-
ber of Commerce, in New York City.

The Wnstimaton hearings were supported and funded by the Of-
fice of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
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During the hearings, I listened to young witnesses telling about
their experiences as incarcerated children.

I also heard testimony from such experts as Dr. James-Prescott, who
is the health and science administrator for National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development, National Institute of
-Health, Senator George McGovern, and Dr. Edward Kaufman, who
is the associate clinical profe:.sor of psychiatry at the University of
California.

Our principal concern (hiring the Washington hearings was the
status offender. It is he who seems to stay in care the longest, since
he has more than likely been .given an indeterminate sentence.

Sonic of the testimony was incredibly horrifying and shocking to
me. and I am sure, if enough,people were aware of the current abuses
of ,children's rights, some important changes wouldkome about.

I am supporting the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice Act
and the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act,

I will first give a brief outline of what we have found and then I
will try to answer any questions.

First, I would like to speak about solitary confinement, that is,
locking a person in a room with four bare walls.

The mom typically might have only a mattress or a window and
would rarely inchule a toilet. Perhaps in place of a toilet there would

.be an old coffee C4111 or a hole in the floor. They rarely ha% e lights be-
cause a light cord could easily be used by a child to hang himself. They
are hot in summer and cold in winter.

Children are placed there in their pajamas or underwear. Reasons
for placing them in solitary confinement range from tearing a tag nut
of jeans or %Triting. "I love you," to a teacher, to attempted suicide.
None are justifiable.

The actin itie,s in solitary _consist of eating a scanty meal of bread
and water or sontething similar which is pushed under the door ad-
ministered by a guard. sleeping. dreaming on just staring at the four
walls.

In laboratory tests, scientists put mice in confined spaces like soli-
tary confinement and took them out days later. After their confine-
ment, the experimental mice could not adjust to their normal lives or
to the mice around them.

Administrators of institutions have no qualms about this sort of
treatment of children. hme% er. Solitary confinement is an easy an-
seer for administratms. It is inexpensh e since no psyChiatric help
is involved in.its authorization.

Suicide is too often committed in the cells by light cords or twisted
sheets if the cells are equipped %% ith them. One child even decided to
eat broken glass.

In MP. we had testimony from a girl who had been in solitary con-
finement for 50 (lax:, She was asked if there was suicide among her
friends at tl a institution. She replied. "Well, there was a girl who tried
suicide and got out in isolation for it. While I was in isolation there
%%as another girl v ho tried to !..et herself on fire and they put her in
isolation fir that." There n as another girl who tried to hang herself,
So they tank her bed awnv

In his book. "Weeping in the Playtime of Others," Ken Wooden
states that one boy scratched, on the thick wire glass window, the
message: "As you are, I was once. As I am, you will be." Then ho
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climbed to the upper bunk, pushed his bed out from the wall sb his
-legs could hang over, placed his head under the arched safety bar, and
violently flipped his body over the bed, breaking his neck.

It was necessary to,cut off the bar to remove the boy's body.
Many other cases, some of which are not so tragic, but many which

are, have never been reported. Suicide over the last decade has in-
creased, by 200 percent among children' aged 14 to 19, and is now the
second highest cause for death in Americans age-a45 to24. ; "-

I have a p. which was written by a girl in solitary. confinement,
in , fight before her suicide:

There is a crack in the Firth
and I have :alleu in.
Down, in the darkness where I have never been.
People are looking, staring at me ;
I lie herti and wonder what do they see
Shall I be here forever?
I cannot Climb back
Rotting and dying in this horrible crack.
Am I alive or am I dead?
Oh God, who will save me
From this crack in my head?

Physical abuse is another common practice at many institutions.
Beatings or strenuous work are dealt out most mercilessly. The beatings

_are done-with a belt, stick. or wooden puddle about 2 inches thick.
The strenuous exercise iiay consist of being changed by guards on

horsebacks, being made to wash a dormitory .door with a toothbrush, or
other similar chores.

Through the hearings I .learned that when adults enter a mental
hospital., reformatoor other -stich-institittions, 'he is examined and
evaluated and given correct medication, if thafirindic.ated.

This is not so in the case of juveniles. On arr-val, dmission
practice includes a physical examination, 'clothes confiscation, shoiVer,
and a 25 ;milligram dose of thorazene._

Dr. Edward Kaufman testified in 1.)78 that one. institution in New
York State will increase that original dose by one half again, and more
will edme if the staff feels it necessary.

Massive doses are given instead of therapeutic help. Thorazene is
the most common drug used, but many others are prominent.

In his book, Ken Wooden calls thorazene "the new solitary confine-
ment."

In some ways, drug abuse is much worse than the old solitary con-
finement. In the old way, one might maintain control of his mind.

When we absorb all this, we tend to say, "Well, it is awful, but the
-people on the receiving end of the awfulness are pretty bad, too." That
is not necessarily so.

In 101, 56.4 percent of all incarcerated Children were Status
Offenders.

Of the remaining 43.6 percent, well under 10 percent are violent
criminals. That is a terrible injustice. This injustice is widespread,
too. We aren't. discussing one small area. We are discussing a situation
that has spread all around the country.

Although some progress is being made. children everywhere need
help: It is up to us to provide that help. 4P

Thank you.
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Senator BArnr. Thank yon:
Mr. CLAmmr. Senator, if I may just conclude, and then perhaps we

could both respond, if you have any questions.
Senator 4krit. Yes.
Mr. Cumpitr The purpose of the Washington hearings on incar-

cerated children was certainly to spread information to the general
public. We wanted to inform America about ithese conditions and, as
a matter of fact, in that way, the hearings ,wee very successful. They
were covered by all three networks and by wisrpT, here in Washing-
ton. An edited version was shown all over Amei Ca. The hearings were
also covered by something like 10 major news jiureaus, including the
New York Times and the Washington Post.

Our own teenage editors did a videotape of those hearings,. which
they edited down to 1 hour and which has been shown in many parts of
the country. It is now incorporated as a part of the juvenile advocacy
courseatTemple Universiti, in Philadelphia. '

.

It has also been shown all over the country and the children them-
selves have addressed many audiences, including the plenary session
of the National Child Abuse Conference at the Annanborg School,

_University of Pennsylvania. They alSo addressed 500 Methodist women
about 4 months ago in Philadelphia. Those wbinen were in the proc-
ess of allocating a budget of $14 million.

So the followup to those hearings has een afh constant addressing of
tho subject that you have so faithfully addreseed yourself to over the
past years by the children as spokespersons 14 other children.

Of course, we want to state the case for the child as advocate. We
think that the youth initiative projects are especially valuable within
the legislation.

I have personally experienced the eitraordimiry way in which chil-
dren are moved by the plight of other children as we went throughthe
camps in Thailand and Cambodia with two of our reporters, and also
with respect to the hearings on incarcerated children.

I would just like to say one thipg about the administration of the
act, in concluding: that is. that I was, deeply disappointed to see the
drying up of the unsolicited grant aspects of the legislation.

It seemed to me that some of the most creative programs that were
funded ender Mr. Rector's udininistration were in that category. As
I understand it. that is no longer apart of the adininistratiye appara-
his. We feel affected by that and deeply disappointed.,

Thank you.
Senator Tinier. Thank you. Mr. Clampitt. and Ms. Lozier.
You are 12 years old?
Ms. Loma. Yes.
Senator IlAyir. Mr. Wooden. it is good to see you again.
Mr. Woongs. Thank von. Senator.
Senator 13Ayir. Mr. Wooden is no stranger before this committee.

consider him a valiant ally of this committee in its efforts to try to
prevent juvenile delingnency and save young people from a lifetime
of waste.

T also call him a good friend personally. It is good to have you with
us.

TESTIMONY OF 'KENNETH WOODEN
Mr. WOODEN. Thank you.



It was reassuring to see you accept that shirt.I assume now that you
Are part of the news media, Senator Bayh. Its-p, we will all be enriched.

1 would like to share with you a few insights as you expand your
activity and work to improve conditions affecting children.

First, may I read to you a very short poem This poem was written
by one of 300 children murdered in Jonestown, Guyana. His mine was
DaYid Chaiken,ihe was 15. He wrote,

I walked down a very lonely street.
There was no one there.
Just stillness and.the lonely street.
The wind whistled there.
1 was lost, I know.' Q

The key sentence here is, "There was no one there." Senator Bayh,
for a lot of kids it is really profoundly beautiful that you Are there:
There are few people in this country who care about children, and I
know that those children, if they could speak for themselves, would
say, "Thank you,"

Also there are few people looking at what I call'"a growing trend
toward commercial jails" in America. 'While we have been successful
in taking children out of a number of public jails, there is a-mush-
rooming of greed merchants who are setting up and expanding their
"Colonel Sanders" operations.

The moneys they are receiving-come mainly from Federal and State
. grants. The.FederaI pots of money come from the Labor Department

and from OJJDP and HEW. They add up to as high as $50,000 per
kid, per year.

It is becoming so lucrative that one bank in Providence, R:I., bought
an inst#ution from which it realizes $55.000 per kid. per year. This
same bank allots $100 per week to feed 10 kids and a house parent.

I am seeing. Senator Bayh, a trend where the money is being used
not.to improve the quality Of care for children. but to expand real
estate investments. These greed merchants are buying land and bad-
ings. They are realizing vast wealth as they expand ,their operations
into other States. . ,

They are buying deserted Catholic hospitals, convents, seminaries,
ideal because they are isolated from the public. As private facilities.
they are also protected from the scrutiny of the news media.

There was one operation in Arizona, called the Circle S Ranch.
T would like to leave with your committee several dozen affidavits, a
litany of horror documenting beatings, death, suicide. and a bizarre.
Freudian-type therapy where young, men were forced to simulate

,haying sex on a pillow, with their mothers.
This facility was-in business for 20 years, during which time chil-

dren from California were being shipped there.
They were mit out of businessI am happy to report they are out

of business by professional team effort. what T call a health en-
forcement team, made up of a physician. lawyer. CPA. reporter. and
a nurse.

This team went into the place unannounced and creamed them. The
facility could not defend its actions of the last 20 years.

I believe you will find it very disturbing to read the affidavits of
ncoplc. now 32 and 33 yenrQ nitl, deseribing their existence in this hell
-hole when they were youngsters.
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I would like to make a. suggestion to your staff. Would it not be
possible for the AGO to do an audit on these profitmaking, high tui-
tion ,rate facilities, to see exactly what moneys are going into real
estate investments and expansions and what is going into the quality
of care for children.

MsaTI am impressed how these operations acn afford the legal fees
for hiring lawyers to intimidate critics like me and other child ad-
vocates. They appear to have 'unlimited money to file lawsuits and
hire lawyers to defend their actions.

Would it not be possible for children in these institutions to enjoy
the same quality of legal care as the owners of these facilities?

Allow me to state publicly here, not only am I finding kids in these
commercial jails, Senator Bayh, but in my own State of Pennsylvania,
as well as VirOnia and Minnesota, status offenders are being placedi 'mental hospital

Disturbingly,in the State_of -Pennsylvania, children can be -fouial
warms of mental hospitals with adult men, yet the head of the

Pennsylvania Health. Depart ment, justifying their actions in a memo,
said, "In no way will this hurt the children being placed with men-
tally disturbed adults."

Senator 8AY11. Do you have that document?
Mr. Woonix. Yes. I will gladly make that document available to

your subcommittee, along with these affidavits and other materials I
am finding, because I know that you will do something about it.

Thank you, Senator Bayh.
Senator BAYII. Again, we are in your debt. I ilon't know anybody

who has dpne more really to put the Nation's_ consciousness to this
problem : your book. "Weepiin in the Playtime of Others," and your
CBS contribution.

Here is really a communications problem to a great extent,,I think.
.1 cannot believe that more than a very small percentage of the people
of our country would support this kind of exportation of grief, even
in the States where it is practiced. I would be willing to wager that the
big majority of the people in the State do not und4tand.

SO, if we can lay it out on the record here, the fact that one of our'
States, perhaps other States have people who are charged to fulfill
their responsibility of providing services to young people, totally
ignore the fact that the service makes the matter worse.

If you could get us a list and affidavits or expanded list of targets
of opportunityI don't want to go on a witch hunt, but I certainly
have no hesitancy asking the Attorney General or the Government
Accounting Office or some other investigatory arm of our Congress or
Government to take a good hard look at these people who now are
profiteering out of the misery of others, off the misery of others.

,Well. I really apPreciate_your all being here. I wish we had more
time to pursue this. but all the statements will be put in the record.

We want to keep working at this. We appreciate what you all are
doing out in the field to make it possible fcr our work to reach them.

Ms. Dim:a. Thank von, Senator Bayh.
Mr. WoonEN. Thank you, Senator.
4r. CL3rrrrr. Thank you. Senator Bayh.

StRYCRE12. ,Thank you, sir.
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[Tile-prepared statement of Ms. Strycker and material for the

record.frOn Mr. Wooden folio* :3

PIEPARLD STATp[ENTOe$024NIE STILYCKER

-Members of the Committee, I-am Bonnie C. Strycker, Executive Director of

the South Bend 'Youth Service Bureatt.Our offices are located in South-, Bend,

-St. Jeseph- COunty;7Indianit. St. Joseph:County -is locatedin the northWestern
part of, the.State. The County'S population is'approximately 245,000. As of the
1970,Cenitts, fignres'indicated'an 88 percent white, 11'percent black, encl.]. Per

cent Spanish population- breakdown..EcOnomieally, St. JoSeph County relies on

--a 'few-large.industries .and several small ,11,1versified-indastrial concerns. it-is
eomposed:priniarily of a working and middle flaSS,populatiOn.

'The YoutService Bureau is a-bureau within' the Civil City of South Bend and
has-beehin operatiohsince 1972. Though a City bureau. it serves all of St. Joseph
County. The Bureau has four major components; youth employment-recreation,
informal counseling, and shelter care.

`The'Runaway Shelter was opened in Jpne of 1976. Funds were provided by the
' Runaway Youth.Act. The decision to open a shelter for runaways was based on
our belief that the actof running away from home, rather than an act of defiance

or 'delinqueney, is a cry for help that signals a breakdown in the faintly system.
The philosophy of the shelter. as well as the Youth Service Bureau itself, Is one

_of providing positive support in a caring environment allowing the-individual the
freedom to make. his/her own decisions. The goal of Our shelter is to provide the
necessary support system to enable a young person to return to the family snit

>,.and' to provide the family with the necessary tools to lessen the likelihood of

other runaway epliodes.
To itleet this goal. the Runaway Shelter provides a variety of services. Serv-
-ices provided directly by shelter staff and volunteers include individual, group.

and family therapy. These are provided while the youth is in residence. Educe-
Vona' programs are scheduled weekly using such community agencies as Planned
Parenthood of North Central Indiana, the Alcoholism Council of St. Joseph
County, and several others. Group recreational outings are scheduled weekly.
Job opportunities are provided by the Youth Service Bureau's employment com-
ponent. Sericenneeds such as legal. welfare, and health are referred. Once a
yo,Ith leaves the Runaway Shelter, individual and family counseling may be pro-

_

sided. either by staff or by referral.
_

The Runaway Shelter is licensed by the State of Indiana as a group home. It
has a licensed capacity of nine and has an average of six residents daily. In 1976,

209 Juveniles were referred from police to the St. Joseph County Juvenile Court
an runaways. The number increased significantly in 1977 to 311. and decretised
minimally in 1978 to 299. In 1979 reported runaways totaled 246.

During the last six months of 1976, which was the first six months of the
Sheiter*s operation. 70 youth were housed and received services. In 1977, 1978,

`and 1979, a combined total of 538 youth were provided shelter and counseling
services, In 1979 of the 216 youth who resided at. the Runaway Shelter 122 were

female. 94 were male. Of that number 194 were 14, 15, and 16 years old. The vast
majority or 191 were residents of St. Josenh County. Also in 1979, 46 families
were seen- for ongoing family therapy. This represented 190 individuals.

During the grant period. the Runaway Shelter received $52.500.00 in federal
funds. At an average of _six youth daily, the cost to the federal government Is
approximately $24.00 per youth daily. This cost provides no adjustment to in-

t elude the hours of aftercare services provided once a youth leaves the shelter.
This inclusion would reds ee the federal cost. Given that the family is the basic
unit of American society and 'that youth represent our greatest national re-
source, this federal expenditure seems not excessive.

There are no typical reasons why young people leave their homes. They run
for a number of reasons. Some are victims of sexual or physical abuse. Son%
suffer emotional neglect. They are discounted and minimized. They are treated as
if they Aire worthless, and soon believe themselves to be. Some teens are pushed
out of their homes, told to lehve and never return. Some run from single fiily`
homes. Others live in blended families where they resist the authority of a step-
parent,or are unable to cope with the pressures of sharing a house with step-
brothers and sisters. Some flee from the chaos created by the alcoholism or
drug abuse of a family member ; others because of the pressures of poverty. Some
young people run because their parents are too demanding, too restrictive, or

,..--because -there is, little or no communication among family members.

.
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I am very encouraged by the content of the Runaway and Homeless Youth
Act of 1980. It. acknowledges the vital role the Federal government must take
in providing serices to youth and families in crisis. The inclusion of "homeless
youth" accurately reflects reality and the need for provision of services to
youth who, while not technically runaways, are nonetheless In crisis.

Increasing the funding allocation Is essential. This Increase will allow for the
creation of shelter facilities where none currently exist. It Is Imperative that
those-shelters currently funded continue receiving federal support. Speaking
from my experience in South Bend, at this point In time the local community
could not exclusively .support the continuation of the Runaway. Shelter. It no
federal funds were available Our shelter would close.

If our shelter was able to receive increased federal support, I feel confident
we could more successfully meet the goals of the Runaway Youth Act. More
staff is essential to adequately provide aftercare services. Currently only one
half-time family therapist position is provided for by Runaway youth Act
funds.

We must recognize and respond to the needs of the families of runaways. It
has become apparent to us that a need exkts for providing support services to
parents of ranneays. A parents group has been suggested. bat is impractical due
to staff time limitations. Educational and therapeutic groups could be offered
to the younger siblings of runaways. Educational and group rap sessions open to
any interested young person could provide skills needed to cope with stress in a
family setting.

Ate must address ourselves to community attitudes toward young people: atti-
tdes that discount and devalue youth. Educating the community is essential, Too
feu peefre hat e any real understanding of the dynamics that lead a young person
to leave home. Too few people understand bow they can serve an important role
as a significant person in a young person's life. Too many people think young peo-
ple a ho leave their homes are delinquents and troublemakers. Too many people
judge the parents of run:mos and troubled kids as unfit and Incapable of change.
With adequate support and resources provided from the Federal level, communi-
ties can be more enlightened in the area of family dynamics and better prepared
to respond to the needs of the family. These are only a few of the identified areas
of need in our community.

In conclusion. I'd like to compliment the Department of Health and Human
Ser lies and its Youth De% eiopment Bureau for its administration of the Run- '
On ay Youth Act. On behalf of the City of South Bend anti the 3 snail serving com-
munity of 11111181 I'd like to thank Senator 11.tvl and this committer fur your
leadership and interest in young people. I appreciaw this opportunit3 to share
the Youth Ser.% See Bureau Runs a) Shelter Program and to eanmeut on the pro-
posed Runaway and homeless Youth Aet of 1980. Thank you.

Subject . Your reply of January 11. 1977 to Draft Bulletin of December 22, 1976.
To: Mr. Francis T. Iklaithan, Assistht Rating Regional Commissioner for Mentti

Health.
From : Robert M. Daly. M.D.. Deputy 'secretary for Mental Health.

It Is the belief of this otlice that the mentally ii 'adolescents ages 14 to 18
may be hospitalized intermingled v,ith the adult papal tion ('larks gamma.
Wernersville. and Allentoun State Mental Hospitals in the 'Northeast Region.
This should ill must Lases produde Ilse necessity /or transferring them out of the
region a and far from home and family Lt ho must also he included idt he t-eatment
process.

If such hospitalLafions present problems, this Ake should be informed of then
so we may render assistance in their correction.

POLICY REGARDING STATE MENTAL. HOSPITAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN AND
ADOLESCENTS

It is the goal of the Commonwealth of Pennsylt main that children and ado-
lescents will be treated in or near their home communities. supported in the
treatment effort by their families and responsible agent les. To this end it is im-
portant that all of our State Mental hospitals be prepared to meet the needs of
these patients as they are referred to these facilities.

7p-796 0 - 81 - 1(1
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Becattse,of differences in maturity, developmental level and therapeutic needs,

we are proposing to divide childhood into three categories, birth through 2, 3

through 13i and 14 to 18 years of age. Ages birth through 2 shall be designated us

"infants" and will not be admitted to State Mental Hospitals. The latter two
groups stiall be designated "children", and "adolescents" in that order.

With regard to "children" (3 through 13), it is hoped that primarily commu-
nity-based outpatient, partial,. or residential programs would be meeting their
needs and that the numbers. requiring treatment at a dretance from homelwonlii
be minimal.

It shall be the policy of the Department to desid ate certain State hospitals
as providing regional programs specific for "children" (3 through 13) and they

Shall be as follows: Southeastern Region: Eastern State School and Hospital,
Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute, and Haverfqrd State Hospital;
Northeastern Region; Allentown State Hospital; Western Region: Mayview
State. Hospital; Central Region : Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute and
Haverford State Hospital. It Is our polio- that any "children" (3 through 13)

\ committed to a State Mental Hospital be committed to one of these psyhintrie
\ hospitals if care is required beyond that which the (immunity can provide.
\ Adolescents 14 years and older admitted to State Mental Hospitals under the

\various Act 143 commitment procedures shall la`r admitted to any and of our
titate Mental Hospitals, whether or not special adolescent inpatient units exist
in\ the facility. In order to meet the needs of thie category of patients, all State
Mental Hospitals shall have.' in addition to the individual patient treatment
plan \for each patient, programs appropriate to the: (1) developmental level;
(2) natnro of mental ills. rder, and (3) educational status of the patients ad-
mitted. To implement this policy each superintendent will appoint a director for
adolescent programs. This director would in turn be provided with a special
hospital,area and sufficient full or part -time staff to supervise the development
of peer group activities, monitor individual treatment plans. provide family and
agency Involvement, and Insure right. to edneadon of each eligible pat anit by
notifying and.nmitoring the involvement of the local Intermediate Unit of the
Pennsylvania'Oepartment of Education. Where the condition of the patient
warrants. he or ,she may be intermingled with the adult hospital populatImi, re-
ceiving such speCialized services as are indicated above during program hours

It is apt neeessfrcilY advisable nor is it required by .TCAII or DPW regulations
that a separate adolescent liviag unit be maintained by every hospital: only that
the indlyidnal treatinent plan be appropriate to meet the patient's needs and
that special peer twt i vities be available.

Prior or subsequent to admission should an adolescent (11 to 1g) be determined
by his treatment team to require a specialized adolescent him lug and treatment
unit. the County MIL MR Administrator shall be not filed. The latter shall arrange
-for aiternathe placement if this is a available %%Man the Region If not, the Re-
gional Commissioner of the Home Region shall negotiate with! the Regional Com-
missioner of the Region to Which the patient is being seat for oat -of-Region
commitment to a designated adolescent yult as listed above.

With regard to adolescents 14 to IS. the following shall be designated special
regional "adolescent" units. They are : Southeastern Region : Eastern State
School and Hospital. SorrIstoon State Hospital. and Haverford State Hosoital
Western itegto, : Woodville State Hospital and Warren State ; Central
Region Norrt ,town State Hospital and Ihnerford State Hoiipital Northeast-

. ern Region: Norristonn State Hospital and Eastern State School and Hospital
In order to facilitate the implementation of this nolley. we are requestialt that

the Superintendents of these hospitals not currently ham lug designated odoleseent
and/or children's hiving units inform us as to the current statniuit-their-ro-
graming for adolescent patients. including, the name and 'Classification of the
person, designated as Director of Adolescent Programs.

_

CONIMONWEALTII 01" PENNSYLVANIA,
nil-ember 29. 1977.

Stilkleet : Judge Wesner Letter re Adolescent Institutional Services,
To: Wilbur M. Lutz, M.D.. Superintendent. Werersville State Hospital.
From: Allen Handford, M.D.. Director. Children and Youth Services. Office of

Mental Health.
Regarding my recommendations to Judge Wesner concerning hospitalization

of adolescents, it is the expectation of this office that all of the State mental
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hospitals offer appropriate built idual treatment plans and programsas well a.
living quarters for patients 14 years and older sent to them under the station
Act 143 commitmeat procedures. If such is not the case at Wernersville, yo
should begin to take such steps as are HP.essary to be In compliance. This woul
include the appointment of a mental health professional as director for adoiesem t
programs, who would in turn supervise the development of peer activities, mon
for individual treatment plans and insure right to education by notification of
the local Intermediate Unit, of Pe.ons3ivania Department of Education upon
admission of the above.'

Where the, condition of the patient warrants. he or she may be intermingled
with the general hospital population. re,,elving such of the above specialized
services as are indicated by developmental level, nature of mental disorder, and
educational status.

For these purposes we consider general psychiatrists to be qualified by the
nature of their training to treat adolescents and to direct the treatment team
in alt ot her aspects of their numagement.

It is neither advisable nor required by 3CAII or DPW Regulations that
orate adolescent housing unit 'tie maintained ,,on4 that the hull% laid treatment
plan be appropriate to meet the patient's needs, iind that special peer activities
be available where Indicated.

Should an adolescent be determined by the treatment team to require a special-
ized unit. on are quite right in indicating that upon notification by the superin-
tendent the referring BSC as agent for the County MIL MR Administrator. or
the latter himself should make the alternathe referral either within or outside
the holm. Region to a designated adolescent milt. hi the latter case, the sending
Regional Commissioner shall assist by ,securing agreement from the receiving
Regional Commissioner for hospitalization in his Region before the transfer of
the patient.

Should you require clarification, please feel at liberty to contactihis office.

Cost MON WEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,
September 26, 1977.

Soldect . Adoleseents Intermingled it h Adult Patients In State Mental Hospitals.
To. Superintendents State Mental Hospitals.. Regional Commissioners for MH.

County MII/MIt Administrators. Juvenile Court Judges.
From. H. Alien Handfoed. M.D.. Director. Children and Youth Services Offic

of Mental Health.
Through. Robert M. Daly. M.D., TIepnty Secretary ComaiTl;;;- of Mental

Health.
This is to call your attention 1, g_a-reeent legal opinion from our General Coun-

sel with regard to the jutermingling of adult patients and adolescents in State
mental hospaab-. }re are advismi that nothing in Act 143 or the Mont Health
Ac if 19101 prohibits plaving persons between 14 and 18 years of age with older
patients where this is deemed by us to be desirable.

We are therefore advising you that adolescent patients 14 years and older
may be hospitalized and intermingled with adult patients in all of our State
mental hospitals. They are to receive an appropriate individual treatment plan
and services as indicated by the nature'of their mental disability.

The local educational agency (sell°. 1 district or Intermediate Unit) ix to be
notified Zit the admission to the hospital so that an Individual Edneatlonal Pro-
gram under their Right to Education -Wray he-developed While they aie in the
hospital.

The intent of his policy is to insure treatment close to home and family in
the patient's own county or region. if possible. in close cooperation with his
parents or the agency of custody and the referring agency. This is to insure
rapid ieturn of the patient to ills home community.

Please also be advised th-t it is not the intent of this policy to discontinue
currently established discs.. adolescent units now present in State mental
hospitals. The presence of such units continues to he an essential part of our
mental health institutional system. Adolescents may be referred to such discrete
units if the superintendent of the hospital to which the adolescent has been ad-
mitted determines that due to extreme immaturity. special needs, or other indi-
vidual requirements pestle would best be treated in such a unit. The mecha-
nism for such a referral would be back to the referring base service unit through
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the Regional Commissioner of Me dal Health to the Regional Commissioner
of Mental Health in the Region to which the patient is being referred. All must
agree and the appropriate recent dtment instituted before such transfer may
occu r. 1

.,

With regard to staff needs. Professional* competence to treat adolescents as
well as adult patients must be astutned by the nature of the training of licensed
psychiatrists. 'Other mental hea; h professionals will be expected to cooperate
in the development of the tacit Unal treatment plans for adolescents in their
hospitals. During the nonsleepit g hours programs for adolescents such as social-
isation. recreation, as well as tiler treatment modalities shall be under the...,
direction of a Coordinator for tdolestent .progranis.

With regard to the treatmen of children 13 and younger It shall continue to
be the policy of this office the such younger children shall be treated on dis- ;
crete approved units as curren y established in selected State mental hospitals
across the State. Where such children must be hospitalized outside of their
county or region. the premiums established by Act 143 shall prevail. ,

Questions with regard to a policy should be directed to Dr. Handford or
his staff in the Office of Merl I Health.

COSI M ON MULTI I 1'5N %SYLVANIA,
July 22, 1977.

Subject: Data Request
To: It Allen Handford, M.D.
From: Ronald B. l'urtle. Ph. DI
Through : Victor X. Fongemie, Ph. D.

Per your July 22nd request,attached you will find the number of children and
youth in State Mental Hospitalk 5-19 years old (as of 6/30/76). ..

Please note that reports getersted from the data used categorical age group-
ings that combined 18 and 11 year olds. l'or future reports to be generated for
fiscal year 1977/78. the age categories of institutionalized patients can be changed
to more accurately reflect yopr datn.needs. I would appreciate your input ns to
which age categories would IA Most metal to your needs. -

1

.........,
Attachment. 1

Number of Madre,: in State n}ental hospitals .5 to 19 years of age as of June M.
;1976

Number of
Facility :

Allentown
'.,

''';

i children
81

Clarks Summit -; 22
Danville -r

21

Dixmont 7
Embreeville 23,

3"

Harrisburg
Haverford

-, 36
135

Hollidaysburg 36
Mayview 24

Norristown .s, 55

Philadelphia 40
Retreat 14

Somerset ..... 17'
Torrance ' 17

Wa rren 35

'Wernersville fr 39
Woodville 59
EPPr _,. - 47
ESSH 115

WSSH 11

Total 849

Senator BATH. Now if we could have our next panel. Mark A.
Thennes. director, National Youth Work Alliance; Barbara Sylvester,
vice chairman, National Advisory Committee on Juvenile Justice and
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Delinquency Prevention, and Pearl West, director,-,Department of
Youth Authorjtg, Sacramento, Calif.

PANEL OF: NARK A. MENSES, DIRECTOR, NAT NAL YOUTH
WORK AT.T.TANCE; BARBAR,A. SYLVFSTER, VI 'CHAIRMAN;
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON "JUVENILE STILT AND
DELINQUENCY PREVENTION; AND PURL WEST, DIRECTOR,
DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AUTHORITY, SACRAMENTO,' CALIF.

Sena tcr Ilxvii; Mr. Thennes, why don't you start o
Mr. Tiumsr.s. Thank you Senator.
I would like to thank you for the opportunity ..)-portunity to testify this,morn- ..,.+-04/ ing for the National Youth Work Alliance.
In the interest of time, I would just like to highlight some of the

issues in my written remarks. .

We had a meeting of 25 youth workers from around the country
for the National youth Work Alliance to set our youth policy posi-
tions. T would like to report on some of those and give you some otXier
comments on seine of the proposed legislation.

The alliance membership supports a higher appropriation for the
Juvenile Justice Act of $140 million, and for the Runaway Youth
Act of $25 million.

I think. Senator, that in terms of .

Senator BArii. Tf you will excuse me. I have to slip out. I will be
right back. We will have Ms. Jolly continue to preside here.

c\fr. TnExNEs. I think that if we look at seine of the things that
,mbave worked. the deinsfitutionalization of the Juvenile Justice Aet,\

'the removal of kids front jails. and the housing for runaways under
the runaway. youth program, we see that the costs for housing these
kids,hae really soared Dyer the lasi. 3 years in terms of the fuel, costs
and other energy-related costs for housing.

I think also. interms of the losses suffered from,inflation, that with
continuing the appropriation at the same level f.(fr. the last 3 years,
there is more than !significant justification to imfcrease a higher ap-
propriation level. as we have seen a decrease in the availability of serv-
ices and the purchashig power at least of the dollars now being pro-
posed.

T think the other issue that I would like to draw to your attention
I would be the position 9f the Office of Juvenile Justice.

The alliance has been supporting autonomy for the adMinistrator,
1 and a stronger role for the 'Office of Juvenile Justice. We believe the

way to best aceoalish this is throinrh a fourth organizational struc-
ture. If this could be accomplished through the Senate language and

. we obtain ii separate line ite- t in the FederaYbudget for Juvenile
Justice, we feel that this would address s.meiof our concerns.jiI think anothel concern that the alliance membership has had is

_what has happ
,concern

with delinquency prevention. The act. among
youth advoi'ates. is 'known as the Juvenile Justice Act. T think this
i-. no accident. T think that the delinquency prevention part of this
act has been totally neglected.
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Every 5 years or so the Office of Juvenile Justice will launch a
juvenile delinquency preNention program, but basically that kind of
programing around the country has come to a halt for it is very dif-
ficult to measure.

California, for example, has a small program, about $200,000 that
they fund by ith State money. I believe that the Office should be directed
to create a free-standing delinquency prevention program not unsim-

ilar_to-the-Runaway Youth Act, and perhaps some of the unobligated
funds or the reverted funds that return to OJJ from nonparticipating
States could be earmarked and put into that program.

What.we have heard from youth workers around the country is, with
the current Federal approach of coining up with Federal guidelines,
it is- in addition, on creativity coming from communities where local
communities know their needs best and are incapable of really re-
sponding in a tcreative way to a set of rigid Federal guidelines.

Any Federal delinquency prevention program should allow for the
funding of unsolicited programs that come from indigenous coinmu-
nity groups.

The other position of the alliance MITI would like to draw to your
attention was eloquently stated yesterday by the Deputy Attorney
,General, Charles Renfrew, and that is the removal of children from
jails.

The National Youth Work Alliance has gone on record as support-
ing this position. Certainly the Justice Department is to be com-
mended for their support of this position. It is probably one of tlw
'nose progressive things that the Justice Department has ever come`
out for in terms of supporting kids.

Ms. Jour. 'They should be commended. However, for 6 years, Sen-
ator Bayh, has had section 223 (1.3). which relates to the separation of
all juveniles from adults in any institution.

We understand that the Justice Department at this point over 6
years has said that only 10 States out of :if) have reported compliance'
with that section.

We really hope that they monitor that a little stronger so we just
don't have 'States that report compliance, but States who actually are
in compliance.

Mr. Trre,xxEs. I think that in the lone run, the other issue that is
related to that. T think if we look down the road to what the Juvenile
Just lee At ..hould-he doing. is trying to take a look at who is left in
the jails and theicrisons in this country.

I think the most sueeessful thine, and certainly one of the most
visible things about the, Juvenile Justice Act has been not only the de-
institutionalization and'\some of those statistiec that were reported tn
the, committee !yesterday, but also some of the changes in State legisla-
tion that have occurred in over 30 States.

I think what're see is a trade-off that was being made between what
kinds of services State. legislatures would allow to he nrovided for
status offenders and nonoffend: rs and then the trade-off was that more
serious treatment or punishment options were set up for the serious
offenders.

What we have seen is a growing number of States allow an ever-
increasing number of young. people. at younger ages. allowed into an
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adult correct' al system which s a proven failure for an over -grow-
ing num s of crimes.

I tI3in --that what we would urge tbe Congress to do in terms of
looking at a 5-year extension of the Juvenile Justice Act, to Itrok at the
possibility of creating a program or at least looking at,stime amend-
ments over the next few years that can look at what is happenine. in
terms of the inequal treatment for minority youth that ivas pointed
out yesterday.

If you take into consideration, the demographics. I think what we
will find by the mid-1980's,is a juvenile justice system in this country
that by far predominantly incarcerates minority young people.

Some of these differences in treatment I th:.nk ere obscene.
I think that the issue is not so much public safety as it is the human

services providers' inability to cope with these kids.
I think part of it, from my experience, begins /looking at the role of

m!ien service providers, particularly employed b3 public government.
I think that whiit we see in the major cities is well-intentioned

youth workers, for example. caught up and dehinnanized in a bureau-
cratic system that they are trying to work in to serve kids.

I think that any program that tries to look at what to do to lief')
IA:" that are remaining in prisons and in the jails really has to seek

to fund indigenous community groups ,in their conuminities to
serve the kids in their own communities.

I-think that is probably one of the major shortcomings, so far, of
_the JuvenileJa.stice Act.

I think the other thing that I would urge the Congress to do is
.arefully review some of the langnage contained in the House bin, par-
t' idarl the monitoring requirements and re.quirements around com-
pliance with deinstitutionalization.

Some of that language yon could drive a-Mack truck through in
term-. of the exceptions. Now whether the language in the bill itself
,lionld be changed or .-hether the language in the conference report. it
is extremely unclear. I think it would tend to weaken some of the
progress we have made with the .Tuvenile Justice Act over the last few
years.

Lastly. I would like to address the Runaway Youth Act. We have
made a number of suggestions in terms of different programing there
to increase the size of the grants.,

T think T would like to draw \a couple of thiiigs to your attention.
One of the concerns that 'w e havethere is a meeting two doors down
Ow hall, of the Senate Budget Commiltee. and they are expected later

iifternoon or tomorrow to come up with a proposal to either elimi-
nate LEA A and possibly eliminate the Office of juvenile Justice. not
,lisimilar from what. the House Budget Committee did last week.

The President has also announced a freeze on hiring. We have seen
Office of Juvenile Justice say that it needs another 50 slots.

,T think that the Congress needs to begin to look at the two titles of
act, title TI and title M. and look at. some of the rationale of how

Thee are 5;'t up in the Federal Government.
T would urge the Congress to examine two options._ The first option

would be to transfer the Runaw ay Youth Act to the Office of Juvenile
Justice.
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The Runaway Youth Act is funded with $11 million and has ap-
proximately 20 job or staff slots connected with it.

The other Juvenile Justice,Act is funded with $100 million. It-has
approximately 40 staff slots that are filled at this time.

Ms. JOLLY. That may or may not be a good idea. However, as you
know, in the entire budget proqss there is usually much difficulty when
you transfer one agency to another, to get t ho same appropriation that
agency may have in HEW, and then, the slots.

Of course, as yOu know, right, now there are no additional slots for
either the Juvenile Justice Office or HEW in tire- President's fiscal year
1981 budget.

Maybe somewhere down the line there should be all sorts of chil-
dren's programs combined in An office, an advocacy office for youth,
but right now, I think it would be very difficult to do. We can't even

/get any more slots for Juvenile Justice. Office.
Mr. THENNES. Well, I think you are addressing the concern here;

that is, that there are additional possibilities of bringing personnel on
to a comprehensive and combined juvenile justice program.

Ms. ;roux. Not when the President has a freeze on.
Mr. TitENsms. Well, if you combined the two, you need an amend-

ment on the Appropriations Act. as T understand it. to combine two.
think that the other option to give serious consideration to is the

possibility of transferring the Office of Juvenile Justice to HEW.
The original rationale for putting the Juvenile Justice Act in the

Department of Justice was that LEAA had a system in place. that they
were already funding juvenile programs and it would he easy to con-
tinue that kind of thing.

Should the Congress cut LEAA in half or cut it. out completely in
this year or next year. that rationale. diminishes.

I think that in terms of the support services that are provided to the
Office of Juvenile Just:, e..that would probably replace those both at
the national and at the local level and would probably cost us another
$10 milliodbut of juvenile justice funds,

Those support systems exist within HEW already. Tn terms of an
era of budget. cutting and fiscal responsibility. this kind of an option
I' think should be taken a look at over the next few years.

Ms. Jotax. Thank you very much, Mr. Thennes.
TIIENNES. Thank you.

Ms. roux. Barbara Sylvester. Vice Chair of the National Advisory
Committee.

TFSTIMON" OF BARBAR." SYLVESTER

Ms. SyLvEsTER. Thank yon Madame Chairperson.
Ms. :roux. Your statement will be included in the record in Nil, at

the conclusion of your oral testimony.
Ms. SYLMSTER. We would like to state to Senator Barb that we

in the Carolinas would like him to know that it has been a long time
since he has been down to meet the youth workers.

T most especially would want to thank my own senior Senator.
Strom Thurmond. for bring a part of this committee.

Ms. Jomrx. He,anologized earlier this morning for not being able
to remain here. He had to go to the Armed Services Committee
meetinz

Ms. Svr.vsTra. T think. too, that at this time T must point out and
would like it to be in the record that Senator Thurmond established
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a scholarship and a training school in South Carolina for a youngster
who would like to further his education. It is not named for Strom
Thurmond. It was named for a young man that he has Ivatehed grow
up. I would like for that to be a part of the record.

Ms. JOLLY. Certainly.
Ms. SYLvrErsn. On behalf of the National Advisory Committee, I

most certainly am delighted to be hero and submit a summary of our
position on the reauthorization.

I will-confine my comments today to present the views of the fTa-

tional Advisory Co.mmittee which we believe are the most significant
to the youth of this country and the reauthorization of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

I will then try. to the best of my ability, to answer any'questions,
Madame Chairhidv,.that you may have.

On behalf of the National Advisory Committee, wish to com-
mend you on this excellent legislation that you have been a part of, and
most certainly Senator Bavh helped initiate.

I would like to reiterate here that the National Advisory Commit-
tee has continually fought against any dilution of any part of the act,
most certainly, the stction 'dealing with children locked in jails, of
which we know there are very. very many. Yet, as with any issue
as complex as juvenile justice. I must point out to you that there
are bound to be differences of opinion, and there most certainly are.

Before I touch on those, I would like to say that your amendment,
which requires that an VA :dilation be eonducted of programs such as
"scared straight." is an excellent example of concurrence.

The National Ad isory Committee vonsidered a recommendation to
revise the .T.TDP Act to inchnle an emphasis on violent, serious, or
chronic juvenile offenders.

Although this is an important issue. the Committee opposes such
a revision in support of the existing legislation. which permits the
use of its funds for programs targeted on violent and serious crime.

Recent research indicates that the pocentage of the known juvenile-
relnted offenses inN oh ing violent and serious crime is very small.

The uniform crime reports state that approximately less 11'111'1
percent of juvenile arrests are for violent crime.

The .Tuvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has made.
and continues to make. important strides toward removing from the ,
Justice SAM t110:4. l AS ho do not need its authority tobabilitat
themselves.

We believe that the act should continne to focus on rese oung
people.

Furthermore, in the findings and declaration-, of the purpose of this
act, which is section 101. we did not find that it mentions, although
later in the act it does mention, minority youth.

The Advisors' Committee is requesting that you also include in sec-
tion 101 minority yotiths, the mentnllv retarded. the physically handi-
capped. and the developmentally disabled.

Research conducted by the National Center for .Tuvenile Justice
states that minority youths are referred to the court more often,
detained more frequently. and incarcerated at a higher rate than their
white counterparts.
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Most certainly, this is not news to us. We are very aware that these
segments of our population have been pushed aside onto thetackrow
for much too long:

We strongly recommend that additional attention and resources be
focusedAm the problems of those I have mentioned, the disadvantaged,
and minority youth, including greater emphasis on emotionally, phys-`

< ically, and-mentally disturbed juvenile offenders.
With respect to the structural position of the Office of Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention,..the Advisory Committee recom-
mends that the act be revised to provide for the Office to be a separate
organizational entity under the Office of Justice Assistance. Research
and Statistics, O.TARS, and thus, on a par with theNational Institute
of Justice, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, and the
Bureau of Justice Statistics.

We would support your amendments to delegate final authority to
the Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice for carrying out
the policy and provisions of the act.

As I have already said, we believe that the Office should be an inde-
pendent arm, or a separate box, under the OJARS structure with
provisions for the administrative authority and the support services
necessary to properly,carry out and manage the mandates of the act.

We further support that the National Institute for Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention remain within the Office and maintain
the integrity of Its research functions by retaining its authority to con-
duct basic research.

Ms. Jour. Congressman Railsback sent us a letter yesterday. He
was, of course, the first proponent of the National Institute of Juvenile
.Tustice, along with Senator Percy and Senator Bayh.

He sent Senator Bayh a very strong letter in support of retaining
that provision. We have that available.

Ms. SYLVESTER. We believe that' 0.T.TDP's mandate to provide the
necessary resources, leadership. and coordination in order to improve
the quality of juvenile justice and delinquency prevention efforts cer-
tainly warrants organizational parity,with NLT, LEAA. and B.TS.

Given our present economic situation, inflation. and the limited re-
sources available, it is crucial to demonstrate our commitment to youth
at this time by giving the Office of Juvenile .Tustice the priority it
deserves, as an independent agency under OJARS. lest it be lost In
the reorganizat.ional shuffle or diminished in the budgetary process.

k. Another issue of great concern to the NAC is the detention of
juveniles in adult jails and lockups. The Attorney General has pro-
posed that "* * * in reauthorizing the Juvenile .Tustice and Delin-
quency Prevention Act. Congress absolutely prohibit the detention or
confinement of juveniles in any institution in which adults, whether
convicted or awaiting trial, are confined."

Before I continue with that. I would like to inject my own personal
observation on this. I can hear States screaminst at the top of their
lungs. "You are not thinking about the cost of this."

T also can imagine myself asking them how many children they have
in the juvenile justice system. They would not be able to tell me, but

believe that, if I went to an area, of the country where fish hatcheries
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are, I could ask them the number of fish, hatcheries they had, and they
would shoot the ntuilber off like this..

I could ask them the amount of money _they spend on children in
trouble, 'or children with problem-, and they. could not tell me, but
they would be able to tell me the exact dollar and cents if I were asking
them about the financial operation of fish hatcheries.

So, that to me would be absolutely no excuse, not to remove children.
Ms. JOLLY. I think it would be interesting tolet the record show that

last year citizens of the United States, adults, spent more money on
toys for children and more money en pets. It is in the billions of dollars,
billions, but not the same kind of emphasis is placed on the problem
children we have.

Ms. SYLVESTER. The NAC, in its Standards for Juvenile justice,
supports the Attorney General's proposal: It is standard 4.26,-and I
read that to you now:

Detention facilities should be located within the community from which they
draw their, population. Such facilttles should not be on the grounds of an insti-
tution used to house adults accused or convicted of committing a criminal
offense.

That. is one of the NAC's standards.
The harmS and tragedies that result from the jailing of juveniles are

well documented in the testimony of Dr. Rosemary. Saul and other
experts, who were before the U.S. Senate Subcommittee to Investigate
Juvenile Delinquency of the Committee on the Judiciary, for the hear-
ings on the detention and jailing of juveniles; in 1979.

Surely we all know that placement of juveniles in adult jails, under-
the condition that they are to remain separate and apart from the
adults, has repeatedly 'failed: over and over and over again.

In the study entitled,1Children in Adult Jails: 1976," conducted by
the Children's Defense Fund, 449 jails were visited in States with sepa-
rate and apart provisions on the books, and only 35.9 percent could
assure substantial separation, 42.3 percent of the jails provided partial
separation, and 21.8 percent assured no separation.

Mr. Chairman. we hope that your committee will consider the re-
authorization proposal presented by the Attorney General for 'further
strengthening the intent of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention _id by amending section 223(a) (13). to require the removal
of juveniles from inappropriate facilities, and thus help to insure that
iuveniles will receive the services and treatment they may require and
deserve, as well as the safety to which they are entitled while being
detained.

It is absolutely no secret that the National Advisory Committee has
very emphatically stated that States not meeting that requirement of
section. 993(a) (13) should not be allowed to continue participation
in the JJDP Act.

The NAC, supports the amendments in this bill -which increase citi-
zen Participation and strengthen the role of the State advisory groups.

We have ajso recoinmended an amendment that would provide for
the representation of the State advisory groups on the National Ad-
visnry Committee.

.% s a citizen trying to imprnvp the -Juvenile justice system nationally,
and in my, ery dear State of South Carolina, I know the importance
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of increasing the opportunities for citizen advocate groups participat-

ing at the local, State, and national levels.
In closing, I would say that we can sit and we can talk and we can ,

make recommendations, but Madam Chairlady,_ until we educate
society on what the problems are, I don't think that any of our rec-
ommendations are going to save the hour.

Thank you.
Ms. JOLLY. Thank you very much, Barbara.
Peatilirest, director,Department of Youth Authority.

TESTIMONY OP PEARL WEST

Ms. WFAT. IIICNOU Mary.
I would like to ask you, as acting Chair, to extend to Senator Bayh

ink for having the opportunity' to appear here.

`Certainly in California, as much as throughout the rest of the Na-

tion, his reputation as a defender and supporter of people who are

trying to find solutions for the troubles of youth is very well known.

Ms: .Tou.r. Thank. you very much. We will make sure and let him

,know that.
Ms. WEST. Thank 'you.
He has certainly led the way toward delinquency prevention pro-

graming, deinstitutionalization of status offenders, and the preven-
tion of the locking, up of children with hardened criminals.

The, California Youth Authority, as well as the State of -California
certainly support all of these goals. I am,. here today specifically to

support reauthorization of the J.TDP Act, and as a" matter of fact, we

would also support an independent Office of Juvenile Justice and De-

linquency Prevention. and have offered. under separate cover. to the

staff, as you know. an amendment:
We support. the reauthorization, the amendment. and have also

submitted a written rationale as well as a written formal statement.
I would like to make some informal comments at this time, if I may.
California as the largest State in the 'Taw. of course, also has the

larfrest yoUth population in the State. We therefore. with our concern
for young peo "le at least as great as anybody else's, are very uncom-
fortable that despite the common,goals of the :IMP Act. California
is faced with the choice of either accepting 0.LIDP's disapnroval of

the California Youth Authority's practice in particular. for which
they want to penalize, local delinquency prevention program. in fact,

put them out of business and deprive them of $6 million. or we hiive

the choice of dismantling the country's most progressive youthful
offender system.

The California Youth Authority has its existence and its Practices
based upon a blueprint that came from the American Law Institute.
Starting in 1941. we put into effect almost that entire blueprint in
literal terms.

The blueprint itself addresced youthful offenders between the ages
of 16 and 26. Our literal jurisdiction in California today actually rims
between 8 and 25. although our actual Incarcerated population is be-
tween 15 and 23. with 2 under the age of 15 and 2 over the age of 23 at
last glance.

Nonetheless. some of these people may be under our Parole juris-
diction until they are 25 if they are felons. or 23 if they are misde-
meanants.
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The average age of the Youth Authority population is over 18.
It is this commingling _which has brought us into conflict with the
second primary goal of the Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention
Act.

This seems ironic to me especially, as I run the Youth Authority
system, because California's youth offender system brings separa-
tion to an even more careful delineation with classification and pro-
gram assignments by separating the less experienced young pert,
from ,the more experienced young person, as well as offering an oil-
portunity to separate, the more experienced and less experienced of
the youngest of the adult offenders by California's definition.

I would like to talk a little bit this morning about palifornia's sy"
tem, generally, and about the Youth Authority in particular.

California has 2S million people. They live in 58 different counties.
Delinquency prevention efforts occur through public and private or-
ganizations, primarily at the local, that is, city and county levels.

Yet, it is important for you to know that delinquency prevention
has been a, primary goal of the Youth Authority and was the first
budget priority this year, even though the legislature did not respond
in the sense that, I would like to have them, respond.

Deinstitutionalization in California has longsince been, a fact. In
the Youth Authority itself. deinstitutioaalization of status offenders
took place 2 yurs prior to the Federal requirement.

Since that time, it has occurred in all 58 counties and is being
done under the supervision of the Youth Authority.

The counties. in addition, have jig enile justice and delinquency
prevention commissions made up primarily of private citizens who
work in the area of prevention and diversion, as well as making sure
that appropriate justice is done in, the local justice system, which I
will talk about.

Those local justice systems are run by probation departments and
the ,cheriff. Probation actually has under supers ision far more peo-
ple, fortunately ()inside, than it has inside its institutions, and also
runs juvenile halls. schools. camps. and ranches.

All of these receive subsidies from the State of California through
the Youth Authority.

The sheriffs are in eharge of the fails. Tn some jails there are some
special sections which meet the requirements of the Youth Authority
and which also meet the requirements of the Federal Government.
These are places where juveniles may be detained for very short
periods of time.

The Youth Authority offer; treining to these county commissioners
which gives us a very good cadre of well-educated citizens in the
aree of delinquency prevention and diversion.

We enforce standards for the operation of juvenile halls, the camps
ranches. and schools. Those standards were brought about by bear-
ings held throughout the State with input made from all of the
counties before the standards were adopted. and again. hearings
will he held when se kind of revision is necessary.

Tn addition. a$ the State level. the Youth Authority eoordinates
delinqueney prey ontion programs throughout the State of California.
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We act as a clearinghonse of inform' ation. We-have only $200,000

out of the major general fund, but we have some other money I will

talk about later.
Our ,process, however, is. not to run delinquency prevention pro -

grains, but to evaluate them, give them money, help them with meni-
.toring, and help them to help themselves, which is what we think has

got to happen.
liow do young people then come to the Youth Authority, and let's

talk about the commingling problem. Peeple come from the Youth
Authority from two courts, the juvenile court and the criminal court.

The juvenile court May place juveniles in the Youth Authority only

as a place of last re rt. In fact, the judges in 'California are trained,
and they must indi ate_on their commitment order that they have con-
sidered every oth placement, for a young person before they. send that

young person to, wYouth Authority.
So. we getlrie kids who have had, on the average; five experiences

of being locked up at the county level before they come to us.
Thus, we separate the serious juvenile from the less serious juvenile,

:even amone. the-offenderS.
Some 16- and 17-vear-olds can now in California be waived to the

criminal court, and 'they may be and are almost uniformly sent to the
Youth Authority if fhey are found guilty of the most serious charges,
serious enough Co haVe remanded them to the criminal court.

In addition, the_criminal court has an option with 18-, 19-, and 20-

year -olds. That option is to send to the Youth Authority those people
young enough in the ways of crime that they may benefit from a reha-
bilitative mode of training and treatment, for the Youth Authority, as
opposed to the prison system in California, is entirely a rehabilitative
system.

We have in our system some otherAistinctions from a prison system'
that. people concerned about young people in trouble need to look at.

It is true, we have 10 institutions and consemwation firefighting
camps, There are no great thick cement walls around our institutions.
There are no fun turrets. There are indeed, no guns.

There are 14- or 16-foot, wire fences which occasionally get climbed
over, but that is what we have. There are no uniforms. There is no

corporal punishment.
I would not, say this is the place of choice to send somebody for a

Sunday school picnic. Do not misunderstand me. I am trying to make

the point that the Youth Authority institution geared to rehabilitation
is an entirely different place. an entirely different environment than is
a prison system.

To deny that rehabilitative possibility to 18-. 19-, and 20-year-olds,
just by virtue of having passed a certain birthday, may indeed he visit-
ing certain kinds of sins upon younge people by virtue of a birthday
11.A t. thinking people may not wish to do.

We have 5,000 young people in the Youth Authority, of which
2,600 currently are juveniles. Their average length of stay, juveniles
and adults alike, is 1 year. and may go to 12.3 months by the end of the

year.
Classification and program assignment is based on age. size, meth -

rity, physical and mental competence. interest, educational and voca-
tional needs, the presence or absence of family, as well as the criminal
history.
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Neither separation nor, indeed, any kind of program alone, can
guarantee fairness. As, indeed, members of this committee should

, know, the. Youth Authority has the LEAA exemplary ward griev-
ance program within its institutions so that people who are com-
mitted to us may indeed find another way to face their problems.

Moreover. we have. in addition. an appeals system so that any deci-
sion made about time to be served which is established by the youth-
ful offender parole board can also be appealed. Time is indeterminate
in the Youth Authority as opposed to determinate time as in the
prison system.

While no one apparently objects to Ca lifornia'S treatment efiiitt--
niles in the Youth Authority, the problem stems inch .1 to be around
Ichether or not 17- and 19-year-olds should be able to it in the same
classroom if the origin of each of those youngsters happens to be
from a different court.

Judge Renfrew yesterday talked of some new strategies and the
need for them. Perhaps for other States same of the California system
inight constitute a new strategy.

Since; juveniles are indeed defined differently in different States,
perhaps it is also time to define separation in different ways in different
States.

The Youth Authority in California
Ms. JOLLY. Of course. as you know. juveniles are defined differently

in different States, because every State has its own law.
We do not have something that is in our Juvenile Delinquency Act

that would define what a juvenile delinquent is.
Ms. WEST. I understand that.
Ms. JOLLY. We leave it up to the, States because. as yon lmow, with

all the different Senators that serve on this panel and an the different
Senators in the Senate and the Muse Members. it is very difficult to
come np with a definition that would please all of them. That is why
we defer to State law on that so that we don't have any crossovers.

Ms. WEST. I would ask that you defer to State law in some, other
areas.

The Youth Authority in California is somewhat analogous in its
relationship to counties to the Federal Government's _relationship
through OJJDP and LEAA to the States in the areas that we have

_discussed.'
We subvene funds directly to counties. We give $60 million to the

counties in the State pf California to provide local programs of pre-
vention, diversion, and correction, a part of __which is a special $18
million which is ed and may be spent only fur programs for
status offe rs.

Wo also have the aforementioned $200,000, which comes out of the
general fund fOr delinquency prevention projeCts. This money is given
directly to the local people. They put in requests for projects the same
way States do to the Federal Government.

These projects are evaluated by a State level delinquency proven-
tion commission, an eight ',ay member commission which is reporting
directly to me and is the nucleus of the Governor's State advisory
group.

Upon request. we do indeed help them write their projects, perform
their evaluations, but we do not run their projects, and do not think
wo should.
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We think, in sum, that California has an unusual, an especially good
system. We also think that the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act is an unusually good law.

With fhe intents so nearly identical between that law and the pur-
pose of the Youth Authority and the youthful offender system in
California, why slarld one indeed have to destroy the other?

It is to-avoid theinecessity of that, as well as the possible alternative
of withdraival from the act, which California will have to consider,
that California has submitted its amendment and with that amend-
ment urges reauthorization.
'Thank you.
Ms. JOLLY. Thankyou very much.
The Senator had to go to the floor. There is it vote on right now. We

tlrink you all very much for coming. Your entire statements will be
.nlnced in the record.

Any exhibits or appendixes that you want to supply, please feel free
to do so. . -

Thank you very, much.
min prepared statements of Mr. Thennesj Ms. Sylvester, and Ms.

West, 'follow :)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARK A. THENNIt8

Good morning, Senator. I wish to express my appreciation t( yon and members
of the Subcimumittee for inviting testImon:. today from the National Youth
Work Alliance on the proposed reauthorlzadon of the Juvenile am)
Delinquency Preventi2n Act (JJDPA), and Title III of that Act, the Runaway
Youth Act.

The National Youth win* Alliance is one of the largest memershin orunni-
zations of youth services agencies in the country, representing over 1,100 coin-
'nullity based ,,onth serving agencies. Established as a nonprofit natii)nal ad-
vocacy organization in 1073. the Alliance serves member piddle and private
human service providers working In nearly every area affecting young people
Including Juvenile justice. employment. education, recreation. alcohol and dm.:
abuse. running away, adolescent pregnancy and residential care.

came to work for the Alliance in 1974 specifically to work on the implemetita-
Don of the Act. During this time. these efforts to assist youth workers in becomInc
imolved :n juvenile justice advocacy have been supported by such foundations
as Field (New York). W. T. Grant. Ford. the Lilly Endowment and the Exxon
Corporation. Prior to this work l Ivas Director of the Youth Network Council
in Chicago. a youth service coalition. and the director of a ruymway center.

Time Youth Policy Committee of the Alliance Board of Directors. composed
of youth, workers from around the country. met here three weeks ago to set
policy positions for the Alliance in juvenile justice and youth employment The
followinc six positions were adopted.

1. In an effort to obtain independence for the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention (0,LIDP). the Alliance supports the coneept of the
fourth oreanizational component of the Office of Justice Assistance. Reseirell
and Statistics (OJARS). The proposed language of SB 2441 goes far in its
effort to accomplish this. With the current Congressional and Administration's
Inulga attacks on LEAA. it seems Imperative to obtain a separate budget line
item for Juvenile justice and autonomy for the OITDP Administrator. If this
can he accomplished through the Senate language. the Alliance would support it

2. The Alliance supports an appropriation of $140 million for0J.7DP for
fiscal .year 1981.,Should the LEAA budget be reduced, any loss of juvenile
Justice funds under the maintenance of effort category should be added to the
$140 million we seek for 0.T.TDP. Since 1978, the ability to serve Juveniles has
been drastically curtailed by a loss of LEAA funds and a loss of purchasing
power from- inflation. These are the funds that have traditionally served the
more serious offenders.
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3. One of ter wins( progressive requirements of the JJDPA has been the man-
dated separation of juveniles from adults in secure facilities. The Alliance
strongly urges the Congress to retain the current language of this provision.

4. The Alliance does not support the earmarking of the maintenance of efforts
for speelfic purposes. Serious crime varies from rural: to urban areas. and ;
local emiditions should dictate host these funds are to be spent on delinquent

-youth. This woidd ,become particularly important should the Congress drasti-
Icony reudee LEAA's budget. I

5. For a 'number of years now, this bill has been called tli'e Juvenile Justice Act.
This is no \accident, as it reflects the neglect that Delim nency Prevention has ;

received at both the national and local 1e. els over the last .1x years. The passage
of this Act n 1974 virtually killed delinquency preventim programming. An oc-
casional snit ative every five years by OJJDP is super!' Jai treatment of this
need. The Al lance supports an increased emphasis on linquencv Prevention,
prferably wit 1 a free standing national discretionary program not unlike the
Runaway Youth Act. This could be funded with reverted;or unobligtited funds.
Such a program should be formulated with extensive input from Indigendus 1

community groups, including the funding of unsolicited iiroposals. Local com ;, .
munities best know their problems. anti should be allowed the emotivity to re-
spond to those with this Act's framework. As a side point to this, the title given
to this billuilmuld be changed. it conveys a mistaken notion that violent crimeJs
the predominant issue and carries a connotation this bill can respond to It. For
most young people committing a crime of violence. it was an unpredictable, 'so-
kited event. Most people who are murdered are killed by people they know ih an-,
net of rage that law enforcement can only become involved in after the fact.,

0. The Alliance supports the removal of all children from adult jails. The
statement yesterday to this Subcommittee by Deputy Attorney General Charles,
Renfrew represents one of the most progressive positions ever taken by the U.S.
Department of Jastice as it relates to jukenlies, and they are to be commended
for it. Language should be ineluded in the bill to encourage states to embark
on this course. and financlalincentives offered to assist them in this. t

Obviously, there _remain other problems to be addressed in the near .'usurp
Congress should consider now. The JJIYPA has been very successful over the laat ,
six yearsln !vino% lug young people from inappropriate secure placement to coat-
munIty based settings. The Alliance looks forward to progress in this area under
the leadership of the current 0.T.TD1' Administrator. Ira Sehwartz. When one
couples the current practiciTs of the juvenile justice system's treatment,of nib
nority youth. particularly the obscene differences in punishment for the same
offenses as other with. and the growth of the minority youth population over
the next ten years. we are very close to having a juvenile justice system that
predominantly imprisons minorities. Studies show that public safety Is not the
issfie. it is -tbe human service providers inability to cope with these, kids and
giving up on them.

Thisis prifnarily an issue in our major cities. I don't believe local. public gov-
ernment can create systems conducive to humanely serving youth. More often
thou not. the local /public employee is himself dehumanized by the government
bureaucrat y he ssoilis in. We must recognize these Minion limits to government
and seek indigenous groups in communities to serve their own comumnities',youth.

In another aren. it appears three states have not complied with the 75 percent
requirement for removing youth from secure facilities. Nearly all stares ;will
have to meet the 100 percent requirement by December 31.1080. Congress must
closely notch the impat t of several more states failing to comply early next year.
and any exceptions OJJDP makes. .____________ .- ?

I would like to offer some other comments on the proposed legislation. The
current House version strikes out language calling for increased use of non-
secure community-based facilities and the discouragement of the use of ieenre
incarceration in Section 223(a) (10) (H) II. II, ill), and speaks of replicating
exemplary programs and standards. This language has lung been cited as signal-
ling to local policy milkers the intent of the JJDPA. To omit this language In
the current public debate-would. I Pettey?, send out a false signal that Congress
MIN changing its committment to these policies. The old language should be
retained. with the possible addition of the new.

I .

I urge the Senate to reject the current language in the House Bill diluting
the _equirement to monitor jails and detention facilities. Many states have

--',
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had laws for years requiring separation which, were never enforced. There is
no reason to believe the current requiremenWshould be changed

I urge the Senate to carefully scrutinize the House Bill's language related to
compliance, with deinstitutionalization and 100 percent removal of youth from
correctional facilities. The language is 'far to vague and could create enormous
loopholes without corrective language In the bill or Conference Report.

It Is also proposed that the Coordinating ,Council review all (21.1JDP inter-
agency agreements. The Alliance bas had two of these In amounts bf about
$85,000 each, one to work with the Vice President's Task Force on lentil Em-
ployment to exemine the needs ,of youthful offenders and one for the National
Youth Workers Conference June 18-21, 1980 at The American University. The
agenda of group called upon to coordinate federal youth policy should not
be jammed ffill these small matters. Besides, there Is enough delays Inherent in
the federal funding process already. The Council should limit Its review to those

agreements over $1 million, the 11111 or Conference Report should reflect this.
I support the National Advisory Committee's position on Coordinating Council

membership ,Iairticula :y requiring OMR to sit on it.

TITLE III: THE RUNAWAY AND HOMELESS 'YOUTH ACT .

The only official position taken by the Alliance on this Act is to subport an ap-
proprialion lever of $2 million for fiscal year 1081. Jur previous experience
leads me to offer the following comments on the proposed bill.

1. The muslin= limit on grants should be raised to $150.000. Inflation has
been taking Its toll on youth services, particularly those providing housing
whose energy costs have soared.

2. The langnege.regarding the national felecommunientions system should be
supported. This has been one of the most successful efforts funded .mider tile
Act, and Provides invaluable service to runawns and homeless youth and their
families.

3. A higher authorization level. $35 million, for the five years should be sought;
Congress rarely appropriates anything close to the authorized levels, and a higher
level may be helpful in the future for obtaining more funds.

4. The language in ttie-House Bill related to repented runaways should be
supported. Youth advocates have long encountered arguments about "chronic
status offenders.- Several model prbgrams exist and funding of these under this
Act should be encouraged,

5. Transfer of unobliguted funds uncle? Title II to Title III-should be opposed
As noted. such funds could be used to fund a standing delinquency prevention
prograni_or provide alternatives to Incarceration Time current OITDP Admin-
istrator appears to be making headway In 'eliminating this problem. He should
be given an opportunity to obligate those funds.

6. Should the Administrattim,propose » three year phase out of programs, you
should he aware that the youth service community is divided on this issue. If
It is the Intent of Congress to expand services to runaway and homeless youth.
some language that suoports phasing out existing grantees is necessary. although
exceptions should be allowed. Several of the current grantees have been receiving
federal funds since1973:

As you know. time President has placed a freeze on hiring new posRinns the
government. .V the same time 0.1.1DP maintains it needs an additional 50 staff
slots to adequately run itts program, which It will probably not receive. The
current budget crisis leaves many services to young people on jeopardy. partic-
ularly those fended with LEAA funds. Given these eonditions. the Congress
should vonsider the folloalng options:

1. Transfer the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act to f)J.7DP. The $11 million
Rensway Youth Act has about 20 Ats and the $100 million j1DPA has about
40. 03JDP is ehrnulFailv understaffed. with no relief in sight. In the Interest
of economy and efficiency in national youth pollee, the merger of these two two-
grams should he given serious consideration. The runaway program would he
trancfeired to ()IMP. the slots, would he earmarked and transferred in the
apornpriations process, and HEW would be remised to meintnin Its current
level of youth services effort currently underway with non-Runaway Youth Act
fen4s. A one year obese in shnnhi be set.

1 2. ()IMP should be,transferred to HEW, merging the Youth Development
Bureau !nto its program.

The rational frnm Sen. Hruska in 1974 NVI13 that LEAA already bad a system
in place. and therefore OJJDP should he there. It appears Congress is intent
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on dismantling that sy and seriously cutting back juvenile justice funds
under the Justice Sys in Improvement Act of 1979. If Congress is to phase out
LEAA over the next f v years. it would be more Beneficial to have OJJP in HEW,
which could provide he extensive support functions that would be. no longer
available to OJJI)P .ven If'LEAA should be cutin half, the support functions
for OJJDP in, IE. are seriously Jeopardized. This option would also have the
20 staff slots of II ,W available to 0.LIDP programming.

Thank you for the opportunity. to testify on this critically needed legislation.
I would be happy to answer any questions. d '

PREPARED STAMMICT or BARHARA T. SYLVERTFit

Thank you Mr. Chairinan. As the Vice Chair of the National Advisory Com-
mittee, I am pleased to have hvn asked to testify before you and this Committee
today. and, the Senior Senator from my own State of South Carolina. Mr. Strom
Thurmond.

Since the NAC has submitted a summary of all its positions concerning
Reauthorization to you along with the statement which I will read and submit
for the record. I will confine my comments today to present the views of the
rational Advisory Cornmitt.se which we believe are the r. st significant to the
youth of this country Through Reauthorization of H. avenlie Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act. I eHl then be pleased to answer any questions that
you may have.

First, on behalf of Mr. C. Joseph Anderson, Chair of the SAC, and the full,
Committee, I wish to commend you on this excellust legislation. It Addresses
issues which the Adylsory Committee has discussed during the year and many of
our recommendations concur with those proposed in S. 2441. ate "Violent Juvenile
Crime Control Act of-19S0." Your amendment which requires that an evaluation
be conducted of aversion-type programs (such as "Seared Straight") is an
excellent example of such concurrence.

Yet. as with :Ivy issue as complex as those before us. there are bound to be
differences of opinion.

The NAC considered a recommendation to revise the J.TDP Act to include an
emphasis on the violent, serious. or chrimie Juvenile offender. Although this is
an important issue. the Committee opposes such a revision in support of the exist- .

Ing legislation. witch permits the use of its fundk for programs targeted on
violent and serious crime. Recent research indicates that the percentage of the
known Juvenile-related offenses involving violent and serious crime is very
small. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has. and continues,
to make Important strides toward remoying from the Justice Svstem those youths
who do not need Its authority to hakilitate themselves. We belltve that the Act
should continue to ft:rens on these yoting people.

Furthermore. since the NAC has discussed the preliminary findings of the
research conducted by the National Center for Juvenile Justice. which states:
"that minority youth alre referred to court more often, detained mere frequently,
and incarcerated nt higher rare than their white- connterparts(:" we stongiy
recommeraLthat additional attention and resources be focused ou the problem of
disadvantaged pad minority y suit!' including emphasis (41 the emotionally. phys-
ienUv disabled Juvenile offender.

With respect to the structural position of the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP). the Advisory Committee recommends that the
Act he revised to provide that the Office be a separate organizational entity under
the OfIk' of Justice Assistance. Research and Statistics (MARS) : and thus.
op a par with the National institute of Justice INIJ). the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (TEAM. and th. Rureatt of Justice Statistics (MTS).

We would support your amendments to delegate final authority to the Adminis-
trator of the Office of Juvenile Justice for carrying out the policy and provisions
of the Act. However. we believe that the Office should be all independent arm (o
separate "box") under the OJARS structure with provisions for the admini
tire authority and the support services necessary to properly carry out and
age the mandates of the Act.

Wwfurrher support tint the National Institute for Juvenile .nano and Delhi-
queucv Prevention (NIJJDP) remain within the Office and maintain the integ
rity of its research functions by retaining its authority to ronduct basic research.

/ $
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One of the strengths of_the-Odice, -add in our opinion, a unique aspect of OJJIYP

compared to other federal agencies, is that programs are based on documented

_needs. and the results of these programs are evaluated to determine what has
and what has not been effective. The mandated research, evaluation, training and
information functions of the National Institute, within OJJDP, must not be lost.

We believe. Mr. Chairman, that 0.1.1DP's mandate to provide the necessary
resources, leadership, and coordination in order to improve the quality of juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention efforts certainly warrants organizational
parity with NIJ, LEAA. and BJS.

our present economic situation, inflation. and the limited resources
at.:11nble, it is crucial to demonstrate our commitment to youth at this time by
giving the °dice of Juvenile Justice the priority it deserves. as an independent
agency under OJARS, lest it be lost in the reorgainizational shuffle or diminished
in the budgetary process. '

Another issue of great concern to the National Advisory Cotnr.-..ittee is the
detention of juveniles in adult jails or lockups The Attorney General has pro-
posed that ". . . in Reauthorizing the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act Congress absolutel3 prohibit the detention or continemect of juveniles in
any institution in %vbt h adults. whether convicted or awaiting trial are confined."

The NAC, in its Standards for Juvenile Justice. supports the Attorney Gen -
eral's proposal. Standard-4.26 state :

"Detention facilities should lie located within the community from which they
draw their population. Such facilities should not be on the grounds of an insti-
tution w.ed to house adults accused or convicted of committing a criminal
offense."

The harms and tragedies that result from the jailing of juvenileare well
documented_ in the testimony of Dr. Rosemary Sarri and other experts, who were
before the U.S. Senate Sul,comm:ttee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency of the
Committee on the Judiciary for Hearings on the Detettion and Jailing of
Juveniles (1973).

Placement of juveniles in adult jails under the condition that they are to
remain -,,eparate and apart" from the adults, has repeatedly failed.

In the study entitled "Children in Adult Jails: 1976". conducted by the Chil-
dren , liefense A mid. 149 jails Mere visited in states with "separate awl apart"
provi s on the books. only 35.9 percent could assure substantial sepa:ation
42.3 p cent of the jails provided partial separation ; and. 21.8 percent assured
no separation whatsoever.

Mr. Chairman. we hope that your Committee will consider the reauthorization
proposal presented by the Attorney General for further strengthening the intent
of the Juvenile .instice and Delinquency Prevention Act by amending Section 223
in 1113 to require the remo%al of juveniles from inappropriate froilities, and
thus help to ensure that juveniles will receive the services and treatment they
may v require, as well as the safety to which they are entitled, while being detained

Finally. the NA(' support,- the amendments in this bill which increase citizen
pai ticipat ion and ,trengthen the role of the state Advisory Groups. We have also
reeonunended an amendment which would provide for the representation of the
SAG's on the National Advisory Committee. As a citizen trying to improve the
juvenile justioe stem in my State of South C,,trolina. I know the imigirtance of

inerefesing the opportunities for Advisory___Group piirtiCipation at the Inca, state,
and natioanl levels of government;

Thank you for the invitation to present the views of the National Advisory
Committee today.

PM:PARED STATEMENT u PEAut. 8. WEST

It is with pleasure that I offer to the Constitution Subcommittee this testi-
mony regarding the particular issue that confounded the State of Cali-
fornia in its effort, to meet the requiren ents of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Pre onion Act. The issue is that pf tick ration of juvenile and adult
offender,, as embodied In Section 223ta 1 (13) d( the Act and as reflected in mate-

. rials subsequently de%eloped by 0.1.TDP addressing the objective of the removal
of juveniles from adult jails. lock-ups, and prisons.

The California Youth Authority has been in existence since 19-11. Its enabling
legislation was based on the Model Youth Correction Authority Act drafted by
the American Law Institute. For over 35 years. the Youth Auhtority has operated
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as California's 'disposition of last resot for the juvenile courts and as an alter-
native for the criminal courts providli g a rehabilitative and less punitive option
than state prison for adult offenders under the age of 21. Pursuant to the Cali-
fornia Youth Authority Act. all persons tinder the jurisdiction of the Youth Au-
thority are responded to on the basis of their personalized treatment needs. An
indeterminate approach to ctaitinement periods. and institutional program place-
ment is based »pm) individualized assessment of behavior patterns, educatiOnal
and social history, competence and ability, for example, rather than simply age
or court of commitment. -

In 1974. of course, the Juvenile .Tustice, and Delinquency Prevention ct was
enacted. The provision with which the Youth Authority is most !mil ediately
concerned. the separation requirement. did not on its face recognize br other-
wise speak to the youthful offender system concept. To the extent that we have
been able to ascertain. thezmotivatIng 'force for the inclusion of the /separation
requirement was the well-founded concern that juvenile delinquents ere subject
to criminal contamination and/or phySical brutalization as a res fit of being
placed in jails and prisons in contact with hardened, mature, ad It offenders.
The existence of an alternative. such as, a youthfnl offender sys em, for'sate-
guarding young people was apparently either not brought befo the Congress
or was not seriously considered. It is apparent that there was n intent on the
part of, Congre-s at that time to create a conflict with the C lifornia Youth
Authority specifically or with youthful offender systems genera y. .1

In that regard. I have. in recent months. had occasion to rev' w maferiarthat
I believe was prepared by OITDP concerning the rationale tilized in deter-
mining the required level of separation necessary for cowl' nce with' Section
2231a) I 13 i . Such material is replete with references to th negative aspects
of placing jin elides iii adult jails and pri:lons. It refers to the egat!ve self-image
that accrue.: to Jo% elide Offenders being 'aggravated by impe sonal and destruc-
the nature of adult jails and lockups." It notes that "tl.e oc nrrence of physical
harm and sexual abuse of juveniles by adults is well doct mented and greatly
increased %%Rhin the secure and obscure confines of an ad t jail or lockup." In
short. it quite clearly indicates that the traditional ads jail, lockup or prison
was the focus of the implementation of Section 223 a) (13). A copy of this
umterial is attached.

The youthful offender system that we have in alifornia simply is not an
adult jail. lockup, or prison. While most of the f Hides are fenced

Lethalnot highly secure. at least as that term is utilize(! lodeseribelm sirs. Lethal
weapons are not 71%ailahle hi there institi 'oils. tithe do Dot wear un forms Staff
of both sexes. perforInbIL._all car ( tom of super ing and counseli> g activities,
workinand-among the young people within our institutions. Nctwithstanding

--tire-presem e of a substantial number of young adults. who would but for the
exktetoe of the Youth Authority. have been sentenced to state prison. our facil-
ities are characteristic 14 juvenile rehabilitative facilities. rathe than state
preoons.

The record of our extended discussions with the Office of :Inv nile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention and w ith T.1.3.1.1 clearly establishes th t toe merit
of the programs of the California Youth,Anthority has not been at &sue. What
has been at issue is the discretion of the federal authorities to r ognize and
sanction a youthful. offender system. While the OJJDP has. daring the coarse
of our dins ussions. amended its position as to the criteria for separation to a
certain degree. they have not been able to see their way clear to fully recognize
the youthful offeilder concept. It is for the purpose of extending to th OJJDP
discretion to so act that I appear before you today to urge a speelt1 amend-
ment to the Act.

Notwithstanding the fact that the quality of the Youth Authority's programs
has nut been put at issue by 0.T.IDP or ',FAA, I am not unmindful of the fact
that there are those tt ho do question our programs and %%Ma have recently done
via national publications. I do,not doubt that their beliefs are sincerely hold. It
is ino-4 unlikely that anything that I might say before this comtnittee would dis-
suade them froth such bt-liefs. I can only extend to such individuals and organi-
zations, as w ell as to this committee and any others %vim may be interested. our
ctalidIng invitations to visit our facilities as hundreds of national and interna-
tional %I:dams di every year. and to examine our programs so that such negative
opinions as may still pe;.sist will at least be based on first-hand observation,
rather'than on emotion and hearsay.

i
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In that same regard. I do not wi.b to be viewed as being in favor of anything
less than the best possible programs and facilities for n11 young people, and I
would be remiss if I did not bring to the suicommittee's attention the fact that
there is nothing whatsoever about the separation requirement per se that guaran-
tees or even promotes better resources for juveniles or young adult offenders.
Separation In and of Itself %%111 nut improve programs. If anything. it will. at least
ti,the present fiscal climate in California, cause a reduction of the quality of
programs as desperately needed resources %%mild have to be diverted from pirsent-
program uses to meet the considerable expense of the program duplication that
would be necessitated by separation.

I am also aware that there are those who are of the opinion that California
locks up an Inordinate number of young people and that. were our confinement
ratios more in line with the remainder of the nation. the difficulties presented by
the separation requirement would not lie as great. Again. I do not doubt that such
beliefs are sincerely held. I. in fact. share the concerns over the numbers of young
people. in California as well as elsewhere, who are In secure custody. I would
point out. Iwo ever, that just as v.e are currently in an era of anti-government
fiscal revolt. we are also continuing to experience a seemingly ever increasing
"get tough on crime- attitude on the part of the public. the nulleiary. and the
Legislature. It is simply not currently realistic. at least in the State of California.
to expect any dramatic reversal in the trends of incarceration of offenders of
whatever age. Those of us who are concerned about such matters are, at best.
fighting a holding action.

In that connection. you may wish to be aware of the fact that my department
presently administers a loval justice system subvention prograin of approsimateiy--
tat mullion dollars. under which we provide funds to the counties-lb-defray local
justice system costs. %%MI the entitlement-of each county to such funds being
dependent on the (.onity toit_exceefinig a prescribed number of persons committed
to enber_the-state prison system or to the Youth Authority. Via this program,
ve-priivide much needed dollars to the local gm ernmental authorities, uho then
distribute them throughout the local criminal and juvenile hisice systems to sup-
port local prolcation departments. development of community alternatives to
incarceration, and a variety of other local efforts. In fiscal year 197S-79. for i»-
stance. over four million dollars meat to private community-based agencies and
over 34 million dollars went to ham) probation department, for such purposes

I would like to return. for a moment. to the issue of numbers of young peo-
ple incarcerated ninth] the state. There were, as of December 31. 1979. approxi-
mately -1750 y going petmle within the facilities td the Youth Authority Of that
total. 2.663. or rat percent. were committed to the depailtnient from the juvenile
courts. Of the total of 4756. 1025 had not y et attained their ISth birthday Most
of the 1025 were _on mule coon commitments. %%MI a few being Illinois who had
been valved to the adult courts and then. as an alternative to state prison. been
committed to the Youth Authority. As of the same December 31. 19711 date, there
were 9317 persons omfined by the local authorities in juvenile halls or loeni

juvenile homes. ranches and camps.
The point of the above, and again notwithstanding the concern that I share

regarding the 1111111bers of young people under secure custody in the state, is that
tb- Youth Authority accounts for a relatively small proportion (approximately
:600 If a total of almost S00), or less than 20 percent ) of the minors who are
being detained or confined in the state. Those Ivho conic to us Lave. for the most
part. I een given every opportunity to succeed at the local level prior to co-
mitmett to us. We are. in plain fact, the last resource available to the juvenile
courts with under culifornin pave. we may be so utilized by the juvenile courts
only after all local alternatives have been considered and rejected.

I believe that it might be appropriate at this point to briefly comment on what
I has e perceived as an attitude on the part of those interested in this issue to

,hold the very highest degree of concern for juveniles %%Idle exhibiting minimal.
if any. concern far.--t-ho:sc-Sittne individuals once they are a year or two older.
The age of majority differs. of course, from state to stlito. Some states, I under-
stand. place it as low aN Ill. Others are higher I must confess to some difficulty
with the notion that a 17-year-old juvenile in one state is worthy oLcone-enh
while a 17-year-old adult In another state is no longer a legitimate subject of
interest. I have four sons. No doubt some of you are also parents of children
who are over the age of 18, and I am sure that neither you nor I have lost in-_
terest in them as they have attained their majority. Young people are not pre-
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cipitously projected into mature adults at the magic tick of the clock that marks
their ltstli birthday. Maturing is a gradual process. stretching over several years,
varying front one iu Waal to another 'I he 17 year Ohl I if twiny will be the
1S } ear old of tollItort1)%t anti it strike, tut as tragic and illogfeal that we, the
collective bureaucracy. should focus so closely on the class of Individuals de-
fined by laws as jut mines that we forget or ignore that the individual human
beings oho comprise that t lass will soon be adults. albeit young, pinuatare,
adults, anal will for the most part. still Lane the same hopes, needs, and prob-
lems toniorroo that they du today. Moreover. o Rh Americans increasing in
lunge% its, a valid argument can -lie made for longer, earlier, investments ifi cor-
rections as well as education.

Filially. 1 should also point out to.dir-s4committee. that there Is nothing con-
tained in the separation requirement that is directed toward the reduction of the
number:, of young people confined at the state let el. Separation %%Ill not reduce
the need to remove certain hull% iduals from society as decided by the public,
the Legislature, or the courts.

It is my belief that the interests of the public, from both a fiscal and social
amid the interests of those itinutig the young of our citizenry who run afoul

up tho law, would be best sened by an amendment to the Act that wOuld sane-
titm, if not encmirage. the youthful offender concept. These interests will be best
se, %et! because the youthful offender concept accomplishes too primary and
oortho objectives. First, it treat y ming people as individuals, rather than

teiortes. ma the oileiable flexibility it offa rds to respond to the needs
of such individuals throughoul their entire transition from childhood to mature
adulthood. Second. it maximize., resources by pro% iding. a means to separate the
serhins`jut elide offender from tile le,, serious juc (mile offender, and the less seri-

yiimig adult offender from the more serious and mature adult offender, mak-
ing it possible to respond higii ally to the needs of the individuals within those
group-. aathunt (11111el tq.sar3 aia wasteful deference to arbitrary classification
lased just on ehronoliazical age.

1 offer mall an amendment oath full a o arenu,s of the existence of the divergent
ponds of two noted Iirevionsly. as well as wit a o areness of the oft-spoken con-
cern that such an amendment Dill soniehoo open a "loophole.- if you will, for
sines dm uuat amt the Act. The amendment o Mich I am urging, a copy of which
is attached to this statement, attempts to respond, in a reasonable fashion, to
these concerts,

Ba-it ally, tla alittlitintent would lease in the la o the separation requirtment,
with the further pro% iso that sutb tralniruaeint %%mild not be deemed to be riO-
lated by a ;manful ,flentle. tein a, ertain conditions were met. The
condith;11, are I1t that the mate hate an extensie array of local sera-ices avail-
able a haLla %could be required to be utilized fin the particular juvenile offender
unless such local sem ice, are. after Milk ideal consideration. deemed unsuit-
able for the janeiule by the coact. 12i that the youthful offender system be a
creature of state statute. not just administrative policy, and that it have re-
habilitation its statutory purpose. tfia that its availability be limited to juve-
nil., o ho alitiAtt be responded 1.0 III satisfactory manner at the local level, and
to I's. 19 and 20 3 ear olds as %t ell, lu arm' devilled inappropriate for state prison,

I It that iich ysteni hale ophisticated classification system that ealuotes
the tido( ailonal. smHial. PS3 10,1,1gal al and play sit al aharacteri,tics and needs as

part of aii nun% idualized prtigraw plaeettient process, and that the youth-
ful iiffewlei %stein be operated by ,a state goceruniental entity that is separate
and independent from the state prison system.

The proposed antendnint furthest require, that the Administrator of the OJJD1'
make 4111 afiiruaaUaa 111111lig that all a the noted requirement., ha% e been niet. The
slim impurenients. (ouplad wain III( I elMallSibilit3 placed 011 the Administra-
tion w ill. in my judgment. prio ide deist. safeguards oeuessary to assure that the
interem of the public. the ,unmade. and the youthful offenders are all met.
Woburn w al from the .1. t 1110 be the only reasonable a Iterna t e left to California
and othi r state. -Math! the federal gm( mould o tali to be totally inflexible in its
direga n1 of ,ta right, to determine the nature of jtoeni -orreetions *stoats
at the mate let el. lit I aliforma. for UNalample, where our 1979 as d 19S0 plaits have
been rejet ted and the Mate found out of compliance o ith the .T. 1)1' t, funds to
1114110 101 al delinqueito pre% minim programs may be embargo d because of the
design of its liktorii ally effective state let el jut enile and 3 mini ful offender
correi Faced o I th this situation. our chokes are eo they include:
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1. California's withdrawal from pa rtieipation In the Act. This would mban the
_death of hundreds of local delinquency prevention programs which depend on
JJUI' funds. The ('at tondo Youth Authority uses no .1.11)1' funds for its institti-
tional programs.

2. Statutory action by the state to dismantle the state's youthful offender cor-
rectional system. This would result in 2.000 youthful offenders presently in the
California lout!) Anthority being roomed from a rehabilitative system and added
to the 23,000 adult prison population in California.

3. Administrative action to separate segments of the Youth Authority's popu-
lation. This would result iu a inograin duplication costing a minimum of $3 million

..and which may well lessen and certainly not improve the rehabilitative programs
of the Youth Authority.

Flintily. in support of the fact that the Congress apparently did not intend to
usurp states' rights by dictating the exat t nature of state level juvenile and youth-
ful offender correctional systems, the 0.1.11)1I has had great difficulty in applying
the separation requirement Ps Kt <ently stated. In California, for example, In
1975 it was mandated by (1.1.I1)1' that California should separate its state level
juvenile and youthful otTender correctional population acco %ling to the court of
commitment. In 1079, this decision was changed to mandate that we shonld
separate those-over lb from those under IS. In eonelusion. it seems to me that it
is inappropriate to insist on the destruction of an effective youthful offender sys-
tem at the state level in order to meet the separation requirement when it is very
clear that ePII the definition of the age of juvenile varies among the states.

It would be appropriate at this point for me to speak to the provisions of
Senate Bill 2441. the Violent Juvenile Crime Control Act of 1980. I am advised
that the bill amends the law by, among other pros isions. requiring that 19_15
percent of the total appropriation of Title I of the Justice Improvement Act be
targeted for 'migrants aimed to curb certain violent crimes committed by juve-
niles and by adding to the purposes of the 1974 Act the giving of additional
attention to the identification. apprehension, six eery adjudication, sentencing,
and rehabilitation of juveniles who commit iiilent crimes. i support such provi-
sions. I believe that such recognition and effort directed toward that small
pereenrage of minors vv ho do °commit crimes of violence is long overdue.

I would sugi..est. however. that the particular list of the five offenses to be
the subject of the effort should be somewhat more comprehensive and should
perhaps be &tined I,y the Ailaria1stration via the rule-making process, rather
than by speedos statutory list. Kidnapping. for instance. or forcible sex offenses
other than rape. should not he merlooked. I should 211SO point out that Senate
Bill 2441 does not speak to the issue that is of primary eoneern to the Cali-
fornia Youth Authority. toe separation requirement. The perpetuation, if not
furtherance, of the youthful offender system concept is, ha my judgment, most
consistent with the provisions of the Violent Juvenile Crime Control Act of
19S0 and should he included in such legislation.

I do appreciate this 4ippirtunit3 to present our concerns to the subcommit-
tee. I stand ready to pros ide whatever additional information the subcom-
mittee may deem imeessary to satisfy itself that our. proposal is worthy of in-
clusion in the reauthorization of the Act. Thank you.

RATIONALE UTILIZFO IN DETERMINING THE LE% El. OF SEPARATION KR COMPLIAN(
WITTE SECTION 223(a)(13) OF THE .7.1DP Acr

Section °_231 a 1 1131 of the :IMP Act states that juveniles alleged to be or
found to be delltiquebt, status offenders and non-offenders shall not be detained
or confined in any institution in which they have regular contact with adult
persons incarcerated because they have been convicted of a crime or are ay aft Inc
trial on crimioal chi.rges. 011DP's initial effort focused on determining and
defining the level of separation necessary for compliance with Section 221(a)(13)
because of a lack of Clarity in the statutory language'{ In this effort OKIDP
considered all possible levels of "contact."

Working from, the premise that regular contact between juveniles and adult
offenders was detrimental and shonld be eihninated in secure eonfinemmt fa
eilities. the effort was directed at w oat types of contact should be prohibited
Thelez,b_o contactconta t which were considered included physical. visual, ohm!. and
environmental. These various levels of contact were defined as follows :

1:69
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No Separation: Adult inmates and juveniles can have physical, visual, and
aural contact with each other.

Physical Separation: Adult Inmates and juveniles cannot have physical con-
tact with each other.

Sight Separation : Conversation possible between adult inmates and juveniles
although they cannot see each other.

Sound Separation : Adult inmates and juveniles can see each other hut no
conversation Is possible.

light and Sound Separation : Adult inmates and juveniles cannot see each
other and no conversation is possible.

Environmental Separation : Adult Inmates and juveniles are not placed in the
same facility. Facility is defined agii place, an institution, a building or part
thereof. a set of buildings or an area whether or not enclosing a building, which
Is used for the secure confinement of adult criminal offenders.

A common thread which ran- throughout this effort was an attitude which
approached each of the issues from an advocacy posture on behalf of youth.
Considerable attention focused on the traffitIonal representation of police.
jailers. the courts and correctional officials, as well as the taxpayers and the
architects. In matters,related to the elimination- of regular contact (or estab-
lishing it in the first place). It was clear that from an operational, financial.
and design perspective that a limited Interpretation of regular contact, such as
physical only. would be the most expedient. most convenient, and least costly
alternative. Obviously. this is not what the Act Intended. Throughlut the
Act mandates an advocacy posture on behalf of young people on all relevant
issues and seeks to provide a voice, or representation. for their interests in the
planning and operation of the juvenile justice system. It is from this perspective
that 0.1.I1)1' addressed the Issue of "separation."

A principle area of concern was the intent of Congress as developed in testi-
mony before the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency.
The hearings on the Detention and Jailing of Juveniles in 1973 provided the
following observations from the Senate Subcommittee:

Regardless of the reasons that might be brought forth to justify jailing
juveniles. the practice Is destructive for the child who is incarcerated and
dangerous for the community that permits youth to be handled in harmful
ways.

Despite frequent and tragic stories of suicide, rape and abuses. the place-
ment of juveniles hi jails has not abated in recent years. A significant change
in spite of these circumstances has not occurred in the vast majority of
states. An accurate estimate of the extent of juvenile jailing in the United
States does not exist. There is. however, ample evidence to show that the
volume of juveniles detained has increased In recent years. The National
Council on Crime and Delinquency in i9 reported an estimate of 87,591
juveniles jailed in that Sarri found that genie knowledgeable persons
estimate that this has increased to today's high of 300.000 minors in one
year. Approximately 66 percent of those juveniles detained in jail were await-
ing trial. The lack of any alternatives has been most frequently cited as a
reason for detaining more and more youngsters in adult jails. (Subcom-
mittee to Juvenile Delinquency. Committee on the Judiciary. U.S. Senate
Hearings on the Detention and Jailing of Juveniles. 1973).

In expanding on this observation by the Senate Subcommittee. consideration
was given to a variety of information ources including research and surveys.
informed opinion and standards. state legislation. court litigation. and common
usage in the field.

RESEARCH

Recent research and surveys formed a frame of reference concerning the
extent of the problem being addressed and established a philosophical foun-
dation for the consideration of "I' oration." It is important to note that the
principle source of hiformation used below was formulated by the Children's
Defense Fund in their ploneerim; Mtn& of Children in Adult Jails (1976) and
includes on-site sure} of near]; 500 jails and lockups in 126 counties In nine
states. This is an important consideration given the historical controversy which
exists of Juvenile Corrections' Under Lock and Key which did not include the
magnitude of on site evalna`lon. but provides an exhaustive survey of the exist-
ing literature on the subject of juveniles in adult jails and lockups.
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The studies found that the placement of children in adult jails and lockups
has long been a moral issue in this country which has been characterized by
sporadfq public concern and only minimal action towards resolution of the
problem.

It is suspected that the general lack of public awareness with respect to this
problem and the lou level of official action is exacerbated by the absence of
meaningful informathm. as to the extent of the practice and the_low visibility
of juveniles placed in jails and lockups. This situation is perpetuated by official
rhetoric which cloaks the practice of jailing juveniles In a variety of poorly
conceived rationales. In fact, the time honored but unsubstantiated "rationales"
of public safety, protection from themselves or their environments, and lack
.of alternatives break down under: close scrutiny. In reality, the aggressive, un-
predictable threat to public safety perceived by the community is often small,
shy, and frightened. The Children's Defense Fund indicates that 18 percent of
the juveniles in jail, in a nine state area. have not even been charged with an
net which would be a crime if committed by an adult ; 4 percent have committed
no offense at all. Of those jailed on eriminnl-type offenses, a full 88 Percent are
there on property and minor offenses. M is the case with all public institutions,
minorities and the poor are disproportionately represented. .

Not until 1971 did a clear and comprehensive picture of jails surface with the
completion of the National Jail Cen.sus. By its own admission. the Census showed
only a snapshot of American jails and the people who live in them. Significantly.
the Census excluded those facilities holding persons less than 48 hours. This is
critical with respcet to juveniles in that is it the police lockup and the drunk
tank to which juvimiles are so often relegated under the guise of "separation."
The Census did. however. give us the first clear indication of the number of
juveniles held in jail. On March 15. 1970. 7.800 juveniles were living in 4.037
jails. A comparable census in 1974 estimated that the number had grown to
12.744.- The inadequacy of the data is compounded when a determination of the
number of juveniles admitted to adult jails and lockups each year is sought.
Surveys conducted by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency and the
National Ass sment of Juvenile Corrections indicate ,that this -figure ranges
from 50.000 t ) 3 0 0 . 0 0 0 , The Children's Defense Fund. in its study of children
hi adult jalls, mlicates that even the half million figure is "grossly understated"
and that "there is an appalling vacuum of information . . . when it comes to
children in jail." Regardless of the true figure it is Near that the practice of
Jailing juveniles has not diminished during the last decade.

While the arguments for placing juveniles in jails are fragile and founded on
incomplete and contradictory information. the arguments against holding juve-
niles in jail are pervasive and along scientific Hues. They are summarized below.

. . . the "criminal" label creates a stigma_whieh will exist far longer than
the period of incarceration. This stigma increases as the size of the com-
munity decreases and affects the availability of social, educational. and em-
ployment opportunities available to youth. Further. it is doubtful if the
community's perception of the juvenile quarters In the county jail is any
different than that of the jail itself.

. . . the negative self image which a youth often adopts when processed
by the juvenile system is aggravated by the impersonal and destructive
nature of adult jails and lockups. Research continues to document the
deleterious effects of incarceration and the conclusion that this experience.
in and of itself, may be a contributing factor to continued delinquent
activity.

. . . the practice of holding juveniles in adult jails is contrary to the
development of juvenile law and the juvenile justice system whieh. during
the past 70 years has adamantly emphasized the separation of the juvenile
and adult systems.

. . . the occurrence of physical harm and sexual abuse of juveniles by
adults is well documented and greatly increased within the secure and ob-
scure confines of an adult jail or lockup.

In 1974, the National Assessment of Juvenile Corrections assumed and defended
the position that "placing juveni;es in adult jails and lockups should be entirely
eliminated." Similarly, the Children's Defense Fund advoented. "to achieve the
goal of ending jail incarceration of children. states should review their laws to
prohibit absolutely the holding of children of juvenile court age in jails or lockups
used .for adult offenders."
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STANDARDS

As early as 1961, the National Council on Crime and Delinquency stated that:
The answer to the problem is to be found neither in "writing off" the

sophisticated-youth by jailing him nor in building separate and better de-
signed juvenile quarters in jails and police lockups. The treatment of youth-
ful offenders must be divorced from the jail and other expensive "money
saving" methods of handling adults.

The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Jus-
tice established that "adequate and appropriate separate detention facilities for
juveniles should be provided." (The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, 1967,
Page 87.)

Subsequent national standards in the area of juvenile justice and delinquency
-prevention reaffirmed this position.

The National Advisory Commission on Crim:nal Justice Standards and GOals
states that "jails should not be used for the detention of juveniles." (NAC Task
Force Report on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 22.3.
.1976, Page 667.)

The American Bar Association and th' Institute for Judicial Administration
stated that "the interim detention of accused juveniles in any facility or part
thereof also used to .,stain adultS is prohibited." (IJA-ABA Juvenile Justice
Standards Prolect.,Interim Status, Standard 101. 1976. Page 97.)

The National Sheriffs' Association stated that, "in the ease of juveniles when
jail detention cannot possibly be avoided, it is the responsibility of the jail to
provide full segregation from adult inmates. constant supervision, a well-bal-
anced diet. and a constructive program of wholesome netivities. The detention
period should be kept to a minimum, and every effort made to expedite the dis-
position of the juvenile's case."-(National Sheriffs' Association of Jail Security,
Classification, and Discipline, 1974. Page 31.)

_ The American Correctional Association had not :.et promulgated standards
for Adult Local Detention Facilities but every indication pointed ton anis their
adoption of a standard requiring at least sight and sound enaration of jute
riles and adult offenders. They were, in fact, later to state that "juveniles in
custody are provided living quarters separate from adult inmates. although
these may be in the same structure." I ACA Commission on Accreditation for
('orrections. Manual of Standards fur Adult Local Detention Facilities. Stand-
ard 5:33S, 1977, Page 177.)

While the statements by the NSA and the ACA fall short of requiring the
removal of juveniles from adult facilities it is clear that anything le.s than
sight and sound separation would not meet their requirements.

STATE LEGISLATION

Virtually all of the states allow juveniles to be detained in jail as long as
they are separab d from adult offenders.' In addition. all states but Alabama.
California. Colors Georgia. Louisiana. Maryland, Massachusetts. Michigan.
Nevada. No% York. South Dakota. Tel,oessee. Texas, and Washington adhere
to the Interstate Compact on Juveniles, Article IX of which deals with deten-
tion practices.

. . to every extent possible, it shall lie the policy of the states party
to this compact that no juveniles or delinquent juvenile shall he placed Or
detained in any prison, jail or lockup, nor be detained or transported in
association with criminal. vicious or dissolute persons.

The L'hildren's Defense Fund in Children in Adult Jails (Page 40) circumscribe
the placement of jtieniks in jail. One standard approach is to require that
children he separated from adult prisoners. "Separation, however, is not al-
ways defined in precise termssometimes a statute may specify that a different
.roomdermitory _or section is necessary... in...other _eases. statutes provide that
no visual. auditory or physical contact will be permitted. In still ' ^r states.
the language is unexplained and vague. Although we have seen -,at one re-
sponse to Implementing this separation requirement is to place children in soli-
tary confinement, legislatures seem not to have realized this would result, and
a separation requirement is not usually accompanied by a prohibition on plac-
ing children in isolathm. In fact, in none of the states studied (lid the statutes
prohibit isolating children In jail.
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"It is important to note that a clear and strongly. worded separation require-
ment 13 no guarantee that children held in jails will receive services particu-
larly geared to their special needs. i.e.. educational programs, counseling, medi-
cal examinations. and so on. While many separate juvenile detention facilities
are required by state statute to have a full range of such services, including suf-
ficient personnel trained in handling and working with children, children in
these same states who find diemselvesin adult jails a:e not required to be
provided with a similar set of services. --

t',-Some states, nt least, appear to recognize that the longer a child is detained
in jail the greater the possibility bf harm. As a consequence, their statutes
establish time limitations on the period that children can be het,' in jail: if
some exist, extensions of indefinite duration are often sanctioned upon court
order."

An analysis of the national practices to detain juveniles in jails present some
problems since many of the states' statutes are ambiguous. From the face of the
statute, it %%as often difficult to determine whether a juvenile was not allowed
in a jail at all or if it was an acceptable practice as long as he/she was kept
separated from adults. Ohio. for example, has a statute which says that in coun-
ties wuere no detention home is available, the board of county commissioners
shall provide funds for the' Jarding of juveniles in private homes, but the statute
also talks about the separation of juveniles and adults in jail.

The following sample of statutory language does provide strong support,
however, for the common usage by the states in defining separation of juveniles
and adult offenders in terms of sight and sound.

Juvenile offenders shall not be detained in an adult jail facility unless
totally segregated from the adult population. Total segregation mandates
separation from sight and sound. Under no circumstances shall adult inmates
be used to provide food services or janitorial serf ices in the youth detention
section. (Proposed Minimum Standards. State of Washington. 1977, and

13.4.115.)
. . . juveniles may be placed in an adult facility but in a room or ward.

(Section 208.120.)
If a juvenile detention facility is located within and as a part of a jail

or other facility used for the incarceration of adults, the juvenile detention
area must be so located and arranged as to be completely separated from
incarcerated adults by sight and sound barriers. Contact or communication
of any kind between detained juveniles and incarcerated adults is prohibited.
(New Mexico Standards, 1973.)

.'o child shall be held in a police station, lockup, jail, of prison except
that, by order of the Judge, setting forth the reasons therefor, a child over
16 years of age %%hose behavior or condition is such as to endanger his safety
or welfare or that of other inmates in the custody center for children, may
bo put in jail or other place of detention for adults, Provided it is a room or
apartment entirely separated from the adults confined therein. (Puerto Rico
Statutes, 34 LPRA. Section 2097 c.)

Pros ide fur the separation of juveniles under age sixteen (10) from the
sight and hearing of other inmates and the housing, outside of jails of t11
juveniles age fourteen (14) or under. (Nebraska Revised Statutes, Section
43 -212. R.R.S. Neb. 1943.)

Written policy and procedure shall prescribe that only if absolutely ne-^s-
sary. under applicable statutes a this state. shall a child under the age of
sixteen 116i be detained in any police str.tion, prison. jail or locknp. However,
it detention is authorized, such juveniles shall be housed completely separate
from adults. Separation must be substantial architectural arrangements
which permit no visual contacts. (Oklahoma Minimum Standards. 1977.)

A detention center assures complete s'eparatiou of alleged delinquents
from adjudicated delinquent.. and adults charged with and/or convicted
of a crime i Marylend State Statutes, Subtitle 8, Section 3-823.)

Det-ntion facilities shall be entirely separated and distinct from the
lockups or police cells. (Maryland Standards, 1976) -

Juveniles (11-18 years of age) should be segregated from the sight and
sound of adult inmates. (Oregon Standards, 1973.)

No minor under 16 years of age may be confined in a jail or place ordi-
narily used for the eonfinement of prisoners in a police station. Minors under
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17 years of age must be kept separate from confined adults and may not at
any time be kept in the sante cell, room, or yard with adults confined pur-
suant to the criminal Ian, (Illinois State Statutes. Section 702-S(1), 1971)

Separate shall include lack of any auditory and/or visual contact or com-
munication. (Illinois Standards, 1975)

. may on order of the court, be placed in a jail or other place of deten-
tion for adults, but in a room or ward separate from adults. (Michigan
Statutes 712 A.16)

When juvenile detention homes are not available and it becomes unavoid-
able to confine a juve-dle in the county or city jail, it should be the jailer's
responsibility to see that every protection is given the juvenile and that his
experience in jail carries us little stigma and exposes him to as little harm
as Possible. This means that when detained in jail, juveniles should be kept
hilly apart front adults. (South Dakota Standards, 1970)

. the separation of juveniles (if detained in facility) from sight and
sound of adult Inmates.... (11.?xas State Statutes, 1976)

Jtueniles shall be housed unto the Institution Ira separate section from
adults. to the extent that facilities will pert/nit. If that is not possible, such
detainees shall be housed in separate cells from adults. (Virginia. Rules and
Pegulat ions, 1975.)

Separate confinement. (South Carolina)
Separate accommodalions for juveniles and special gtaff to supervise

juveniles, at all times. (Florida)
Absolute prohibition against placing 14-17 year olds in any jail or house

of correction. Hon ever. juveniles can be detained in a police station or
.11.T.Rup ith the written permission of the State Commission of Youth Serv-
ices. (assachusetts)

When detention of jio males cannot be avoided. the !mai deteut hat facility
shall pros ide segregat ion from adult Inmates and adequate supervision.
(Wyoming Proposed Standards. 1977)

A child, pending a hearing. shall nut be placed in an apartment. cell or
place of confinenwnt %%all adults charged u itli or convicted of a crime.
(Arizona Revised Statutes. Title 8-22(i.)

This last is interpreted nitc4 jurisdictions as prohibiting the detention of
a juenile limier al* t ontlitions in a or tummy jail Or ati3 police operated
holding fat to eer. some jurisdictions interpret the law more literally
and allou youth to be held in the facility but in a separate cell or section or
wing of the facility.

A juvenile too only be held in midi a facility if he/she is fifteen years
of age or older. and then only In a r00111 or %%art' entirel separate from :Wilk.%
(Louisiana Revised Statutes. Section 13- -1577: 1975)

iit no ease shall a child be confined in a communi0 correctional center,
or lockup. or it ativ place %%here Minns are Or may be confined Connecticut
Statute.. Section 17-63.)

A roont .eparate and removed from adults so that the child ear uot come
into contact or euauauu ith/it %%MI tiny adult ton feted of a crime. (Ohio)

. . . to be held "apart" from adults. (New .Jersey)
It shall be milau fill to hold a a hill in jail. ( Pennsykania Statutes. effective

December 31. 1979.)
Youth under 15 years of age are prohibited from being detained in a jail

tw other Paella) anti the detention Of adults. (D.C. ('ode('iil Action No.
1462-72 : 1971)

Juveniles shall lie segregated from the rest of the jail population so that
there shall he no %kind or audio contact. ( 3laine Standards, 19771

While some states had emu ted legislathe restrietions prior to the passage of
the 1974 Jo% elide Jtistwe and Delinquency Prevention Act, the majority of the
legislathe itet1%t0 on this subject ttas in response to the mandates of the Act.
More significantl. the legislation enacted since 1971 has removed many of the
ambiguities %%hit b hae plagued the earlier legislation. In addition. states have
tinned increusingl to an outright prohibition on the jailing of juveniles rather
than the traditional response of merely separating %%Mau the facility. These
recent trends are particularly e% Went in the states of Maryland, Vashington,
and Penlisyhania, all of %%Web ham' legislated an on right prohibition on the
jailing of juveniles on January 1. 1978: July 1. 1978. and December 31, 1979.
respectively.
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t COURT LITIGATION

Court litigation in this area has been limited but indications point to Increased
activity in-states whiz!' are not moving towards corrective legislation.

A recent Federal court ruliw, held that although the Constitution does not
forbid all jailing of juveniles in adult facilities, a statute of Puerto Rico violates
due proc:ess by permitting the indefinite jailing of juveniles in adult facilities
without some form of notice and hearing prior to the,confinement decision and
violates equal pr tection by permitting a child to be punished indistinguishably
-from) au adult without the saute procedural safeguat'd. The 'court refused to hold
that custody of j itepiles in adultialls- is, in and if itself, cruel and unusual
punishment under the Eight Amendinent. Significa itly, however, it noted the
.9dIsturhing evidence that conditions in, these adult I ottitutions may not, in fact,
be minimally human," and as such reiterated that h d the case before the court
been directed toward the adequacy of the conditions a the particular institution.
rather than the statute authorizing such incarcerati n, they may have found for
the Plaintiff on the grounds of cruel and unusual putillunent. (0aorio v. Rios, 429
F. Stipp. 570: DPR 1976)

On the subject of separation of juveniles and adult offenders in correctional
facilities,- the court in 0.-----H v. Ftench (504 SW 2d 269: 1974) relying
heavily on Edwards v. McCauley. (784 NW 2d 908)' 1971, stated that juvenile
offenders who present serious disciplinary problemS may be transferred and
housed within the geographical confines of an adult institution "provided they are
sufficiently segregated from other inmates and are provided a specially prepared
treatment program appropriate to their needs." Several other state level cases

_ have stated this requirement and Slate v. Kemper. App.,,4535 SW 2d 241, em-
phasizes that this separation must be sufficient to protect the minors from the
adverse inffitence which adult prisoner's might have upon them.

CoMatoN us(Gt:

-This areit of examination in seeking a definition of "separation" concerns the
criteria utilized by the U.S. Department of Justice in previous years with respect
to the placement of juvenile offenders in adult facilities. This includes the criteria
utilized by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration in its review of
applications seeking funding under the 1971 Part E Amendment to the Omnibus
Crime and Safe Streets Act and the Public Works Act of 1976. The criteria
utilized with respect to the 1.000 plus applications is stated as-follow:

Part B review criteria defines regular contact to permit no more than
haphazard or accidental between juveniles and incarcerated adults so as to
effect as absolute a separation as passible. This includes separation at intake,
separate living, dining, recreational, educational, visiting. and transporta-
tion facilities, as well as separate staff operating under court approved
guidelines on a 24-hour basis.

It should be emphasized, however, that these provisions constitute the
minimally acceptable criteria for compliance with the Part`E legislation
and should be considered only as a last resort. The National Clearinghouse
recommends that alternative strategies be ileveloped to facilitate the com-
plete removal of jut calks from adult detention facilities. These strategies
should-include the consideration of emergency foster care, home detention,
shelter care, and regional juvenile detention, as indicated by a cotuprehen-

- sive survey and analysis of the juvenile detention population and avail-
able community resources.

The inlportance and utility of the complete removal of juveniles from
adult ,detention fucilitieh is attested to by the unequivocal sappoff of the
emerging national standards in juvenile justice and documented by the
effectiveness and efficiency of successful progrinn examples in both rural
and urban areas of the country.

This criteria, as applied by the National Clearinghouse for Criminal juStice
Planning and Architecture, means sight and sound separation.

Anotlier-example, as the Children's Defense Fund points out, in findings and
-policy of the DOJ's Bureau-of Prisons.

juveniles do not belong in a jail. However, When detaining a juvenile in
a jail is unavoidable, it becomes the jailor's responsibility to make certain
that be is provided every possible protection, and that an effort is made
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to help him avoid any experiences that might be harmful. This means that
the javeulle must always be separaltd as completely as possible from adults
so tint there call be no communication by sight or sound. Exposure to jail-
hous chatter or even to the daily activities of achllt prisoners may have
a bur Ifni effect on the juVenile. 'Under no circumstances should a juvenile
be housed with adults. When this..oecurs, the jailor must check with the

Jiillitilnistra tor to make certain_ that the administrator understands the
kinds o problems that may arise, There is always a possibility of sexual
assault y older and physically stronger prisoners, with great damage. to
the Jaye' ile.

Keepin juveniles in separate quarters is not all that Is,required. Juveniles
present s ecial supervisory problems because they are more impulsive and
often 'nor emotional than older prisoners. Their behavior_juay therefore
ho more d Illeult to control, and more patience and understanding are re-
quired In pervising themConstant supervision would be ideal for _this
group and n old elldiTnaWumnerous problems.

Juveniles n close confinement are likely to become restless, mischievous.
and on °evil. ion, destructive. Their tendency to act without thinking can
turn a joke utq, a tragedy. Sometimes their attempts to manipulate jail
staff can hav serious consequences. A fake suicide attempt. for example,
may result ill leath because the juvenile goes too far: no one is around to
interfere. (U.S Bureau of Prisons. The .Jail :,Its Operation and Management.

.Nick Papas. Et itor. Washington. D.C.: 1971)
While the Inagua e of the Act appeared to restrict the use of "environmental!'

contact as the apprd white level of separation required for participation in the
formula grants progr in. it was nonetheless the position of OJJDP that this was,

fact. legitimate III d the most likely and eventual level of separation which
would be required by the state legislature and the courts. Further, there ap-
peared to he ample evi ence that "sight and sound" contact with adults produced
many of the neghtive onditions which Congress sought to elimiante in Section
223(a) (13) These 111(.1 de the stigma produced by the negative perception of all
adult jail or lockup re ardless of designated areas for juveniles, the negative
self imaze adpoted orreinforced %%Rhin tile lin-mile placed Ill a tail, the often
over - zealous attitudes ofoAtiff in all adult facility, the high, security orientation
of operational procedure the harshness of the architecture and hardware tradi-
tionally directed ton anis the most serious adult effetee and the potential for
emotional and physical alte by staff and trustees alike. In this same vein, it was
felt that any acceptable le el of separation nithin adult jails nould not only be
a costly architectural ventre if adequate thing conditions were to be firm Wed( l
but would be virtually impassible in the majority of the existing adon facilities.
The specter of a Su Irvine decision prohibiting jailing of juveniles a0111(1
have the cumulative dollar ffect in the hundreds of millions if a policy of sep-
aration within the facility was vigorously pursued.

Another area of cohsiderate discussion and common concern wherelhe-dan--.
cers Inherent any level of .paration short of complete removal. These dangers
included the potential for isofation of juveniles in adult facilities under the guiie
that they aere technically separated by sight and sound. While such movements
at the state and local level would constitute adations of coastituthaml protec-
tions and be Accomplish( d to the detriment of _lin eniles admitted to the partici)
par facilities. past experiences n ith compliance matters made it clear that such
technical deception n most likely occur in selected areas. This practice. how-
ever. is clearly addressed in the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act (18 CSC
Sectimi ;031 et seq 7970 Supp.A. While it applies only to juveniles being prose-
cuted by the United States Attorneys in Federal district courts. it nonethele)0;
underscores the intent. that "eery juvenile in custody shall be provided with
adequate food. heat. light. sanitary facilities. bedding. lothing. recreation. ec u-
eation. and medical care: including necessary psychiatric, psychological, end
other care and treatment." Its conspicuous use of the terminology similar to the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre ention Act concerning "regular contact"
gives credence to the notion that these minhnum custodial provisiGns are under
ally scheme of separation.

(ion of chll rem in any facility Is not only caeonstitational but is "cruel nod in-
human

is fl tier supported by recent court litigation which bas been that Isola-

human (a 1) counterproductive to the development of the child." (Loilig v.
vete Fork 3lale Deperinicat of Social Services. 322 F. Sapp. at 480).
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1 223(a) (13) provide that Juveniles alleged to be o ound to be delinquent and
youths within the purview of paragraph (12) shun n t be detained or confined.
in any institution in which they have regular contact vith adult persons !near?
aerated because they have been convicted of a crime or a % awaiting trial on crim-

inal ehargea except that this paragraph shall not be del ncd to be violated by a
stale youthful offender system if the Administrator of the Office of Juvenile, ,v71
Justice and Delinquency Prevention determines that:

(a) the youthful offender system is established pursuant to state statute
for the purpose of providing rehabilitative treatment for persons committed

to it; and 1

(b) the youthful offender system accepts for rehabilitative treatment
juveniles who have been found to have committed criminal offenses as well as

young adults who have been convicted of crimes and who have been com-
mitted by the criminal court to the youthful offender system as a rehabili-
tative alto'nativc to a sentence to state prison; and

(c) titer!" is in the state system of local and community dispositional
alternative; which must be considered by the_juvenile court and deemed
unsuitable for the juvenile offender before the juvenile may be committed
to the youthful offender system; and

(d) youth adults committed to the youthful offender system shall hare,
been under the age of 21 at the time of apprehension for their commitment
offense and shall not be retained in the youthful offender system beyond the
attainment of 25 years of age; and

(e) the youthful offender system provides for the placement of individu-
als committed to it within particular program* based on their educational.
Social. psychological and physical needs as deter filed by diagnostic study
amp analysi; of educational, social, psychological and physical factors; and

(f) the youthful offender syqtrm is operated by a department of state
government that is separate and independent from the department of state
government that is responsible for the operation of the state adult prison
system.

Ms. &nix. Max. we have the next panel please?
Joseph Benton. director, South Carolina youth services pro *ram,

with Ms: ICel)v Hiott, youth member, Sister Barbara Sc
Ms. Donna Jones. from the Boston Network of Alternative Ru !away
Services.she is the directorMr. Doug McCoard, who is the ( irector
of Huckleberry House. and if we could also please have 1 s. June
Bucy, the d'ire4or of th' Youth Shelter Service of Galveston.

PANEL OP: JOSEPH BENTON, SUPERVISOR FOR RESIDENTI CARE,

SOUTH CAROLINA YOUTH SERVICES; SISTER BARBAR SCAN-

LON, DIRECTOR, BOSTON NETWORK OF ALTERNATI RUN-

AWAY SERVICES; WDOUGLAS-McCOARD; DIRECTOR, HUCKLE-

BERRY HOUSE? INC.; KELLY HIOTT, YOUTH MEMBER, COLUMBIA,

S.C.; DONNA JONES, YOUTH MEMBER, BOSTON, MASS.; AND JUNE

BUOY, DIRECTOR, YOUTH SHELTER OF GALVESTON

?1r. BENTON. I pen,onally appreciate having an opportunity to
testify'.

Nfs. Jou.y. We apologize that neither Senator Thurmond nor
Senator Ranh are here right now. They were expecting to be. but with
the votes on the floor it is impossible.

Mr. BENTON. I am hem repre:.enting Crossroads, which is a runaway
shelter which is a part of the Youth Bureau Division of the South
Carolina Department of Youth Services.
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Ciossroads was established in 1975 to provide shelter and social
services to runaways, homeless youths, and pushouts. The program
is located in Charleston and serves the surrounding counties in the
southeastern corner of the State of South Carolina.

The shelter is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a werk, and the prograni
serves over 360 residents per year.

The facility has a capacity / of 10 beds. However, phone contact with
families in crisis, which is part of the prevention effort, swells the
actual clients being served to close to 500 a year.

During our years qf opccation, much data has been generated which
will lead to implications for further programs. A 'few of these facts
include that 78 percent of the youth served are between the ages of 14
and 16, in ouprogram. -

Some 69 percent of our youth served have natural parents either
divqrced, separated. never =ried, or one or both 'of the parents are
deceased.

Fifty-two, percent, of the runaways we serve are first-born children,
and 64 percent are either the first or second born.

Sixt) two percent of the children served have run two or more times.
The implications of this basic data is quite clear in terms of preven-

tion efforts. We, as social service providers, have nearly 14 years to
begin pro entiN e efforts; howeler, if we wait until a child reaches the
age of 14, there is.a high likelihood that he will run more than one time.

In order to combat this, my staff, on their own time, have made a con-
verted effort to address school classes, school assemblies, and.children-
oriented groups,

The earlier children understand and know about the'program, and
Ciese hidlren know that there are children and adults w io care for
I heir well-being, the quicker we can get services to them.

Further. this year. we have established a youth advis ry council.
Fur toolong children halve had a token role and say in the programs
that e.ork for them and affect their lives. They halve been overshadowed
IA adults in making their needs known. The advisor) council serves
tfie need for youth input.

There are numerous :ncidents that pre. entive efforts should be fo-
cused on..One-parent families are families in trouble.

The emphasis should be on pro iding supportive services to these
parent., and on the first-born children. So to address this need we have
attacked on two fronts.

we now provide family group thcrap) in the homes of many
o'f our ex-clients in the hope that we will preent future difficulties.

Furthe., special emphasis is being placed on minoriti families. For
t months. our staff will be receiving training in how to deal
with the special problems of minority families.

Mat this training is happening, a minority program is being
worked out with a currently operating program as a subcontractor, to
provide services to minority families.

Becaase of the time limitations, I want to skip, from programmatic
to legislative implications which will have impact upon our South
Carolina progrlims.

The recent move to deinstitutionalize, and hopefully, to eventually
dek t iminalize, status offenders have other implications for the future.
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For a long time, Crossroads was, and still is, one of the few resources
that serves as an alternative to detention.

South Carolina, likoso many States, has done exceptionally well in

keeping status offenders out olinstitutions, thanks to the efforts of the
youth bureau division, but in order to keep status offenders out of de-

: Mention, more community alternatives are needed.
What is happening is that the legislative reforms in the areas of

status offenders are far outpacing the-ability of social service delivery-
systems to respond to the needs of children.

Shelter programs have proven effectiveness. Expansion of these pro-
grams will be needed as legal authorities are forced to use alternatives
rather than detention.

Without alternatives, police, judl._,es. and State legislators may be

forced by public opinion to tall:, steps backward in our care of status
offenders.

The final point I wottldlike to make is that the burder of support I
of the shelter is falling inure and mote upon States and localities.

Thanks to the funds provided by this committee. these increases
have become possible because Federal funds have legitimized the local
programs.

However. States and localities, at the present time. cannot support
these prog' ants 100 percent. Inflation is eating into the ability to serve.
For example. in order to meet the bills next year. I am even being
forced to lay off a person for up to 6 months just to meet our budgetary
needs.

Some part of the program will have to go lacking and maybe the
one child lye could have served and saved from the agonies of a bad .

childhood might go lacking for services.
Also. there a psychological uncertainty of funding. The staff

hangs on by faith. They do an excellent job out of love.
For this rea:.on I am emphatically in support of the 5-vear reauthor-

ization and provision of whatever extra fund:- can be allocated.
I want to thank you for a chance to speak and also thank you for

past support and I" Urge it for the future.
Thank you.
Ms. .Tom.v. Thank von. Did you want to introduce Kelly or. Kelly.

do YOU have a short statement you would like to make about your ex-
perience in the runaway home von were in ?

Mr. BENTos. Yes. I would like to introduce Kelly. an ex-resident of
the Crossroads program. who still receives assistance from the pro-
gram.

Jot.r.v. Would yon like to tell us how you first came to some of
the runaway centers and the foster homes that you have lived in. and
your experience?

TESTIM(INY OF KELLY HIOTT

Ms. Morn Well. I wa 14.2 years ago. T am 16 now. Me and my n..an
had a fight. so my social worker took me to Crossroads.

Ms. :roux. Have you been in jail before ?
Ms. Mom Yes. mt,'am.
Ms. :roux. How many times?
Ms. Mow. Six.
Ms. ALLY. What for? Can von tell us?
Ms. Mow. Running away.
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Ms. RCM:. Then were you taken out of your home and put in foster
homes or did you get to a runaway she to ?

Ms. Mom Except for the last four foster homes I have been in, they
just took me,out of my home and put in in the foster homes.

Mr. BENTOX. How many foster homes have you baeo in?
Ms. Hum: Eleven.
Ms. JOLLY. You have been in 11 fostel- homes?
Ms. HmTr.1 Yes.
Ms. Jou.r.',Can you tell us why you ran away from home?
Ms. Mom We had a lot of financial problems, not enough money

and stuff. My mom and dad, stepdad, they took it out on us, the kids,
because of the problems. didn't have anybody to talk to, you know.
I would just leave. My of der brother and sister both ran away, too. So,
I just followed after theM.

Ms. .Tom.y. Have yotr 'found out that Mr. Benton and his people
at the Youth Serviek help you and your family?

Nfs. Thom Well they counseled me and my sister, but my parents
are di\ orced and 113 1110111. she would not hal e nothing to do with us
,vhile ne are in the foster home right now. We talk, but she doesn't
like it or .an} thing. The3 couldn't get my mom and dad to counseling.
They won't agree to it.

Nfs. I3o our foster parents participate in the counseling pro-
gram with you?

Ms. }how. Yes. 43.---foster dad is a volunteer at Crossroads, besides
his other emploN meld. N13 fostel mom is a counselor at Crossroads.

Ms. Juu,y. Thank you very nuih.We really appreciate your coming.
Sister Barbara Scanlon, who is the director 0f the Boston Network

of Alternative ,Runan a v Services. and Donna .Tones. I Al sure that
if Senator Bali N% ere here. lie would (rile you a warm welcome on
beha 1 f of the SMator from Massachusetts.

TESTIMONY OF SISTER BARBARA SCANLON

Sister S.kNii.ox. Thank you. We realize that the Senator; from
Massachusetts has other business at thiS time. (Laughter.]

We uonld like to thank ou for allow' .g us to share some concerns
about runanaVs and homeless )o,ig people. We are ateful for your
kind support.Wesolicit V0111' vont inned help.

In Nen England. and T am the only person from New England here.
there are 11 centers at present. funded by the Runaway Act.

In Boston. we have the Boston Network of Alternative Runaway
.Services which 'is made up of two separate runaway programs. I am
a counselou at The Bridge. Inc., and I would like to speak with you
about that {grogram in particiilar.

Because of your support, Bridge has received a great deal of credi-
bility locally when we request additional funding- from such places,
as the Department of Mental Health, the United Fund, and local
businesses and foundations.

Br-Waritself is a multiservice. multicomponent. community-based
program. We will celebrate our first decade of existence in June of

--this year.
Bridge's target population is runaways and homeless youth. Our

goal has always been to act as a bride between the young people,
their families, and the various segments of society.
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The backbone of the prvrani is the Street-work component. Street
workers frequent the carious areas of greater Boston, hoping to inter-
vene very early in young people's lives. They work in the late after-
noons. They work in the evenings. Each of their areas has its distinctive
attraction.

The Boston' Common is a large grassy area which attracts young
people. Harvard Square is exciting. The combat zoneyoung women
are exploited there. In the bus station area, young men whose sexual
identities are not defined. make their money by hustling.

Last year. Bridge street workers made 1026 contacts. To back up
the street workers. we have a free mobile medical van which goes out 5
nights a week, from 7 to 11 p.m.

This is staffed nightly by a volunteer doctor, two volunteer nurses,
and aBridge %corker.

Last year they made 1.940 utedical contacts, and over 5,013 nomifedi-
cal visits to the van.

The % an is not designed to give comprehensive medical service, but
is more designedas it is Very risible, very concreteto bring the
medical communit3 in touche ith the youne. people who are out there.

We deal with %ino% a % s. Runaways are only a part ofthe population
that we see. We see different youngsters. Bridge workers define these
yomigsters in many ways.

He or she is about 17 3 ears of age or younger. Tie ishabitually absent
from school. In January 27. 1979, there was a report presented by the
group of parents. an advisory council. They are set up to monitor the
-desegregation in the Boston schools. They determined that 22 percent
of 3oungsters are absent each day. That means 1 out of 5. Where are
they ? What are they doing? What are they into?

So. back to the combat zone. T think it is pretty normal for young
persons to be dots n there peeping, to see what they can see in that area,
but when the3 are down there hour aft: r ho:tr, it begins to concern the
community.

It ina3 be very normal to hang out, as they say. in the Common, but
after a while there are other folks out there who are interested in
meeting these youngsters and offering them alternatives.

So the street workers are on: there to offer them better alternatives
We have the voting person who is at home for a while and is out for

a while and home ft.'. a while. Very often this person results in a hard-
core street youth. It, is pretty hard to classify children in their teens
as hardcore street persons. but they are out there in great numbers in
the cities and on the streets of Boston.

MR> are these ha rdcore kids ? They may be throwaways. The parents
don't want them there. They may. for reasons known only to them-
selves, refuse to go home.

They may have eloped from one of the Commonwealth's protective
or judicial systems. a foster home. a group home. a mental health facil-
ity. a detention facility.

These are the youngsters that we see.
Our job. as we see it. is to offer alternatives so they aren't out en

the street. so they aren't runaways. We do it in various ways. We also
have a home front project which deals with young women who are
pregnant. young women who have a child. teaching them parental
skills -so the cycle in some way will be discontinued.
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We run workshops and schools for clients, teaching them coping
skills, stress skills, how to deal with their peers. We work with teach-
ers and families on how to pick up the warning signsthat Senator
Bayh mentioned earlierso we can prevent the actual running away.

Donna is a person who became involved in our program'and now
Donna is the coordinator of the youth partiCipation prop In. I think
she can tell you firsthand what runaway .programs do.

Ms. Joux..Hi, Donna.

TESTIMONY OF DONNA JONES

Ms. JoxEs. Iii. When I first came to Bridge. I was a homeless youth
and was using drugs. I was referred to the drug counselor there. We
worked out some of my sin:rival needs.

Ms. Jou.y. Were you using legal drugs or illegal drag;
Ms. JON Vs. I used all lrlids of drurrs. whatever I could get.

Jom,y. Alcohol ?
JosEs. Yes. Then I met with a Bridge counselor twice a week

to deal with my drug problem. Later I got involved in the youth
participation program at Bridge. There was one other youth that was
invoked in this program. We would volunteer for a month and after
that we received a small stipend for a month and then we got on
Payroll.

This is the first job I ever had and Llearned how to type. I learned
(vile' al office procedures. Then. after a year. I joined the Bridge staff
as administrative assistant.

I assisted the business manager keeping books, collecting statistical
data, and typing proposals.

In May of that year. I left Bridge and I got a job as assistant book-
keeper at a courier service in Boston.

In .1ngust. I w as asked to conic back and run the youth participation
procrram.

Ars. How old are you now?
M.. JONES. I mu O. This program hires 10 kids and they work part

time in the agency. They are either encouraged to go back to high
school or they study at Bridrre for their 9ED. They are involved in
weekly meetings and counseling sessions.

What w e are trvituz to do k give them good work habits and then
set them up in jobs in the community.

Ms. JoLLy. Is that difficult now, finding jobs in the community?
Ms. JoNEs. Well. we have one :n the process of getting a job in the

police station.
Ms. You are working from the inside this time. [Laughter.]
Ms;. JosEs. It is' working.
Personally. I strongly believe in this type of program.
Ars. JOLLY. Senator Bayh does. too.
Ms. JONES. Yes. I think that youth need support services outside

of tradithinal agen..ies. because when you are out there and you are
not hooked up in milord:, and you are not hooked up in add services
or welfare services, these are the kinds of programs that are less
threatening for your approach.

I just think it has been a great experience for me to get involved
with Bridge. It has been very valuable in my life. I would like to see
a lot of other kids have this service available to them.

Ms. JOLLY. We certainly would too. Thank you very much,
Ifs. JONES. Thank you. 1 92
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Sister SCANLON. I would just like to add that we are very much in
favor of the S. 2441 and we do want to commend the Youth Develop-
ment Bureau for their handling of the runaway fund up to this point.

Ms. JOLLY. Thank you very much.
We will turn to June Bucy.

TESTIMONY OF JUNE BUOY

Ms. Buoy. My name is June Bucy. L am the director of the Youth
. Shelter of Galveston. Kitty is with us. She has been in our program

several times.
I would like to respond to a statement that the Senator made in his

introductory remarks when introducing the bill. He saw-the problems
of troubled young people both in terms of human emotion and finance.

I think as program people we see them in those same terms. Our
answer is in human, caring attention to the pressing needs of youth
and in carefully administered programs that are cost effective.

Part of our cost effectiveness may be that we don't have enough
money to be very lax with it. but we have found and invented and
shared ways that moneys can be used more effectively.

We find that our program. and I think many others across the
country, are tied in with the juvenile justice system so that this bill,
that includes, moneys to the justice system as well as to runaways, is a
coherent bill within itself.

In Galveston. the year before our program opened. there were over
800 yom:g people in our county jail.

The year the shelter had opened. thht num: was reduced to less
than 200. There were some other factors involved. but they were fac-
tors of community working together and supportive relationships be-
tween agencies and, we were a real part of that, along with keeping
some 400 of these young people in our program.

One of the things that we do in our community coordination is pro-
vide ipport to other azencies so that child protective people, law en-
forcement people. health sere ice people, and others can give the young
person the services that they need and the young person is in a place
that ;afe and good for him to be while other agencies are doing
their work.

Without us. they cannot work as effectively. We have Managed to
find a lot of ways to share and support each other.

Our programing at the shelter is much, like what I have heard from
other people today. We have some things perhaps that are more or
less highly developed. For instance, we have a school. The kids in our
program are in school 5 or 6 hours a day. The school is on our campus
in a special room. The teacher is Applied by the State system, through
a grant administered by our local school district.

We find that the youth learn. In this brief time they can get a lot
of basic skills and can often begin to see the value of school. a

We also know that the attendance they can establish there enables
them to go back into eleir own schools without losing attendance time.
This often means ",at is not lost, or a child is not discouraged
that he drops out altogether.

We tic) a lot of training in our programs for future professionals.
People serve internships and fr.etc college or university credit. They
also learn about the severe lack of Programincr for young people as
well as the kind of needs the./ sit and families have.
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One of the things that has been most important to us in our program
has been the technical assistance and training that has been provided
through the contracts that are available to the runaway programs.

We have, through those training opportunities, developed and
shared skills and almost invented a way of dealing with young people
that we had not dealt with, in our social services system before.

We have managed, not only in our own program, but within similar
programs, to share those skills. Our networking efforts ticross our
State anti region hat 0 been greatly assisted by the technical assistance
program. I am very glad those programs are still in the bill.

I would like to quickly share some things that some young people
told to me one day when I was questioning them about : What does it
Mean to you to,be at, the shelter? What have you learned? Does it add
tip to anything?

There were several kids there that day, and they said some things
that. really helped me to understand that our programs are effective,
and that the youth are getting the things that they need

One young woman from a middle-class home said was the first
time she ever really had to share with other people. e came from a
Dome where :.he thought she was not getting a very good shake., where
the rules were too strict. and so forth.

For her to lit e wit'l.peniile who had much :grimmer experiences than
het for her to ha% e to stand in line to use the bathroom, to eat food
that was not prepared by servants, was a really new experience and
one that enabled- her to appreciate her homebetter.

Another young woman in this conversation had been through an
expel 111101` in the shelter that we all have when the behavior of the kids
is not so great, and people have to work with them on what had
happened.

She revealed that this was the first time she had ever seen adults who
nn et e angry who had something to be upset about but who did not turn
to violence and abusd.

1144e'ItMosit of our young people have come from home. sere, when so e-
thug Las happened. you either. get drunk or you hi somebody or you.
.get ;very abusive invour language.

For them to be able to live in a setting where adults can deal with
their anger in more appropriate NN ays is a real revelation to them. Deal-
ing with anger is a skill that can be learned, and one we work hard to
tenth.

Another youno. man. who had been it our progiam and had run
away from us and then had come back on his:own, said that h' had
leap ned :0111e things. On the streets when he was out of money and hae
no N at to meet his needs, he would just, sort of sit dow. in an alley
somewhere and think about the time he had spent with us and say,
"Boy, what, would Betty do now. or what wou1,1 Larry tell me to do?"
He could recall the thinas they had said or Le would_ think of what
their advice to him might be.

Ire said. "You know. T would think about it, and I would try it and
it worked every time." He realized after a few months of living on the
street that. he couldn't make it and he came back vol. ntarily so that he
could get. back into school and get on with living his life

Tre said. during those intern ening months, the things he had learned
in the svelter really tided him over.
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Then -at-that-tirne,--we- had- a young woman who had been severely

abused. She had been tied up and beaten with chains. She had been
raped by several people who were members of her family.

She when she came to us, she thought she deserved this treat-
ment. that having suffered abuse all her life, the only thing that she
could un,2erstand was that in some way she was very bad, and that
what had happenedtp .ber was what should have happened.

That is really the only rational thing that young minds can come
lip \with in abusive situationsthat they are bad and, therefore, they
deserve this treatment from the adults who are abusing them.

She said that she learned from us that she was not bad, that she was

a person who could care about herself, a person who could amount to
something. She was in and out of our program several times and she

was in a series of other placements. Through it all she learned the
shelter would always be home. The relationships that she had there
with caring people would be the one that would carry her through.

I think those are the kinds of experiences that young people do have.
They are the kinds of thingi that our programs are doing.

In answer to the questions the Sena ors asked,yes, they can all be
answered. We are doing those things. 'We are tied into the schools. 'We

do work with preventive programs.
Our family therapy program last year enabled us to cut our run-

aways almost. a fourth in our county. 'We are doing those thingsthe
Senator wondered about, and they are really working. We appreciate
your help.

Ms. JOLLY. Thank you very much.
Kitty. would you like to make some comments?
Krrv. I was adopted at the age Of 6. 1 was both sexually

physically abused by my parents. I was also very neglected. At the age
of 13, I had had enough, so I left home and I went to child welfare:
They put me in my first youth home.

I have learned that youth homes are really very good because they
have given me the love that I have never got at home. They gave me
a happiness. They have given me food and clothes and shelter. For a
while. I was living out on the streets. It was about 3 months. I really
couldn't make it because when I didn't have any money. I couldn't
eat. I was suffering from malnutrition for a while.

I went hack to the Galveston Youth Shelter. I didn't know it, but I
had hepatitis. They paid for my hospital bill and everything. If it
wasn't for youth home's. I may not be aroundzight now, you know.
I probably wouldn't. I don't know.

Ms. .Tonev. We are glad you are.
Kyrry. So am I. I have a lot of friends that did not receive help

from these homes. They tried to make it on their own. Mort of them
I know either turned out to be drug addicts, alcoholics. prostitutes,
that is female and male. and a few of them have ended up dead, too.

I really think if it wasn't for these youth homes, kids just couldn't
make it. It is really hard sometimes to get along with your family.
I know that from experience.

My sister is still living with my parents. but she is scared to tell
anybody what is happening to her. It is still going on. She is afraid of
them. She won't say anything to anyone. I worry about her all the
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time. I am not -allowed to contact her: My aaopted parents said I
am not allowed to talk to her, to anybody in the family, for that mat-
ter. I don't know if she is alive right now .or what.

Ms. JOLLY. Thank you very much. We appreciate that.
Nis. BUCY. I would like to emphasize one thing, that Kitty has

brought out that is all too true. Young people on the street are almost
universally denied medical services. The program of the Bridge is a
marvelous program, but it is not available to young people across
the country.

A runaway simply cannot get health care in this day of malprac-
tice insurance and so forth.tqlospitals and doctors just will not give
those young people the care that they desperately need.

Ms. JoLLI-. That is another reason why we would like to be able
to provide more money for this program.As you know, the $11 million
we have had every year for the past 4 years will probably only buy
us about-$7 million of services this y Ear when you factor ip.inflation,

-and-by next year it will be even less.
So, we hope to have an increase in the budget, and Senator Bayh

will support an amendment to that effect.
Ms. BUCY. One correction. We did not pay for Kitty's hospitaliza-

tion. We, in good youth work practice, scrounged that one.
Ms. ;roux. Thank you.
Mr. McCoard. of Huckleberry House?

TESTIMONY OF DOUGLAS W.- McCOARD

Mr. McCoAno. I thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to speak
to the committee on the Runaway Youth Act reauthorization. My
name is Doug McCoard. I am director of Huckleberry House. I have
been director for about 10 years.

I have presented some written testimony to you with some pro-
gram documentation. which I am not going to repeat here..

What i would like to do is just offer some perspectives as I book at
the runaway situation, us I look at young people in general.

I guess the first thing that really comes to mind is that the major
problem of juvenile justice. the major problem with runaway youth
is that they grow up. They are the one group of second class citizens
who have the option of growing out of it.

Because they grow out of it. they don't want to remember what it
was like to be a second class citizen.

Joarx. That really is not part of the problem. It is a part, of the
solUtion; isn't it?

Mr.IicCoAno. I think so.
Ms. isr1LT v. We lire n nart of our own solution.
Mr. McCoAno. I think so. The problem happens that those of us

who are over 18. as we get older and older, we forget 'wha , was like
when we were younger and younger. We as adults continually create
institutions that are unkind to young people.

We look at ourselves and we say. "Gee, what solutions can we come
up with?" We fail to ask the people most important. and that is the
vamp people ,themselves.

We heard from a number of young people this morning. I would
like to suggest two things. One. that while these young people are very
articulate, they are not atypical. There are a lot of very capable young
people.
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I would like to talk about leadership for a second. I think leadership
is a very, very important quality To be truly a leader takes a. lot of
risk and a lot of creativity.

I wotild like to thank Senator Bay h for leadership in that best sense
of the word, because one of the key elements of the Runaway Youth
Act has been youth participation, and insuringrin that young people
have a right, an opportunity to make responsible decisions.

I think the experience of the.runaway projects around the country
is that, given the opportimity.young people are capable of making
decisions.

T think frequently what happens in government circles is that when
we start talking about programs, we forget. "Oh. you are different."

Now let me share a story to illustrate that. There were a number
of young people in our program sitting around trying to develop a
public service message to tell other young people about Huckleberry
House. The one thing that they kept saying was. ``Well. say, they don't
lock you up-here."

I said, "Gee, we never have locked anybody up." They said. "Yes,.
but everyone else does."

We really have to hear that ineSSage. When a young person leaves
home, that is a very, .very significant act. Young people know that
they are not going td be well treated, yet the situation at home or
wherever they may be is of such proportion that it is better to leave
th tay.

V° need to provide servi...ss that are visil 1e and accessible for young
pe pie that empower them to make good decisions and bring resources
tocether to resolve their problems.

I) think that the kind of leadership that the Juvenile Justice and
the Runaway Youth Act has provided has been that very thing.

I commend N our continuing to do tl at and really urge your support.
I guess I am (once' tied about the authorization levels. I do think that
an ideal is tine, but an ideal without the money to put it into practice
does not work.

would like to respond to two comments that the Senator made
earlier. One was the unestion of recitivism and the other was the ques-
tion of the early warning signals.

I think it is important to note that when we talk about recitivism.
and our progran that are different, we are talking about young people
using. resources.

I think that we have found_ that when resources are available, folks
will use them and they make ;.,00d decisions. When a young person
conies back into our program, that is a sign of health. not a sign of
weakness.

The question about the schools is. I think. an extremely important
Question. I want. to shait' and call to mind that many of the programs
funded under the Runaway Youth Act had nistories in their communi-
ties in which the so-called professional community was not meeting the
needs of voting people.

I would suggest that, as we look to making our services more visible,
we really do that, but we make it visible to young people so they can
access our services when they need them.

We don't need any more adult systems to funnel kids into labeling
processes. My fear is that, as funding gets cut back, we will be using
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more and mOre government ben ices. Unfortunately, I think we will be
caught up in the violent crime labeling syndrome which affects so few
people, but yet harms so many more.

If we can provide resources that young people can use and make them
visible through the national runaway switchboard or other hotlines
and provide programs with more abilities to reach out to youth, we
would be far better off than labeling youth.

The young people are there. They are willing to use services. If we
can get the services to them, they can resolve those problems without
getting entrenched in the jw-enile justice systems that incarcerate
adults and young people and do all manner of injustices we heard
about.

Again, I thank von for this Opportunity to speak with you. I thank
you for your leadership in remembering that young people indeed are
capable and that services do work for them:

Ms. JOLLY. Thank you very much.
I am sure the Senator is concerned that he was unable to hear your

testimony. I m ill make sure he receiyes all of your comments and let
hiin know how you feel about t he Juvenile Justice Act.

Thank you very much..
[Mr. McCoard's prepared statement, with attachments and additional

material submitted by Ms. Bucy follow (f

PREPARED STATEMENT OF W DOUGLAS MCCOARD

I appreciate this opportunity to share my concerns about runaway youth and
the pending federal legislation with the Senate Committee on the Judiciary.
My name is Doug McCoard and I have been director of Huckleberry House, a
comprehensive crisis intervention shelter and resource center for runaway
youth for nearly tea years. In that time. I have met many youth and their
families and I have seen service programs for youth come and go; I have
also seen well planned programs and those not so well planned.

I want to express my appreciation for the leadership Congres.sjuts taken in the
area of juvenile justice ger erally and the Runaway Youth Act specifically. The
formulation of the Minima.; Youth Act. with its family- focused goals nd values,
new concepts of yotith participation and volunteerism. The import:Ake of con-
fidentiality, and the need for young people to make responsible decisions took
courageous leadership. These values awl approaches have proven to he impor-
tant. valued, useful and used concepts. Your leadership has provided visible
and accessible places where many youths and their families have been able to
rtgain control over their lives without getting deeply entrenched in the child
welfare, juvenile justice or mental health system or simply giving up.

AA we move into the 19RO's, many young people are still leaving home in search
of alternatives from a real or perceived family conflict. Research suggests over
8% of 111 families nail youth will experience a runaway crisis but that there
are few resources to help. Lsee no evidence that this will change. These youth
who will not or cannot return home. however, do not have access to the means
to meet their needs. They become isolated and cut of from helping resources
and fear Coercion or control over their lives by others. As a result. they may
make a decision based on mis-information. Parents, on the other hand, experience
the trauma, anxiety and fear over the youth who his left, perhaps mixed with
temporary relief. helplessness, shame and isolation.

In these situations of stress and crisis. immediate help is needed. Family
focused help fo: 'he young person and parental reassurance of the young
person's safety are necessary for family reconciliation. New teehninues for
meeting &mil, needs can now he learned. Thia kind of learning faci'itates family
living and re Dgnizes the unique rights and responsihilities of all fat, ily members.

'National Etatistient Study on Runaway Youth." HEW. Mr. OPID. °Milton Rosearch
Corporation. New Jersey, November 1976. "Open Doors." League of Women Voters/
Academy of Contemporary Problems, 1975.
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However, many agendes do not provide these services to runaways. Yolifh
cannot get their crisis needs for shelter, support and encourageMent met by
those services which often rely on adult - focused counseling. They are unable
to make youth feel comfortable through hours. waiting lists, location, appear-
ance, attitude. etc., and thus fail to involve all family members. This deprives par-
ents of eqiial responsibility fur causing the problem and deprive.; the youth from
equal oppOrtunityliir resolution.

Yet, our experience shows youth are experiencing. serious probionis such as
'repeated infra-family emotional trauma associated with alvohOlism, underem-
ployment, divorce: rejection and isolation ; severe conflict with adults in the
home and out ; sexual and physical abuses or the threat of abuse; personal con-
fusion : and family discontent.

Huckleberry House and the many other runaway centers created by your
leadership addresses these critical unmet needs of youth through techniques
which lessen the distance between the providers of service and their youthful
consumers. The recognition of a need for a common bond of caring and the
immediate provision of service to resolve the conflict and situational stress that
helps youth and their families re-gain control over their lives are the key values
throughout ali services offered by centers,

Huckleberry House itself employs fifteen adults and five youth, augmented
by 20-30 volunteers. In 1979, immediate counseling. food and shelter, ^ud follow-
up was provided to o; er 600 youth. especially runaways.

Major functions of Huckleberry House include: advocating for young people's
needs without becoming anti-parent or anti-est ' Pshment ; service focusing on
the comprehensive capabiliti,s of young people their families; developing
confidential, honest communications with youth through open and visible staff
activities; placing high-school-aged south in significant paid staff position :; and
accountability through sound fiscal 'and program management.

I have included with my comments our 1979 program report and internal
evaluation as well as a fiscal review showing our resources over the last few
years.

As I contemplate v hat could happen in the next few years for runaways and
their families and services to help them. I would like to highlight some coneerns:

(1) Young people in crisis who are separated from their families easily' be-
come abandoned. No funding source wants to assume primary responsibility for
the youth who has turned aside from traditional institutions; yet youth. and
them e.stranged families usually are unable or unwilling in the crisis to pay for
service. Local public and private sonrces may provide "Deed" money. but e,-.1-
munities have been unable to support runaway centers on their own Currently,
funding agencies «ill drop open community-based youth programs where possible.

(2) The resolution of problems for youth and families ma: mean more involve:
anent In government-run agencies and programs because there will be fewer other
resources. Our citizens will lose freedom of choice and control over their lives
and methods that don't work such as excess institutionalization will once again
be used to "control" our "violent" youth and their families. The current sug-
gestion to earmark maintenituce of effort LEAH money for violent offenders is
an over-reaetion to a very visible, serious, but exaggerated problem This violent
offender only comprises a few of our youth. 1 cannot support so much money
for that hind of approm b when visible accessible services that youth and their
families will use could prevent problems from escalating to the "violent" level.
Our state currently has .en secure government-run youth Institutions for the
"violent offender." The Ohio Youth Commission feels about S2 percent of these
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youth are inappropriately placed. I suggest that the LEAA money be used to
further deinstitutionaliz5tion efforts.

(3) Accountability-. documentation, and regulation a al focus ,precious time
away from program quality and innovation. I feel the current Runaway Youth
Aet regulatioos are more than adequate to maintain fiscal and prOgram controls.
I would not, be supportive of implementation authority that called for more time
spent oPt jtecountability, documentation, and program administering or adminis-
trative layering and thus fewer dollars for service (such as may happen If the
Runaway Youth Act were rolled into Title XX).

Current grants are so small that-111e existing administrative Cost per grant
for small agencies is high. I would support raising tile maximum amount per
grant to $150.000 and an allocation of $17,000,000 in actual dollars for grants.
This is such a. small investment compared to the person resources being tserved.

I would also caution changing the basis 0 the grant awards to a youth perm-
lotion bases o ,,hout taking account of the urban clustering of youth. On a popula-
tion base, Ohio runaway centers could lose $120,000 or two centers because Ohio's
youth are proportionally more clustered in urban centers. t

(4) More and more youth and families need crisis servie,'L Loom-3:f the efforts
of the National Runaway Switchboard to lunge service isible. I also support
more public relations efforts. Problems seen by r
serious and resolutions more difficult. Strains

way centers are getting more
families both economic and

social are increasing and techniques to resolve this strain for yocug people and
their families are simply not adequately developed.

With these suggestions. I support Mu urge yopr passage of the Runaway Youth
Act. It would help alleviate some of my concerns by maintaining quality runaway
programs as visible. accessible places where youth in crisis would find help to
regain control (net. their dices and families would find help III devc:oping solu-
does to problems together.

Huckleberry House, Inc.. 1979 Service goal attainment

Total cases 010

Number run and prevent youth 456

Percent run and prevent youth 75

Goal
Number run and prevent completing phone call home 213_
Percent run sad prevent completing phone chit home 47

Goal (perceta ) . .. ._......210----.
Number olio revel'. d hob% Ohmd counseling after phone call house .-r,,,7---...-- - 6
Percent oho revered individual counseling after phone caljimine-77:____ _ 101

Some youth received individual conuselingi attliFfftake, but did 1-1-ot
-call home, so percent is skewed. ,----

Goal (percent) e___-._-..,_._--------
,

60
Number received familf:_om'irrliOg after phone call home 152
Percent roe .trifil counseling after phone call home 71
Goal.;4urrc nt 1 r 30

'ffinber of all oath. except service to other agency. v: ho received either
individual or family counseling 210

Percent of all youth. except so.% ice to other agency, who received either
Individual or family counseling __

Coal (Percent)
-feta33

.
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-HUCXLEDERRY HOUSE OBJEC;WES ASSESSMENT

Ss -Mary and Analsis

Eviluaor H. Douglas McCoard

Date March 14, 1980

I. Oblective Rating:

A. Alleviate the Immediate Problem C. Strengthening family relationships
Stable living following termination

L M H H

X I 1
x

x

Reuniting Youth ith their

Families

M H

1 x

D. Helping Youth Decide on Future
Course of Acti,,n

L M H

1

2

E. Provide Training and support/to P. Educat.,. Commbnity

increase efficiency and effective-
F.evdnt Families from breaking apart.

ness of services provided I

L N H

X

2 , X
x

3

4 , iX

5

6

SUM CF RATINGS

GOAL A

GOAL D

GOAL C

GOAL 0

GOAL E

GOAL F

GOAL G

TOTAb OHJECTIVe
RATING

L M

10 I 01 23

0 1 11 5

11311N111121

11 1 2.1121

G. Deviaop and Implement Aftercare Prbgram:

L

243 I

RATING

1 high 1

1 medium!.

17717-1

I bight

1 high [

low 1

1 high I

AELLAS 07 828ENGTH (N HIGH EXTREMES)

Service provision objec,tlyes.Allevialing 1 mediate problems of youth; help-
ing youth decide on future course of alio ; reuniting youth with families;
strengthening fanilly relativnships.

Open all the time,
Acceptable tate of intake.
Self-referralyouth resource.
Youth developing legal alternatives to runn
HotirS of-Service.
Volunteer training.

r. Adininistrativ4/Acconnting System.
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, Number c,f ;Youth returning dropped; number +% calling home dropped an-

other 3'percent (5 percent dropped last year).
Referrals indicate only 32 percent success rate based onrCeunselor need

Syst =tic Public Relations.
Nu ber of Youth returned to Street s 25 percent.
Af/ercire program bad very 'halted success.

Iv. SOME ALTFRNATIVE SETS OF CORRECTIVE OR SUPPORTIVE ACTIONS:

,(1) Refine Aftercare and Data System to get Effective Aftercare System
.!1/Oreveloped.

/(2), Develop Board Policy Manual and Training P rograpi.
(3),Raview Program Trends.

V. SHORT-TERM ACTIONS TO INITIATE NOW :

(1') AftercL, position Open : Fill with Qualified Person and Monit Closely.
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III. AREAS OF WEAKNESS: (NOTE LOW EXTREMES)

VI. LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS'
..-

(1) Clearer delineation of Boa d tnctions through Board policy and orienta-
tion program ; develbp Board Goal a d ObjectivesPlan.

(2) Review Program Trends Effect of Accountability and Excessive Docu-

vrtv
. / t

This evaluation brings Hackle ,ry House into its 10th year of operation.
The service model Huckleberry' *se uses has been repeated in. over 10 more
locations In Ohio and many more nationally. A visible and accessible service
which helps young people and their families regain control over their lives is a
valid, pseful, used and needed service.

Oar evaluation this year, not withstanding the need for improvements. speaks
highly of the staff -youth and adult, paid and volunteerswho have columitted
themselves to a high quality of services.

The past few years have seen significant changes, however. Far too many
discussions that focus on accountability and documentation have taken value*
time away from discnssions on, itr:oroving the quality of service. One wonde:s

____If smile- of the program shifts are partly the result of the stress staff feel when
trying to, fulfill the expectation of a quality crisis center for youth where youth
themselves seek help while trying to meet the increasing demands for documen-

it.etion. and accountability to funding sources. Inflation, governmental priority, and
euts for youth services add to this pressure. Role diffusion in a medium sized
multi-funded agency is a significant problem as demands increase. Planning time
is increasingly spent in reporting. Financial stability for a youth initiated crisis
service is something many would like to ignore in these troubled Unless. However,
resonrcp developMent for Huckleberry House in the 1980's must be a p- fifty if
the alternatives Huckleberry House offers to youth and their families are to
continue to pe a viable resource. . ,

Huckleberry House, Ire. began seeking feedback and eValuative data on how
it was doing since I's incePtin. Various reviews by funding sources have docu-
mented :hie in the past. In 1074-75 Huckleberry House :nstituted the aystemtic
objective evaluation. The numerical results of this are given below. (The data is
avaitahleifor revieW at Hu& House.) ,

/ flow 0 tu 0.5; rehdium. 1 11 1.5; high 2 to 2.51
Object's,*

/
Program yr:

k assment
a

1975

rlztinb of

12.15
197(4 r r

inn -I
r t 6 12.19

1971 i : _s.... 1 2. 04
1978 , 1 12.32

) 1 1 2.231919

1 High. i
/ i

These ratings have been confirmed by outside evaluators. Huckleberry House
continues to strive to provide the highest quality of service.

i

'smentation.on Service.

j ,



HUCKLEBERRY HOUSEA MULTIFUNDED PROGRAM

'Percent of program support from major souices by year'

1911 1972 1973, 1914 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Federal Government supArt:
Runaway Youth Act funds_ 0 . 0 0 0 0 22 27 26 24

National Institute of Mental Health__ 0 0 0 0 34 4 0 0 0

law Enforcement Assistance Admloistration-T. 0 0 0 51 40 0 0 0 0

Subtotal.
0 0 0 51 14 26 27 26 24

State and local government support:
Franklin County Children Services (purchase of service,

partial reimbursement of referrals only) 0 0 0 0 0 9 12 10 9

City revenue sharing
0 0 0 0 0 20 13 18 23

Mental health construction assistance 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0

Mental health.
33 34 33 30 22 25 28 33 2.9

Subtotal..
33 34 33 30 22 54 70 61 61

Private Support:
Private foundations

14 12 44 0 0 18 0 0 0

United Way of Franklin County , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 13

Church donations
51 52 23 12 4 1 1 1 1

Subtotal \ ...... 65 64 67 12 4 19 1 11 14

Total dollars for support per year $35, 287 $41, 694 s $26, 403 196,237 1135, 299 2 1258, 867 2 214, 172 1210, 192 1265, 750

I Changed fiscal year. represents only 6mo budget
=This amount includes operating and capital tope :diture for movinj program to a more adequate building (renovation, etc.).
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HUCKLEBERRY HOUSE, INC., 1979 PROFILE DATA

(In percent,

Number Percent Sex and race Run Total

Type of youth served:
Runaways 363 59 Male 37

.Prevention 54 9 Female 63
Service to other agencies__ ...... 140 23 Black 17 18

Other situations 50 8 White..,..... , 82 82
Not enough engagement ....... .... 3 1 ..

Total 610

Place of
Runaways Total origin Run Total

Youth left:
Primary family home
Other family home

81
10

76 Columbus....
9 Franklin

64
12

., 65
15

County; ; . --;-.-,

Institution 4 4 Ohio 11 10

Other 6 8 Other States.. 8 6

Service to
Runaways others ' Total

Type home:
Mother and tither
Mother only
Mother and stepfather
Father and stepmother
Relatives._ ...... .. >

Foster home
Sibling rank:

Only
Youngest
Oldest
Not in home

33 18 29
23 28 25
14 18 14
6 6 6
5 8 5
3 5 e

N.

3 "

7 5 6
20 19 1 20
25 32 26
12 11 13

Runaways only

Youth' ran to:
Huckleberry House 35

Strut 19

Friend or relative 37
Duration of run:

Less than 24 hr 58
2 days 14

3 days 6
4 to 7 days .- 12

1 to 4 weeks 6

Runaways
Service to

others Total

Youth returned to:
Primary family home 42 29 41

Other home 13 14 13
°Institution 5 12 6

Street 25 24 23

Many youth had:
Less than SI 25

SI to $5
Over $5.

14
9

-

4-;
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Runaway
-Service to

other agency Total

School:
In school 68 73 68

Out. 9 8 8
Push/out 8 14 '10

ComPlated:
6th
7th

5
9

2
17

3
10

1,

8th 17 20 17

9th 20 19 19

10th100th
16

9
21
6

17
9

12th .... ....... . 2 2 2

Mcst critical need (sought by runaway youth):
Shelter
Emotional rest

13
01

Personal counseling 14

Counseling about resource 21

Family counseling 23
7Protection

Youth Counselor

Most critical reason for leaving (runaways only):
Undefined personalsonfusion
Rejection/isolation

5
9 '

13
9

Desire for independence 4 3

Conflict with adult (nonparent) 5 3

General family confusion 18 16

Abuse/threat of abuse 13 9

Dyer protection 7 7

Youth thrown out 4 4

Service
Runaways to others Tote

Estimated family income:
Under $3000
53,000 to $7,000
$7,000 to $15,000
$15,000 to 525,000

2 2 2

5 11 6
. la 8 11

11 5 9
. .

lin percent]

Service to
Runaway other agency Total

Referral source:
Self
Friend.
Family/relative
Traditional agency
Alternative agency
Mental health
Police, legal

Age:
Under 12
1

14
15
16

50
28

5
6
2
2
1

4

8
19
23
22
18

6

4
0
2

89
0
1

4

4

10
22
22
22

7
3

38
18

7
25

2
2

2

5

19
8

22

3
2

18
17 ...

0E-
6
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lluckleberQ 110118C, Inc., statistical summary 1979Calendar year 1979

New eases opened :
Runaway
Preventive
No relationship developed
Other
SerVice to other agencies:

*FCCS unruly
Other agency

Amount
363

54
3

50,

124
16

Total 610
Direct servicesCase related: .

individual units 3, 035
.._:_' Family units __ __ is 306

- Phone interviews ,
986

Other phone contacts 540

Shelter :
FCCS abtal/individuall_ 836/136
All other bed nights (total/individual) 1,600/370

Total bed nights (total /individual) 2,436/506
Noncasq related:

Advice and and information sessions 1, 280
Inquiries for runaway youth sessions 411

INDIRECT SERVICES COMMUNITY EDUCATION PRESENTATION

Number of presentations:
Current
VD 96

Number of persons attending:
Current:

Youth. 723

Adult 1,211

YTD:
Youth
Adult

HUCKLEBERRY HOUSE, INC.

1079-1980 UPDATED NEEDS/SERVICE ASSESSMENT

While we have not done a comprehensive needs assessment, we are familiar
with others done in on: community by the Metropolitan Human Services Com-
mission and others. Our service fits into these needs profile. In addition to this,
in 1978, the Columbus Police received 3,361 missing juvenile reports. In 1979,
the number is 3,178. This represents only about 40 percent' of the need because
many parents do not actually cal. the police when a youth leaves. The actual
missing reports for the past five ye rs have varied between 3.800 and 3,361, the
need level thus varied between 9,500 and 8,400..

An alternative approach suggests that 5.7 percent of all youth households
experience a runaway incident each year. For Columbus, this would mean over
7,000 annually _

Over the last five years, Huckleberry House's data has consistently shown
that the most critical reasons for leaving home were: General family conflict
(26 percent), Family overprotection/Disagreement over a rule/too high expecta-
tions (13 percent). Personal confusion/Isolation (8 percent), Youth thrown out/
Parental emotional priiblFT-n Abuse/Threat of abuse (18 percent). The most
critical needs sought by youth over this tune period were Personal counseling
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(18 percent), Counseling about resources (16 percent), Family counseling (23

percent), Protection (9 percent), and Shelter (16 percent).
In terms of services, there are few resources to whom young people t,hemselves

may turn. A study" done a few years ago sited among the still unmet needs of

juveniles . . are 24-hour crisis intervention programs operated -by youth for
youth: adult-youth` dialogues . . . where troubled youth may receive counseling

or other assistance without the direct permission of their parents at present

few agencies provide services to youth under 18 without parental permission for

fear of a civil suit. Although the reluctance is understandable. the frequent con-

sultation between agency and parents merely exacerbates an already critical

home situation.

"National Statistical Study on Runaway Youth," HEW, OYD. ORD, Opinion Research

Corporation. New Jersey. ;November 1976
"Opan Doors" League of Women Voters/Academy of Contemporary Problems. 1975.

RESOLUTION FROM Tim GALVESTON COUNTY CoMMISSIONEAS C OURT SUBMITTEll 11V

JUNE BUOY

RESOLUTION

Re Runaway Youth Act and other titles of the Juvenile Justice anal Delinquency

Prevention Act.
WHEREAS there are over one million American teenagers who ran away from

home each year and another one million youth, who because of temporary crisis

situation' are In need of emergency shelter care. and
WHEREAS the needs of these youth in crisis and their families are well

served by community -based programs,-anal`
WHEREAS this court is proud of the achievements of the Youth Shelter of

Galveston. Inc. and has contracted with that agency for services to Galveston
County runaways 7111(i other youth in need for the past eight years, and

WHEREAS the basic funding for the Youth Shelter of Galveston, Inc. comes
from the Runaway Youth Act : therefore,

ISE IT RESOLVED that the Galveston County Commissioners Court supnort
the reauthorization by the Congress of the United States of America of the Run-
away Youth Act and other titles of the .Tuveuile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act : and hereby requests that Alike Ency. Executive Director of the
Youth Shelter of Galveston. Inc.. deliver this evidence of our support to the
appropriate Congressional hearings.

JUDOn RAY HOLHROOk,
eounty Judge, Galveston County, Tex.

PANEL OF: FATHER BRUCE RITTER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COV-

ENANT HOUSE, NEW YORK CITY; BARBARA FRUCHTER, DIREC-

TOR, JUVENILE. JUSTICE CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.; CAROL.

BRILL, DIRECTOR, LEGAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN; SAN FRAN.

CISCO, CALIF.; JUDY K. WILLIAMS, DIRECTOR, OPEN-INN, INC.,

TUCSON, ARIZ. ; STEPHEN R. BING, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MAS-

SACHUSETTS ADVOCACY CENTER, BOSTON, MASS.; AND MIRIAM

THOMPSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NEW YORK CITY ADVO-

CATES FOR CHILDREN, NEW YORK CITY'

Father Buri=n. Thank von. T am really delighted to have the op-
portunity to testify before this committee. I would like to commend
Senator Bayh and the other members of the subcommittee for their
demonstrated interest in the Problems of homeless children.

I have a written statement that I will submit for the record. T will
simply summarize the main points that T would like to make.
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Ms:JOLLY. Thank you. Your entire statemene will appear ih the
record at the conclusion of your oral presentation.

Father RrrrEn. Thank you.
I would- like, to spend just a moment mentioning the early history

of Covenant House. because it says quite a bit about the problem that
we are dealing with today, and also because we still meet the problem
every day.

I used to be a teacher until my students got tired of my self-
righteous sermons and drove me of campus into a new ministry deal-
ing with young. people.-

One night, in the middle of winter, six runaway kids knocked on -

my door. about 2 o'clock in the morning. asking for shelter. Fluir more
kids joined them the next day. These 10 children had been living on
the streets, in abandoned buildings, and had been pimped by a number
of junkies who were supporting tbejr_babit-through_them.

I could not find any place for them in the existing system, a prob-
lem that we have all faced so many times. As a result, Covenant House,
an effort of my friends and me. began.

We are now a licensed child care agency. We operate. programs
especially lesigned h, aid runaway children. Two of our residences,
one for boys. one for girls. are funded by the ay Youth Act.

WO moved our program to the Times Square neighborhood in New
York City about :; years ago. becansc of the 01)1 ions problem of thou-
sands of yr a: ay kids who situate themselves there in order to survive.

I'd like to give you an idea of the nature of the problem that the
runaway child faces when he comes to New York. Most kids, when
they run away. do not take planes or trains; they come by bus. Wben
you arrive in New York. at the bus terminal. you are immediately
disgorged into it.1-enormous sex industry, about $1.5 billion, in that
immediate area,

There nee oN Pr 150 sex-related businesses in the Time Square
neighborhood. The police have identified over 1.000 pimps that work
that neighborhood, controlling thousands of young girls and also
young boys.

We began our program there in a,p effort to help these exploited
children 3 years ago. It is called "Under 21." It is a 24-hour-a-day
crisis center with residences. Kids can come in there any time at all
day or night, and get help on a no-questions-geed basis: food, cloth-
ing. shelter, prothtion from their pimps, a chance to go home again.

For examole. in the last 2 years, we sent home over 1200 children,
although that was only 15 percent of the kids that came to us

In the first 3 years. more than 14.000 youn g. people came to Under
91 for help. Most of these kids have been involved in prostitution. Of-
ficially, use the figure, of GO to 70 percent. The percentage is actually

---m-rreirfirgire-r-; it-is much closer to SO to 90 percent.
In regard to the demographics of those children. most of them

come from New York City-55 percent. The rest, 45 percent, some
from all over the country.

The median age is just slightly over 18. About 75 percent are boys
because the pimps will not permit their girls to come in, and most
of the boys are freelance.
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,iome 75 percent of the kids are black and Spanish. 014_25 percent
. are whit-t.
-,. The New York City police department estimates that of the run-

away children they pick up and try to return home, over 70 percent
these. kids have been involved in, prostitution.

The children do not speak of themselves as prostitutes. They call
, it "inaking a few buclm" Very, few of them would like to consider

themseh es prostitutes, and we in Covenant House do not do so either.
We conSider,themas what they really are, homeless children w110 turn
to,prostitutiOn simply in order to survive. >

They have very few options. One of my boys put it for me very
. directly a. short time ago. He said "Bruce, I have two choices. I can

either go with the john and do what he wants,"---his actual phrase
was,st and suck nty tail,--"or," he said, "I can rip somebody off and
go to jail." But, he said, "I am afraid to go-to jail. I would not make

throilgh my first shower. So Ican't get a job. I have no skills. I have
no place to live." The boy is 16 years old..

I do not know what I would have done if I were 16 and faced with
that impossible choice.

That essentially is the reason why Under 21, as a crisis center and
a residence for children, exists.

This year we expect minimally at least another 10.000 homeless
Young people to come to us for help. Most (ye these, kids, again, will
have been involved in prostitution.

Some of them will be deeply involved in it as a lifestyle. Most of
,them will be simply trying to survive.

Literally hundreds of these childrena§ happened last year, and
the year before- -will have been beaten and raped and tortured, and
many will be killed.

In the last 3 months, for example, nine of my children have been
killed. murdered, shot, stabbed, thrown out of windows, cut up in

. pieces.-
We expect at least that same number of children to be victimized

by th`i§-so-called "victimless crime" this yelzi.
I repeat, we at Covenant House 6 not see the problem as hieing that

of juvenile prostitution. We see it as merely an inordinate, an extraor-
dinary number of hoineless young people, many of them quite Young
runawayswho turn to prostitution and street life simply in order
to survive.

It is one of the great virtues of this bill and the accomplishment
of this subcommittee that the residences and shelters provided all
over the country for the care of these runaway kids have. I am abso-
lutely certain, saved hundreds, perhaps thousarls of children from
turning to a life of prostitution in order to survive.

I would like to mike two comments on the bill itself. We see the
_Runaway_ Youth_Act, as it is presently written, favoring the, tradi-
tional young runaway. It really does not take into account the needs of
the older homeless young person, the person between 16 and 20.
- For example, we think the 2-week residency requirement, is unrealis-

tic. We frequently find it necessary to keep young persons with us 1
..month, 2. months, even 3 months before we can help them solve their

problem.
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Twou Id also like to emphasize a,szrain something that the director of
Iruckleberry House mentioned in his testimony previously. We find it
almost impossible to get realistic, necessary medical help for these
kids because most of them do not quality for medical help or medicaid.
If it were possible for this subcommittee to do something to address
that problem, it would be a great service to the young people, espe-
chilly in our urban areas.

I am convinced, from my examination of the problem of homeless
young_ people as it exists in other major metropolitan ^,i.eas, that it is
not specific to New York. It is certainly a problem, for example, in
Miami and Fort Lauderdale, in Los Angeles and San Francisco and
Chicago and Boston and Atlanta and here in Washington.

Certainly tha resources should not be cut. If anything, as we all
know, the resources available to help these kids should be if possible,
increased, even in-this time of fiscal belt tightening.

Again, I woulcjjike to commend the members of this committee, and
especially Senator Bayh, for his leadership in providing help for these
runaway kids.

Tharirfou.
Ms. Jor,rx. Thank you very much, Father.
Judy K. Williams, director, Open-Inn, Inc., Tucson, Ariz. Welcome.

TESTIMONY OF JUDY K. WILLIAMS

Ms. Wir,LrAms. Thank you. I welcome the opportunity to come and
share It ith you briefly today alittle bit about our program in Arizona
and how we aro using the Runaway Youth moneys which have been
given to us.

I am Judy Williams. I am the executive director of Open-Inn. We
started our program in late 1974. at that time to provide an alternative
to the invenile justice system. Many youths we were seeing in our
community were either remaining on the streets or. because we are a
very warm climate. particularly during the summer. spring, and fall,
were sleeping under bridges. mere going to the mountain areas and
trying to maintain themselves there.

The problems grew. Many, of these youths were picked im and at that
time were naturally staying in the detention centers. t.

Once wo began our services, we have watched oinselvt: grow,
watched the kind of problems 3 truth have change. and have seen prob-,
lems grow that we never anticipated when we originally I gan
services.

The problems of touth that have been kicked out of their home, the
problem of 1, outh that are being sexually abused in their homes, these
kinds of things are problems we did not anticipate. So I ate very, very
pleased to see that we are not only dealing with runaway youth. but
are also expanding services to these youths that would otherwise be
homeless.

Some of the things in Senator Bayh's bill that T would like to speak
to and something which. again. we originally did not even anticipate
aro the phone calls. .

Senator Bavb is advocating the national hotline which I also highly
recommend. advoeate. Tt is of great ervice to all of us.

There is also, though. the Whole issue and concern locally. Mr.ny
youth don't know quite how to go about, dialing an 800 number. They
are-not-really sure it is free.

20e
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At Opernn, wo are dealing with sometliing..an-thep-neh
7,500 phoircalls a year. That means youth that are calling us, familie
that are calling us.

I would like to see the part aboht the hotlines expanded nottnly to
national hotlines; bet to encourage those of us locally to have some sort
of.a syStem whereby people can call and receive some advice and some
help on the

Ms...Torax. I t nk that is .it good idea; it is just that we need some
.^1

funds to go alon,r witlrit. . . .

Ms. Witaat,:p. I know. This is always the problem. It costs more,
and yet, many are doing this with the funds we already receive.

Ms. Jort.f I would encourage the States and local people to pick up
that ki,iffl of an aspect. If we don't have the people back home co-
°mating with us. it is diflicult.to succeed.

---77.---'----MS.-WittiASTS:Tlitit is very true. ..-

That is something else that I would like to share with you, that
originally we started on 100 per,:ent of Federal money, with a match.

Now we are, becanst; of the Federal money we originally were able
to get, or.ly operating on 45 percent Federal money, and State and
local agenciesff have picked up and are helping us because of the Federal

. ,support. - ,.
If wo don't. continue that kind of Federal support, though, our

programs can't liegin to operate at their current level. ,--`,

I encourage yon to'continue advocating for the Federahmoney. I
would also like to res ,.d to the Senator's question on relieitterS or
recidivists.

We see something under 20 percent of our youth that are repeaters in
our program. but we look at these youths as being very wise. nip7y are
coming back to programs. They are seeking our help again.

We see this percentage of youth as being a very positive group. They
are not remaining on the streets. Thet do not have to go to other places.
They know where they can receive help and they are coming back.

T feel that the runners that ha% e traditionally split. when the prob-
lems got bad now have found a place where they can come back, and
they are doing that.

I would suggest to he Senator that most of the youths either will
remain at home or will be coming back to seek _further services and
further help from us.

Thank your very much.
Xs. JOI.I.Y. Thank you very much.
Ms. FRUCTITER. Thank you.
Ms. .Tor.i.v. As Senator Bavh would say, you are no stranger to our

committee and are to be npplituded for your effort on behalf of young_
peop e. Welcome back.

TESTIMONY OF BARBARA FRUCHTER

Ms. Fnccrrtn. Yes. Thank you, -tam pleased to be back. I am not
sure that-T am happy about-the entire circumstance.3-of beinghere, but_
I think what I have to say might be helpful.

I wpuld like to explain what Congress has done for the American
public and the American future hrough this legislation.

Those accomplishments fall in o three categories. The first is that
under the Bayh legislation. the v'sion and the value system of Amer-
ica haslteen_elianged.- -

20 I24 _ _ _
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Second. this legislation has helped to return to the n
a tense of democracy and T.LiipPling of pinver .and n1fluence over their
own lives.,,... --.

Last, the legislation has enabled organizations such as the Juvenile
Justice Center and the Juvenile Justice Center's Citizens' Coalition
to demonstrate to State legislators and to the public at large that
decent care for children is cost-effective care. .

A. concrete exlmfile of what changing the vision and the value sys-
_ tern fneans is Pennsylvania, where We have been able to build a juvenile
justice center citizens' coalition of 120 church, civic, and service orga-
nizations of nearly 3 million citizens who formerly knew nothingand

'therefore cared nothing,. -about the thousands of children locked in
.prisons and jails in our State.

Through JJDP funding, these' people' were made' aware, for. the
first time. of the ineffectiveness, the nightmare, and horrors of the
juvenile justice system-. People Wholiadn't the slightest inkling that
children were kept in solitary confinement for M days, that the use of
the "hole," was ,for children who were thrown into it without any
clothes, to lay on cement floors for weeks, that the routine use of Thora-
zine or mechanical restraints were used without restraint.

These 3 million citizens had no idea that the children were removed
from their lionies and placed in institutions at $136 a 4y, when serv-
ices to children and their families in their own homes could be deliv-
ered for a fraction of that cost.

Our citizens didn't know anything about the suicide rate of children
in iail.4They didn't know about the self-hangings, about the slashed
wrists. about the open safety pins or the bib; of razor blades that were I
swallowed out of despair. about kids locked up day after day. They
didn't understand the daily horror that children experience from re-
*tea homosexual attacks.

They didn't know anythint. in our State abc.mt tile,14-year-old girl
who was a rum: v. ay. w ho was .picked up in an upstate rural county
and taken to the county jail where she was raped first by the county
sheriff and then by the inmates in the jail..

But. under this Pet our agency was able through visit after visit
to institutions and jails. through speech after speech. through exten-
sive _citizen training. tin ()ugh media .education and the education of
legislators, to pasjlegislation v hich prohibited holding children in
jails.

In 1075. there were over 3.000 children in jails and prisons in Penn-
sylvania. Last year there were 38. This year, if we can continue our
work. there will be none.

ntder the JJDP AM and the work of the Juvenile Justice Center's
Con 1 i tion. we were able-to-nal4s-PublicLaiV41 tahicli
prohibits_placement of children in jail. .

We were able to as legislation that removed status offenders from
_ the delinquent category and prohibits placing them in:secure deten-.

-tion_or in .facilities,with allured delinquents or delinquents.
We were able to, pass incentive funding legislation that rewards the

counties for giving. services to children in their own homes rather
"than-tearing-families apart.-
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Ms. Amy. That is one area I knon4that Senator Bayh talks about
, all the time to us, how we can make sure that monetys are-giref
natural parents as opposed to-fostO parenti or adolitea'parents. even
though those things have t6.be donCtoa. But why can't we put more
of ottr,title20 funds and other fund into the natural home to get the

job. done ? :

Ms. FRUCHTER. In Pennylvania we cut the reimbursement rate

. from the State to the counties for placing children in institutions
from 100 to 50. percent. We reward the counties with 75 Rti-cent of

ethe cost of giving services to children in their own homes, .foromb-
sidized adoption, for group homes, for community-based residential
care and other alternatives to institutions.

In ew York, through the impetus of JJDP and with the juvenile
justice center's help, the Child Welfare Reform Act was passed in
1979. This act cuts into thopractice of warehouSing dependent children
for 4, 5 and 6 years. It mandates that children removed from their

liontes receive permanency ,pMnning immediately. 'The act fiscally
rewards counties for keeping children in their bwnliomes and thilsdis-
courages this removal in the first place. ,

In Colorado, the juvenile justicecenter, through a coalition of citi-
zens' groupsnot agency peoplewas able to prOent the construc-
tion of a detention facility at $100.000 a bed and helped get legislation
passed that inandatea. in Coloode, that alternatives be developed
rather than more detption- and more institutions;

Under JJDP we at the4uvenile justice center were able to demon-
strate to the publieas I said, that. decent.care cost-effective wire.
This is important afa time when we are facing budget fesfraints.

Without this legislation4eople will not -understand that it costs
four and five times as miteli to institutionalize children than it does
to develop alternatives for them.

If we are not to regress. the message that must be taken to the
public is that we can be both cost effective and humane in our treatment
of children in trouble. t

At this tjrne I would like to address the legislation which inandates
a portion of the LEAA funds to be used for the juvenile effort.'

,-We.are pleased that this money be directed to address the problem of
serious offenders. But as written, I am afraid that the guidelines are
not as specific as they must be.

For instance. in our State, it is currently being proposed that this
portion of the LEAA money, $500,000, be put into starting intensive
security prograins. maximum secuit3, in the private sector, for serious
offenders.

I don't believe that. maximum security in the private sector consti-
tutes the new techniques that the Bayli legislation addressed.

Ms. jor.r.y. Senator Bay!' woulde,ertaixt say it doesn't. So would I.
3fg.-Fituenza.-1onld ask that serious consideration be given to

defining carefully '-of-Congress_iii regard- to the use of the
LEAA funds, and toward a cot t between the direc-
tive of the JJDP Act and the use of tit LEAA funds so flat-this-
money can be used te expand institutions.

I iVourdalso-like_to say something in regard to d4ttional slot* for ---
0.T.1'DP and to address I -seeliere_ also as a p o lem of cost
effectiveness, It'app6ars that the sholage is com-
pensated for by extensive technical assistance contracts to rofit-
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making agencies, with till the attending redtape, political jockeying,
-excessrmadminjstrative

These technical assistance contracts drain off millions/that could be
-spent to bfing real onsite change in the State.

Rather than having legions of high-salaried consultants running in
and out of States leafing nothing significant behind them, adequate
staff at OJJDP could assist grantees, monitor grantees and process

.grantees to get the job done
Ms. Joix.r. Senator Bayli yesterday referred to the study that was

conducted by the Department of Justice, by the Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice ima .LEAA the amount of staff they had. in relation to the
amount of money tliey had to process.

Ms. FKCHTER..4Yes.
Ms., JOLLY. By the Department% own standards they Say that of-

fice should have 150 staff people. And, of course, as we know, they only
genie 4-1 at time, even though they are allotted 51 positions.

M.. Farcum. Too many of us are left hanging, not knowing if
we are going. to have to close our doors today or tomorrow because
gents fail to be mecessed on time.

Ms. ALLY. I knuw that none of you were here yesterday. Senator
Bayh did say to the Department of.Justie that he wanted to know
why 86 percent, of their discretionary money was unobliffated at
this time, and to see what they can do about it since we only have
'6 months left in the budget year We do have an appropr:ations process
we are going through now for-fiscal year 1981.

It is very important, as Senator Basil said, yesterday, that the
intent of Congress in pros idir.T to the Office of Juvenile Justice hinds

.-is so that they would be spent more on programs like you'rs and
others thromelout the country for eidldre,n, for young people.

As ho said's° often in the past, "I don't want the money sitting in*F:
some bureaucrat's desk in Washington. I want it out to the ;people,
returne4 to them.' ;

After all, it is all of our joiat money, our tax dollars. That is all -

w are.itsling is that the funds that Congress provides to the various
agencies are spent in a timely fashion for meritorious programs.

Ms. FuncirrEn. I agree with you, Mary. But it takes staff.
Ms. JOLLY. Thank you very much.
Ms. FRUCHTER. Thank yon.
Ms. JOLLY. Miriam Thompson, executive director, New YO rk City

.Advocates for Children.
v.,

TESTIMONY OF MIRIAM TEOMPSON

Ms. THOMPSON. I am happy to be here today. I mdsf say it is
heartening to hear Senator Bayli and other committee ineinbetsasup-
poit vital youth' service programs and delinquency prevention pro-
grams, especially in light of -what we consider to be very;l dangerous
social retrenchment in the Federal Government; especially again,
when many of the programs we are talking about today really are
interdependent with other systems.

We can talk about our young people and we can talk about their
families. but we also have to talk about the conditions under which
they live, under whi6h many young people run away, Under which ".
'manSr pareLts and families fall apart. .
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We really: have hope that the Senator will use the same kind of
leadership that he has expressed in the area of delinquency prevention
impersuading sonic of his colleagues to understand the importance of
other social prograinsif we are to maintain a healthy political, social,
and economic system in this country.

Let me just tell you a little bit about Advocates for Children of
New York. It is a 10-year-old child advocacy, children's rights orga-
nization, working primarily in the education system, but impacting

' on other systems -that affect families; namely, health, Mental health,
and _employment. We certainly have seen the ravages of families
falling apart and children falling into the foster care system, juve-
nile justice system, often to languish there for years without proper
sups rt or, adequate services'to reunite families.

Through our doors in the last 10 years have come, thousands of *
children and families, many children having been excluded from what
we call the major child care institution which is the education system,
and particularly that one in New York 'City which houses 1 million
children. ,

.These are children who have been excluded from schools for a
variety of reasons having to do with sex, race, handicap, and we con-
sider those children who fall away from the education system to be
thes6 children who will Ihave very little opportunity to really lead
meaningful adult lives.

It is within that context I can give you some facts we have
collected over the last 10 years, ,both from our individual case- ad-'
vdcacy, litigation, policy, research. and a lot of organizing and train-
ing in New York Cityiind,,elsewhere in the State.

In the city we have on liny given ay, and the figeres aren't entjrely
accurate, over 100,000 children truant-and roaming the streets.

Fifty percent of our children do not graduate high school. We have
over 30.000, and peonle aren't even clear on this figure. pregnant teen-
afrerm ole. than half of whom have children every year and are ex-
cllided from school.

We have thousands of handicapped children who the board of edit-
catio and other social agencies are beginning to recognize in terms
of Mir entitlement to schooling and- other il.pport services.

We have also seen the. tremendous value and contribution of com-
munity-based organizations in meeting the needs of these children and
families and who can really do an aggressive and dedicated advocacy
job in helping constituents receive the services to which they are
entitled..

It is here that, I would really like to talk about the Office of Juvenile
Justice, both its promise and hopefully, its future.

iThe initiatives that we find particularly important in supporting
those, efforts that we have just briefly described are of course, the
Office's recent youth advocacy initiative which we think is a most
promising venture and should not only be supported but expanded.

Ms..Tom.y. When was that initiative first brought to your attention?
Ms. THOMPSON. We learned about itactually. we knew that it was

in the works in the previous administration. In fact. AFC, the Massa-
, chusetts Advocacy Center and others were asked to comment on the

ideaby John Rector, the previous administrator.

---(1-4-1-t-
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We are.really-excited -abatit it-beealise-==L--
Ms. JOLLY. We are too.
MS.,ITHOMPSON. I thing is really one of the most fundamental

youth
3t-

enriching programs that are coming out now.
We, have no idea, of course, when the grants are going to be let. Part

of the yroblem, I suspect, are the points that you raised earlier about
administrativeproblems in the office and as it relates to LENA.

Ms. JOLLY. They are working very hard to process thoSe grants as
'quickly as possible. We do have a number of the grants that could be
funded.

Apparently, there were over 180 applications that came in for this
proposal, Ibelieve it was last October 1979.

Welope anywhere from 20 to 40 of the proposals could be funded.
Ms. THOMPSON. Let me talk to the subitance of it, and then discuss

another initiative coming out of OJJDPthe alternative schools
initiative.

Back to the youth advocacy.: In much of our 10-year experience, as
I indicitted, we have seen how community-based youth .organizations,
a key feature of the initiative designed to empower young people in
those decisions that affect their lives, not only trains and assists fami-
lies, but works very closely with young people to help them gain
confidence in what they tan do to make those decisions and to over-
come obstacles that really affect them iii reaching meaningful and
productive adulthood.

Many of the youth groups have worked, I think long and strenu-
ously, to capture young people who were in the streets. We think that
this program, again. I said I hope it expands, can really foster the
opportunity to do that.

Another initiative the Office is sponsoring is reseafcli and dissemi-
nation of alternatiVes to disciplinary practices.

I really NvOill like to concentrate on that. Many yoil,:tr, people are
excluded from s ls for often arbitrary and discriininatory reasons..
Once having been removed from the. basic child care institution, there
is often less and less opportunity ity them to arrive at any kind of
meaningful lives.

We think that the scliools' discillinary phictices and often discrimi-
natory disciplinary practises ought to be examined and there cer-
tainly ought to be alternatives that are encouraged

The alternative schools is a similar initiative ; fostering the develop-
ment of programs that would encourage yolith leadership find involve-
ment. that would foster programs and practices that are different
from the kind of traditional policies and olctices that we have seen,
which as we said earlier, have excluded almost or more than 50
percent of the poptilatiori.

In summary, we urge the committee to continue to advocate these
kinds of programs.

Two, to try.to help the Office promote wider and wider outreach to
the kinds of advocacy programs that work directly witji youth, that
believe in empowering youth. that work closely with families, main-
tainin& the strenidli of natural families. And then. of course. to try
to look at those kinds of administrative obstacles that would facili-

206
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tate and expedite appropriation of funds to the agencies and organi-
zations capable of reaching people we know.the funds can help.

Thank you.
Ms. JOLLY.. Thank you very much.
Stephen E. Bing, executive director, Massachusetts Advocacy Cen-

ter. Welcome Steve.

TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN R. BING
Ate

Mr.,BDio. Thank you.
Let me.first describe what my organization does, because that will

set the context. for the relevance of my remarks to the reauthorization
of OJJDP.

We are flindamentally a statewide youth advocacy organization, in
Massachusetts, concerned with three substantive areas affecting.chil-
dren and youth which are education, health, and the juvenile justice
system.

As you may know, Massachusetts enjoys a reputation or at least
has one, I don't know whether it enjoys it, being quite a progressive
State in dealing with social problems and most especially in dealing
with the problems affecting young.people.

However progressive it may be in comparison to other States in the
Nation, it is possessed of enormous problems. It is our contention,
and I listened to the testimony this morning, that the principal source
of child abuse, child neglect, and children not having the proper
opportunities are not parents, but rather the social institutions which
we have created to protect them.

Simply put, the agencies do not do their jobs. They do not follow
the laws which created them.

I will give some specific examples from our State.
Ms. Jour. Are you talking about State agencies or Federal

agencies?
Mr. BING. We are concerned about State agencies. We are certainly

not prepared at this point to take on Federal questions.
Massachusetts virtually has no EPSDT program. although that is

the one thing held out as hope to poor people that some kind of medi-
cal care could be made available to their children.

Massachusetts has the first special education hiw which called for
maximum mainstreaming of special needs children.

It also called for the State agency to insure that the utilization of
special education as a means to promote racial segregation be ended.
That has not happened. It will not happen without the pressure, not
from the institution which we created to serve kids which one might
expect, that would be= the department of education, but rather that
pressure has to come from outside.

Other examples that I can give you relate to the children being
excluded from schools, allegedly for discipline problems, but when
one looks at it we see race Plays a major factor.

We see the particular lifestyle of the family or children playing a
factor in the way the educational institution deals with kids.

The result is that the youngsters are expelled from the education sys-
tem either consciously or unconsciously and they end up in Our other
child care institutions, be it the welfare department or the juvenile
justice system. 2 1) 7

We boast in our State ca our sb=chlled deinstitutionalized commu?, _
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I believe we are probably one of the 10-8fileS Which someon-e-men-
tioned this morning that says that we are in compliance with the de-
institutionalization of status offenders.

I want you to know--
Ms. JOLLY. Let me just point odt, we have approximately 34 States,

at least, that report that they are in compliance with the deinstitu-
, tionalization provision, but only 10 who have reported compliancewith

the separation of juveniles and adults in institutions.
Mr. Btxo. If we look at our so-called deinstittitionalized system, I

think it is.important to know that although 1,500 youngsters com-
mitted to our department of youth serviced on an annual basis. at least
2.300 youngsters will serve some time in one of our secure detention
units. We have seven secure detention units in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. Most. of them are located on the grounds of an aban-
doned State mental hospital. buildings that were condemned for use
by adult mental patients.

Yet, in our deinstitutionalized system, that is where these young-
sters go. Surprisingly. they are not there awaiting trial. They are
awaiting placement in some program. Some of them return to these
centers a:, frequently as I.i time before some program will take them
or some State agency will deal with the problems that they present.

These youngsters are permitted to stay in these centers for as long
as 120 (Flys. There is no. absolutely no service provided them.

Neither education nor health services are provided in these settings.
Nor is v hat one might expect from a youth services agency, at least
some kind of therapy or counseling. None of that is available to the
childrrn in these centers.

what I think I have described for you is at least three systems,
which don't. do what they are statutorially authorized and required to
do in terms of serving kids.

That h, why we supported and worked on the development of the
youth advocacy initiative. It happens to be. I think, the single most
important tiling that I luive seen come out of that office in terms of
tr3ing to make these struts which we spend an enormous amount of
money on. work.

t is dear to me that advocacy as a technique to serve kids is quite
important because of its major leveraging effect.

Ms. Jor.t.y. What would be vonr definition and difference of yonth
advocacy And legal advocacy?

Mr. 'limo. I don't draw those distinctions. Perhaps the initiative
did. Whatwe are engaged in a particular kind of advocacy which
we call entitlement based advocacy. We look at what youth are en-
titled to and measure the difference between what they are entitled to
and what they are getting and then move to close the gap.

It is in configuration of quite a conservative notionwe are asking
the State of Massachusetts to obey the law.

The fact of the matter is. if the State of Massachusetts obeyed the
law and served the kids the way the law is set out. it would be a revo-
lution. It would be the most radical transformation of social welfare
that the Commonwealth has ever seen.

So. legal advocacy, I think Carol Brill probably can speak to that,
is usually' thought of in terms of individual case representation. We
happen to do both. We do both case representation and what is called

' .208-
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also -in- tha trada_clasa advocacy___W_e_feoLthe.Lcombination is im-
,-POrtant

lb. JOLLY. Thank you very much.
Carol Brill director, Legal Services for - Children, San Francisco.

TESTIMONY OF CAROL E. End
Ms. "BRILL. Good afternoon. tem a legal advocate. I run an office in

San Fralicisco called Legal Services-for Children. I am grateful to-
the committee for this opportiMity to add any comments I have On the

-,coininittee's consideration of reauthorizing the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act, and also, tha Runaway and Homeless
YouthAct.

I support 'both continuation, and I specifically support some -index
pendence, preferably total independence for the Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention so that all of the complaints 'we have
all ;voiced "today about getting grants processed or even a no answer,

----.within-a-year,-Will-Comoto pass.
JOLLY.OLLY. Let me put this in an historical perspective. Senator

Bayh's original bill that he introduced in 1972 mandated,a separate
individual agency in1011 like the Civil Rights Commission or the FTC
or the FCC, however we evolved into legislation that housed the Office
in the Department of Justice.

Ms. BRILL. I feel very, fairly treated by OJJDP, but as one of the
-people- who experienced at least a year's wait to get ii yes or no re-
sponse, -I-woUld. hope for any form of independence where they could
at least send out their own mail.

I don't mean to be in any way disrespectful to the committee or,'to
any persons here, my colleagues here.

I would, like to add also, some. special thanks to Senator Bayh for
continuing to be the country's youth advocate in the Senate, in spite of
the fact the Year of the Child is over and it is no longer popular to be
involved witili children, perhaps.

-Certainly; in California; we seem to do everything whether
it- is right or wrong first, 'funding is not popular for children. I am
sure everybody is aware of our,, horrible budget slashes in peoplO's
services, and certainly children are alway's the first and the easiest to4t
cut since have no voice of their own, nor any vote.

The office I started in 1975, is called Legal Services for Children.
I think we did not know at the time, Peter Ball, John, Bush, and
myself, the kind of monster we were creating.

It was, we found out afte- the fact, the very first free and compre-
hensive law office for children in the country. We did not set out to do
test cases, per se, although someor class cases, as you said, described
them Steve, although some of our cases have turned into the raw Mate-
rial of test cases or class actions.

-On-the other hand, we set out to fill this enormous gap of provid.hg
every day legal services to children where no lawyers, no lawyers
literally, otherwise existed.

We got originally not only the support. but the unbelievable backing
of all the.cominunity agencies. some of which are the types you repre-
sent, runaway homes. counseling, centers, alternative schoolk because

.. none of them had a land referral reSonrce for any of their clients.
So, we worked with them on an every day basis. Thev'refer children

to us, and we, of course, arks constantly referring our young ,clients
back io theth for the services they need,

,
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since 1975, I have also received overand I want to mention it at
--these committee- meetingsuover 1,000-inquiries and contacts from -my

colleagues here and from other community based agencies nationally,
from judges, from lawyers, even from doctors and teachers asking me
for help on how to start a similar office in their own area.

Lhave alio received some grant requests and have no money to re-
spond with. On :4 the very exciting .things I saw. coining out of
_LEA.._ iii Thalast few years as this advocacy

ram sorry that it in fact specifically excludes direct legal services.
Our 1-year discretionary grant which we are midway through, ends iii
July. It will not continue. We, have till been told there would be no
more discretionary grants. We got the grant As a national replication
Project. Watch us and then we will give money to others perhaps if
they can do The same kind of thing.

We now understand that there will be no discretionary grants for
us or for anyone next year. And then; of course, unfortunately, the
youth advocacy initiative specifically excluded direct legal services.
But it is the year of the advocate.

Ms. JOLLY. Why is it your impression that there would not be any
discretionary moneys available next year?

Ms. BRILL. I was told by the Office that there would be no more dis-
cretionary grants after this,fiscal year.

Ms. JOLLY. That is what you were told ?
Ms. BRILL. I can't send paper to people who don't want it.
Ms. Joi,t.r. 'Well, maybe we should address a question to the Juve-

nile Justice Office. Senator Bayh has given them sonic questions, but
I think that lie surely would like to follow up by asking if the Juvenile
Justice Office has been given a fiscal year 1981 budget, in that budget
they do have so much percentage of the moneys that are used for dis-
cretionary funds. We would like to know why tht.t statement would
be made.

\Is. Blau. I am sure we and many others would certainly be happy
to hear that.

Our office only represents children. I represent literally persons who
aro 2 days old to those who are almost 18.

We have a caseload that includes every kind of case in the juvenile
court which would be children who would be subject to neglect or
abuse petitions, status offense petitions, and also, young people who
aro charged with crime.

_ But beyond the scope of the juvenile court which is, of course, when
children have been caught, that hopefully should be the last step in,
situations. . _

We also represent children ,before they get in official trouble, in a
wide variety of civil or administrative kinds of legal proceedings
where they don't have to get something fall on them in a juvenile
court to get our help.

We represent them in school discipline proceedings, special educa-
tion proceedings. benefit eligibility proceedin`O, guardianships, eman-
cipations, termination proceeflinsrs. about anything that you might
call a legal problem, we are available for a young person in San _Fran-
cisco, as long as there is no money to be made:

If a young persons wants to sue somebody for car accident, there
are plenty of lawyers all around the city who don't have enough to do.

-4A n - of -
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I want to -add, a comment,
dial.neglect.or abuse. 1 think that filially? it is acceptahlb to talk about
-child abuse:and neglect, but we don't think of it in terms of children
who are neg1ected.or abused by systems.

Ken's book is the kind of list -of- horror- stories -that makes -us -ripen
our eyes, but the situation is much more pervasive than 10 or 12 horror
stories.

'There are children, my clients; who are deinstitutionalized, but who
sit aliaitingplaadnient for over Cyder.

There are children, and Ithink of that as a form of -official neglect
theStateliwthe name of being the better parent, takes the child away
from a neglectful home perhaps, but then does nothing better and
-perhaps does much-worse.

,You don't have to even get to the extreme of some of my clients who
have-literally been beaten in placements, kickbacks to social workers,
a whole variety of things that are very specifically more like the
horror stories that Ken talks about.

-One thing-that is distinctive about legal services for children and
which LEAA was interested in pursuing and almost no other source
of legal funding was, was the fact that we are multiprofessionally
staffed.

Most people look at lawyers and say, "If you try to be a social
worker, you are not being a lawyer, If you are being a social worker
you ought to stay at an agency and not hang around with lawyers.
They are not good people to be with."

We have a dual staffing of a lawyer and what we call a legal case
worker. We used to call them community street workers, ilor MSW's.
They aro basically paralegal trained professionals in child care.

We have no aversion to social workers, our legal staff, nor do they
have it to us. The ability to have an in-office casework capability,
enables us to find solutions.

We don't merely then just go into court and talk about legal mumbo
jumbo or what a lot of people accuse lawyers of doing all the time. We
talk about specifics, jobs. child care, alternative schools. anything that
is necessary for that child's articulated desires, because our elientt are
or boss, and also, for what we all would ell' rehabilitation, is what we
go for in cthirt.

To answer the Senator's inquiry about trying to coordinate services,
it is unfortunate that we have to get to a court hearing to do it, but
indeed. because of our casework capability. vve are able to bring a
sentencing or disposition plan into the juvenile cone. which combines
school services, social services, counseling, and child care, perhaps

-alternative work as punishment., whatever is necessary to that own
individual youngster's needs and desires'7

We can get a court order that orders the school district to do some-
thing, or orders the iwobation officer to. .do something or orders a
telicher to do something, or get housing for a family.

Once again. I think it is unfortunate that we have to get to the state
where we get into the courtroom to solve problems. MA when a judge
orders it, sometimes people listen. When I ask for it people sometimes
donit,- unless I bring them to court%
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I would also perhaps- just like -to mention that I fed that an. office._
such as ours, in whatever city it exists and in whatever form that it
exists, act as a watchdog on the public and rivate servin a encies
that are there to serve children.

Our only bosS are the 5- and liar_ and 15-year,dd,clients.:. nobody
else.

Onceagain, I have perhaps in my outlook for you because of Cali-
° lornia;_-but budget cuts, post- Proposition 13, are seeing Children,.

"through agency dire,ctiie, shuffled from place to place to cheaper Place-
ments,,perhaps not placed at all so that money could be saved in foster
care.

-I-don't-think that any of the agencies perhaps are particularly or
intentionally malicious,. but I think that they-run to a different drum-
mer. Those of us who consider ourselves as child advocates have to
know that the children should be our boss and our only concern, our
-ultimate concern and not an agency directive or a budget cut.

Just really briefly, youtprobably know my clients without knowing
their names 0- r-olds who get lit on fire, 7-year-olds who have al-
ready lived in a dozen places, one 13-year-old boy mislabeled'retaAid-
relinquished at birth, never adopted, left in a place that Ken will have
to write up, unfortunately, and still not placed. He still has no place

-to ltve. He has now been to 17, I think, places, altogether.
Children_who are 14 who commit petty thefts are either sent home

with absolutely nothing at all or locked up because there aren't sub-
stantive alternatives.

Children, who but for the_fact that we caii get eguardianship
through a relative might wind tip-in the foster care system in a dozen
different places.

Those are my, clients. My clients need this committee's help and
definitely the Office of Juvenile .Tubtice and Delinquency Prevention's
help.

Certainly, there are, no other lawyers, unless we get the Govern-
ment's help, Wause 5-year ,olds just frankly don't pay $50 an hour
fees or even $5 an hour fees.

So. we support, certainly, the reatithorization of the bill: We cer-
tainly support, of independence for this Office so that things may flow
more quickly, whether they are positive or negative. We do support
the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act so that our clients will have
some place to stay when they are out on the street.

Thank you.
Ms. JOLLY. Thank you very much.
Would anyone like to make a final comment? -
Ms. TuomPsos. I would.
Ms. Jotxx. Yes.
Ms. TitO3feSON. Just. kind of a one last summary line ii, listening to

-all the speakers today, whether you define it youth advocacy, legal
advocacy, lay advocacy, because I think it is important to both to
really have those combinations.

T thillk the emphasis is to look at outcomes, No. 1, what kihd of cre-
ative leverage that you can bring to bearwhat kind of tremendous,
F think, resources in the community that you can really combine and
organize and pressure to make change.

°
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think what we are really talking about is a checks-and-balance
system. Thei:e-is a lot of exciting talent-out-there-that-you-need --for
that kind of leverage, watchdogging, case advocacy, class advocacy in

whaievei form.
.1...think,the other important point I would like to stress, Mary, is

that, yes, it is important to see the break families interpersonal abuses

take_place.But as Ste'Ve has said, and others, we-really have to look

!at system.akiiise.
7

dunkit-IS to the credit of this committee and to some of the office

initiatives. Themajer thrust and hurt and harm against children are
Very often the institutions which .we give millions and billions of dol-

-hut to in fact support and service them.
Jour.- Thank you very much. I appreciate your coining.

[The prepared statements of Father Ritter and Ms. Williams

follow :]
PREPARED' STATEMENT or FATHER BRUCE BITTER

-I am Father Bruce Ritter, Executive Director of Covenant House, a child care

-agency in-New -York City that has specialized in caring for runaway and home-
less youth-for-more than twelve years. Covenant House has been a recipient of

Runaway Youth Act funds since the Act's first funding cycle. I am grateful for

the opportunity to testify before this Committee about the acute problems that

affect many thousands of children In New York City and throughout the nation.
Twelve years ago.I became involved-with the prolgems of these young people,

almost against my will, when ten runaway children sought help from me, asking
to sleep on Ihe floor of -my Apartment 16 the East Village of New York, where I

was exercising what-was called a ministry of service to the pcior. These particu-
lar ten kids had been savagely abused by some junkies in the neighborhood who

were pimping these children in order to support their habit, had been burned

out of the abandoned building they were living in, and had, before that, been
forced -to make a pornographic movie in order to pay for their "room and board."
-These youngsters ranged in age from -14 to 17:-Because I could not find any place
or help for them in the child welfare system, I kept them. They moved Into my

apartment. So many hundreds of children began knocking on my door that my.
friends and I were forced to begin a new child care agency. Since that date we
have -sheltered many thousands_ of runaway and homeless children, returning
thousands to their homes, helping others to prepare for independent living, [lad,
when necessary, finding longer term placement for them.

Following its beginning as an informal runaway house in 1068, Covenant House
'became -Incorporated and- licensed in--1972; By 1076, the agency-operated -eight
group homes funded by New York City's child welfare system (and therefore

available o to New York city youngsters) and two runaway houses for boys

and girls from country. The runaway houses are funded through the
federal Runaway Youth Act an , since 1978, also through similar legislation
passed In New York State. These residences provide shelter, counseling, and other
crisis intervention services up to a maximum of sixty days, as well as aftercare
services. Together thejlouses accommodate a static population of twenty-four
,ancl,pn annual dynatitie population of seven to 4,,dg14, hundred.

Covenant House reldtated its runaway programs to the Times Square area of
New-York.City-irr-1076:A3nce-in-Times-Square, we-were-practically-forcedby
the sheer numbers of runaway and hotneleks children we found thereto open
an additional program. "Under 21," our crisis intervention and multiservice cen-
ter, opened in the-heart of Times-Square in April, 1977. For the last three years
we have operated our 'program there, on the so-called "Minnesota Strip," -a
seamy fifteen block stretch of Eighth Avenue Containing over one hundred_strip
Joints, porno bookstores and movies, transvestite places, gay bars, male and fe-
male burlesque houses, peep shows, topless bars, and fleabag hotels. Tens of thou-
sands of runaway and homeless youth flock to the area, attracted by the glitter
and theft own survival needs. They live by panhandling and stealing, by exploit-
ing and being exploited. Most are tone.hed by the life of prostitution. Many thou-
sands, because they have no other solution, are forced to adopt prostitution as
a lifestyle.
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Although it Is difficult to eStithate the number of young people under the age of
21 who Inhabit, or-more properij Subsist, Iii tine area, oe pace itnift Stared that
there are at least 10.000 runaways and homeless youth in the Times Square area
at any one time. Within only a ten square block of our program on Eighth Aye-

_ Jule. a One and Onejnaklijign dollar stx industry flourishes. The pollee have
identified over one thousand pimps that work this area. It has the highest crime
rate of any section in New York City. It is no place for a child, yet it is the point
of entry for runaway children traveling to the CRY by bus froma_parta_of
couu ry.l'hey_are disgorged into a mammoth bus terminal surrounded by a huge
sex for sale, sex as entertainment industry. .

Our Under 21 program is open around the. clock, seven days a week, and offers
a full range of short-term services to youth aged 40 to 21. These services include,'
shelter, meals, individual and family counseling, social worker-services, medical

athotitcy. es...cowl...I and vocational eounseling Itud training, and employ-
luent referral. More than 14,000 youth have sought and received help from Under
21 since-It opened three years ago. The number..of, children are still increasing
dramatically : the average monthly figure for youth served has rlien-frud 330
during 1977. to 619 in 1978, to 830 kids per month last year. And now, since the
first of this year, more than 100 youngsters a night have slept at Under 21. Their
average length of stay Is about two Weeks. Because little funding exists for

y-sii-agstera without-resIticuce, i e rouswoy and homeless youth, eighty percent
of the costs ot our Center must be covered by Private donations. We are always
mwerstafted-unnerfinsmced, and overwhelmed by the numbers of children cora-
lug to us at all hours of the day and night.

Just as large numbers of runaway and homeless kids forced us to open Under
21. even greater numbers drove us to search for a larger facility. Thanks to the
Interseatton of Governor Hugh Carey, last year we found a new facility that
enables uj to provide 111 beds. in addition to all- of the other program and sup -
portive services needed by our youngsters.

Nlitny people are unaware of the enormous dimensions of the problem of rur-
1111*s and homeless children in our societyor what can happen to them. A9
members of this Committee know well, hundreds of thousands of kids run away
every year in this country. Aecording to a New York City Police estimate, there
are at least 20.00b iunawaysAstrietly defined 1.Ti-ifir State asidds_under 16) in
N6-% lurk City at any one time. If you add to that number the many thousands
of self-emancipated mu! disenfranchised youngsters between the ages of 16 and
IS and the even greater number between 18 and 21. the numbers of children on the
streets are staggering. These numbers are not just pulled out of a rhetorical hat..

__Of _the 14,000-youngsters who have sought help at our Under 21 Center since
April. tn.., approximately 1.7(X) have been 15 aim under; another 3,200 have been
between 16 and 17 : and 9.100 between 18 and 21.

There was a time w hen we turned away, young.people for whom-we bad no
room. Now, knowing what I know about the dangers of street life, I can no longer
turn a youngster away. The "environmental" hazards of the Times Square area
pimps and other exploiters of youthare far too serious. A New York City Ike
captain recently estimated that 70 percent of the youngsters picked up by New
York City's police .::aolway7squad_ are engaged in prostitution Approximately
two-thirds of the I-4,000 youngsters writ) have come to Under 21 have been in.-
volved,in prostitution. and it is difficult to describe how grim an ugly and tragic
their lives are. Consequently, when the twenty-four beds in our runaway group
homes and the 111 beds at Under 23 are full. we bed youngsters down on the
floor. We cannot turn them back to the street. I did it once, and I can't do it
again. As long as live I- can never fqrget the faces of Mil kids ihat-klfOeked
on my door very late one night. One of then. said, "A-re you Bruce?" and I said
I was. and he said. "Do you take kids in?" and I said, "Yes" and he said. "Can
we stay with you?" I said "No, because we have no room" and he began to cry
and he said. "Where can I go and %Vila OM 1 do ?" I said. "You eau go back Into

, the street and look sad." And he stopped crying and looked at me and said, "I
can do that." He 3114. They both went back into the street. One boy was 15, the
other was 14.

We now know too well what happens %Oen runaway and homeless youth are
forced to live oh the ktreets because.there are no residences or other facilities
to provide care and protection for them. The sex industry aggressively recruits
them for the life of prostitution. A pimp actually came Into our Center one
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_morning.and offered us WO for a 13 year old girl from Maine. A 14 year old boy

was chased into our Center one dzi y1i was-about-40)7-The-boy

had been held prisoner in motel right down the street, for about six weeks,

and he had escaped. And the pimp had a broken bottle. He was trying-to kill-the

`boy. A '17-year old girl from-Staten-Island had a tough time making the $200 a
fight-her -pimp_reeptred. And so she would come into our Center for just 8 few

-minutes at a time, to get a bite to eat ()Th shower, before-she-tVent back online
streetI-mot-her v fow weeks _Wore Christmas, and she was killed just shortly
before New Year's; Her body was chopped in a dozen pieces, and distributed In

various -parts of,New-Ymk and Newaersey, wrapped in Christmas packages. In

- last twelve months,,1, 4te Of-my children have diedshot, stabbed, thrown
out of windows, suicides. We,feel.that our program has saved dozens of others

from this fate. . 4r -14

Thanks to the Runaway Yimth Act, services that reach out to ch youngsters
are available through° at the conntry-This legislationas legitiun ed an effective
model of nonpunitiv , shelter, crisis intervention, and conflict resolution for
runaway youth. The legislation has helped thousands of runa 'flys and their
families, through programs that interpret runaway episodes symptoms of
family distarbaeze, rather than aberrations in the youth them lees.

I am pleased to note that a recently introduced bill reauthorizing this legisla-

tlon,-S. 2441, culls for renaming the Runaway Youth Act and Homeless Youth Act.
I would like to comment with some greater emphasis on the problems confronting
mule w itch are somewhat different from those experi-

enced by runaway youth. These homeless y u ppeariug_thincreasing
numbers at runaway shelters in all of our large urban areas. They differ
runaways in that their, families have long since abandoned them to the streets
and in that public jurisdictions frequently deny responsibility for them. When
youngsters have no permanent residence and are over 16, they are generaNyy not
eligible for services from the child welfare system. And even thoughthey are
often victims of abuse and neglect, homeless youngsters are rarely known to the
Family Court System unless they have been picked up for delinquent behavior.

For the most part, these aalescents cannot get the medical help they need,
_ cannot easily qualify for public assistance, cannot enter ir.to contracts, cannot

find it &Cent A: They tire" free, however, to wander the streets, panhandling,
exploiting, being exploited. Many thousands of them become willing or unwilling
victims of the sex industry that feeds on children. They have fow options: cold,
hungry, homeless, desperate for affection. they fall easy prey to those Who know
all too-Well-S.)3w- to -exploit them.-These children find-It-almost-impossible-to-get c -
help. Until Covenant House opened Under 21, with the help of the Roman Catholic
Archdiocese. there were absolutely no services for these thousands o( 16 to 18

-year old children in the Times Square area.
While the present Runaway Youth Act stipulates that homeless youth shall be

served. it is geared to the needs of the traditional runway of the 1060's, the
youngster wh with counseling and supportive family services, can rehire home
within a ttr-week period. While massive numbers pf yOungsters still run from

. families Hutt can be reunited, in our experience at least an equal number can
truly be called homeless. Just locating the parents of these youth may require
more than the two week shelter period mandated by the Runaway Youth Act.
And if ultimately families cannot be located or reconciled, preparing these youth
for independent living_or findings appropriate placement for them usually re-
quires considerably longer than two weeks. A two month shelter limit wohld he
far more realistle._Thls problem is not unique to Times S_quare, JerAhe other
members of the Rtntp c.,elition (an organizatien of runaway programs
thrmighout New Yc k State and New Jersey) estimate that they serve GO percent
homeless youth and 50 percent runawor.,,Of curse, at Covenant House' the per-
centage of homeless youth is even higher than 50 percent, I would like to see
the* new legislation more effectively address the needs of these youth.

At the very least, monies should be authorized for demonstration grants fo
&vein!) effective modals of bronsring homoless y.ounmters for Independent liv-
ing. Centers for independent living preparation for the handicapped are' now
being funded through the Office of Humati-Develtipment Services of HEW. If
yea could spend an afternoon at Under 21, I'believe you would leave in the cer-
tain Ynowledge that these slightly older homeless adolescents are under a severe

_handicap in their search for survival.
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TI;ereika third calettorY of homeless adolescents who are not now eligible for
binds through the Runaway Youth Act, the 18 --TO 21-year-old-age -group: YoUth_____
18 and over are widely believed to be potentially self-sufficient. Our expert-

_mice demonstrates. howeverthat often their potentiaLcannot be realized with-
out considerable support services. A major cause of delinquent activity in the
Times-Square area is the lack of shelter and other services for these thousands
of older-adolescents. forced from their homes by families -who cannot afford
theui. Severely deficient in skiliti amid education, these young - people adopt the
11fFOrthe-streets-simply.necau,se-ntrotheritttatIves;-exIst-

The percentage of 18 to 21 year eirffristat rved-at-Uuder_211).as increased from
c0 percent of our total client population in 1977, to 63 pereiiirii-11 968rt
percent, or uoo, last year. Because of their agethey, are too youngtthese
youth are.turned away by the City's Men's and Women's Shelters, which serve
the homeless adult population of New York City. Covenant House is just one'
of the agencies in urban areas faced by the massive needs of older ,homeless'
adolescents. I advocate strongly that eligibility under the Runaway and Home-
less Youth Act be expanded to include homeless youth up to the /e of 21.

Lam strongly oprsed to the possible placement of the runaway and homeless
youth prirrram in_the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency .Prevention:
Placement in OJJDP would in itself imply that youth who run away or are home-
less, are blameworthy. It is completely inappropriate to involve youth in the juve-
nile dust ice rystenn nas.d simply on their runaway or homeless status. I support
that continued placement of the Act in HEW (or the new Department of Health
and' Human Services).

Finally, the funding of this program should be increased to at least $25 mil-
Hop, with increases to account for inflation, in order to keep pace with the
tunitray population and have some impact on the needs of homeless youth.

While 1 am aware of the current push to reduce fiscal year 1980 spending by
more than $2 billion and to balance the budget in fiscal year 1981, I hold out
hope this will not be done at the expense of the nation's children.

The murder of twenty-six adolescent' boys, most of them runaways, their
bodies discovered In Houston in 1973, was the impetus for initial passage of the
Runaway Youth Act In 1974. A similar price must not be exacted for the re-
authorization of this legislation.

RECENT CASE: HISTORIE:S, RESIDENTS OF COVENANT HOUSE. RUNAWAY PROGRAM
FOR GIRLS. MARCH 25, 1980

(11-Linda, aged 16, ran dozens of times from a mother prone to bre:.kdoNiiIs
and an alcoholic and seductive father who physically abused her. Each time
she received a beating from her father. Linda left home in New Jersey for Times
Square. There she engaged in prostitution and drug use. Linda came to Covenant
House and received shelter and counseling in the runaway program. Early
one Morning she was pursued by a:street gang and ran into a building and up to
the roof. Either falling or jumping in her panic, Linda was impaled on an iron
fence, which had to be severed with a blow torch in order for her to be taken
to a. hospital. Linda is now living, at home and :eceiviug physical therapy. Her
father is attending AA meetings. Linda and her parents are now engaged in him-

' fly therapy with her Covenant HouSe social worker.
(2) Nancy was a 16 year old runaway from a wealthy New Jersey family. At

the time she came to Covenant House, she had recently left the hospital Where
she watTtaken following a suicide attempt. Arriving in New York City to "start
a new life," Nancy narrowly escaped being raped by a man who offered to take
her home with him. Nancy became aware of the dangers of street life, and with
counseling support returned home to concerned parents.

(3) Diane 16 years old, left her grandmother's home in North Carolina when
her grandmother could no longer care for her. Diane arrived at Covenant House
scared. hurt, and hoping to find a home where she would be cared for and an op-
portunity to attend school. She pow resides in a long-term Covenant House group
home, attends high school, and hopes to attend college.

(4) Renee ran from parents whose own severe emotional difficulties prevented
them from providing her with the care. support, and structure she needed. At age
13. Renee stopped attending school an.. started spending most of her time away
from home. Our work with Renee and her family focused on helping them to
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knowledge family difficiddes and accept help from a family service organization
in their community. Renee Is now living at home, and she and her family are
receiving follow-up Nervices.

(5) Carmen, a 13 year old who rau_trom a series of foster home parents, was
deserbed as a "chronic runaway." Tiffs Withdrawn, soft-spoken youngster hardly
said a word during the first 'AO; of ter stay at Covenant House. Gradually she
revealed.that her motivation in running was to reunite with her biological family,
with whom-she hail strong emotional ties. Arrangements were made for her to
live with her aunt, who was aireadrcaring for Carmen's brothers. Aftercare was

_provided for both Caimen and her,aunt.
(6) Ellen came to Covenant House at age 10, described Iterself as a "drifter."

She andhenaleoholic mother had lived in a series of welfare hotels. Ellen was
e ceptioludiej right and had_been accepted in a city high school for gifted young-
sters, but never a funny to attend school regularly. Ellen's mother
could not,he located, but her fat to teeam e_lnyolved in planning with Ellen and
Covenant House staff. Ellen accepted placemen Ira diagnostic center where an
in-depth assessment of her needs and long-term planning could be done.
--(74.,1nne, 16, came to Covenant House on the run from a home where she had

sitffehityslcal and emotional abuse for many years. During per stay she grad-
ually responded -to_ the support of staff and began understanding bersfeelings to-
wards her family and her self-destructive actions Anne now resides in a Covenant
House longterm group home.

(8) Rita. a 14 year old runaway, left foster care placement at age 12 and lived
in the New York City streets for almost two years. She came to Covenant House
determined to return to her home state and "make a new start." Covenant House
staff provided in-depth counseling and worked closely with Rita's outof-state
caseworker, enabling her to returnitoplacement in her home state.

t0) At 17, Eve came to Covenant, leaving a mother who could no longer cure
for her. She planned to live independently, but was a high school dropout with-
out Job skills or experience. During here stay, stuff helped Eve preprre for in-
dependent living, arranged for her to enter an-educational training program, and
continue to work with her on an aftercare basis.

(10) Juanita, 17, left a home where her Motner restricted her to the house and
did not allow her to attend school. Juanita, had been living on the streets with
a half-brother for months when she arrived at Covenant House. She has since
enrolled in an educational/vocational training program, made plans to live in-

--dependently, and improved her relationship with her family.
;11) Jane. a16--Yetir oldtunaway from Conn it, had left home at age 14.

following- her parents' threat to commit her to a pvc i ittrie-hewital. She left
Covenant House after a few days to live with a friemut in ConnecTrenti- explain-

.- Mg that it was difficult for her to stay (n one place for any length Of time.
(12) Susanna, ahnost 18. ran,from a home where she was locked into battld

with her mother, who attempted to control every area of her -We. She-Arrived
atrovenant House unable to control frequent outbursts of rage. Susanna's plan
Was to live independently, but she soon faced the reality that her emotional
state needed immediate attention. Counseling and casework with Susanna,-her
faintly, and a community health center resulted in Der entrance in a therapeutic
day treatment program.

(13) Terri, 14. ran three times from a mother who continually abused her,
bdth physically and emotionally. Each time Terri was returned home by police.
She subsequently ran to Covenant House, where staff took her allegations seri-
ously and contacted Child Protective Services in her home state. A New Jersey
caseworker found temporary placement for Terrl and initiated work with her

'4 family.
(14) Tina, age 16, ran from her home in 'Westchester! alleging abuse by her

mother. She remained at Covenant_House until the Westchester Department of
Social Services arranged temporary ilacement andobegan investigating her
family situation.

(15) Monica. age' 12, repeatedly ran from an ambivalent, neglectful mother.
Family services were arranged for Monica and her mother through 'Special Serv-
ices for- Children. Because of difficulty in.locating an appropriate placement.
Monica has beemtemporarily placed in a transitional shelter, where she is doing
we/L
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(16) Debby, age 17, ran away from Georgia. She wanted to ,"get on hr own
.. two feet" and to become indene dent of her family. Covenant House Vec4tional

staff arranged for Debby to ens a training program. .

(17) Esther, age 18, pante o Covenant House four months pregnant and in
need of shelter. While. at Co enact House she exhibited signs of psychiatri dis-
turbance. nnd social work itaff.have, worked closely with Esther toward- ong-

t
term planning for herself and her bag?... , ..._

(18) Ann. age 17, came to fovea:110,11(3w aftirliving.,on the streets for six
months. She was motivatedato work cilth -staff around her' difficulties, and en-
pressed a desire to return to her mothir in Puerto Rico. After the Mother was
contacted and agreed to this plan, arrangements were made and Anna returned
bane. .. \

(10) Dee. age 17, came to Covenant House with a history of drug and alcohol
involvement, after living on the streets for quite some time. Covenant House staff
worked to prepare Dee to enter a therapeutic community where .she could get,
help for her drug prOblem. Dee accepted the referral and is presently partici-
pating fully ill a therapeutic community program: . \

(20) Carol. age 18, has a 0. month old baby in foster care. When she came to
Covenant House. she resented being separated from her child, but eventually 1,

recognized she was in no position to care for it. Staff unrked with Carol to help
her And a job and a temporary living arrangement with a relative. She is receiv-
4ng aftercare services and maintaining contact with the foster care agency re-
sponsible for her child.
- (21) Maria, age 14. ran away from her home in,Florida, :Ind came to Covenant.
House after spending some time on the New York City streets. She was very
frightened by Times Square and responded easily to staff warmth and support.
Arrangements were -trade for Maria to return hmile to a very concerned mother.

(22)..Kim, age 14. ran from her home in New Jersey at a time that her
mother was emotionally unable to care for her. Covenant House staff notified
New Jersey nttthorlties. wile were unable to immediately provide placement for
her. film responded well to Covenant ,House staff and other residents. She
eventually decided to return home to her mother, and arrangements were made
for a family agency in New Jersey to provide aftercare services.

-123) Sally is the mother of a 2 year old child. She came to Covenant House\ reqnesting help in thing independently with her child. Covenant House provided
ransitional shelter and assisted her in preparing for independent living. Sally

w lives- on her owl and continues to see her Towlel worker for aftercare
rvices. . .
(24) After running away from home threi times in one month, Jessica, age

P. came td Covenant House. Staff worked with Jessica, and her mother around
he difficulties the3 experjenced at home. The local child welfare agency was
unsuited and arranged for Jessica's placement in a group home facility. Mother
ad daughter consented to this arrangement and has'e been receptive to,family
ounseling aftercare from Covenant House staff.

I
'RECENT CAfik_RISTORIF.S, OF COVENANT ROUSE RUNAWAY PECORASI

-

FOR OM MARCH 25, 1980 -

(1) Joe, aged. l5. ran away from home because his father
.
physically abused

him. Joe's mother died two years ago and 1w Is still mourning that death. Joe's
i father is very angry over his wife's death and takes it out on Joe by beating
* him and blaming lam. Joe could no longer tolerate tise. beatings lit home so he

ileft. Upon arrival to the program, the abuse was reported to Central Registry,
and Joe lfils since been placed in a group home where he is continulzg school
and growlOg in a healthy atmosphere.

(2) Andre. age 11, ran away from home where he lived with his wilier and
younger sister. In talking with,Andre, we discovered he has been running away
since his father abandoned the family. Andre doesn't understand why his father
left and feeler be Is to blame. While at the procram we enntited Andres mother
and met with her to discuss the situation. Andre has since returned home and
the family is involved in counseling with our Family Services Unit.
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(3) Tim, age 9, came to program with two other youngsters he
said were his brother and siste . In speaking with Tim and the other youngsters,
we di..thOwred. that Tim was no relatetillto them. The two youngsters (who were
siblings) found Tim on the it t crying. -He told them is father was beating
him up and that he had no fa ly. These two youngsters were also being beaten
at home so they kept Tim with iem. While at the program we contacted .prO-
tective services for all three you ers and they were placed in 'appropriate
foster homes.

(4) James, age.15, ran away-from home-where he lived with his grandnfother.
James-Iiii_been shifted from one family member to another since age five. He
told us his mother had awnervouS breakdown" so she couldn't take care,of him.
He had-never seen his father. James' grandmother is an elderly wonfan who
has various medical problems and is unable to keep up with James. Our staff
contacted the grandmother and she said she was no longer able to care for this
youngster. We were able to refer James to an appropriate group borne residence
where he now lives.

(5) Louis, age 15. ran from an abusive and alcoholic falher. His mother (lied
threestars ago and after his father remarried, the stepmother, *anted nothing
to do with Louis. Our staff worked with protective services in finding an alter-
nate living situation for Louis and he is noTr living with an aunt. His father,
who has a severe drinking problem. isinvolyed in ongoing counseling in another
agency to which we had referred him.

(6) Doug, age 17, came to the program after leaving a drug treatment pro-
gram where he had been inapproprTately_placed. Doug-told us he was involved
in minor street crimes. had been in Rikers Island a number of times and is
.presently on probation. While Doug was here, vie contacted his parents and they
were unwilling to have him return home because otitis _past behn-vion--noick77
was upset about this,_yetstatedthatlfeTelFirrvould be better for him to

(--h-iiii---outside the city so he could be off the streets. Our staff also
felt this was an appropriate.plan and positive step for Doug so we proceedefi
with it. Doug is now taking GET) classes and keeping a part-time job while in
placement.

(7) Tom, age 14, left home because his'father was severely neglecting and
abusing him. Toni was brOught to 'us by an older sister who stated that the
father was a chronic alcoholic and never bought food for the children. She
also told us that for the past month Torn 'had been kept locked up in an empty
room in the apartment without food. water or clothing. The father wac "pun:

_,.fishing" Tom for a grade of 89 on a math test in school. We got protective
services involved in the case and Tom* was placed in a residential setting where
he receives appropriate counseling and is doing very well.

.(8) Raymond. age 16. came to New York from North Carolina where he
lived with his mother and eleven siblings: Raymond's family was very poor
and his mother felt that if he came fo New York he could get a job and send
money to thefamily. Because of, his age. Raymond was unable to find a Job
so he began stealing. Ry.the time Raymond came to the program he had been
arrested several times and had several court tliftpointments. We worked with
the court system and also with North Carolina to get the family financial as-
sistance. Once all plans were arranged. Raymond returned home to his family.

(9) Tony, age 12, had been a chronic runaway since age 9. His mother. who
was very limited emotionally, did not know what to do with him. In talking
with Tony, we discovered that he blamed his mother for his father's desertion
We and the family both felt that it would be best if Tony were to live with
another family member, while being involved in counseling. We contacted a
grandfather in Boston who was very willing to care for the youngster and
presently Tony is living with him. We have been in contact with them and Tony
seems to be doing very well.

(Id) Sam, age 17, was threwn out of the house by his mother as she felt
he was interfering with her life. Sam spent several weeks hustling on the
streets before coming to the program. He desperately wanted to return home
but his mother would not have him. Sam finally resigned himself to the situa-
tion .and has been placed in a group home where he has gone back to school
and is working part-time. Sam is followed in an aftercare program.
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(11) Louis, age 16, was thrown out of the home 'by his mother who accused
him of a,variety of acting out behaviors. Louis denied these allegations and was
very angry at his mother. When he came to the program, we had_several family
meetings to determine what the home situatioh was like. At first Louis' mother
refused to take him back and also refused to .sign_ him into placement. The
stuff iiaked.fery-eldsely with Louis and his. other eventually agreed to sign
him into placement. We were also able to ren)ter Louis' mother to an agency
where she is being counseled and given the support systems she needs to sus-
tain-herself and her family.

(12)' Don, age 14, came to New York from Maryland where he lived with his
mother. Don ,stated that every time his mother would get angry with, him, she
threatened to have him hospitalized. According to Doe, the mother had had
him-institutionalized twice because he wasn't doing well in school. Don was
afraid this would happen again so he left home and hitchhiked to New York.
Don did not want to return home, but Was willing to go,to a runaway shelter in
Maryland where there were support networks for him and his family, as he
realized that New York was "too fast" for him.

(13) Claude. age 16. was raised by a woman who found him on her doorstep
when he was seven years old. According to Claude, this woman attempted to
find Claude's parents, but was unable to do so. One day, he came home from

-- school and found this woman gone amPthe apartment was empty. Claude-Wad
no where to go so the police referred him to Covenant House. Claude was born
In the Bahamas. Our staff called several agencies there to determine whether
anyone pas responsible for the boy. We were unable to locate his parents or
any relatives and Claude, in effect, was an abandoned child. We called Special

I Services for Children and they 'successfully placed Claude in an appropriate
long-term residence.

(14) Paul. age 13. ran away from home due to an abusive, father. When
Paul arrived at the program he had several bIllises and open wounds on his
body which were inflicted by his father, Paul left home several times before

ti \ but was told to return by family members as they felt the father was justified
. in beating him. Our staff contacted protective services and Paul was placed in

a group home. Paul still keeps in contact with the staff.'
(15) Joe. age 17. had been in many placements throughout his life. His

mother was a drug addict and his father committed suicide when this young-
ster was 14 years old. Joe has been unable to come to terms with his father's
death. He spoke about having many nightmares and not being able to concen-
trate. Joe also had problems finding a job which made him very depressed. Our
staff counseled Joe about his fears and frustrations and they were able to assist
him In finding a job. In working towards discharge, Joe found an apartment
and-still continues to use our aftercare services.

(16) Jose. age 16. came to our program because his mother went to Puerto
Rico and said she couldn't,afford to take him. Jose's mother told him to stay
with his alcoholic father who was unable to support him and was hardly ever
home. Jose was amble to remain in this situation, so he left his father's house
and arrived at Covenant House. In contacting the mother. she stated her con-
cerns for Jose and told us that she had wanted to take him with her but had
been financially unable to do so. As Jose wanted to be with his mother. we made
arrangt,nents to have him go to Puerto Rico. The Department of Social Services
in Puerto Rico was also enlisted by staff in order to assist this family.

(17) Thu. age 13, had been badly beaten by his alcoholic father prior to com-
ing to the program. He had several lumps and bruises on his head and upper
torso. Tim was found on the streets by another youngster who was involved
in a local gang and this boy brought Tim to Covenant House. Tim arrived very
concerned and frightened that his father would find him and beat him again.
Our staff was able to contact protective services and have Tim moved to a more
approprjate and healthy setting.

(18) Steve, age 17, was living in Florida with his grandparents before he
came to the program. Steve said he had been in continual contact with his
mother (who lived in New York) but became worried when he didn't hear from
her for two months, Steve came to New York to see if his mother was alright,
but found the apartment empty. He went to the police and they referred,him to
our program. Steve and the staff made several attempts at locating his ifother
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but she could not be found. After several days a staff member was able to locate
a woman who knew where Steve's mother was located. We were able to reach
the mother and arranged Steve's reunion with her.

(19) Gecitite, age 13, started running away from home at age 10. When George
came to the program he told us that he and his family would always argue. Our
staff made contact with George's family and set up several family meetings to
assess the home situation. After in-depth discussions with George and his parents,
George decided to return home. The family is presently involved In ongoing
counseling with our Family Services Unit.,

(20) Jack; age 17, came to our program after being discharged to hiniself
from a state psychiatric facility. He was initially committed by his parenth at
age 15 when he told them he thought he was a homosexual. By the time Jack
arrived at Covenant House, he had already acquired various institutional be-
haviors such as rocking beck and forth in his chair and staring blankly into
spaces. In talking with Jack we discovered that he was terrified of being in the
community' He became so dependent on the hospital that he felt helpless. We
attempted contact with Jack's parents but they wanted no further involvement
with him. We were finally able to refer Jack to a group home with youngsters his
own. age anthwhere he has been able to return to school. Our staff kept in contact
with this group home and was told that Jack was steadily progressing.

(21)_Carl,age17,1eftanaleoholic father and drug addicted mother in Chicago.
He hitchhiked his way to New York because he had been told he couldmake "easy
money." Carl had been hustling nine months in Times Square before he came to
the program. It took many hours of intense counseling and discussion to help
Carl begin to realize the price he was paying for the so called "easy money."
After much perseverance. the staff was able to get Carl to agree'to go into group
home placement. Carl was willing to try it. on a "temporary basis." Upon Carl's
dfschargerfrom the program. the staff followed up with the group home and found
that Carl is still in placement. It has been nine months since he left Covenant
House.

(22) Chris. age 17, has been in placement most of his life. He stated that his
mother didn't want him so he was put away. Our staff made several attempts
at contacting Chris' mother but to no avail. While Chris was at the program,
we helped him to get a job and enroll in a GED program. Chris went to live with a
friend and periodically keeps in contact with the program.

(23) Steve. age 16, has been in placement most of his life. Steve Was tired of
being moved from placement to placement and wanted desperately to return home
"like other kids." Our staff tried to contact Steve's mother but she wanted no part
of Win. We were finally able to contact a grandparent in Boston with whom
Steve is now living.

(21) Tony, age 17. was thrown out of his house by his mother because she felt
he was not motivated enough to obtain a job. Tony and his mother argued fre-
quently because he wanted to attend GED classes and she felt that wasn't im-
portant. Our staff helped Tony get into a GED program as well as obtaining a job.
Tony is now living on his own and utilizes our aftercare services.

(25) Pete. age 17, arrived at Covenant House after his home situation became
chaotic due to his father's drinking problem. Pete felt himself under a great deal
of pressure at home and could no longer concentrate on school. Pete views his
education very seriously and has hopes of attending college. Our staff spoke
with the father who appeared unconcerned about the boy's welfare. We were
able to contact on aunt, with whom Pete lived previously. who said Pete could
live with her. Pete will be graduating from high school in Jute and goigg on to
college in the Fall.
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DOMPRE2IENSIVE SERVICE STATISTICS-UNDER 21 CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER (EXCLUSIVE OF RUNAWAY
,GROUP HOMES) -

Total
April 1977 January April 1977

to 1979 to to
. 'December December

-- - 'December

f
-______ 1971 Percent c 1979 , Percent 1979 Percent

.. . _

iota drab's served --16-7SS \,..,.... . :. . 10,742 1 2L 137
i

Total number visib 31,640 ' ---- 39, 70, 836

'Male

7
Male 8, 353 so -"-----14166 83 17,219 81

-.:- "Ethnicity:- -
19FOIRSIO., ...i. 2,042 , 20 1, 8M --- 17 3,918

Neck 5; 755 55 6,821 63--`. _12,576 . 59

Cavcaelen. 1.126 17 931 9 -14657 0 13

Hispanic 2,009 1 19 2,515 24 4,595- -__ 22

-Other and unknown 905 , 9 404 4 1,309 --- - 6
Age: ,

--. ---r.

-Under`l, 49 1 27 76 . ------4-.......z.

-.-121o15 1,033- ', --HI- --955- _:2;038-_-_-- ---,- ---10- ----
16 to 17_, r.. 2,471 24_ 2,408 22 4,897 23 .

18 to 20 5,956 57 6,874 64 12,830 61

21 plus 411 4 _ 387 4

UnMown- 425 4 91 1 516 2

Presenting request:
Shelter 2,251 22 2,135 20 4,386 21

food 5,9466 57 8, 521 80 14, 467 69

Job 116 1 4 120

CounsWing. 2.. 1,270 12 1, 305 6

School
1

35
13 15

Other 317 21 338 2

Unknown 493
3
5 13 506 2

Revisits:
Number of repeat visitors 5,512 51 9,631 46

Number of -average visits
4, 119

6 6 6

Receptionlintake 34,'174, 41,086 ... 75, 260

Courtsiling 14, 969 15,631 30,600

Meal service .. 70, 876 81,075 151,951

Avers!. per day 111 222 a 151

Shelter 17,103 _ ....... - 19, 538 36,641
Average, per day 27 _ 54 36

Job counseling 990 84 1, 074

Groups 1, 075 18,051 19, 126

Family sessions 122 65 187
1, 391

Referrals:
Returned home 481 _ 910

Referrals elsewhere 1, 102 1, 102

Shelter 353 1, 352 2,310

Job 15 15

Other 838 1, 096 1, 934

Social work:

°Family casework 897 ....... 1_ . 1, 216
269 ....... . ___ 1,161 ....

72; 511331
t,

- Groupwork

Individual casework 2, 977 4, 554

Referrals:

PlacemCommunItyt. 1 2
agencies i282 . ....... .i___ 2

146 380
2 554

Advocacy on behalf of youth and
6, 712

en34
families 3,871 10, 582

Medical: T ,

Individual counseling 655 2, 196 2,851

Group Counseling. 31 _ ....... 1_ 27 58
705Medical examination 135 1, 570

Itedical referral 195 .i 617 812

Walk -In team:
Individual counseling 2, 117 2, 117Familyoxinseling. 111 111

docacy ' 409 409
A
Refverrels i 319 319

Family service unit: ?
Individual counseling.., 1 19 ..

S
21. 19

Advocacy i; 13369 7.-t 139 ,Family counseling.
396

Groupecerrouz_gelin .____,..7- - -719
653

-4- 820
276

1,535
929

5 ,..-...,--------....., Referrals. 5

Educational/vocational counseling: i
I ndividial counseling 89L - i5C 1,544

Educational/vocational re/feral__ 127

Tutoring 359 359

Testing 31 31

Deys of school attendance 199 199

Days of on-the-lob training
Obtained jobs while at U-21 T 46

,..,,. .,

I Total number nerved In calculated on s monthly basis. TherefOre, t14 bibill \umber of new children served during thli

.timsle 11,526.

46
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6
PBEARED STATEMENT Or JUDITH K. WILLIAMS

Senator Bayh, Honorable Gentlemen of the Committee: My name' is Judy
Williams and I am the Director of Open-Inn, a shelter care agency in Tucson,
Arizona.

I .would like to take my time to give you an idea of, what Open-Inn is and
what we do' for our community; how we utilize the fundings we receive under
the'Runaway.Youth Act. _

,

Open -Inn began in December of 1974 and we were the drat agency in the
State of Arizona to provide short term residential,care_ancicounseling for.run-
away youth: In our first' year of operation we served about-300 youth, that
number has now grown to over 500 in 1979. We-operate twolaomes; and'now
hovel full -time counselors, 2,Program Coordinators, and 6 houseparentsr.with
an annual operating budget of $190,000: 45 percent of that budget comes from
Federal monies.

are
short term hoasing, up to 15 days, on a crisis basis and our clients

kie seen daily by one of, our counselors. We encourage, their families to partici-
pate and-we-now-provide an aftercare nrograjn_for_up_to_90_ days to insure

--------family-stability.7"-- _.
The jority of our clients have returned to their homes or a member of

their exte ed family; are now in school or preparing to return to school, and
most have no run away "agaih. .

At Open-ran we try to help our youth decide on their future plans-and goals,
and, we.provide counseling for the entire family. While they stay at one of our
homes the youth are provided with groups and recreational activities, and our
counselors will act es -their advocates with the Juvenile Court ,system, the
School'system, and, when necessary, the Welfare system. .,

In addition to our residential and aftercare services we handled over 7,500
phone calls last .year, ranging from information and referral issues to crisis
intervention and telephone counseling. We maintain a 24 hour Crisis Hot Line
which is well publicized within our community.

Our service area, the City of Tucson, now has a population of about 500,000,
of which about 1/2 are under the age of 18. According to Juvenile Court statistics,
Tucson had about 1600 runaways picked up last year. The F.B.I. feels that this
is perhaps 1/2 of the total number of youth who actually 'leave home.

About 47 percent of the youth in our area who enter the juvenile court system
have "running" listed as one of their offenses. About 22 percent are there for
that problem alone. Another statistic that we have seen is that about 70 percent
of our clients are femaleg, with an'average age of 15 years old. With Tucson's
population expected to double by the year 2000 I think we can expecte a con-
tinued increase in our client population, and an increased need for neighbor-

, hood shelter care programs to provide the service and counseling necessary to
guide our youth.

I have come here today to show my support for the reauthorization of the
Runaway Youth Act. I would also like to voice my preference for Senator Bat'h's
bill which %%void increase the allocation and provide an adequate funding level
for the next 5 years.

Without the support of this act, agencies like Open-Inn will more than likely
be forced to close their doors. The youth that we now counsel and serve will
be forced back on the, streets, and without trying to sound too melodramatic,
all indications are that we would see an increase in drug use, prostitution, and
petty crimes.

I said earlier, Open-Inn's annual_budget now- consists Of about 45 percent
Federal.monies. However; We have been active in our pursuit of local and state
grants and have been very successful in moving away from a total dependence
on federal money, which I feel is the correct way to run a community based
service agency. We use our federal money to match local grants and it also
enables us to go after private funds from individuals, religious groups, and pri-
vate foundations. But the plain fact of the matter is that without this money
we would not be able to exist in the form that we do today.

.. In closing I would like to say that Open-Inn has been fortunate in that we
have received the enthusiastic support of our community. Our Board of Direc-
tors reflects this support in their broad based membership, and in their will-
ingness to give many hours of their time volunteering for various duties on be-
half of Open-Inn. We have taken our responsibilities seriously and have strived
to. go above and beyond the national goals that were set by this act. We have

.
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successfully linked with other youth serving agencies both loCUlly and nation-
ally, and I was recently elected to be the regional representative to the National
Network- of Runaway Youth Services. To continue with our work, Gentlemen,
we need your -help. I hate to-hear people saying, "he is young, he must wait ; he
will ,hrive plenty of chances". Without the re-authorization of the Runaway
Yogth Set there may, just be fewer chances this time..

'Thank you.
.SU. JOLLY. The last panel this afternoon will be Sue Matheson,

executive director, Xanthos, in Alameda., Calif. ;-Ronald W. Clement,
executive, .director, Diogenes Youth Services, Davis, Calif.; Cynthia
Myers, Metro-Help, Inc., Chicago, Ill., Robbie ,Callaway,. member,
Maryland State Advisory Group and also, a member of the National.
Youth Work Alliance, and Becky Davis, director, Southern Area
Youth Se ry ices. tir SA YS.

First, I-would like to say that Senator Mathias do-es-Solid-his apo1-
togies. He was unavoidably called away right now. He was planning

to be here for a part of the hearing today. And, as you all
SeriatCr'Mathias was-an original-sponsor- of the Juvenile,Justice Act,_
in 1972. He was the ranking minority member of the Subcomniiitee to
Investigate Juvenile .Delinquency when Senator Bayh was the chair-
man.

They worked very closely together over the years. I know that Sen-
ator Mathias feels as strongly about the Juvenile and Runaway Youth
Act as Senator Bayh and many of the other Members of the Senate
and the House.

When the bill originally passed in 1974, it was by an overwhelming
bipartisan vote of 88 to 1.

In- 1977, when-it was reauthorized, it was passed by unanimous con-sent.,
We hope that this bodes well for 1980, since we have gone uphill

and we are going to keep going uphill.
The House has been just as generous with their votes, also. In 1974,

the House passed the Juvenile Justice Act.by a vote of 329 to 5.
Then;in 1977, the vote was 389 to 5.
So, we hae made a lot of headway_on both sides.
Welcome this -nioniiiig.--a-Ti.Fs start out with Sue Matheson, the

executive director of Xanthos.
Sue?

PAKEL-014ROBBIE--0, MARYLAND STATE
ADVISORY GROUP; SUE MATHESON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
XANTHOS, AtAlmiTnA, CALIF.; CYNTHIA MYERS, METRO -KELP,

CHICAGO, ILL; BECKY DAVIS, DIRECTOR, SOUTHERN AREA
YOUTH SERVICES; AND RONALD W. CLEMENT, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR,. DIOGENES YOUTH SERVICES, DAVIS, CALIF.

Ms. MATHESON. Thank you.
I am here as chairperson of the board of directors of the National

Network of Runaway and Youth Services, speaking on behalf,of our
membership.

You have heard today 12 individuals who are members of the na-
tional network. Our membership which founded the first runaway
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services nationwide has increased their service delivery system over
the past 13 years so that currently our members are largely multi-
service delivery centers in community -based settings.

As. an _example,. I am director of a community -based agency in
. California which is impacted by the total Juvenile Justice and De-

-liiiquency Priv-thition Act.
haveustatiis offender program that was started under the dein-

stitutionalizatien 'of status offender initiative out, of the Office.
:Locally, I have seenprograms such as the children in custody initia-

tive -Make tremendous changes_ for the 'children that we serve.
.Additionally, the work done by the assessment centers program

etirreritlkitinded under the institute, will have an impact on the types
of-pr` ogranis-werNVill be designing for the-future:-

_.--

The smiportance of the Juvenile Justice Act and Senator Bay_h's
role is not to be disputed. I am herewith a clear mandate from our
membership to let you know that we collectively support the passage
of S. 2441, and commend Senator Bayli for his continued efforts.

We have submitted a written statement for the record. I will, there-
fore: briefly highlight some of the key areas we_wish to comment on.

First, we are gravely concerned over the renaming of the act as the
Violent Juvenile Crime Control Act of 1980.

Ms. JOLLY. Let me just correct that. The same point came up yes-
terday. We did not rename the act. The act will still be entitled the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended,
by this legislation.

Ms. MATHESON. It is a very important issue because the whole spirit
of the act-is-based on the- prfvention of juvenile delinquency.

Ms. JOLLY. You are correct.
Ms. MATHESON. It is important for us at a local program level and

for the funding flow for that spirit and emphasis to remain.
Ms. JOLLY. The bill S. 2441, is just a minor amendment to the over-

all law. We will still have the major portion of the Juvenile Justice
Act retained.

We appreciate that comment. I know the Senator was interested
about that yesterday, too.

Ms7M--snr ox. One of the suggestions that we have offered regard-
ing the whole issue of the violent juvenile offender is that you con
sider establishing a new title. As title III, the Runaway Youth Act,
provides for specific services, there could additionally be a special title
for the violent, juvenile offender.

We are aware that it is a very small number of offenders we are
talking about, and still, there seems to be a clamor from the public

_ to do something about it. ,
Unfortunately, this tends to mean "lock-kids up." There are other

more creative ways of lookifig at treatment of the violent juirenile.
offender. If it were under a separate title, that might be conducive to
some program planning, other than just institutionalization.

Ms. JOLLY. Senator Bayh is opposedto institutionalization of any-
one who hasn't committed a crime.

Ms. lanizsox. Right. We ure talking about institutionalization as
being the only treatment modality for violent offenders.- There are
other ways to work with kids who have committed violent crimes.

-45
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Ms. JOLLY. Right. Senator Tlayh has never proposed that instiku-
tionalilation the only answer at all.

As a Metter:Of fact, I think, one of the reasons that he wants to bring
thislopic-to-the 'forefront is beCiuse it appears as though the rredia

and-Some social welfare,peoPle and people in the psychology field: and
education.field, dolocus on this issue of violent offenders.

I know Senator. Bayh and I. realize that violent offenders are a very
iiiiiill:pereentage-of our-entire Populitian of youngsters in,the juvenile
justice syStem.

Ms. MATHESON. Yes, I agree.
Ms. JOLLY. But I believe whit the Senator expected in doing that was
.receive. adeqUatelnformation On hoW in,any people there were who

were Violent offenders and how much money do we have to use in our
system for them so we could-leionce put a lid on the myth that the

, majority of our young people are violent offenders. Ouryoung people
are making aieomplishments 'Express Report-
ers" like Mara Lozier that you heard testify this morning.

It is a problem that I hope we all get to work with.
Ms. MATH.xsorr. Yes; we would be very suppOrtive of that clar4-

cation. -

I would like to bring up a couple of other issues that we are con-
cerned about One of -the areas is_around _the Office itself and the testi-
mony you heard this morning regarding funding-fl-OW- 15-fable-iris and
slowdowns. The stairmg, pattern has always been a critical issue for the
Office..

0 We would hope that in light of the recommendation to increase:
funds, there would be an appropriate increase in the staff of the Office
in-order to-move-the funds-m-a-m-ort-tiniclymanner.

I know you have mentioned this concern also. In another matter we
are aware that the House Budget Committee has eliminated funding at
this point for LEAA and we believe that this warrants attention.

In light of any concurrence by the Senate, we suggest that the auton-
om of OJJDP is absolutely critical at this time.

mmend -that-eon-gas consi er the maintenance of effort
moneys be salvaged since they are critical at this point to the entire
amount of funds that juvenile justice programs have to work with.

Something of special interest that Senator Bayh has introduced in
S. 2441 we heartily support.. Too often we in the field havle found that
pat solutions to complicated juvenile delinquency prevention problems
are adopted due to mass media exposure, when something becomes
44 popular ' because it has received television coverage.

These kinds of programs tend to be replicated all over the country,
based on the publicity they receive. Therefore, we arvery supportive
of-the prevision for s detailed evaluation Of the Rahway juvenile
awareness project.

Ms. JOLLY. Thank you. I know that Senator Bayh was interested in
that too, because this program has been controversial.

It would be very beneficial to have at least that Federal Juvenile
Justice Office do a detailed evaluation and where we go from there.

According to Senator Bayh's proposal at least, we would require
that investigation be completed within 6 months of the act's passage.

Ms. MATHF.sorr. We can probably defer our local-police and proba,
- -

70 -796 0 - 81 - IS-- --A--
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tioii:depirtments from adapting this program, until a full evaluation
is coMplethd. .

,Tou-.T. Yes.
31S. As Senator Bayh-has acknowledged and we in the

field -.know, community -based organiiiitions have continually demon-
strated_the- ability, to assist in the Federal Government's juvenile de-
lincineney prevention efforts. _

We. suggest, that this- be highlighted to , a- greater degree and. spe-
,-cifically., that a set-aside of 75 percent of funds bs mandrted in the act

--tiAie-distributed-tiy the States= to local, /06nprofit
organziations.

You ,hiVe heard about the increased competition in California for
tmds,..due toimpending cutbacks. Many_ other, States and.local,juris!

dictions are in the same situation. The truth is that at the local level
and:_the_State_level, woare_ increasingly,going to be in competition
with police deparments and probation departments and their tradi-
tiorial services.

For prevention efforts, we need to have community-based programs
strengthenedthrough-the ,JJDPA.

Ms. JOLLY. Yes.
Ms. MATHrsox. In closing, I would like to restate that we are in full

concurrence with the 5-year authorization and the funding level sub-
mitted by Senator Bayh.

I want to thankyou-for the opportunity to present the comments of
the national network. I also wish to emphasize that our members can
attest to the impact that the JJDP has had on the young people we
work with on a daily basis.

We urge you to continue these efforts and we support the extension
of this unique -and vital pipth legislation.

-Thank you,
Ms. JOLLY. thank you very much.

- Ron element, executivedirector, Diogenes Youth Services, and also
a member of the national network.

TESTIMONY OF RONALD W. CLEMENT

Mr. CLthENT. Thank you.
I would like to mention, I am speaking from over 8 years experience

in providing services to runaways and otherwise homeless youth. My
experience is both as an agency director and as a counselor working
directly with -troubled youth and families.

I am here today in my capacity as chairperson of the network's pub-
lic policy committee. I would like to concur with some amendments
and propose others, specifically regarding the Runaway and Home-
less Youth Act:

The position of tit) national _network is that thp Runaway and
Homeless Youth Act should be reauthorized without major modi-
fication.

I think there- -has been adequate testimony, both yesterday and
today, attesting.to the fact that this legislation is working. We believe,
it- should-be-allowed-to- continue to- do soniuch

There-havabeen some changes "in the "field, even in the last 3 years.
We believe the act should reflect these.

The most striking changes.have to do with the increasingly serious
nature of the problems that young people are bringing to us, and the



changing nature of our services that we must deliver in order to
effectively -respond to their needs.

.1 need,not go into detail as to the degree of these problemS. Many
speakers today have effectively outlined how troubled these young
people are. '

One of the Most striking aspects of the dramatic increase in the
number of homeless youth. Nationally, as many as 40- percent Of the

sOung_peoplenow --being served by runaway centers can only be
'described as 'honieless: . . .

TheSe youth need longer term assistance. They need more special-
iied seryices: !ley need employment. They Peed longer term housing.

\ They need transition to independent living.
A.t this time, in this country, runaway centers are the only service

systein moving to respond to the need of homeless youth.
Wa wholeheartedly -applaud -the-ehange-in- the title of-the-act-to

reeognhe homeless youth as well.
I would like to point, out that although runaway centers have be-

-_come _much more involved. -in serving these troubled= young people,
our primary, mission remains to reconcile family differences and to
return young-people to their family homes.

Within my own agency in California, pearly. 80 percent of the
young, people we serve return to their family homes.

In over 50 percent of all instances the parents are actively par-
ticipating in family counseling.'

On a national basis, at least 40 percent of the young people served
by runaway centers do not need to be sheltered but can receive counsel-
ing and other services on a drop in basis.

rtliihkliTthiS year when there is so much concern about the family
and supporting the famil it is important to point out that runawa
centers are dein k rent joixof-supportilT rstrueture--

e would propose an amendment to the legislation which would
change all references to runaway houses to runaway centers;--

There have been many comments today pointing out how runaway
centers haye_diveraified_services, how we are linking with social wel-
fare, juvenile justice, and mental health systems.

As the problems of our young people become, more diverse to our
responses to these needs, we think it is only appropriate that the act
state that we are runaway centers in fact.

I Would like to briefly touch on some funding issues. We would sup-
port increasing the grant size to $150,000. It has been pointed out that
runaway centers are very good at developing other sources of funding
and scrounging to make sure that services are pr,ovided. But there are
limits to even what we can do. If we want to provide effective services,
a grant limit of $150,000 is certainly appiopriate.

In keeping with that, we would also propose that the upper limit
in the program budget be increased to $300,000. We think it is im-
portant to keep a limit, because that supports community based
programing.

The very essence-of the runaway Center is that we are linked with
and-respond-to the needs of our communities. An upper limit helps
promote that. -

The increase in the limit from $150,000 to $300,000 is in keeping with
the nature of the programs as they exist in the field at this time.



We would also think that it is very important to immediately in-
crease the authorization to $35 million. Although authorizations are
not always directly linked to appropriations, we would hope that the
committee would- be receptive and bjLiuereasing the auth ,orization
deniOnstrate a genuine commitment to ',serving runaway and homeless

_youth. --
We are very supportive of moving toward the establishment of runt.

awayeenters throughout the Nation. )Ve recognize that this can only
be done with an increase in funding.
- We are very wary of any major increases in the funding formula or
approach at this time, without a major increase in the appropriationi.

This is a delicately balanced system. Any ma of changes could simply
create chaos and result in poor services for children.

We would like to recommend that part C of the act which authorizes

---r-the-President-to-develop.plans-for_transfer.of_the
act either to the

ACTION Agency or to OJJDP be deleted.
, _ _

_1170 believe that the Youth Development Bureau has done an ex-
cellent job of adminiitering the act, and although somewhat belatedly,

it appears that HEW and the administration are now supporting this

legislation.
The.fact is, the program worksand we think' we can keep it in HEW,

at least for the next period of reauthorization.
Over the last 2 days there havd:been many comments about what

good work we are doing in reducing the numbers of juvenile defend-

-ers. In particular, we have seen dramatic decreases in the numbers

of status offenders.
Unfortunately, too often, when we remove status offenders from the

juvenile justice system, we fail todevelop the alternative programs, as
-Mv;-Bayh-pomtal-ontrto-atidress-these-young-people's-needs7

In the parts of the country where runaway centers-exist, they are
in fact the alternative. Runaway centers have proven that status of-
fenders-and-otheryoutirin-crisis can be effectively, helped in nonsecure

settings.
In, terms of deinstitutionalization of status offenders, we are the

model..Wastand ready to work with Senator l3ayh and the committee
in any way to move forward -on the speedy and invigorating reauthor-
ization for the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear. today.
Ms. JOLLY. Thank you very much.
Mr. CLEHENT. Thank yon.
Ms. Jam-. Cynthia Myers.

TESTIMONY OF CYNTHIA MYERS

Ms. MYERS.' I am Cynthia Myers, executive director of the Metro-

Help, *hie. National Runaway Switchboard, which is located in Chi-

pagot_Ill. _ _ _ _
_

I want to thank the committee for the opportunity to be here today.
Recognizing that this is the end of 2 days worth of hearings, I

would like you to know that I am going to provide you with some
information that you haven't heard before.

The National Runaway Switchboard is the nationwide telecommu-
nications program for runaways and their families. I would like to
begin by sharing with you a few of the calls received by the National
Runaway Switchboard in the past couple of months. -
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Amy, age 15, nd I want you to note here that the names and loca-
tions have been ltered to protect the confidentiality of the callers.

A:ny, age 15, came to Phoenix to get .away from an abusive home
situation.-Now. 6 monthslater,,the wits working the streets of Phoenix

regularly beaten by her pithp.
She wanted to leave her pimp, but she did not know what to do or

where to go.
She called the National Runaway Switchboard which we refer to as

NRS. and the NRS volunteer conferenced her with a local runaway
center that had a special project to help young prostitutes.

The center was able to give her housing, counseling and other long-
term services.

Fourteen -year -old Sharon had been repeatedly abused sexually by
her father since the was 5. The local child welfare agency finally
intervened and took Sharon out of the family home.

However, Sharon was placed in a locked detention facility that
Mire her 'feel-like a criminal rather than. the victim_ that she was,
and it was not appropriate to her needs.

When Sharon called the liTRS. she was very depressed a nd con-
templating suicide. Through the NRS, Sharon contacted a local runa-
way shelter with the South advocacy component. One of the advocate'%
was able to arrange 8liaroit's transfer from the detention facility to a
more appropriate setting.

Dominic, age 14, left his upstate New York home, after his step-
fiither beat him continually and permanently damaged his hand.

After arriving in Philadelphia ihe went to live with-a man -who
ha bias station. Although the man -
was initially kind to him, he soon forced Dominic to prostitute himself
With friends the man brought home, threatening to turn Dominic over
to the police as a runaway if he reftiqed 0 cooperate.

Afraid of returning home and having no marketable job skills
Dominic felt trapped in this life of depredation. The NRS was able tO
place a conference call to a local runaway center which agreed to help
Dominic leave ill:, apartingnt where he was staying and arrange per-
manent. foster placement for'him.

The National Runaw y Switchboard acts as a confidential toll free,
24 -hour, 7-day-a-week. information referral and crisis intervention
telephone service for young people who have run away from home,

- beenthrown out or are considering leaving home.
The National Runaway Switchboard's role is, to link young people

with the resources that provide service needed by the caller.
Since its inception, in 1974, the NRS -has served over 486,000 teens

and their families.
_L want you to stop for a moment and think about this number,

486.0r00 teens. --

More-re-Eentliiin calendar year 1979. the NRS served 143,796 people.
Of this 'number, 77.3 percdnt were from- runaways.
And 18.8 percent were from young people who had not left home;

3.9 percent were from throwaways. Throwaways, as has been men-
tioned before, are young people who have been forced out of their
homes or who are otherwise homeless youth.
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The-National Runaway Switchboard maintains an up-to-date list
of over 7,000 agencies throughout the country who serve young people.

-This-listing includes inany shelters, grdipliombs, community ifiental
health centers, counseling agencies, medical clinics, and any other
agency that meets the needs of runaways on the road or in the home

Community. - ti
Afore than a third of the callers to the National Runaway Switch-

board makes some conta*with their families.
In thist type of call, asyciung person on the road, calls the NRS

with a message that the ,want to be delivered to either their parent
or_guardian. Most messages take the form- of something _positive oz
neutral such "I'm-OK. Don't worry:I'll be home soon."

Some families and runaways have delivered up to five messages
back and forth to each other before they lia'Ve agreed to meet.

The National Runaway\ Switchboard also maintains statistics on
the calls received and the types of referrals made.

Our 1979 statistics released just this week, show some disturbing
changes. The number of calls from young people who liaCre been
thrown out of their homes h increased tremendously.

During 1976, 1.8 percent of the total calls received were from
throwaways.

By 1979, that pe c:entage has juinped to 3.9 percent.
In child abuse, th physical and sexual, the increase is even m re

-devastating. The` 'Runaway Switchboard is receiving nearly
four :times as m: ny calls concerning child-abuse as were received 3
years ago.

In 1976, one rcent of the toKal calls taken by NRS v5ere
almise related.

While, in that figure jumped to 3.5 percent. While 3.5 per-
cent may seem 1 ke a small percentage at first glance, it translates into
approximately ,033 teenagers just last year. .

We know th t certainly not all of the child 'abuse victims call. In
fact, a small. p rcentage of child ahuSe victims recognize the problem
and ask for he p.

On the brig iter side, the NRS finds that young people spend less
time away fro home before they call for help. Three years ago, the
average tuna ay spent a week on the road before making contact
with the NRS

Indications from 1979 datu are that runaways call the"NRS within
3 to 4 days a ter leaving. This clearly indicates that,if runaways and

_young eopl who think they have to run away have anotlier option,

thyw
use t.

mentioned earlier that the NRS keep a 'listing/of agencies who
serve runaways across the country. I wish I could tell you that there
are enough . programs available to serve all-runaways who need and,
want assistance.

I wish I could even tell you there are programs enough to serve a
majority of those teenagers. Unfortunately, there are many, many
times the NRS calls a: runaWay program and they ire full.

There have been tremendous strides made since.1974. There are
communities who never thought of offering serviced for runaways
who now have some of the best programs in the country.
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However, there is Much more to he done...There are major metroPol-
itan...areas_m_this country who have almost no available housing for

- runaways. I 1
There -are -other areas where the nea t runaway program is 300

miles away. ..-1 \\
It is for -these reason that the Natio al Runaway SWitchboard

strongly er ouragrs a lug _Jr celling,for fa. ding of the Runaway and
Homeless Tenth Act. i . \ \,\

I recognize that these are not the most,lucrative of economic Ones.-
:However, historical and sociological research have indicated that dur-
ing times of economic stress, the incidench of family problem^
increases.

It is extremely bnportant that the services available to youth ar d
'their:farailies be increased.

The National Runaway Switchboard and the other youth develop-
ment bureau funded runaway programs act most often as entry points
of Servicefor a family in trouble.

The runaway, as we knowis often the red flag on the familyBy
calling the NM or contacting the runaway center, the runaway is
able to.obtain- help DiFtheinselves, and in most cases, for the family

fore something more serious happens.
\ I recognize that there are a. lot of problems facing the country todayt
and manyi.social problems that need attention. However, runaway and
family problems are universal. We know that running away knows no
boundaries, no racial boundaries, no economic boundaries nor geo-

*graphic boundaries.
Runaways and family problems are serious issues that need con-

tinued attention.'
In conclusion, the National Runaway Switchboard strongly-sup-

ports the reauthorization of the Juvenile Jus:"..ce and Delinquency
Prevention Act and the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act.

The National Runaway Switchboard further urges the support of
an increase in the funding ceiling for the Runaway Youth Act.

We also clearly support the telecommunications system.
I would like, in 'closing, to share with you-just one more call from,

a young person who has called_us..
___ -Chris, -a -151/2-year-old high school sophomorea.was abandoned by

her mother. She came honie from school one day-and found that her
mother and her mother's boy friend had empties the trailer they had
all lived in and left town without a trace. .

When Chris called the'NRS, she had been wilndering around town in
shock for 3 or 4 days, with no place to go and a bad sore throat.

The Iowa town she was calling from did not have a runaway shelter.
But the -NRS was able to find a local chapter of-the-Salvation-Ariny
that ell'eed to find Chris lodging, medical care, to help her find rela-
tives that could take her in.

The National Runaway Switchboard receives calls from people like
Chris and Amv and Sharon and'Dominie all day long, every day-of the
year. On theirbelialf; and more importantly, on behalf of the young
people calling as we sit here, I thank you for your time and attention.

- ALLY. Did you have another example? You said you had two.
Ms. Mx Rs. I fun finished.
,

a
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, kits. Jor ii Thinks very much.,
Robbie.CallmiaY

TESTIMONY OF EOBBIE OALLWAY

Mary: Liz. thank yow.for. haVing me here today. a
ThaiikithoakpeoPle.in the audience, for it out to the end.
Somebody, please check iiridSee if my another is still e&

;Timm Ithirikit is important to'know that this is a -reaiithoriza-
ticaniaringtinthe Juvenile Justice and-Mail:1'064PreVentiOn Act.
Thereiire probably. more here at this time after being here since
11:30 in the morning thin there were on hearingson the balanced budget
and hearing's on a C,Onatittitional Convention ProCedures Ad. Juvenile
Justice has a strong advocacy, coalition. I really think you ought to pie
yourselves soine:pati on the back. It is grassroots organization like
,tlieserepiesented:here today:whit have made all the difference in our
,;Strengthfortlie'rigli0 of juveniles.

Mr. CAIIMITATA agree. LApplauSe.]. -

MarY, three-fourths of t em are my cousins. [Laughter.]
am,going to be brief. I will give ,aiittle background as to why Yam

here.
I started out working in prevention, when I coached some delinquents
softball and turned them into softball champions.
I worked-With serious offenders in

in
bowels of society at the Dis-

trict of Columbia Children's Center, Forest Haven where they house
mentally illfserious offenders in a secure, locked facility.

I have also worked at:Boys and Girls Xomes of Montgomery
County, with serious offenders and delinquents. The Boys end Girls.
Homes areline of the nationally recogiii* organizations in the coun-
try. We have served.kids from, Senator Mathias' hometown. So, please
make sure you take -that back to him:
-I also-have been a member of the Maryland Juvenile Jtistice Ad-

, visory Group- since 1975 when it first started. We were very rocky at
that time; We.have done a lot since then.,It is a little rocky right now

-as we wait for the Governor to Make new appointments, but we are
doing all right for youth in Maryland:

I am also a staff member of the /4ational Youth Work Alliance.
In this capacity I have been able to travel across the country and
hear from youth workers across the country as to what they felt the
needS are in the field 'of youth work.

I think-what I want to do is be brief. I have a rot more I collie
but I want to keep it short.

The first thing I would like to do is talk about this bill, S. 2441.
I think the best thing about this bill, Mary, and I know you have done
a lot of work on it, is that you didn't attempt to weaken this bill, the
Juvenile Justice Act of 1974.

I think you should be complimented and the rest of the people who ,

worked with you on it should also be complimented.
I think you should be complimented' for maintaining the current

separation language. I don't think 'any State should be granted an
exemption.

T think yon should be complimented for maintaining the current
monitoring language. I think you should also be complimented for
maintaining the current respectable national and State advisory
groups. y
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I don't think you, I don't, think the Senate, I don't think anyone
on this _committee should back off from any of these issues.'

Ms. JOLLY. I will make sure the "you," is Senator Bayh he is re-
:. ferring to as opposed to me.

Mr. CALLAWAY. You still have the name plate up there and it says,
"Senator Bayh."

The original Juvenile Justice Act had a lot of impact at the grass-
roots level. I think your billthe Senator's bill has maintained it.

There' are, however, a couple of issues in your bill that I must ad-
dress, because I disagree with.them wholeheartedly. One is the ear-
marking of the maintenance of effort money for the serious offender
or the violent offender.

I think it is a serious mistake. All the studies that I have seen and
all the work that I have done in the field tell me that there are just
MA that many violent juvenile offenders.

Ms. JOLLY. What percentage do you think there is If we were to
choose wanting to link up some of the maintenance of effort, crime
control moneys for violent offenders_ and/or serious offenders, what
figure would you say would be more reasonable?

Mr. CALLAWAY. As a matter of fact, one of the things I am going
to talk about in my testimony is a possible compromise to that pro-
vision. I would say that the actual violent offender population is less
than 1 percent of the delinquent population in-this country.

Let me go on.
Ms. JOLLY. Of course.
Mr. CALLAWAY. I. have a compromise I would like to add to that

provisio . There is another problem with earmarking it for the violent
offender. I have operated a lot of community-based programs and I
have had a lot of community-based programs established, both with
OJJ funds, LEAA funds and Runaway Youth Act funds.

There is a difficulty when you go into a community and tell them
that you would like to establish a program, because, naturally, they
are leery. One of the major questions they ask: "Who are you going
to serve in this program ?"

If I, as a program operator, were to have to tell them that my
funding ,source will only allow me to serve violent offenders, these
five classification of offenders, I doubt very seriously that I could
open a community-based program that can serve these kids.

It is my firm belief that the only way we are going to serve these
kids and keep them out of prisons and keep them out of institutions
and keep them out of locked, inhumane facilities, is if we serve them
in the community in small community-based facilities.

So, I think, programmatically, beyond just the community ac-
ceptance, it is better to serve these offenders, these type offenders or
whatever type in a mixed population, in the community.

I think the definition of this offender needs to be broadened so
that the money can be better spent.

As written in S. 2441, the earmarking of these funds is to establish
programs aimed to curb violent crimes committed by juveniles, par-
ticularly in areas of: One, identification; two, apprehension; three,
speedy adjudication; four, sentencing; and five, rehabilitation.

2q4
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Given my experience, the message that will be given to The State
funding conduits, the State planning agencies 'is that these funds are
to he used for: One, identificationmore detectives; two, apprehen-
sion7-more police; three, speedy adjudicationmore prosecutors;
four, sentencingmore judicial support.

When they get around to rehabilitation, No. 5 on that-list tlierY are
going to say, "Well, we =I-establish-Community programs, so I guess

we wil iiahese offenders into the more traditional prison
in."

Mary, Liz, Senators who aren't here, you know that doesn't work.
It does not work. It will never work.

I can offer a compromise so as to not just come in and attack your
provision. I can offer. something that could possibly work.

Ms. JOLLY. What do you think of the present law or the present
provision that we are amending that says that in the Justice System
Improvement Act, which was changed on December 27, when the
President signed it last. year, that 19.5 percent of the overall total of
WARS appropriation would go to programs focusing on juvenile
delinquents as opposed to status and nonoffenders I

Mr. CALLAWAY. I myself would have no problems with that.
This is the compromise I can offer. If, for some reason this provision

is to be accepted or if it is to come close to acceptance, that we: one,
broaden the definition of offender, not strictly limiting the programs
for the violent offender; and.two, earmark maybe up to half of the
maintenance of effort money for the serious offender.

I am opposed to earmarking the money. Let me put that up front.
But if we are going to earmark half of it to be used for programs
with this broader definition of offender, and then, three, phase in this
program over 2 years so that no program currently receiving mainte-
nance-of-effort money will have to suffer an early extinction.

I have two additional areas of disagreement with this bill. I think
that it is moving in the right direction when it talks about giving sep-
arate and new authority to the Administrator of the Office of Juvenile
Justice. I fear, though, that this does not go far enough.

I would like to see the fourth box that we have all talked about. I
realize, however, that there are sound arguments for not going the
fourth box route, but on a scale, the arguments for it far outweigh the
arguments against it.

I think both the Senate and the House basically have good ideas on
authority for OJJDP. The House does establish a fourth box.

I feel the way we can accomplish the best desired result is to combine
the two bills and give the Administrator all of the authority that you
give in the Senate bill and also establish a fourth box. So that if
LEAA, for some reason, dies, OJJ can live and OJJ can stand and be
evaluated on its own.

Ms. JOLLY. The Juvenile Justice Act Will continue since it is a sepa-
rate statute and has a separate authorization as opposed to the WARS,
LEAA, NIJ, and BJS. We are a free standing statute, so if, by chance,
the President recommends on March 31 no funding for OARS and
LEAA and if, by chance, the Congress approves it. I would estimate
that is a far-off chance, but if they would, the Juvenile Justice Office
would still be reauthorized and the Juvenile Justice Act would continue
io exist.

'23z)
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Mr. CALLtwAr.;But Mary, if we are cut .baok and -we-lose all-the
maintenance- of- effort-money add we all the additional money, we
Efiy

Jou.v..What money are you referring to?
Arr. CALLAWAY. In the budget cuts, if we have to suffer because of

LEAA's past problem.
Ms. JOLLY. What is the other area ?
Mr. CALLAWAY. The maintenance money and the money we may

lose in cuts to the Juvenile Justice Act. If we, for some reason; have
to be evaluated with LEAA as the House Budget Committee recently
did, we are going to lose. If we not standing alone in the fourth box,
we will lose hinds.

We may be still alive as the Juvenile Justice and the Juvenile Jus-
tice Delinquency Prevention Act, but without the proper funds, we
will be a hopeless cripple.

Ms. JOLLY. I am sure that Senator Bayh, who as you know, also sits
on the Appropriations Committee, is going to see that he does every-
thing that he can to make sure that we have an adequate amount of
funding for the Juvenile Justice and Runaway Youth Act in fiscal
year 1981. And if something happens to LEAA, I am sure that the
Senator Will have some alternative proposals in mind to provide funds.

Mr. CALLAWAY. I am also sure the Senato'r has alternate proposals.
I want to make sure that Senator Mathias does also.

Ms. JOLLY. Right. We want to make sure that all Senators on the
Judiciary Committee at least are aware of that.

Mr. CALLAWAY. I figure that between Senator Mathias on the Re-
publican side and, Senator Bayh, on the Democratic side, we canwe
have sufficient force behind us.

We just touched on the last thing I wanted to address, the authoriza-
tion and appropriation. I think the authorization levels in this bill
need to be raised. As Ron mentioned, we never received the funds that
are authorized. We receive the funds that are appropriated. If LEAA
was to die or is continued to be cut back, we need the maintenance-of-
effort money to be transferred to the Office of juvenile Justice.

I think the cleanest way to do that is to raise the authorization levels
here and then when it comes time approve an appropriation of $200
million for the Office of Juvenile Justice.

I will not continue to go on.
Ms. JOI.LY. Your entire statement will be put in the record.
Mr. CALLAWAY. Thanks'a lot. I appreciate
Ms. JOLLY. Thank you very much.
We now have Becky Davis, director, Southern Area Youth Services.

When Becky completes her testimony we will turn to Valerie who is
accompanying her.

TESTIMONY OP BECKY DAVIS

Ms. Davis. I am grateful to Senator Mathias for the opportunity
to addreis the Committee.'

My name is Becky Davis. I am director of SAYS, Southern Area
Youth Services, located in Prince Georges County, Md.

I brought with me today three youth clients from my program. Val-
, erie is one of those three clients. She does not have a prepared state-

ment. She would like to make a brief statement and to answer any
questions you might have.

g 3 6
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As a representative of one of the Runaway Youth Act funded pro-
grams, I welcome this chance to tell you something about our program
and to speak in support of reauthorization.

I particularly am supportive of the provision of reauthorizing the
act for 5. years. Programs within the Runaway Youth Act system have
been established as vital service providers within their communities.
The length of this thorization gives us a solid base from Which"to
continue to del' services and from which to, further develop local
fun

am also strongly supportive of the provision, section 211, provid-
mg possible additional funds for title III programs from unobligated
title II funds.

The .change in the title of the act from the Runaway Youth Act to
Runaway. and Homeless YoUth Act is a welcome one. It recognizes
the changes iniact and image of the poptilation of youth that we serve.

We no longer see young people who have run great distances in
search of adventure or freedom. These young people who enter our
program have often left homes which are very near to SAYS, some-
times less than a mile away. While some are still runaways, we see a
lot of young people who are thrown out by their parents. goinetimes
they are thrown out in the middle of the night.

These are youth in crisis. Youth who are reacting to severe problems.
in their families, to alcoholism, physical and sexual abuse d divided
families torn by marital stress

an
and -by economic pressuies.

With problems like these we can no longer just be a shelter for run-
aways. We have had to grow to meet the changing need. We have be
come a comprehensive service center for youth and families in crisis, a
link between the disaster and the cure:

We are often the only open door in themiddle of the night, the only
place to turn where the service is provided before the forms are filled
out.

The youth/and families in the communities know us and trust us to
be accessible and to be flexible to meet their emergency needs right
now, not in 2 weeks when there is a court date free or an appointment
available.

This is prevention. Being there with an immediate alternative to the
street. I think that the most important thing I can get across todiy, is
the reality of the people that we deal with. ;

The 14-year-old .girl who ran from her abusive father in the middle
bf the night, the 15-year-old boy who was picked up by the police for
hitchhiking, a girl who arrived at our doorstep 9 months pregnant
with no place too) and no medical services.

The neighbor who knows that thekids next door are being beaten,
the school counselor who notices the child who has not been attending
school and can't find out why, and the brother and sister who have
been thrown out of their home and don't know where tog°.

There are many other cases that come to mind. The important thing
to know is that a large percentage of these cases are successfully re-

. solved by our program and that we are meeting the needs of youth
away from home.

We are a vital and successful program and.we need and urge your
continuing support.



Mi. jouais:ThinkFu Ivory much.
.'Ms. Davits. This`is ileriO. .

.... Ma: Joiti: Valerie, haw. old are you!
liritieti: rain 16. '.

- Ms:44YMa YOU -attend School!
Iriazium.--Yee.1-ge to Parkdale Junior High. .
'Ms., Joitzi..What grade are Yonin I
Vamire.-SEliiiiiiith.-1 ': ''. : - ..,. ,
Ms. Jour HOw;did;ou get to work with Becky Davis?
yliziliz:, I:: hid' ran :away from -home. I got tired of being on the

streets; ao TO-Fried thyseltin to the Police:
'Ms.:,JouzfHow old were you when you firstran away!
-Vitzare. Fourteen.

. lifti::jOizr. Goahead. .
- .

WM:Er...The police called another service but they couldn't take me
ri httheii.

' Joi.i.i... You didn't want to go backlome at the time when the
.police picked You Up 1. ,

Vim:mi. No. They took me to SAYS and I stayed there. And from
there I went to a foster honie and now I am back home.

:Ms. Oeuit. Now you are back home!
VALERIE: Yes. . .

Ms. Jour. How is it working out now I Is it a little. better!
VALERIE: A little better, but things are not working right.
Ms..Jdur. I hope you will be able to work out some of your frus-

trations with Becky's help. .

Thank. you very much. We really appreciate your participation. I
helpedbeliesist if just one person is hel by .everything we have said here

today, that one is well worth all of ourj °int efforts.,
. Thank you very Much. .

,
.

The record will remain open for 2 weeks. If you have any other ma-
terials that you want to have placed in the record, send a copy to

- Senator.Bay's office. .- .

The American Legion has sent Senator,.Bayh a letter this morning,
noting their longstanding concern over juvenile crime across the..
country. That was the basis of their support in 1974, for the act. The
letter will be jlaced in the record. It is from the director of the Na-
tionaliiiialative ComMigsion, Mylio Kraja.

Also Congressman Mitchell, a Democrat from the Seventh District
of 'Maryland, hag submitted a statement for the record which will be
included. \ .

31.s-Jou.t. Gov. James Hunt, represeriting the National Governors'
Association, has provided a statement for inclusion in the record.

We' will put in the record also, a copy of Gov. Jim Hunt's news
conference release. I think it might be particularly appropriate to
reads portion of it at this time.

It: is dated Wednesday, March 26. .
I want to announce today my opposition to the House Budget Committee's

Proposal to totally eliminate fwiding for LEAA.
I have said repeatedly in recent weeks that I support President Carter's call

for, a balanced Federal budget for fiscal 1981, and I continue to support that goal.
I don't believe that there is a single Federal program, including LEAA, that

shoOld,pe Immune to reduction as we try to balance theudIret: But the Budget
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Committee's recommendation would totally eliminate the only Federal money
that NortirCarollna and other States-receive for fighting crime. .

In recent years, we have seen LEAA,'s emphasis shift toward programs that
prevent and reduce crime. I am talking about law enforcement training and
education, speedy trials, Improved court administration, community programs
for juvenilesalternative schools, restitution, And career criminal prosecutions.

These are the kind:poi investments that can keep us from having to spend far
more money in the ,ffiture on such things as prison construction, the hiring of
more LEAA officers and purchase of equipment. .

Another important point to consider is that Congress has already made drastic
reductions in the LEAA budget from $900 million in fiscal 1975 to something
like $,00 million in fiscal year 1980,

I have already talked by telephone with Jamei'McIntyre, Director of the Office
of Management and Budget about this matter. I told him yesterday that I under-
stood that some_cuts in LEAA may be requited if a balanced budget is to be

-achieved.
I also expressed to him my hope that the administration would support some

continued funding for LEAA, particularly in such areas as Juvenile crime and
crime prevention.
-During the next few days, the Governor will contact other administration

officials and leaders of Congress and make his views known to them. I believe
we can have a balanced budget next year without completely dismantling worth-
while programs such as those for juveniles. ,

As you know, the Goverhor is the -Chair of the Committee of Gov-
ernors that impacts a lot on what we are working for. It is very impor-
tant to have someone who was willing to call up the Director of OMB
on our behalf, on children's behalf and on young people's behalf for
our juvenile justice program.

iSo, there is hope. Thank you. We are going to adjourn the hearing
today, subject to the call of the Chair.

Since this is a full committee hearing, the next process will then
be convening a judiciary coimnittee markup on the bill which should
take place the latter part of April.

Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 1:50 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
[The .prepared statements of Ms. Callaway, Ms. Matheson, with

attachments, Ms. Myers, and Mr. Clement follows:]

PREPABID STATEMENT OF ROBBIE CALLAWAY

Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of this committee, my name is
Robbie Callaway and I have been asked to testify before you on a subject that
is very dear to my heart -Juvenile Justice. and the Prevention of Delinquency.

My experience in this area dates back to 19f39 when. nothing more than a kid
myself. I took a group of neighborhood delinquents and turned' them into the
Prince George's County Softball champions three years straight. Early on I
learned about delinquency prevention and how not giving up on a kid can help
turn him around.

My experience then turned to work in an institution as I coordinated the
University of Maryland's volunteer/intern program for Forest Haven of the
D.C. Children's Center. This work in a partially secure institution took me into
the extreme bowels of society as I observed daily what life in an institution
can do to hopeless souls. Many of these youngsters had the misfortune of being
both mentallysIll and caught up in the justice system.

Upon graduation from college I began work as a live in counselor in a. LEAA
funded shelter home In Montgomery- County. Eventually I became Director of
Shelter Care for Boys' and Girls' Homes of Montgomery County, Inc. which is
a nationally recognized organization with a number of programs that began
with- LEAA. OJJDP and Runaway Youth Act funds.

In my many youth worker roles I have worked directly with a great number
of youngsters and their families.
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I have also had the pleasure of serving on the Maryland Juvenile Juitice Ad-
visory Group from it's rocky inception in 1975 to its position of. respectability
today. I am currently the Chairperson of the SAG Grant Review Sub-Committee
and have served as the Chairperson .a the Bylaws Sub - Committee. Further Sub-
Cemmittee work includes the Standards and Law Legislation Sub - Committees.

I am currently employed as the Director of. the Advocacy Unit of the National
\outh Work Alliancez one of the nation's largest membership organizations for
youth serving agencies.

My testimony today reflects this varied youth service background as I attempt
to audress key.issues in the Federal Juvenile Justice Act pat will ultimately have
the most impact on youth and their families on the local Wel.

Congress and particularly many of the members of this Committee deserie a
special thanks for past efforts which created the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act. Thanks to you many youngsters have not had to experience the
loneliness and deprIvation associated with secure confinement and instead have
experienced community based programs which hare worked to re-unite these
youngsters with their families.

In this vein of strong support for the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act I would like to address three areas:

tissues I support in S. 2441
IssuelI do not support in S.2441

IlL Issues not addressed in,S. 2441
_ .

L ISMS SUPPORTED IN S. 2441

The main strength of S. 2441 is that it does not attempt any dramatic overhaul of
the extremely successtel Juvenile Justice and peitquency Prevention Act. Con-
spicuously absent from this bill are such regressive moves as :

A. Any, attempts to weaken the compliance mandates of the act.
B. Any attempt to weaken the mandate of separation of juveniles from adults.

No exemptions should be granted for any state.
C. Any attempt to lessen the need for on-going monitoring of institutions and

compliance.
D. Any attempt to limit the State Advisory Group and National Advisor:,

Committee. In Secs. 207 and 208, S. 241 also admirably transfers review power ior
Special Emphasis programs from the State,Planning Agencies to the State Advi-
sory Groups. From my sera ice as grant review chairperson for the Maryland State
Advisory Group I can unequlvocably state that the State Advisory Groups are
much more attuned to the programmatic needs of juveniles than are the State
Planning Agencies.

To further strengthen 'the State Advisory Groups it is my feeling that the
Senate should oppose both the House language decreasing the number of SAG
members to 15, and the other changes in SAG composition. The Senate should,
however, support the House language which substitutes shall for may.

IL ISSUES NOT SUPPORTIO IN S. 2441

As I have the utmost respect Vir the staff involved in the drafting of this bill
it is somewhat difficult- to criticize it, but there are three areas, besides the
name change, that deserve close scrutiny.

A. See. 211(b) of S. 2441 may be a serious mistakeEarmarking the entire
maintenance of effort funding "for programs aimed to curb violent crimes com-
mitted by juveniles, namely, murder, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault,
and arson involving bodily harm, particularly to the areas of identification,
apprehension, speedy adjudication, sentencing, and rehabilitation."

First, all major studies and my direct work in the field tell me that the
number, of violent juvenile offenders is simply not that large a number. I agree
with Senatiirilayh's statement in the March 19, Congressional Record that
"the problem of the violent offender should be given an increased focus" and I
also agree when he goes on to say that "these relatively few individuals cause
a disproportionate amount of suffering and fear among the adult population."

An increased focus on these relatively few individuals is one thing but ear-
marking the entire maintenance of effort is simply too drastic a step which most
likely would not even produce the desired result..

Having operated community based programs that served a wide range of
juveniles, I can attest to the difficulty in establishing programs ill the com-
munity'. I have observed on numerous occasions in Maryland and across the
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country the return of 03.1DP funds simply because the local community would
not allow the program.

Why do communities refuse these programs? The main 'question I always
heard when trying to open-a new community-based program was, "what type
of youngster will you be serving?" Had I been forted to say that my funding
source will only allow me to-serve the violent juvenile offender I dare say that
I would have never started a new program. My response was much more-palat-
able to the community when I discussed the varied population that would be
served in the program.

Beyond Simple community acceptance I strongly feel that from a-program--
matte standpoint that, the community and most of these violent juvenile offenders
will be better-served if the programs have flexibility in their intake. The defini-
tion of the offender eligible for these maintenance of effort programs must be
broadened so that not only will the funds be better spent, the community will
be better served.

As written this earmarking of funds Is to establish programs aimed to curb
violent' crimes committed by juveniles particularly in the areas of identification,
apprehension, speedy adjudication, sentencing, and rehabilitation.

Given my experience, the message that will be given to the state funding con-
duits, the State Planning Agencies, is that these funds are to be used for:

Identificationmore detectives;
Apprehensimmore police;
Speedy adjudicationmore prosecutors;
Sentencingmore judicial support ; and
When they get around to rehabilitationmore traditional lson rehabili-

tation because nothing else is available for these, offenders.
I need not expound on the dismal failure of our-prison-system in the rehabili-

tation of offenders. This committee is well aware of the problems of placing juve-
niles add adults in the prison System and watching them utilize the revolving
-door.

So, if we really want to address.the nerds of the offenders and the community
we must look at the practical applidation of earmarking these funds. While I am
primarily opposed to any earmarking I think that the following compromise can
beat address the needs of the violent offender the serious offender, the conilnu-

-nIth and those programs currently receiving maintenance of effort funds.
The compromise contains three parts:
L Broaden the definition of offender, not strictly limiting the programs to the

limited category of the violent offender.Possibly a compromise between the House

and Senate-language.
2. Earmark one -half of the maintenance of effort funds to be utilized for pro-

grams for this broader definition of offender.
3. Phase in this program over the next two years so that programs currently

receiving maintenance of effort funds will not be forced Into an early extinction.
The two additional areas of disagreenlent with S. 2441 are:
B. S. 2441 definitely is movingln the right direction when It delegates all final

authority to the administrator of OJJDP. The problem is that It does not go far
enough and create OJJDP as an autonomous 4th box under the Office of Justice
Assistance, Research and Statistics (OJARS).

I realize that there are sound strategical and practical reasons for maintaining
OJJDP under tne Law Enforcemnt Assistance Administration (LEAA). My con-
cern though is that given the shaky political future of LEAA, OJJDP needs to
stand alone 'and be evaluated on it's own merits. Since both the House and the
Senate have made good strong proposals to-strengthen OJJDP wily don't we com-

bine both ideas.
The best possible situation for OJJ251) would be to grant all of the propoked

authority of S. 2441 to the administrator and also create a separate autonomous
fourth box. This proposal would receive broad based support from youth

advocates. -
C. S. 2241 also moves In the right direction in increasing the authorization-level

to $200 million for fiscal year's 1981-83 and to $225 million for fiscal year's 1984

and 198.5. My concern here also centers around a budget conscious `Congress, As

TORAA continues to receive funding cuts from Congress, Juvenile Justice suffers

from a loss of maintenance of effort funds.
In 1978 approximately $218 million were spent on Juvenile Justice through

OJJDP ($100 million) and the LEAA maintenance of effort funds ($118 million).

14.41
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If, as proposed by the President, LEAA's budget for fiscal year 1081-is cut in
half the fiscal year 1981 maintenance of effort funds will also be cut in half to
approximately $47 million. If, OJJ1./P were to then receive the $100 million pro-
posed by the President in fiscal year 1981, Federal Juvenile Justice efforts will
spend $147 million. This representS au -approximate $71 million decline from
fiscal year 1978'111 actual dollars spent from the federal level in juvenile justice.
If you add lunation on to this figure the purchasing power of Juvenile Justice
-funds-will have approximately been cut in half since fiscal year 1978.

My recommendation is that this cd.munittec raise the authorization level for the
JJDPA to $275 million for fiscal year's 1k81 and 1982 and to $325 million for
fiscal year's 1983-85. Given that Cougreas will not appropriate to the full authori-
zation level I urge this committee to then seek an appropriation of *200 million
for the JJDPA. This increase in authorization and appropriation would also re-
flect a trausfer of the waintenange el effort funds from the LEAA to the OJJDP.

If LEAA is abolished this year it is Imperative that this committee save
OJJDP ntid an adequate appropriation that reflects the transfer of the main-
tenance 14 effort funds. t

III. ISSUE-NOT ADDRESSER IS S. 2441

Finally there is one area not addressed in 82441 that deserves consideration by
this committee. the issue is we-removal or children Irma adult jails.

An alarming number of children under 18 are being held today, right now, in
adult jails. Many have committed no crime and the majority of those that have
are there for property (Menses.

Charles Renfrew. Deputy Attorney General, in testimony before the 11.1use
Subcommittee on Human Resources and before this Committee stated that con-
servative estimates are that uou,truo Juveniles are admitted to adult Jails and
locs-ups each year.

I Wholeheartedly agree with Judge Renfrew when he asks Congress to "ab-
solutely prohibit the detention or confinement of juveniles in any institution in
which adults, whether convicted or awaiting trail are confined."

I concur with his recommendation that states be granted five years to remove
all Juveniles from adult Jails and lock-ups. This recommendation, coupled with
incentives to the states could significantly alter the miscarriage of justice that
happens every time a-youngster is inappropriately placed in an adult jail

I thank you Mr. Chnin..an and distinguished members of this committee for
hearing my testimony and considering my suggestions.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SUE MATHESON

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the National Network of Runaway abd Youth
Services, I waut to thank you fur the opportunity to provide you with oral and
written testimony oci the mattcr of the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1914. As Chairperson of the National Network,
I am representing our member organizations of youth service agencies and coali-

, tions which are pro:Wing st,rvines to youths under this Act in 40 states. Our
membership, which founded the first runaway programs nationally, have In-
creased their service delivery capability during the past 13 yea' and currently
provide a broad range of delinquency prevention and rreattnent p.ograws.

Additionally, I speak from my personal experience of wears in developing
multi-service delivery systems for youth and their families am us Ex-eutiv. T'i-
rector for the past nine years of Xanthos, a community-y.. 4Pd .11-0-.4 providing
services to.children, youth and families, ranging frem,early chillhood develop-
ment, youth and family counseling to youth and adult employine: t programs. I
cannot stress enough the importance of the role that the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Actas had in the establishment of delinquency preven-
tion programs atri local, state and national level.

I have personally witnessed the Impact of several Special Emphasis Initia-
tives, such as the Deinstitutionalization of Status Offend%rs and the Children :n
Custody Initiatives. The current work being done by the Assessment Center Pro-
;gams of the National Institute of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
can -provide those of us working daily in the field with the basic knowledge we
need to design and implement new programs which build on our current level of
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prevention and treatment services. The National Network has actively sup-
ported Senator Birch Bayh in his efforts to establish this national priority and,
,as Chair of the Board, I have a clear mandate from our members to continue
these efforts. We colleetively support the passage of S. 2441 and offer these
specific comments, which we believe will lead to the strengthening of the bill, for
your consideration.

- .
Tram IVIOLENT JUVENILE CRIME CONTROL ACT OF 1980

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has been the. major
\ federal initiative fostering the development of "prevention programs" to curb

\the rate of juvenile -delinquency ih the country. The National Network is gravely
tencerned about the renaming of the Act to the Violent Juvenile Crime Control
Act of 1980. This change in name dilutes the fine work .accomplished-by the
juienile justice_community in their, efforts to grasp the complicated issue of
'A-feline delinqUeney prevention. Law enforcement agencies, the courts, public
institutions, and private non-profit youth services have developed stro"g bonds
which have served to enlaa,lace local community efforts to address the issue of
juvenile'cielinquency prevention..?

Since 1974, the spirit of this Act, as reflected by Congress, seemed to espouse
principles of prevention. A primary principle has been to decrease the amount
of negative. labeling in providing services to youth. The renaming of the Act
specifying violent juveni.es reflects a change in attitude which negates much of
the intent of thg Act since its conception. The change in name would of) tously
affect the types of projects funded-at fife state level. To rename the Act will also
prompt. a different direction for spending at the local level. We agree there
must be specific attention given to the violent juvenile offender; however, re-
naming the major piece of juvenile justice and delinquency prevention legis-
lation, which provides, direction to the local communities and states, seems to
be a total change 'in emphasis. If the intent of S. 2441 is to initiate services to;
the violent offender, while maintaining the Initial commitment to juvenile de-
linquency prevention, then we suggest you do so by creating a specific new title
within the Juvenile Justice \and Delicquency Prevention Act. The eurrent efforts
developed over the past six,years must be preserved. We believe that the title
of S. 2441 would Contradict the intent of Congress and the intent of some states
already participating in the Act. We strongly suggest that a new title be de-
veloped and the necessary resources allocated to deal with the violent offender
issue rather than dilute the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
and impair the current development of_ strong. juvenile delinquency prevention
programming at local and state levelt.

TITLE II JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

PART A. SECTION 201. ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE
a

We believe that the recent action by the House Budget CL.amittee eliminating
funding for LEAA warrants attention. In light of any concurrence by the Senate,
we suggest that the autonomy of the Office Of, Juvenile Justice and DelinauencY
Prevention is crucial. We are also deeply concerned about those monies directly
related to the maintenance of effort provision that_ might be affected.

For example, nmintenance of effort funds have been used by states largely to
support the deinstitutionalization of status offenders and adult/youth offender
separation requirements of the Juvenile Justice Act. A substantial reduction or
elimination of these funds would represent a lethal blow to the implementation
progress of the Act that so far has been made. If Federal funding to the states
for juvenile justice is reduced to just the formula grant allocations from the
-Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, it is doubtful that very
many states will continue to participate.
' Additionally, if Law Enforcement ARSIStilnee Administration (LEAA) is elim-
inated during this Congressional session, we recommend that Congress salvage
the $80 million maintenance of effort monies and provide these funds to the Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. This action would be in line
with the strengthening of the Act that both the House and Senate seem to feel
is necessary. We believe that the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention will be enhanced if given the signatory authority needed by the ad-
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fministrator, and that it should be treated as a line item In the federal budget,
as opposed to becoming engulfedithin.LEAA.

It is most important that juvenile justice and delinquency prevention effiirts
not get lost In tue shuttle to save a federal agency already wavering Within the
federal structure. The concept to create a fourth box, or established the Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention as an independent agency, has
much merit. Such specialization in the area of the juvenile justice is sorely
needed within the administration, and within Congress. Your serious considera-
tion of our position on these issues would greatly enhance services to youth and

/. bolster the further development of viable programs in the area of juvenile de:
linquency prevention.
Section 201(g)
. It Is our experience that too often pat solutions to complicated juvenile
linqueney prevention efforts are adopted. due to mass media exposure. In the

_past, we have seen programs developed based solely on the impact of current"
popularity and publicity, which later have been proven to have little value to the
youths we are serving, In this respect, we fully support the provision for a de-
tailed evaluation of the Rahway Juvenile Awareness Project. It may well be
that this so-called scared-straight approach has value beyond its immediate ef-

- feet, but we believe that any efforts of replication must be based upon a
thorough evaluation.

PART 11-FMERAL ASSISTANCE FOR STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS

The non-profit voluntary sector of youth services have been playing a major
role in the provision of prevention services to juveniles. These agencies are
community-based organitatIons in their purest sense. We know that`commu-
nity-base4 organizations have continually demonstrated the ability to assist in
tue federal governments juvenile delinquency prevention extorts. it is now time
for Congress to recognize the services provided by community -based organiza-
tions through the strengthening of current language within the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act in order to reflect these agencies' valuable con-
tribution to the prevention of invenlie delinquency.

We suggest this be accomplished by setting aside a specific 75 per centum of
funds to be distributed by states to local non-profit community-based organiza-
tions. It is specifically these programs at the state and itical level that have con-
sistently strived for juvenile delinquency prev,ention services in the most cost
effective manner. An emphasis on the continuation of the vital services provided
by community-based organizatiLus is imperative for the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act to meet its stated goals and objectives.

PART a--stie-eiar II

Section 225Consideration for Approval Application
We totally support the move to further identify the role of the State Advisory

Groups by clearly delineating their position in relation to the review of applica-
tions, receipt of regular reports, and request for their review and comment.
Several of our members have been appointed to State Advisory Groups and have
articulated their frustration with the unclarity of their position in relation to
ineir State Planning Agencies. We believe that' these specific amendments will
contribute to the establishment of the State AC-isory-GraupiPwithin the original
intent of this legislation.

PANT D-ADIIINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
Section 261(a)

3Ve are in full concurrence with the extension of the authorization for the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act for five years until 1985. The
fib. -ear authorization of $200,000,000 for the first three years ar.d $223,000,000
annually for the last two years we believe to be minimal levels for juvenile de-
linquenty prevention services, considering the proposed shift of all Maintenance
of Effort funds to curb violent crimes committed by juveniles.

We again must stress the importance of "prevention services," and the need
for additional resources. The proposed authorization demonstrates the commit-
ment of Congress to continue juvenile delinquency prevention services and to
carry out the initial purposes of the Act.

)
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PAW 0-111110110AMMATION, IIIECTION Sal - r
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We are disturbed that this Sectlonlas not been deleted in 82441. In 1977, there
was rune question of the ability of the Office of youth:Develcipnient to continue

-Abe"- idin.toistnition: Of' the Runway 'Youth Act. The -National' Network took a
strong position,that,the'Department drHealth, Education and Welfare shoUld
vd9tilisliAdYidnilnister., Title' IIL In_19130, we are uniticare-of any questioning
-of-tbe*piopriety of TitleIII,remaining withinHealth and Human Services,- and
therefore, reiterate our pOsition'andrequest'that Part C-7-Reorganisation, Sec:

331:be deleted tram your bill. Our additional comments on Title III are being
,subiiiittedlindera -seperate,statrinent.

littclosing; I again wantto thank you for -the opportunity to.piesent the cam-.
inents Of the National Network of Runaway and Youth Services. We are deeply
appreciative of the commitment of Senator Birch Bayh and his continual efforts

. to improve the quality, of jOvenile justice. Our members can attest to the impact
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Att has had on the young
people we work with on a daily basis: We urge you to continue these efforts and
support the extension of this unique and vital youth legislation:

.- Patna= Staramarr o7r-Oriftnia MYERa

I am Cynthia Myers, Executlie Director of the Metro-Help/National Runaway
. -.Switchboard. I am also aesoclated-with the Chicago Alliance for Collaborative

Effort Juvenile Justice Task "Force, Chicago Youth Network Council, and the
National Youth.Work:Alltance.:Mere-importantly, I represent the 400,000 young
peo "le serviced by the National Runawily Switchboard since it started.

Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to appear here
today, ' .

Although the National Runaway Switchboard's activities involve various por-
tions of ,the Juvulle Justice Act, for the purpose of this hearing I'd like to focus
my remarks to Title III; The Runaway Youth Act

The National Runaway Switchboard is the nationwide telecommunications
Program for runaways and their families. I'd like to begin by sharing with you
a few of the mills received by the National Runaway Switchboard in the past
couple of. months : ,

JChris, a 151/21ear-old high school sophmore, was abandoned by her mother.
She came home from school one day and found that her mother and her mother's
boyfriend hail emptied out the trailer they had all lived in and left town with-
out a trace, When Claris called the NRS she had been wandering around town A
in shock for three Or four days with no place to go and a bad sore throat. The
Iowa town she was calling from did not have a runaway, shelter, but the Has
-was able to find a local chapter of the Salvation Army that agreed to find Chris
lodging, medical care and help her find relatives that could take her in.

Amy, age 15, -came to Pbenlx to get away from an abusive home situation.
Now, six months later, she was working the streets of Phoenix as a prostitute
and regularly beaten by her pimp. She wanted to leave her pimp, but she did not
know what to do or where to go. She eslced the NRS and the NRS volunteer
coaferenced her with a local runaway center that had a special project to help
young prostitutes. The center was able to give her housing, counseling and other
long-term aervSces.

Fourteen years old Sharon bad been repeatedly slimed sexually by her father -
since she was five. The local child Welfare agency finally intervened and took
Sharon out of the familythome. If owever Sharon was placed in a locked deten-
tion facility that.made her feel likci a criminal, rather than a victim and was not

"Nappropriate to her needs. When Sharon called the NRS she was very depressed
and contemplating suicide. Through the NRS,Pharon contacted a local runaway
shelter with a yquth advocacy component. One of the advocates was able to
arrange Sharon's transfer from the detention facility to a more appropriate
Jetting.

Martha 'B. was the mother of a 15-year-old female runaway. Arriving home
frolizworkl.ifitrtha received a message.froina neighbor that a youth officer from
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Nebraska had phoned to lay that Martha's. daughter had been picked up as a
runaway and was being held. The officer iias willing to arrange transportation
home but needed to hear from the Another. Martha B. called the NRS because
she had no home phone and could not chord to make the necessary calls to
Nebraska (another state) to arrsaige the transfer of her daughter. The NRS put
through several 'calls rqr Martha.tier daughter was able to return home the
next day. cs- :_..1 \

Ray was a fifteen-year-old heroin addict when he ran away fro home. He
left becausehe needed to make money to support his habit and he idn't want
his parents to know of his addiction. He was presently living with six othe
youthfUl addict u apartment near a large.ielrribrt. He and his roommate
(both male female) .suPPorteginemseives thtotlgh prostitution and deali

, drugs. Ray 41i1 not want to be atiraddIet, and he called the NRS to talk about t.
He said he most feared the violence in his present environment and that e
might die of an overd0se or be killed by an angry. custome Through the N 8,
Ray was ablto contact his parents who were willing tole him) and ke,
arrangement to participate in a drug abuse program in his ome city.'

Dominick, age, 14, deft his upstate N.Y. home after his stepfather beat im
continually and permanently damaged his hand. After arrivingpn Philsdel hia,
he went to live with a man.who had befriended him We park 'ear the bu sta-

.. Lion. Although the man was initially kind to him, besoon forced Dominick to
,prostitute Jllmself with. "friends" the man brought home, thrgatening t turn
Dominick over to the police as a runaway if he refuSecl to cooperate. At aid of
retuminc;hotne and having no marketable job skills, Dominick felt tra in
this life of degradation. The NRS was able to place a conference call to la local
runaway center which agreed to help Dominick leavethe apartment where he

o was staying and arraugedpermanent foster placemeut'for him.
Th National Runaway Sitchbeard acts as a confidential, tollfree, twenty-

four hour, seven days a week information, referral and crisis interven on tele-
_phone service for young people who have run away from home, been thrown out
'"'or are considering leaving home. Metro-Help, Inc., a Chicago metropolitan tele-

phone pregrastfsince 1971 started the NRS in August of 1974 through the assist-
itinceafritn Office of Youth Developmeqt Research and Demonstrati n grant.
, Sinerthat time the NRS has been funded through the Runaway Y uth Act.

More recently, in January 1979, funding for the Illinois portion of the RS was
assumed by State of Illinois Commission on Delinquency Prevention Title XX
funds.

The National Runaway Switchboard's role is to link young people with a
resource that provides the service needed by the caller. These linkag¢s are pro-
vided primarily in three ways:

A. Through the provision Qf a neutral channel for runaways to stablish
contact with a parent or gua dian.

B. Through the identification of agency resources to runaways ill the com-
mun ty where the runaway Is located.

C. Through the identification of home-community resources to those young
peop e who contact 1.1.4'before they run away.

4 Since its inception in 1974, the National Runaway Switchboard Ls served
over1430,000 teens and their families. More recently, in calendar year 1979, the
NRS served 143,797 people (this figure does not include prank ca116, 'phantoms,
wro g numbers or any other insignifieant,calls). Of these significant 'pills, 77.3
peic nt were fro& runaways, 13.8 percent were from young people who had not
left ome and 3.9 percent were from throwaways. Throwaways arc you ig people
who have been forced out of their homes or are otherwise homeless youth.

In addition to receiving calls directly from runaways, the S recel es calls
from agencies working witi: runaways. Non-home communit agencies all the
NHS for assistance to identifying resources in the runaway's home comt unity
in order to facilitate better serving those/young people upon their return one.
The SRS maintains an upto-date listing of over 7,000 agencies throughotithe 4

country who serve young people. This listing includes many shelters, g oup
homes, community mental health centers, counseling agencies, medical clinics,
and any other agepcy that 'nee& the needs of runaways "on the road" or in t e
home community. .

Artnes and locations have been altered to protect confidentiality.
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PROFILE OF AN MIS CALLER

He or she is between 13 and 17 and most probably 18 years old. Over half the
time the runaway caller is female&(62 percent), although there is tin increase
in the number of calls from younrtnales. According to our data, this runaway
has an even chance of ,being fro community in the contiguous U.S.-sub-
urban, urban or rural. Chances aresthis is s of-herlirst 454.2 percent or sec-
ond (18.3 Percent) time away from norne as a ene..sway. The runaway
describing is probably calling to talk v.-iiii.someone and obtain help working
on his or her problem. This runaway has been gene from homeless than a week
and is probably staying with friends or a relative.

When .calling the NRS, runaways talk with one of more than 110 voliinteers
who help the caller determine what course of action is most appropriate. In two-
thirds of the calls, the ,runaway needs help with a specific iseot.iem situation.
Upon learning the nature of the young person's need- the volunteer identifies
from the NRS extensive resource bank the appropriate service agency that can
meet the caller's need. Although the referral had been identified, the NRS referral
process is not yet complete. The NRS volunteer calls the service agency of the
callers' choice to doable check the appropriateness of the referral and to anew
the runaway caller to make some verbal contact with the referral agency prior
to hanging up the phone. NRS telephone patch equipment allows more than two
people to converse on the same line, consequently, the' NRS volt{nteer, runaway
and referral agency are able to converse at the same time. Direct contact with
the referral agency is not made if it's 2 a.m. and the agency closed at 8 p.m.
However, in all eases %% heie possible the referral agency and the caller make
telepaone contact through NRS lines. The NRS believes that this direct contact
approach substantially increases the chances of the caller actually following
through with-the referral.

More than a third of the callers wish to make some contact with their families.
In this type of call, a young person 'Son the road" calls the NRS with a message
that they want delivered to either their parent or guardian. A NRS volunteer
requests identifying information of both the caller and, the family, the message
is written down verbatim and transmitted to the family by some other volun-
teer. All callers requesting the message service are offered the opportunity to
speak with their families directly through our telephones lines An increasing
number of callers take advantage of this while others still would rather have
a message delivered. Most messages take the form of somethinrpositive or neu-
rral. Sample messages include: "I'm okay, don't worry." "I'll be home soon." "If
you'll listen to me, I'll come home" and "I just need to get my head straight."
The NRS also asks each message service caller if they will call back for a re-
turn message from their family.Jf the answer is "yes." the parent is told and
encouraged to leave a reply message for their child. Some families have delivered
up to five messages back and forth to each other before they've agreed to meet.

The National Runaway Switchboard maintains statistics ,on the calls received
a'nd the types of referrals made. Our 1979 statistics, released just this week, show
some disturbing changes. The number of calls from young people who have been
thrown out of their home has increased tremendously. During 1976, 1.8 percent
of total calls were from throtivaways. By 1979 that percentage has jumped to
3.9 percent. In child abuse tooth physical and sexual) the increase is even more
devastating. The NRS is receiving nearly four times as many calls concerning
child abuse as were received three years ago. In 1976, 1 percent of the total calls
taken by the NRS were child abuse, related while in 1979 that figure jumped to
3,5 percent. While 3.5 percent may teem like a small percentage at first glance,
it transitaes into approximately 5,033 teenagers just last year. And we know
that certainly not all of the child abuse victims call. In fact, a small percentage
recognize the problem and for help.

On the brighter side the NRS finds that young people spend less time away
from home before they call for help. Three years ago the average runaway
spent a week "on the road" before making contact with the NRS. Indications
from 1979 data are that runaways call the NRS within three to four days after
leaving. This dearly Indicates that If runaways and young people who think
they have to.run away, have another option they will use it.

I mentioned earlier that the NRS keeps a listing of agencies who serve run-
aways acrass the country. I wish I could tell you that there are enough programs
available to serve all the runaways whO need and want assistance. I wish I
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could:even. tell :you there are ,programs- enough to:serve a majority of those in
need. 'UnfortunatelY, there:are- many, many thiet,the,NRS cant a.program and
they are tfult _There 'hike been' tremendous stridee-made "since :1974; There, are
,conuntinities' Ilia, never thefight of ogering' services for who_nnw, have
,sOmil!f f the, best -Programs co try: -However,- there is much more'to be

',done there . major nietroPolitan` areas in Able-, country' who have: tiniest- no
ifail'ibleliouSing;for: runaways. -There -,are,otherTareari where thenetrest'ran-
away:. Programls "three hundred e.waY. : is. Mc - these t reettonsithaC the
Noitional, Itttnivity. ,Switchboird 'strongly - encouragei :for' fund-
ineoftheltuntway:Youth Act.,ItecOgnlie that these are notstielhostlucritive
of-economic, tithes; However,' historical, research has, indleated thtie during times
of -economict'stress the incidence of -family problems increases.' It in extremely
InipOrtaiie,thtt=the Eieriiecs available to youth and their. fainilies_beincreased,

The Natienal,Runaeray Switchboard and the Other Youth Development Bureau
funded runaway, programs act most often as,,the entry point ,to service for a
family in trouble. The runaway, as we know; is the "red flag" en thelamily. By
calling the NRS or contacting a runaway center the runaway ;is able to obtain,
help for themselves and in most- cases for the family befor7 something more
seriouthapimis.

In conclusion the National Runaway Switchboard strongly Urges your support
of the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act

,..and its Title III, the Runaway Youth Act. The NRS further urges your support
of an increase in the funding ceiling_for the Runaway Youth Act-Additionally,
the NRS hips careftil assessment of a formula distribution of funds based on
state population. Although. in most cases the calls received by the NRS from a
specific state are about equal to that state's percentage of the total U.S. popu,
lation, there are -some notable exceptions. And the exceptions are not always

On behalf of the more-than _400,000- young people served ',)y the National Run-
away Switchboard I would like to thank you for your time end attention.



. AWAY FROM-HOME? NEED HELP?.

e-.

IP'4401

(.001briazi '')eeitM ltd
800.621-4000

(IN ILLINOIS: 800.9724004)
TOLL FREE, AROUND THE CLOCK

Being young and away from home isn'teaeythere are all ends of problems one can mounter Housing, family problems.
legal concerns, emotional ddhultes, cug. medical or pregnancy problemsthere amithousands of places, all across the
continental United States that help young people away from home in these and other Imes,

No matter if the young person ran away from home. was thrown out or left with the parents' consentor even is considering
leaving homethe NATIONAL RUNAWAY SWITCHBOARD provides a toll-free telephone service that will help young people
define their problems, determine If an emergency ousts, and offer referral to a nearby program that provides first-rate free or
low-colt help. In emergency situations, the NATIONAL RUNAWAY SWITCHBOARD will paned the young person direcity to the

source of help
The NATIONAL RUNAWAY r"*TCHBOARD guarantees complete confidenbalriy. When young people tall they have total

ails -to all the resources at the t vern's disposal II they are interested in reestablishing communications with their family a

mess...4e can be taken for delivery %rthin 24 hours.
The NATIONAL RUNAWAY SWITCHBOARD 800621-4003 (0 Illinois 800-972-6034) TOO-free, around the clock, around

theyea
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NATIONAL RUNAWAY SWITCHBOARD-1978 STATE BREAKDOWNS

This report is based upon 18,785 of the nearly 125,000 calls received on the
National Runaway Switchboard lines during 1978 and is supplemental to the
information contained in the "Data Report 1978" published by Metro-Help, Inc.,
operators of the National Runaway Switchboard service. Copies of this study .
are availably from MetroHelp; Inc., 2210 N. Halsted St., Chicago, IL 60614.

Column "A" lists the percentage of calls that originated in the state noted;
column "B" lists the percentage of calls tallied by the home state of the youth
(runaway, potential runaway, throwaway) in question.

State A B State A B

Alabama 1.6 1.8 Nebraska .9 .5
Alaska_ (t) .1 Nevada .7 .5
Arizona. 1.3 1.1 New Hampshire_ 3 .7
Arkansas_ .8 .9 New farm- 3..5 4.2
California 10.5 10.1 New Mexico .5 .4
Colorsdo......... ........ ... 1.1 1.3 New York '- 7.3 7.4
Connecticut 1.3 1.6 North Carolina_ 2.6 2.2
Delaware__. .3 .5 North Dakota.. 1 .2
District of Columbia .6 .4 Ohio._ _.._ »r 4..7 4.6

, Florida_ 7.4 6.9 , Oklahoma___, 1.0 .8
Georgia 2.4 1.5 Oregon_ 1.7 1.8
Hawaii (t) .1 Pennsylvania 6.1 5.8
Idaho_ .3 Rhode Island .2 .3
Illinois_ 5.0 4.9 South Carolina.. .7 .5
Indiana 3.6 4.1 South Dakota.. .4 .4
Iowa. 1.2 1.1 Tennessee_ 1.5 1

6.1Kansas_ .................... .. .7 .7 Texas. ..... 6.5 6.

Kentucky_ ....... ........ ........ .9 .8 Utah_
Louisiana 1.3 1.0 Vermont .3 .2
Maine - .6 -77 Virginia._ 1.8 1.8
Maryland 1.6 2.0 Washington-- 1.7 2.7
Massachusetts. 2.3 2.6, West Virginia .8 .7
Mkhlgan_ 3.9 4.9 Wisconsin 2.3 2.5
Minnesota__ 1.2 1.4 Wyoming... 2 .2
Mississippi .8 .9 Canada (t) .2
Missouri 2.7 2.5 Mexico. (I) ()
Montana .3 .3

The National Runaway Switchboard is available to young people 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, toll-free, at 800-621-4000 (in Illinois: 800-972-6004).
All business calls are received on 312-929-5854.
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Owing 1978, Metro-kielp, lint. coodnuad
operations on two twenty -four hour

-----seven:day-a-Vitie 1S torte youth serylco
pn:grama.the Metro-Help Chicego-arse
switchboard, in service since 1971, and the
National Runaway- Sivilchboard,. in antic*
since 1974..Each year,' Metio-Holp, Inc. re-

leases-ikaluily °OA reprasintath4 poilionvof '-

the telephone calls received on each cif thee,
lines during the previous year.

This study -Is bawd upon 31,481 of the
logged "significant" calls received during
1978. Not all significant calls can be logged-7
during the busier half of the day (1:00 PM V

r 1:00 AM Chicago time) calls are comk)g in on
a consistent basis and the voluntearkstaffing
the lines often do not havethe time to ask all
the 'questions needed to fill out the
appropriate log sheets used for this study.
Metro-Help. Inc. estimate$ it received 70,000
calls on its regional service lines and upwards
of 135,000 calls on Its National Runaway
Sivitchboard lines in 1978,

"Non-significant" calls are those In which
no services were rendered. Prank and
"phantom" calls (where the individual says
nothing) are also deemed "non-significant"
METROELP REGIONAL SERVICE

Comparing the 1978 statistics, to those
aompiled in 1976, the Metro-Help regional
service noted a 70% increase In significant
calls. Furthermore, the average length of
these calls increased by 19% to nearly 17
minutes each.

The types of problems discussed on the
regional lines showed marked changes when
compared to :978 statistics. Child abuse calls
increased by 233%, an overwhelming growth.
Rape related calls increased by 167%, ano
calls involving sexual concerns and emotional
concerns increased by 20% and 15%
respectively.
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On to down WSW Prefinancy-relatedcalle---
-Coninsed by 40%, *kW situ/lion cells &-

could by 28% and:drdg related calls de-
crowd by 15%.

Whereas. its diug related cells did -go
down,`'Ihrini ware 'Nuked changes in Vie
types of dugs Goutteed an the,Metro-Help

_regional *No inquirlistOnieming f11141111111'
and. relOod substances increased by- 127,X,
in large part dus to the'panlqual poisoning
scare. Calls concerning the' alcohol and

IAETROMELP REGIONAL SERYICE-; 1978

-psycedektitiniales of drugs incre.isol3214
and 22% ropectIvely; the sirvice'recelred
41% %war pis concerninfonelgssice
23% fewer calls coniontingrdspreesanta. The
percentage of cells corszsming. atimuients
and various drug combinations held Wady.

When looking at certain specific drugs, the
-service noted -c41%-incresieln-calls
coning- PCP and a 54% decrease In calk

J -
concerning heroin.
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1.11 I.di',. Alcohol w/

12.12' 1.61
4.21 01(1)6 *40 CALICO Cocatoo 1.51
2.01 NYI-Protolow 62.00
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S.2%
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4.01
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13.10
5.51
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110181.
NATIONAL RUNAWAY SWITCHBOARD

Some interesting information CC411011 out of
a' comparison of 1976 and 1978 National
Runaway Switchboard statistics. As with the
regional service, the average length of can
increased, in this case by 13% to a fraction
more tharr14 Minutes each. Calls from youth
service tgencies across the nation increased

, . .

by 159%, calls from parents of runaways in-
creased by 77% and calls from friends of
runaways (and- throwaways) increased by
65%. These various categories still account
for a fraction of NRS calls, however, ate nearly
77% of all significant calls received onthefee-
lines in 1978 were from people calling on
behalf of their own problems. .
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Pam= STATellINT or RONALD W. CLEMENT ON BEHALF or TIM
NATIONAL NETWORK OF RUNAWAY AND YOUTH SERVICES, INC.

I am here today to speak in support of the Runaway and Homeless Youth Act,
Title III of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention- Act of 1974. My
testimony is on behalf of the National Network of Runaway and Youth Services,
Inc. The National Network is a national membership organization of youth serv-
ice agencies and coalitions which includes 125 runaway centers. Network mem-
bers began the first runaway houses in 1967. Network rin:mbers were very active
in shaping and supporting the Act in both 1974 and 1977. The National Network
represents more runaway service agencies and embodies moreexpertise in serv-
ing runaways and homeless Youth than any other association. Our efforts are
augmented through coordinated efforts at the local and national levels with mem-
ber agencies of the National Collaboration for Youth. This group, serving over
30,000,000 youth annually, supports the National Network's positions as stated
herein.

I have been active within the Network since 1975. For the past two years, I
have served as Chairperson of the Network Board of Directors Policy, Advocacy,
and Linkages Committee. In this capacity, I have visited programs and met with
runaway center staff and youth throughout the country. I have become aware
of the changing needs of runaway and homeless youth, the efforts by runaway
centers to remain responsive, and changes in public policies affecting youth
nationwide.

I am also speaking from substantial personal experience in the operation of
runaway centers. For over eight years, I have been Director of Diogenes Youth
Services in Sacramento and Davis, California. My agency operates two runaway
centers serving urban and rural areas respectively, We provide temporary crisis
housing for needy youth in both traditional shelter settings and family foster
homes. We provide youth and family counseling. We work closely with Juvenile
Justice and social welfare agencies to provide services for status offender youth.
I have experience s both an administrator and counselor working directly with
runaway youth and their families. al1.*.B......11*.11.0*

Based on direct experience with federal implementation of the Runaway Youth
Act and through substantial consultation with the National Network member-
ship, we take a poai,ion that the Runaway Youth Act should not be modified
significant4. Any major programmatic or funding changes would cause havoc.
This federal legislation has been extremely effective in meeting a goal of serving
large numbers of troubled youth at reasonable cost. The Runaway Youth Act
has been.an incentive for local communities and states to become responsive to
the needs of the underserved population of runaway and otherwise homeless
youth.

However, since 1977's reauthorization, there have been some changes in the
runaway youth population and needed services. These changes prompt minor
modifications, and should be reflected in the Act.

We support changing the language in the Act which will identify runaway
houses as "Runaway Centers." Runaway services have responded to changing
community needs and now serve youth and families experiencing a tn^s'id of
problems. They are diversifying their services in response. "R gnat' ay centers"
throughout the country have become community 'coordinating ce.'ters providing
referral for medical, legal, and other social service needs. The "centers" have
become a valuable asset in a community effort to serve troubled, homeless youth.
Yet, "runaway centere_continue to provide twenty-four hour services which
are easily accessible to youth and families. Frequently, they represent a com-
munity's single crisis service.

Services enabled through this legislation have contributed significantly to
meeting the needs of status offenders. Runaways cer tern have played a key role
in deinstitutionalization of status offenders over the past six years by demon-
strating that nonsecure shelter care and counselhig services can be effective
in meeting the needs of troubled youth and families, These programs have also
been very active in advocating deinstitutionalization of status offenders within
:mai and state systems.

Although we fully support deinstitutionalization of status offenders, we are
concerned that this population continue to receive special attention by the
Juvenile Justice system through coordinated efforts with runaway centers. The
ability of runaway centers to fosters such links with law enforcement and the
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juvenile courts greatly enhances the ability of these greups to address problems
inherent in the more serious juvenile offender.

. As we begin to realize that running away or being pushed out of one's home
_ _Lahould.not be the responsibility of law enforcement and the juvenile courts, we

discover that- the.social welfare and child protective, services system is not pre-
lgreclioaddress_the_needs-of-these young people or their families. For example,
the American Humane Association found in 1977 that youth 10 to 17 years of
age represented ,30 Percent of all child abuses and.,negleet reports nationally.
Yet this same age group represents only 15 percent of thbse child abuse and
neglect cases, formally responded to by local child protective service agencies.
In my own agency, for example, over 50 percent of the runaway and homeless
youth we serve are alleged victims of abuse or negleet,Two runaway centers
my own agency and Youth in Need in St. Charles,-Missouri--are serving as na-
tional research and demonstration projects in the area. of adolescent maltreat-
ment, Runaway centers at this time represent one of the few services respond--
ing to maltreated youth. Hence, we strongly support inclusion in the Act of
language requiring, projects to develop working relationships with social service
and welfare personnel.

:-- Today,-many more of the youth we serve either do not have a family :come,
-.." or, sidly enough, their home is not lit to return to. In my

Only now becoming recognized,

agency, for example,

alr dy
40 rcent of the youth we serve can only be described as homeless.'Resources
wit in either the traditional Juvenile Justice or social welfare systems are

.at their limits. Si n-Whomeless youth are
little expertise or understanding of their needs exists. These youth frequently
require longer term assistance and specialized services designed to promote a
smooth transition to independent living or a return home. Many of us are now
developing new services and funding for this population such as jobs programs,
longer term shelter care, and independent living skills education. Runaway cen-
ters again are the single service system in this country actively moving to-serve
homeless youth. Hence, we are pleased to support changing the Acts' title to
"Runaway and Homeless Youth Act"

Despite the fact that we are now working with rainy "homeless youth," our
primary goal continues to be to reunite youth with their families. We are now
acquiring the capacity to assist families In resolving their problems so that
further difficulties can be averted. In my agency, for example, over 50 percent
of the youth we shelter return directly to their families. At least another 25 per-
cent eventually return home;,40 percent of the youth do not need any shelter
but can remain in their homes and receive counseling on a drop-in basib. Fully
50 percent of those we serve participate in formal family counseling. Runaway
centers are doing a good job of supporting families.

We support language .within the Act which will make grants available to
link- runaway and homeless youth with their families, as well as ,service pro-
viders, through the use of a national hotline telephone network. Such a network
will assist runaway centers in supporting families providing resources to initiate
direct contact between youth and families over long distances. Also, such a net-
work will enable runaway centers to set up placei for youth to return to If they
have run away to cities beyond their own communities.

Because runaway centers serve large numbers of youth for short periods of
time, we are at a pivotal point in our communities' human service systems. We
must rely heavily on other agencies to serve youth after they leave our centers.
We quickly become aware of the service gaps and strengths in our communities.
We actively work to mobilize resources to plug these gaps. National demon-
stration projects are underway which document our efforts. These demonstra-
tions are in such areas as abuse and neglect, prostitution, and unemployment.
These efforts validate runaway centers' working relationships with juvenile
courts, child protection_RealceS.1Uid traditional youth-serving programs. It is
these efforts, enabled by the Runaway Youth Act, that reinforce the rule run-
away centers play as essential services in their communities.

Volunteer contributions play a critical role in the operation of runaway cen-
ters. Volunteers reduce operating costs and increase community involvement.
Adult and youth volunteers provide direct services and outreach, and serve on
Boards of Directors. Youth volunteers serve as healthy role models for runaway
and homeless youth. Youth participaticin provides opportunities to learn, grow,
and contribute. Runaway centers represent some of the best examples of effective
volunteer involvement.
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The National Network supports raising the maximum grant to individual cen-
ters from $100,000 to $150,000. This increase, justified by inflation alone, is neceS-
sary to maintain quality services-. The Network also supports priority futiding
to programs with maximum budgets of $300,000. This ceiling will encourage and
favor community-based organizations., The connimalty-based nature of 'runaway
services is a crucial ingredient in keeping the Programs effective and responsive.
, The National Network supports increasing the authorization level for the Act
to $35 million per year. In order to fulfill the goals of the Act throughout the
nation, this amount is required.

The National Network recognizes the need to develop runaway centers in
communities which do not have such services. However, any attempt to develop
additional centers can be accomplished only through lucre-it-Sing apPrePriatIiini
for the Act. We therefore support long-unge in the Act which' will bring addi-
tional funding through the transfer of unobligated funds from the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Runaway centers have been very successful in attracting other resources. We
estimate the average runaway center with a Runaway Youth Act grant of $07,000
also receives at least $100,000 In other local, state, and federal grants and con-
tracts. My agency, for example, has grown from less than $100,000 in 1974 to
$400,000 today. Yet Runaway Youth Act funding remains essential and virtu-
ally irreplaceable. My agoiey has $100,000 in local contracts that are specifically
contingent upon continued RYA funding. There simply are not other sources of
money available that can or will support 24 hour crisis-oriented services for any
runaway or homeless youth. Some of the more unique aspects of rum may hen-
ter; are that we respond to any youth in need at any time, and that we assure
confidentiality.

Runaway halation, the drive to balance the federal budget, and local tax cut-
ting efforts such us California's- Proposition 13 do have an adverse effect en hu-
man sl.rices. Sadly enough, services for youth too often are the last funded and
the first cut. There simply is no national program more important than the
Runaway and Homeless Youth Act to help assure that the needs 'Of runaway
and homeless youth are addressed. At a time when we are searching for alter
natives to institutionalization of status offenders, we need look not further
than runaway centers. Runaway }'enters are the model. These programs have
proven their effectiveness in all types of communities in every part of the na
tion. This model should be further replicated, We wish to thank the subcom-
mittee members for their support of this important piece of youth legislation.
Senator Bnyh's concern for runaway youth which led to the passage of this
legislation in 1974 has enabled 165 communities to assist their troubled youth
and build stronger families. We urge you td continue your support for this
vital legislation and offer ourselves no a resource in this effort. Thank you.
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APPENDIX'
PART I.- CONGRESSIONAL RECORD STATEMENTS

111,011grEgZiOlial Atcor
tis'ard Sums

Assatirs - PRO-C. tEDINGS AND DEBATII OF THE 96:6-CONGRESS. SECOND SESSION

Vat. 126
-1

WASHINGTON. TIard,,y.,,,MARCH 181910 No. 44

By Mr. DOLE: IL: average percentage of the 3
S. 2434. A bill to amend the Jusentle "^1t resent fscal years tor which flip;

Justice and Deltnquency Preiention Act sets are aszliatie of the total expendi-
of 1974. and for ether purposes: to the tures made for criminal justice pro-
Committee on the Judiciary. trains by State and local governments

which Ls expended for juvenile
JUtttaLt JCSTICI ASO, DrLDIGCTNCT rase -

VON ACT.AMtNDSUNTS OP MO quency Prcrams by such State and local

Mr. DOLE. Sir. President I send to goiern: ments .

the desk i statement and a bill which ARASNITNANCZ of /TM*?

I am Introducing today with reference An important aspect of the 1974 Juve-,
to the Juvenile justice and DellmlutneY nlle Justice Act was the "maintenance
Prevention_ Act. of effort" provision. That lawcalled for

The Federal -Government has a re. A set aside of 19.15' percent of all Law
sponsibility to continue its efforts to iin- Enforcement Assistance Administration

tLEA..) funding to be reserved ?'or Faye-
Prove the quality of Justice that ta avail- nlle Justice programs. This percentageable 'to ittvemlesOn this country. Ther0,,,, pas based on the ratio of,LEAA eXPendl-
problem cf juienlle dein """" Ulna for juvenile justice to the agency's
continue to be dealt with in a:, effective
and the

0, total expenditures for fiscal 1971. It LS
time to carefully reexamine this ratio In

juvenile crime are to continue their tie- 1--the light of experience in its adminis-
tratIo n.

Federal assistance programs that The Senate version of the Justice Sys-
were designed to prevent and control tem Improvement Act of 1979 provided
juvenile delinquency have emserently for the complete elimination of the
met with a small degree of success. Lc maIntearnce of effort 'provision. The
cording to the mast recent statistics in Senator from Eantas' bill does not go
1976. persons under 18 accounted for 25 that far. Instead it attempts to develop
Percent of the total arrests recorded by a new fcrmula based on the average per -
police nationally and for 42 percent of tentage of the three most recent ftscal
the arr.ss for serious crime. Li 1978, years of the total expenditures made for
persons under 18 accounted for 23 3 per- criminal justice programs by State and
cent of the total arrests recorded by local governments.
Police nationally and for 405 percent of ACTIMITT OP Tat ASSI:ANT aasurnsvaaroa
the arrests for serious crime.

This is not of great sietuhcance,but
The Office of Juvenile JusUce and De-

ft is some decline. And there is interest linqueney Prevention will remain within
in this legislation and I hope that it can the LEAA of the US. Department of
be considered quickly by the Congress. Justice to administer the provisions of
Tat JOYINCLII JOSITC't AHD DrutIcurrtcr this act.

rtsvocoott ACT The Assistant Administrator of LEAA
The Federal Geerriment must con- alit continue to head the &ice although

Untre its leadership role in the coo:- he will be under the policy direction and
&nation of resources to devalp State eontro1 of the Administrator of LEAA.
and local orccrams for the nrevention Under the Justice System Improve-
and tastment of jut critic del.nqunecy. meat Act. a new OMee of Justice Assist-
Toward tr.ts end. I am tr.:rod:m.4e ante. P.eacarcia and Statistics tOJARS)
day legislation that will extend the has been established. This new ugeneY
Juvenile ALitlet and Delinquency Pre- plays a coordinative role in Federal
venifon Act of 1974 through fiscal year efforts to provide assistance to State and

1984. The bill authorizes 8125 million local criminal Justice agencies, but is
in fiscal year 1981 and 1125 million not an operational nee policy determln
In each succeeding year for the pro- Me organization. /Jthough these new
gratis thrt k7t created by this act. In re:at:cr.:hip: s:ould be examined in the
adMilan. ti..e till requires that there cotext of the Juvenile Justice program,
shall b.: :..amirtned from appropria- Se or c.r. steno reason to change
bons for each rhea! year allotted to each the organisational location of the juve-
State tinder title I of the Omnibus Crime :isle itatice program. S 2434 seeks calY
Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.
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to clarify the relationship between LEAH
and OJJDP.

tria=1:11a. arra:Lett
It Is mli hope that by extending the

atithorizatlon for the Juvenile Justice
and Delinqtiency Prevention Act of 1974,
States and \local governments. private
and public Organizations will have the

the developme t of pracucal approaches
assistance thati; is necessary to continue

to the problems of youths that have be-
come involved in the Juvenile Justice
system. Juvenit crime and delinquency
prevention musk continue to be a top
Federal, State. d local priority. It is
clear to me that\ I major cause of this
Nation's staggering crime rate is Juve-
nile crime and violence. This legislation
is designed to deal with that cause.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous cor.-
sent that the text of S. 2434 be printed
to the Itrecan.

There being no objection, the bill was
ordered to be printed in the Rum. as
follows:

3 2434
He it enacted by the Senate and House of

RepresentstIvea Of the Ousted States o/
America In Congress assembled.

SHORT Trill
Sscrtese I. This Act may be cited as the

"Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Proven.
non Act Adandmentsot 1960".

escriensirter TO auTHORtiaTIONS
Sec 2, (a) Section 261(a) of the Jueenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act ot
1974 (42 US C. 9671()) is\ amended by
.."12Ing out the period at the .end Of the
Crst state/lee and Insersing a corning and the
following: "3100,900 000 fz: each ot the fiscal
years ending September 30. 1981. 1992. I98J.
and 1984.".

(b) Section 341(a) ot that Act (42 t./.3 C.
8751 fat) is amended by &hiking out the
period at the end thereof and InsertirLe a
Comma end the tollowin3. the sum of 525.-
000 000 for each ot the :heal rears ending
September 30. 498(.:982. 19o3. and 1564 ".
ROTHoRTTT Or THC Rifts:AM RpurrnSTIRTOR

or rise Orr= Or soseNtie Jostics aro oC
LTHCOLNCT ranch-nor(
Sec 3. (a) Section 201(a) ot the Juteolle

Justice and Delinquency Pretention Act of
'1074 (42 US C, 3811(al) Is amended by
inserting immediately before the period at
the end of the second sentence the fthlow..
fog: ". Under the policy dIreellOn and control
of the Admintot:ator".

(b) Section 201 Idl ot that ACt 142 U 3 C
2811(d)) Is amended br strIkirg our 'sub.
Jett to :he direr.lan of the Adminh:et:r"
and !corning In lieu theleot 'ander the
policy mrectIon and control of the Admirals'
trator",
aersrect OF TOTAL ArraOrataTiON1 rvirrNera

PO& JCV12411t VtLINQVLHC7 F1Otl4u1
Sm. 4 1) Section 281 101 Of the Jusenite

Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act ot
1974 (43 U.S C. WU is amended to read as
follows:

"Ibl (1) In oddly:on to the roads arpro-
prtated under sobs etion ios et ii .., two,
there shall be rivutil.::sed :rant o( ..1..,:td
mons for each fiscal )*er si:oted to seen
State under titie I of the Onthlbos tune
Control wad Sate Street*. ot 190 etout
that rerCentace of the 1.Mal twee
made 'Or ernnti'.5 ; err ;n.. .this -Tte

0 -- 17

and local governments which to erpended tot
Juvenile delinquency programs by such State
and local governmenti deterrred in LC.
[ordain' with paragraph (21.-

"(2) Tbe percentage under pahgraph 111
shah be the average percentegi of the three
moat recent dace.' 1 years hat Which newts
are available'.

Control and Sate Streets Act of 1961 (43
(h) Section 1002 of the Crime

3 C. 37930 is amended to rt t1 as follow,:
-MAWS SKAriCit OF 14TORT

"SIC. 1002.111) Ice addition .o the funds
approprfated under section 241 (1) of the ,
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act of 1974. there shall be maintained
from approprlations Under thioltitie for eta-
Saw year, at least that percentage of the
total espendittuve made foe crUninal,luatice
Pn7S74me- by State and local 'governments
which le expended tor jurenthl delinquency,
programs by ouch State and local govern.
menu. determined to Secer6LciCe with Stab.
section (b). .

"(b) The percentage under parsgrapd (1)
shell be the average percentage, of the three
moat recent Coca years for which figures are
at a' lable.".
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Congressional ecord
UMW Una el KA
I lama MOO' WIGS AND DMUS b/ TIM 7.0 CONGI, S1COND MOON /

Vol. Z2 WASHINGTON. NIRDNISDAY. MARCH 19. MO No. 43 .

Senate
(1.41signee any st fired.. Amer, 3. Intl

ACOOMTAB IL M ICIINCY, AM) 1101.11a1 JU1lIN11.1. CRIME 03NIROI.
cr B.111 JUVENILE .1113fICI

RuumiorazmioN BILL

5.2441

Ily s .e. MTH:
& 2441. A bill to amend the Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
of 1014. and toe other mirposee: to the
Committee at the Judiciary.

Wr. SAWS thy request)
5 2442. A tall to amend the Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention Ad
of 11114. and toe ethos putpcomi to the
Committee on the Judtclary.
socommeurre. earcerseat out Vaaaarf na

tomato.* CaKrasca. Komillia4VIS rev.
"ma ~car K.01110.1allow

qt. ldr. 'urn. ids. Medea. today I eta
tarcducing the Violent Juvenile Crtme
Ccedzol Act of IMO. which la designed to
strengthen end stibnite air 41/ 00O-
EM1110110 coomnitment to the Juvenile
Justice and DelinquencY Prevention Act
of 1071. (7.11Drna stall, at the game time
mandating that the Adadatstratar of the
071c* of Juvenile Justice and Delinquen-
eY ?marten 10JJDP) boa Enal St-
countabtlity end renomdbUlty for Irq-
plementing the Juvenile Justice INOTI
slow of this act. The )runaway and
Homelme Youth Act le attained and ad.
ministered by HMIs Youth Develop-
ment Sores; itanaaysy and Romelees '
Youth Detaion.

Javalogal Kama KT Inman
In lett Use Congress established

juvenile crime prevention es the Federal
erten' priority. The 974 act Use the
product of 4.you bipartisan acct.
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JINI ICI REAtrnottrAria; 8111

PASSES %NATE

(Zongressionill 'Record
(IAAPROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OP THE y CONGRISS, SECOND SESSION

V.1. 126 WASHINGTON. TUESDAY. HAY 20. 1980 No. 82

5.2341

JIN12/41LE narice AND :Aux.
QUINCY PRZYCIT10:1 ACT
AlcINDAIENTS OP 1140

ROBERT C. BYRD. kr. Preal.
Mt. 1 818 urtanceous cement that the'
pooling measure be termagant? had
es(ebe end that the senate braced with
the other immure. E. 3441

The MIMING OTTIC111. Tb0 bat
will be stated by title

The lestalatlee derk md as
A bill IS. MI) 111 mend the Juvenile

4.4" .04 CCoquosi_ffeweatiea AM Of
1614 .11 foreigner parish.

The TIESID1740 0171C1flt. 26 there
*Action to the request of the !Motor
trots Watt WIWI&

There being no objection. the &nate
proceeded to consider the bill which had
been brooded from the Conotattee on
the Judiciary with an ainendinent to
strike all atter the matting Muse and
WM the tollootne:

eater .ilia
..-now 1 rale Act shall be Med as the

-J.feedle Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act Amendment* of

IMIINOMENTS TO T11.4 I OP
THU JUTILNILI 1131311C1 AND DaLIN-
QCINCY PRZYSNTION KT OP 11111
Sec 101 limn. 10110i of the Justine

hanice 604 Delloqueney Prevention Act of
Int Is amended_

(1) 07 stall. out "he imnedletely
after the mralcolon In paralniph

131 07 etrill. mat (ha period It (Al end
Of PesolimPh (It .4 Marti. a semicolonW ..4", .4

IS) by UM( at the sad thereof Um
Wows.

III) the hat. miter ..14 pi. 0441 -
tioaal attention to Meat crime 10unositle4
by him.. putkulerly to the area or
thentitcrition, apprehension. moody adjudi-
intim sentaulne. *ad rehatantation

Sec Mt (e) Penne.. 0 Of mike 103
of M. Act is minthed to re. im

ns) the tam Adenthistratof men the
01.007 a.a &Mast04 by eection 101 1001 of
the Jaunts Just. ond Delianuney Pvt.
mhos Act ef 111711. as 00o,0d64.-

(0) Milos INC) of Met het la ernend.4
lourtiu after 100100 Isl..' the foi

Senate

losing -the VunIn Lianas.
Samoa. the Coninionealth of the rPethern
Martens. lelantia..

lei Section 103101 of Mt Act se mended
by etriaing out law enforomeat" mod In-
eating `jumnlie 'mike"

(4) Yeti. 103111 of that Act ts amended
by suerneur educationa/. inurod
stay beton -vocon.ar

III Section 1031131 of that Act Is snmoded
by neat. out 144 ItmeMtely 0014. the
semicolon

IfI faction 103031 of Oat Are I
by Inane. "epecieJ

inedietely Wore -sortar..4
a) by Melling out the period 001 the end

thereof and ineeetl. in 1104 theme t mod-
colon and '544"

III &KU. 103 of 1054 Act Is mended
by addln4 It the end Inertia the following

Nth) 7715 eonntiont
man. the coodiliona described In the US-
anion of the Tann 'bertelleopped thillthen
section 1112(1) of the Iblocation of the
Handloapp. Art (30 USC 1601)".
TM= UAPIENDULNTS TO TIT= fl OP

JUVIN112 Jt/311C7 AND OWN.
QOANCT P.VANTION ACT OP 1074
SIC 101 (n) ihsellon 301 of the Amnon*

J ust. oral Delinquency Prevention Act Of
(leb mended to re. as follow.

"Sac 301 th) There Is hereby Molina.
within the Departs.. of Just. under the
auxin imithority of Use Admit...sloe of the
Law informanant MUM,. AdmiaUtratIon
Ice 0110e ett Amnia Juotkr end Delinquen-
ey Prevention Deferred to In Mb Attu the
VS.) The 01. than be under the dim-

Admintstrator, who will he nonsi
O at. ley the President by .4 with the ed.
eke .4 comet of 440 Mute 704 Adroln
Istretor 00011 mitnintster the provisioes of
this Act through 440 Ofiloe Tb. Adinlisistra-
tor anon 0100 anal authority to Our& ad.
Milner. await y, Meld, thrrolnath. soceltor.
e mivatO Meet or deny a/1 rants. coopers.
live ogrementa esid c00100.0 from, ond
punt.00 for. hinds made minable order
Ms Me

st.
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page: S 5603

'Ibi The Adroit:detest. may menthe, he
s000rdance with section 144 Dished
Stat. Coda. .000 ndee .4 mulatto. 04
an necessary or appropriate 00 wry out the
purposes of this title'

(111 Section I31 01' 51 Met Act U renum-
er. "0110). and arausted by amine
out woe the taw astreement UMWn01
ariatinutrattoe-

II) mutes "Now et that Act Is
membered "301141^

(4) A new ...km 'Or Is added tO
Merl

"III TM, ehail 04 established in the
Oil. UPI UMe0 who.. be eppoloted
by 1. annentetrstor whom function Atli
be 10 eapervIse .4 direct the lout Mem
Drat whom reesonetalltim than Include
3.4 .1. development. IMplemeothtion

tai .rerun and the coordinttion of
such cutters with all relevant dr./Insult/
wilts. TM Ural Ailstsor, when oppropnato
shall coneult wen the law Inforcernent
Atomace Admintstistl. end itie of
Jestki Assistance, Pomarch.

Of.
on Mel nor policy routers ninths to the
poen.. Of Ms Act".

(el Make 701(00' of that Act Is Minn-
Wed 7010)' .4 Mended by *Viking out
"-SW 660 inserting `air,

if) Nov Subsections NO' ere
added to 0000 6s folio.

'Is) TOO Adminletrstor Mull provide III
110441.4 Stag. &nett Committee on tin
Judiciary and the Ilr.itel States Mum of
Suresiestuiree Committee on *aurae.
and Labor MN detelled evahietion of the
lbahwey Jumnile A.m.. Project the

lathred Stralfist perm or other
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PART IL-ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS OF
MEMBERS OF CONGRESS

CoNORESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF .REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., March 25, 1980.
-Senator Blum BATH,
Russell Senate Office Bldg.,
Washington, D.G.

DEAR Bing : I am writing to you in anticipation of the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee's tearing tomorruw on the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. There is currently a provision in H.R. 6104,
which would have tb2 effect orlibTallshing the National Institute for Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention (NIJJDP) about which I have strong
reservations. I think it is important to note that none of the three billsS. 2434
(Dole), 5.2441 (Bayh), or P. 2442 (Administration)pending before the Senate
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act."
Birch, as you will recall, it was as far back as 1: that Senator Percy and

I first introduced legislation to create an Institute for the Continuing Study
of the Prevention of Delinquency. After a long struggle, in which you played a
major role, the essence of that proposal was contained in the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Act of 1974, which passed the Senate by a vote of 88-1, and the
House by a vote of 329-20.

The National Institute for Juvenile Justice was created with the realization
that juveniles represent unique problems and that accordingly there should be
a separate, specialized entity to focus on their problems. I believe that the
Institute, in its six year history, has had s i impact far beyond its limited re-

_sources, while enjoying widespread supporc from numerous groups. I hope
you will continue ter support the Institute in its present-forma.

With every best wish, I remain?.
Sincerely, Tose RAussaca.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. PARREN J. MITCHELL, REPRESENT .TIVE FROM THE
STATE OF MARYLAND

Mr. Chairman. I _appreciate the opportunity to share my concerns with your
Subcommittee as you move to address the problems of certain youth through
Senate Bill 2434, the "Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act Amend-
ments of 1980," which reauthorizes _appropriations for Public Law 94-273, the
"Juvenile Justire_and Deli»nuency Prevntion-Aer."

I am pardcularly pleased that the House version (H.R. 6704) specifically
states that those programs under the aegis of the Juvenile Justice and De-

linquency Prevention Act" . . . shall be available on an equitable basis to deal

with disadvantaged youth, including females, minority youth, and mentally
'K retarded and emotionally or physically handicapped youth." My concern, how-

ever, is that this language does not odd enough clarity or strength to the facilita-

tion of a greater focus of the Special Emphasis Prevention and Treatment Pro-

grams on Black youth. Let me share my views with you on the need for more
substantive language in this area.

Sadly enough, thiie is concem among the National Association of Blacks In

Criminal Justice, that the State Planning Agencies, to whith grants are made
available to provide assistance to State and local units of government for im-

proventents on and coordination of their juvenile justice activities, have been

insensitive to minorities and minority organizations. The grants process, and
its techical requirements further serve to-elle-laate minorities and other grass

(266)
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roots groups from adequate participation in the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention programs. According to Hai lem H Williams, Jr., Executive Chairman
of the Nati ',nal Association of Blacks in Criminal Justice, the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention offers very little, if any, technical assistance
to these types of organizations. Williams stated in his recent testimony before
the Senate Judiciary Committee that; "Apparently it is this Office's assumption
that because a group or organization does not have in its employ a cadre of staff
skilled in the art of grantsmanship they do not possess the wherewithall to
deliver services for youths in ways which are senstive to the needs of Black
youths and their families, and those of the system ..."

The National Association of Blacks In Criminal Justice also Sods that there is
only an insignificant number of Blacks in policymaking or mid-level positions
within the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinqnency Prevention (OJJDP). This
certainly is not feasible when the target population of the program is supposed
to be minorities and poor youths. -

It has been recently brought to my attention also that the OJJDP programs
tend to benefit %%lute middle-class youngsters, more so than disadvantaged or
minority children. This is so because most programs outside the scope of OJJDP
are implemented by non-profit organizations that typically do not serve the urban
minorities. Consequently, the poor, urban, minority youth must rely even more
heavily on OJJDP programs. The failure of these programs to be. responsive by
providing effective rehabilitation for tnese youth, reinforces a policy directed
toward the imposition of harsher treatment of juveniles, including lowering the
jurisdictional age to make youth accessible to heavier judgments of the audit
court.

If I may. I would like. to refer to the recent testimony of Robert L. Woodson,
Resident Fellow. the American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research,
before the Senate Juc"ciary Committee. Woodson ended his testimony by citing

a few briefs from the OJJDP budget ..." which support charges that this
Office and its programs have beeinmresponsive to blacks :

A review of OJJDP's fiscal year 1980 plitn indicates a continued indiffer-
ence to the needs of iminority communities, and shows a plan which ignores
the needs of millions of American citizens for new and innovative ways to
control and prevent youth crime. A

Technicdl Assistance.Of the $3 million expended over a three year pe-
riod, no money has gone to minority firms. _ _

Research.Of the'337 million expended over a three year period (1975
79), not one minority individual college or university has received funds.

Status Offender Initiative.Less than 30 percent of the youngsters served
were minority,'despite the fact that the bulk of the OJJDP funds are spent
in this effort.

Restitution Initioltice.Of the forty-one programs funded, less than 20'
percent served minority youngsters.

I am hoping that your Subcommittee will realize the dire need to incorporate
stronger language into your bill so. 'hat the Office of Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention programs may begin to forthrightly target more efforts
toward the Black community. It is my understanding that proposed amendments
may be presented for consideration by your body to correct discrepancies in this
vital area. Please do not ignore the critical nature of these amendments as you
continue to address youth probltns.

27q



PART III.-RESPONSES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUS-
TICE TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR BAYH

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
._. OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION,

Washington, D.C., February 25, 1981.
Ms. MARY JOLLY,
Staff Director and Counsel, Subcommittee on the Constitution, Committee on the

Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Wasaington, D.C.
DEAR MARY: This is in response to your request for information regarding

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention funding for projects relat-
ing to runaway youths, as well as the amount of funds going to private nonprofit
organizations compared to units of government.

Enclosed you will find a computed printout listing 434 projects which have been
supported with JJDP Act formula subgrants totalling $19,847,322 since fiscal year
1975. Please note that this state-reported data may not reflect all monies sub-
granted due to reporting delays and olpissions. Also enclosed is a printout del
scribing three projects which have received direct OJJDP support totalling
$1,010,494. The number of runaway programs receiving direct support is small
because we defer to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, which
has primary authority in this area pursuant to the Runaway Youth Act.

The following tables indicate the OJJDP awanled to private nonprofit organi-
_zations and-local governments since fiscal year 1975 :

JJDP AWARDS'

Private nonprofits Local governments

Categorical Formula T Categorical Formula

Fiscal year:
1975 $12, 500 $1,111, 343 5204, 845 53, 900, 536
1976 6, 036, 058 2, 335, 431 7, 391 925 10, 754,11'.

1977 6, 922, 222 5 112, 458 5, 602,167 19, 050, 789

1978 32, 275,667 6, 774, 561 5, 602,167 24, 523, 650

1979 20, 275, 667 3, 680, 912 2, 076, 218 13, 404, 309

1980 to date 1,101,1,101,385 825, 850 974, 688

total 66, 483, 696 19, 014, 705 10, 102, 005 72, 608, 083

I Information from Plage Cornputezired information system.
May net reflect all awards due to reporting delays or omissions.

SPECIAL EMPHASIS DIVISION PRIVATE NONPROFIT AWARDS

Total Total Dollars to private nonprofits Awards to private nonprofits
dollars number

awarded of awards Amount,., Number Percent

Fisca 1l yr:
975

ea

1976 $13, 878, 216 19 16, 432, 336 46.3 , 10 52.6

1977 5,599,391 20 5,119, 00: ' 91.4 19 65.0

1978 21, 492, 750 39 16, 121,639 79.7 31 79.5
1979 II, 740, 369 37 8, 717, 440 74.3 25 67.6

1980 to date 1,839,632 5 1, 366, 462 74.3 4 80.0

Total... 54, 550, 358 120 38, 756, 878 71.0 83 69.2

2 77
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NU1DP AWARDS

bmverssties Local governments Pnvate nonprofits Other,

Amount Number Amount Number Amount Number Amount Number

Fiscal year:
1975........... 12, 195, 371 8 $358, 342 1 $224, 261 2
1976. ..... ..... 4, 750, 124 2t 869,880 3 1, 962, 696 11 $177, 291 3
1977 2, 287, 262 11 517, 253 2 3, 485, 837 12 75,102 2
1918.. . . . .. 3,996, 871 20 616, 751 3 11, 373, 532 22
1979 4, 634, 825 17 1, 412, 820 4 6. 575, 980 18

Total 17;664, 453 80 3, 775,046 13 23,622,336 65 352,393 5

Please note that the total dollars for private nonprofit organizations in the
summary chart are greater than the sum of .the awards made by the Special
Emphasis Ditision and National Institute. This is because some categorical
awards were made Mall other funds, such a Concentration of Federal Eftorts.

T' is data shows tittlt, there Is a high level of commitment by OJJDP to involV-
ing private nonprofit .organizatitms in the program. I am particularly pleased
that over 70 percent of the Special Emphasis funds which have been awarded
nave been for the benefit of private nonprofit organizations, far in excess of the
30 percent required by the Aet. These organizations wid continue to be an impor-
tant aspect of our efforts.

Sincerely,

Enelosurs.

IRA M. SCHWARTZ,
Administrator.

U.S. SENATE,
_IoN1 MIME ON TUE JUDICIARY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION,
Washingtm, D.C., February 28, 1980.

Mr. HOMER F. BROOME,
Adnnnurtrator, tiessgnatc, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Depart-

ment of Justice, Washington, D.C.
Washington, D.C.

Data ADMINISTRATOR BROOME. In preparation for our 'upcoming hearings on
the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
tJJDPA) the enclosed inquiries are solicited to assure that the current status of
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) is more fully
understood.

There are several concerns that, however, are paramount. As you know, for
the past six years we in Congress have attempted to guarantee that the OJJDP
Administrator be provided a proper delegation of authority. Without reiterating,
In detail, this frustrating effort this (Concern remains the single most important
issue regarding OJJDP reauthorization.

When we last formally attempted to persuade the Agency to delegate the au-
thority to OJJDP, we did so with caution and noted that we did "not believe it
appropriate to legislate in excessive detail the management relationships and the
authority 11:1(1 responsibility of the Juvenile Justice Office which must implement
the program." This is indeed the preferred approach. In fact, I am very encour-
aged by the progress refiectet in the February 12, 1980 reorganization that you
have proposed. For the first time OJJDP has been given the organizational status
envisioned by the 1974 and 1977 Acts.

I am particularly interested, however, in the delegation of authority which you
have requested OJJDP to submit on or before March 11, 1080. If, when approved,
it incorporates the authorities proposed for delegation by OJJDP in September,
1978, such action will have a major influence on this year's Juvenile Justice bill.
In view of the importance of this issue, please contact me or Mary Jolly at the
earliest possible date regarding your delegation of authority.

The other primary concern relates to the proper role of the State Planning
Agencies and OJJDP special emphasis grants. Especially pertinent in this re-
gard is our "Juvenile Justice Amendments of 1977," (Report No. 95-165, page
62). Naturally, as we each review the history and development of the Act one
is reminded of the 1974 debates when the House of Representatives favored
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(retention of the juvenile program in HEW and the Senate had selected LEAA
for its placement. Many who opposed the LEAA option did so because of a con-
cern that the law enforcement dominated SPA's would continue to stifle the
funding of the human service-oriented delinquency prevention programs that
are the heart of the Act.

In order to satisfy concern that these programs would not survive SPA re-
view we established the special emphasis sections, separate and distinct, from
the modified block or formula grant sections which are awarded directly to
State governments. We did, however, provide language permitting OJJDP to
solicit SPA comments, when appropriate, in Section 225. I would be particularly
interested in how we can coordinate with the SPA's and still be consistent with
the law. Your views would be appreciated on this aspect of the Juvenile Justice
Act.

Lastly, I am especially anxious to receive responses to the various questions
I raised at the December 16, 1979, Ira Schwartz nomination hearing. In par-
ticular the policies and practices of OJJDP relating to discrimination on the
basis of sex, race, creed, color and national origin.

I request that the enclosed inquiries be replied to no later than March 21,
1980. so that I may review your findings prior to our hearings scheduled for
March 26 and 27. 1980. Should there be any difficulty meeting this schedule, do
not hesitate to call Ms. Jolly at 224-8191. -

1 appreciate your expeditious handling of these matters. Mary has discussed
your concerns regarding the Juvenile Justice Act reauthorization, OJJDP, and
other LEAA issues. I look fm-ward to working.ith you on these and other is-
sues of mutual concern in this Congress.

Sincerely, Billet' BAY II.

QUESTIONS REGARDING OJJDP

(February 28, 1980)

A ISSUE: OJARS VS. OJJDP

1. To allow us to better understand the impact of the new OJARS legisla-
tion on OJJDP, please provide a detailed comparison of "pre" and "post"
OJARS procedures regarding :

(a ) The processing of an_O,LIDP grant from the Teceipt-of -applicaficTn
--through-award:*

(h) The development and final approval of 0..JDP program gnidelines
and regulations;

(c) The development and final approval of OJJDP Congressional testi-
mony :

(d) The development and final-approval of the OJJDP fiscal year 1982
budget request;

(e) The development and final approval of Juvenile Justice discretion-
ary program priorities and,

If) The development and final aproval,of responses to GAG reports' re-
lating to 0.1JDP.

a. ISSUES MAY '15, 1979 ADS( INISTRA.TON DILL

1. What impact on the NIAAA budget and staff is intended`by the suggested
change in Section 101?

2. In sever:C.. respects the Administration has proposed additional reference
to "serious," "violent" and "chronic repeat" juvenile offenders. What precisely
is the meaning of each?

3. The Administration's suggested change In the definition of "juvenile de-
tention or correctional facilities" needs elaboration. How does its impact differ
from current regulations? How many facilities and juvenile: are affected by the
new definitions? How dues its impact compare with the changes proposed by
the SPA Conference draft bill of 7-16-79? For example, are there cost

(11.T.PrPrtials?
4. Several changes were suggested by the Administration in Section 206

which raise questions. -
(a) Has the related joint funding section 205) ever been used?

o
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(b) What amount of discretionary funds is allocated for Concentration
of Federal Effort (CFE) for fiscal year 1980? What amount is requested
for fiscal year 1981?

(C) Why are funds, other than CFE funds, being planned for allocation
for interagency projects and thereby reducing special emphasis funding
for OJJDP action projects and continuations?

(d) The Breed Report of 1978, which was funded by LEAA, to carefully
assess the role of the Council, recommended its repeal. Why was this ap-
proach rejected by the Administration?

(e) The OJJDP staff has been reduced from 61 to 41 positions. It seems
premature to provide staff for the Council under such circumstances. What
number of positions are planned to be allocated for the Council? if the
Chairman rather then OJJDP Administrator, as under current law, appoints
the staff, what would be the source ouch funding? Is there a DOJ request

_for.thepositions-andtdgeThThe fiscal year 1981 budget?
5. Since the Associate Administrator is responsible to the operatimoilITIRE

and for the juvenile policy, what rationale supports the proposed amendment to
Section 245, substituting the OJJDP Deputy for its Administrator?

6. In view of the Justice System Improvement Act of 1979 (JSIA) is it correct
to assume that the Administrator's proposal to dilute the vital maintenance of
effort section has been reconsidered and rejected? If not, please elaatte.

7 Regarding the proposed amendment to Section 261 that a reasonabl ount
be set aside for Part A (CFE) several issues are raised :

(a) Why not a specific percent of the appropriation as a minimum?
(by If the OJJDP has budgeted $1 million for CFE, but plans to fund

several CFE-type projects (e.g., HUD, HEW, Interagency Task Force on
Youth) and thereby diluting alredy limited special emphasis funds, it vi,mid
seem that an amount in addition to the $100 million fiscal year 1981 request
is in order. Please comment and explain.

8. It is proposed that Section 224(a) be amended to assist in the gathering
of information regarding serious and violent juvenile crime-. -WhitrOpe of in-
formation is contemplated? Has a need been demonstrated for it? Is this not
a matter for the OJJDP Institute rather than special emphasis?

9. It is proposed that Section 224(a) be amended to authorize three additional
program areas. As you know, the Congress added sections (9), (10) and (11) in
1977 with the ca'eat that youth advocacy, restitution and alts- natives to in-
carceration (children-in-custody) receive priority. What programs have been
funded in these new areas? What allocation of funds has been made for fiscal
year 1980 to support such programs? Will any of the requested fiscal year 1981
funds be allocated to such purposes ?

10. In view of the Administration's fiscal, year 1981 request of $100 million
for OJJDP is it safe to assume that the Administration suggests al least that
minimal level of funding for:the next several years? If no, please explain.

u. The Administration's proposal would fragment the juvenile research effort
by removing "basic" research, as distinguished from "applied", from the JJDPA
and transferring such authority to the new NIJ. What is intended by the terms
*basic" and "applied"? Additionally, please illustrate the distinction by categor-
izing OJJDP'research grants.in fiscal years 1978,1979 and 1980 as either "basic"
or "applied." Lastly, comment on the Attorney General's 10-12-79 speech char-
acterizing the proposed reauthorization bill as continuing and expanding OJJDP's

, efforts relative to "casual links between behavior and other fattore. . . ."
12. In view of the proposed reduced responsibilities c: the OJJDP Institute,

namely the elimination of.basic research, by does the fiscal year 1980 program
plan retain 11 percent of the OJJDP appropriation for this diminished unit?

C. ISSUES : OJJDP PROGRAM PRIORITIES AND MANAGEMENT

1. Ar the mid-point of fiscal year 1980, Youth Advocacy, Alternative Education
and New Pride, which were all launched in 1978 or early 1979, have not been
completed. Likewise, it appears that even the rates of obligation of both formula
and Institute funds have substantially regressed.

Please provide a precise and reaRtic time table for award of your fiscal year
1979 and fiscal year 1980 funds. Adu.Jonally, provide your plans for allocating
the anticipated lisml year 1931 level of fuLds, including.a time table for awards.

2. Please include an update of the final fiscal year 128() subprogram allocation
accompanied by a detailed explanation of each component For example, KM
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million is allocated to a program entitled "Capacity Building". Pknse provide
the Committee with an update on the Capacity Building Initiative.

3. (ay What percent of fiscal year 19td0 OJJDP formula funds, was awarded
by March 1, 1960?

(b) What percent, of the formula grants, was awarded by March 1, 1980?
(c) What percent, of the total JJDP discretionary funds, was awarded by

March 1, 1980? .

(d) What percent, of available Crime Control Act/OJJDP funds, was awarded
by March 1, 1980?

(e) What total JJDP discretionary funds, was available to OJJDP on OctO-
ber 1,1979? What amount was awarded by March 1, 1980?

(f) What total CCA discretionary funds was available to OJJDP on October 1,
1979? What amount was awarded by March 1, 1980?

4. Please provide an updated organizational chart for OJJDP, with the exist-
ing (March 1, 1980) number and grade of full-time permanent staff positions
and a listing of vacancies by position and grade.

5. It appears that the OJJDP staff was substantially reduced since May 1979.
`In fact, it has been reported that the entire Policy, Planning and Coordinating
Unit, established in January 1978, has been abolished and the legal staff was
likewise eliminated. What rationale underlies these steps?

6. As of March 1, 1980 how many new noncontinuation JJDP grants have been
awarded by OJJDP? What dates were they awarded? For what purposes?

T. How many n w noncontinuation JJDP grants will be awarded by OJJDP
in fiscal year 1980

8. What percent of the total DOJ fiscal year 1981 budget is allocated to OJJDP?
What percent of the DOJ ,fiscal year 1981 positions is allocated to OJJDP?

9. It is our understanding that the OJJDP carryover from fiscal year 1979
in fiscal year 1979. Please provide a detailed assessment of carryover by fiscal
amounted to nearly $27 million lr 40 percent of the discretionary funds available
in fiscal year 1979. Please provide a detailed assessment of carryover by fiscal
year since the establishment of OJJDP distinguishing Crime Control Act from
Juvenile Justice Act funds and carryover by OJJDP unit. Additionally, provide
obligation information as a percent of total discretionary funds available to
OJJDP for fiscal year 19.40 by +mit and by type of .funds and number of grants
or contracts for the first t;vo quarters of fiscal year 1980. Also, provide a realistic,
detailed obligation forecast, by discretionary funds, by quarter, for the remain-
der of fiscal year 1980; indicating the number of grants. cooperative agreements,
or contracts, and amount for each, and the nature of funds by award and unit.

10. What amount of reverted formula grant funds will OJJDP receive during
fiscal year 1980? For what purpose(s) and when are the funds scheduled for
obligation? Additionally, what portion, if any, of the "'reverted" monies are fiscal
year 1980 or fiscal year 1979 dollars?

11. How many discretionary grants are being processed by OJJDP as of March
1, 1980? Of these, what number and percentage are accounted for by Project
Nay Pride or others to be funded with Crime Control Act dollars?

12. There seems to be tremendous confusion as to which OJJDP policy applies
to the implementation of Section 228(a), the continuation of funding section of
the JJDPA. Please provide the basis for granting or denying continuation funds
harthe past and what,. policy will be followed in the future

(a) The method(s), if any, by which continuation policy(les) was/were
aimounced or provided to the juvenile justice community : and.

(b) The relevance, if any, of T.EAA Instruction I 1510.2 iSeptember 14,
1979) to any of the concerns raised hereinabove. Does there exist, today,
any LEAA policy which is inconsistent with 228(a) ?

13. What percent of special emphasis fui, is was awarded to private non profit
agencies, organizations or institutions during fiscal years 1975 through 1979?
What.percentage is planned far fiscal year 1980. Naturally, tills inquiry includes
all such funds not solely thoee recommended for award by the Division of the
same name, but tt inquiry is limited solely to JJDPA funds..

14. How often and for what purposes has LEAA awarded contracts of special
emphasis and Institution funds?

15. In 1977 the Congress amended the JJDPA to authorize the Council to
review the programs and practices of Federal agencies and report on the degree
to which Federal Agency funds are used for purposes which are consistent or
inconsistent with the mandates of Section 223(a) 12(A) and (13). Our 197T
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Report at page 54 stressed the importance of knowing whether the Federal
Government is supporting these important cornerstones of the JJDPA. Can,you
report to us on the progress of the Council in carrying out its mandate under
these sections?

16. In times past, the LEAA General Counsel has held that the OJJDP head
was not within the definition of "Administration" under LEAA. Is this preseqtly
the case in the instance of LEAA? OJARS?

17. Is there a written DOJ policy/procedure in response to White House
Inquiries regarding OJJDP grants, cooperative agreements and contracts or
policies? If so, please submit and explain.

18. As you know; one of the major recent improvements in OJJDP was the
acquisition ".)y OJJDP of the Juvenile Formula Grants Program in the bummer
of 1977 when it and the "sign off" were transferred from OCJP, LEAA and
delegated to the OJJDP head. Can sou explain to the Committee whether or not
the present Alministrator of OJJDP is, in fact, given the responsibility for the
Juvenile Formula Grants Program?

19. Provide a state-by-state update on measures taken to implement Section
223(a)17 which was designed to protect any employees impacted by sections
223(a) 12 and 13.

20. Provide a state-by-state report and explanation of the various methods
apprcived by OJJDP to implement section 223(a) (14), monitoring of jails, deten-
tion facilities, correctional facilities and non-Secure facilities.

21. What percent of the maintenance of effort (MOE) funds allocated by the
states were used to implement Sections 223(a) (12) ; 223(a) (13) ; and 223(a)
(14) ? Please provide a state-by-state breakdown.

22. Please provide, on a fiscal year basis, a state-by-state report on the amount
of JJDPA. funds deobligated by OJJDP, since the Act became law.

23. Phase provide, on a fiscal year basis, a state-by-state allocation of MOE
funds, indicating the general categories, projects and dollar amounts.

24. Please provide for the New Pride, Youth Advocacy and Alternative Educa-
tion Programs the dates that guidelines were :

(a) Submitted by OJJDP for internal clearance and the dates such clear-
ance was completed ;

(b) Submitted by OJJDP to the LEAA Adminlitrator; and
(c) Published by LEAA in the Federal Register.

25. As you know, the states received a Children-in-Custody supplement in 1978.
Please provide a state-by-state allocation of these funds, indicating amounts and
projects obligated to date.

26. It has been reported that several states have not submitted fiscal year 1980
plans. Please explain to the Committee what the current policy is in terms of
termination of funds in such instances.

27. If it is true,,that even in the processing of technical assistance by OJJDP
all requests for assistance must be submitted to the SPA in question, please ex-
plain the rationale for such a policy.

28. Please explain whether LEAA or OJJDP may exercise the final decision in
terms of termination of formula grants. Additionally, please provide any other
limitation on the authority of OJJDP in the instance of the formula grants.

29.\What happened to the OJJDP Children-in-Custody, Part II, program
approved by James Gregg, designed to provide incentive grants to assist with
compliance of sections 223(a) (12) at a ( 13 ) ? (See Federal Register, 7-27-78)

30. A m jor OJJDP Initiative "Target-Youth Violence" was announced at the
1979 mid-year convention of State and local criminal justice planners. Please
provide the Committee with the current progress of this Initiative.

31. Under the 4977 Amendments, planning and Administration funds were cut
by 50 percent to Q1/2 percent of the State allotment effective October 1, 1978.
Please provide a state-by-state allocation for such funds for fiscal year 1979'
and for all formula grants approved ti date in fiscai year 1980. Additionally,
provide state-by-state information on juvenile justice staff, amount and type
of support provided each SAG. For example, it is our understanding that in
addition to regular staff the California-SPA juvenile staff is composed of 10
full-time staffers detailed from the California Youth Authority.

32. Please provide the following information as of May 1, 1979 for each OJJDP
Division:

(a) The:name:number and amount of each grant, cooperative agreement
or contract: (1) awarded; (2) awaiting LEAA administrator approval;
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(3) pending with the LEAA Grant and Contract Action Board ; and, (4)
forwarded to the LEAA office of Comptroller by OJJDP.

Additionally, provide the date and amount of each final award and the
type of funds for all included grants and contracts.

33. Please provide an update of the "Categorical Grants for OJJDP" printout.
including all of fiscal year 1979 and all awards as of March 1, 1980.

34. The Agency recently provided fund flow data through February 1, 1980.
Lists were provided for each OJJDP unit indicating the grant number, the
award amount add the expenditures to date. Additionally, please provide the
following: '""

(a) The date of each award ;
(b) .The date OJJDP forwarded them to the Office of Comptroller; and.
(o) The number and total dollar amount of JJDPA and Crime Control

Act grants by calendar and fiscal years, through March 1, 1980.
35. Please provide a history, of the OJJDP Administrative Budget, and its

relationship to the total LEAA Administrative Budget.
36. Please provide a list of all ,current OJJDP discretionary grants by Division

and monitor.
$7. Please provide all memoranda relevant to the implementation of the MOE

requirement for fiscal year 1980 and 1981 and to the development of 2 rOE re-
garding all .of OJARS for ffilarrellr-19827Tndicate the amounts involved by
category (e.g. BJS, NIJ, Management and operations, etc.).

Indicate the role of OJJDP ih the MBO process and allocation and monitoring
of these funds. Additionally. provide amexplanation of the $5 million designated
MOE under the new part E funds as indicated on page 14 of the December 1979
monthly management brief.

38. Do the OJJDP financial) guidelines require that eligibility for special
emplittAs funding be cont:ngent on a private non-profit group having obtained
an IRS tax-exempt status at...least two years prior to the date of award? If so,
please ex rain.

39. th s been reported that OJJDP has completed final selection of grantees
for the Louth Advocacy Initiative. Of the total number of applications how
many were fundable? What amount was requested by these fundable applicants?
What amount is intended to be awarded to the few applicants selected? ..Of
this total. /what amount will actually be awarded in fiscal year 1980?

40. why is_not the Department of Justice recommending that the Delinquency
Research components of the Center for the Study of Crime sad Delinquency
(NLIIH) be transferred to NIJ?

41. What portion of the fiscal year 1981 requests for BJS and NIJ are set
aside to comply with the MOE provisions?

42. It has been reported that the Alternative Education guideline requires the
approval, by relevant school superintendents, of applications submitted by
private non-profit organizations. If so, please explain.

43. OGC has held that section 527 (new JSIA section 820(a) ) cannot be
constr.ed to provide authority to approve or disanorove an LEAA grant. Why
not? What about program plans or guidelines? Please explain. Let us suppose
that LEAA was about to fund n standards project that was inconsistent with
section 223(a) (13) of the JJA. What then are the appropriate roles for OJJDP?

44. In the summer of 1979 an LEAA audit of the OJJDP and OCAC grantees
found that LEAA guidelines provide little financial or programmatic assistance
to non-profit organizations because the guidance in these LEAA directives is
directed principally to grant awards made to units of government. In fact, the
audit found that these grantees were thus unaware or confused abort LEAA
fiscal and administrative requirements. Please report on the steps taken to date
by OJJDP to remedy these bitterly ironic injustices.

45. What, if anything, is OJJDP doing to assess whether the Federal Bureau
of Prisons is engaging in practices inconsistent with sections 223(a) (12) and
(13) ? Additionally, when such practices are identified :what procedures have
been developed to alert the BOP and to remedy the situation?

48. Name the states, other than California, that-are not in compliance with
section 223(a) (13). What steps have OJJDP taken to encourage compliance?

47. We understand at a minimum, that DOJ recommended to the White House
a $135 million to $140 million cut in the OJARS fiscal year 1981 budget. What
effect will this have on the fiscal year 1981 OJJDP budget? What redaction in
MOE funds will be experienced under the DOJ proposed reduction e What rec-
ommendations. if any, have the DOJ made for additional reduction in OJARS
Maidens? Similarly, explain any impact on OJJDP.
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D. DMUS MISCLI.LANTOLTS DOCUMLNTATION

Please provide the following,:
L The "Helen Lessin" Management Task Force Report.
2. The evaluation of the ADL Technical Assistance Contract
8: The evaluation of the Westinghouse Technical Assistance Contract.
A. The OJJDP grants awarded to the State Planning Agency Conference In

1979 and all progrem, quarterly repo:o.. a

5. The evaluation of the OCACP Project "House of Umoja" Contiact.
8. The evaluation of grant (79-,NIOAX00072) awarded to the University of

Chicago to study the impact of the New York State juvenile violence statute.
7. The OAI Reports regarding the review of 185 OCACP and OJJDP. grants rem

ferred to at page 55 of the September, 1979 Management Brief.
8. A copy of each OGC legal opinion and advisory memorandum regarding the

JJA., the relevant position of the CCA and the operation of policies of OJJDP.

U.S. DEPARTMENT or JUSTICE,
LAW ENVORCEDIENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D.C., March 21,1980.
Hon. Breen BATS,
U.Z. Senator,
Washington, D.C.

Daaa Semaxoe BATH : On March 11, we received from you a letter requesting
responses to some 47 questions concerning the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act. In an effort to try to meet your request for a response by March
21, we have marshaled resources of many Office of Juvenile Justice and Delhi-
quency Prevention personnel and other individuals from-LEAA. Many individual.s
have dedicated much of their efforts over the past two weeks to the preparation
of this material. We are hopeful that it responds to your concerns.

In addition, you raised in your letter to me three other questions. You were
concerned about the delegation of authority to the Director of the OM* of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. You also raised that question in
Connection with my confirmation hearing, and I indicated in my written response
that I would ask Ira Schwartz to prepare a delegation t authority. I will be
reviewing that delegation and discussing it with him when it is completed.

You also raised an issue in connection with coordination with State planning
agencies OJJDP programs. I feel that coordination is important and that the
State planning agencies, now Criminal Justice Councils, should not have authority
to veto programs proposed by OJJDP. I feel that consideration of SPA views is
consistent with the statute as long as their views are considered only as commenhe
or recommendations and not as the basis for decisions to approve or disapprove
grants.

The last issue you raise concerned Ira Schwartz's responses to questions y3u
submitted to him in connection with his confirmation hearing. I understand that
those responses have now been submitted to you.

I want to close by once again indicating my strong commitment to the programs
administered by OJJDP. I feel that these programs are extremely important and
will make every effort within my authority to assure that those programs are
implemented effectively.

shrepArt
Holum F. Bitoome, Jr.,

Acting Administrator.

A. Issue: OJARS vs. OJJDP
Question- A.1. To filleiv us to better understand the impact of the new OP.RS

legislation on OJJDP, please provide a detailed comparison cif "pre" and "post"
OJARS procedures regarding:

Response. The Justice System Improvement Act establishes the Office of
Justice Assistance, Research and Statistics (OJARS) ; a, new Bureau of Justice
Statistics (BJS) ; the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) ; and a revamped
Law Enforcement Assistance Administrati' n (LEAA). The Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJLP.) remains a distinct and separate
unit-within LEAA..

The Act continres essentially unchanged the previous relationship between
LEAA and 011DP:OUDP is placed within LEAA, yet it is assured significant
stature and visibility. All LEAA juvenile justice programs are subject to the
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policy direction of the Administrator of OJJDP, and maintenance-of-effort provi-
sions are retained.

The Justice System Improvement Act requires the directors of the NIJ and
BJS to work closely with the Administrator of OJJDP in developing and imple-
menting juvenile justice programs. The OJJDP Administrator is a statutory
ex-officio-member of the Advisory Boards of. the BJS and NIJ.

OJARS -provides staff support to and coordinates the activities of the BJS,
NIJ and LEAA. As reflected in the February 12 reorganization proposal, to a
great extent staff functions (such as grants management, pianning, congressional
liaison and audit) will be assigned to BJS, NIJ and LEAA, along witkpersonnel
presently performing those functions. Thus, responsibility and resource will be
concentrated in these offices, not in OJARS. OJARS will perform those staff serv-
ices that are manda.ed by the statute (such as civil rights compliance) and that
if replicated would create duplication and inefficiency.

In regard to the specific questions raised comparing "pre and "post" OJARS
procedures, the answers follow :

(a) As stated atiove, the JSIA essentially continues the previous OJJDP and
LEAA relationship. Final grant and contract approval authority rests with the
LEAA Administrator. He may, however, choose to delegate such authority to the
Administrator of OJJDP.

In terms of .grant ptocessing, again no clr.nges are anticipated. OJJDP will
continue to review applications, to determine whether or net they comply with
program guidelines, and to recommend funding. An LEAA grants management
division, as proposed it the February 12 reorganization plan, would provide
bib,at reviews of applieu. .,, and administratively process grants and contracts.

OJARS pia)s no rule in grant and contract activities of the BJS, NIJ and
LEAA.

(b) As before, QJJDP regulations and program.guidelines will be developed
by OJJDP and approved and issued by LEAA. Regulations and guideline z will
be subject to normal review and comment procedures in accordance with Execu-
tive Order 12044 and agency policy.

(c) OJJDP Congressional testimony will be developed by OJJDP with appro-
priate input from other offices, and reviewed and approved by the LEAA
Administrator.

(d) Once again, there is esstntiany no change. OJJDP will prepare a fiscal
year 1082 budget request that will be reviewed and approved by the LEAA Ad-
ministrator. OJARS will coordinate the development of a consolidated budget
request from LEAA, BJS, NIJ and OJARS and subwit it to the Department of
Justice for its review and approval.

(e) OJJDP develops priorities for its Special Emphasis program that are re-
viewed and approved by the LEAA Administrator. OJJDP also develops juvenile
justice-related prioritibs for funding from Part E (National Priority Grants)
or Part F (Discretionary Grants) of the JSIA. In this case, program priorities
recommended by OJJDP must be jointly approved by the LEAA Administrator
and the Director of OJARS.

(f) OJJDP is responsible for commenting on GAO reports relating to OJJDP.
Formal responses to such GAO reports are the responsibility of the Assistant
Attorney General for Administration of the Department of Justice.

B. ISSUE: MAY 15, 1979 Atatims.r.a.mort Bat
0

Question I. What impact the NIKAAJaidget and staff is intended by the
suggested change in Section 101?

Response. The Administration bill proposes to add to the finding on drug
abuse as a problem for young people a recognition of the increasing abuse of
alcohol by juveniles. We do not anticipate any Impact on the NIAAA budget
and staff by this change in the finding. Rather, it should be viewed only as paving
the we; for coordination between OJJDP and NIAAA and, perhaps, considera-
tion of joint funding efforts in the future.

Question 2. In several respects the Administration has proposed additional
reference to "serious," "violent" and "chronic repeat" Juvenile offenders. What
precisely is the meaning of each?

Response. The Department of Justice Task Force on Reauthorization reviewed
data from several studies indicating that a small proportion of juvenile offenders
account for an extremely large volume of serious and violent juvenile crime. The
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identification and treatment of this small hilt dangerous group of youth presents
both policy and program difficulties. The objective is to deal with this population
in an effective manner, yet in a way that does not widen the net of the system
to include a-substantial/number of youth who do not need the same degree of
attention and control aithe most serious offenders.

The Task Force recommended amending the Act to specifically make these
offenders a primary target. Among the approaches to be pursued under the
amendments are tile following:

(1) additional basic research to precisely denne the intended target
population;

(2) careful development and. ttating of programs for the most serious
offenders and for violent offenders;

(3) development.of standards for programs;
(4) a focus on programs to supplement or iSprove the law enforcement

and juvenile justice system's responses to serious offenders;
(5) community-based programs to deal specifically with serious offenders

in a probation or parole setting ; and \
(0) improved data and information concerning serious offenders in the

justice system.
Question 3: The Administration's suggested change in the definition of "juvenile

detention or correctional facilities" needs elaboration. How does its impact differ
from current regulations? How many facilities and juveniles are affected by the
new definitions? How does its impact compare with the changes proposed by the
SPA Conference draft bill of 7-6-79? For example, are there cost differentials?

Response. The curernt .IJDP Act statutory language defines the term "correc-
tional institution or facility"rin Secticin 103(12) as:

. . . any place for the confinement or rehabilitation of juvenile offenders or
individuals charged with or convicted of criminal offenses; /

The Administration's suggested change in Section 103(12) is ,to define the
term -juvenile detention or correctional facility" as :

. . . any secure public or private facility used for the lawful custody of
accused or adjudicated juvvenile offenders or nen-offenders or any public or
private facility, secure or non-secure, which is Milo used for the lawful cus-
tody of accused or convicted adult criminal offenders;

The current OJJDP regulations, as published in the September 27, 1979, Fed-
eral Register, define a juvenile detention or correctional facility as:

(a) Any secure public or private facility used for the lawful custody of
accused or adjudicated juvenile offenders or non-offenders ; or

(b) Any public or private facility, secure or non-secure, which is also
used for the lawful custody of accused or convicted adult criminal offenders.

The Administration's proposed change and the current guideline language
are identical. The Administration's recommendation to change the definition is
to create consistency between the guideline definition and the statutory defini-
tion. The guideline definition has undergone a detailed, arduous critique and

, analysis by private organizations, public agencies, the SPA's and OJJDP. It has,
been reviewed and modified to the extent it is now fine-tuned to the thrust of

private
Act and almost without exception facets the satisfaction of all the public and

lirivate agenciet and organizations. -
In response to the concern as to how many facilities and juveniles are affected

by the definition recommended bl,the Administration, the answer is absolutely
none. The Administration's proposed statutory definition is ex.ictly the same as
the current definition within the reguhitions.

In response to the impact of Administration proposed change as,compared to
the SPA conference proposed change, main the answer fa none. The exact num-
ber and same facilities defined as juvenile detention c.r correctional ,facilities
under the Administration's definition would be defined as secure detention or
correctional facilities within the SPA conference's definition. This is true with
one minor exceptionthat being the Administration's proposal would include
non-secure fkilities which house adult criminal offenders. It should be noted,
however, that thus far no state has reported status offenders or non-Offenders
being placed in nonsecure facilities which are also used for the lawful custody
of adult criminal offenders. Thus, the impact of the two definitions, although
worded differently, is the same. There is no cost differential between the two pro-
posed definitions. Aldo, the Administration's proposed statutory definition will
not impact the current cost of implementing Section 223a(12) (A) of the Act.
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B.4.(a.) Has the related joint funding section (1 205) ever been used? To date
the joint funding provision has not been used. However, OJJDP is contemplating
using it in connection with implementation of the intermediary corporation
concept.

B.4.(b.) What aMount of discretionary funds is allocated for Concentration of
Federal Effort (cm for fiscal year 1980Y What amount is requested for fiscal
year 1981?
Fiscal year 1980 $1, 000, 000
Fiscal year 1981 1, 060, 000

Question %#(c). Why fire funds, other than CEF funds, being planned for allo-
cation for interagency projects and thereby reducing special emphas1s funs"ng
for OJJDP- action projects and continuations? .

Response. OJJDP has planned to use other than CEF funds for Interagency
projects, as there is currently insufficient funds in the CEF' category to fund what
Is considered programs which are essential for the Office meeting its goals and
objectives. The purpose of the proposed,projects is the same as the purpose of the
Special Emphasis Program. OJJDP Is proposing to make grants and contracts
with public and private agencis, organizations, institutions, and/or individuals
for the purposes outlined in Section 224(a) 1n. The procedure for entering Into
these grants and contracts differs only in the fact that it is contemplated that a
majority of the funds for the programs in question will come from other inter-
ested agencies. We do not contemplate having other Federal agencies being ti
service providers. Interagency project54are not viewed as a dilution of Specie,
Emphasis as all interagency projects will be action projects. .

4.e. The OJJDP staff has been reduced from 61 to 51 positions. OJJDP was
allocated 61 positions for fiscal year 1978. However,, with the closing of the
Regional Offices 1.1 September,,1977, LEAA. was never p rmitted to hire the addi-
tional positions approved in the fiscal year 1978 budget.

Any staff appointed to provide support for the Co nen that are considered
LEAA employees would be paid from administrative funds appropriated for
LEAA. The DOJ fiscal year 1981 budget includes positions and administrative
funds for OJJDP under the Executive Direction and Control, LEAA budget
activity.

Qutation 5. Since the Associate Administrator is responsible to the operation of
OJJDI' and fur the juvenile policy, what rationale supports the proposed amend-
ment to Section 245, substituting the OJJDP Deputy for its Administrator?

Response. As a practical matter the National AdVisory Committee's (NAC)
subcommittee for the Inatitute, established by Section,268(d), works very closely
with the Institute Director. The subcommittee's advice and recommendations
,concerning the policy and operations of the Institute are, of course, reviewed by
the OJJDI' Associate Administrator who must aplirove any resultant policy
changes.

Both the SAC's Institute subcommittee and the full NAC voted to support this
proposed amendment tb Section 245.

Question 6. In view of the Justice System Improvement Act of 1979 (JSIA)
is it correct to assume that the Administrator's (sic) proposal to dilute the vital
maintenance of effort section has been reconsidered and rejected? If not, please
elaborate.

Response. It is not clear from the question what proposal is being referenced.
However, it should be stated, for the record, that H nry Dogin, as LEAA Ad-
ministrator. tier er proposed any change in the inainte nee of effort requirement.

The Department of Justice Task Force recommend that the existing main-
tenance of effort provision be retained for all Crime ontrpl Act action program
funds brit not for research. evaluation and statistics c mponents. These activities
would be subject to an "adequate share' requirement. Fo simplify accounting the
required maintenance level was increased from 19.5 percent to 20 percent.
(1.I.L)P would issue policeguidelines related to expehditure of maintenance of
effort funds and any other funding of juvenile related programs funded with
LEAA funds. A majority of the Task Force recommended that the maintenance of
effort requirement nut be amended to apply individu Ily to each Crime Control
Act bildget category. preferring to continue it as an "a gregate" requirement. The
Task Force also recommended that if 0..T.IDP were t (..be made an independent
unit of OJARS, that LEAA should contr( 1, or at 1 ast concur in, any policy
formulated to control k he expenditure of maintenan e of effort funds.

237
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i/
These Task Force /recommendations do not represent a "dilution" of the main-

tenance of effort requirement. Rather, the Task Force recommendations, as ap-
proved by Attorney General Chiletu, recognize the Impracticability ofattempting

allocate a portion of such activities as administration, public safety officers'

a
benefits, and :taystical systems to juvenile justice. Both evaluation and juvenile
justice research re primary functions of NIJJDP.

The Administrailon has not taken a revised position on maintenance of effort
sabseqUent to/the passage of the Justice System Improvement Act.

Question 7(d). Why not a specific percent of the appropriation as a minimum?
Responie. The Administration has propo:ed that a reasonableirmount of funds

be set asidelfor,Parl A activities (Concentration of Federal Effort) rather than a
specifia pertent of the appropriation as a minimum because utilizing the reason-
able aintiunt method provides the Office with more flexibility. The Office Would be

, on a yearly basis, to assess, the needs of the Coordinating Council, and based
upon a comparison of the needs of the over-all Office compared td the needs and
problems of the' Coordinating Council a determination as 10 -how much should be
pproted to each would be made. It is conceivable that tinder the reasonrb e

method a greater percentage of funds would be granted to the Coord
nating Council.

QAcetton 7(b). If the OJJDP has budgeted $1 million for CFE, but plans vco.
fund several CFE-type projects (eg. HUD, HEW, Interagency Task Force on
Ytyuth) and thereby diluting already limiteai, special emphasis funds, It would

cal year 1981 request is in orderseem that an amount in addition to the $ 00
fi Pleasecomment and explain.

. Answer. The Office siews Part A of the J P Act le. Concentration of Federal
Effort, the Coordinating Council, the Joint unding Provisions and the National
Advisory Committee in broad terms. The',0 ce sees the Part A provisions sup-
porting, the other parts of the Act and vi versa. Concentration, of Federal Ef-
fort is not viewed as a program that has n lationship with the other programs
operated by OJJDP. On the contrary, Corkentration of Federal 'Effort is di-
rectly related to programs such as Special Emphasis and the formula grant pro-
gram. The intent of these programs is essentially the same.

The budget for CFE has remained at $]m as the Office has been able to
develop and implement CFE-type programs with Special Emphasis funds. This
Is not seen as any dilution of the Special Emphasis program as all the CFE-type
projects are, like Special Emphasis, action projects designed regardless of the
source of funds, to develop and/or demonstrate new methods in juvenile delin-
quency prevention and rehabilitation.

Question. 8....It la proposed that Sectibn 224(a) be amended to assist in thy,
gathering of information regarding serious and violent juvenile crime.' What
type of information is contemplated? Has a need been demonstrated for it? Is
this not a matter for the OJJDP Institute rather' than special emphasis.?

Response. The Administration bill proposes to add new special emphasis
program authority with a purpose to: ,--

(12) develop and implement programs designed to Increase the ability of
the juvenile justice system to gather Information on viol-mt or serious
juvenile crime, to assure due process in adjudication, and to provide re-
sources necessary for infornred dlspcsltlor of juvealle offenders.

The type of Information to be developed is-s .. tigical data to,measure the ex-
tent of the problem, adjudication and disposition data, and recidiVistn rotes far
adjudicated 1,1olent or, serious juvenile offenders. Knowing the perimeters of this
problem in a particuier jurisdletion will enable Ad applicant to propose a pro-
gram strategy that meets identified needs.

The Mil does pot contemplate a nationwide statistical gathering program.
-- --pa-ther, the information to be gathered under this seetton would be limited to

. that whieh re necessary for project development'. The Instittite would, of course,
be cly..ely involved is. the development of the spellal-emphasis program for im-
p/..mentstion of't1.4s section. r

Quettion 9. It is proposed that Section 224011 oe amended to authorize tnree
ad.ritional pro'gram areas. As you know. 1116 Congress added Sectiois (9) (10)

iiiand (it) in rn with the caveat that Youth dVocacy,'Restitution and Alterna-
nve to Incerceration (children-in-custody) receive priority. What programs
have been fatided in these new areas? Wha allocation of funds has been made

. for fiscal year 1980 to support such programs? Will any of the requested fiscal .
year: 1981 funds be allocated to such purposes!?

-.',
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A. The following programs and ,projects have been funded in response to
Section 224(a) (9) (10) 'and (11) : a

Note program is distinguished from project by uniformity of strategy, per-
formaneeitandards, methodology, evaluation across a droup of project require-
ments, and level of funding provided for the overall effort.
Section 224(a) (9)

(1) The Juvenile Court Advocacy Project, funded at a total cost of $872,639
Ili fiscal year 1978 and fiscal year 1979 provides legal assistance to youth at all
stages of the adjudicatory process, and litigates class action suits challenging
violations of due process. It is operated in Boston, Massachusetts by the Greater
Boston LegaPServices.

(2) The Juvenile Justice Advocacy Project, funded at $331,232, provides legal
assistance to youth tried under the newly enacted New York State Juvenile Code
challenging provisions of the statute which deny due process rights to youth
waived to adult court. It is operated in New York by the National Conference
of Black Lawyers.

(3) The Restitution Program funded at $19,546,072, while not designed as a
specific response to Section 224(a) (9) supports conformance to standards of
due process, as it requires that restitution only be, ordered following a finding
of guilt and that legal counsel be provided at any point where abrogation.of a
youth's rights are jeopardized.

(4) The Youth Advocacy.Program to be funded in fiscal year 1980, provides
assistance to organizations and agencies to support redress of due process vio-
lations. $12,100,000 is allocated for this initiative and additional funds may be
made available later this fiscal year.
SeOion (a),(10)

(1) The Model Legislative Committee Project funded at a total of $1,471,322,
provides staff support to five (5) state legislative committees concerned with
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention issues.
Section (a)(11)

(1) Replication of Project New Pride funded in March 1980, at a total cost
of $8,731,194 is a program which incorporates a major learning disabilities com-
penent _in all of the 11 projects funded. The LD diagnostic and remediation com-
ponent is viewed as one o/ the most significant elements in the treatment of
serious /chronic` juvenile offenders.

B. $22;194,978 was allocated in fiscal year 1980 to support two (2) programs
New Pride and Youth Advocacy and the three (3) projects identified above.

C. $4,128,871 will be allocated from fiscal year 1981's budget to support con-
tinuation of Restitution, which has requirements for support of due process, but
no funds will be specifically allocated for single concentration on Section 224
(a) (9) (10) and (11). Youth Advocacy and New Pride are both funded for two
(2) years.

Question 10. In view of the Administration's fiscal year 1981 request of $100
million for OJJDP, is it safe to assume the Administration suggested at least
that minimal leiel of funding for the next several fiscal years? If not, please
explain.

Response. LEAA does not plan to request a reduction in the level of funding
for OJJDP.

B.11. The Administration's proposal would fragment the juvenile research
effort by removing "basic" research, as distinguished from "applied", from
the JJDPA and transferring such authority to the new NIJ. What is intended
by the terms\ "basic" and "applied"? Additionally, please illustrate the distinc-
tion by categ4rizing OJJDP research grants in fiscal years 1978, 1979 and 1980
as either "basic" or "applied". Lastly, comment on the Attorney General's
10-12-79 speck ,characterizing the proposed reauthorization bill as continuing
and expanding OJJDP's efforts relative to "casual links between behavior and
other factors ..."

Clear and concise definition are not always possible for the terms "basic" and
"applied" research. To the extent that definition is possible, OJJDP feels that
its efforts fall into the area of applied research.

B.12. In view of the proposed reduced responsibilities of the OJJDP Institute,
namely the elimination of basic research, why dues tie fiscal year 1980 program
plan retain 11 percent of the OJJDP appropriation s'or this diminished unit?

2.9
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Approximately $11 million is allocated in flsca year 1980 to NIJJDP for
information dissemination, standards development, training, research and eval-
uationall major functions mandated by the Juverile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention At of 1974, as amended. .

The majority of NIJJDP research and n is directly linked to pro t-
gramgram development and implementation. One of th unique and key features of
the juvenile justice program is the placement of e research (NIJJDP) and
action° (Special Emphasis) arms under one organizational unitthe Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. This organizational arrangement
facilitates the application of research and evaluation findings to the design of
new programs, and enables researclakrs to learn from these new demonstration
efforts. NIJJDP plays a cruical and valuable role In this regard.
. The Justice System Improvement Act authorizes the new National Institute
of Justice to undertake basic research in the juvenile justice area. In order to
assure that there is no duplication of effoit NIJ and NIJJDP have coordinated
their plans, and in fiscal year 1980 will develop a memorandum of agreement to
setter define their respective roles.

PART C: ISSUE: OJJDP PROGRAM_PRIORITIES AND MANAGEMENT
-Question 1. Please provide a precise and realistic timetable for award of your

fiscal year 1979 and fiscal year 1980 funds. Additionally, provide your plans for
allocating the anticipated fiscal year 1981 level of funds including a time table
for awards. \

Answer. OJJDP's fiscal year 1980 Program Plan is funded with both fiscal
year 1979 and prior year funds, as w,ell as fiscal year 1980 funds. The sources
of these funds are summarized below:

Ja carryover (unnobligated fiscal year 1979 and prior year amounts,
including deobligated grant funds) $13,484, 983

JJ deobligationsfiscal year 1080 NI, 490
Fiscal year 1980 reverted formula funds reprogramed to Special

Emphasis 2,1304 000
Crime control fundsfiscal year 1979 carryover 10, 144, 273
1980 allocation (less reprogramed reverted formula funds) 102, 870, 000

Total 129, 520, 746

To date, $43,995,750 has been awarded to the states as formula grants. There
is an unobligated balance of $17,624,250. The sections of this response which
deal with compliaace issues explain the reason for there being no award at this
time, as well as a projection of the states which are likely to receive fiscal year
1980 formula grant awards.

On the attached page, there is a summary of all fiscal year 1980 programs
and their allocations. Note that both fiscal year 1980 (New) and prior year (Old)
funds are listed. Prior year funds are highlighted in ye'low. The total fiscal
year 1980 allocation that 18 obligated to date is $51,089,911, or 50 percent of
102,870,000. Tile total prior year allocation obligated to date is $13,142,640, or
50 percent of $26,650,746.

OJJDP has developed a schedule for development of our fiscal year 1981 Pro-
gram Plan. A copy of that schedule is attached. Not until April 15 will we be in
a position to forward to you a draft schedule for program implementation in
fiscal year 1981. . -

Attachments to Part C, Question 1:
Summary of fiscal year 1980 Program Allocations ;
Summary of obligations to date, broken out by the year of the funds;
Explanation of Asterisks- () used on summary of obligations;
Fiscal year 1981 Program Plan development process and schedule.

Program Aliocation O Denfilleated. reverted and carryover fiscal year 1979 and
prior year money. Programs which have two allocation amounts listed have both 1979
and Prior year funds (listed first) and fiscal year 1980 allocations (listed second).

$2.000,000 was transferred to Yopth Advocacy from Capacity Building in- February,
1980. This reprogramming is not reflected In the allocation amounts listed.

70-796 0 - 81 - 19 2
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OMCE OF-JUVENILE JUSTICt MO DELINQUENCY PREVENTION, SUMMARY OF FISCAL YEAR 1910 SUBPROGRAM

ALLOCATIONS

-Activity

Source of funds

Fiscal year
1979

Fiscal year
1980 Total

. .
Concentration of Fidcal effort

MAC support
Coordinating council support

477,051
P04000
300,000

Evaluation of homeless youth project 250. 000

National Academy of Sciences 15u, 000 51, 477, 051

'Formula rants 61, 620, 000 61, 620, 000

Technical assistance 215, 248

Alterative responses to delinquency behavior 1,750, 000

Pwrention
. 1, 000, 000

Advocacy ^,. 250,000 3, 215, 248

Discretionary programs:
S.E. general carryover 2, 217, 000

Restitratkm
../ 542, 024

SPA conference. ' 70, 000

- MutticomPullnt rpcb:
Interagency T. F. on youth 1, 000, 000

JEW homeless youth Project- 1, 500, 000

Interagency agreements 35, 000 1, 000, 000

HUD crime prevention. 1, ('00, 000

Capacity building 1, 231, 000 4,787, 976

Removal of juveniles from jails and lockups 3, 000, 000

Prevention initiatives:
,1977ocontinuations (school resource network and youth skills

development) 3, 050, 000

Alternative education
.. 4, 000, 000 4, 000, 000

Youth advocacy .. 7, 311, 987

Prevention R. & 0 2, 300, 000

Subtotal, juvenile Justice discretionary
37, 044, 987

...
458,000Diversion (continuations) ,o ..... ....

Project New Pride 9, 686, 273

Legis 50
700,000 J

Serious offender
4,300, 000

Subtotal, LEAA discretionary
15, 144, 273

NIJJOP
19,187

Evaluation
3, 150, 000

Research
2,800, 000

Standards
Training

1,000, 000

Information development and dissemination 3, 050000 11,019, 187

Total allocations- 26, 650,746 102, 870, 000 129, 520, 746

Fiscal Year 1981 Propram Plan-Development Process

Activity Time frame

I. Determination of fiscal year 1981 continuation
obligations, funding priorities and new pro-
gram commitments:
A. Request wwritten comments from each Memorandum issued by

Division Director/Program Manager Schwartz on February 2,
outlining fiscal year 1981 commitments 1980.
and priorities. Responses due to Schwartz

on March 12, 1980.
B. Synthesis and analysis of responses_....,.--Review-by-planning_teiltaigl_____,

March 13 and 14, 1981.
Planning team comments to

Schwartz on March 19,
1980.

Review of responses and
planning team comments

_by_management and disc

2-1

cussed at management
staff meeting on March

-24,-1980.
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Activity.

IL Determination of funding allocations and
programs:
A. 011icewIde strategy meeting to discuss

programa recommended by manage-
mint teanr---

B._ Final _program decision issued by
Administrator.

III. all for draft fiscal year 1981 program plans_

IV. Review and modification :
A. Drift plans will be reviewed by plan.

ning team for consistency and discus.
*lion of coordination issues ; recom-
dation. to Schwartz.

B. Review by Administrator : Staff not!.
fied.of any modifications that must be
made or of approval to complete the
final program plans.

V. Development and implementation of process
for input of outside groups:

A. Assignment of responsibility for
plan development..

B. Recommendation for plan and
schedule to Administrator.

C. Implementation of plan.

Time frame

March 26, 1980.

Memorandum to staff with'.
approved program sand
tentative allocations:
April 1, 1980.

This call will be contained in
the program allocation
memorandum dated April
1, 1980.

Draft plans will be due to
the Administrator on
April 15, 1980.

Review by planning team on
April 17, 1980.

Recommendations to
Schwartz` April 18,
1980. '

Final plans completed by
April 30, 1980.

Notification of staff person
on February 27, 1080. .

Plan dt:e to administrator on
March 10, 1980.

Will commence immediately
upon approval from Ad-
ministrator.

C-1. Please provide a precise and realistic time table for award of your fiscal
year 1980 funds. Additionally, provide your plans for allocating the anticipated
fiscal year 1981 level of funds, including a time table for awards.

The attached is the time table for award of fiscal 1980 funds.
The following is the time table for award of fiscal 1981 funds:

Program
Funds Projected

required award date

Restitution $4,128,871 Dec. 15, 1980
School resource center 2,800,000 Oct. 15,1980
Capacity building 6,000,000 Dec. 15,1980
Violent juvenile crime 2, 500,000 Oct. 30,1980

Planning for other funds has not been completed.

FISCAL YEAR 1980 SPECIAL EMPHASIS IMPIEMLNIAUONTLAX-CRITICAt-MILESTONES

Draft
Implementation stages guideline
imUatives prepared

Internal External
clearance clearance

(2) (3)

Federal
Register

publication

Application
submission

deadline Grant awar,ds

(5) (6)

New pride July 3,1979 SePL 21,1979 Mar, 1,1980
Youth advocacy Oct. 15,1980 Dec. 31,1979 Apr. 30,1980
Alternative education Jan. 30,1980 Apr. 30,1980 July 31, 1980

----- -Slicrusoffender------Feb,-6,1480 -Mar, -6,1980-.M14-21,-1980, -May_9,1980_,Iuly_94980LSeg!._30..1950
Removal of youths from

adult jails and lockups . Jan. 11,1980 Feb. 15, 1980 Mir. 15, 1980 May 15,1980 July 15,1980 Do.

CapacitybuildIng Jan. 26,1980 Feb. 28, 1980 Mir. 21,1980 May 12,1980 June 30,1980 Oct. 1,1980
Prevention G. & D....- Jan. 30,1980 Feb. 5,1980 Mar, 12, 1980 Apr. 30,1980 do Sept. 30,1980
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Question 2. Please include an update of the final fiscal year 1980 Subprogram
allocations -accompaniedby a detallea MIMI-axiom of efreirromponent.For-ex----
ample, *6.138 is allocated to a, program entitled Capacity Building. Please provide
the committee with an update on the Capacity Building Initiative.

Respanse. Attached is an overview of OJJDP's fiscal year 1980 Program Plan,
which includes descriptions of each subprogram. Also included, on page 10 of
the overview, is a postscript regarding Capacity Building.

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Overview of Fiscal Year
1980 Program Plan

OJJDP's fiscal year 1980 Program Plan is composed of five MBO subprograms :
2.106Concentration of Federal Effort
1.104National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention ;
2.202Juvenile Justice Formula Grants;
2.201Technical Assistance; and -
1.207 Special Emphasis.

The following paragraphs 'Contain a brief synopsis of each MBO final sub-
grain plan, as submitted to the LEAA .dministrator on September 11, 1979.

2.106 Concentration of Federal Effort
Fiscal year 1980 CFE funds are allocated as follows:

1. National Academy of SciencesOJJDP shall continue its
support of the NAS study of public policies concerning the
rights of youth. Allocation for fiscal year 1980 $ 150, 000

2. Support to the National Advisory Committee on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention. A contract, awarded in
fiscal year 1979, which supports the four annual NAC meetings,
will be continued in fiscal year 1980 and in fiscal year 1981. Allo-
cation for fiscal year 1980 300,000

3. Federal Coordinating CouncilA contract awarded for de-
velopment of interagency programs, and to address the Council's
recommendations pursuant to its review of selected juvenile
service programs. Allocation for fiscal year 1980 300.000

4. Homele% Youth ProjectInteragency Agreement with
HEWOJJDP will continue its support for the evaluation com-
ponent of this project. Allocation for fiscal year 1980 250, 000
Carryover from fiscal year 1979allocated to NAC Support 477, 061'

Total fiscal year 1980 concentration of Federal effort 1,477, 061

In addition to these activities, Concentration of Federal Effort Staff will
undertake the development of the Annual Analysis and Evaluation of Federal
Juvenile Delinquency Programs conducted and assisted by Federal Departments
including LEAA, HEW, Labor, HUD, and USDA ; this report Is due to Congress
December 31, 1980.

The Office will also develop and implement a process for submission by other
Federal agencies of Federal delinquency development statements as required in
section 20I(f) of the JJDP Act,
1.103 Nationai Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

Fiscal year 1980 budget activities are broken down into three categories which
represent the function of NIJJDP mandated by the JJDP Act.

1. Research. evaluation, and program development;
A. Research:

(1) Sexual abuse projectresearch and development
study designed to test the most effective pro-
gram interventions. Allocation- for fiscal year
1980 $400,000

(2) Unsolicited research, programprojects will be
funded which provide research findings not
otherwise available to MDR (-January). AI-
location for fiscal year 1980 400,000

(3) Unsolicited research programindication of new
promising areas of program development in

'prevention and--treatmentoftielinquene
(JitlY). Allocation for fiscal year 1980 400, 000

2 a3 .
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L-Research ;evaluation,-and-program development--COntinued-
A. Reearch--Continped

(4) Dynamics of delinquency and drag usethis
project will examine variables in 'drug use
over time. Allocation for flscal,year 1980 200,000

(5) Unsolicited research program continuations
provide continuation support for promising
research prOjects 'to -reach optimum, results.

Allocation for fiscal year 1980 1,006,000-
(6) Minority. research ,iniliativeresearching re-

garding ramifications of juvenile justice sys-
tem discrimination on the-basis of race and
sex. Also to Involve minority researchers in
other areas of research. Allocation for fiscal
year 1980 400,000

Fiscal year 1979 CarAyover 19,187

Subtotalfiscal sear 1980 Research
costs '0 2,819,187

B. Evaluation :
The evaluative arm of the -NIJJDP undertakes

assessment of juvenile delinquency initiatives in the
Special Emphasis Division. The purpose in doing this
is to increase overall effectiveness of programs in
delinquency/deviance, treatment, prevention and `.
reduction.
Programs under evalution :

a. Restitution
b. Youth advocacy
c. Family violence__.
d. New pride - -
e. School crime

s, f. Serious offender
g. Separation-of juveniles from adults
h. Alternative education
i. Prevention

Evaluation
costa

$650, 000
300,000
450,000
300,000
800,000
400,000
150; 00.)_
400,000
200,000

Subtotalfiscal year 1980 evaluation costs____ 3,150, olyzi

Total research; evaluation, and program de-
velopment 5,950,000

2. Standards in Juvenile Justice:
A: Standards Review and Implementation Planning:

In fiscallyear 1980, NIJJDP plans to undertake a
review of current juvenile justice standards for their
consistency with the JJDP Act and for their potential
to further the purposes of the Act. The review proc-

ess will- consist of conducting a brief comparative
,analysis of relevant standards, holding a number of
symposia and public hearings to enable discussion of
the implications of appropriate standards resulting
-in the OJJDP endorsement of implementing various
standards for its implementation program. Through
provision of technical and financial assistance, states
will be encouraged to review and adopt juvenile jus-
tice standards in their state. Allocation for fiscal year

_ 498O 375,000
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2.. Standards in Juvenile Justice--COntinued ..Evaluistiose

-Devek;pment-of 'Model statutes: costs
, With the recent adoption of the National Advisory
Committee standards, the NIXJDP plans to develop
and support model State legislation consistent with
mandates of the act and the NAC standards. These
would be &armed on specific areas (such as de-
institutionalization" and separation). Allocation for
fiscal year 1980.1_,-.. 75,000

Assessment of innovative State legislation
1; Supplement to, Washington State assessment to

- enable evaluation of the impleffientation of the
legislation in two court jurisdi. lions. Allocation
for fiscal year 1980 (0,000

2. Maine jnVenile justice. lekislation=assessment of
the removal of juvenile court jurisdiction over
noncriminal misbehavioi. Allocation for fiscal
year 1980 250,000

1)...Developmentof police-guidelines_ for _the, handling of
juveniles:,

Phase H impleMentation and evaluation of guide-
lines. Allocation for fiscal year 1980 200,000.

E. Juvenile court watch project:
Promotes citizen awareness and involvement in

monitoring the juvenile court operation to assure
fairness, 'arid, effectiveness of court policies and
procedures. Allocation for fiscal year 1980 60,000

Totalscal y'r,ar 1980 standard costs 1,000,000

3. Training and information dissemination:
A. NIJJ.DP will begin expansion of its training program

through the establishment of aomajor training prOgram
in law-related education. This division will support and
develop an educational program in which youth and
adults are taught youths rights and responsibilities
under the law. .
1. lational`CouncIl of-Jdvenile and Family Court

Judges -Training: Trained judicial persons -'1
and efficiency competency in the latest meth-
ods and techniques for handling youths under
court and court related programs are impor-
tant goals to be achieved by this Council.
Allocation for fiscal year 1980

2. Training center: This is established to train
juvenile jtistice and alternative system prac-
titioners and volunteers and for the develop-
ment of effective training materials. Alloca-
tion for fiscal year 1980

175,000

825,000

Total fiscal year 1980 training costs___ 1, 000, 000
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3. Trabring and information dissemination-Continued./k-Dissembratiorr-Divirdow:-The-MJJDP-has been- able -to
make a major program advancement from development
of information to its dissemination.iii_th_f1Kal._
year. Current 1980 goals are to disseminate information
and, knowledge developed through research, d: to collec-
tion and synthesis to potential users of such informa-
tion..

1. Assessment'centers: There are four assessment
centers that are responsible for the collection,
assessment, and the preparation of reports on
-delinquency-related topies..Tliese/our centers
consist of one Coordinating Center and three
topical centers, dealing with delinquent be-
havior and its prevention, the juvenile justice
system and alternatives to juvenile justice
system, processing. Each year, the Coordinat-
ing Center publishes an annual volume en-
tititclr--=1Youtb-Grime-and-Delinquency in
America," which, includes' information on the
nature and extent of delinquency, justice sys-
tem operations, and program information.
Allocation for fiscal year 1980___ 1, 500, 000

2. Clearinghouse: The NIJJP established in fiscal
year 1879, a national clearinghouse through
expansidn of LEAA's National Criminal Jus-
tice Reference Strvice. This will provide effec-
tive dissemination of juvenile justice infor-
mation to the field. Allocation for fiscal year
1980 150, 000

3. Incentive for, exemplary projects. Allocation
for fiscal year 1980 200,000

4. Management support contract for Improved pro-
gram development and implementation. Alloca-
tion for fiscal year 1980 200, 000

5. Juvenile court statistics reporting system. Allo-
cation for fiscal year 1980 200, 000

8. OJJDP/public-information-groups-information--
development and transfer. Improved decision
making and responsiveness to. juvenile justice
needs are the purposes of this- Informational
division. Allocation for fiscal year 1980 450,000

7. Children in custody census-updated informa-
tion on the deinstitutionalization of juveniles.
Allocation for fiscal year '980 350, 000

Total information dim :nation alloca-
tion 3, 050, 000

Total fiscal year 1980 NIJJ,JP costs 11, 000, 000

2.20Z Juvenile Justice Formula Grants
The fiscal year 1980 Budget allocation for the Formula Grants Program is

$81;820,000-exellidilig fur-Ida-allocated for the six nonparticipating states. In the
past, the 'Formula Grants Division has placed a great deal of emphasis on the
deinstitutionalization of status offenders, and non-offenders and has achieved
substantial compliance by the states on this Issue. Thirty-seven states will be
required to achieve 100 percent compliance with the Act's deinstitutiorfalization
mandate by December 81, 1980. In addition, in fiscal year 1980 more attention
will be focused on the separation of juveniles and adults in these institutions.
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2.201idavenife Justice Technical Assistance

The fiscal year 1980 Technical Assistance strategy has been planned in accord-
ance with the three OJJDP goats. It is 03JDP's intent to obtaii*the servicestbf
three Technical Assistance contractors in fiscal year 1980. Each contractor will
be assigned refOnsibility in each goal area and will provide assistance for, all
activities and nteeswhether funded by Special Emphasis or formula grant
fundsite that rel.

A summary f the 1980 technical assistance coats is as follows: '

Activity: 7 .

1. Supplement the contract with Westinghouse National Issues/
'Center, to continue TA support to prevention activities;

. ,licluding the special, emphasis alternative education and Costs
-' prevention grantees $1, 000, 000
Award national contract for TA support for development,i)f

alternative responses to delinquent behavior, including sup-
poit for the special emphasis diversion, serious offender
restitution and new pride projects 1, 600, 000

3. Award contract for TA support for grantees funded under .

the special emphasis youth advocacy initiative "250, 000
4. Special ProjectsTA

a. Legis 50 114,995
b. National rural sytaposium 6,183
c. Juvenile Justice Journal 89, 215
d. Public education campaign 70,000
e. NAOOR 74, 855

5. TravelTA 10, 000

r Totarflscal year 1980 TA costs_ $3, 215, 298

1.207 nice Justice Discretionary Programs and Special Emphasis
The special emphasis fiscal year 1980 program plan can be described in terms

of three goal areas as follows;
1. Alternative's to.incarceration :

A. Restitution by Juvenile OffendersThis program was '
initiated in:fiscal year 1978. Two of the 41 restitution ,
grantees.slialLreceive.continuation-funds.in-fiscal-year- _ 0, .

1980. Allocation for fiscal year .1980 -

B. Replication of new pridea treatment program for ser-
ious' juvenile offendersthis program was planned in
fiscal year' 1979; and willibe implemented in 1980.

C. Diversion-4ne Continuation grantWisconsin scheduled
for refunding is fiscal year 1980 458, 000

No frscayear 1980 funds are required for this program.
Itwill be funded with carry-over fiscal year 1979 crime
control funds. Allocation for fiscal year 1980 9,686,273

D. Violent Juvenile OffenderThrough t)-.8 initiative, OJJDP
I will support the developmeni and improvement of na-

tional responses to serious juvenile offenses and offend-
era-through programs, research and legal reforms. Al-

location of LEAA MOE funds for fiscal'year 1980. (This
allocation will be increased by $989,601, a result of re-
programing from New Pride) 14, 300, 000

2. Prevention of -delinquency
A. Alternative education : This is a new initiative which,

in fiscal year 1980 will support projects designed to
promote institutional change in schools and provide
alternative educational experiences for juveniles who
have difficulty adjusting' in traditional educational set-
tings. Allocation for fiscal year 1980 $4, 000, 000

Carryover fiscal year 1979 funds 4, 000, 000

8, 000, 000

11980 LEAA maintenance of effort money.
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2. Prevention of delinquency=-Continued
BYotitir--trchTleacy-T-Tirts-is-anot her new irritative eased

.upou the premise that-there Policies_tind.practices
of:youth serving institirtioiniothat systeinatically er-
clade*'yo-uth from meaningful participation in pro-

-grams that-suPpOsedir."exist'for them, and as s conse-
queneetprovide- services, which are not responsive to
the reel needs of youth.- This program Ivill.fund-proj-
ects designed -to end arbitrary- decisionmaking on the
part of institutions dealing with youth.'Reprogn,tPaing Costa
from capacity liuildhig 2, 000, 000

Allocithin- for fiscal year 1980 9, 311, 987

C. Preilention .research and development projects: OJJDP
has developed a conceptual framework for prevention
piogiaining. This; frameworkAuilds on findings that
the organized social environment is the primary factor
influencing both delinquent end law abiding behavior;
these arrangements that generate delinquent behavior
should be altered.

Thli new initiative in prevention research and develop-
ment is designed to test. organizational change ap-
pioaches to preventing delinquency, and to provide
technical assistance inPlanning for 'initiating local '
'prevention programs. Allocation for fiscal year 1980__.. 2,300.000

'During fiscal year 1980, the Office will continue to pro-
vide funding-toprojects initiated in prior years. These
prevention initiatives include the following:

D. Youth -Skills Development: This service delivery pro-
gram was inlayed in 1977. One of the original 16 pre-
vention grants will receive continuation funding in
fiscal' year 1980. Allocation -for fiscal year 1980

2 E. Prevention of school crime: This program was initiated
in fiscal year 1976 for the National School Resource
Network. The main-objective is to prevent the occur-
rence of crime and violence in and around schools

_througli_developing-th^ capacity-of--local-schools to
use students, teachers, c.!Amunity persons, and justice
system personnel in developing school initiatives
which eliminate the causes of crime and violence. Al-
location for fiscal year 1980 2, SOO, 000

3. Improvements in the juvenile justice system :
A. Capacity building: The purpose of this sufeategory is

to fund projects.which will increase the capacity -of.
governments and public and private agenciee,t9 pre-
vent delinquency and improve- the administration , of
juvenile justice. It will be funded-in two phases; one
for continuation applications, and one for previously

. unsolicited grants. Carryover and reverted formula
funds 1, 231,

4:787,
000
976

-Original-tscal-year 1980 allocation_On_ly Phase 1 will be implemented in fiscal year 1980._ _ _
-Phase 2 is scheduled for inifilementation in fiscal year
1981:Addittonally, funds havelmen reprogramed from
this category'to youth advocacy in the amount of $2

-million. Newrevised allocation

6.018,

1

i
4, 018,

976

'

970

'Continuation of this program has been rescheduled for fiscal year 1981. Thus, these
fiscal year 1980 funds are being reallocated to Youth Advocacy.

. 29 8
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8. Improvethents in thejtivenile justicesystem--Oon tiamed
:liemovaLQUilsenlloarsnn adultiaila..111.d.10Skupa:_This

program is de:Abed:to meet requirements in the JJDP -

act. seeking remdial of juveniles from adultialls and
lockupi. It is also basedorm.recokiiilion ofyouth-4ghts

- Ind due proces!,aid'Proalotesadyficacy. Allocation for . 008,1

flea! year 1980 3, 000, 000
0: Multicomponent programs: The purpose of this subpro-

gram is -to develop and implement integrated Federal
Youth Policies and Federal Youth. programs. In fiscal
year 1980 itwill consist of the following:

L Interagency Task Force on Youth Employmeht:
033DP will be one:of three agencies who will
pool their resources to develop an Inter-
mediafy Corporation- Tlis. agencies involved
are:.Department of Labor Department. Of
Agriculture,'Department of-HEW, and LEAA.
These agencies will pool upwards of $10 mil,
lion which, will tre-distributed to youth serving
agencies WdeieldP PrOlects which.Ferve trou-
bled youtg In'addition to these four agencies,
an effort will be made to itrclude several
foqndations and private agencies/corporations

. In this program. Allocation for fiscal year
1980 1, 000, 000

2. Interagency agreement with HEW :Mlle 033DP/
LEAA transfer'red 31.500,00 Oto HEWS Office

%. of Huthan Develoi*ient to support a broject
on homeless youth-and runaway yoath cen-
-ten'. Allocation foe-fiscal year 1960 soo, ood

3. Interagency agreements : Funds allocated are for
th,e development and, implementtaion of co-

. .ordinated youth programs through these inter-
agency agreements ,1, odo, 000

4. HUDcommunity crime prevention: Funds.will
. be transferred to HUD for development of

community crime prevention programs in se-
lected housing developments 1, 000, 000

5. Fourth Annual Youth Workers Conference
NYWA 35, 000

lubtotal slloeiiion-for-ftscal year 1980
multtcomponent programs 4, 535; 000

D. 03'3DP will again provide funds to the State Planning
Agency Conference for assistance ,and support to the
Office, the States, nd the grantees. Allocation for fiscal
year 1980 70,000

E. Legis-50: 0J7DP will ontinue to support legislative re-
form activities in t areas ;of juvenile justice and
delinquency preventio Allocation for fiscal year 1980_ 3700, 000

F. General carryover: In ddition to the programs' listed .,
above, grants were not awarded in fiscal year 1979 as
scheduled; and Were caught in various stages of the
review and award process. As of October 1, 1979, the
fiscal year 1979 subprograin allocations which would

. have funded these grants expired: Thus, 031DP created
and received adminis ion apprOval for a "special 1.
emphasis gene ryovee category. Funds were al-

:located to the category in the aggregate amount of the:-
carryover grants.. 2,1217,000

'Total fiscal year 1980 special emphasis allocation 54 189,236_
2.1640 LEAA maintenance of effort money.



Question. $.
(a) What percent of the fiscal year 1980 OJJDP Formula Funds was awarded

by March 1, 1980?'
RespOnse. The allocation for Formula Grants for fiscal year 1980 is $61;620,000

(excluding the $2.1 Million which had been set aside for states which did not
apply for fiscal yeara80 funds). As of March 1, 1980, $43,995,750, or 71 percent
of theallocation, ha Men awarded. .

(b) What percent of the formula grants was awarded by March 1, 1980?
Responle. 51 state and territories have submitted, or intend to submit, an

'application for a fiscal year 1080 'Formula Great. As of March 1, 1980, 40 of
these states and territories, or 78 percent, have been awarded their fiscal- year
1980 Formula Grants.

(c) What percent of the total OJJDP discretionary funds were awarded by
March 1, 1980?

Respnse. As of October 1, 1979, OJJ1R had available $52,756,473 in JJ discre-
tionary funds. This figure includes funds carried over from fiscal years 1976-1979,
deobligations and reprogrammed reverted Formula funds. As of March 1, 1980,
$11,252,543 or 21 percent had been awarded. An additional $12 Million (Youth
Advocitcyl-Will,be awarded on April 30, 1980; $8 Million (Alternative Educa-
tion) will be awarded on July 31.1980; Three additional Special Emphasis Ini-
tiatives are now in the internal and external clearance process, and they will be
awarded iv_ the aggregate amount of Million prior to September 30, 1980; All
remaining_funds included in the fiscal year 1980 budget have been committed
and are on schedule. No carryover is anticipated.

tti; What percent of the available Crime Control/OJJDP funds was awarded
by March 1, 1980?-

Response. OJJDP's fiscal year 1980 CCA and JJ discretionary ,allocation,
including funds carried over from liscalyears 1976,-1979, deobligations and re-
Verted Formula funds, is $67,900,746. As of March 1, 1980, $20,236,b01 or 30 per-

.- r cent bad been awarded. See the responseS (c) -above and (f) below for a discus-
sion of the manner in which the remainder of the JJ and CCA allocations will be
expended prior to September 30, 1980.

(e) What total OJJDP discretionary funds was available to OJJDP on Oc-
tober 1, 1979? What amount was awarded by March 1, 1980?

Response. See the response to (c) above.
(I) What total CCA discretionary funds was available to OJJDP on October 1,

1979?,What amount was awarded by March 1, 1980?
, Response. As of October 1, 1979, OJJDP had available 315,144,273 in CCA dis-

cretionary funds, including prior year carryover. As of March 1, 1980, $8,984,258,
or 5% percent, !lad been awarded. The remaining CCA balan:e will be awarded
in fis'eal year 1980 as follows: New Pride-$870,414 in Mach, 1980; Violent
Offendtrz-$5.2 Million in September, 1980.
.Quation 5. It appears thikt the OJJDP staff was substantially reduced since

May 1979. In fact, it has been reported that the entire Policy, Planning arid Co-
ordinating Unit, established in January 1978, has been abolished and the legal
staff was likewise eliminated. What rationale underlies these steps?

Response. The staff allocation to OJJDP has not been reduced from its pres-
ent allocation of 51 full -time permanent positions. What has causedit staff reduc-
tion was LEA & policy of not allowing positions to be filled when they became
vacant. This policy was to address the fiscal and Staff reduction required of the
LEAA Reorganization and Legislative .chatiges, which OJJDP was affected by.
The legal staff left the Office for what he considered to be a better position, aad
he simply was not replaced. The Policy, Planning and Coordinating Unit was
abolished and the_seaff reassigned to more ,effectively meet'the needs of the
Agency and our clientele. At the time this decision was made it involved the re-
assignment of three professional staff and one clerical person.

The staff was reapportioned between the Special Emphasis Division and
NIJJDI'. In lieu of this Unit. the Divisions assumed full responsibility for
Office planning. Each Division Director and a staff person of his/her choice
became members of an Administrative Development Team. This 'Team was
coordinated by &staff. person from the Office of the Associate Administrator.
OJJDP is pleased about this type of planning structure. Within OJJDP there
are five major and diverse functions (Research and EvalUation, Demonstration,
Formula Grants, Technical Assistance and Federal Coordination of Effort)- which_
were not being planned and impleented in coord!natien with each other
Through the Admingtrative Development Team, the Oftce developed both abbrt-
range and long-range plans which are integrated, because of the intro Vement
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of all Divisions, creative, because of the involvement of staff at all levels of the
GS Scale, and are supported by the entire Office. In addition to thesz. planning
activities, the-staff-level members of the Team convene as needed in order to
develop briefing books, SIBO, budget analyses and justifications, and other
administrative tasks? The Team also is assigned regular monthly tasks, such as
maintenance of an accurate Office status of funds report, monthly management
briefs, etc. We believe this Team concept will be highly efficient, particularly
in-light of -personnel reductions, because these Team members will be !red to
handle program responsibilities when they are not handling their Team responsi-
bilities.

Question 6. As of March 1, 1980 how many new, non-continuation JJDP grants
have beenowdided by OJJDP?

What dates were they awarded?
For what purposes?

__Answer. During fiscal years 1975-1979 OJJDP awarded 268 new, non-con-
tinuation grant (versus 91 continuation grants) from JJDP Act funds. As of
Ilfarch 1, 1980' the number of such grants awarded from fiscal year 1980 JJDP
Act! funds was 6 (versus 5 continuation grants).

See response to question 9.33 for actual list of awards including project
summaries.

Question 7.--How_many newt. nou-continuation JJDP (Act funded) grants will
awardedwarded by OJJDP in fiscal y-----eitTa. 980?----- _/ Answer. There will be 50 to 55 such grants 1, awarded during fiscal YeaF1980;

to tho.following program outline :
12 to 15

Discretionary programs :
MulticOmponent -projects 2 to 4
Removkl from jails 1
Alts rnetive education 15
Youth advocacy 19
;Prevention R. & D 5

-Concentration- f-FederaLeffort 0
Technical stance 0 to 3

,%

Total ' * ' ' 59 to 62
. 'Includes interagency agreements, excludes contracts.

Question 8. What perctrit of the total DOJ fiscal year 1981 budget is allocated
_____to OJJDP? What percedk of the DOJ fiscal year 1981 positions is allocated to

-0JJDP7-7----7------ ---
Response- The total DOJ fiscal yeit;110-6.11-ager requested- is -$2.7 Maori and

0.),67916-9 positious. OJJDP program funds and positions equal 3.7 percent and .00
percent respectively.

Question. 9. It is our understanding that the OJJDP carryover from fiscal year
1979 amounted to .early "$27 million or 40 percent of the discretionary funds
available in fiscal year 1979. Please provide a detailed assessment of carryover
by fiscal year since the establishment of OJJDP distinguishing Crime Conttol Act
from Juvenile justice 'Kit fluid and carryover by OJJDP unit, Additionally, pro-
vide obligation inforrnatidn as percent of the total dtscretionary funds available
to' OJJDP for fiscal year 1980 unit and type of funds and number of grants or
contracts during the first two qu rters of fiscal year 1980. Also, provide a realistic,
detailed obligation forecast, by discretionary funds, by quarter, for the remainder
of,fiscal year 1980 L indicating the number of grants, cooperative agreements, or
contracts and amoudt. for each, and the nature of funds by award and unit.

Response. Attached are the folloWing documents which provide the information
requested above: r

a. A summary of the anobligated funds et the close of each fiscal year. In
reading this chart, it should be noted that the Crime Control- Act funds
unobligated. at the close of the fiscal year will not necessarily correspond
with the allocations for the next fiscal year. -

b. A summary of the amount of fiscal year 1980 funds awarded by each
OJJDP unit to date and the percentage of each to the total discretionary
funds available to OJJDP in fiscal year 1980. ,

c. A list of all grants and contracts awarded to date by OJJDP (during
fiscal year 1980). . .

(I: A summary of program allocations, obligations to date, and projections
for expenditure of unobligated balanqes, by program category.

1 Includes lideragency.agre(anents, excludes contracts.
.

. 30/ 3
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0110P CATEGORIC GRANT OBLIGATIONS, BY CALENDAR YEAR

yiidiiiiidi
Original awards

Amount

Adjustments (deobligations
and supplements)

Adjusted
Number -Amount -Number- obligations-

JAN. 1,4975 TO MAR. 1, 1980
1975:

JJ $13,352,029
CC 10, 719, 767

1976:
JJ 4, 724, 509
CC 12,389, 107

, 1977:
11 10, 057, 648
CC 2, 624, 174

1978:
JJ 56, 156, 203

II, 976, 485
1979:

11 23, 500, 166
CC 6,, 727, 409

1980 (to date):
JJ 556, 934
CC 0

Total:
11
CC

108, 347, 489
lk 436, 942

JULY 1, 1974 T- MAR I, 1980
1975:

JJ 0

CC 7, 060, 221
1976:

11 15, 748, 432
CC

1977:
14, 245, 472

JJ
CC

10, 381. 229

-1978:
7, 883, 597

JJ 51, 431,703

1979:
CC 10, 169, 264

JJ
CC.t. 245

28, 135, 724
076,

1980 (to date):
Ji 2, 650, 461
CC 458,385

,Totel:
'11
CC

108, 347, 489
47, 893, 184

72
28

0
, ($84, 826)

18 (S,171)
48 (213, 802)

41 157,711
7 (40, 832)

151 601,240
27 (544, 636)

77 (303, 132)
16 (639, 180)

4 I, 929, 142
0 (37, 555)

363 2,384,790
126 (I, 560, 831)

0 0
26 .._ 0

81 (3, 171)
42 (298,225)

-s
41 (40, 894)
26 (30;015)

148 697,806
21 (521, 410)

82 (688, 333)
21 (139, 687)

11 2, 419, 382
1 (571,494)

363 2, 384, 790
137 (1, 560, 831)

..
0 $13,352,029
1 10,634,941

1 4,721,33*
5 12, 175, 305

, 14 10,215359
6 2, 583, 342

19 56, 760, 443
P 12 11, 431, 849

44 23,197, 034
25 6,088, 229

11 2,486, 076
2 (37, 555)

89 110,732,279
51 42, 876, III

0 0
0 7,060, 221

I
5 153, 91, 2:1

13 10: 86343: r

10 52,129, 503
12 9,647, 854.

1, 45 27, 447, 391
16 7, 936, 558 ,

----20-6,-059,-7S3
12 (113, 109)

89 110, 732, 279
51 46,332.353

Qua hat-amount.--of_reverkd formula grant funds will OJJDP re-
ceive during fiscal ygar 1980? For what purposten-are- the funda.sched-
uled for obligation? Additionally, what portion, if any, of the "reverted monies"
are fiscal year 1980 or fiscal year 1979 dollars?

Response. Six states did not submit an application for fiscal year 1980 rormula
funds. The fiscal year 1980 allocations for these states totals $2.1 Million, and
these funds have been reprogrammed into Special Emphasis initiatives for ex-
penditures in fiscal year 1980:

The fiscal year 1979 reverted 7:'oriogfunds were allocated in fiscal year 1979
to the Model Program category. All lifir$13,000.00 of the Model Program budget
was awarded by September 30, 1979.

At present there are eleven states which have not yet received approval of
their fiscal year 1980 Formula grant applications. If some of these states fail to
meet the requirements for continued participation, it is possible tllat the amount
of our 'reverted Formula funds will increase. Tentative OJJDP plans call for
reprogramming of any additional reverted Formula funds- into Special Em-
phasis initiatives which will be awarded prior to September 30, 1980.

Question 11. How many discretionary grants are being processed by OJJDP as
of March 1, 1980. Of these-what number and percentage are accounted for by
Project .New Pride or others to be funded with Crime Control Act dollars.

Answer. .First part of question, NIJJDP-7 grants. Second part: New Pride
is not covred among these. No Crime Control Dollars are involved.

How many discretionary grants are being processed by OJJDP as of March 1,
1980. Of' these, what number and percentage are accounted for by Project New
Pride or 'others to be found with Crime Control Act Dollars?

2
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Six (6) discretionary grants were being processed by the Special Emphasis
Division of OJJDP as of March 1, 1980. Two (2) were New Pride, accounting
for 33 percent of these to be funded with Crime Control dollars.

Question 12. There .seems to be tremendous confusion as to which OJJDP
policy applies to the implementation of Section 228(a), the continuation of fund-
ing section -of llie JJDPA. Please provide the basis for granting or denying con-
-tinuation funds in the past and what policy will be followed in the future.

(a) The=tnethbd(s); if- any, -by -which continuation policy (les) was /wore sn-
isounced Or provided to the juvenile justice community and,

The relevance, if any, of LEAA Instruction I 4510.2 (September 14, 19791
to any of the concerns raised hereinabove. Does these exist, today, any LEAA

'policy which is inconsistent with 228(a) ?
Response. (a) 'OJJDP policy for continuation under the Part B. Subpart

Formula grant program was initially established in LEAA State Planning
Agericy Grants Guidance M 4100.1D, CHG 1, July 10, 1975. Chap. 3, Par. 82(o).

. This policy was revised in M 4100.1F, CHG 3, July 25, 1978, Chap. 3, Par. 52(s).
OJJDP policy for continuation under the Special Emphasis Grant Program was

established in LEAA Financial Management Guideline M 7100.1A, ClIG 3, Octo-
ber 29, 1975. Chap. 7, Par. 12.

The policy established by ,these guidelines is that programs funded with for;
mula grant and Special Emphasis funds will establish a minimum (or maxi-
mum) length of funding, i.e., a project period, for competitive programs under
which individual project grant applications will be funded. This policy was in-
tended to meet the underlying congressional intent of Section 228(a), expressed
by Senator Bayh, that Juvenile Justice Act funded projects be assured of "an
orderly method of development, implementation, and length of funding."

Unsolicited proposals funded by OJJDP with Special Emphasis funds, as well
as funding-under...Concentration of Federal Effort and the Institute program, are
considered on an individual

(b) LEAA Instruction 1 4510 (September 14, 1979) establishes as agency policy
that program objectives for which funds are to be awarded should be covered by
program announcements and that competition for assistance should he maximized
by furnishing the public with timely Information through publication of informs--
Win in the Federal Itagister.

_ __Ldo_not view this Instruction policy as inconsistent with Section 228(a) or
current OJJDP policy to implement that'Section.

_

The agency's implementation of Section 228(a) has recently been challenged
by an applicant for refunding under the NIJJDP training program. Because this
matter is currently under administrative review, and until there is a final agency

---determinfitio would be inappropriate to comment on future policy changes
which might be conside y lie Office.

"Thereseems to be tremendous confusion as to which OJJDP
the implemeniatinif of Section 228(a), the continuation of funding section of the
JJDP Act. Please provide the basis for granting or denying continuation funds
in the past and what policy will be followed in the future."

Projects funded as part of a national scope initiative are funded for a project
period which is stated in each program guideline. C,optinuation over this stated
period is based upon satisfactory performance and availability of funds. There
has been no confusion about projects funded under any national scope initiative.
By administrative decision, and consistent with Section 228(a) fifteen (15) of
the sixteen (16) Prevention Projects funded under the national Prevention Initia-
tive were extended for a third year at reduced funding because they were per-
forming well and needed additional time to secure other funding to continue
projects after our funding ended. One project was not continued becausp of poor
performance.

In the future, all projects,will be funded in response to an announced guideline
and given a specific project period, based upon the work and time required to
achieve stated objectives. This will be made a part of the giant award document,
and any cost extension Will be subject to LEAA policy outlined in Instruction
4040 issued September 14, 1979. This provides for project extension and supple-
mental funding when the results of the original project warrant support beyond
the period originally recommended. Attached is a copy of the draft continuation
policy.

(a) The method(s), if any. ty which continuation policy (les) was/were an-
nounced or provided to the juvenile justice community.
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Projects funded in the past which were not a -part of a national initiative were
given a project period upon award of the grant, and the grant award included a
special- condition which stated the circumstances under which future funding
would be considered. There have been no appeals regarding appliCation of this
policy on Special Emphasis grants to date.
_The_ attached_draft continuation policy is being finalized, and will be published
in the Federal Register when it Is-apprOved. wilt' provide the basis-for con-
tinuation decisions in the future. The initial draft continuation pan was Circu-
lated to public interest groups, the National Advisory Council to OJJDP, and the
Minority Advisory Council to LEAA and comments were incorporated into the
tinal'draft.

(b) The relevance, if any, of LEAA Instruction I 4510.2 (September 14, 1979)
to any-of the concerns raised hereinabove.. Does there exist, today, any LEAA
policy which is inconsistent with 228 (a) ?

Instruction I 4510.2 issued September 14, 1979, establishes as agency policy
that program objectives should be clearly established in program announce-
ments and that to the maximum extent feasible, all information regarding avail-
ability of funds, and other information related to selection of programs would
be widely publicized. It is not inconsistent with Section 228(9), and is con-
sistent with the procedures established in 1976 for issuance of OJJDP Special
Emphasis Program Announcements.

JJDP policy for continuation under the Special Emphasis grant program is
established in LEAA Financial Management Guideline M 7100.1A, CHG-3,
issued October 29, 1975, Chap. 7, Par. 12. This establishes a policy which provides
that programs funded with formula grant and Special Emphasis funds will
establish a minimum or maximum length of funding for competitive programs
under which individual project grant appliCants will be funded. This policy
was further clarified in Instrution 4040.2 issued September 14, 1971. The in-
struction builds upon M 7100.1A, CHG-3, Chap. 7, Par. 12, by describing the
Project Period System for funding categorical grants and cooperative agree-
ments in greater- detail. The policy_provides_for_project period extension beyond
the original project period approved when the origiritil-Project-peribd was-ap-
proved for a period of a time shorter than grant was needed; or, the results of
the original project warrant support beyond the period originally recommended.
These are termed "competitive extensions" which must be reviewed, evaluated
and approved on the same basis as an application for a new grant.

This provision is consistent with Section 228(a) of the JJDP Act.
Question 13. What percent of special etnpha4is funds was awarded to private

nonprofit agencies, organizations or institutions during fiscal years 1975 through
1979? What percentage is planned for fiscal year 1980? Naturally, this inquiry
includes all such funds_not_solely those.recommended for award by the Division
of the same name, but the inquiry is limited solely fii3JDP-Ytinds.

Response. The requested information for fiscal years 1975 through 1979 is
contained in the following chart:

11DP ACT SPECIAL EMPHASIS FUNDS

PRIVATE NONPROFIT AWARDS

Fiscal year
Total

awarded

Total To private nonprofds
number of

awards Amount Percent Number Percent

1975
1976 813, 878, 216 19 86, 432, 336 46.3 10 52.6

1977 5, 599, 391 20 5,119, 001 91.4 13 65.0

1978 21, 492, 750 39 16, 121, 639 79.7 31 79.5

1979 11, 740, 369 37 8, 717, 440 74.3 25 67.6

1980 to date 1, 839, 632 5 1, 366, 462 74.3 4 80.0

Teel 54, 550, 358 120 38, 756, 878 71.0 83 . 69.2

We do not have a specific percentage of funds to be awarded to private non-
profit organizations planned for fiscal year 1980, except that the total will be
at least the statutorily required 30 percent. From the data in the above chart,
it is reasonable to expect that the amount will be much greater than 30 percent.

Question 15. In 1977 the Congress amended the JJDPA to authorize the Council-
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to review the programs and practices of Federal agencies and' report on the
degree to which Federal Agency funds are used for purposes which are con-
sistent or inconsistent with the mandates of Section 223(3) 12(A) and (13).
Our 1977 Report at page 54 stressed the importance of knowing whether the
Federal Government is supporting these important cornerstones of the JJDPA.
Can you report to us on the progress of the Council in carrying out its mandate

__under these sections?
Review of programs and practices of Federal agencies for consistency with

the mandates of Section 223(a) 12(A) and (13) are a critically important
function of the Council. The Office has funded a three year study by the National
Academy of Sciences on the Public Policies COntributing to the institutionaliza -
tion and Deinstitutionalization of Children and Youth which the Office will
utilize in connection with the Council. The Office has-also built into the support
contract for the Council, a major task related to this important issue.

Question 16. In times past, the LEAA General Counsel has held that the
OJJDP headovas not within the definition, of "Administration" under LEAA.
Is this presently the case in the instance of LEAA? OJARS?

Response. In the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, prior
to the Justice System Improvement Act amendments in 1979, Congress defined
the term "Administration" as follows:

."See. 101 (a) There is hereby established within the Department of Justice,
under the general authority, policy direction, and general control of the Attorney
General, a Lay Enforcement Assistance Administration (hereinafter referred
to in this title as Administration') composed of an Administrator of Law Enforce-
ment Assistance and two Deputy Administrators of Law Enforcement Assistance,
who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate."

As can be seen, there is no reference to the Administrator of OJJDP in thiq
-definition, The-Offiee_nr General Counsel has never held that the term "Admin-

. istration" does not include the OJJDP head It has, on oceallreferreffEEd-thts---
Section in legal memoranda.

Under Section 101 of the Justice System, Improvement Act, the term "admin-
istration" has become_no....more_than an abbreviation for the organizational
entity established by what Act as the "Law Enforcement Assistance Adtainistra-
tion." There is no longer an "administration" defined as specified individuals
responsible for the Act's implementation.

Question 18. As you know, one of the major recent improvements in OJJDP
was the acquisition by OJJDP of the Juvenile Formula Grants Program in the
summer of 1977 when it and the "sign off" were transferred from OCJP, LEAA.
and delegated to the OJJDP head. Can you explain to the Committee whether
or not the present Administration of OJJDP is, in fact, given the responsibility

--forthe luvenile-PormuLa Grants Program?
Response. Since-fiscal year 1978 the Administration of OJJDP has had "sign

off" authority for the JJDP Act Formula Grants. The present Administrator
continues to exercise this "sign off" authority.

Question- 20.- Provide- state-by-state-report and_explanntion of the various
methods approved by OJJDP to implement Section 223(a) (14), monitoring of
jails, detention facilities, correctional facilities and non-secure facilities.

Response. Many options exist for the development of an adequate system of
moniiuring juvenile residential facilities as required by the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act. While the components which make up the
system_ are generally the same, the type of information will vary according to
the needs of the individual state, This ranges from states concerned simply
with monitoring compliance nith the requirements of the Act to those who are
interested in the broader aspects of the monitoring effort.

t"
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Any monitoring system for a state should include :
A. formal, consistent, and continuous collection of data from law en-

forcement, courts, the agency responsible for placement of a juvenile, and
the facilities which-have been used for the placement of juvenile offenders.

meang -of continuing education for ;youth, the public, court perionnel,
lawyers, and law enforcement officers concerning the JJDP Act and its
implications, and mechanisms established within the state to insure the
enforcement of the Act. _

One or several monitoring devices which assures coinprehensive coverage
of all residential facilities in which juveniles are placed by the court for an
offense, as -well as those agencies. responsible for the placement of these
gouth (Pnlice, counts, social services). Coverage Alcould include periodic
visits to each-facility as well as unplanned -spot- checks and_intervie*s_ with
youth, family, and staff.

To facilitate objectivity in the process, at least one component of the
monitoring system should be independent of the state and the agency re-
sponsible for the placenient.

The process should provide assurances with respect to the privacy of those
youth whose placement is being monitored.

There shoull be the provision of adequate funds to be used exclusively
for monitoring activities.

A process 'for the reporting and investigation of official and unofficial
Complaints concerning violations.

The juvenile residential facilities to be monitored and those agencies who are
responsible for placement should collectively provide the following:

Relevant data and information upon request of the monitoring agency ;
Accessibility to facilities, 1116, records, and staff ;
List of the facilities used in the past for the placement of juveniles ;
Detailed plans for :

The education of all employees concerning the Act and how It will be
"Iniplementect---- - -

The identification of existing or planned non-residential alternatives.
The criteria and process 'utilized in the placement of juveniles.
Dissemination of information regarding the Act and Its implements-

lion: This should include the name and number of the person or agency
responsible for investigating violations.
'A destiiption of how the facility -or agency conducts internal self-

. monitoring of its practices and procedures.
All monitoring agencies should be assured of :

Access to altinformation regarding juveniles in residential facilities.
A regular and official means to report their findings (i.e., inclusion on

monthly agendas_requirements of written reports to the legislature, Gov-
ernor. juvenile corrections agency, couif,-1-aa OJJDP).

A means of soliciting and ensuring the privacy of reports of violations.
Attachment 1, Issue C-20 identifies various monitoring practices and the

many options which have been recommended and are currently In use acs
the country.

Question 21. What percent- -ofthe maintenance- of effort (MOE) funds ab,
located by the states were used to implement Sections 223(a) (12), (13), and
(14) of the JJ DP Act? Please provide a state-by-state breakdown.

Response. The attached two charts indicate the amount allocated by each
state to implement Sections 223(a) (12), (13), and (14) of the JJDP At for
fiscal year 1979 and 1980.

70-796 0 - 81 - 20 306
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FISCAL YEAR 1979 MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT FUNDS ALLOCATED TO IMP
OF THE ADP ACT

ENT SECS. 223(IX12), (13), AND (14)

MOE 'mow\

Percent
allocated to
Ws.

(12)(13
MOE percent (II)

Alriliiiti.,.....:. . ...... __ ...... ... .............. ..: ... ._ MA 798 19.15 70.0
Alaska 162-437 1 19.39 63.6
Arizona 772,1175 1 27.28 40.9
Arkansas 727, 731 25.33 45.0
California ., 5, 796, 670' 19.81 42.2
Colorado_ ...." 1181, 858 25.26 31.0
Connecticut 1, 039, 315 24.64 30.0
Delaware 165 976 19.16 0
District of Columbia 267', 540 26 75.0
rerida 2, 611, 650 23 69.0
'ClOftli 1, 353, 600 20 45.0
Hawaii 238,477 19.84 53.2
Idaho_ 271.813 23.6 0

-Illinois 2, 916, 351 19.15 9.0
Indiana 1, 411, 701 19.53 44.0

Kansas 598,821
\ 22. 76

19.15
27. 0
74.0

Iowa 889, 656

'Kentucky 980,289 21 65.0
Louisiana 1, 042, 798 '19.81 20.0
Mains 313, 040 21.5 29.0
Maryland 1, 895, 218 33.8 75.0
Mar.t,:zetts 1, 666, 138 21.61 16.4
Michigan 3, 712, 260 29.97 11.0

Minnesota 1, 065, 453 19; 82 3.0
- - -Mississippi -*67,510 271 90.0

Missouri 1, 387, 269 21.3 12.0
Montana 216, 340 20,05 20.0
Nebraska 434,032 20.58 100.0
Nevada 208. 573 23.3 0
New Hampshire 245,745 21.5 63.0
New Jersey 2,596, 800 26 39.0
New Mexico 379,293 23.8 '60. °-
New York - 4, 699, 027 19.15
North Carolina 1, 802,048 24.27 92.0
North Dakota 179, 338 19.16' 10.0

Ohio 3,672, 420 25.24 85.0
-Oklahoma -810.766 21:54 I5.0

Oregon 682,674 21.5 50.0
Pennsylvania 3,371,340 21 0

Rhoda Island 247,920 19.46 24.0
South Carolina 811,230 21 87.0
South Dakota 310, 636 33.33 , 12.0.
Tennessee 1, 150, 600 '20- 50.0
Texas 3, 952, 966 23.11 30.0
Utah 674,622 40. 3 -55.0

Vermont-- .-. . . -, i r -160,576- 19.3 60.0

West Virginia_
Washington 959,036 19.52 0

552, 194 22. 19

25. 5

38. 0

15:0Virginia 1, 568, 684

Wisconsin..., 2,512, 615 40.08 62.0
Wyorel ng 161,400 20 1 10.0

Puerto Rico 173,800 20 1 75.0
American Samoa - 42,000 32.2 1 :. 100.0

Guam. -..--, 51, 896 19. 15

Trust territiterritories
_ 657200--- 20.37

71territories

0

Virgin. Islands Yr ... 112,800 38 100.0

Northern Marianas. 34.300 27.7 1 30.0
-

Total

-7

67, 530, 659 22. 61 30.0

a.
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FISCAL YFAR 1910 MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT FIRMS, INCLUDING THOSE A40r-2711 TO IMPLEMENT SECS. 223(a)

- (12, (13), AND (14) OF THE JJDP ACT .

Mont
allocated to secs.

223(a)(12M13)
Action MOE amount MOE percent

,-...

;Aiaba
---1.,:---l_----

_:-.., $3,476
413

$665,634
25.9-

019.15

-
'107,080

2,_1111__' WX1221,5
,,70. 0 - - -

Afizon=1-------7------__.
,. 2,038 494, 1 -2 4, 211 1-10

Colorado'
20, 474 Cr) 1§3
2,410 590, 2 ' 23.8

Connecticut 2,930 879,000 ,,
419.15

50.0

District of Columbia__ 668 216.503
0Delaware 571 115, 188

Florid, 47:936737 17, 625. 750 -23
21.8 83.0

18.0

19.19
15.0Georgia , 970,130 20

'Hawaii ' 860 165,000 60.0
, -Idaho '` 827 158,370 '19.15 35.9

Illinois. 10.516 '2,619,816 19.15 15.0
Indiana 5,025 3 1, 24Z 354 19.83 15.0 ;

. Iowa" 2,726 2733,056 21.16 68.0-
'Kansas 2,195 420,343 79.0
'Kentucky 3,267 625,630 19.15 17.0
Louisiana 3,689 146,088 20.17 25.0
Maine -c 1,040 206,891 19.89 21.0
Maryland 3,892 953,454 24:8 75.0
Massachusetts 5,424 1.055,836 19.46 20.0
Michigan- 8,574 32.362, eso 0 11.0

Mississippi 2,257 '645,164
20.17

10.0
15,0Minnesota 3, 45 3 964,656 20.25

Missouri 4,522 914,302 .1 9.0
Montana. 743 053,503 20.66 15.0
Nebraska, 1,480 2306,072 20.56 100.0
Nevada ---- 622 164,228 26.4 19.8
New Hampshire --- 821 157,769 19.22 31.0

1,145
873, 975 27.23 29.0New Jersey 6, 883 1,

New Mesko 274, 456 23.97 27.0
--New York, 16,719 3,272,000- .. -19:48 72.0- "-

North Carolina 5,180 1,142,837 22 19.0
North Dakota 634 22.6 10.0
Ohio

1,43,284
10,019 3 2,787, 350 21.8 65.0

Oklahoma 2,659"-- 509,703 12.0
OfertOn .... 2,256 '-432024 19.15,024 13.2

.s. Pennsylvania 11,047 3;055; 217 22- 35.0

' - South Carolina 2,991717 3 661756; 995319 1199.515
-Rhode Island .

South Dakota. ' 670 131, 990
- -115

...---Timmeme 4,037 31,042,805 20
19.7 - -

"---
Utah

11,991 2,392, 204 19.9:
Utah " 1,214 320,098 26.44 32.0
Vermont 478 .- 91, 537 19.15 40.0

Vermont 478 91, 537
19.53

_15.0
4 0.0

VirgInia...,_. ... .,. 4,788- -1,139,597--- 20.9
19.15

Washington 3,466 0

Wisconsin 41;743665907

446727; 605 20.38
21.56

37.0
39. 0

West Virginia

Wyoming
94991., 277294

21.6 39.0 . 4
4

7

American Samoa 128,600
92545., 637526 22 26.0

19.15 30.8
'Puerto Ft 3,022

Guam 141,275 66,004 46.7 0
__Trust territories._ 145 '102,235 20.22 0

Virgin Islands '116 70,000" 37

,Northern Mari$111.1 64,000 '8,000 12.5 0

Total 207, 162,000 43,567,402 21.03

3 Information not available within 01JDP. Special condition applied to part 0 award and State has not responded.
mine figures were based upon a much higher allocation of part 0 funds than was eventually approved by the Presi-

dent's budget. A revised lower figure is to be submitted in the near future. 4,
'Agency has been informed that amount is unsatisfactory. Ewa revised data in the near future.

4
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Question 22. Please provide, on a fiscal year basis, a state -by -state report on
the amount of JJDPA funds deobligated by OJJDP, since the Act became law.

Response. Please ,refer to the attached printouts for deobligations by states.
LIST Of 11 FUNDS DEOBLIGATE0 BY FISCAL YEAR AND BY STATE

Deobligated
Adjusted award amount

Projects
te deobligated

1975:
Alaska $198, 804 $1,196

_i84,727 10 273

California ----------- '- -- - -- 6/3, 92T. -6, 079
Connecticut 199,624 376

Delaware 197, 886 2,114

District of Columbia 187. 468 12. 532

Florida 208.923 7.077

Idaho 199, 107

Illinois 370, 984 18, 016

Indiana s, 164.258 35, 742

Iowa. 152,357 47.643

Kentucky" I 0 200, 000

Louisiana I 183, 477 .16, 523

Michigan 326,907 6,093

.Minnesota 178.721 21,279

Mississippi 197, 243 , 2, 757

Atssourf 183, 985 16, 015

Montan a 159, 843 40,157

Nebraska 0 200,000

Nevada
t 13, 211 186, 789

New Hampshire 189,114 10, 886

Nor Carolina
I --

174, 454 24,482
1,064

th

New Mexico k

0 200,000

0
North Dakota C.,

20, 750 , 170,000
9, 250

Ohio
Organ

x i 360, 195
l 106, 780

'4

re

2, 805
9 1, 220

Pennsylvania 1 378, 883 lb, 117

South Carolina... I 199,988 12

.South.Dakota 52, 346 144, 331
3, 323

1

Tennessee --------- - ---- -I 92,069 102,982
4, 949

Texas J 372, 512 37,488

Virginia. I '

r 0 200,000

lshinsion.- 193, 029 1 971

Wisconsin I. -195, 758 4, Z4Z---

Guam
49,959 41

Total for fiscal year 1975 6, 377, 283 1, 860.131
18, 586i.

1976:
Alaska

--Arizona
Connecticut
Georg
Idaho

ia

Illinois
Indiana._,
mMassachusetts f
Missouri

_Montana-
New Hampshire
New Mexico

------c--North Dakota
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota.
Texas

Sa
Wamoashington.,

Guam. -
Trust Territory of the Pacific

Total for focal year 1976 7, 446, 292 1, 349,180
230, 528

3

248, 955 0 1, 04
246, 776 3.224
360.786 17, 214
63, 367

5120

33
2456, 480 4,

1,297, 038 104, 962
402, 469 276, 531
683 404 9, 068

528
515, 16 57, 836
177, 374 74 2,626
229;790 20,210

237,215 1 12,785
7 080 2,920

230, COO

242,290 7,710
343, 383 . 917

37, 500 212,
,

5
600

576,000 500, COO
417,191 11, 809
58, 766 5, 234
61 951 49
52,

,
813 9,187

North Dakota
South Dakota

Total for Mal year 1917

Total fund type

2

.0 200, COO 1

56, 4C6 143, 594 1

56, 406 '343, 594 2

13,879, 981 3, 552, 905 58.
249,114 .t;-ow

Note: lbws retrieved, 5$. -309
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UST OF 11 FUNDS DEOBLIUATED BY FISCAL YEAR AND BY STATE

Adjusted Dimbligated Projects
sward amount &obligated-

1 cone: eff.
1971: District of Columbia (total) 136. 550 VI 450

.11 Institute: ,
. 1576:,

Arkansas. 79, 443 SS, 085
09r022--- 3,041-

.M/sadirons
tows Pie- ,.. 152, 256 560 1

243 969 509 1

MIchipn 345,523 4, 477 1

Pennsylvania 351,144 4 1

Total for fiscal you 1976 1, 281, 357 96,676
1977: Massachusetts (Mal) 52, 913 16,249

.1978:
Delaware , 49, 911! 2,776 1

New York - 124, 897 973 1

.,
Total for fiscal you 1978 174, 880 3, 749

Total fund type. 1, 509,150 115.674

11 spec. eniph.:
1976: P

Alaska 14, 163 835 1

Arizona 76, 099 459 1

California 330, 257 12, 492 2

District of Columbia 14, 997 3 1

Florida 53, 599 1 1

Georgia 41,927 71 1

Hawaii 12, 858 2, 142 1

Illinois., 94, 937 879 1

. 184

_Indiana. 34,053 12,947 .. 1

Iowa -23, 636- 1,364 -1

Kentucky 21, 663 6, 337 1

Maryland ' 23, 94n 11, 060 1

Massachushtts 190, 732 5,774 2

Michigan 00, 871 2,129 1

Minnesota 32,992 I, 804 ,1
204

Mississippi 15, 653 5,312

Missouri 33, 356 5, 644

Nebraska:- - 11,829- 3,171
Nadi Hampshire 135, 405 29,94!
North Carolina 23, 602 21, 398

North Dakota 14, 543 457

Pennsylvania 2.250, 112 17,457 2

Rhode Island 14, 962 38 1

South Carolina 1, 418.274 105, 715 2

South Dakota 9, 584 5, 416 1

- Tennessee 23,313 10,687 1

Texas. 101,307 193

Vermont 14, 654 46
300

Virginia 37, 176 2, 824 1

Washington 393,270 14.698 2

Wyoming 0 15,000 . 1

Cuam,.. . 14,955 45 1

Puerto Pros 22, ar 7, 318 1

Virgin islands 13, 942 1,058 1

1 .

Total for focal year 1976, 5, 596, 260 3114, 750 40
688

1977:
Alabama 414,328 -

California 555;294

Delaware 5, 523

Georgia 461, 920

Kansas a, 972

nna 135, 960

NewMo York 1,042, 406

Pennsylvania 389, 745

Te11111113W- ,
Texas
Washington ...........N.-

0
36 248
502,

2,
255

17, 085
49, 831

467
58,298

40, V.16
105,199

13, 970 -
8, 888

38. 102
2, 800

1

3
1

2
1

1
3
1

1

1

2

Total for fiscal year 1977 3, 874, 661 333.504

See footnotes at and of table.

_
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UST Of 11 FUNDS DEOBUGATED BY FISCAL YEAR AND BYITATEContinued

Adjusted Deoblipsted Projects
award amount deobilisted.

1978:
Califoraii
Nebraska
New York

Texas
wasninfon -

Total for fatal Yam 1978-
1979: Massachusetts (total)

Total fund type

a.

23, 265 2, 477 1

86, 866 1, 131 1

309, 27S 43, 506 1

0 92, 382 20-4677024-1-
419, 409 606, 520 6
87.176 341, 431 1

9, 977, 506 1,516,205 64
688

Note: Iteni retrieved, 74.

Question 23: Please provide, on a fiscal year basis, a state-by-state allocation
of 110E-ftliftia,"filidi:ating the general categories; -projects, and dollar-amounts.

Itesponie. Attached are charts for- &Cal years 1975 through 1980 indicating
the state-by-itiitti allocation of maintenance -of effort funds to juvenile justice
and delinquency prevention programs and projects.

LEAA's maintenance of effort dollars for juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention programs and projects are allocated to a wide variety of areas,
including prevention, diversion, community-based programs; rehabilitation,
training and education for juvenile justice personnel, deinstitutionalization,
separation and monitoring. All Crime Control funds counted tow: rd mainte-
nance of effort must be consistent with LEAA/OJJDP proration criteria policy.
(Proration criteria attached with question 37.) This policy states that the key
concept in reviewing direct service programs and projects for maintenance of
effort purposes is that program Or project -activities be targeted to or provide

specific -and identifiable-benefit-to a Juvenile43opulation. For non-service pro-
grams and projects, the key concept is that there is a direct and-identifiable
impact on the juvenile justice system.

Thus the LEAA__Inaintennnee of effnrt fluvja_prnrlrle tIthP_r_ inrAet CPriliPPCI to
juveniles or have a direct impact on the juvenile justice system. Maintenance of
effort funds are being used for programs Which are consistent with, and, in
man ases-directly-related to, the mandates of the JJDP Act.

MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

Total pt. C
and E block

awards MOE amount MOE percent

Fiscal -
----$6.045. 000_11, 524368 17

Alaska 826, 000 169, 873-- -20-.1-
Arizona 4, 987, 000 985.923 19.2

Arkansas 5, 101, 000 694,211 17.5 5

_California:- 51;850, 000 '10. 58P.;197 20.4
Colorado .., 6, 005.000 1, 064.662 17,7

Connecticut 7, 820, MO 2, 322, 002 29.7
°Newer, 1, 451, 000 353, 470 24.3
Oistrict of Columbia

,

13

Florida 18,664,000 4, 526: 049 24.2
Georgia 12.023, MO 2, 227, 999 18.5

Hann . 2,073,000 564,456 27.2
Idaho 1, 918, 000 471. 977 24.6
Illinois 28, 563, 000 4, 750.310 16.6

Indiana 13, 428,000 2,447, 222 18.2

lows 7, 327, 030 683,214 9.3
Kansas 5,762,000 811,812 14

Kentucky 8, 398,000 1,174, 247 13.9

Louisiana 9, 496, 000 1, 517,114 15.9

Main. 2,606, 000 693,323 26.6

Maryland t 10,283,000 2, 649, 124 25.7
Massachusetts_ 14, 724.000 3, 652, 442 24.8

Mschlain.,- 22, 898,000 3,164,885 16.8

kUnneaute 9,849,000 2, 164. 027 21.9
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"MAIKENAt4CE.OF EFFOCC-Cwitieved

Yetal p5. C
sod E block

awards MOE amount MOE wait

1975-Castiess4

. ,
4= Mes4ses.
p , NW..
`-' .

New lierefshirs

5,431,000 I,104,25$
12, 059,33 1,2135,121
1, 819, C.I 276,142

. 3, .2, 010 929, 035
1,354,030 251,166
1,966, eV 432, 556

- ...... -..... CO) MK 7i7 14. 1
. it 6St MO 5,753,032

_

IL
, 26.6

15.2
23.11
18.6
22
32. 8 .,

'North Caroline. . - 13,261030 2,164,156 21.6
Itarth Dakeb:!..' 1, 611, coo-- 327,169 , 20.3

27.231,000 5,183.114-' 22
L 688, OM 1,230,054 18.5
5,551,000 513,284 10. 5

Pasembenis ,' ' 30;243, 000 7,716,019 25.7
.- Rhode isle. 1

,
2,461,000 490.537 19.9

South Carolina- 6,$2l, OM 656,617 9.6
'South Daa.ota. , 1.72$, COO 195,210 11.3
Tsrummes 10,344,003 667,522 6.5
Tun: 29.471,000 3, 291, 339 11.2

-Utah. ' .1 I: it661: zoo Fit, /3 21.8
24.4

Virgint-. 12, 106, 000 1,761,169 14.6 '
Wasilifiliun s, 8, 612,000. 1,423,302 16.4
West Virginia. 4,560000 1, osa GO 23
Wismesla 11, 491,000 2, 365, 170

Porto Rtoo 7,090,000 1,161, 7670
Myosin/

20.6
12
23.4

Guam 61.15$ 28. 7
-Assorican Samoa 61,000

213,000
Trust tarrttories

..., VI:gin Islands

fl-
000

53L 500,000 110,647, 451 20.62

Fiscal yam 1976:
Alabama 9,133,080 1,369, 950 15

'Masks 849,000 297,150 35
- 7Arizona - -` 5,339,000 747, 460 14

Atkinuts 17

=--"---- - Calitornia 12, 28r35, 1718 23
... , Colorado 53-65,392191471;0002- 1. 779. 960 28

Connecticut 7,934,000 1, 913, 500 25

Delmar 1, 475,000 516, 250 35

Diable! of Columby 1,891 000 661,850 35

' ...., , Flodda. 19, 950, 000 4, 588, 500 23

Georgia 12, 411, 000 3,102,750 25

Hawaii 2, 167, 033 823,460 38

-Idaho 1, 999, 000 339,830 17

Illinois 28,7$7, 4.893.750 17-

Indiana 13,662,040 2,732, 400 20
- lows 7,375,000 I, 1.. 250 15

Kansas 5, 8.32. 000 641,520 11

Monody 1,572.000 1,200,080 14

. tneis ism- 9,149, , . 2, 701, 720 28
2,676, .. 535,200 I .20

Meriba 10,494 400' 3,463.020 33

Massachusetts 14, 93T OM- :2;539;290 _ .17

Michigan 23,340, 030 6, 535, 200 - 28.
Minmsota 10,020,M 2, 104, 200 21

Missouri .1'."--Tht 281, 000 3,070, 250 ,25Minissipla 5, 969,000 I, 014, 730. 17

Montana 1, 880,003 639,200 34

Ntbrailts-- 0 3,950,000 592,500 15'

Heads -
.,

1,419, 030 312.180 - 22

New Hampshire. 2, 055,000 265,850 13

New Jars. 18.168, OW 3, M. 603 20

New Mexico 2,130,000 962,200 34

'5-

'

- -.:'

, ----

, Rhode Island- _

0142...

Teseessee----,

Oklahoma-
Orme.--

South Carolina-... Dekeb.--__........-_-_- ........ 1,757,000 .8,690 1.'

30, 554,000 8,249,580

---- 3.12_,IL--

IL 548,030 1,371.240 1

27,672,030 7,471,440
6,175,000 1,660,000

2, 492, COO 398,720
7,016,000 1,613.680!

6, 743, 033

1

1

i
1

27
24

23

27

13

13

16

17

-
. Now York ....../ ' -46,916,000 11,729,000 25

North Carona. 13.658,000 3,034,760 22

:1.- 1,635,010 490,500 33North poke..

.....

4
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1111/111ENAPICE OF EFICET-Coolasoad

_ -

"---,
--'- - _ Mal Post 1976-,Cootialwri-- .Tons.......----..--z--..,------------------..

I

-
30,447,000 4,570,050. 15
2,962,000 N2, 713 19

.-....e......._
Vorawat

. 1 111, 000 313, IX 30

t. .......... -....1 ..... 13. 471, ON 2,994,720 4 24

Woshissles- ..1 1 837,000 1,679,030

West Vic**.
?-,.....,...... 4,605,000 1.059.150

-Wisconia-- . 'I 11,611.030. 3, 871, SOO

, 23
34

901,000 145,280 15

"rvetU. s. t- 7,2/7,000 .1114,620 26

Americas Swab- - 71 000C. f
240,000 110,406 46 -- .4 t

.TriotTserlbxlss.. .
sVile lsisob-,

I

Mt

Tobl pt. C
sad E block

awards MOE amount MOE permit

188,000 26,32 14

548,31

flmol Yew 1977:
,-

Alabama
Alaska .1

5.1428.0%00 911,000 15.9

Adams.,
991,000 165,000 16.6

Moms
3. 522.000 141, 131 26.4

California 1. 341, 014,030 7,642, 635
3.373.000 76.774 23

-. Colorado i 1. 101. CO0 1,235, 565
22.4

kut-
30.1

Coanoct
Dolasora

5, 031., OM 1, 411, 0$0.---___ 21.1

MOW of Cclumbla

1, 071, MO . 235,620 23----_.

Florida .4 13, 201,003 3, 6229322

Georgia

27.4

Newell.
e 7. 951,010 1,638, 703 20.6

idol*. -It 1. 538, 000 444,500 ZS. 9

Illinois

1,470,030 3411000 23.1
11,

!Maas
194,000 4, 712,448 20.3

lows
a

B 662,000 1, 213, 03.1 14

Kansas

4,657,000 873, CO3 18.7 1

Kaixky
3, b94, 000 461,224 12.5

rd
Lcinisiem th6tiro-

1,190,000 21.1

thrYlond
*wadi ',setts

-..
6, 667,030 1,625,900
2, 710, CO3 389,100 . Ili

24.4Mains
.

Mktion . -i-

-9,454,030 1,671, 278 17. 7
14, 864,000 2,143.000 14.4

alluissioel
. 6,366,110 1, 779,266 27.9

Minnesota

Missouri

3,1105,000 16. 4623,410

Montana
7, 780,030 2.192,164 21.2

. Nraska 2. 514 1,030 293,257
1,364 COO 322,500 23.6

stb
51. 4

.

Nevado .
Maw liaeopshirs

1.057.030 286,000 27 .

Now haw/

41.3

Maw Mexico

11:936:030 3, 121:030 26. 1
1,924,000 - 612,622 33.6

New Yosk
------------tiorth Cabins

29,510,030 1, 397,030 -28.5,
8. 764000 - 2, 220, CO3 25.3

0141frl-----..14)6
_

1,181,000 240,030 20.3-
Oldstioati.--,- -

17, 518, 000 2,463,000 14

&boo- -----.
4,371,030 1,054, 274 21

"ftriO1vars la
-.... -.

3,676,000 641,000 17.4

Rhoda blood
........

19, 304,030 5, 463, 417 21.4 :.

South Corollas -",..
1,529,000 614,677 10.2

South Ookots

4 524, 000 1,1160,931 41.1

_Tomas*
1, 255, OM 353,724 28,

Ti b
6, 764,000 750, 461 11

Utilt
, ..........---------'-.7 .... - -- ...... ----- 19, 594000 4, 734, 370 24 . M

a ,,--.- _Wood.
1, /21 000 $41,734 43.8

* - Weald-- -
/12, 000 115,694 20.t .. 4\

iVightrab.
&qn coo . 2, 44,742 30.5

---"-------- Met -- 2,906 000
b. WOW 1,065,566

25. 4
18.7

-.
Visicallentty---2:= ...

-----"---Z---:- 7. 444. 000 1,2,2
---- ...... -,.... _ 030

,
800

14
15.7

4, 111, 0011- 1..,s,n393. 815 29

Arawkasausi....s.----.. - ..... 7 .......... ----r .
ID, 000 1B, car - 174.4

Trost WrItales 1
.--.7---.

Welt I slaads .. 1.-
359,000 156,000- , 4,3 5 -- -.......

Total
351, 301, 000 13, 115, 811 - 23.6----

. . ,..-

122,718,340 "22.39
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!,...,.., 7,.............,_i__....:_____.....ft--....

, FISCAL F MONT FUNDS. ALLOCATED TO IMPLEMENT SECS, 23(a) (0, En), AND

. * 'clip OF THE .1.10P ACT .

, jierOit
: IVO)

MOE Mount PASIE portent; :Op,

;

. .....-:......! .:. .....
_8950,798
.162,437.

19.15 -, -
09.99 . 63. 6

772,475 27.28 . 40.9
7V, 731. 25.33 45.0

a ' .. 5, 79o, 6M
884, 851

19. 81
25.26

, 42.2
31.0

1,039,315 24.64 30.0
165,926 19.16 - 0

_. 267,540 26 5.0
2,611, 650 23 69.0
1, 153, 600 20 45.0

238, 477 19.84 53.2
271,813 23.6 '0

2, 916, 354
1,411,101

19.15
19.53

9.0
44

-----
S 889, 656 22.76 27

589,821 19.15 74 .
960,289 21 ' 65

'
i

-,..

-0

1,042, 798
313,040

.1, 895, 218

19.81
21.5
33.8

20
29
75.0

- 1, 666, 138 21\. 61'' - 16.4 :
1, 712,260 29.97 11.0
1,065,l53 19.82 3. .

27 90 ..

1, 3V, 269 213 12

216,340 20.45 20.0, 434,032 20.5$ 100.0
206,573 23.3 0
245, 745 21.5 63.0

2, 569, 800 I. 26 39.0
379.293 23.8 . 60.0

4,699,027 19.15 ..... .... .
0,402, 046 24.27 ii. a .....

179,338 19.16 10.0
3, 672, 420 25.24 85.0

4- - 810,766
682,674

21.54
2L5

15.0
50.0

.f.3,371, 430 21 0
247,920 19.46 24.0
200,230 21 87.0
310,636 33.33 12.0

1, 150, 600 20 50.0
3, 952, 966

674, 622
23.11
40.3

30.0
55.0

160, 576 19.3 60.0 1 4,,

. 1, 568, 684 . 25. 5 15.0
956,036 19.52 0:0
552,194 22.19

.... 38.0
2, 512, 615 40.08 62.0

161,400 20 10.0
873,800 20 75.0
42, 000 32.2 100.0
51,869 19.15 71.0
55,200 20,7 0

112 800 38 100.0
I, 34,300 27.7 30.0

.;

67,530,659 22.61

141Istm. ' -
:Ataska.1.....::...."..: '' .. z .. -.....--- .......

I, Calltorale., .!1-,
- `Colsisdar .

'Deism*
;Distrkt ed Columbia.

' .2:3t
Ade&

Indium_ ,. ,

'Kentucky--...
1-"- --t loelslese

=Illosadtusetts
. - NOW*

,f-- , Mlenseota-
Weasel

-
Modem

° Nen:4
Nevada

... /New limp:hire
- New Jersey ,

New Mexico
Nve York
Nat Carolina A

S

North Dilute
/:01,110 ..

., Oklahoma
. . Oregon
. - Penosylvanis

.Rhode Island
South Carolina'
South Dakota
Tennessee..
Than ;
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
VlsatVirtinia

4 WWsin
WYorninoe -.
Puede lc*
American Samoa .,
Guam,,
Trust territmies -
Virgin Islands
Northern Marianas. -...

Total

315
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FIIICAL,YEAlt IWO MAI IITtNANit OF EFFQk1 fumos, INCLUDING THOSE ALLOCATED TO IMPUMENT SECS. 22X10

(12). (13). MO (14) OF THE JJDP ACT

e.

Action MOE amount MOE percent

. Alabama
Alaska. .4,
Arizona: .__c

ArRansas:.. -ftNterfila4-----

4-

,

0
z

c

,

..I.,

_,

.

-r

.

"

Q

,

83, 476
413

2,181
2.038

20, 474
2, 4/0
2,930

571
668

T, 936
4, 737

860
827

10,516
5,025
2,726
2, 195
3, 261'
3,699
1,040
3,892
5, 424
8,574
3, 745
2,257
4, 532

743
1, 480

622
821

6, 883
1, 145

16, 779
5,180

634
10, 019
2, 659
2,256

11,047
903

2,717
670

4, 037
11,991
1,214

478
4, 788
3, 466

, 1, 758
4, 366

407
3, 022

128, 600
141,275

145
116

64, 000

864 634
107 180
71,

494, 826 ,,

:590, 21
879,000
115,188
216,503

2 2, 625, 790
970, 130
165, 000
158, 370

.2 2, 619, 816
2 1 242, 354

i 733,065
42% 343
625, 630
146, 088
206,891
963, 454

1,055,836
2 2, 362, 850

1 964, 656
2 645,164

914, 302
153, 503

2 306, 072
164,228
157, 769

I, 873, 975
274, 456

3, 272,000
1,142, 837

143, 284
22, 787, 350

509, 703
432,024

3,055,217
178, 085

2 665, 319
131, 990

2 1, 042, 805
2 ,392, 204

320, OK
91,537

1,139, 597
677, 128
442, 605
9488,1, 722784

- 955, 526
24, 637
66,004

21992, 235
70,000
2 t, 000

19.15
25.9
21.5
24.28

a30 i)

19.15
21.8
23
20
19.19
19.15
19.15
19. 83
21, 16
19:15
19.15
20.17
19,89
24:8
19.46
20
20.25
19.15
20.17
20.66
20.56
26.4
19.22
27.23
23.97
19.48
22
22.6
21.8
19.17
19. 15
22
19.5
19.15
19.7
20
19.95
26.44
19.15
20.9
19:53
20.38
21.56
21.6
22
19.15
46.7
20.22
37
12.5

.Cialonido .
° ,Cormaticut,.. ...

Delman
- . - yetriat of Columbia
' ,. amide ,

,., Georgie
,o Hawaii .,

Idaho
Illinois.
Indiana
love -

...1

Heataky
. Louisiana
r Maine

. Maryland
Massachusetts
fili2421812 '
Minnesota

ississipi'
A Missouri

le, : Montana
' Nebaska

(- New Hampshire
. , New larsey

New ataxic*
New Yak
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio.
Oklahoma
Onion
Pennsylvania
Rhode island.
South Carolina. ,
South Dakota
Townes
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia.
Washington
Word Virginia.
Wmin
Wyoming
Puerto Rico
American Samoa
Guam
Trust territories
Virgin Islands
NoMan Marianas

Total 207, 162, 000 43, 567, 402 21.03

Pereent*

70.0
56.0
50.0 -

20.
(2

50.0
-;

_.....

0
83.0
18.0
15.0
60.0
35.0
15.0

.7
15.0
58.0
79.0
17.0
25.0 )

21.6
75.0 .
20.0
11.0
15.0
10.0
9.0

15,0
100.0

19.8
31.0
29.0,
27.0.
72.9
19.0
10.0
65.0
12.0
13.2
35.0

il:? 0

11.0
18.0
29.0
32.0-
40.0
15.0
0

37.0
39.0
39.0
26.0
30.8
0
0
0
0

I Information not anneals within 0110P. Special condition applied to pt. 0 award and State has not responded.
'These figures wen based upon a much Neer sl;ocation of pt. D funds than was eventually ar .oved by the President's

budgat. A wind Iowa figure Is to be submitted in the mar tuba's. .
incy hpbean Informed that amount Is unsatisfactory. Expect revised data In the near future.
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Question 24.-Please-provide for4he New-Pride,..Youth.Advoracy and Alternative
Education Programs the dates that guidelines were :

(a), Submitted by OJJDP for internal clearance and the, dates which
clearance and the dates such clearance was completed ;

(b)-. Submitted by QJJDP to the LEAA Administrator; and
(c) Published by LEAA. in the, Federal Register.

The following are the requested dates:

Dates

Entered in Entered in To LEAA Published in
internal external Adminis- Federal

clearance durance Union Register

New Pride Feb. 9, 1979 Apr. 25, 1979 June 20, 1979 July- 3, 1979

Youth Advocacy Feb. 263979 June 15,1979 Oct. 1,1979 Oct. 12,1979

Alternative Education Aug. 22, 1979 Oct. 15, 1979 _Feb. II, 1980 Feb. 12.1930

Question 25. As you know, the states received a Children-in-Custody supple-
ment in 1978. Please provide a state-by-state allocation of these funds, indicat-'
infi amounts and projects obligated to date.

Response. A total of $10,133,000 was made available,to states participating in
the JJDP Act as a supplement to their fiscal year 1978-Formula Grant. A break-
down of that amount is attached. These funds lost their identity as soon as they
were accepted by the state planning agencies. They became part of the over-all
fiscal year 1979 Formula Grant. As they did lose their identity we cannot specifi-
cally identify either how much of the supplemented funds have been obligated or
for what specific purposes. The total amount of fiscal year 1978 Formula funds
obligated is found as Attachment No. 2.

0 Percent of Share of
U.S. pop./13 410, 133, 000

ehra . 1.792 $182, COO

Masks .203 21, 000

Arizona 1.130 115,000
Arkansas 1.017 103, 000

Calrnia 9. 677 9810300

Colorado 1.222 124, 000

Connecticut 1.409 143,000

Delaware 281 28, 000

District of Columbia 305 31, 000

Florida 3. 564 361, 000

Georgia 1: 2.437 252, 000

Hew all .430 44, 000

Idaho
s . 424 43, 000

Illinois 5.324 539, 000
2. 608 264 003

lows
Indiana

1.362 _133,

,

COO

Kansas L029 104, 000

Kentucky L647 167, 000

Louden 2.007 203,00C

Maine n. . 512 52, 000

Maryland 1. 961 199,000
Messechusetts:::- .......... 2.640 268,000
Mkhlgan 4.592 465,000
Minnesota L925 195,000

Mississippi L261 128,000

Missouri 2.196 223,000

Montana .374 38,000
Nebraska
Nevada

Percent of Share of
U.S. pop.f18 $10, 133, 000

New Hampshire , o.393 140,000

New jersey 3.377 342, 000

New Mexico . 625 63,000
Kew York 8. 141 825, 000

North Carolina 2.615 265,000

North Dakota
Ohio 5.190 526,000

Oklahoma
Oregon 1.040 105, 000

Pennsylvania 5.283 535.000
Rhode Island .418 , 42,1300

South Carolina L440 146, 000

South Dakota
Timone* 1.974 200,000

Texas 6.6688 620,030

Utah . 688 70, 000

Vermont 227 23,000

Virginia 2. 346 233,000

Washington 1.653 167, 000

West Virginia .836 85, 000

Wisconsin 2.247 228, 000

Wyoming
Puerto Rico 1.797 162, 000

American Samoa . 024 2,000

VIrn Islands
Trust Territories

li 4,000

ra

Goal . x 6.000

t,000
Northern Marianas

Question 26. It has been reported that several states have not submitted fiscal
year 1980 plans. Please explain to the Committeee what the current policy is in-
terms of termination of funds in such instances.

Response. Only one of the states ,participating in the JJDP Act has not sub-
mitted a 1980 plan. This state has had a problem in balancing the type. of faci-
lities needed to maximize, the DSO and separation requirements of the Act. The
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Plan is now undergoing final revisions and. will be on"its way to OJJDP within
the next two weeks.

There:has net-been a specitie terrnination-policy developed for states that may
need additional time to prepare appropriate and adequate plans.
---,States falling to submit their plans on the due date are contacted to determine
the reasons for late submission and to set a date when the plan will be submitted.
In any case, -a-state failing to submit J.IDP comprehensive plan and application
for a particular-Like:year funding will be nodded through normal channels and
procedures that their farmula grants funds will be reverted to Special Emphasis

for-reprogramming- prior -te-to,- of- that- liscal4ear_in_order, to...insure that
carryover of formula funds Will not nZeur.._

queatiOti 27:1S-it-true that all requests for technical assistance from OJJDP
must be submitted to the SPA in question?

Response. This is an incorrect Statement There is no requirement that tech-
nical assistance requests to OJJDP go through the SPA. The present role of the
SPAs in technical assistance is to review and coordinate needs whiCt are being

. submitted by that state and to decide whether to respond to it In-state or submit
it to OJJDP. This happens to varying degrees across the states. Rarely, hoWever,
do SPAs refrain from forwarding requests to OJJDP. When we attempt to keep
the SPA apprised of technical 'assistance needs from their states which are sub-
mitted directly to OJJDP, we do not require that TA requests be submitted
directly to the SPA nor do we rejectthem if they are not.

Question 28. Please explain whether LEAA or OJJDP may exercise the final
decision in terms of termination of formula grants. Additionally, please-provide
any other- limitation on the authority -of OJJDP-in-tliFinstance of the formula_grants- -----

Response. The delegation of authority to the Administrator, OJJDP, is I
1310.40B, issued January 4, 1978.,That Instruction authorizes the Administrator
of'OJJDP to :

"Approve, award, administer, modify, extend, terminate, monitor and evaluate
grants within program areas of assigned responsibility and to reject or deny
grant applications submitted to LEAA within assigned programs ..."

The delegation specifically authorizes the Administrator of OJJDP to reject
or deny formula grant applications, to approve and award formula grants, and
to modify or extend awards within specified parameters. In addition, the OJJDP
Administrator is authorized to approve the use of formula grant funds as match
for other Federal programs and for construction of innovative community -based
facilities.

Finally, LEAA Instruction I 4030.1, August 8, 1978, authorizes the termination
of individual grant awards by office heads. This Instruction applies to juvenile
justice formula grants as well as to categorical or project grant awards. How-
ever, because of the impact of a formula grant termination, consultation witli
and concurrence by the Administraor of LEAA would generally precede a notice
to terminate a formula ant award.

Question 29. What haPgrpened to the OJJDP Children-in-Custody, Part II, pro-
gram approved by James Gregg, designed to provide incentive grants to assist

7-27-78).
with compliance of sections 223(a) (12) and (13) ? (See Federal Register,

Answer. The Federal Register of July 7, 1978 concerned itself with request for
public comments on the Draft Mimi Year 1979 Guide for Discretionary Pro-
grams. It should be emphasized that the Discretionary Grant Guide was merely
a draft placed in the Federal Register to solicit comments from interested parties.
OJJDP stated that it was their intention to provide discretionary funding for
projects which fall basically within the three following major program areas:

1. Programs to aid Deinstit4ionalization and Separation.
2. Youth Advocacy.
3. Unsolicited Pilot Projects.

The OJJDP portion of the draft Discretionary Grant Guide presented only'
general information on the above named program areas. Specific information was
not available.
Intormation in the Federal Register which pertained to Programs to Aid De-
institutionalization and Separation was sketchy and brief. The Federal Register
merely stated that we were considering three types of programs under the cate-
gory of Deinstitutionalination and Separation. These programs were: State and
Local Interagency Coordination to Support Deinstitutionalization ; Project New
Pride; and Children-in-Custody AlternativeProgram.

.31:8
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No specific -concerning the Children-in-Custody Program were ever developed.
The program was never formally developed for the following reasons:

LThe_initial. Children-In-Custody Program was a non-competitive pro-
gram. The agency and the office adopted a i-x.dicTiit -openZeinipetitiolf-for all
programs. This policy was inconsistent with the Children-In-Custody
Program.

2. The Administrator -of QJJDP did not formally request staff to proceed.
with-the-further development of the Children-in-Custody Program. Although
there were, some discussions concerning the development of a Children -In-
Custody Incentive Program, the discussions never proceeded beyond the
talk-Ingstage:

3. Expenditure of fiscal year 1978 funds was greater than anticipated,
therefore all programs contemplated for fiscal year 1979 could not be funded.
'Priorities were given-to-programs-with-developed guidelines i.e.-Restitution
-and unsolicited pilot projects.

Question 30. A major OJJDP Initiative `Target-Youth Violence" was an-
nounced at the 1979 mid-year convention of state and local criminal justice plan-
ners. Please provide the Committee with the current progress of this Initiative.

Answer. The Program Guideline for the Youth Violence National Initiative
was signed by the OJJDP Administrator on March 18, 1980, and forwarded to the
LEAA. Administrator for signature the same day. It should appear In the Federal
Register for comment not later than March 26, 1980. $5,289,609 has been allocated
for this initiative, and a cooperative agreement and a contract will be made by
September 30, 1980. The grantee and contractor will assist OJJDP in identifying
successful program models. Contracts for project implementation will be made
by the prime grantee and contractor after these models have been identified as a
result -of an RFP published in the Federal Register and the Commerce Business
Daily.

This was a speech that diScussed the need for such an Initiative. Planning
for a program targeting serious/violent juvenile offenders began in 1979 with an
extensive survey of theoretical and empirical literature on serious juvenile
crime, and of programs for serious juvenile offenders. In light of the questions
and issues raised by this assessment and by other research OJJDP convened a
Special National Workshop composed of researchers, lawyers, public interest
group representatives and practitioners to seek recommendations on objectives
and strategies for a Research and Development Program.

The Working Group identifies two major areas of investigation : (1) the de-
velopment of effective methods. for processing and reintegrating the violent
juvenile offender, and (2) the prevention of violent crime by juveniles in com-
munities experiencing a high incidence of.serious crime. The group also recom-
mended that OJJDP. undertake a pubic education initiative on serious/volent
juvenile crime.

OJJDP. has developed plans for a two part R&D program focused on the
violent juvenile offender and violent juvenile crime.

The major objectives of Part One are:
'(1) To test program models for treatment and reintergration that are

designed -to reduce violent criraelciniiiittedby youth on the program.
(-2) To test strategies for increasing the capacity of the juvenile justice

system to handle violent offenders fairly, efficiently and effectively.
The major objectve of Part Two is to identify promising community group

prevention models and test these in selected jurisdictions.
It is anticipated that the program announcement will be published in the

Federal Register around May 1, 1980. The recommendations concerning public
education is being implemented under the NIJJDP training and information
dissemination program.

Question 31. Under the 1977 Amendments, planning and administration funds
were cut by 50 percent to 71/2 percent of the State allotment effective October 1.
1978. Please provide a state-by-state allocation for such funds for fiscal year
1979-and for alt formula grants approved to date in fiscal year 1980.

In fiscal year 1979 each of the 51 participating States used 71/2 percent of
the Formula Grants (listed hereon) for planning and administration and pro-
vided the dollar-for-dollar match.

All of the 1980 awards made to date also used 71/2 percent of the Formula
Grant awards for planning and administration with,a dollar-for-dollar match.

31-9-
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Formula.awards not approved to date.
Question 32. Please provide the following information as of May 1, 1979 for

each OTJDP_Division
(a) The nets, number and amount of each grant, cooperauvelagreement

or contract :
. (1) awarded ;

(2) awaiting LEAA Administrator approval ; a
(3) pending with the LEAA Grant and Contract Action Board ; and,
(4) forwarded to Ole LEAA -Office of Coniptroller by OJJDP.

Applicant and project title Awarded Number t Funds

e
Applications in lioness on May 1, 1979:

COSSMHO, Washington, 0.C, National Hispanic Oct. 1, 1979 9-0294-4-0C-JJ
Project.

$613, 418

Project Heavy-Central City, Inc., PCP Intervention.... June 4, 1979 9-0130-3-CA-11 299,644

CenNter for Human Services, National School Resource June 1, 1979 9-0100-2-DC-JJ 499, 912

etwork.
Joint Center for Community Studies, Reduction of Gang June 6, 1979 - 8-2140-1-CA-11 488,602

Violence in Schools.
National Conference of Black Lawyers, Juvenile 9-0377-6-N Y-JJ 253,671

Justice Advocacy Project
Youth Identity Program, Inc., Surrogate Family Pieject. Withdrew 9-0316-1-NY-1J 277, 280

The Wiitwyck School, New York, Community Alterna- June 1, 1979 9-0314-6-N Y-JJ 455, 769

tives for Youth.
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America, Affiliated Agency do 9-0090-0-PA-JJ 266,029

C.spacity Bldg.
Rosebud Sioux Tribe, South Dakota, Youth Diversion July 1, 1979 8-2166-5-SD-OF . 211,372

Program.
Lupo to Improve the Community, Family and Youth Rejected. 94317-4-IL-JJ 268,607

Counseling Services.

Total 6,527,880-
Applications pending rejection:

South- Carolina Department of Youth Services, No 8:1908-0-SC-11 390, 982

venile Restitution Program.
Colorado District Attorney's Council, Youth Restitutuon 8-2082-7-CO-JJ 263, 745

Progjam.
City of Albuquerque, Peer Counseling ,. ..... _. 9-0328-0-N M-JJ

. 51,223

Dallas County Community Action, Endangered Youth 9-0351-2-TX-JJ 178, 040

Program.
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.Question 32. Please provide the following information as of May 1, 1979 for
each OJJDP Division :

-a: -The name; number and amount of each grant, cooperative agreement or
contract for the Formula-Grants and-TA Divibivi,.

Awarded:
-79-4A-AX-4103--University of .'Illinois-Champaign- Urbana DSO

DirtaVerifIcation.
79-JS-AX4003-Naticinal Center on Institutional' Alternatives,

Inc. Juvenile. Altirnatives_ Correctional: -Treatment System
Awarded_January,1, 1979- Period to June 30,71980=41,186,619.

_3J AX -Q(12b_leal Sere ces forChildrenInc, (CA)_ Legal
Services for Children. Awarded July 12, 1979-Period to July 8,

79-JS-AX-9027-Youth Network Council, Inc. Illinois Collaboration
on 'Youth. -Awarded July 30, 1979-Period August 1, 1979 to
July 31;1980-4470,211.

79-DI-AX-0071-031oe of the Governor-New Hampshire Compre-
heindie Office of Children and. Youth. Awarded June 1, 1979-
PeriOd July 1, 1979 to June 30, 1960-4286,000.

80-JA-AX-0001-=-Legis .Fifty/Center for Legislative Improvement,
Legislative Technical Assistance Project-Awarded Novernbef 27,
1979-Period December 1, 1979 to November 30, 1980 - 4114,996.

80-JA -AX- 0003 -- University of Illinois,rbana Separation-of Juve-
_mile/Adult Offenders. Awarded February 29, 1980-Period Feb-
ruary 14,1980 to July 30,1960- #70,000.

80-JS-AX-0007-National Youth Workers Alliance, 4th Annual Na-
tional Youth Workers Conference. Awarded February 26, 1980 -
Period March 1, 1980to_August.31, 1980:-463,000.

Asia Milk LEAA Administrator's approval : None.

of
A grantand contract action board.- Application-University

of Notre Dame Support of Advocacy Programs. Period-4350,000.
Application-Prklject New Pride, Inc. Technical Assistance to 10 Replication

Projects. Period-$500,000.
Forwarded to LEAA Officeof the Comptroller by OJJDP : None.
C 32. Please .provide the following information as of May 1, 1979 for each

OJJDP Division :
(a) The name, number and amount of each grant, cooperative agreement

or contract:
(1) awarded;
(2) awaiting LEAA administrator approval;
(3) pending with the LEAA Grant and Contract Action Board; and
(4) 'forwarded to the LEAA office of Comptroller by OJJDP.

Additionallyarovide the date and amount of_each_finaLaward_ancLthe_type
of ft-irdito-r-all included grants and contracts.

79-JN-AX-0019-Department of Mental Health, Development Disabilities
(Transition to Junior High and the DeViance Process). Amount: $257,327;
Awarded: June 28,1979, July'1, 1979. June 30,1980.

794N-4X-0020-American Institutes for Research (Continuing Follow-up
Study to the UDIS Program Evaluation). Amount: $26,434; Awarded : June 28,
1979, July 1, 1979; April 1, 1980. ,

797.7N-AX-0021-Blackstone Institute (Continuing of Community Agencies;
Response to Delinquent Youth). Amount: $136,708; Awarded : July 26, 1979,
July 8, 1979, August 7,1980.

79JX-AX-0022-University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee (Teenager's Attitudes
Towards -Rape) Amount :-$177,700 ; -Awarded : -August 7, -1979, September 1,1979,
February '29, 1981.

79-J'N-AX4023=--President; Fellows of Harvard College (Secure Care Com-
munityBase Correctional System : Conflict in Disposition). Amount : $192,777;
Awarded :August 9,1979; August 1,1979, July 31,1980.

79-JN-AX-0024=Aspira, Incorporated of Pennsylvania (Choice of Non-Delin-
_quoit Careers. Amount: $182,980; Awarded : Airgust 27,1979, September 1, 1979.
Anguit 31;1980.

794N-AX-0025-Institute of Judicial Administration (Juvenile Justice Stand-
ards Project --;-Revisions). Amount : $142,190; Awarded : August 27,1979, April 1,
1979, March-31, 1980..

n9--JN-AX-0026-University of,Georgia. (Evaluation Deinstitutionalization of
Status Offenders: Plant County). Amount: $28.2084 Awarded; Augttst-28,.1979,.
Septetuber.13979, August 31, UN,.
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79-JN-AX-0027-National Center for Juvenile Justice (Oomparative Analysis
of Juvenile and F many Codes)...Amount : $58,075; Awarded. September 4, 1979,

-September 1;-1979, August 31, 1960.
79 ,,JN,AX-0028-Institute of Policy Analysis (Assess Implementation, Impact,

Juvenile Justice Legislation, Related Programs). Amount: $299,927; Awarded:
September 12, 1979, September 4, 1979, March 3, 1981.

79-JN-AX-0029---The URSA Institute (Juvenile Parole Research Project).
Amount: $199,985: Awarded: September 24, 1979, October 1, 1979, March 31, 1981.

79-JN-AX-0030-University of Michigan (Female Delinquency Multi-Level
Analysis). Amount : $135,352; Awarded: Septeliber 27, 1i79, Septeniber 24, 1979,
Se tember_30,1980

79-JN-AX-0031-Pacific Institute for Research, Evaluation (Evaluation of
Denver;Projeet-New Pride Replication Program), Amount : $299,945; Awarded:
September 29,-1979, September 30,1979, September 29;1980. ,

79-JN-AX-0032-University City Science Center (Evaluation of Philadelphia
Child Advocacy Unit). Amount: $74,882; AWarded: September 30,1979, October 1,
1979, May 30,1980.

79-JN-AX-0033-Boston College Law School (The Children's Hearings in
Scotland). Amount : $44,249; Award : September 30, 1979, November 2, 1979,
April 30, 1980.

79-J\ -AX-0034---University of Denver (A Study of Juveniles in a Suburban
Court). Amount: $298,947; Awarded: September 30, 1979, January 1, 1979, De- c
cember 30,1981..

79-JN-AX.-0035--Coalition of Indian Conti School Boards (American Indian
Juvenile Delinquency Research Project). Amount : $367,17$; Awarded: Septem-
ber 30, 1979, January 1, 1979, June 30, 1981.

79-JN-AX-0030--Social Science Education Consortium, Inc. (Evaluation of _
Law-Related-Education-Programs). Amount $386,395; Awarded : September 30,
1979, October 1,1979, September 30,1980.

Contra -14EAA-q1123777.
Contractor : Aspen Systems Corporation.
Title : Contract Modification for Enhanced National Criminal Justice Refer-

ence Service Juvenile Justice Capability.
Amount: $230,277..
Awarded: August 14, 1979.
Period: -

79-JN-AX-0000( S-1 )-Institute for Policy Analysis (National Evaluation of
Juvenile Restitution Projects). Amount : $649,998; Awarded : December 29, 1980,
January 29,1979, December 30,1980.

78-JN-AX-0016-Social Action Research Center (Umbrella Evaluation for the
Schools Initiative: Phase II) Amount: $435,000; Awarded February 21, 1980,
April 19, 1978, January 15, 1981.

Cou-lial of Juvenile and Family Court Judges
(Jpvenile Information System Requirements Analysis (JISRA) Phase III).
Arimunt : $196,309; Awarded : February 14, 1980, June_9,. 1978, August 31,-1980.

80-JN-AX-0001-New England-Medical-Center Hospital (Sexually Exploited
Children : Research, Development Project). Amount : $236,74; Awarded : Octo-
ber 19. 1979, November 1, 1979, September 20, 1960. --

80-JN-AX-0092--National Urban league, Incorporated (Study : School Dis-
cipline-Involvement in Juvenile Justice System). Amount : $252,588, Awarded:

. December 17, 1979. January 1, 1980, December 31,1981.
C.33. Please provide an update of the "Categorical Grants of OJJDP" printout,

including all of fiscal year 1979 and all awards as March 1,1980.
Please see attached.
Question 35. Please provide a history of the OJJDP administrative budget and

its relationship to the total LEAA administrative budget.
ResPonse. The OJJDP administrative budget compares to the total LEAA

administratlie budget as follows:

LEAA 011DP r , Percent of LEAA

1976_1977.........- ....... -____-
1971
1979

..... _ . -

"

$21, 500,000
30, 192,000
25, 354, 000
26, 844,000
24,792,000

464,600
1, 190, 000
1,289, 800
1,635, COO
1,622, COO

'

I

0.03
4
5

6.5

I Excludes printing, payroll. space, Penalty mail, telephongs and other overhead costs which are charged to the LEAA
indirect account.

70 -796.0 - 81 - 21 3,29



saves/ kis 37. Male provide all memoranda relevant to the-Imp lementation of
..the,M00-requireinent for Baal:Year, 1980".azid 198rand to.the-develoPnient.of
MOlfrigardisigUbtOJARS -for fiscal yeer'19824ndicatethe amounts involved
by category (8JP,'NLY; Maui "'gement indOperatiOns,:ete)

Itdicatetberole of 011DPin the MBO process and allocation- and monitoring
of tbese:fundaf AddllionallY;Provide an-esplanatiOn otthe million:designated
.310E'under the -new part p ..luisdeAS,indicatediOir pose It of"dle-Deeentbei,1979.
meissensest,tiriefs:, -

_ , ..

ItesponsciLEAA- lute no-Written, volley:On MOErelated linplementation:of
. 48IL-for.nacai1ear: 1980` rind= 1881,j othettlit eithe_draftregnIationa_forjorforle

sa _grants for criminal_andjiareidle Swam-
These regulations were published for 2.ounifeill in.the Jiiinart14,1080,./rederel

RegiSISE,Allici 'art 'currently. being-Analizect .The proposed language:is-attached
aeit pertains .te'NEOE.-.1U- tide. the 'draft regulations ,reqiiire that' states must lost*

eipant'at leas19.15,percest of:their total annual,Part illoCitiOn under:the
381A for juvenile; justice, and delifiqueneyPreventioUrelskted,prograpp and -proj7
eats.' The:draft:regnlations'indleate- that MOE-Rinds ,lie,iipendedrrisisailly, :for
proviiiis--for-juvenilel,Convicted of-criminal :,(:)ffenses or!adjudicatvLdelinquent
on die beals'of an act which Would be', criminal offense if committed by:an adult.
The fliiiVreenlations will further ,elarify, and operationalize this requirement by

tbafit .least'50-perzent of all-MOE funds 'bi-deioted-to-service, for
Jtes,enileiSionviCted.of Criminal offense, or adjUdicated delinquent on the bails of
enyact ',which would be 'a- criminal 'offense-1f committed -by an adult The draft
regulationefilither include LEAA's criteria *rim, prorating portions of- programs
relatedtoltirenile justice. This criteria- requires that,the proration-of projects
for MOE purposes should bi baied; at a minimum, onan identification of specific,
direcraii5L:identidabliesctivitie.s ;which benefit a-juvenile population system

keompoient:' , \
The !fiscal Year 1978 MOE Report,. issued in July 197p, detail, the agencyts pro-

, Ceara for" determining the MOE' level and includes the proration criteria which
=liar,now been incorporated iiite-reglilsitkini. A copy of-the-MOE Report for fiscal
year 1978 is attached; In fiscal year1978, a total of 8117,938,532, or 22.27 percent,
was allocated to MOE. This was $18,519,532 in excess of the mandated MOE

rbouirenient: The-MOE- Report- for -fiscal year 1979 will be issued by the end of

April 1980. .
The EAU does not require that MOEbe applied on a budgetcategurY or oriflini-

zation'hasis. Rather, this requirement, Section-1002 of the JSIA, applies to all
appropriations under Title:I of the Act in the aggregate. OJJDP is working on
drafting:agency guidelines for implementation of Section 527 of the JJDP Act
said Section 820 of the JSIA. It is anticipated that these guidelines will provide

an
and,

role in reviewing MBO formtllations-bYZiser-LELA program offices.

Based on determ nations-by ri III?-tn of new ParrErfundo-Vere-allo-
cated to 03'1IDP_ as part ofMOE. OJJDP will be responsible for the programming

-and-award-of-theve-ftindx-$4:8 million has-been earmarked for the initiatire-for
emoving Children frciw. Adult-lolls, and LockUps;$700,000-has been awarded

W-thetegit 50"Model- Committee- Staffing Project in Juvenile Justice. It should

be noted" that the. Part E restriction, under the JSIA are not enforced in this

s4e

initial year of award` f these funds.
1111=D

- -[From- the Federal Register, vol.-45;-No. 9, Monday, Jan.-14, 19801'

- SECTION t1.502-77ADEQUATZ SNARE

Section 408(a) (5) of the JSIA requires that -an adequate share-of Part D
formula grant monies'ahall be allocated to courts, corrections, police, prosecution,

and defense programs. Further, Section 402(c) (4) (5) rectuiress_thatentitlement
jurlidictions assure adequate funding for courts and corrections& programs, based

on their share of courts and corrections expenditures.
(a) depart of thesoniprehensive State application, State Councils shall assure

that an adequate share of Part D funds is available for courts, corrections, police.

Prosecution ind.defenie.progranis.
Adequate share shall be interpreted to mean
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that a reasonable portion of Part D monies is allocated annually to each of these
components relative to their percentage of total State and local criminal justice
expenditures, unless deviations are justified. Adequate share does not mean that
any particular climlnal justice component is entitled to a f red portion of formula
grant monies. In determining whether or not courts, corrections, police, prosecu-
tion and defense programs have received an adequate share of annual Part D
allocations, LEAA shall consider the needs and problems identified by the State's
analysis ; the priorities of the State Council, JCC and local entitlements ; previous
and projectecLallocations of LEAA formula grant monies to these components,
and the -need to remedy any past inequities rand antualeirtirojekfa hi-Vestments
of State and local or other Federal resources. State Councils mly establish such
regulationsas are necessary and consistent with this requirement in order to
assure edmpliance.

(b) Entitlement Jurisdictions shall also assure an adequate share of Part D
monies for courts, corrections, police, prosecution and defense programs. Ade-
quate share shall be interpreted to mean that a reasonable portion of Part D
monies is allocated to each of these components relative to their percentage of
the entitlement's total criminal justice expenditures, unless deviations are
justified.

(c) Subsequent to final eppropriaticins and at the time revised annual fiscal
year budgets are submitted to LEAA, State Councils shall present evidence of
compliance with this requirement including the amount and percent of Part D
monies allocated to each of these components compared to their share of State
and .local criminal justice expenditures, with justification for any significant
deviations between these ratios. Compliance shall be determined annually.

SECTION 31,503.--JUVENILE JUSTICE MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

Stet( must expend at last 19.15 percent of their total annual Part D alloca-
tion under the JSIA for jv zenile-Justiceand delinqcency prevention related Pro-

_ grams and projects. Statrs may expend more than this required minimum at their
discretion. States must assure that a,t a minimum they have allocated 19.15
percent of their formula. grant funds for planning and administrative activities
for juvenile justice.

(a) State Councils must,:further assure that the minimum 19.15 percent .of
Part D funds spent for Juvenile justice is expended primarily for programs for
juveniles convicted of criminal offenses or adjudicated delinquent on the basis of
an act which would be a criminal offense if committed by an adult (See. 1002 of
the JSIA).

-(b) -The comprehensive State application must clearly identify those programs
proposed for_Fart D funding. which are in whole or in part related to juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention and indicate the percent and amount o -Ili
total annual Part ,D allocation to be spent for juvenile justice.

(c) States may prorate portions of programs which are related to juvenile
justice. The key concept in reviewing direct service programs and projects for
maintenance of effort purposes Shobld- be whether activities to be -undertaken
under a program or project are targeted to or provide a specific and identifiable
benefit to a juvenile population. For other nonservice programs and projects
the test is whether there is a direct and identifiable impact on the Juvenile
justice system. 'Thus, proration of projects for maintenance of effort purposes
should be based,.at a minimum, on an identification of specific, direct and identi-
fiable activities which benefit a juvenile population or system component. In-
dividual States are free to use strict or proration criteria,

(d) State Councils in order to meet the maintenauce of effort requirement,
may require that entitlement areas expend a reasonable share of entitlement
Part D funds for juvenile justice programs, A determination of a reasonable share
may be based upon the proportion Juvenile justice expenditures bear to the
entitlement Jurisdiction (a), total crilmnal Justice expenditures or upon any
other equitable formula agreed to by the State and the entitlement.

(e) Prior OJJDP approval is necessary for any reprogramming of PartD funds

out of juvenile justice. OJJDP should be notified of any reprogramming that in-
creases the maintenance of effort level for a specific State,

324
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'Orri CL or JUVENILE ,JUSTICE AND DguNQUEXOY PREVENTION LAW ENFORCEMENT
. Asaurraxes ADMINISTRATION

MAINTENANCE 0?: £7105? sutporr-roz-ricat .TEAR 1978PREPARED, Irr OJJDP
MAINTENANCE Or_ErSORT.TASIC

Seetion,201(b), of the Juvenile JUstice:anct Deiinquenci Prevention Act and
Section' 520 (b) of the Omnibus Crime Controlata Safe_ Streets Act require that
-"the-Aft/migration grill, zniT:from, the, appropriation for LEAA, each

'ynar,at leatit19.15 percent of the;totalapproprlations for the Administia::
tion,, for, juvenile-delinquencY-programs.''' The Conference:Report on the-,1977
'A.mendmeitta to the JJDP-Act ;indicates that each Crime Controli Actprogram.
component or:, activity, .inClitcling, but not limited to, all direct assistance; -all
c011ateritlY assistant*, 'and minagetheat ant jerationsi :allocate at least -i9.15
,pereint of its resources" for juvenlieluaticei, d delinquency prevention PrOgrtuns-

1n order tofaasess-theinaliitenance:of *effort 1310E) level. for197?; the Office
Justice and Delinquency PreventiOn-Coniened atasklorce, composed.

of. OJJDP, _Office of Criminal Justice iPrograms, Budget Division and Oflice of
General- Courisel'repreientittivis, 1.4 determine the '1978 MOE level4or LEAA.
This task. force:is responsible-for (1)- ileternalning,the 1978 MOE for LEAA, (2)
developing criteria for-prorating_ categOrleal. and, block', grant.prograins that are

:only-partially-Aire:title related for MOE, purposes, and (3), recommending agency-
_ wide, policy 'for easitring-tbat LEAA ineets the' requirenierite.

This report- fulfills the task force's Sig two responsibilities, namely,irepbrting
-on the-fiscal Year 1978'1110E level as well as the process used lo"determiiie this
.level. The -task forces-aecond-responsibillty,-lhe developnieiit of criteria for
'prorating categorical and block grant' programs which are only partially.-juvenile
related, was done simultanebusly with the 1978-MOE and the'criteria were used,
inFiErth-ese,eactiallo-iii.--These. criteria WilEbe need by OIIDP in pro-
rating; categOrical; grants-1nd. Cantriets in, subseqUent-It0E- determinations and,
hi- reviewing_ comprehensive plans' for, det.rmining state, MOE levels for fiscal
,yetir 1980 (See Attachment 4). The MOE task force is now developing policy

7-7 recommendations_ for emsuring,that the MOE requirements are met agency-wide.
_This is hOw-the fiscal year.1978 MOE level was deterwined

F.âEa19i8'bndgét activities for which a percentage was used -

_-Aflating of the Sscai year 1978 budget-activities counted toward MOE is,con-,
tened'in, Attachment 1. Thp process by which,the data, in this section was-ob-

-

-Management and Operations figures were determined by calculating
percent Of-LEAA management and operations obligations (excluding OJJDP.).
OJJDP a management and -operatIons-obligations-fortscal-year-1978 were then
'added to the LEAA figure for the total management and operations funds counted
inward MOE.

The figures provided for the Law Enforcement Education Program Educational
'Development4nternship-Pands -and Section 402-training were-furnished by-the,

offices that _adminiater thesePrograms.,031DP- queried- the ap-
-ProPilate-LEA'A -.progrard OfBeei requesting' specific information on the grants,
contracts ancLinteragency agreements which they made during fiscal year 1978
-which were juvenile related, the project amount which linpacts juvenile justice
mud an expjanatioaregarding the basis foe their estimate. (The explanation for
the MOE, figures,on attachment 1 which are asterisked is contained in the task
force's working

The process used to determine the Part B fttnds allocated to juvenile justice
planning and administration activities was governed by the requirement con-
tained _in paragraph 01 of LEAA Guideline Manual M 4100.1P,, subparagraph
(b) (8) (C) which states that "Part B. funds will be presumed to be allocated to
juvenile justice planning add administration activities based on a percentage of
Part B fundincequal to the' aggregate-percentage of Parts C and E fitnds st/lo

i)
31..41*.se-
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cated for juvenile justice programa and projects. However, individual states may
1/document t at a greated amount of Part B funds are utilized .for planning and

administra ton activities related to juvenile justice." Thus, the same percentage
as states in toto allocated for MOE frOm.Parts C and E block grants (22.51 pee-
cent) was used to calculate Part B planning.

- -- Fiscal year1978block-grants . , -

A listing of -funds allocated by the states by program activity from Parts C
and E (including small state supplements, where applicable) or juvenile
justice activities under the Crime Control Act is contained' in Attachment 2.
These figures, were obtained from OJJDP's grant flies and reflect changes in
awards and /or MOE allocations as of July 16;1979.
Fiscal year 1978 categorical grants, contra, is and interagency apreetnento

To determine the categorical funds awarded (obligated) for juvenile justice
activities in support or U0E, a review of all project summaries for grants, con-
tracts and interagency agreements was first completed from PROFILE sum-
maries. In all cases where the award (obligation) applied only in part to
juvenile justice, a pro rata determination of MOE was made through review of
the grant application, the grant file and/or interviews with the appropriate
LEAA grant, manager. A listing of the categorical grants, contracts and inter-
agency agreements counted toward MOE is contained in Attachment 3.

The fiscal year 1978 MOE level Is summarized on the following page. A detailed
-breakdown of each of .thesthree categories counted in determining MOE are in-
cluded as Attachments 1, 2, and 3.

/Fiscal year 1978 maintenance of effortSummary

Fiscal year 1978 activities for which a percentage was used
(attachment 1)

Allocated by the States from C and E block grant funds (attach-
$ 28,114, 305

ment 2) 66, 447, 1149
Fiscal year 1978 categorical grants, contracts and interagency

agreements (attachmetn 3) 23, 871, 568

Total allocated to maintenance of effort (22.27 percent) $117, 933, 532
Amount required to meet the maintenance of effort requirement

(base = $529,582,000) (19.15 percent) 101, 414, 000
Excess of mandated maintenance of effort requirement (-- 3.12)

'Percent) %. +10, 519, 532
Base figure was calculated by subtracting the JJDP Appropriation ($100,000.000)

and the Public Safety Officers Benedts Program Appropriation (4;15,000,000) from the
total LEAA Budget Appropriation (P014.582,000).

ATTACHMENT 1

LEAA 1978 budget activtites for which a percentage was used

Management and operations (19.15 percent of LEAA management
and operations obligations plus 100 percent of OJJDP's man-
agement and operations obligations) $ 6, 494, 662

Law enforcement education program (25 percent of $39,&10,000) 9, 885, 000
Educational development (25 percent of $1,292.006) 328,002
Internship funds (23 percent of $298,400) 68,641
Section 402 training (4 percent of $2,200,000) 88,000
Part B planning (22.51 percent of $50,000,000) 11, 255, 000

Subtotal 28,114,28,114,303
Figures provided by LEAA program offices.
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FISCAL YEAR 1978 MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

MOE MOE

Port C Part E 'Total amount percent

Alaborea $4, 403, 000
_

9499. CTOC $4,902000 S938.733' 19.15- - -----.4
'Alaska. 441,000 50.000 8300, 000 794, 000 176, 665 22.25

2 694, COO 305,000 2,999, 000 655,745 21.17

Atkaran 2, 570, 000 291, 000 2, 661, 000 570,453 20.22

Califomia.. - ........ .. 25, ilt, 030 2, 925, 000 28.743. 000 7, 712, 544 26.83

Cdorado 3,031, Doe 351,000 1, 445, MO 832, 410 24 IC

Connecticut 3, 776, COO 121.000 4.204,000 695,842 16.55

Delaware 705, 000 *000 74,000 ' 859, 000 238,600 27.78

. District of Columbia..._ 867, 000 91,000 , *0,000 I. 045, 001 185, 000 17.70

.Florida' - 10, 011, 000' I. 142, 00u IL 223.000 2. 693. 520 24.00
....:

Georgia ....... ... - ..... 6,006, 000 680 000 . 6, 686, 000 1,-322, 116 19.77--.

Hawaii-
Idaho .

Illinois 13, 637, 000 I, 545, 000
991,000 112,000

I, 057, 000 120, 000
40,000 1, 143, 000 205, 830

15, I t2, 000 ' 2. 970, 089

I, 177, 000 .348, 000 29.57

19.56
18.01

''.' Ind Wm 6, 471, 000 713. 000 7,204, 000 1, 480, 134 20.55

lowi...... .......... 3. 415. 000 395,000 . . 3,850, 000 1,520,000 39.38

Mesas mom 3,092,000 572,000 18. 50

Kentucky 4; 125, 030 47. MO 4,592. COO 879, 423 19.15

Louisiana 4,635.000 525,000 5,160,000 992,244 19.33

Maine -... ..... I, 289, 000 146, 000 I, 435, COO 267, 895 18. 67

Maryland 5,021,000 569,000 5,590,000 1, 411, 420 . 25. 25

ktusechusets 7,051, 000 802. 000 7,683, 000 1,540, 925 19.55

11,096, 000 1,257. 000 12,353, 000 2,328, 143 18.85
541,000 5,316, 000 993,700 18. 69

2,851,000 323.000 3, 174, 000 525, 859, N 16.57

5, 806, 000 650,000 6,464,000 1,675,013 25.93

Montana 909, 000 103,000 53,000 1.065, 000 254,000 23.85

flpbraska - 1, 810,000 213, 000 2, 093, 000 . 400,809 19.15

A , Nevada 719,000 81, 000' 63,000 863,000 170,420 19,75 i :

New Hampshire 4 918,000 , 112,000 40,000 1, 140, 000 189,000 15.58

New Jewry 1 8, 931, 000 1, 012,000 9,943,000 2, 448, 800 24.63

New Male° 1,333, 000 158,000 1, 551, 006 446,000 28.76

New York 22,016,000 2,494.000 24, 510,000 4, 749, 000 19.38

North Carolina 1 6, 627, 000 751, 000 7, 378, OCO 1,826, 458 24.76

'North Dakota... ..... 776,600 88, 000 57,000 . 921, 000 254,000 27.58

Ohio 13, 014,000 1, 481, 000 14, 555, 000 3, 646, 106 25.05

Oklahoma 3, .S05, 000 375, 000 3, 681, 030 839,345 22.80

Oregon i 2, 782. 000 315 000 3, 097, 000 534, 375 17.25

-- Pennsylvania 14,445, 000 1, 637,000 16, 082,030 4. 751, 741 29.55

Rhode Island ..... I, 134, 000 129, 000 1,263,060 251,160 19.89

South Carolina ..... 3, 430. 000 389,000 3, 819, 000 , 762,037 19.95

South Dakota ...... DO, 000 94;000 48, COO . 972.000 237,820 24.47

Tennessoe 5,013, 000 576, 000 5,659, 030' 845,861 15.00 .,..,

Toss..,- 14,904. 000 1,639,000 16, 593,000 3, 157, 065 19.03

Utah 1, 465, 000 166,000 1, 631, 030 655,662 40.20

-Vermont- 575,000 65,000 179,000 . 819,000 162,000 19.79

Virginia 5,066,000 687,000 6,753.600 1,411, 602 20.90

-Washington 4, 340, OM 491, 000 4, 835, 000 764,039 15.80

West Virginia.... ...... -2,491,000 148, 000 2,439, 000 466,543 19.13

Wiscoosin 5,590,000 - 6, 223. 00G 2, 135, 472 34.32

Wyoming 458, 000 b2, 000 291, 000 - 801,000- -180, 000 . _ _21.47 .

Puerto Rico 3.594, 000 407, 000 4,001,000 - 760, 530 19:01' ----s--
American Samos 34,000 4,000 92,000 130,000 21.305 1 16.39

Cum 121, 000 14,000 183,000 318,000 86,736 , 27.28

T:.'i territories. .. ... '. 144, 000 16,030 161,000 321,000 95,500 . 28.19

Virgis Islands 101,000 12,000 203,000 316, 000 192,000 69.76

MichIgan:
Minnesota.- ...... .
Mississippi

Total 295, 178,000 66, 447, 659 22.51

Grant N and project title Total award WOE amount

71-0E-AX-0055 Doinstitutionalization of status offenders 8247, 500 3242,500

78-0E-AX-0211 imago restitution pfOirant...0, .1208, 235 208,235 /
71-0E-AX-0220 Westfield youth lostitution protrun 171, 942 171,842

71-0E-AX -0221 Restitution program for *9mill:stoat juvenile offenders 110.615 110, 615 --7"

711-1.0-AX-0012" Thrr status offender-in alterative to incarcaration 45,166 46,166

7s-ED-AX-11111 lefotion Coon restitution project 411,655 411,655

71-ED-AX-0143 Whys action for youth i 538,439 531,439

78-ED-AX-0151 heti tution program for juvenile offenders 458,690 458, 690

78-ED-AX-0157 Canoga Corletp-juven% offinder-elbstnative In Incarceration- 749,512 749,542

71140-AX-0151 Community .24 restituUori by juvenile offenders ' 1, 012, 357 1, 012, 357

711-41)-AX-0151 Or -.injure's& cowl restitution program 510,046 . 510,046

.....smion by wenn' °freedom project 132, 596 832, 596
520, 375

711-E114,80411281:SteM of New Jersey elle ion program 520, 375

X-0162: New York State restitution otram 2, 219, 325 2, 289,325

-0167: [Adis,' drafted lestibition *tram for juvenile off enders 370, 925 370,925 1
78-ED-AX-0168: CumberleaCounty jur restitution project. 299,412 293,412

=
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- 319,

lie. and jorelecOltfe Total swgd 180E amend

.
711404X-0118: (1101161r ")eaty 'mob reditotion program
711-40-AX-0170: Jenson. restitution.
711-10-AX-0175: CARISMA
70-01-AX-0049: leetre-blemphis yputh diversion projed.
711-110-AX-000 Evaluntion of LEAA family program
71-TA-AX-A110, latormtianel *tidy of THOM of Um chikL-...-
,711.41f434.41047Thmeheida--. -
711-ED.AX-002 perticipadell/Volimber services.
711-0E-AX-8187:. coacens_--1
71-17C-AX-11212:111anemmlie CCPP

mersm/SECO
711-CA-AX-81102:3Mor Pei for iltice's .....

anticrime program for the Nockawsys-- .... ..-
78-CA-AX4805:SEPCPC,conemeally wide throe powerition project.
78.CA-AX-004: The grater 011411aent crime presuntion
711-CAAXp810:544110.1=40-1014M.--,
78-CA401.080: floribery costar community aaticrime program.
7S-CA-AX-0018: Nertferd joint community group crime prosiMlon program...
7$-CA-At-0012: Community &glories program.

, 78-CA-AX-0113: Universe
Prejact Uoicent.--

78-CA4X-0015: Park_ olftHei community miticroie contortiam..
. 71-CA-AX-0017: =PO(ACH community based anticrime project.
-711.0A-AX.0018: A Kemal for North Central Detroit community
7S-CA-AX.0019: Ciwitt fer &lion crime prevention program-.
78-CA-AX-0020: Coalition for a united Elizabeth anti:rime program

'78-CA-AX.4021: icpromol to deist crime In LoizSda..'
78.C.A.4.8.41022:0 action for safer Hews.
711-CitzA)(4023: ASC0 coelitirm aphid crimc
71.04AX-0724: Minns local alliance for a safer Philadelphia
7S-CArAX-0125; Whistimlogi community crime Ptemntiott Program-

: 7t.CAmAX-8026: Comonenity ontkrime Act
0-MAX-0027 t Community eaticrime
71-CA2AX.410211: Hesse of Unroja neighgVZLanUalnio program
7-CAA-0021: Citizens' Crime Watch. Inc.
711-C.A.AX-0001: Mobile community orpointions community anticrime program
78-CUAX-8032: Chempeign county crime Prevention cos
7:4A:0-0033: Northwest Bronx community antialme project.

r 7S-CA.AX.8035: Comprehensive antlirinie.progrtm
71-ClinAX-0036: Community antlaimt project..

"78-MAX-0737: Fortiori coalition for site neighborhoods.
21..cA.Ay-01731: Community antkrinle program..

711-CALAX-0040 MIchlten onus commas organization-anticrimevogram....., -
711-CAsAX-41038 Acting Splatter anticrimo

711-CMAX-0741 New Haven anticrime consortium
711-CA,AX-0042 Commuoity combating aims point
78-MAX-0743 Newport neighborhood seticrime proJr
704A.AX-0015 Chinatown community anticrime
78-CMAX-0044 Mastro. Inc. community anticrinto
71-CArAX-0047 Community Asalsbnce VOA--
71-CA-AX-0041 ftnighborhood anticrims program

-71-CA-AX-0019 taearvn1ty protrrm
71-CA-AX-0050 Drdscsy Peninsula anticrime program
711-CA-AX-0051 Ime proems for drat/hewing Impaired community
71-CA-AX-0052: Community &Wain* proja4
71I-CA-AX-0053: Anti:rime through organized neighborhood effort
711-CA-AX-0054: Community anticrime task. ..... . .-______.-
78-CA-AX-0055: Community anticrime poled
71I-CA-AX-0056: Tremont's community ',Maims program.
78-CA-AX-0057: Coalition for mkt citizen safety
71-CA-AX-0058: Community onScrkao proaram.
711-CA-AX-0059: Lobe Wow citizens council snecrime project.
711-CATAX-0060: Southwest Yonkers Contras crime prevention program
71CA-AX-0061: Southwest Mention anticrime project.
76-CA4X-0062: Neighborhood onticrims program
71-CA-AX-0063: Rooldeatial burglary prevention
78-CA-AX-3014: Crime prevention/criminal justice awareness ProJect-------- .
76-CA-AX-0015, Columbia Point community crime prevention program
711-CA-AX-0066 Frolic! awarenms.

-71-CA.AX4068 lock arnicrinteTio-ciTila organization
78-CA-AX-000 Community antialine motion
711-CA3.X-0070 West Central Phoenix community saticrinto project...
711-CA-AX-0071 Neighborhood soUcrime ........
78-CA-AX-0072 B.dford.Styv,sant anWinie project .
71-CA-AX-0073 CACP multineloltbodrood anticrime
73-CA-AX-0074 Rozbery tenants of Harvard community anticrime program
78-CP-A . Southwest Training Institote communityanticrime pmgram,
78-CA-AX-0071: Noir South Side coalition of neighborhood a .. ..II-CA-AY-0078- Woes Park community anticliem . . ... .-_-___....-W
71-CA-AX-0079 Citizens action league community villain,. poled__
711-CA-AX-0010 Communitas
71-CA-AX-0011. ;vis D'Arc patriot mime Prevention ---
11.CA-AY-0082r Asian Pacific community *nth:time program
1S-CA-AA-0085: East Haltom andalree program

8211,111
354,575
279,620
315,00
997,461
200, MG
203, COO
45,070

12%000
00,00
20 VS2
51,443

127,606
63,673

246,1%
41,117

121,130

144.W1,2002
162,912
156,920
197,901
249, 850

21452010367

241,180
197.102
99.541
84,990

249,964'
242,562

72.811

249,967
156,750

238'067149,064
209132:n1949.

179.630
239,003--
240.376
99,218

205,372
149,134
119,855
132,957
169,269
72,904
57, 676

2449. 661714

215,877
123,190
242,238
231,465

2491, 99411 435
248,474

215174,909437

10 906
80.030
60,724

113,219
93,533

litrd
204899
235,514
103.111
111, 7941
166,777
167,539
124,517
247, 717
223,174

91150,00063°2
250,000

8271,14B-
354, 575
279,621
379,201
100,000
Zak 003
200,000
45,000°
90, 011-
66, 918
29,658
2,600
6,560

25,101
55, 393
62,500
35,715
99.454-
-3151
12.130
14 11$
24,120
40,000
26050
29, 685
24,985
35,000
12,099
96, 400
59, 340

9,954
25, 497
2.9%

120.000
100.332

36, 2501
17, 480
3,749

47,625
0000

7,450
02. P00
41. 9;5
17, 563

184.600
84,121
49,609
61, 611
89,480
84,000
26,300
67, 707
8.748
5,767

31,200
49,932
64,500
30.797
24,223'
71,400

124,991
22,000

188,800
31.417
21,490
37,781
48 018
12,144
68,000
18,706
46, 410

149, 496
20, 769
58,871
10, 300
22,200
75, 09

1.615
72,300

vs 1,23*
22, 317
36,252

125,000 I
87,500
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rireingt4o. and pro** title Tots' award MOE amount

,... -

247, 500
$62:tis;s: 71-CA4X-ONB: Mw Hills aeticrirse rogram $137,921

71-CA-AX-(0116: Coriweenities organized against aims 2, 470

78-CA-AX-00N:.Project sews selfhelp 162, 788 48, 650
15, 0007B-CA-AX-43017: Fields Corner community organizing project 111,642

,71-CA:41X-0380: Safety me (SAC) in Five Points, Cole, and Whither neighbor-
TS-WAX-001M: mime project 247, 850

...

180, 000

_i ._., : of Denver, Coto ,..p
4 192, 706 19,270

.711-CA=AX-0013: Ceviellen neighborhoods action coalition ontIcrimo program 2,900

-711-CA-AX-13014; holed omphasis aim* -
1944,736614

15, 500

176, 482
24, 797IS-CA-AX-0095:Commeaity seticsimo project. .. 247, 973

. 78-CA-AX-00860olitit voluntsorcitlzon 'skims program 521:941074

,Th-CA-AX-C617: fillithbertmed security educational action program. 221,496

7114.0.4X-0100: Community crime prin=mprogram..
126, 010
91, 133 13,66978-CAL'AX-410111: Community seticame

73, 000

711-CA-AX-.0101:= MUM. Inc. seticrime 235, 674 711, MO

TiCA-AX-0104::11AW Retired Workers Center, Inc
202, 974
186, 037TS-CA-04102: Oadm-florlde comma gelatine program

15992, 2,071-CA-AX-0103:. Citizens uelted IseethecapInst alma. "
71-CA-AX-0106:-Indienspolis vitiorims or project

202, 150
22,000
20,215

78-CA- AX-0107:, East Side Neighborhood

219, 852
139, 060

22, 710
112, 000

71P-CA-AX--0108:-Villa Victoria's community aims prevention project.
, 126,167

78 -CA-AX -0109: ThiRobort Taylor Homes community crime prevention project._ 242, 455 24, 245

7S-CA-AX-0110: Mihmukse comnieriltrentialrne program 249,641 1, 248

78:tit-AX-0111: Commueity "Victim" Propam.- 5,475

7L CA-AX -3112 feetrogeliton Atlases Cnme Commission ciimmunity-enticrime
246, 624

_ .

Program
218, 334 40,610

Ili-CA-AX 0113: Daytona Bosch "meat-a-crime program
784A-AX-0114: Comminity hotiona program

203, 901
210, 212 63, 000

97, 872

73-CA-AX-0115: Coalitioe of minority agencies commun a ntiaime program.-- 212, 462
,

38, 243

78-CA-AX-0117; Compghensive neighborhood safety coifitlon _. 249, 327 qz 20,000

711-CA-AX.0118: Mississippi action for cos nunity education 249, 945 8945:688950

78-CA-AX-0119:* tittle Reck community crisis promotion project .......... ..... 229, 446

237, 754
'33, 718
33, 28578-CA-AX-0120: flotherst district citizen safety project. 84, 296

, 710-AX-0121: Commezity inticrime program
- 71 -CA-n-0172: Community aoticrime program 240, 834 79, 475

714A-AX-0123: Community antialme program 1
249, 912 37, 486

78-CA-AX-0124: CAP city comorohonsivo community cm* prevention program__ 249, 034 49, 806

78 -CA-AX-0125: Atlanta CleKalb crime eradication proioct 106,648 60, 789

78-CA-AX4128:41Malsonia City neighborhood crime prevention program 177, 645
192, 577

26,646
115, 546

71 -CA-AX -0127: Pieria one community anticrime project

73-CA-AX-0129: Llano; and Westmont community crime projoct
1522.1,661094

. 711-CA-AX-0120: East Harlem block nurtery's.community anticrime proglam.....: 222316;664691

78 CA-AX -0131: Project PEACE
250, 000 125, 000

18-CA-AX-0132: . Neighborhoods together antiaime program
64,000

78-CA-AX-0133:Community antialme program 249,772
159, 474

37,465
.... ........

. . 71-CA-AX-0135:. Community anticrime project 0
142, 610 ' 14, 261

125, 000
. 78-CA-AX-0134: East Los Angeles community anticnme project 250, 000

78-CA-AX-0136: SEMAC
149, 941 8,000

133, 206
----78-CA-AX-0137:. Youth development anticrime project 166, 432

' '''' 78-CA4X-43139.___ Toward a *Mk and safe community 242, 973 242,973

71-CA-A1-0140: Conunimittenticrirne project ,. 197, 195 40,000

78-CA-AX-0142:, Operation Alliance
221, 075 66, 000

20, 000
711-CA-AX-0141: North Shore inticrime program ., 140,109

78-GA-AX-0143: Community antialme program 246, 516 56,698

711-CA-AX-0144: Community against crime
185,747 55, 724

78-CA-AX-0145: Saviour community from crime 198, 647' 49,661

711-CA-AX-0146: Alliance against aims
,

39' 39
47,000

78 -CA-AX -0147: Ventura County Hispanic development project
242, 0838 84, 713

78-CA-AX-01411: Project Harmonla
480, 679 480,679

78 -CA -AX -0149:. Neighborhood against crime
245, 855 24, 585

, 78-CA-AX-0151: Stenford-coMmuinty onticrime project
64,000
37, 520186, 600

78-CA-AX-0150:. Pasadena commnuity antic:Imo project

.,71-DF-AX-0181: Ipuunailiq alternative project

217, 423

711-DF-0182: Navajo Youth Services project.

101, 038
45,925

101, 038
45,925

78-ED-AX-0075: Ruts" voup home .37, 090
11373: 090790

-1S-DF-AX-0193: Aroma delinquency prevention
13, 790

235, 860
162,000

78-E0-AX-0103: Fort Belknap Juvenile and Rehabilitation Center 162, 000

Interagency somata* with Census Bureau:

235, 860
71-.1S-AX-0084: Fort Pock Bureau of Youth Sorvices

Nations' Crime survey (NCS)
5, 568, 000 946,560

338,
483 74,

,53 95
NCS research
Seriousness research 432

542
8

782 976 133, 106
I Eiptaditure and employment

Junveniki
265,868 265,868

51, 586

TS-SS-99-6026: National survey of crime severity -i-
212, 888
859, 774

36,191
619161

Criminal justice analysis and publication

78-SS-AX-0018: Analytical studies in aim' victimization over time 80, 095

SAC Grants: Statistical enalysis center (SAC) grants
4,745, 522 1, 423, 657

UCR Grants: Uniform aims reports (UCR) vents .i 960, 343 268, 896

TS-SS-M(4003: Juvenile justke PROMIS
157, 986 157, 986

78-SS-AX-0002:- Marion County prosecutor's juvenile PROMIS 149, 948 149,948

78-SS-AX-0025: Washington SJIS
' 200,000 2004000009

71 -DF-4-0159: Operation Hsrdowe.
294, 310

4'
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Grint No. and project title Total sward MOE amount

78-0E-AX-0022: Changing sex tole stsrsotypn c 522,000 522, ow
78-0E-AX-0207: Sexually abused child as victim/witness 166,081 166,081
77-DF-99-0096: Child sexual abuse victim assistance projectsupplemental award. 51,061 51,061
77-10-10-0416: Sexually abused child as victim/witnesssupplemental award 80.115 80,115
78-0FAX-0106: South Florida family violence 2E8,836 26,884
78-OFTAX-0107: Alaska family violence program 260, 866. 26,087
71-0FLAX -0126: Delaware family violence program 140,000 . 14, 000
78-0E-AX-0129: Utah family violencyprogram 81, 234 8,123
71-0E-AX-0131 Family vioWnal prosecution program. -s 80,553 8, 056
78-0E-AX-0133 .Women's cirsis canter 42,000 4,200
78-10-AX-0142 Begionst domestic violence' i 155,000 15,500
78-0E-AX-0143 Family violence program, Gary. III ' 114,300 11, 430
78-DF-AX-0155 'Family violence program, Santa Barbara. 249,167 24,917
78-0E-AX-0168 Citizens aware and responding to emergencies : 117, 097 11, 710
76-0E-AX-0173 .Development at family violence educational materials._ 53,212 5, 321
78-10-AX-0196 District attorney's domestic abuse unit. 186,802 18,680
78-0E-AX-0206 Help for abused women and children 126,000 12,600
71-0E-AX-0222- Dade Countpdomestic violence assistance titl, 870 8,287
78-TA-AX-0035 Technic& assistance to the LEAA family violence program .. 249,974- 24, 997
76 -ED-01 -0020. Phase illobjectivity nowcommunity involvement tomorrow

(supplemental award) 83,112 83,112
78-ED-AX-0037: Expansion of Hillsborough House of detention_ _ 300,000 24,990
78-0E-AX-0156: TA service delivery 74,977 14, 995

71-17F-AX-0161: TA service delivery 6p, 929 22, 746
ii-OF-AX-0179: TA service delivery

r
6%162 15, 490

Total_

ATTA.CHICENT 4

55, 687, 413 ; 23, 371, 568

IDENTIFICATION or PROORAMB AND PROJECTS AND PRORATION CRITERIA FOB MAIN-
TENANCE OF EFFORT

The MOE Task Force has considered background materiali on the maintenance
of effort requirement of Section 520(b) of the Crime Control Act and Section
201(b) of the Juvenile Justice Act.

LEAA State Planning Agency Grants Guideline 314100.1F, CHG 3, July 28,
1978, requires at Chapter 3, Paragraph 51 b (1), that each State expend at least
19.15 percent of Its annual Parts B, C, and E block grant allocation for "juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention-related programs and projects." Beyond this

, general guidance, LEAA has issued no other formal guidelines or policy to the
states.

The 19.15 percent maintenance of effort level was derived from the percentage
of 1972 Crime Control Act funds that were allocated for juvenile justice and de-
linquency prevention programs. Dollar amounts for individual projects were de-
tailed in an October, 11372, report entitled "Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration Juvenile Delinquency Project Summaries for Fiscal Year 1972." This
report broke down fiscal year 1972 allocations into five broad categories: preven-
tion, diversion, rehabilitation, upgrading resources, and drugs. Unfortunately,
where projects were prorated between juvenile and non-juvenile related activities,
no rules or guides used in proration were specified. However, it is useful to note
the five program areas used and the types of programs and activities that fall
under them :

Prevention. Activities designed to reduce the Incidence of delinquency
acts and that are directed to youth who are not being dealt with as a result
of contact with the juvenile justice system. Included are programs providing
information, education, and public awareness activities ; programs to de-
veiop and improve police, Community, and youth relations ; programs to bring
about selective organizational changes in school and community programs -
youth involvement programs ; programs to utilize volunteers in prevention ;
and special youth services. Other activities include related research and de-
veiopment programs and projects.

Diveraion.Programs and projects designed to limit penetration of youth
into the juvenile justice system by providing resources outside the formal
justice system at any point between apprehension and adjudication. These
would include youth service bureaus, diagnostic and treatment services, pre-
trial diversion programs, special youth services, employment, counseling, and
advocitcy programs designed to develop or gain access to needed services out-
side of the justice system,
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Rehabilitation. Community -based after care juvenile facilities; programs
involving the education and training of juvenile offenders; specialized re-
habilitation projects: diagnostic services ; vocational and psychological coun-
seling ; development of alternatives to incarceration ; and re-entry adjustment
activities following Institutionalization.

Upgrading resources.Personnel programs involving training, education
and staffing. Examples would include training and education projects for
persons who regularly work in the area of juvenile justice, and delinquency
prevention such as counselors. caseworkers, probation officers, attorneys and
judges. Training programs for those who volunteer their services would also
be included. Other sun-programs that would fall within the generalized area
of upgrading services would be research, evaluation and planning efforts as
well as public education activities.

Drug abuse.Research such as programs designed to ascertain the amount
of drug and alcohol used by juveniles and to determine the influencing fac-
tors involved. DeVelopment programs including but not limited to those
which would coordinate existing programs in drug abuse treatment programs.
Other programs that would come within this category would be education-
related activities (i.e., drug abuse specialist who would work in a Youth
Services Program).

The above-referenced areas should be considered as illustrative rather than
exhaustive. There may well be other programs, not detailed above, that would
qualify as juvenile justice and delinquency prevention programs.
Prior Guidance

The Task Force reviewed prior advice from the Office on tne subject of pro-
ration. While the issue has arisen a number of times during plan review, only one
formal response has been Issued.

In a letter to the California State Planning Agency dated December 5, 1978,
the OJJDP Administrator advised that State as follows :

". . . maintenance of effort would in our view include thoseprograms de-
signed in whole or in part to have a direct impact on juvenile justice and

_delinquency prevention. An essential aspect of this definition is that there
be some targeting or some emphasis placed on juvenile-related activities. To
that end, general crime prevention or law enforcement activities should not
be included. In the same vein, when you 8nd it necessary to prorate, there
must be a rational basis for its use. This would of course relate not only to
the methodology adopted but also to the underlying basis for the proration
namely that which is being prorated.

There is, of course, no difficulty .n allowing the total cost of a program or
project designed solely to provide services to juveniles or to benefit the juvSnile
justice system. Similarly, there is usually no difficulty identifying general crime
prevention or law enforcement programs that have no specific direct or identi-

_ liable benefit to juvenile justice and delinquency prevention. The following section,
is concerned with the proration of programs and projeat that fall between these
two extremes.
Proration criteria

Based on our view and discussion of this guidance and prior plan review ex-
perience the Task Force has concluded that the key concept in reviewing direct
service programs and projects for maintenance of effort purposes should be
whether activities to be undertaken under a program or project are targeted to or
provide a specific and identifiable benefit to a juvenile population. For other non-
service programs and projects the test is whether there is a direct and identifi-
able impact on the juvenile justice system. Thus, proration of projects for
maintenance of effort purposes should be based, at a minimum, on an identifica-
tion of specific, direct and identifiable activities which benefit a, popula-
tion or system component. Individual states are free to. us6 ni,ore strict proration
criteria.

"If the program %bleb is being prorated 1 lot related to jutenile Justice and delin-
quency prevention but rather to general l enforcement, there would. absent some
indication that juvenile-related den% Hies ere being targeted, be no basis for any
proration."

-331
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Application of criteria
With regard to the allocation of Crime Control Act funded projects in non-

juvenile justice program areas to maintenance of effort, several program areas
and proposed allocations are presented as illustrations of common situations that
have arisen:

(1) Comprehensive Criminal Justice Information System.Based on arrest
rates and an analysis of specific system requirements for the juvenile justice
information component, a specific percentage of the cost of the establishment and
operation of the information system is considered related to juvenile justice.

(2) Domestic Abuse Shelter.Based on occupancy rates for children under the
age of majority, the percentage of counseling time accounted for by children,
and equipment costs for the shelter, a specific percentage of the total cost of
shelter operations is considered related to juvenile justice.

(3) Victim Advocate/Education.Based on the percentage of victims served
by the project who are juveniles and percentage of juveniles receiving formal-
ized victimization education, a specific percentage of project funds is considered
related to juvenile justice.

(4) Crisis Intervention.Bitsed on the percentage of staff contacts with
juveniles in need of services, project costs are prOrated.

(3) Based on the percentage of crime committed by juveniles; a prorated
percentage of a general crime prevention program, increased street patrol, is
considered related to juvenile justice.

Applying the criteria noted above would, for example, result in OJJDP/OCJP
action to: (1) approve the proration for Information Systems because the in-
cluded activities are targeted to improvement of the juvenile justice system;
(2) approve a proration for domestic abuse shelters based solely on the per-
centage of project costs represented by that component of the project that pro-
vides counseling or other direct services to juveniles. Occupancy rates and
equipment costs are factors unrelated to juvenile justice and delinquency pre-
vention services. They are incidental costs associated with the primary project
purposethe provisio'i of emergency shelter and other project services to adults;
(3) and (4) permit States to count toward maintenance of effort a prorated
amount of direct service programs such as victim advocate/education and crisis
intervention to the extent that they make their services specifically available to
juveniles and can establish a reasonable basis for the proposed proration of
services; (5) disallow prorating any part of this (or any) general law enforce-
ment and criminal justice program expenditure toward maintenance of effort.

Questicit 39. It has been reported that OJJDP has completed final selection
of grantees for the Youth Advocacy Initative. Of the total number of applica-
tions, how many were fundable? What amount was requested by these fundable
applicants? What amount is intended to be awarded to the few applicants se-
lected? Of this total, what amount will actually be awarded in fiscal year 1980?

OJJDP has not completed final selection of grantees for the Youth Advocacy
Initiative. We now have under programmatic and fiscal review 19 applications.
and from this group we will expect to recommend for aWard those which respond
positively to programmatic fiscal requirements.

Of the 187 applications received. 26 were rated as fundable if funds were avail-
able and programalatic and fiscal requirements were satisfactorily met during the
final stages of our review process.

$16.318.318. was requested by these 26 applicants. and 812.100,000 is allocated
for award to these applicants if all requirements are satisfactorily met.

$12,100.000 will be awarded in fiscal 1980, with the major portion awarded by
April 30, 1980.

-Question 40. Why is not the Department of Justice recommending that the
Delinquency Research components of the Center for the Study of Crime and
Delinquency (NIMII) be transferred to NIJ?

This issue was not within tae scope of the Department of Justice's
recommendations.

Question 41. What portion of the fiscal year 1081 requests for RJS and NIJ
are set aside to comply with the MOE provisions?

Response. Budget requests to Congress for programs authorized under the
JSIA do not set aside funds by functional program area. To the extent that
MOE is applicable to BJS and SU funds in fiscal year 1981, specific areas of
f,nodyu.° related to juvenile Justice programs have not yet been identified.
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Question 42. It has been reported that the Alternative Education Guideline
requires the approval, by relevant school superintendents of applications sub-
mitted by private non-profit organizations. If so please explain.

The Alternative Education Guideline does not require the approval of relevant
school superintendents. When the guideline was published in the Federal Register
for comment on October 15, 1979, it contained language which would have re-
quired private not-for-profit schools, agencies 'or organizations.to operate in
coordination, or have linkages, with the local public school system in order to
promote utilfzation of effective program models and future funding support.
schools and organ ons.

As a resu public comments received during the external clearance process.
whic sated that some independent alternative schools would have difficulty

rdinating with local public schools, the language was modified to allow for
a choice of linkages or cooperative agreements which included local public
schools, private foundations, state educational agencies, federally and state
funded employment agencies, corporations and/or labor for purposes of promot-
ing continued funding of effective program models after OJJDP's support ends.

This modification-retains the expectation that relationships which would lead
to future funding be continued but does not limit these to local public schools
where tensions may exist.

We believe that it is reasonable to expect that alternative education programs
be,related to those structures in a community which have an interest in Improv-
ing education and increasing the level of skills of students entering the local
job market.

Question 43. OGC has held that Section 527 (new'JSIA '820(a)) cannot be
construed to provide authority to approve or disapprove an LEAA' grant. Why
not? What about program plans or guidelines? Please explain. Let us suppose
that LEAA was about to "fund a standards project that was inconsistent with
sectIcin 223(a) (13) of the JJA. What then are the appropriate roles for OJJDP?

Response. The LEAA Office of General Counsel (OGC) had occasion to review
the scope of Section 527 in the context of the LEAA CeinmunIty Anti-Crime
Program. A copy of that opinion. dated November 12, 1977, is attached.

One conclusion from the OGC analysis Section 527 in that opinion is that
the "policy direction" exercised by OJJDP under Section 527:

". . . does not require day-to-day or grant-by-grant involvement by

OJJDr in Crime Control Acrprograms concerned with juvenile delinquency.
This does not, however, preclude such involvement where it is deemed by
the (LEAA) Administrator to contribute to the objectives of Section
527 . . ."

Thus, the ()GC opinion clearly states that delegation of approval or dis-
opproval authority over LEAA grants to OJJDP is permitted. It is slot, however,
required 'under Section 527.

With regard to program plans, guidelines, or actual project funding, I would
expect,-as LEAA Administrator, the other LEAA program offices to follow the
established, written policies of OJJDP In the formulation of guidelines and
the funding of action projects.

Henry Dogin, shortly after he became the LEAA Administrator, requested
that OJJDP develop a proposed policy and procedure for implementation of
Section 527. Subsequently, a draft policy was developed under Acting OJJDP
Administrator and is in the process of internal review.

Question 44. In the summer of 1979 an LEAA audit of the OJJDP and OCAC
grantees found that the LEAA guidelines provide little financial or program-
matic assistance to non-profit organizations because the guidance in LEAA
directives is directed principally to grant awards made to units of government.
In fact, the audit found that these grantees were thus unaware or confused
about LEAA fiscal and administrative reqUirements. Please report' on the steps
taken to date by OJJDP to remedy these bitterly ironic injustices.

Response. LEAA fiscal guidelines are based on OMB Circulars. To date none
of the circulars issued by OMB are specifically directed to private non-profit
agencies. Fiscal OMB Circulars Lre :

A-21 Fiscal Management for Institutions of Higher Education.
A-87 Fiscal Management for State and Local Governments.
A-110 Fiscal Management for Administration.
The LEAA .Financial Guideline M 7100.1A was based on all the above OMB

Circulars. While M 7100.1A did contain appropriate fiscal information for pri-
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vats non -profit agencies to properly administer and manage grants and con-
tracts, it was difficult to locate In the seven chapters and appendices.

Two positive steps have been taken to remedy the problem of fiscal manage-
ment by private non-profit organizations:

1. A revised LEAA Guideline, M 7100.1B was published in the Federal Register
on March 3, 198O. Comments, including those from private non-profit agencies,
will be reviewed and incorporated into the final published guideline. This should
be ready for distribution on or before May 1, 1980. The new M 7100.1B will con-
solidate revisions of the new Justice System Improvement Act, the JJDP Act,
with specific 'information for private ion -profit agencies that is easy to 'locate
and written to assure the establishment of sound and effective fiscal management
systems.

2. LEAA has issued NOTICE No. N7130.1, Administrative expense on Cate-
gorical Grants," which enables the SPAs (CJCs) to recover their administrative
costs for the functions necessary to administer a categorical grant when the
SPA (CJC) is the grantee or co-applicant. LEAA.has scheduled a series of Fiscal
Management Training Workshops that will be opened to private non-profit per-
sonnel. Nine five-day workOops are now scheduled. -.,

Question 45. What, If afiything, is OJJDP doing to assess whether the Federal
Bureau of Prisons is engaging in practices inconsistent with Sections 223(a)
(12) and (13) ? Additionally, when such practices are Identified, what proce-
dures have been developed to alert the Bpi, and to remedy the situation?

Response. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, in coop-
eration with the University of Illinois Community Research Forum is currently
assessing the practices of five Federal agencies. This Federal deinstitutlonaliza-
tion research project is to determine whether the practices and facilities, either
operated by or under contract with the five agencies, are responsive to the objec-
tives addressed in the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act and the 'Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention. Act. The five Federal agencies are the
Federal Bureau of Prisons, Immigratiou and Naturalization Service, Bureau
of Indian Affairs, U.S. Marshalls Service, and the National Park Service.

This effort began In August 1979, by interviewing agency officials, researchlug
into enabling legislation of the agencies, identifying recent litigaton, and review-
ing agency policies and guidelines. There has been onsite inspection of several
facilities which are operated by or contracted with the agencies. The final report
will be issued in May, 1930. It will contain a reporting of the data gathered and 9_

the evaluation of findings, identification of the technical assistance required
by each agency in the area of program, organizational and data collectiou, and
a proposed reporting system, by the agencies to OJJDP.

During the September, 1979 Coordinating Council Meeting, an overview of
the project and preliminary findings were presented. Once the project is com-
pleted, both the Coordination Council and' the National Advisory Committee
will be presented the results and recommendations of the project. Attachment I,
Issue C-45 is a copy of the preliminary findings.

ATTACHMENT I Issuz C-15PluantiNAny FINDINGS: AN OVERVIEW

The enactment of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974 was in part a response by Congress to the states* ineufficient expertise or
inadequate resources to deal comprehensively with the problems of juvenile
delinquency. The efforts of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
%Talon have focused on providing program aid and financial support to a wide
range of components of state and local juvenile justice systems. The Federal
agencies which operate or contract with correctional facilities have responded to
Congressional mandates by issuing guidelines that are responsive to the objec-
tives addressed in the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act and the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. However, an initial survey of five fed-
eral agencies, the Federal Bureau of Prisons, Immigration and Natured,' tion
Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, 'U.S. Marshalls Service, and Natio Park
Service, indicates that violations remain widespread and that fellers y accused
or adjudicated juveniles may not be accorded the protections mandated by the
federal legislation. The deficiencies in the Federal compliance effort are largely
a function of a lack of a sense of urgency by the Agencies or a lack of adequate
monitoring or reporting mechanisms. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention whim has responsibility for providing a comprehensive co-
ordlnated approach to the problems of juvenile delinquency is In a position to
assume the leadership role in providing assistance to the Federal agencies end
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extending the Congressionally guaranteed safeguards-to juvenile federal offenders
and Native Alnerican and undocumented alien youth in federal custody.
Juvenile Federal Offenders

A. juvenile taken into custody for violation of a crime of the United States
will not gnerallY be prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney unless the jurisdiction is
exclusively federal And the crime is deemed serious. Pending release, transfer
to local authorities, or prosecution, kjuvenlle federal prisoner is transferred to
the custody of theru.s. Marshalls-&rvice. The U.S. Marahalls Service, the con-
tracting .organisittton between the Justice Department and the local sheriffs and
police departments, "handled " 5527 juveniles and received 733 in the first five
months 'of 1979.

The:Marshalls currently contract nationwide with 335 county jails for secure
detention pending court action. At the time a contract is awarded, the facility
is identilledts to whether it is capable of holding juveniles, females, or sentenced
prisoners. The USMS Contracting Procedures Manul provides that:

"(1) Juvenile prisoners will be confined in an all juvenile facility or in a
detention. area separated visually and acoustically from adult detention
areas. In unusiral-situations, and for short periods of time wily, juveniles
may be confined in an adult facility, but must be placed

,,
in quarters visually

. and acoustically separate frOm adUlt prisoners.
"(5) Classification und segregition of prisoners according to age category

and sex is to be extended to cells and bathing facilities . ,. Toilet facilities
will be segregated by sex." US31.2330.2 Appendix 3-1)

.ig Although a U.S. Marshall may be present at a facility on a daily or weekly
4) basis, he has no jurisdiction to interfere in the internal operating procedures of
, the facility. A Marshall who observes a violation may bring it to the attention

G of the sheriff or jail superintendent; however, there is no formal mechanism for
reporting the violation. The Contracting Procedures Manual provides that "under
no circumstances should any contracS cility be visited less than two times per

prisoner separation" and "meets juvenile re-
quirements". The Chief of Program Administration at the U.S. liarshells Service
maintains that there are no federal juveniles housed In facilities which haven't
been certified for juveniles ; hoivever, he conceded that adult federal prisoners
could be placed in a facility which was not properly accommodating state juvenile
offenders. Each contract facility reports its daily federal population to the central
office but does not provide an adult/juvenile breakdown.

Tire U.S. Marshalls' responsibilities do not generally encompass juveniles who
-are apprehended for violation of a federal law in a national park. The National

Park Service either maintains its own holding facilities or makes independent
arrangements with local jails or detention centers. The U.S. Park Police exer-
cises jurisdiction (not necessarily exclusive) over parks, parkwaysand reserve-

:, tions in the District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia and employs special divi-
sions in the New York and San Francisco areas. U.S. Park Police Guidelines
provide tint:

Vrienever a juvenile arrest occurs, the arresting officer shall transport the
juvenile in unmarked vehicles when possible and not with adult offenders
to a substation or similar suitable surrounding.

The guidelines further state that "when a juienile is detained, detention must
be in a federally approved facility. In many areas, local juvenile homes and facili-
ties may be utilized. Juveniles shall not be incarcerated with adults at any time."
(General Order No. 90.06) The officer assigned to juvenile offenders in the Crimi-
nal Investigations Branch reported that there were five substations in the
D.C./Maryland/Virginia area where juveniles could be temporarily held for
intake; however, he stated that the ,holding period is limited to a couple hours.

Statistics from the Criminal Investigations Branch show that- during the
months of January through July, 1979, 1039 juveniles were brought to the atten-
tion of the Juvenile_Section:-This indicates that "juvenile contadrfOlins" were
_completed on all of these youths and that they were held at least briefly before
being releined, or referred to a U.S. Magistrate or to the local court.

The Chief of the Law Enforcement Section, Rangers Division supplied juvenile
procedures guidelines dated October, 1975 which state that offenses committed by
juveniles are divided into two categories, violations of park regulations and of-
fenses othtr than violations of park regulations:
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When a juvenile violates a park regulation requiring a mandatory appear-
ance or when a juvenile or a juvenile's parents request a hearing, the juvenile
may be heard before a U.S. Magistrate only when a fine and/or probation
would ordinarily be imposed for the offense. However, for those offenses
which are likely to result in a jail sentence, the matter must be referred to
and coordinated with the U.S. Attorney's Office. The key criterion Is whether
in the judgment of the ranger the offense is one where the juvenile may for
felt. collateral or the magistrate Cvill impose only a fine and/or probation
rather than the likelihood of the Imposition of a Jail term.

The,guidel Ines further provIde
"the detention of a juvenile must be in a federally approved facility . . . In
many areas, local juvenile homes and facilities may be utilized. When a
Juvenile is incarcerated, he should be brought before a U.S. Magistrate as
soon as possible and the U.S. Attorneys office notified. Once the juvenile has
been brought before a Magistrate, the responsibility for the custody or deten-
tion of the juvenile becomes that of the courts . . . The searchhig and trans-
porting a juveniles should be the same as for adults, except juieniles ahould,
when possible (italic added) be transported in unmarked vehicles and not
with adult offenders." -

The guidelines also allow a ranger to turn a runaway over to local authorities
and to take a juvenile into protective care if in the ranger's judgment the juve-
niles health, welfare or safety is endangered. The Law Enforcement Chief was
unable to rarpply a list of virks with law enforcement personnel or law enforce-
ment facilities.

A youth adjudicated and committed under the Juvenile Delinquency Act is
transferred to the custody of the Attorney General. However, the FJDA requires
the Attorney General, in practical ms t1 Federal Bureau of Prisons, to commit
Juveniles to foster homes or to community based facility located near their
home community u henever puss ble. The Act further requires that no juvenile be
plats! in an adult jail or correctional institution where he has megular contact
%% ith incarcerated adults. The JJDP Act, in addition to requiring that participat-
ing states m hie e the deinstitutionalization of status offenders and the separatIon
of children from adults in correctional institutions. places a heavy emphasis on
the development and use of nonseeure community based facilities.

Shortly after the enactment of the Mil, Act in 1974 Um Bureau designated
font. institutions as classilkation and confinement centers for offenders committed
under the Act. These four institutions are classified by Bureau policy statements
us minimum security. Hon e%er. the Bureau continued to send many youths_ to
other federal prisons. some of %%filch are designated medium security and hold
adult prisoners. In 1977 the ACLU National Prison Project focused on the
Butean's recorded lack of compliance n ith its statutory mandate to locate youth-
ful offenders community based facilities and its failure to place Juveniles in
facilities segregated from adult offenders. In the summer of 1917. partially as a
result of a series of meetings between members of the Prison project and Bureau
officials. the Bureau began removing all federally adjudicated juveniles from
BOP institutions and transferring them t.) state institutions. There are currently
about 150 Juveniles committed under time Act. Only tau youths. characterized as
se%ere beim% lor problems. ore loom crated in federal institutions. The remainder
are placed pursuant to contracts n ith state or privately run facilities.

The majority of juvenile federal offenders are concentrated at the Woodsbend
Boys Camp in West liberty, Kentucky, the Emerson House in Denver, Colorado,
and in California Youth Authority facilities. As of June, 1975 only 22 out of 90
juveniles were incarcerated in their home states. The Bureau has not devised any

rIteria nith h direct Buren,/ officials, Qounuunity Program Officers. and regional
staff in their interpretation and implementation of Section 5035 of the FJDA. The
Bureau's policy statement 7300.100 %%hick specifically pertains to placement of
federal juveniles merely retries the language of Section 5035. In addition, federal
youths are commingled with adults in the California Youth Authority placements.
Segregation from adults 18 also reportedly inadequate at the Emerson House in
Denver. Colorado n here most federally adjudicated native American youths are
committed The Bureau continues to respond to allegations of non compliance
with the FJDA by maintaining that most federal juvenile offenders have com-
mitted serious violent offenses. Monitoring of contract facilities is limited to
biannual Inspections. The FBOP Contracts and Detention Administrator admitted
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that prosecution of juveniles by U.S. Attorneys has.declined since adjudicated
offenders are no longer placed in federal facilities.
Native Americas Youths

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has funding responsibilities for 122 tribes. The
court systems can be classified as traditional, tribal, or Courts of Indian Offenses.
There are fifteen traditional courts, concentrated in New Mexico and descended
from the Spanish system. There are 28 Courts of Indian Offenses which operate
under a set of rules and procedures created by, the Bureau-of Indian Affairs.
(25CRF pt. 11). Tribes which have adopted their own codes usually modeled
closely after the BIA code are known as "tribal courts." Detention facilities for
'reservations are owned and operated by the BIA and various tribes. Some Bureau
facilitiefrare tribally controlled. The Bureau and the Tribes,use municipal and
county facilities on a contract or subsistence basis where no Bureau of Tribal
facility is available.

According to the Chief Law Enforcement Officer at BIA, 98 percent of the
arrests on reservations are for drunkeness. However, the Bureau's authority to
influence sentencing policy is limited, There are no federal juvenile officers on
reservations in the United States. The failure to separate juveniles from adults
in correctional facilities is a function of outdated dilapidated facilities and the
lack of a sense of urgency, on the part of tile tribes and the Bureau. There is no
juvenile office at the Bureau of Indian Affairs, The Chief of the Judiciary Division
at BIA admitted that the deinstitulionaliaktion and separation objectives con-
gained in the JJDP Act had never been suggested by the Bureau for incorpora-
tion into tribal codes o4mctices. LEAA has funded 35-40 facilities over the past
six years and has provided financial support for the develepment of juvenile
codes, however LEAA monies have been cut-leaving many projects incomplete.

A native American youth adjudicated delinquent for commission of a misde-
meanor, including liquor violations, can be committed by the tribe to a secure
detention facility for six months. Though the Bureau has no authority to lntcr-
vene in tribal sentencing, it can report a violation under the Civil Rights Act of
1968 (cf. 25 USC 1301 ^Al, 1970). In 1977 the Bureau tweeted the law enforce-
ment facilities on 63 resetattions and reported that there was inadequate separa-
tion of juveniles and adults in fifty-four of them. The tribes surveyed reported an
average daily juvenile population of two to four persons_witiLsome reporting
daily juvenile populations up to sixteen. The Indian Health Service at the Depart-
ment of, Health Education and Welfare shares the responsibility for inspecting
law enforcement facilities.

Its findings and recommendations are for-warded to the Area Director. The
Area Director, elected by tribal chairman, has the authority to allocate BIA funds.
in a memorandum dated January 23, 1970 to the Chief Law Enforcement Officer.
the Acting Chief Inspector of the Bureau's Inspection/Evaluation Unit described

--inadequate and inapprwriate facilities, noting for example, "Cell interiors are
not designed to encourage, uicide prevention, nor are the furnishings designed
strongly enough to resist vandalism or damage to inmates when taken apart and
utilized as weapons." The BIA Law Enforcement Manual specifies only, 'when-
ever possible juvenile prisoners shall be detained separately and apart frOm
adults or promptly transferred to juvenile detention facilities if any are avail-
able." (68 BIAM 2.9)

Subsequent to removal from his home by court action a youth may be commit-
ted to the custody of the BIA Division of Social Services for foster placement.
Among the options available to the social worker are "placement in a specialized
institution such as institutions or treatment centers for the delinquent," or place-
ment in a "Federal Indian Boarding school, or other appropriate group care
facility." (66 BIAM, Social Services). Tribal courts often give a child the op-
tion of going to a BIA boarding school or to the juvenile justice system. The in-
cidence of rape, drug and.alcohol abuse and criminal behavior in the board-
ing schools is reportedly very high. There is a severe lack of dormitory super-
vision. Most schools provide intensive drug and alcohol abuse treatment to chil-
dren 15 years or older. According to a BIA boarding school graduate on the
staff of the Native Americans Rights Fund, it was common to be sent to the
local county jail for a night or weekend as a disciplinary sanction.

A native American youth prosecuted for committing a "major crime" (18
USC sec. 1153) or a crime of the U.S. will he tried in federal court. The majority
of adjudicated federal native American juveniles from the upper Midwest and
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pocky Mountain states are placed in Emerson House in Colorado. The Federal
Bureau of Prisons has not been responsive to urging by groups such as the Ni'. .
tive American Rights Fund to channel FBOP and BIA resources into the dt
velcpment of alternative community programs to insure complisare-with the
JJDP and with the FJDA. -

Undocumented Alien Youth
An undocumented alien youth under the age of fourteen will not be knowingly

prosecuted by the Immigration and Naturalization Service. The Service will
arrange for a "voluntary departure." A child aged 14-18 apprehended and held
for deportation proceedings, should according to INS guidelines be placed in a
federally approved contract facility where he is separated from adults. In

_practice, children are frequently held at a Metropolitan Correction Center
where they are separated from criminal pre-trial detainees but commingled
with adult alines. The Director of the Immigration Project, Legal Assistance
Foundation of CL (ago acknowledged that placement of children in the MCC was
a violation of guidelines and of the JJDP Act, however the Chicago Project
has not strenuous)) objected since commingling with adult INS prisoners was
deemed preferable to alternative commitment to a juvenile delinquency deten-
tion facility. Undocumented alien youth may also be held in the custody of the
U.S. Marshals if they or their families are serving as material witnesses in a
criminal proceeding, e.g., smuggling. Children and adults are sheltered to-
gether awaiting their testimony at a trial often for a period of up to three
weeks.

The Immigration and Naturalization Service operates three borderMai-
ties in Texas and California. Aliens are held in these centers when they are ap-
prehended at the time of entry or pending deportation.

Question 46. Name the states, other than California, that are not in compliance
with Section 223(a) (13). What steps have OJJD.? taken to encourage com-
pliance?

Response. To date (March 12, 1980), OJJDP has received 47 of the 51 monitor.
trig reports due. All of the 1979 reports received have been reliewed and analyzed.
According to the most recently submitted state monitoring report, the following
is 11 summary of compliance with Section 223(a) (13) of the Act. It should be
noted that California is one of the four states which have not yet submitted the
state monitoring report, the other 3 states being Alaska, Michigan and Montana.
Thus, for these four sates, it is the data and information contained in their 1078
report 'ditch is being presented.

There are 15 states reporting compliance with Section 223(a) (13) of the Act
regarding separation of juveniles and adults. Twenty-two other states reported
progress In the area of separation, while tic yen reflect no progress. OJJDP could
not determine that progress was made in seven states due to a lack of sufficient
information or the unavailability of data. This should be rectified upon receipt
f the 1979 report or upon receipt of clarifying information.

Those 15 states which report compliance with the separation requirements are:
Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachu-

setts, Michigan. New York, North Carolina, Rhode Island, Vermont, Puerto Rico,
American Samoa, Guam, and Trust Territories.

The 22 Kates reporting progress are:
Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia, Illinois. Kansas, Louisiana,

Maine, Missimippi, Missouri, Montana, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mex-
ico, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Ca. -dins, Virginia, Washington, and
West Virginia.

The seven states reporting no progr, es ere:
Arizona, Kentucky, Tennessee, Vir do Wands. Northern Marianas,

and Wisconsin.
The seven states for which progress cannot ;'et be determined are:
California,. Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Minnesota, Texas, and Utah.
The issue surrounding the rejecting of California's application for f.....rmula

funds is based upon the situation that the California Place for implementing Sec-
tion 223(a) (13) would continue to permit contact between adult offenders and
juvenile offenders within California Youth Autherity inntitutIons. Thus, their
application was rejected because of a 'allure to adequately plan for compliance
and not specifically because they are currently not in compliance. If California,
in a good faith effort, had developed a plan and implemented such a plan accprd-
ing to an approved time frame for achieving full compilance, as the other states
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have done, then OJJDP would have been In a different position. If we had
approved California's plan as presented, we would not have fulfilled our steward-
ship, responsibility in implementing the JJDP Act.

In,:response toiyour question as to the stepi taken to encourage compliance,
OJYDP has done many things to assist and inform the states, including those
agencies-and organizations within the states, in an effort to encourage and pro-

, mote compliance with Section 223(a) (13). Although they are too numerous to
,01117;1,1stk, the following does present some of the measures taken.

recha ictia 4sstifattoe
- The Office of ;juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention in conjunction with
a grant awarded to-the University of Illinois, Community Research Forum, is
currently-providing direct technical assistance to public, and private agencies in
over 31 states and territories concerning the removal of children from adult jails
and lock-upe. The' methodology utilised in these projects focuses on a planning
process designed for (1) elicit citizen participation in the planning and imple-

eutation of juvenile programs and services, (2) identify the issues and prob-
lems experienced within the juvenile justice system, (3) provide a sound data
ban by,which to assess existing juvenile justice practices and resources, (4) Pro-
vide,a sound policy analysis of juvenile justice practices and statutory guidelines,
(5) develop a flexible network oC alternative programs and services to meet the
individnalueeda,of each youth, and (6) assure systematic monitoring of all com-
ponenttof the juvenile justice system. ,

Technical assistance is typically provided in response to requests from public
or private agencies at the local level who, for a variety of reasons, are fared with
a crisis situation involving the handling of alleged juvenile offenders. Generally,
such fissistahee Is required due to court action; new legislation, and/or citizen
pressure regarding court practices and the availability of adequate residential
and nonresidential alternatives for juvenile offenders. The primary issue posed
by local officials Is often "to build or not to build, and if so, "how large." Plan-

' ning experience in this area has served to reinforce the importance of citizen
participation, examination of intake criteria and procedures, and the availability
of programmatic and other alternatives to meet the particular needs of each youth.

...,

Research ,

Research projects are currently being supported by OJJDP which are directed
toward the;obstaeles which retard the deinstitutipnal!zation of juvenile and non-
offenders, particularly those youth held in adult jails and lock-ups. This research
is being conducted by the Community Research Forum. Selected research studies
currently underway include:

Juvenile suicides in adult jails and lock-ups.--This project will analyze the
nationwide incidence of juvenile suicides in county jails, municipal lock-ups and
separate juvenile detention facilities. Telephone and personal interviews will seek
to identify predictive indicators of suicidal behavior as well as compare the rates

--- of suicide and suicide attempts in each of the three facility types.
Cost analysis of removing juveniles frcia adult jails and lock-ups.This project

will examine the economic costs involved in the removal of juveniles from adult
jails and lock -ups, ,Particular attention will focus on the costs in rural areas
where the practice of jailing juvenile's is most prevalent and the avallabliFie----
sources.most limited.

Planning regional services for youth.This project will examine the advan-
tages and disadvantages of regional services for youth in rural and semi-rural
areas. Particular emphasis will be directed to the issues of transportation, access
to services, maintenance of 4family ties, and the service and cost implications for
removing juveniles from adult jails and lock-tips.

Rural opinion and attitudes on deinstitutionalization.This project seeks to
examine the level of citizen knowledge and attitudes concerning juveniles in
adult jails conducted by the Children's Defense Fund. The findings and con-
which currently hold alleged juvenile offenders in adult faellities, and validate
or expand upon the "myths" identified by the nine:State study of children In
adult jails conducted by the Children's Defense Fund. The findings and con-
clusions will identify 'areas needing further research or public exposure.

Cpsus of adult jails and lock-ups in the United States.This e-..ject involves
a review of previous ;date and Federal surveys as well as contact with national
associations and state planning agencies concerned with adult jails and lock-ups.
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An inventory of facilities will be prepared on a state-by-state basis with direct
.contact with city and county law enforcement agencies used to complete the
Census.

Assessing the effectiveness of national standards detention criteria. This
project will surrey four jurisdictions to assess the validity of thg objective
release/detention criteria recommended by the IJA/ABA Juvenile Justice Stand-
ards Project and the 'National Advisory Committee to the Administrator on
Standards for the Administration of Juvenile Justice. The goal of the research
is to determine the effectiveness of these criteria in protecting the public safety
and the court process and minimizing secure pretrial detention.

Comparative analysis of juvenile codes.This project will systematically
examine each of the state juvenile codes to update the research conducted by
the National Assessment of Juvenile Corrections in 1974. Particular areas of
focus will be those areas of the code which deal with deinstitutionalizations of
status offenders, separation of juveniles and adults, and monitoring of the
juvenile justice System.
Publio Education

An area of emphasis to assist and encourage compliance concerns the imple-
mentation of a public education strategy to enhance community 'and official
awareness of the problem of juveniles in adult jails and lockups. This includes
public education materials, media awareness, and workshop training sessions
for those persons who manage or influence services for youth awaiting court
armee ranee. -

Regional workshops are conducted annually to provide guideline and program
_information to representatives of the State Planning Agencies and Juvenile
Advisory Groups. These workshops address monitoring policies and guidelines,
as well as other selected program topics centered around Section 223a(13).

0.1.7D1 is presenting a National Symposium on Children in Jails on March
23-20. 1980. The objectives of this symposium, which is co-sponsored by the
Community Research Forum and the National Coalition for Jail Reform, are to :
(1) provide participants with the latest research about the problem, of children
in jails; (2) provide information about, and access to, successful alternatives to
the practice of jailing chi;dren ; (3) develop action plans, programs, and policies
for the removal of children from jails; and (4) generate public support for the
removal of children In jails.

A public service media campaign, in conjunction with the National Advertising
Council and the Community Research Forum, is being developed on the subject
of juveniles in adult jails, The Advertising Council was approached and has
endorsed a campaign on this topic which offers an opportunity to take advantage
of public service announcements in radio, television, and printed media outlets
across the Nation. The sanction by the Ad Council translates the initial cost of
developing the annuoncements into millions of dollars of media exposure.
Data Verification

The Office of Juenvile Justice and Deliquency Prevention is providing for an
independent examination of the methods used to classify juvenile residential
facilities for purposes of compliance with Section 223(a) (12) and (13) as well
as an analysis of the data sources used to support statements of progress toward
compliance with these Sections of the Act. The examination includes din-site
verification of compliance data in county jails, police lock-ups, and juvenile
detention and correctional facilities in over 450 counties in 43 states. I

This -examination includes
(1) An analysis of definkioneand methods used to develop "universe" of

juvenile residential facilities and to determine their classification as "juvenile
detention and correctional facilities" requiring.the removal of status and non-
offenders, or as "adult institutions" requiring sight and sound separation.

(2) An examination of the data sources used in the compilation of information
concerning compliance with Section 223(a) (12) alai (13). The data sources used
by the states in the preparation of compliance data ate diverse, ranging from the
use of intake records at individual facilites to statewide computerized infor-
mation systems.

(3) An examination of selected state and local facilities to verify the complete-
ness and accuracy of the data sources used for preparing compliance reports.
This includes an analysis of the degrees of separation (in those "institutions"
holding both juveniles and adult offenders).
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The principal benefit of this examination is the identification of problems in
monitoring- methodology such as misinterpretation of facility classification and
compliance data requirements, incomplete or inaccurate compilation of data

' and unreliable tempting and collection methods. This analysis will serve as the
blisis for iek pavements in state methods of monitoring compliance with Section
223(a) (12) nd (13) of the Act.

During the eldwork phase of the project, information concerning successful
programs and strategies for achieving deinstitutionalizatIon of status and non-
offenders, separation of juveniles and adult offenders, and the development of
adequatgsystems of monitoring the juvenile justice system is being identified and
documented for national distribution. While this effort is not intended to con-
clusively evaluate these porgrams and strategies, it will provide descriptive
information which will prove helpful in future state and loco planning._

The project entails an analysis of: (1) methods of classifyin juvenile resi-
dential facilities, and (2) data sources utilized to provide com Information.
For each state and the OJJDP, technical assistance reports will be developed
concerning the adequacy of the system for monitoring compliance with the dein-

tionalization requirements of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tie et. Specific areas of emphasis are the authority to monitor data collection
1 p methods, and procedures for reporting and Investigating violations.

Following the completion of the fieldwork phase of the project, a series of
workshops will be conducted on monitoring policy and practices as well tis general
topics of interest relative to the implementation of the Act. These workshops
will be in the late summer or fall of 1980.
Progress initiative

The Formula Giant and Technical Assistance Division of 0.11DP has developed
a new program initiative for fiscal rear 1980 entitled "Removing Children from
Adult Jails and Lock-ups". This program is intenfled to provide the necessary
resources, including both financial and technical to jurisdictions which will assist
them in planning and implementing a viable strategy to remove juveniles from
adult jails and lock-ups. The results sought from this initiative are:

The removal.of juveniles from adult jails and lock-ups.
The development of a flexible network of service and placement options for

alleged juvenile offenderi and non-offenders based upon : (1) the least restrictive
alternative, and (2) maintenance of a juvenile's family and community ties.

A planning and implementation process for removal which: (1) is based upon
a recognition of youth rights and due process and which promotes the advocacy
of such, and (2) uses active citizen participation and youth Involvement.

The development and adoption of intake criteria, consistent with the standards
of the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention and other nationally recommended standards, for alleged juvenile offend-
ers and non-offenders who are awaiting court appearance.

An enhanced capacity for parents, schools, and police to resolve problems of
youth in a non-judicial manner and thus alleviate the use of jails and lock-ups.
This includes: where appropriate, the .coordination and integration of public
and private child welfare services.

An identification and description of viable alternatives to the use of jails
and lock-ups.

This initiative should. be published in the Federal Regi§ter the week of
March 17, 1980, for public comment and published to solicit applications daring
mid-May 1980.

Question 47, We understand at a minimum, the DOJ recommended to the
White House a 3135 million to $140 million cut In the WARS fiscal year 1981
budget. What effect will this have on the fiscal year 1981 OJJDP budget? What
reduction in MUE funds will be experienced under the DOJ proposed reduction?
What recommendations, if any, have the DOJ made for additional reduction in
WARS positions? Similarly, explain any impact on OJJDP.

Response. As of this date the President has announced that there will be a
substantial reduction in the OJARS fiscal year 1981 budget. However, the extent
and nature of the reduction have not as yet been determined. The President will
announce the details of his budget proposals by the end of March.

Under the maintenance-of-effort provision, any budget reduction in the pro-
grams authorized by the Justice- System Improvement Act (JSIA) will result
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in a proportionate decaease in funds available for juvenile justice purpose& For
example, if the JSIA formula and categorical grant programs are cut by $100
million. monies for juvenile justice decline by about $20 million. Juvenile justice
programs supported by State and local formula monies or by national discretion
ary or community anti-crime grant-4, will be curtailed.

Since the outcome of the budget discussions is not yet certain, no firm recom-
mendations have been prepared for concomitant reduction in personnel. If the
fiscal year 1981 cuts, as anticipated, fall heaviest on the JSIA financial assistance
programs (community anti-crime, formula, national priority, and discretionary
grants),, then It is likely that there will be similar reductions in the positions
allocated to manage these programs, as well as support personnel. In this in-
s t a nce, no direct impact on OJJDP, is foreseen.

Mar D. ISSUE: MiscEmaNnoud Documxxverrox

Question $. The OJJDP grants awarded to the SPA Conference in 1979 and all
progress, quarterly reports.

Responses. Progress and financial. reports are not due until the 'end of April.
OJJDP did not award any grants to the National Criminal Justice Association,
formerly known as the SPA Conference, in fiscal year 1979. We did, in fiscal year
1980, transfer $70,000 to the Office of Cripilnal Justice Programs to supplement
a grant they have for the period November 1, 1979 to October 31, 1980.

This supplement to the OCJP is to support the grantee's activities in some of
the following juvenile justice areas: , .

1. S'erv'e as liaison among the National Advisory Committee, tbe Federal Co-
ordinating Council, and various public interest groups.

2. Work with state planning agencies and others concerned with finding accept
able options for the chronic hard-to place non-criminal children, which many-
states were claiming will prevent them from achieving 100 percent DSO.

3. Help states improve and develop their capacity to effectively monitor their
4' progress on Section 223(a) (12) and (13) by :

, . a. identifying compliance problems faced by SPAS, RPUs, courts, etc.; and
41...; J. b. recommending standard forms for data collecting in each state using
4 . the standard deffitions.

4. Assist states in applying the research materials and Information available
1 from NIJJDP.

.
5. Work With states, entitlements, RPUs, etc. to implement the new OJARS

Legislation and its implications on-Crime Control MOE funds.
Question 5. The evaluation of the OCACP Project "House of Umoja" Contract.
Response. The OCACP Program initiative under which the House of Umoja

Neighborhood Anti-Crime Program was-funded did not provide for an individual
project level evaluation. 'his was basically due to the severely limited OCACP
f nus available for the project. This Office did, boa/ever, fund one comprehensive
national evaluation of the initial Community Anti -Cnme Program initiative.

inch will assess the entire program and its achievements. That evaluation is not
,et complete and can be made available as soon as the final draft is approved.

Question 6:
i MEIHNIANDUM

'Meet Response to Questions Relating to JJDP Act Reauthorization:
o Ira Schwartz, Assistant Adminiitretor, OJJDP.
rom John Pickett, Director APM, Staff, NIJ.
This is in response to Homer Broome's request of March 144 1980. Specific h.-

tortnation requested,of the Institute is to ,"provide . . . thg evaluation of grant
(71)-NI-AX-0072) awarded to the University orChicag6 to study the impact
of the New York State juvenile violence statute." /

The itie of this grant is ''New YorWs Double Crackdown on Juvenile Violence:
A Policy Experiment in General Deterrence." The period of award is from
September 1, 1979 through August 31, 1981 and the award amount is $82,685.
No results are available from the -study at this time. It is still in its data col-
lection phase. The purpose of theproject is as follows : -

In 1976, the State of New York restructured its sentencing policy toward
young violent offenders by creating a category of "designated' felon" who,
at the discretion of the judiciary, could besligible for treatment as an adult
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in the criminal courts. In lan, the State of New York lowered -he age of
criminal responsibility for certain serious violent offenses, removing many
juveniles from the Family Court to the jurisdiction and more severe penalties
of the Criminal Court.

This study seeks to utilize this double crackdown to investigate the re-
sponse of these specific age groups to the threat of increased sanctions. The
projects basic design will be to compare over time in New York and non-
New York jurisdictions the changes, if any, In age specific criminal behavior

, of New York's criminal justice system to determine the extent to which the
level of sanctions administered did, in fact, increase.

Question 7. The OAI Reports regarding the review of 185 OCACP and OJJDP
grants referred to at page 55 of the September, 1979 Management Brief.

Response. Attached please find a copy of the OAI "Summary Report of the
Community Anti-Crime Categorical Grant Audits," dated August91, 1979.

Questio.n 8. A copy of each OGC legal opinion and advisory inemoranumii re-
garding the JJA, the relevant position of the CCA and the operation of policies"
of OJJDP.

Response. The Office of General Counsel has issued numerous legal opinions
and advisory memoranda that directly or indirectly affect the Juvenile Justice
Act and the OJJDP program.

OGC has several file drawers of material related to the juvenile justice pro-
gram. These files are always available to OJJDP and agency personnel for back-
ground or other use. Similarly, OGC would bt pleased to open its files to sub-
committee staff. Alternatively, OGC will gather legal materials related to specific
issues or concerns and forward copies of these materials to the subcommittee
at its request.
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NOTIFICATION OF GRANT AWARD

GCMISCONTROL 0 EU,
ASSIGNED OFFICIAL
AWARD NUMBER

315

COPY OF SUMMARY TO
OCL I OAYS TO NOTIFY
CONGRESS OF AWARD

II DAYS AFTER SIGNATURE
TRANIMMTTAL LITTER AND
GRANT AWARD DOCUMENT
TO GRANTEE, COPY TO
GRANT MANAGER

NOTIFY PROFILEIIF
AWARDS DAYS AFTER
SIGNATURE



PROJECT ADMINISTRATION



1

EVALUATION ENTER(
INTO DATA SASE
IF APPLICAILE

..

GRANT EXPIRATION

PROFILE
NOTIFIES

MOIRA@ OFFICES
OF GRANTS NIETO ENO

MI COMMIS
MONTH

1.---GRANTEE SUBMITS
FINAL PACIRESS

114
_....,-r,.REPORT AND

PROGRAM OFFICE
COMPLETES CLOWOVT
CHECKLIST. PREPARES
FINAL ASSESSMENT

I
REVIEW PERFORMEO SY
0 C TO ASCERTAIN THAT
ALL REQUIRED °De-
murs AM IN THE
GRANT FILE

...

ACCOUNTING DIVISION
WOILIGATES ANY
UNDILIGATED FUNDS

ISO ENTERS ASSESSMENT
INTO DATA SASS. GRANT
AVAILAILE FOR AUDIT

*UM ReQUESTE0
AND PERFORMED

1

GRANT SENT TO
FEDERAL STORAGE
AFTER 3 YEARS

34 7
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1 i
ANSWERS SUPPLIED AY TaprOJJDP IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS AT HEARINGSi

1. How much money d14:ihe Office start FY 1980 With?
$129,520,746.

riotHow, much was pricet year money?
$26,650,746 Minus $2,130 reverted 80 money =$24,520,746.
b. How much was 1980 money?
005,000,000 (inclOing $2.131 reverted 80 money).
c. How,inueh wasYCrime Control Act money?
$10,144,273 (Flit 0), $5,000,000.(FY 80)=615,144,213.
d. How much was JJDP Act money?
$100,000.000 WY 80), $14,376,473 (FY 79).
2. Of the total available at the beginning of the year, how much and what per-

cent has now,6een obligated? , . . ..4
$20,236,805, or 30%. , ;,-,.

3. At thqbeginning of FY 1980, how much discretionary money did OJJDP haie ,,,. - -

available from the sources listed below, and for each, how much and what percent,.
are now_ibligated?

...

i . 1
,..*

gitOfaip of
Oct. 10do Oars

Available, Obligated _, obliattd as
Oct. 1, 1979 Mar. 1, 198d of tAar. 12

1

1979)) special emphasis p p $2151: 27:443;

000
$4, 273, 947 ' 27

i 21980: special emphasis 399,410

Total special smPhatis . 37, 044, 987 4, 673, 427

rig Crime Control Act
Crime Control Act

.

.- 10,144, 273 8,284,258 82
5, 000.000 700, 000 -

1:, 8511

_ ; Total Crime Control Act. 15, 144,273 8, 984, 258 59

C FE:.
1479 (477

.
1, 477, 051 650, 000 44

, _051)

p00 (1,0M.000). -
TA:

1979 (215.248) 3, 215, 248 2, 790, 790 87

1980 (3,000,000)._
1111110?:

1979 (19,187) , 11, 019, 18i 3,138,3,138,320 ! 28

1980 (11,000,000)

Total 67, 900,746 20, 236, 801

3 4



PART IV.---ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS OF THE
DEPARTMENT .OF- JUSTICE

UNITED 3TATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AN( DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

WAMIINGTON. D.C. 20631.

'PROGRAM ACTIVITY

OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Prepared By

JOHN M. RECTOR, ADMINISTRATOR
OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

MARCH 20, 1979
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1., « IntroductiOn

,

Many interested perons-and supporters have sought specifics regarding
our efforts to implement the Senator Birch Bayh Juvenile Justice Act

since October 1, 1977, the beginning of Fiscal Year 1978. -I'm certain
that,theinformation herein will assist in developing a fuller under-
standing of-the nature and extent of the 'progress to date..

,,---30mmmg-the highlights are the

A, 74% of the Bayh Act discretionary funds appropriated since FY 75
/ have been awarded since October 1,.1977;

B. 70% of the total Bayh Act discretionarrawards have been made
since October 1, 1977;

C. 63% of the Bayh Act formula grant funds appropriated since FY 75
have been awarded since October 1, 3977; and

D. 70% of the' FY 79 BayhAct-funds-aiiiilable to OJJDP on October 1,
3978-were-awarded rby March 1979.

, .

It is obvious that OJJDP critics who have unjustly dwelt on issues
of performance will be murdered by this cruel gang of facts.

With wag'''. regards,

04 /17 /r:W/4401/_
John M. Rector
Administrator
Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention

35 0
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INTRODUCTION

I. Juvenile JUstice Act, Formula Grant

'- i,.0
....:/

II. Juvenile Justice Act Discretionary Grants, , _____--
-- ---------_____------

III.--Office-of -JiiVinlieJustice and Delinquency Prevention's
Crime Control Act Grants

IV. TOTAL ACTIVITY

351
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1. Formula Grant Program (October 1, 1978 to March 1979)

'A. Grant Activity

(a) FY 79 Appropriation 000

(b) 47kiids to date 59,136,000

.

(c) 3 Awards with serious problems 2,495,000

(N.J., D.C. and Mont.)

(d) Reverted formula funds available 1 2,1)9,000

as discretionary from awards not

made to non - participating states.
(Neb., Nev., M.D., Okl., S.D. and

MY.)

B. .Performance to date

(a)(i) Percent of FY 79 OJJDP Formula
funds awarded by March%1979:

allocated: $61,631,000

awarded: $59,136,000

(ii) Percent of FY 78 OJJDP formula
funds awarded by March 1978 60.0%

allocated: $71,711,750

awarded: $43,416,000

(b) Percent of grants awarded by

March 1979: 94%

95.9%

planned: 50

awarded: 47

C. Formula Grant Award History

(a) FY 75 $ 8,936,648

FY 76 24,129,580

FY 77 43,077,406

FY 78 71,711,750

FY 79 59,136,000

(3/79) $206,991,384

352



(b) Since'October 1, 1977, OJJDP has awarded4130,647,750
in formula funds.

(c) Since October 1, 1978, OJJDP has awarded 29% of total
formula funds appropriated in OJJDP history.

(d) Since Octobdr 1, 1977, OJJDP has awarded 63% of total
formula funds appropriated in OJJDP history.

D. Relative figures on the award, subgranting and. expenditure

of formula-grant funds.

(a) Testimony before Congrass in April 1977 by then

Acting LEAA Administrator revealed the following:

FY/Formula Grant
Award

75 -- $9.25M
76 -- 24.50M

.33.8M

(b) As of 9/30/78

75
76

(c) As of 9/30/78 '

77 -- $43,677.406
78 -- $61,211,750

(d)

% Subgranted
as of 12/3/76

% Expended
as of 12/3/76

27% '6%

(9,126,000) (2.0000,000)

9/30/78 9/30/78

96% 91%

94.4% 73.2%
82.1%

85.6% 44.9%

48.5% 8.1%

(i) In 17 months (5/77 through 9/78) the states increased
the percent of FY 75-76 funds subgranted from 27% to
95.2% and increased the percent of FY 75-76 funds

expended from 6% to 82.1%.
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Of the $97,946,515 su anted by the states-as of

9/30/78, 90% or $88,820,515 occurred between 5/77

and 9/78.

Of the 550,106,300 expended by the states as of

9/30V78, 96% or.$48,106,300 occurred between 5/77

and 9/78.

je) Fo comparative purposes it is noteworthy that at the

end of LEAA's,third fiscal yfar, 1971, the following

was eported by the House Committee on Government-

Oper tions:

FY 69-71
__---------Subgranted Expenditures

$552,034,602. 25.1%
(5138,475,771) No figures kept

16.8%
(9 major states)

The Comnittee, in its Report entitled, "Block Grant Programs

of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration," House

Report No, 92-1072 (9gnd Cong., 2d Session), 5/18/72,

Chairman Chet Holifield, concluded the relevant chapter III,

Program Paralysis .with the following observations:

The 'difficulties and delays' are no less now

than 4 years ago when the programs started;

Delays caused by reasonable grant application

procedures, procurement actions, review steps,

and guideline interpretations are understandable.

The problem discussed here, however, goes deeper

than those obvious factors. It is one which has

as its root the inadequate management and direc-

tion whicWhave been provided to the programs

by LEAA and the States. A more fundamental

cause may be the structure of the block grant

delivery system itself:

Block grants provide a guaranteed annual income

to a State upon submission of a technically

sufficient plan without regard to the amount

which the SPA has been able to usefully spend

in previous years.

354
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II. Juvenile Justice Act Discretionary Programs (Concentration of
Federal Effort, Special Emphasis, Technical Assistance and the
Institute)

A. Grant Activity

(a) Available for FY 79 $ 44,122,000

(b) Awarded by March 1979 16,506,000

(c) Remainder earmark as follows:

(1) OJJDP's Institute for Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Pre-

, 64
vention .

(ii) Technical Assistance

(iii) Continuation of Prevention
Projects

(iv) Continuation of Federal
Effort Projects

3,923,000

2,551,000

2,996,O00

914,000

(v) Model Programs 2,632,000

(vi) School Resource Center 2,500,000

(vii) Youth Advocacy 'Initiative 8,000,000

(viii) Alternative Education 4,000,000

Initiative
$ 27,616,000

8. Performance to date:

(a)(1) Percent of total availablb 38%
awarded to date

allocated: $44,122,000
awarded: $16,506,000

(ii) Percent of total available 8%

awarded March 78

allocated: $70,500,000

awarded: $ 5,400;000

35
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(b)(1) Percent of discretionary grants
. awarded by March 1979

plannad: 112,

awarded: 43

Percent of discretionary granti 11%

awarded by March 1978

.1 178 year total: 172
i

awarded: 20

38.5%

C. Juvenile Justice Act Discretionary Funds

(a) Juvenile Justice'Act. Discretionary Awar4

el

.

% of Toial

P. Year Amount Number ., Appropriation Juirop.klAwarded,

1915 0 0 514M 0 F

1976 $14.2M 46 51614 ' 15

I- 5.7M OJJDP Institute

- 4.1M Transferal to HEN.

1.5M To SPAs

- 2.9M Unsolicited
, .

1917 $13.8M 45 527.375M

- 5.8M OJJDP Institute

- 2.0M Transferal to.MEW
- 5.8M Prevention

- .2M Other

15

1918 $65M 172 . $36. OM I A.702

- 16M ONDPInstiiute
- 6.6M Prevention
= 1.8M Technical Assistance

- 1.8M Concentration of Federal Effort

- 7.6M Model Programs

- 3.5M Restitution

- 4.0M Children in Custody:Incentive

- 4.7M Children in Custody:Privates

- 10.514 Nohoffender/Children in jail state project

- 6.0M State and local projects (Track II)

- 1.7M Deinstitutionalization of Status Offenders

16Y i931.1

4.1

356
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II. Crime Control Act Funds Available to OWDP

(a) LEAA Parts C and E funds available

for FY 79

lb) Part C

521,000,000

IL available 5,000,000

- awarded 3,772,Q00

-- 'percent of total awarded 75%

remainder. earmarked for 1,228,000

Project New-Pride
Offenders)

(c) '

-- available

/

15,000,000

-- awarded 3,419,000

-- percent of total awarded 21%

-- remainder earmarked for:

(i) Continuation of Diversion

(ii) New Pride

(d)(:) Percent of OJJDP's C and 34%

E awarded by March 1979

(ii) Percent of OJJDP's C 'and- C%

E awarded by March 1978

33

3,221,000_
9,46000o

512,581,M0

.2

4
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IV. 0110P TOTAL ACTIVITY

A. Giant Activity

(a)

Formula Grants

_Juvenile Justice Act
Discretionary

Crime Control Act
Discretionary

(b)

349.

Available
Oct. 1 78

$ 61,631,000

44,122,000

21,000,000

Awarded
March 79

$ 59,136,01N,
/

16,506,00

7,19 ,080

Percent awarded of total available
as of March 19

available $127M
-- awarded $ 83M

(c) Percent awarded of total Juvenile
Justice Act available as of March 79

1

-- available $107',872,000

-- awarded $ 75,642,000 .

(d)(i) Percent awarded of all available
discretionary funds as of March 79

-- available $65M
-- awarded $24M

(ii) Percent awarded of all availabie
discretionary funds as of Mari Ch 78

available $93M
awarded $5.5M

(e) Total projects awarded of total
planned for FY 79, March 1979

-- planned 162

-- awarded 90

355

65%

70%

37%

5.8%

55%



(f) As of Feb. 5, 1979, war awards accounted for 47.7%

of total awarded by LEAA in FY 1979. This con-

trests ii-a-7.25% at the same juncture last year.

(I) Of the total $1VM Juvenile Justice-Act discretionary
f---awited since FY 1975, 74% or 581.5N has been
awarded in the past 18 months (since Oct. 1, 1977).

(h) Of the total -296 awards of Juvenile Justice discretionary

funds made since FY 1975, 69% or 205 have been awarded in

the past 18 months (since Oct. 1, 1977).

As of March 1979, a total of 50 full-time OJJDP employees

were on board. As of March 1978, 44 such persons were

employed.

(3) The following chart reflects relative grant activity of

major LEAA Offices. It is based on information submitted

by the Office of Comptroller. LEAA, and published in the

November 1978 Monthly Management Briefs prepared by the

LEAA Office of Planning and Management:
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PERCENT OF TOTAL CATEGORICAL AWARDS PER QUARTER -- FY 1978

Office Oct/Dec Jan/Mar Apr/June July/Sept Percent

Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention

8.1 10 40 41.9 100

Office of Criminal
Justice Programs

12.2 13.5 23 51.3 100

Office of Community
Anti-Crime

3.5 14.1

....

30 52.1 100 .

National Institute of Law
Enforcement and Criminal
Justice

12.5 10.5 22.2 54.8 100

Average:

OJJDP
OCJP
OCAC
NILECJ

9.5 12.5 27.5 50.5

,

All LEAA 11.0 17.7 27.1 44

ti 360
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III 1320.18
January 5, 1978

FIGURE 15.1. OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION ORGANIZATION CHART

OFFICE OF PROGRAMS

* ALSO ADMINISTRATOR, OJJDP

36

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
JUVENILE JUSTICE &

DELINQUENCY PREVENTION
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FEDERAL JUVENILE DELINQUENCY FUNDS

AVAILABLE THROUGH

THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT*

FY7S . FY79

$348 MILLION

JUVENILE-JUSTICE FUNDS

$667 MILLION\
LEAA MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT FUNDS

*Excludes Title III Funds

PREPARED BY THE OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICr. AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION
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SPECIAL. EMPHASIS PREVENTION INITIATIVE

BY RACE AND SEX - OCTOBER 30, 1978

OTHER
.97% ASIAN

NATIVE AMERICAN I
69%

4.0

NOTE: MALE 52.0 %

FEMALE 48,0%
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SPECIAL EMPHASIS DIVERSION PROGRAM

BY RACE AND SEX - SEPTEMBER 1, 1978

OTHER
.37%

NATIVE AMERICAN
ASIAN

4.67%
/ .07 °/o

a

3S 4 v,-

z-c(



SPECIAL EMPHASIS PREVENTIOI! INITIATIVE BY RACE AND SEX - OCTOBER 30, 1978

MALE 'MILE ASIAN ILA& NW IC VHS TOT
ow

17HICE

TULARE

SALYA. ARMY

CHICAGO

HFS

*toys cuats(1 sit.)

PHILADELPHIA'

TUSKEGEE

FT. PECK

UNITED NEIGH. HOUSES

DALLAS

SEATTLE

*GIRLS CLUBS

NEN HAVEN

EOSTOU

ASPIRA

119 67 1 74 79 27 0 4 185

171 83 8 43 131 59 3 10 264

647 322 0 618 4 216 27 4 669
. .

76 62 0 72 48 14 .1 3 138
. -

194 131 243 4 73 4 1 326
I;

44 5 0 47 2' 0 0 0 49

0 642 1 361 136 .142 1 I %. 642

720 505 0 1223 2 0 0 0 3,225

133 132 1 2 0. 1 261 0 265

442 267 17 366 199 125 0 3 710

805 647 0 956 1S6 285 13 2 .1,452

573 493 28 525 58 356 54 42 1,063

0 172 8 19 61 81 2 1 172

375 423 1 242 100 416 91 17 785

35 2! O. 14 36 7 0 3 J

601 503 0 32 1056 16 0 0 1,104

TOTAL s
of TOTAL 1u4. 4.

4 81S
0

4.49
0 19 44274

2;112_ 1.1
22.7 189 .6 8

*Only partial count/data not yatin computer
"Only 1 site reporting according to NCCD all data is 20% lass than actual count

37
4.0 .97

(Total Minority 7480 S of Total 80% .

91 9,298



% of %aril

SPECIAL EMPHASIS OIVEASIOU mem EY RACE A110 SEX SEPT. 1 1978

Puerto
TOTAL Denver Rosebud '<aphis Boston Florida Kentucky Hiliquakee Rico MFY Meilen Jobn Jay Tot

. FM,LE 31 la 185 39 161 95 NA NA dA NA 37 547

4

MALE 267 HA .1,369 275 . F27 599 NA NA NA NA 510 3.567

Tin,. N 56 532 175 444 232 119 112 1,67
SLACK 46.4 116 1,020 90 239 451 233 2 189 266 2,6C

CA
.HISPANIC 4.6 141 ( 44. 16 489 187 167 1,04 Cr(

.-.1

*ASIAN .07
4 HA

NAT. M. 4.67 260 2 26

OTHER .37 2 5 4 7 1 2 2

TOTAL 313 260 t,554 314 687 694 371 498 189 190 547 5,609

Total Minorities - 3938
% of Total 70%
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MALE

HAI

UNITE

MCC

HISPANIC

ASIAN

Ir.AT. M.

! cuot

TOTFJ.

of Total

SKCIAL EMPHASIS CEIKSTITUTI(NALIIATION OF STATUS OFFENDERS INITIATIVE MOM allnz. 1976.

- k n

81 PACE AND SEX

le 1 1 1 .C. r ft Total
S

f

1.800 1,632 381 267 731 1,679 86 2,758 411 550 10.352 523

713 1,1051 246 128 877 1,031 63. 4,102 263 352 9.197 41.0

2.167 1,843 536 204 1,231 1,424 148 4,636 671 881 13409 67.7

323 3 71 357 1,134 2 2,210 3 20 4.760 23.1

852

15 \45

12

2

30 22

1

154

3 2

1

4

1

7

1.376 6.6

.3
Co

let 20 2 1 1 14 S 3 25 261 1.2

-3, 71 2 4 6 20 1 7 160 .7

694 3 6 4 415 618 2 719 161 6 659 691 941 20 545

11.4 14.2 3.0 2.0 7.8 13.2 .1 33.3 3.3 4.5

Total Minority 6,136
S of Total .28
Jest Per Clild

'50Th : Ofsperqy baboon sox and ethnic count totals. Data Ms not boos finalized by evaluators

3 S 7
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'State received and obligated this amour of IMP funds, subsequently withdrew from Act.

"State received roma' Award forthis FIA bjt vi thdrew_and-retiiiined full amount to lEAA.

"'Participated for full fiscal year; Withdrew in Ft 1977 and returned
all unobligated formula fund
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-FORMULA GRANT FUND FLOW
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40

so

30 .

20,

10
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HISTOIY OF THE AWARD AND GRANT ACTIVITY OF OJJDP

JUVENILE JUSTICE DISCRETIONARY FUNDS
1974 - 1975

TOTAL MONTHS

I TOTAL GRANTS

34 - 83%------
20 - 37%

-

66 - 22%

230 - 78%

TOT - Olt

TOTAL JJ

..,_ OF AWARDED

S18.714

191.3M$.1-6.7

- 17%
- 83%

1M

V

GRANTS - 66 or 22%

ntonit,LU,SAR / NADER

9-74
7-77

3-79

'TIME

17% or $18.7-M
63% of MONTHS (34 MON)

Rs.ciolz

23 %orlt 91.3m

87 7: MONTHS

(20 MON)
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230 or 78%
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR JUVENILE
JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

WASHINGTON. DC 20631

March 5, 1980

Senator Birch Bayh, Chairman
Subcommittee on the Constitution

U.S. Senate
Waslington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Bayh:

At..eht4 nl^t2;e find the recommendations of the National Advisory Committee for
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention for the reauthorization of the Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. These recommendations vere adopted by the

MAC at its February 21-23, 1980, meeting and represent the Committee's final position

regarding reauthorization.
_-----

The National Advisory Committee wishes to express its strong support for the existing
legislation particularly the provisions regarding the deinstitutionalization of
status offenders, the separation of adults and Juveniles in institutions, the
emphasis on advocacy, the 75 per centum requirement to determine compliance regarding
deinstitutionalization, and the monitoring of jails, detention and correctional

facilities.

The Advisory Committee has also considered a recommendation to revise the Act to

include an emphasis on the violent, serious and chronic repeat offender. Although

it is an important issue, the MAC opposes any such revision because the current
LEAR legisIntion permits the use of its funds for such purposes, and because the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act has and continues to make important
strides toward removing from the Justice System youngsters not needing its control.

The MAC does recommend that the Act be revised to provide that .he Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention be a separate organizational entity ander the
Office of Justice Assistance, Research and Statistics and on an organizational par
with tht Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the National Institute of Justice

and the Bureau of Justice Statistics. The Advisory Committee further recommends

that the National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention remain
with OJJDP and retain its authority to conduct basic research.-

Additionally, the RAC is recommending amendments which would:

(1) target additional attention and resources on the problems of distilntaged

and minority youth;

(2) expand the list of Jurisdictions that qualify as "States" eligible for funding

under the Act;
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(3)

(4)
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clarity the term "juvenile detention or correctional facilities";

strengthen activities to coordinate Federal juvenile delinquency efforts;

(5) provide for representation of State Advisory Groups on the National Advisory
Committee for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention and emend the appoint

nt process to the MAC to allow members to serve until their replacemants

appointed;

(6) strengthen.the role of the State Advisory Groups; and

(7) transfer the authority for the Runaway Youth At to the Office of Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

The Advisory Committee recommends a four year authorizatiomrperiod, an authorization

level of $200,000,000 for the fiscal Year ending September 30, 1981, and an appro

priation level of $140,000,000 for FY81. The ?MC also supports the recommendation

of the OJARS reorganization proposal that fifty additional staff be allocated to

OJJDP.

In summary, the members of the Committet. wish to express their appreciation to you,

the members of your Subcommittee. and the Subcommittee staff for the opportunity

to comment on reauthorization and we hope that our recommendations are helpful.

We are pleased with progress under the Act thus tar and have high expectations for

the future.

CJA/TK/sr

Enclosure

vGG: Mary Jolly

3 '75

Sincerely.

C. Joseph Anderson, Chair
National Advisory Committee
for Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ocncE OF .ANENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR JUVENILE
JUSFICE AND DEUNOUENCY PREVENTION_

WASHINGTON. DC. 20:41

RECCW1OIDATIONS

1. Section 101(a)(4) should be amended as follows:.

existing program have not adequately responded to the particular problems

of the increasing ambers of young people who are aidicted to or who abuse
alcohol and drugs, particularly nonopiate or polpirug abusers;

2. Section 101(a) should be further amended as follows:

(6) States and local communities which experience directly the devastating
failures of the juvenile justice system do not presently have sufficient
technical expertise or adequate resources to deal comprehensively with the
problems of Juvenile delinquency; (ape)

(7) existing Federal programs have not provided the direction, coordination,
resourees, and leadership required to meet the crisis of delinquency(v).1

(8) because of race, economic standing, ses,_language,eulture, handicanL
mental disability, or other artificial barriers, whole classes of young
.._p_Ayerlelhad their needs adequately met by human service profes-
sions in the United States'

(9) cultural segregation. both on the mainland United States and its
territories, has led to isolation and alienation of.young Americans; and

(10) existing programs have not adequately respon&d to
the particular problems of minority and disadvantaged youth.

3. Section 103(4) and 103(5) should be amended as follows:

(-444-4ke-Mr .-2Lav-trtforitemsit-Aseisewo ,-44aim&saroitest-meass-410

ageney-estabi4abs&-by -*Iss-Oma4Imis-Criime-conirel -and

SoCe-Paresis-Amt-ef-494.8-r-as-sesadedt)

(4) the term "Office of Justice Assistance. Research, and Statistics"
means the agency established by section 801(a) of the Justice System
Improvement Act of 1979.

(5) the term (=Aimimisirater2) "Director" means the agency head desig-

nated by section (1.014-14-4f-the-Ommilus-Cpies-Oesivel-smi-gafe-')resse
A.4-ef-19687-as-ameaded) 801(a) of the Justice System Improvement Act of

1979.

4. Section 103(7) should be amended a follows:

(7) the term "State" means any State of the United States, the District
of Columbia; the Comesonweilth of Puerto Rico, the Trust Territory of Lilo
Pacific Islands, (ami-mey-Serrie4ey-se-sosessoiesb-44-ther-144444-74444mit)

37G
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the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the

Northern Mariana Islands

5. Section 103(12) should be revised as follows:

-4124-41w-aerm-cverresaienaA-inetiiatien-ev-faetkAiy2-meass-aay-plaso-feo
Che-emefiserment-es-rehahilitaWham-ef-uventle-efitesiere-es-individuale
ehargiel-with-er-eesmistml-et-ertmasel-ettesseat-asi

(12) the term "juvenile detention or eJrrectional facilities" means any
secure public or private facility used for the lawful custodY of accused
or adjudicated juvenile offenders or non-offenders or any public or pri-
vate facility, secure or non-secure, which is also used for the lawful

custody of accused or convicted adult criminal offenders; and

6. Section 201(a) should be amended as follows:

(0 There is hereby created within the Department of Justice, (Law
Safertremeal-Assielasuree-Aemaaietireatem) Office of Justice Assistance,

Research, and Statistics, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention (referred to in this Act as the "Office"). The (Aam4mAsiva444
Director shall administer the provisions of this Act through the Office.

Note: References to the "Law Enforcement Assistance Administration" and the
"Administrator" should be changed throughout the Act to be consistent

with this proposed revision and the Justice System Improvement Act 9f 1979.

7. Section 204(k) should be deleted to be consistent with recommendation /23

which would transfer the administration of the Runaway Youth Act to the

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency,Prevention.

410--A s1-Senetiens-ef-the-Adminisbraaer-neder-this-tiale-ehall-be
eserA4nated-se-spprepriate-with-the.fuseltiens-ef-the-Seeretery-et-the
Depar4aes-et-Realths-EduestienT-and-Welfave-anAer-iitle-tIl-ef-this-Aet,

414(%)(1) The Administrator shall, etc.

8. Section 206(a)(1) should be amended as follows:

Section 206(a)(1) There is hereby established, as an independent organi-

zation in the executive branch of the Federal Government a Coordinating

Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (hereinafter referred

to as the "Council") c,qposed of the Attorney General, the Secretary of

Health(ygiAszaties-anA-Meifare) sad Human Services, the Secretary of Labor,

the Director of the Office of Drug Abuse Policy, (4ko-Cemmissioner-et

4ea-AN4fee) the Secretary of Education, the Director of the ACTION

Agency, the Secretary of Housing and Urban Developments the Director
of the Office of Minsaement and Budget, a member of the President's Domestic

Council or their respective designees, the Associate Administrator of the

Office or Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
the Deputy Associate

Administrator of the Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-

vention, member of the National Advisory Committee fon Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention and representatives of such other agencies as

the President shall:de:Agnate.
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9. Section 2(3(4)(2) should be amended to read;

(2) Any individual representing a Federal agency designated under this
section shall ba selected iron individuals who exercise significant decision-
making authority in the Federal agency invclved

10. Section 206(d) should be amended as follows:

(d) The Council shall meet (a-.Minn.-et-eeem-Kama -ter) at least quarterly
each year and a description of the activities of the Council shall be in-

eluded in the annual report required by section 204(b)(5) of this title.

11. Section 206(e) should be amended asfollows;

(e) The (AreseRkeme-Ainfongsarieer) Chairman of the Council (mar) Shall.

with the approval of the Council, appoint a staff director, an assistant
staff director, and such (peesemoml-er) additional staff support as (be)

the Chairman considers necessary to carry out the (pnimpeees) functions

of sits -miss) the Council..

12. Section 20T (c) and (d) should be amended as follows:

(c) The regular members of the Advisory Committee shall be appointed by

the President from persons who by virtue of -Hair training or experience
have special knowledge concerning the prevention and treatment of Juvenile

delinquency or the administration of juvenile justice, such as juvenile or
family court Judges; probation, correctional, or law enforcement personnel;

and representatives of private voluntary organisations and community-based

programs, including youth workers involved with alternativi youth programs

and persons with special experience and competence in addressing the pro-

blem of school violence and vandalism and the problem of learning disabili-

ties. The President shall designate the Chairman. Each group of appoint -

meets for four year terms shall include at least two appointees who are

members of a State Advisory Group established pursuant to section 223

of this Act. A majority of the ambers of the Advisory Committee, including

the Chairman, shall not be full-tine employees of Federal, State, or local

governments. At least seven members shall not have attained twanty-six

years of elm on the date of their appointment, of whom at least three shall

have been or shall currently be under the Jurisdiction of the Juvenile

Justice system.

(d) Members appointed by the President to the Committee shall serve for

terms of four years and shall be eligible for reappointment except that for

the first composition of the Advisory Committee, ot-third of these members

shall be appointed to one-year terms, one-third to two-year terms, and one-

third to three-year terms; thereafter each term shall be four years. Such

mashers shall be appointed within ninety days after the date or the enact-

ment of this title. Members whose terms have expired shall co .tine to

serve on the Committee until such time as their successor is appointed:

Aey member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiration

of the term for which his predecessor was appointed, shall be appointed

for the remainder of such term. Eleven webers of the committee sill

constitute a quorum. (42 U.S.C.5617)

ir
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13. Section 208(d) should be amended as follows.:

(d) The Chairman shall designate a subcommittee of not less than five

.embers of the Committee_to serve, together with the Director of the

National Institute of Corrections (0 and the Director of the National

Institute of Justice as members of an Advisory Committee for the National

Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to perform the

fUnctions set forth in section 245 of this title.

14. Section 222(a)
------ --

and (b) should be amended as follows:
__

Se!191112-20--In-act---iC167111;ZLi:Z7Pr:::1-gated under this part,

--nada shall be allocated annually among the States on the basis of relative

population of people under age eighteen. No such allotment to any State shall

be less tbs $225,000(T)y emeept-thatrfer-the-nrgirr4elaamlaT-CmamT-Pmertean

Sem***-atml-Slo-A*1**-Territery-*C-41,*-14Ifie-Polemila-me-elleamemi-ehall-14
team-ahaa-$56.1430.

(b) Except for fund* appropriated for fiscal year 1975, if any amount so

allottedremaint unobligated at the end of the fiscal year, such funds shall

be reallocated in a manner equitable and consistent with the purpose of this

part. Pt:ads appro riated for fiscal year 1975 may be obligated In accordance

with subsection .
76, after whi,h time they may be real-

located. Any amo t zo reallocated thail be in addition to the amounts

already allotted and available to the State(e). tbe-Argi.m4slands*-Aseriean

gems**-Guaft-aed-th*-Tylsi,Territery-44-She-Da'4714**-ielanis-fer-the-eame
Taria4.

15. Section 223(a)(3)10(ii))should be amended as follows:

(ii) (say) shall advise the Governor and the legislature on matters related

to its functions. is requested;

16. Section 223(0(10) should be rther amended as follows:

(J) programs designed /to focus resources on mint -Sty and disadvantaged

youth;

17. kection 224(a) should be amended as follows:

(10)
develop and support programs desie - -d to encourage and enable State

legislatures to consider and further the durposes of this Act, both by

amenclin- State laws where,necessary, and
devoting greater resources to

those purpo'es; (mad)

(11) de/Y'llop and implement programs relating to juvenile delinquency and

learning disabilities(*); and

(l2)/ develop and implement programs designed to address
the problems of

minority and disadvantaged youth,

18. Section 241(c) should be amended to read:

// (c) The activities of the National Institute for Juvenile Justice and

/ Delinquency Prevention shall be coordinated with the activities of the

National Institute of (iaw-iinfereemeet-eat-Crim*sal)
Justice in accordance

with the requirement of section 201(b).
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19 Section 2464-1m-emmibied as College:

Section 246 The Deputy Associate Administrator for the National Institute
for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention shall develop annually and
submit to the Associate Administrator after the first year the legislation
is enacted, prior to (September-30), October 31 a report on research, demon-
stration, training, and evaluation programs funded under this title, including

a review of the results of such programs, an assessment of,the application
of such rerslts to existing and to new Juvenile delinquency programs, and
detailed recommendations for future research, demonstration, training, and
evaluation programs. The Associate Administrator shall include a summary
of these resulteand recommendations in his report to the President and
Congress required by section 204(b)(5). (42 U.S.C.5656)

20. Section 261(a):

The SAC recommends that the At be reauthorized for the fiscal years ending
Septa:her 30, 1981, 1982, 1983, and 1984 respectively and support': an
authorized appropriation level of $200,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
September 30, 1981.

21. SectiOn 261(b) should be amended as follows:

(b) In addition to the funds-appropriated under*section 261(a) of the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1914, (4dm-AimdetelmAkem)
there shall be maintained from the appropriation for (ebe-law-ReismseemeM
Amm*Memee-AdmAgAINsealem) Title I ort.the Justice System improvement Act
of 1979, each fiscal year, at least (19,0) 20 percent of the total appro-
priations (Ser-tal-AdmialOgeAilm) under that title, for Juvenile delinquency
programs. (42 U.S.C. 5671)

22. Section 262 should be amended as follows:

(a) The administrative provisions, etc.

(b) So State, as defined in section 1030, shall be excluded from national
research activities funded under this Act unless reasons for such an exclusion
are specificslly set forth in the research report.

23. Title III - Runaway Youth

The National Advisory Committee recommends that the administration of the
Runaway Youth Act be placed within the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention to be administered as separate categorical program.
The SAC further reeommends.that program: and staff continuity be maintained.

Finally, the Advisory Collettee recommend, an authorization level,of
$25,000,000 for the Runemm Youth Act for the fiscal year ending September

30, 1981.
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US. Deparamat el Judea
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

Office of Juvenile Justice andDefiquency

Prevention

WM41041044 QC Jail

The Honorable Birch Bayh
Chairman
Subcommittee on the Constitution
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

"Dia7Mr. Cfrsirnians

I a- .leased to provide for the record of the Committee on the Judiciary

respv s to questions which you submitted for my consideration at the

time of the Committee's hearing on my nomination to be Administrator

of the Office of Juvenile Justic. and Delinquency Prevention.

My personal views regarding the matters which you have raised are set

forth on the pages enclosed with this letter. For clarity, each question
is restated, followed by my response. Your support for my. nomination
and the assistance continually provided by Mary Jolly, Staff Director and

Counsel of the Subcommittee on the Constitution, are greatly appreciated.

I look forward to continuing to work with you to assure that the Juvenile

3Latice and Delinquency Prevention Act is effectively implemented in

the manner that best serves the needs of our Nation's young people.

Sincerely,

Ira M. Schw
Administrator

Enclosure
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r'
PERSONAL RESPONSES OF IRA M. SCHWARTZ TO QUESTI NS!

POSED BY SENATOR BIRCITTSAYH IN CONNECTION WITH JUDifeRRY
COMMIVEE HEARING ON NOMINATION TO BE ADMINISTRATORt
Win OP JUVENILE JUSTICE AND.DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

r:v.ccer:/ -
1. ThE Act provides that all LEAA programs concerned with Juvenile

Justice shall be administered oesubject to' the policy direction of the
Office of Juvenile Justice. I think it Is Important to knoi how you see
the relationship between the'lrierille Justice Act and the Justice System
Improvement -Act, since.you have-responsibility under both. Do you see a

integrated approach for administerin4 the provisions pertaining to
t e.auninai justice and de _mlvention statutes?

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act and the JuStice (System
Improvement Act differ in both their objectives and the approaches taken to
achieve those objectives. I believe that certain aspects of the two statutes can be
integrated. Strte criminal justice. councifs and local advisorrboards can be
responsible for z,Imininering both programs. Considerable savings can continue to
be realized by utilizing management techniques which avoid duplication. While
programmatic integration should be limited, I believe that a more integrated
approach than has been taken in the past Is possible.

Under the prior Crime Control Act, LEAA administered both the 'JJDP program
and maintenance-of-effort funds earmarked for juvenile progranis. Section 527
provided, as you are aware, that all LEAA juvenile programs were 'to be
administered or subject to tile policy direction of OJJDP. In practice, this did not- --
occur. Not only was former LEAA officials hesitant to give OJJDP policy-control
over.maintenance-of-ef fort funds, but responsibility for someaspec6of the JJDP
Act program was not delegated to the OJJDP Administrator. Although this
problem was addressed in the legislative history of the Juvenile Justice Amend-
ments of 1977, the Justice System Improvement Act continues conflicting responsi-
bilities in two officials. -

Under the Justir,e System improvement Act, LEAA, NIJ, and BJS will each have
responsibilities to suppor t juvenile justice activities with maintenance-of-effort
funds.- -The old Section 527 has become Section 820, but its terms are further
limited. Only LEAA programs are to be administered or subject to the policy
direction of OJJDP. For MS and ND, there is only a requirement to "work closely"
with OJJDP. In the short time I have been Administrator of OJJDP, I have found
the officials In LEAA to be very helpful and cooperative, and believe that many of
the prior difficulties will be resolved by mutual agreement. However, conflicting
provisions of the two statutes will still be able to be used by persons occupying
these positions In the future to rerict the authority of OJJDP and limit the
appropriite integration of two programs.

2. Ohe of the important provisions of the Acestablishes a maintenance of
effort provision at 19% of the LEAA funding to be spent on traditional
courts and corrections programs fo.. serious, violent offenders. How do
you assess the significance of this section? Do you believe th7r -th7

.38,2
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section should mandate that these funds be spent exclusively for serious,
violent-offenders when we amend the Act next year?

The Justice System Improvement Act, In carrying forward the maintenance-of-
effort requIriment, states that the funds are to go "for juvenile delinquency
programs, with primary emphasis on programs for juveniles convicted of criminal
offenses or adjudicated delinquent on-the basis of an act which would be a criminal
offense if committed by an adult." I agree with this as consistent ,Wittrthe prior

/ intent for maintenance-of-effott. The language does not say that all maintenance-
of-effort funds have to be spent for-these purposes or spent exclusively for serious
violent offendirs.

The maintenance-of-effort provision Is highly significant to the overall scheme of
the 3JDP program, for it assures that iiVenlle justice funds supplement those under
the Jiisti'de Systim Improvement Act. Without the requirement, there would be no
guarantee that any LEAA JustIce,System Improvement Act funds would be spent in
the juvenile area. Not only does maintenance-of-effort assure that LEAA funds
aren't diverted to other criminal justice purposes, but it means that juvenile justice
will remain a national LEAA priority. 1 do not feel any change as suggested would
be appropriate.

3. In light of the fact that violent offenders are a Iv 'I proportion of our
entire population of juvenile offenders, and that ,vioh...st offenses by our
young are declining, do yoli believe that an adequate proportion of our
Juvenile Justice Act funds are being sent on status offenders and
getting kids out of jails and our neglected and abused youngsters out of
secure facilities?

I
Data from se.,eral -studies do indicate that avery small pr ortion of juvenile
offenders accounts for an extremely large lrolum4 of seriout and violent crime.
Identification and effective treatment of this small group present both polidy and
programmatic difficulties., While serious and violent youth crane must be dealt
with, it must be done in such a way that does not include other youths who are not
in need of the same degree of attention as the most serious offenders.

A major policy aim of .the Juvenile Justice Act has been to keep the less severe
offender-out of contact with the most serious. The statute gives the Administrator
of 033DP the flexibility to develop special progranis designed to test different
approaches to dealing with serious offenders. tiowever,, it \remains clear that a
Mtge number of less serious oMnders, juveniles Charged with offenses that would
not be criminal if committed by an adult, and otl*rs such as abused and neglected
young people, are being dealt with in an inapproloriate fashion. The much higher
-level of resources provided by the Act to addressithe needs of these youngsters is

proper when their relative numbers are consiciereid, as well as the lasting damage
which inappropriate treatment can cause. Certainly the fadt that many juveniles
remain inappropriately placed in facilities indicates that much more needs to be
done.

4
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4. There are two very important se4loristof the Act which would (1) require
that within three years of a state submitting is juvenile justice plan that
they prohibit the incarceration in secure facilites of status offenders by
75% and 100% in an additional two years and (2) prevent the commin-
gling of adjdflicated adults and those awaiting adjudication with juve-
niles. Hok do you view these two particular thrusts of the Act? Are
these important mandates? Are they marginal? How do you place them

er of priority?

The two provisions, Included in Sections 223(aX12) and 223(aXI 3), are ceritral to the
MP, Act. Providing assistance to states and localities in accomplishing he stated
objectives is the most essential feature of the legislation. 1 regard the deinstitu-
tionalization and separation mandates of the highest importance, not at i1 as
"n)irginaL"

It is difficult to place the two provisions in order of priority, since both erdbody
distinct concepts. I believe, however, that deinstitutionalization of hen-cri inal

, juveniles is of the greatest importance, particularly because of the implicatio of
this section for the prevention of delinquency. Removing fro:: facilities chi dren
who should not be held will mean fewer juveniles who could come in contact with

' adult offenders In institutions.

5. Since prevention programs' s e major theme of the Juvenile Justice
Act, what is your view as w at role prevention should play? Is it a
significant concern? Is it a atkburner concern for dealing with juvenile
crime and delinquency in perspective? Where do you place
prevention? .

I believe, Senator Bayh, that your statement in the Senate Judiciary Committee
Report accompanying the legislation in 1974 best puts the matter into perspective:
"In closing, I want to sum up S. 821 in one word, 'preventibn."' The legislative
history of the Act clearly conveys the feeling of Congress that there was too much
reaction to youthful offenders, instead of prevention of offenses.

The House of Representatives initially rejected the idea of placing the MP
program in LEAA because LEAA's approach to juvenile delinquency was seen in
terms ot,...7crime and punishment" rather than the "preventive aspects" or "the
numati values of troubled youth." When it was agreed that LEAA could best
administer the legislation, LEAA was required to continue spending a specified sum
on juvenile programs, but it was expected that the primary 033DP emphasis would
be quite different.

Prevention of delinquency is certairoy not a "backburner zoncern" to ire. OJJDP
must play a leadership role in preventing delinquency and addressing its underlying
causes. We must look for alternative approaches to dealing with juvenile crime,
make better use of the services provided by non-governmental or anizations, and
implement inno-iative program hat address all the needs of your ple.

C. The Juvenile 3u.szice Act provides tnat all LEAA programs concerned
with juvenile ;ustice ahsll be administered' or subjeict to the policy
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direction of-the- Office -of ltivenile Ju,stIce. At present, however, the
4dmirustrator of the Office does not 'haft the sign-off authority for
Special Emphasis programs. What will you do to encourage the LEAA
Administrator to give you sign-off on these Special Emphasis programs?
Do you believe that the Act should be amended to mandate your role in
this regard?

In my responte to your first question, 1 addressed the historical difficulty there has
been in clarifying the responsibilities of LEAA and OJJDP. As noted, the officials
in LEAA have been very helpful and cooperative, and I believe that many of the
prior difficulties can be resolved by mutual agreement. The "situation is compli-
cated by the recent passage of the Justice System Improvement Act and pending
reorganizations of OJARS and LEAA. The fact that we are reviewing the
organizational placement of OJJDP will also impact, on the authority of the
Administrator of the Office to approve all grants under the Act. If my views on
this issue, as are set forth in the next response, are accepted, then legislative
action will necessarily follow.

7. At present the Juvenile Justice Act is under the administration of LEAA.
Do you support an effort to amend the Juvenile Justice Act to give the
Office of Juvenile Justice independence from LEAA, so that it will
become a fourth box under the OJARS plan equal to LEAA, the National
Institute of Justice and the Bureau of Justice Statistics?

AS 1 stated at my confirmation hearing, 1 believe that OJJDP should retain its
independence and visibility within the Department of Justice and the Administrator
of OJJDP should retain the authority necessary to fully and effectively implement
the Act. We are now reviewing the status of the Office and the impact of the
Justice System Improvement Act on the program. 1 have personally concluded that
OJJDP should be made independent within the OJARS structure so that it can
continue to adequately carry out its responsibilities. This decision is based on
several considerations.

The Justice_Systern improvement Act has substantially impacted upon OJJDP. The
Office stays within LEAA, but LEAA has significantly changed. Responsibilities
have been moved out of LEAH to NO, BJS, and 03ARS. The relationship and
responsibilities of OJJDP are nut made clear, and in fact, some of the prior role
confusion is exacerbated. Thus, I feel that LEAA and OJJDP functions can be most
effectively coordinated if OJJDP is separated out.

OJJDP was given visibility and stature with the Department in 1974 to assure that
it could effectively work to carry out its overall responsibilities of establishing and
coordinating Federal juvenile justice policy. New layers of bureaucracy have been

_interposed by the Justice System Improvement Act between OJJDP and the
Attorney General. Status of the Office is crucial to the_mtegrity of the program,
and maintaining visibility will highlight the Administration's support for the
program.

1
Independent status for OJJDP also makes good sense from a management stand-
point. Placing the Office with its separate statutory base and headed by a

1,
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'residential appointee within LEAA has inevitably led to conflict. Management
and program relationship conflicts have absorbed a considerable amount of time
and energy by both agencies. It is logical that the Presidentially-appointed
program manager be given full authority for the legislation he was appointed to
implement. Separate status for OJJDP will help insure that the head of that
Office, with policy responsibility for juvenile justice, has authority to carry out and
consequently be held accountable for that policy. Giving the Office control over
its own resources will end the confusion between different parts of current law
which give overlapping responsibilities to both the LEAA and OJJDP Adminis-
trators. The funding process should also benefit from removal. Independent grant
and contract authority will expedite fund flow by streamlining the process and
eliminating unnecessary paperwork and duplicative reviews.

The goals and objectives of the JJDP and Justice System Improvement Acts are
different, with much more of a prevention and service delivery focus in the JJDP
Act. Keeping the programs separate will lessen the possibility of trade-offs
between proponents of the adult criminal justice system and the juvenile justice
system, in terms of both funding and priorities. Independent status recognizes
differer policy thrusts, different constituencies, and different requirements of the
two Acts, yet allows for coordination under the OJARS structure.

My views on separate status of OJJDP were anticipated by Congress when the
Juvenile Justice Amendments 01 1977 were approved. The Conference Report on
that legislation included,the following statement:

"It is the strong intention of the Conferees that the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention be retained within the Department
of Justice. The COAferees note, however, dependent on the outcome of
the Law Enforcement-Assistance Administration reorganization that the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinqupcy Prevention may be estab-
lished as a separate entity reporting to th Attorney General."

8. It is contemplated that a reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice Act will
be for four years at a minimum authorization of $200 million for each of
the four years. Do you support an off-year funding program for the
Juvenile Justice Act from the LEAA program/ Do you believe that the
program should be authorized at $200 million or should more money be
provided' Would you support an increased appropriation for the Act over
the $100 million which has been provided for Fiscal Years 1978, 1979 and
1980?

I favor continued off -year authorization for the JJDP Act. There are several
persuasive arguments against coincidental authorization periods for OJJDP and
LEAA. First, simultaneous reauthorization would tend to blur the distinct images
of the two programs and, in tOe eyes of those closely associated with juvenile
justice issues, diminish the stafure and identity of the OJJDP program, which was
purposely made separate within LEAA. Secondly, there is a need for a separate
and focused-period_of review,in Congress, the Justice Department, and elsewhere
within the Administration. There would be three Congressional committees and
four subcommittees to deal with at once. Jurisdictional issdes which would
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confront the committees would likely spill over to_generate..adverse attitudes
toward both LEAA and OJJDP. Third, keeping the Acts discreet would, lessen the
possibility of trade-offs and competition between proponents of adult criminal
justice System funding emphasis and thB juvenile justice system. Finally, the public
constituent groups for the Justice Sy Stem Improvement Act and JJDP Act are
distinct, although there is some overlap. The legislative development p-rd cess
would require consultation with different groups on different issues at the same
time, promoting confusion.

The authorization for the JJDP Act has always been greater than the amount
actually appropriated. Given the currett $100 million level of funding, I believe
that the $200 million authorization provides flexibility for reasonable growth. This
is the third year for which OJJDP fundirig has been $100 million and certainly the
impact of funds has been reduced by infition. While additional funds could always
be used, the actual appropriation reques must take into account budget realities
and the need to limit the uncontr011ed irdwth of Federal spending. Having only
recently started at OJJDP, I plan to, work to assure that future requests for funds
are realist ic.

9. .1 understand that there is an OJARS/LEAA reorganization plan being
circulated within the Department of Justice. Please provide for the
Committee an analysis and description of its impact on the Juvenile
Justice Office and its responsibilities, including the maintenance of

' effort provision.

The original recommendations of the OJARS Transition Task Force released on
November 30, 1979, were of concern to me. I understand that the Committee
received a copy of the Task Force Report, so I will not summarize the recommen-
dations in detail. My essential problem with the Report regarded the role of
°JARS. I felt that the Task Force misconstrued the nature and extent of the
responsibilities of OJARS intended by Congress. OJARS was centralized and the
proposed organization was top-heavy. It was given a directive role which would
have resulted in domination of LEAA, NIJ, and BJS rather than management. The
OJJDP relationship with OJARS, LEAA, NIJ, and BJ5 is in part dictated by the
Justice System Improvement Act, but would necessarily be affected by any
reorganization proposal. I was worried that the Task Force recommendations
opened the appearance of downgrading the status of OJJDP.

On February 12, ,1980, a revised reorganization plan was proposed which directly
pertains only to OJARS, although other offices would be impacted by the results.
The role of OJARS and number of personnel were reduced from the original
recommendations. Activities were decentralized substantially. The release of the
revised proposal was a positive step and suggests a structure more in line with my
reading of the legislation. Two of the stated purposes of the plan are to guarantee
the independence and integrity of the OJARS components and provide the
resources necessary to effectively perform their -functions. This should benefit
OJJDP, although it is important to point out that LEAA, as an independent agency,
will have its own reorganization plan. A particularly positive aspect of the OJARS
proposal is the recognition of the chronic understaffing of OJJDP and a recommen-
dation for 50 new staff.
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10. 1-kw-much staff assistance re-youlcoing-to have help you carryout-your
job a the Office? Are you going to have a choice in selecting the
Deputy Administrator? Will the person be of your choice?

There arecurrently 51 full-time positions assigned to OJJDP. Forty-six of these
positions are filled, however, some of these are filled with temporary and part-
time employees.. Our resources are very strained, with some professional staff
members responsible for monitoring as Much as $15 million in grants. One person
handles matters relating to 11 Western states. That is why I welcome the 50
additional staff members recommended by the February 12;1980, OJARS reorgani-

zation proposal.

In proposing the additional 50 program specialists for OJJDP, the reorganization
plan noted the chronic understaffing which the Office has experienced since its
establishment. This situation has led to numerous problems "including an inability
to effectively coordinate Federal efforts, fund flow problems, an insufficient
number of action programs, insufficient time devoted to long-range .program
planning, short time for public responses to program plans, inadequate involvement
of key interest groups, lack of 'assistance to the states in achieving compliance,
;.rtability to establish a comprehensive training and information clearinghouse
program, delay in accomplishing standards implementation, an inability to engage
in effective program development work, inadequate monitoring of existing pro-
jects, delays in closing out inactive projects, and an inability to publish reports
resulting from sponsored projects." ,

With the additional staff,a broader range of program initiatives could be developed
and funded, a much larger number of states could be brought into compliance with
the Act, more effective coordination of youth programming and more aggressive
leadership in the formulation of national youth policy could be accomplished, badly
needed training and information support functions could be implemented, and
guidance could be given to professionals in the delinquency prevention and
treatment field.

As you know, the JJDP Act gives the Administrator of LEAA authority to appoint'
the Deputy Administrator of OJJDP. The Administrator-designate of LEAA and I
have discussed the Deputy, appointment at length, and we have agreed that no
person will be imposed on me. J will be involved in the selection process. There is
no timetable for making the appointment, though having a quality individual in
place as soon as practical would be most helpful to me. We will, however, be
looking carefully at the reauthorization proposals being developed by Congress to
determine if there is a possible impact on the Deputy selection process.
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- ILS...Depertniest_of_Jastice
0

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

Office of toe Adavoutfstor Washington. DKjail

0 iAAR 1980

Rine }ignorable Birch Bayh

United States Senator
Washington, D.C.

rear Senator Bayh:

At my confinatica hearing, the Chain= of the hearing, Senator Cochran,

asked me to respond in writing to a number cf questions that you had

submMad. o

Senator Cochran urged me to respond as expeditiously as possible in

order that the full Judiciary Committee could consider my nomination at

the next meeting on Tuesday, Mardh 25. Accordingly, I have prepared the

attached answers to your questions.
--- -

If you need clarification of my answers or if you have further questions,

I will be available to neet or talk with you at your convenience at any

time between now and the meeting of the Judiciary Committee scheduled

for Tuesday.

Sincerely,

-Homer F. Broome, r.

Acting -Administrator

Attachment
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SENATOR BIRCH BAYH'S QUESTIONS FOR HOMER BROOME

Question 1

Mr. Broome, has your reorganization report to the Attorney General for

LEAA been approved yet by the Attorney General or OHB? if so, could you

please elaborate on this plan for the Committee. If not, could you please

ezplain,rfrom your viewpoint why? If approved, please supply a copy to the Committee.

Answer
0

Hy reorganization report has not been submitted to the AttOrney General.

It is completed and will be submitted on Tuesday, Mcrch 25, 1980, for

approval consistent with Department of Justice Order 1000.2 The Depsrtmen'

of Justice Authorization Act also requires any reorganization report be

submitted to Congress for consideration by the House and,Sendte Judiciary

Committees before implementation by the Department of Justice. A copy

of the plan will be submitted to the Committee when approved as required

by the Department of Justice Authorization Act.

Question 2

I understand that the Attorney General has suggested to the White House

and cm that LEAA be either (1) fully funded or (2) be reduced in funding

by at least $200 million immediately. Please comment on this proposal.

Also, t unditsstand that at least 151 staff positions must be reduced by

September UP, 1980. Is this plan in the works now? If so, please elaborate.

If not, what plan is currently in the works?

Answer

I understand that the Attorney General has made a number

of recommendations to the Waite House and to OHM in response to

*N.
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specific budgetary guidance given by the 0101 f.r <,reductions 0 the FY al

Departmental budget., Any reductions will affect vital programs but the

President must make the final decision based on his analysis of national

priorities.

I have received no information concerning reductions in staffing

'5>
levels. It is ay understanding that a final decision will be made by -

the ?resident based on an analysis of the Department's recommendations

and examination of national prioritises after consultation with the

Nation's governors, mayors, county executives, and key congressional leaders.

Question 3

-If ths_White Haase and 0!0! do chose the plan that effectively eliminates

LEAA/SJS, do you have an option plan that would phaseout these divisions'

over the next four years? If so, please provide the Committee with this

option plan.

Answer- -

We are awaiting the President's final decision the funding level for

FY al before considering any options with respect to the future of LEM

land 11.1B:--.

'Question 4

When do you believe the White House and OMB will make its decision

/
o regarding LE4A/B.J$? If you do not have an exact date, could you please

give us an estimated date?

3 9
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On March 14 the White House announced that the President would make
o

his final decision by March 31, 1980.

Question S

'As Acting Administrator of LEAA/BJS, if you are confirmed will you

delegate members of your staff to BJS and the Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention so that they would be under the control of the

Administrators of those Offices to handle congressional relations, comptroller

functions, grant and contract review functions and legal functions?

Answer

Under the Current organizational structure, the congressional relations,

comptroder functions, grant and contract review functions as as legal

functions are under the administration of the Director of WARS.

Mr. Dogin on February 12, proposed a reorganization in which come

congressional relations, some comptroller functions and all grant

and contract review functions would be transferred to LEAA. That

proposal is now under consideration by the Justice Management Division and

the'Attorney General. It is my understanding that a copy of t)'it proposal

is being submitted by Mr. Dogin as part of his response to your questions.

Until :hat reorganization is finally approved by the Department and

OMB, I can make no Judgments as to which of these four functions could be

transferred to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP).

However, I should tell you that the Attorney General hat determined that no

legal functions should be decentralized below the OJARS level.

a
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...Vors 6

For six years under the Juvenile Justice Act the Administrator of LZAA

has.had the authority to delegate all final authority to thn Administrator

of the Juvenile Justice Office. To date this has not been done. Would you,

if confirmed as LEAH Administrator delegate all this juvenile justice functions

to tha Adkinistrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

PrOVOUtiOe If not, why not? If io, please elaborate on your opinion and

Vklie plans.

//Answer

I have asked Ira Schwartz, Administrator of the OJJDP, to make

-7

recommendations to me for an appropriate delegation of functions to the OJJDP.

Mr. Schwartz is .fm the procfss of preparing this delegation,. As you

0
know, Congressman Andrews has suggested a major restructuring of the OJJDP.

The final decision by the Congress on the Juvenile Justice authorization

is likely to have an imp!it on the ultimate question of delegation.

It Si difficult for me to commit myself to any set plink until the picture

on both the legislation and the budget is clarified. 1

I am very sensitive the need'for the OJJDP t have the full support

of.LEAA, OjAES, and the Department of Justice in car ing out its critical

functions and as Administrator of LEAH, I will make very effort to'proyide

theiiiitical support necessary to OJJDP.

4.
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U.S. Department of Justice.

Office! of Justice Assistance, Research,
and Statistics

Oaks of tlw Deedor

2 0 MAR MO

The Honorable Birch Bayh
United States Senator.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Bayh:

a

longton. D C X011

K

Yesterday, at my confinmatim hearing, the Chairman of the hearing,
Senator Cochran, asked me to respond in writing to queations that you
had submitted.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to address your concerns. Senator
Cochran asked that I respond as expeditiously as possible in order for
the fUll Judiciary Cannittee to consider my naminaticn at its next meeting
on Tuesday, garch 25. -Accordingly, I have prepared the attached answers
to your questions.

If you have any further questions or if you need clarification of nt'
answers, I will be available to meet or .talk with you at your convenience
at any time between now and the meeting of the Judiciary Ccandttpe scheduled
for Tuesday.

Sincerely,

ro
Act rector

Attachments
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SENATOR BIRCH BATH'S QUESTIONS FOR HENRY DOGIN

6
Question 1

.

Mr. Dogin, has your reorganization report to the Attorney General

for...OJARS been approved-yet? By the Attorney General,or by OMB?

...."when did you,submit your.,01 gaARS ceornization plan to thoAccorney

General? Why hasn't it been approved? OR'if it has can you please supply

the Committee with a copy of the OJARS appriVed plan?

. Answer

The reorganization report for OJARS, a copy of which is sttached. is

:9"
:s91 under review by the Justice Department. "It haa.got been approved by the

Attorney General or thefOffice of Management andaudgea,. Under Department

of Justice Order 1000.2, all proposals for.majOr reorganization must be,

° ...submitted to the Assistant Attorney General. for Administration for review

'.by his office prior to a decision being made either by the Deputy Attorney

(eneral or the Associate..Attorney General depending upon their respective

areas of

Under tliac.,_smerzr, at any time the Attorney General can also

requeit to specifically review a major reorganization peeposal. hr.

.
Giviletti has .shown an active interest in the implementation of this major

piece of legislation and therefore we have'forWarded copies of the

reorganization plan to the Assistant Attorney General for Administration

and the Attorney General. The plan has not been approved because the '

Department has not had sufficient time to complete its analysis of the

plan.

, .
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I understand that the Attorney General has suggested to the White House

and OMB that the OJARS/LEAAJNIJMIS be (1) either fully funded or (2) be

reduced in fundig by at least 5200 million immediately. Please c" cent

on this proposal,. "

Also,; understand that at least 151 staff positions must be reduced

by September' 30, 1980 Is this plan in the works now? If so, please

elaborate., if not, what plan is currently in the works?

Answer

j responded to this at the hearing. The Attorney General has made a

number of recommendations to the White Houpe and to OMB in response to

specific budgetary guidance given by the OMB for reductions in the FY 81

Departmental budget. As I stated on the record, I fully support the

President's_ efforts to make the necessary adjustments In the LEAA budget.

Any reductions will affect vital programs but the President must make the

final decision based on his analysis of national priorities.

I have received no information concerning reductions in staffing

levels. I would also note that numerous proposals for funding levels for

LEAA have been discussed by the Department of Justice frith the OMB. The

final decision will be made by the President on an analysis of the

department's recommendations and examination of national priorities after

oeisultation with the Nation's governors, mayors, county executives, and

key congressional lesdet1S.

3 9 E.
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Question 3

If the White House and OMB do chose the plan that effectively eliminates

---OJARS/LEAA/NIJAUS,Ao4ou have_an option plan that would phase-out these

divisions over the next four years? If so, please provide the Committee

with this option plan.

Answer

s
We are awaiting the President's

final decision on the funding level for

FY 81 before considering any
options with respect to the future of OJARS/LEAA/

NIJ/BJS.
3 )(

ueation 4

When do ou believe the White House and OMB will make its decision

regarding S/LEAA/NIJ/B1S?
If you do not have an exact date, could you

please giv us an estimated date?

Answer

On rch 14 the White House
announced that the President would make

his fill decision by March 31, 1980.

estidn 5

Actinr D .trector of OJARS, if you are confirmed will you delegate members

of yqiir staff to LEAA/NIJ/BJS and the Office
Zfraii%TetiiITJusrice -so-that-they -

----would-be undei_thd,control of the Administrators of
those offices to handle

coniressional relations, comptroller
functions, grant and contract review

functions and legal functions?

Aniwer

Under the Justice
System'Improvement Act, the various administrative

0

support services conddcted by LEAA are in the OJARS. On February 12, I
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proposed a major reorganization of OJARS. A copy of that proposal has

been given to the Attorney Ceneral antra ropy is attached. Under that

proposal significant congressional relation functions, comptroller functions,

and all grant and contract review functions would be transferred together

with the personnel performing those functions to the BJS/LEAA/VIJ.

The Attorney General expressly refused any effort to decentralize legal

functions below the OJARS level. My proposal is now under review by the

Justice Management Division and is subject to thyinal approval of the

Department of Justice, OMB and the Office of Personnel Management.

Under my proposal, the Administrator of LEAA would have the final

authority ver the use of those personal and delegation of functions to

the division and units within LEAA including the Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP). In my report I did recommend that

OMB provide 50 new positions for the OJJDP. If approved, this request

would double the staffing level within OJJDP. I feel adequate staffing

tthe OJJDP is critical.

38 8
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, RESEARCE AND STATISTICS REORGANIZATION

In Deckmber of 1919, the Transition Task Force issued a report recommending
reorganization of functions previously performed by the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration in ord.r to implement the Justice System Improvement

Act. After careful consideration of the report, I have decided to make

substantial modifications In the direction and scope of the recommendations.

The Task Force report was distributed to all offices in the National Institute

of Justice, the Bureau of Justice Statistics, LEM 4irnd the Office of Justice

Assistance, Researchtand Statistics. It was also distributed to AFSQIE

Local 2830, public aterest groups, the Department of Justice, the Office of

Management and Budgr! the National Institute of Law Lnforeement and Criminal

Justice Advisory Boar , and other interested parties for review and comment.

Forty-seven (41) wri en comments were received. Most commentators objected

to the recommendati s in the report. A number of particularly compelling

comments were direc ed to the strong role and large size of the Office
of Justice'Assistance, Researili and Statistics which was recommended in the

report. biller comments were directed to the recommendation to close area audit

offices. Some commentators r.ere concerned about the assignment of the Equal

EmployAent Opportunity office to the proposed Office of Financial and
Administrative Services, and still others were also concerned about the
consolidation of the Office of Public Information and the Office of

Congressional Liaison.

The Task Force was commissioned to make frank :.ecommendations. Th-EY

did an excellent job ender very difficult tine constraints. I take

responsibility for the issuance of their report. However, the
recommendations propose a structure which I feel cannot be supported in view

of the changes made by the Congress in the President's original proposal

to establish an Office of Justice Assistance, Research and Statistics.

Although the report can be read as consistent with the legislation, the
la$k Force's recommendations could allow the Office of Justice Assistance,

Research and Statistics to act as an umbrella a encY, exercising policy

direction and control over the National Institute of Justice, the Bureau

of Justice Statistics, and LEAA. This is clearly not what Congress intended.

After reviewing the comments and considering the legislation and its supporting

history, I have determined that a new approach needs to be taken. This

report outlines the proposed approach that I will recommend to the Attorney

General.

ipon receiving the Attorney General's approval and after any necessary

changes, the proposal will be forwarded to OMB for review in light of the

existing resources and statutory mandates of LEAH, NIJ, BJS and OJARS.

The proposal will also be sent to the Congress for comment.

400
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In taking the new approach, I followed four basic principles:

1. The statute requires that the independence and integrity of the

research, statistical And financial assistance functions must be

guaranteed in the new organisational configuratiRA.

2. LEAH, NIJ, _and EJS must have the resources necessary to award,

administer, and review grants'and contracts and to appoint personnel

as specified in the Justice System Improvement Act. '

3. OJARS will coordinate the activities of the other units, develop

national priority programs with LEAA and provide limited staff

support for those service, which, if replicated in each unit,

would cause duplication and inefficiehcy.

4. OJARS coordinative role will provide for resolving inconsistencies

among the_policies and programs of the NIJ, RJS, and LEAA and

Insuring that all three units work together effectively where their is

funCtions overlap.

4 oi

Henry S.

Office of
--Re3eare

s. =la

n, Acting Direr or
stice Assista
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--- -

The Justice System Improvement Act of 1979 (JSIA) creates four organizational

malts: the Law Egorcesent_Assistancs -Administration -(LEAA); -the National-

Institute of Justice (NIJ); the Bureau of'justice Statistics (BJS); and the
Office of Justice Assistance, Research and Statistics (OJARS). The JSIA

details-the-specific-functions -which-are -assigned tweach-orginizational unit.
The functionsof,IEAA include state and local financial and technical assistance,
juvenile lustie a.civities, community int! -crime programs, and education

and traly4a0efforts. Np's functions encompass research, evaluation, and

prograls ddielopment responsibiliti.s. The new BJS consolidates- statistical

functions. OJARS has the main respoesibility for.coordinating the activities

of and providing direct staff* support co the other three units. Coordination

in this context means resolvinedifferences between them and ensuring that
all three units York together effectively where their functions overlap.

Office. of Justice Assistance,-Research and ntatisties-

'

The most significant departure from the-Yormer orgiiizational aTilIguration
of the LEAA occurs with the creation of the new Office of Justice Assistance,
Research and Statistics ( OJARS). Wider the JSIA this new office is authorized

to directly provide staff support to and coordinate the activities of the
National Institute rf Justice, the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. The new OJARS represents, therefore,

a restructuring of and a significantly reduced replacement for the former

staff offices of the LEAA, Under the reorganization proposal,.staffat
the OJARS level are cut in half (when compared to the January 1980 personnel
strength for similar services provided by the staff offices of the former a

-1.rnAA- and major staff, functionslThe areas of audit, program review, person061,
general counsel, public information, grant and contract administration,
planning and congressional relations are decentralized tothe new HIJ, BJS

and LEAA.

Every former LEAA staff office except the OGC, the OM, and the ()EEO
experiences a reduction In staff and a decentralization of
functions. In undertaking this decentralization
one long range goal was always kept in mina, the creation of tnree inoepeneenc
bureaus which were essentially self - contained, yet coordinated. Working with

the low personnel ceilings imposed upon the former LEAA, every effort was made

to achieve this goal. The extent of the decentralization or each office Is

determined by: (1) the criticality of the function for self-contained operation
at the NIJ. INS and LEA& levels; (2) the availability of resources at the NIJ,

BJS and LEAK levels among existing personnel on board at the time of reorganization
to perform such functions; (3) the practicality of transferring existing personnel
fiom former LEAH staff offices to the NIJ, BJS and the new LEAA to perform those
functions for the new unite, in other words, "Does the present staffing
of those functions allow for a three-way division of the function while still
giving each unit sufficient qualified personnel to adequately perform the

function ? "; and (4) the difficulty of OJARS exerel.ing a coordination role

it the function were decentralized.
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Ferthermerit, it is proposed that the program review and autt activities pre-

'
viouely patterned by the Office of Audit-ia-InViitigation:(0A1)--for-the

---------entire-LIAArprogram-be-decantralized to each of-the-three-units-under-the---

maw organizational configuration. This means that LEAA. NIJ and 6JS will

each have their own audit and program review staffs; Since the great majority

of grant activity will be a functionof the new LEAA, and since the great

and__progents reviewers in.the field will be providing

-- services to LEAA, it is proposed that the present area office frifd structure

be retained and be converted into LEAA area offices performing audit and

program review activities to: that organizational unit.

Exhibit I depicts_ the proposed organizational structure and functions for

. OJARS. The majer reorganization actions and relevant transfers of personnel

which must be undertaken in order to implement the proposed reorganization

are summarized in the next section of this report entitled, njor Personnel

Shifts.

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

The JSLA reauthorizes the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) and

provides for significant changes in its funirion and scope in order to stream-

line and improve the Federal Program of financial and technical assistance.

Chief among these changes are:

a simplified formula grant program that cuts red tape, increases

the role of local governments, and tatgets monies to effective

programs

a new national-priority-grant program :o encourage the_adoption_of

programs that have been shown to be effective through research

and development

a greatly strengthened mandate to review, asAess, and report on

program performance

a renewed emphasis on community and citizen participation

LEAA's principal role is to manage efficiently the following programs within

the JS1A:

Criminal justice formula grants (Part D)

Natic,a1 priority and discretionary grants (Parts E and F. respectively)

Training and manpower development (Part C)

Community Anti-Crime programs (Part A)

Juvenile justice programs (Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention Act of 19)4, as amended)

Public Safety Officers' Benefits (Part L)

Technical assistance (Part A)

a.
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Is view of Departmental and Presidential priorities placing a heavy
allobeali_on_juvenile_justice sad ccesanity-anti-crisev-staff-devorad-ro

both-ef-these-programmatic-areatia-Id-U-ilgnificantIi Increased when
LEM is reorganised. OJOS will assist in identifying alternatives for
remedying the chronic understaffing in these areas.

National Institute of Justice-._

Theliational Institute of Justice (NU) is authorized to carry out basic
research, applied researeN, demonstration and dissemination activities in
order to advance knowledge about crime and delinquency and to improve and
strengtheft.law_enforcement and the criminal and Juvenile Justice systems.
In addition to- research and development, ?III carries out the following
related functions that fulfill legislatively assigned objectives:

' Evaluation of criminal justice programs; .

__-----
Identification of programs and projects of proven effectiveness;

Dseign -and field testing-of model programs basiiron proiising
research findings and advanced criminal justice practices;

Training voikihops for criminal justice practitioners in
h and evaluation findings, and efforts to assist tha

research community through fellowships and special seminars; and

' Operation of an international clearinghouse ?or criminal justice
information- -the National Criminal Justice Reference Service.

The NIJ will be headed by i Director appointed by the ?resident and will
have a Presidentially- appointed advisory board which, together with its
eireeded authority over grants and contracts, guarantees the integrity and
continuity of the research effort-

the organizational structure of the former National Institute of Law Enforce-
ment and Criminal Justice (NILECJ) will resin intact until such time at the

.mew Director of the NU is appointed. In order to guarantee the independence
of the research function as well as to 'lake the new al.1 a basically self-
contained organizational unit, significant otaff fuictions previously performed
by LEAS staff offices for the NLLECJ will now be deAntralized to the MIJ.
To accouplish this there will be.created,within the NU specific staff support
units vhieh will perform the following services for the NU: planning; budget
preparation; management; grants/dontracts financial review; grants/contracts
adatoisgratioa; perionnel management; administrative support; audit and program
review; advisory board support; congressional relations; and public information.
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lurean,of Justice Statistics ri

Buresu-of-Justite-Statisties-(EJS)_Is_anthorlredZbY-ta. JSIA to carry out

the folloving,furictIons:

Compile, collate, analyze, publish and dissraTilide national

__ statistics-elout_all_aspeets-of-crime,civil-anicrimInal
justice,,givIl disputes, and criminal _offender

Assure the quality of thijustlie statistical omponents of

all federal justice information systems and, th ugh (the)

states) statIstles.bureaus of all state Infor jinn systems.

Establish national definitions and standards 'Jr ju'itice

statistics..

Support state and locil governments In the development of

justice statistical information systems.

Develop-and-atintaia-mompatibla-cospomants in state and federal

offioder-based transaction systems in order that useful national

data say be produced.

She BJS is therefore mandated certain functions
directly transferable from the

former NCJISS, but it is also assigned responsibility and authority for new

activities-related to federal-level justice statistics management. Initially

the BJS will be established by transferring the two broad functions bf NCJISS

into the BJS. The Statistics Division of NCJISS as wall as the Systems

Development Division will be transferred Intact Into the 113S7-Certain-systeem--

programs and management responsibility
for thlkprogram area are slated for,

transfer to LEE in FY.S1 and it is, recommended that planning for this occur

during FINN and that the formal transfer of the function be accomplished by

an amendment to the.FY SI Budget. She final organizational configuration of

the SJS must await appointment of the MS Director.

In order to guarantee the Independence and ir-.1r1ty of the statistical

function, several significant staff functions previously performed by

centralized LENA staff offices for the former NCJISS will now be decentralized

to the US. Specifically, it is proposed that there be created new staffs

'which will perform the-following functions for the BJS: planning; management;

budget preparation; grants/contracts financial review; grants/contracts

administration; personnel management; administrative support; audit and program

review; support to the BJS Advisory Board; congressional relations; and

public Information.

_1.
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Exhibit I

officio, JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, RESEARCH AO STATISTICS (OARS)

NATIONAL
MINORITY
ADVISORY
COUNCIL

IOFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

o National Frini.ity
,Program Coordination

o 1? ?roves Coordination OFFICE OF PROGRAM
o Evaluation Coordination AND RESOURCE COORDINATION
o Program Implementation (OPRC)
Coordination

o Process and Procedarsa
Analysis

o Red Taps Reduction

1

OFFICE OF CIVIL
FIGHTS COOPLIANCE

(OCRC)

p Complaint
Investigation

0 Compliance Revism

OFFICE OF
AtHINISTRATIVE
SERVICES (OAS)

o Hall
o Property
o Spites

o Records Management
o Personnel Support and
Internal Training

o Graphic Urvitea
o Printing

PROPOSED

.......

o Director's Staff
o Congressional Affairs
O EEO

<OFFICE OF LEGAL AFFAIRS
AND LEOISLATIv2 REVIEW

(OCALA)

o Legal Advice

E

OFFICE of
(iINHUNICATION AND
PUBLIC AFiAIRS

(OCPA)

o FOIA

0.Exeoutive Secretariat
o Press Releases and
Contacts

OFFICE OF
AUDIT STANDARDS
AND INVESTIGATION

(OASI)

o Audit Standards
o Investication

OFFICE OF
THE COMPTROLLER

(0C)

Ca
tC)

o Budget Formulation
and Execution

o Accounting

o Financial Standards
o Information Systems
o Financial Systems

February 12, 1980
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PERSONNEL SHIFTS

(All personnel shifts are expressed in permanent full-time positions PFTs on

board as of 1/12/80)

A. Office of Justice Assistcice Research and Statistics ( OJARS)

1. Office of the Director (OD) (1) PFT)

This Office includes th4 Director and his staff and an Office

of Equal Employment Opportunity which is the.former LEAA OEEO.

The Director's staff will include an Executive Assistant, a
Special Assistint for Congressional Affairs, a Secretary, and

an Office Aide. The Director and his staff are personnel from

the former LEAA Office of the Administrator. '

2. Office of Program and Reseurce.Coordination (OPRC) (12 PFT)

ResponylWitieWfor thin office will include national priority
program coordination, discretionary grant program coOrdirratTonT
coordination-of-ivalustion-activities, program_implinintatior
coordination, process and procedures analysis and red tape

reduction. Employees fret the forcer LEAA Office of Planning

and Management (OPH) will be transferred to this unit. A

eie-level program rmalysis officer is transferred from OPH to

the WS to supplement the program planning expertise existent
in tEitT-Organization-and to-raise_it to the existing levels of

the planning staffs which are in LEAA andthe National

Institute of_Justice (NIJ) In addition, the Correspondence

Control Desk which existed in OPH will be transferred to the
Office of Clmmunications and Public Affairs in OJARS.

3. Office of Legal Affairs and Legislative Review ( OLALR L (12 PFT)

The OLALR will be primarily respOnsible for providing legal advice

and developing and reviewing legislation which affects the new

organizatiOn. the OLALR will provide general counsel to WARS.

WS. NIJ and LEAA. Personnel from the former LEAA Office of

'Ceneral Counsel will be transferred to the OJARS OLALR.

4 9
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A. Office of Civil Rights Compliance (OCRC) \ (17 PFT)

The OCRC is responsible for civil rightsc Taint investigation
and compliance review for all of the bureaus the organization.
The former LEAA Office of CiviI'Righta Compliahce is retained --
intact with ita present stiffing level as an identifiable civil
rights staff within WARS. The OCRC has been given authority

' to hire two additional personnel to add7esa creitical staff shortages.
Alternate methods for increasing the staff complement will be
researched and highly prioritized in ordei to addrema,the civil

--rights mandate..

S. Office of Administrative Services (OAS) (31 PFT)

Th160AS is responsible-for property management, record manage -
.ment, space utilization, mail, personnel; 4raphice,printing,r _ __

and internal training. The PittEna-Tialon is decentralized,
in Dart, to LEAA, BJS, and NIJ. OAS retains the c:aasification
and employee services functions for the entire organization.'

--AuthoPity for qtasaification decisions, however, will bo vested.
in'thi heads of OJARS, LEAA, BJS and NIJ. The NIJ And BJS
each receive a person from the former LEA4,00S-to handle day-to-day
personnel management issues. members of the former LEAA, 00S will

ertransferred-to-OAS-assucoo_ye schedule chat fallout..

6. Office of Communications and Public Affairs (OCPA (9 PFT)

The primary functions of this officer will include press releases,
photography support, correspondence control, and Freedom of
Information services. The DOTI/function will be provided to all
four bureaus. LEAS, SJS, andiNTJ will be provided with pahlle
information sptolaliats from the former LEAA Public Information
Office to plovide for press releases and Press contacts. (PIA
-(2PFT)......8JS and NIJ (1 FfT/each):1 The Correspondence Control

ff from the formeF-LEAA-OFH"will-be-transferred into this unit.
Th^`b.former Congressional Lialaon Office (CLO) is completely %-
deceAtratized to the LEAA/ BJS and NIJ, providing each unit with
staff to 'perform congressional liaison activitLes for each unit.
Congressional liaison rudetiona for OJARS will be handled by a 1

special assistant mithiWthe Office of the Director of WARS.

7. Office of Audit-Standards and Investiga (7 PFT) it

The OJARS OASI reports to the Director of OJAis and-is_reeponsi-
ble for internal and external investigations involving OJARS
as well as developing and coordinating audit standards along
the LEAA, BJS and NIJ cudit!units and performing audits of OJARS'
granteea and contractor:. This unit will consist or an Audit
Standards Division (2 PFT), an Investigation Division (3 PFT),

-and an Office of the Director (2 PFT). The major portion of the
forcir QAI is being transferred to the reorganized LEAA. Portions
of the former OAI are being transferred into audit staffs and

4
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program review staffs for BJS and NIS. Area offices will

basically remain intact under LEAA. (Certain individual

personnel transfers will be necessary to staff segments of

the new units in WARS, BJS and NU which will be centrally

located in Washington, D.C. (Aajor shifts are presented

in suppOrt schedules that fol/ow.)

8. Office of the Comptroller (CC) (56 PFT)

The OC ie respan?jble for providing centralized budiet,., -

formulation and execution, accounting services,
information -,

atems, small -Pixchaser. and financial standards for each

entity within the new organization. It will also provide

grant and contract adminiatration for O4ARS. The OJARS OC

staff will be derived fro:: the former Office. of the Comptroller

in LEAA.. Former Comptroller personnel will also be transferred

to LEAA,ALISi-and-NIJ..to provide these entities with grant and

contract making and control capabilitles. -(See-support schedule

for a summary of the major Mitts.) m.

Personnel

TOTAL OJOS -- 152 PFT

3. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA)

The.LEAA will include thp current staffs of the Deputy Administrator,

-OCACF-OJJDP-add OCJET. Perlsonnel to be transferred in will

come from the former OAI, OC, 00S, CUJ,ond PIO. 'The LEEP

fwoction an personnel are scheduled to be transferred to the Department

of Education in April 1980. The LEAA will be reorganized subsequent 0

this proposed reorganization of,OJARS.

PFT from DAA, OCACP, OJJDP, OCJET 180

PFT from former LEAA.staff offices

Total PFT 299

it. Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS)

The.LJS. will include the current staff of the LEAA'NCJISS and support

personnel from the forcer LEAA OPM, b41, CC, 004( CLO and PIO. A

reorgSnization of the BJS will occur subse2peto the selection of a

Presidential- appointee.

PET from NCJI1S-...,
PFT from forcer LEAA Staff Offices

Total PFT

70 796 989

409
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O. Rational institute of Justice (N1J)

TVs MIJ comprised of the current staff of AILMJ and support
versales' fr the toner LEAL staff offices of OAI, OC,-007.9. OCC,
CUD, andPIO, Restructuring of the *Mal will take place subsequent to
the seledtion of a Presidential sppointse. -

PPP from MILECJ
PP? tromLFAA-Staff--Offloes

Total PPP

Offici.of Justice Assistance,
Research A Statistics

Office of
Office of
Office of

levity
Office of
.Office of
Office ofr Ofiloe of
Office of

thi Director
Program and Resource Coordination
Legal Affairs and Legislative

Civil Rights Compliance
Audit Standards and,investigation
the Cceptroller
Communications and Public Affairs
Adsinistrative Services

Law Inforcement Assistance Administration

bureau of Justice Statistics

National institute of Justice

TOTAL

(PFT numbers will change based on attrition; however,
reorganization will remain the ease.)

- Jam'

"as

?FT

'a
12t

A 7

9

:232

299

al.

SS

iao

the principles ofhe
ti

O
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SCHEDULE OF.
MAJOR PERSONNEL SHIFTS

40

Former LEAA Office of Administrator

i -PFT'Dritiiibution'

PFT Position OJARS. OD? LEAA. OA

'' 11 Administrator 1 '1

DePAL id2-tnintrator- for-----------
-Policy Development .

1

Secretaries 1

Special Assistants 2

Office Aide-- . 1

II. Former

tsFT
.

:3--

3
5

_I.
16.

ffiee or Planning and Management

-

_ .

-.

.1

1 .

- '- --2-

Distribution

"47 N,

Position/Unit- 0

OJARS

OCPA BJS( °

,/ /
-/

.._.--7

OPRC

Oefice of Assistant Administrator
Correspondence Control ' '

Pblicy Planning Division
Management Division

3

4_L.1
12

3

'

3. .t 1

Former LEAA Public Information Office

yPFT Distribution.
. ...

PFT Positron
/

OJARS
1

LEAA BJS NIJ -,

6 Public Information Officer/
Specialist . ,...- 3 1 1 1"

.1 Staff Assistant 1

2 Clerk Typists 1
,1

.?'.,

2
-'

1 . 1
_.,/ ,

Former LEAA Congressional Liaison Office

ir. PFT Distribution

PFT position LEAA BJS NIJ

5 Congressional Liaison /Officer /Analyst /Spec. 3 1 1

2 Clerk Typist . 2

'7 1 1 -T
7.

411,,
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V. Fervor LEAA Office of Audit and Investigation

----- :- __ ___ PFT Distribution

!VT Unit OURS LEAA -EIS VII

9 Office of Assistant Administrator and 4 5
' Mansgesetit Review i Analysis Division

1 Investigation 1
5 Centritl.AudIt_Coprations Division

-79 Area Offides o 2 a 6 %

2
C Ia . z zi
"r
VI. -Former LEAA Office 0 the Comptroller

PFT Distribution

PIT Unit WARS OC LEAA. PSS

55 Office of the Comptroller
5 Policy development and

Training Division 5
16 Information Systems Division . 15 1 (LEEP)
5 Budget 0 5
5 Public Safety Officers Benefits 5
26 Ac t:counting

\
ants/Contracts Management
Division:

18 10 (LEE?)

8 ..tContracts 4
3 Control Desk ' 3
26 Area Desks and Staff , ---2 12101

A 32

VII. Former LEAA Office of Operations Support

BJS. PSS NIJ. PS

4 6

PFT Distribution

.PFT Unit' OJARS LEAA ' WS 111.1

3 n:,
Office of Assistant Administrator 3

2 Records Management Staff 2 %

16 Administrative Services Division 16
17 Personnel and Training 7 . 5a Audio Visual Communications Division 41I

2la-

1

..

4
1 2

2 --1.
- - -

One (1) to_OCPA.
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Iteassignmnt of raployees

The bropaiteorgarizational strmeture-has been reviewed py_the OJARS Personnel
Office. -Peiltioirdiieriptionsiie.bien -reviewed, and it is anticipated that
with a very iew'exceptions the reorganization can betaccomplished by
zOluitary trinSfei'or-by reassignment-or-employ.ees_from one position to another.

IbILreOrg4PAZatOgYilLAOASAMMLAPYPOP X0elniTlqAtarilY_aeParkted_Or_
reduced in grade. - In the very few instances where a reassignment cannot
accomplish 'the ,transfer, discussions will be held with the individual employee

Affected and with the Union if the employee is a member of the bargaining unit
in an effort to assure an appropriate placement to at least the same g-aie

as the employe i currently holds.

4 j 3
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ADDITICOAL PERSONNEL REQUIRED FOB IMPLEMEVTATIOfl

In order`to decentrilize former LEAA staff offices to the extent contained in
proposelto transfer the functions performed by these

offiCes-zto each of the three new units as detailed in this proposal, and to'
I adequately iter f4lalransferred.fulertions,..additional per,snenc

f-positionssirt'sHeill=ive-ended-by-IIIJ,-8.73_and_LEAA._Due_to_the_low
personnel oeilinEA'assiiied-to LEAA in FY 79 and 80 and the high attrition
rate experienced during these years, _certelin functions centralized in LEAA
staff offices are staffed*at low Paoli:- -If they were decentralized and
Present personnel were distributed mom all four-units, no one of the units
Weld have sufficient persodnel or sufficient areas of-specialty to,adcquetely
'Perform-the decentralized functions. Therefore, additional-positions will to
Deeded in order to operate in a decentralized mode.

It is eatisated that an additional 84 positions will be necessary in order
to adequately perform the fumotions which will be decentralized as well
as to:remedy_ths chronio-understaffing probleA in Juvenile Justice. The

..total 84 positions that should be requested would breakdown as follows.

(1) LEAA
(2) 8.13

(3) NIJ
(4) OJJDP

IF"

Additional PFT's Required

16

12
6

2
811

No additional positions would be required for WARS. The 34 additional
positions for LEAA, 8J3 and NIJ would be needed, specifically to further Joel,-
mutt the new functions decentralized to these organizations. The_50,positiona--
requirod'for OJJDP would b &all_programmatic-personn41-iii-Order to

-olsroctia-understirfinfThhia_ares Boweverr-this number could be reduced if
LEIA-rhs-JaFt-iif its reorganization, were to transfer existing resources into
OJJDP in an effort to address the critical staff shortages. An explanation of

- each of that requirements is presented below.

33 Additional Required Positions for LEA*, NIJ and 8J3

Aa pointed out above, if the present personnel, budget and contract functions
are decentralized to LEAA, NIJ and OA additional specialists in these areas
wAll be needed in order to adequatelys staff these functions at the agency.
livel. Additional positions will a o be needed is order to adjust the
total personnel mix in each of these three organizations so as to obtain
a reasonable professional to clericil.ratio. A reasonable estimate as to
how the additional positions required would break down is presented below.

. .
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LEAA Additional Positions

Type of Position # PFT's

o Budget AnalystsJLEAA,.0JJDP) 2._

o Personnel Managemint.
Specialists (LEAA, OJJDP) 2

o Program Analysts (LEii,e0JJDP)

o Management Analysts (LEAA, OJJDP)

o EEO Specialist 1

o Clerical

.LEAA Subtotal 16

WS Additional Positions

Type of Position

o Budget Analyst

o Personnel Management

SOeMialist 1

o Social Science Analysts 7

o Clerical 2

I PFT's

1

o EEO Specialist

BJS/Subtotal

1

12

NIJ Additional Positions

Type of Position

o Budget Analyst 1

o Personnel Management Specialist

o Contract Specialist 1

o Clerical 2

o EEO Specialist 1

NIJ Subtotal 6

# PFT's

.4
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50
tlit1iMal juvenile Justice Proirsa80Ciiiiits Required for the Office of

10 Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
liectirit:17.1eitabIlshimatrOJJDp.has-eitporienceilchromic.understaffing,.Ach
his crusted-adsarbusinrobleas including an inability to effectively cocrdiiite
Federal-efforts,fUnd-flow'probless, an-intufficient'conber of fiction protrams,
insufficient time devoted to-loogLringe prograo_ganning. Mart time free's_

responses,to program plans, inadequate involvement of key interest
-groups, lack of assistance-to,the states la achieving compliance, inability .

to eetablish4.comprehensive training and information clearinghouse proiram,
_Idelay.in_scoosplishing standards implementation, an inability:to,engage in
effective program development Mork, Inadequate monitoring of-existing projects,
delays_ln_nlosing_out_inactive projects, and an,inability to publish reports

,rosulting from sponsored projects. Mire-been-further-intensified-

by the recent increase in the juvenile justice program 'finding level inrf 80,
a fundbmg le7e1 proposed to continued,into TT 81.

--Vith-80-additionil-staff-a-broader-rangs-of-progras-initiatives-could be---
developeol'and funded, a such larger number of states could be brought into
compliance with-the Act, more effeotive_oserdination of youth programming
and more aggressive leadership in the formulation of national youth policy
could be accomplished, badly needed training and information support functions
Gould be implemented which :mold improve delinquency-related programming, and
guidance could be given to the field in delinquency prevention and treatment--
resulting in a general improvement in the administration of juvefiila justice.

In general, the additional requested staff would eriab1 a-6J u to take adVentage--
of the opportunity noted by Attorney General Civiletti: This i3 a time of
special opportunity which we must Mite in the face of an ever-expanding need
f o r attention to juvenile justice problema."___

416
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MAR 3 11980-

Mr. ii Ialn
_

Raspberry
Tifill/ashington Post

-1150-13th-Street,,NW__ _ _
_Washington, DC-20071

Dear.Mr. Raspberry:

I- read- with great interest your column entitled "IVidte Crime/Black Crime"
which appeared in the March 31, 1980 issue of the Washington Post. While I
certainly appreciate your interest in juvenile justice issu'es, I would,-however,
Igo: to point out that I believe the comments attributed'to me were not precisely
accurate. The inaccuracies, I feel, were most likely the result of some
misunderstanding.

Specifically, I believe I indicated that Mi. Robert Woodson of the American
itute-critielzed-thc-tracls-record-of-the-OffIce-of-Juvenile-Justica-

and Delinquency Prevention with respect to the funding of minority organiza-
tions and the degree to which funds have served minority youth. Senator Birch
Bayh requested that I look into the matter and submit my findings to him and the
various members of the Subcommittee on the Constitution.

At the time you called me, I believe I stated that I had called for an independent
tady into the allegations. 1 had not, at the time we talked, reviewed the results

of that study. I did, however, indicate that I had received.a summary report of a
study, conducted by the National Center for Juvenile Justice which Indicated
that:

US. Departastat of Justice
_-

Law Enforcement Assistance Administrations

Office of Juvenile Justice and Deli4uency

Wathaetten. D.C. MI

I. Minority youth are processed by the courts differently than their white
counterparts.

2. Holding constant the reason for referral, members of racial minorities
are still processed differently.

3. Minorities are more likely to be detained.

4. Minorities are more likely to be institutionalized.

I believe I also stated that the report on the processing and handling of youth by
the juvenile justice system had been forwarded to the researchers who were
conducting the independent assessment of this Office. The findings of the
National Center for Juvenile Justice are disturbing and indicate major problem
areas that need to be addressed by the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention.

417
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In short, while there is eviden:e that discriminating practices may exist in tie
juvenile justice system with respect to minorities, the answer to questions
regarding the track record of the Office of Juvenile Justice_and_Delinquency
Prevention in-handling Minority programs and serving minority youth canon be
answered until the independent study has been-fully completed.

I hope this clarifies any misunderstanding that might have occurred. I would, as I
---Indlcated-tcryouvbe -more-than-happy-tia_make the results of the independent

study available to you and my response to the various recommendations thit may
be made.

5' erely,

--Ira M. Schw
Adminiitrator
Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention

cc: Senator Zirch Bayh
Congressman Ike Andrews
Homer Broome, Acting Administrator, LEAA

70-736 - 6i - 27
415;
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-JUL 1'81980

The Honors le Birch Bayh
C unman

--Subcommittee on the Constitution
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20310

411

US. Deparaosat al.lbstke

Law EnforcementAssistaperAdMinistratiort---

Office of*Juvenik:Iii.sticeiind Deliquency
PrIvent"

Waukkstott. D.0 20i31

Dear Mr. Chairman:

During iny Senate confirmation hearings in December 1979, a number of
concerns were raised with respect to the respordiveness and record of the Office
of Juvenliz Justice and Delinquency Prevention (033DP) in addressing issues
pertaining to minorities. in light of the questions that were raised, you asked
that nook into these matters and report back my findings.

After carefully assessing how best to approach thB important area, I decided to
invite two respected ju vale justice professknals from outside ;he..031DP to
conduct an independent assessment. 1 was most fortunate-in that I was able to
secure the services of William 6. White, PresiAng Judge of the Circuit Court of
Cook County, Juvenile Division, and Mr. 1`e and° Martinez, Director, Colorado

----Divisiorrof-Youth-Servkes,-Ice2thLs-task....Skultqe 1E, 1980 I received the final
report entitled "Assessment of 033DP's Policy and PeflorminceOrrissoes
Concerning Minorities" from Judge White and Mr. Martinez. Enclosed you will
find a copy of their report for your consideration.

I have reviewed the report in depth and have discussed its contents with the
authors. While it documents that in come areas the "track record" of the Office
in addressing minority concerns is admirable, it also highlights areas where
improvements are needed and identifies areas where the Office needs to be more
sensitive and exert a stronger leadership role.

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act mandates that states
achieve certain levels of compliance with respect to the deinstitutionalization of
status offenders and non-offenders and the separation of juvenile, from adults in
detention and correctional facilities if they are to continue to participate in the
Act and receive Federal funds. It has followed, then, that significant' amounts of
03JDP resources, both discretionary and formula grant funds, have been directed
at helping states meet these mandates. With respect to the discretionary funds
allocated, Judge White and Mr. Martinez found that "neither B racial bias
necessarily present in 033DP programs such as Deinstitutionalizacton of Status
Offenders and Restitution which heavily impact on white youngsters removing
them front the system and institutions. Indeed it can be shown .that minorities-
have received a proportionate share of the services of these programs." (Page 6,
Paragraph 4)

3

- 5
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Specifically the report' shows that:

7-iturrY- centoi-__ItIe__.:YOstt2- erved in_Deinstitutionalization-oi--
t-511us Cif s IiiitillWe-weremlnortty.

i

2. Seventy .percent of the youth served in the Diversion initiative were
minority.

3. EIghty-percent of the yOuth served in the Prevention initiative were
. minority.

4. Twenty- six percent of the youth served in the Restitution Initiative
were minority.

Further:

1. Of 207 grants funded between 1973 and March 13, 1980, 106 awards
funded projects which serve significant numbers of minority youth.

An additional seven (7) contracts were awarded to mincklty organiza-
tions by two (2) grantees implementing national scope projects with
awards ranging from $99,633 to $200,000.

3. Of the $106,122,788 in discretionary funds awarded by the Special
Emphasis Division betiveen 1973 and May 1, '1980, $20,391,663 was
awarded-.1c..._minorlm_organIzations (19.7%). Of the total awarded,
$39,666,336 went to projects which served orTh".1, 11-----serie-sIgnIf I
numbers of minority youth. This is 56.2% of the 'total funds awarded.
(See Page 14, Paragraph 9 of the Report)

Unfortunately t because such Information is not' readily available, little IsImown

about .the nuftpera of minority youth served by the Formula Grant funds
allocated to the staii:---Judgrhiteu Mrd Martinez out the impu lance
of having the data available is Implications for Informed decision-making.
We shell, in the future, address how we can best`secure this data as well as other
Important statistical information.

In addition, the 'Mort highlights the fact that a significant amount of 033DP
discretionary resources haie been directed to serve youth and famlUes who
reside in the 30 largest cities of the United States. The data indicates that
nearly 34% of all 033DP discretionary funds and 33% of all grants have gone to

these cities. These are areas which are characterized by a high Incidence of
youth crime, high rates of youth toemployment and high rates of school dropout,
truancy and vandallsni.

Despite these achlevernents,"No--wever the-report points out that -the-focusing of
attention and resources on status Offenders and non-offenders, even as the
accomplishments are significant, could contribute to a high concentration

S.
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f minorities in our youth detention and correctional institutions. This, Judie

.White.and_Mr.-Martinez-point-out: ".-:-.1s-creating-a-tiangerous-and-Eryliiiive
situation."

Some recent data prepaid by the National Center for Juvenile 3us tice. t_fIrther

highlights thyinportance-of greater _sensitivity to minority concerns. This data
clearly docu ents the differential handling iirrilFrioritles by the various segments

of the forrnal juvenile justice system. As Deputy Atiiirney General-Renfrew and
I indicated at the March Senate JudiciaryCommittei'hiaring on the reauthoriza-
tion of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre4ention Act, the data shows
that, y1 en holding reasons for arrest constant, members of racial minorities are:

1. more 'likely to be arrested, particularly,/tt an early age;

2. more likely to be formally referred foe formal court processing;

3. more lilrely to spend a longer time jn the system, particularly up to th

time of disposition; and,

4. more likely to be detainrd.

The findings of Judge White and Mr. Martinez and the National Ce ter for
Juvenile Justice dramatically highlight the need for the OJJDP to a ress the
inequitable*treitment of minority youth.

Judge White and Mr. Martinez indicated that some of the, cone s raised about
the Office in December 1979 are no longer valid because of changes which
have been instituted over the past several years. Howev , there are

r of ar as where improvements can and must ade. Accordingly, I

have taken itierty-of-preparin,g_a_report on some ofO33DP's current efforts,

as well as other action steps, in order--.tr-) ir-nprove-our---responsiteLies_s to
minorities, women and other groups. IP. addition to the actions listed above, and
because I know of your concern, I would certainly encourage and welcome any
suggestions you might have.

a M. Schw,
Administrator
Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention

-cc The Honorable Ike Andrews, Chairman
House Hum, Resources Subcommittee

TheHonorable John Conyers; Jr., Chairman
House Subcommittee on C. ime

14#4,9 9
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CURRENT AND FUTURE EFFORTS,

1. A Special Task Force will be appointed and charged with the responsibility
for the development of a comprehensive Affirmative Action Program Policy
and Plan for the Office. This Task Force will address all program areas of
the Office (I.e., Formula Grant Program Special Emphasis Program
Natiohal Institute- for Juvenile Justice ,and Delinquency Prevention

---___ANU3DP), etc.). In addition, the Task Force will be charged with the
responsIbillty-ofidentifying what Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention's (O33DP)'role and. responsibility should be with respect to
"providing:guidance to the states in terms of minority, women and other
related issues.

2. Beiinning in FY 1931, the 033DP shalrstrive _to allocate a minimum of 25%.
of .the aggregate of its tedmical'assistance concentration of Federal effort
and NU3DP consultation contracts to public and private-non-profit organi-
zations owned by min-thy group members andtwornen.

With respect to Technical Assistance, Judge White and Mr. Martinez
conclr.te that no minority firms were awarded contracts between,1975 and
1979. Their finding, for some reason, seems to be at odds with the official
records of the Office. Specifically, $707,525 was awarded to minority firms
for the provision of technical assistance.

in addition, the 033Dp recently awarded a $300,000 contract to a minority

firm to provide staff suPport services to the Federal Interagency
Cooridinating Council. In the past, minority contracts in the amount of
$1,327,639 have been let for other staff support services. Also, in 1979, a

tract in the amount of $423,000 was given to a minority firm toprovide
teal support services to the N133DP.

3. Inf moving to fill the vacancy in the position of Deputy Associate
A ministrator of thr. 03313P, I will give careful consideration to.quallfied

ity and women applicants. The need to increase the number of
'notifies and women in high level administrative positions is not only a
To ity-of -the Administrator of 0330P, but of the Attorney General and the
S. Department Of-Justice as well.

4. ing FY. 1980, the 033DP has irsed-coniderable attention and re-
ces on the problem of serious juvenile crime?: -To-date, the Office has

ended a replication of Project New Pride. This initlatTirel-funded in- the- -
mount of $3,696,672, is designed to develop community-based corfectional-

programs for serious juvenile offenders. Also, before the end of the fiscal"
year, the Office will fund an initiative aimed at the development of model
programs Jr both 'the prevention and treatment of violent juvenile crime.
It is anticipated that each of these initiatives will serve significant numbers
of minority youth.

4 23
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The "current plan to phase out the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA) program means that nearly $80,000,000 in Juvenile:
Justice Maintenance bf E .ort funds will be eliminated. These,funda are
used §y the sines primarily for development of programs for adjudicated
offenders. TheCbulk of these funds have been used to develop community-
based: correction programs. The loss of these funs will undoubtedly limit
the 933DP and 1the states' capabilities in programsning for the more serious
juvenile of fendekts.

3. Withi respect to the need to address the problem of the inequitable
treatment of mirvIrilies:

a. The Office 11 fund a minority research initiative in FY 1980 designed
to identify f cto.-s which contribute to the differential handling of
minorities.

b. The 'Office wi focus significant resources in FY 1981 on the elimina-
tion of the pr tice of incarcerating juveniles in adult jails and reducing
the incidence f unnecessary detention Li urban areas. Again, the
successful implementation of these initiatives will impact significant
numbers of minority youth.

The 0330P shall convene a series of meetings with representatives
from the professional juvenile justice community, state juvenile justice
advisory committees, public Interst groups and minority and women's
organizations to examine the issues' pertaining to the differential
handling of youth. Hopefully the meetings will contribute to the

i development of recommendations with respect to the role and responsi-
bilities of the Office and:what strategies should be implemented.

6. The 033DP has made a concerted effort to include members of minority
groups to serve on peer review panels in the grant application review
process. This effort will be expanded in the future.

In the-near future, the 0310P will,be increasing its staff complement. The
Office shall give careful consideration to affirmative action consideration la

With respect to increasing the 033DP_staff,-it-is-important-tc5TRet-hat
priority-consideratIonfviirWToen to current LEAA employees. ThE
reason for this isisecause of the high probability that LEAA and03ARS will
be phased out and because these agencies have many employees who would
be qualified for various positions in 0330P.

4:24
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Cutout? (`JOUR? Or GOOK Gouvry
grevszrz lac Dirusiors

Coonsau or
*UAW( ilrioS000n Morro

Pasouguno Jaroo

June 13, 1980

Mr. Ira Schwaite ,

Diredtor-
Office of Juvenile J. -'ice

and Delinquency .wtion
633 Indiana Avenue, 4

Washington, D. C. 7

1100O.KowiturcocAruxu=
einc000. ILintoso 6061*

Dear Mr. Schwartz:,

Re: Assessment of O.J.J.D.P.'s
Policy and Performance On
Issue Concerning Minorities

At the Senate confirmation hearings of Ira
Schwartz in December, 1979, Robert L. Woodson,

'Resident Felldw at the American Enterprise
Institute 'and Haleen W. Williams, Executive
Chairman of the National Association of Blacks
in Criminal Justice chafged that the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention '

failed to deal with issues of concern to minor-
ities. William S. White, Presiding Judge,
Circuit Court of Cook County, Juvenile Division
and Orlando L. Martinez, Director, 'Colorado
Division of Youth Service were asked to survey
0.J.J.D.P.',s performance in these matters and
to identify areas for, improvements. Our meth-
odology was to use the Woodson/Williams testi-
mony to construct a series of issues; examine
relevant material submitted by staff, and after
weighing same, to make an assessment and state
findings. Because of the time that has elapsed
since the hearings and the changes made by 0.
J.J.D.P. in the interim, it is not surprising
that the December 1979 charges are not suport-..

ed in whole by these May, 1980 findings.

Charge #1

The most severe and more difficult youth crime

425
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problems are at one end of the problem/pro-
gram continuum and juvenile justice programs
concentrated at the opposite end.

Finding:

True.

Charge #2

Those communf.ties most afflicted by predatory
crime received little attention and funding
by O.J.J.D.P,.

Finding

Not true.

Charge #3

O.J.J.D.P. researchilas been oriented toward non-
chronic offenders, status offenders and those
charged with less serious infractions of the law.

Finding:

True.

Charge #4

The focus of O.J.J.D.P. on the less serious of-
fender has resulted in a de facto emphasis on
non-minority youngsters.

Finding:

Not true.

Charge #5

'Iwo separate systems of juvenile justice are e-
volving one for White middle income youngsters
and one for Black and O.J.J.D.P is contributing
to this process.

Finding:.

True.

426



Charge #6

. Minority problems. in the juvenile justice
sytem and indigenous prOgrams said to con-
tain some sollitions have not been researched
by O.J.J.D.P.

418

Finding:

True. Programs are announced'to change this.

Charge #7

O.J.J.D.P. has neither guidelines for State
Plans nor procedures to identify and ferret
out grantee failures to do the following (1)
devote awards to services which include minor-
ity-youth or (2) include minorities-in SPA
membership or staffing or (3) include minority
agencies and institutions in SPA awards. '

Finding:

True.

Charge #8

Minority firms were not awarded any of the
$5 million in technical assistance grants
awarded between 1975 and 1979.

Finding:

True.

Charge I'D

There are few minorities in policy making
positions in O.J.J.D.P.

Finding:

True.
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Although considerable information has been
submitted by staff over the weeks there is

little or no evidence that O.J.J.D.P. has

a formal minority recruitment plan-for staff, ,

consultants, researchers or grantees. There

is little or no guidance given the State Plan-

ning Agencies along these lines. Indeed, there

appears to be some confusion it staff as to what

should be the role of 0.J.J.D.P. in these areas.
It follows, that there has been a failure to

develop an office policy for implementation
which is translated into gbals and objectives

relevant to theDivisions within the office.

Needed, also are methods for determining if

a policy is being implemented and is working.

If it is,*then an appeal like that of Woodson

at a Confirmation Hearing would be rejected for

a process which is more manageable. The opera-
tional procedures of the three divisions must
compliment total office policy. Present defi-

ciencies are policy formulation, policy analysis,

and policy coordination.

Woodson in his testimony said in substance

that a triage is in effect in the juvenile

justice system: the status or minor offender
who needs little from the system; the serious,

treatment resistant dangerous offender; and

the youngsters in between. O.J.J.D.P's at-
tention and funds have been focused on the

first category which is heavily White. He

correctly observed that "This isinot to say

that these,kids do not need these resources,

or that we should not give it our full attent-

ion. But it should not be at the exclusion of

other kids who are in populations at risk."

This argument against diverting these resources

from the minor offender is buttressed by our
findings that the services directed at this

minor offender/status offender group are equit-

ably distributed, with,a sizeable number of

minority recipients. Focusing attention and
resources on this first group which as heavily

White does tend to make our institutions more

heavily Black with'children of the second and
third parts of the trig e. This is creating
a dangerous and exp osive condition. The
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attention of the researchers to be recruit-
ed under recently announced programs should
be dirbcted to the in-between group of which
Woodson speaks.

Respectfully submitted,

1,1" ( LS-
. White

Orlando L. Martinez

--
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William S. White, Presiding Judge, Circuit Court-of Cook
County, JuVenile Division and Orlando Martinez, Director,
Division of Youth Services; State of Colorado were asked
to survey O.J.J.D.P.'s programs and research efforts to de-
termine if they were (1) ;truly coming to grips with t;he
more_serious_ispects of juvenile delinquency; and (2) were
addressing minority concerns. Further we were asked to
identify areas for improvement. The meth,dology was simply
to construct a series of issues; examine relevant material
submitted by staff, mtd after weighing same to make an
assessment and state findings. There was, of course, some
cross checking with outside souces, but by and large the
material submitted by O.J.J.D.P. staff was relied upon as
true.

ISSUES AND FINDINGS

ISSUE #1

Have O.J.J.D.P. programs been directed to the right target
population? Are the most severe and more difficult youth
crime problems at one end of the problem/program continnuum_
and juvenile justice system programs concentrated at the

opposite end? AreO.J.J.P.D. programs oriented toward'non-
chronic offenders, status offenders, and those charged with
less serious infractions of the law?

FINDING:

Special Emphasis Initiatives

Special Emphasis Initiatives between 12/19/75 and 3/15/80

totaled $104,658,060. It was estimated that 64% of this
amount ($70,557,156) was awarded for services to non-chronic
offenders, status .offenders and those charged with less
serious infractions of the law. This estimate does not in-
clude Model Programs which in some individual grants may
provide services to less serious offenders.

SPECIAL EMFMASIS GRANTS (267) $104,658,060

Grants, Serious Offender Programs (10)

Replication of Project New Pride.

Grants, Model Initiatives Programs (110)

Not classified as to seriousness of
offense due to lack of grant'information

8,696,672

23,017,929

Grants, for clearly less serious offenders (104) 44,914,884

4 3 0
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Prevention, diversion, deinsititutionalization.

Grants for Restitution and d-School Crime (43) $28,028,575

Earlier it was assumed that the Restitution
Program is serving less serious offenders. _

Later,, supplied figures arm set forth below.

As of December 31, 1979, Sgt of Youth in the
Restitution Program were referred for serious
property* Or serious personal offenses.*

0

As of May 31, 1979, 75t'of the referrals were
serious and/or repeated offenders and 31% were
chronic and'very serious offenders.**

FORMULA GRANTS

Of the total amount of formula grant funds awarded in FY78
($61,393,000) forty-five percent ($27,864,196) was allocated
to programs which had deinstitutionalization of status of-
fenders and non-offenderg as their objective. Because of the
states' coninuation policy on funding projects, the FY78
figure would be indicative of the entire period',FY75 through
FY10 during which a total of $271,746,043 was awarded.

4

Serious Property: Burglaries with loss/damage of $11 to $250

and any other property offenses with loss /damage greater than

$250.

Very Serious Property: Burglaries with loss/damage of $250

Or more.

*

Serious Personal: Unarmed robberies and non-aggravated assaults

with loss of $20 or less.

Very Serious Personal: Unarmed robberies and non-aggravated
assaults with losses exceeding $250 and all UCR Part 1 personal

crimes includingxpe, armed robbery, aggraVated assault.

**

Serious and/or Repeated Offenders: a)Victimless offenses are

-not appropriate; b) Youths with three or more prior/concurrents
are appropriate;' c) Youths whose referral offenses are at or

beyond the "serious property" category are appropriate; d)
Youths whose referral offenses are at the "moderate property"

category are appropriate only if they have one or more prior/

concurrent offense.

9.3
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ISSUE IT

Have youth posing the greatest crime threat and those
communities most afflicted by predatory crime received too
little attention and funding by 0.J.J,D.P.7

' FINDING:

0.J.J.D.P. made MI of its grants and awarded 344 of its
discretionary funds in the 30 largest U.S. cities as shown
by this chart.

OJJDP DISCRETIONARY FUNDS EXPENDED IN THE
30 LARGEST' U.S. CITIES, RANKED 8Y

1970' CENSUS POPULATION
'

CITIES

1. New York

=DP FUNDS AWARDED ._.

'..

4 GRANTS

.
615,317,520 45

.. - .

2. "^ 7,042,501 : '*18

3. Los Angeles .' 6,368,688 21

oPhIladelkiM4.
5,777,926 - ' 21

S* Detroit -

6. Houston

7. Baltimore

a- Dallas

9 Cleveland."

29- Indianapolis

11. Hi lwao)c e

12. San Francisco

13; San Diego

14. San Antonio

15, Boston

16. memplis

17. St. Louis

18. New Orleans

5384-4-39- 1

`761,783
2

-0 70-

132,0 69 2

1,518,350 6

.

2,286,002 5

70 -0-

-0.

4,800,641

1,175,178

224

510,046%

432
k ti

13

2'

3

1
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CITIES . 02301. FUNDS AWARDED 1 GRAW9e

.
19. Phoenix 186,591 2

..

. .
,.20; coluisbui, on' 2 731 628 3..

21. Seattlf ' 2,090,905 -.
:"

.
22. Jacksoovilles. 71 -0- ; ; ;.0-

23. Pittsburgh -- 2,290,151. :"- s 8

24. Denver-7 2,468,822%. 'I
1 2S. Sanaa* City 1,725,415 - 8-

26 Atlanta . : 1,766,209.
27 Suf filo -0- v."-,

.* Cincinnati 839,060 4
., -if. WaShvilla 223;313 . : 2

30. San Joss - -O-
. _.--

- 461,292,270 . 34,4, ,. 188 35%
. . .
. . k

. .
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lot MUCK 331:e Bi ?O KM CCM INTO ISTICIPOLIIAN CITBLS XD COUITIES7

The settepolitan cities apd counties are usually given a slightly larger

share of the state's overall 231:1P roma& Grant than is indicated by the

iteee's jcpalaties. The reason for this is that the juvenile crime statistics

are invariably higtar in urban areas than in tilt rest of the state. The

core-ereas of a large city generally receive the latest 'thereof "street"

esti crime gavvention type programs.

.

Subparagraph (i), Faragraph 52 of Wideline tianua)..)1-410-6.F requires each
-----

state participating in the JJTP Act to carry out the Pass-Through provisions

cintained in the MCP Act legislairca in Section 22343 (5). This mandates

that fOi 2/3% of the Ibreula Gast weirs be impended etri programs of goner-
. tal local get and pro of local private agencies c9noirtent with

the State's plan, unless waived by the Administrator of 0.7a,..

A typical, example is the City of Detcoit, Wayne County And flat:

FISCAL yurt 1979

13'EP lbraula Grant 1Programs $1,236,533
total Jae Inman Grant f2,730,000 " ID3%

The Wayne Cburly Status Offender Projert funded at a level of4473,904.
served a population that wrz 82.1% Black, 15.4% Wits and 2.5% Hispanic.

In oddities t.) the stove, 12.9E of the staba's Part C. Crime CentroI. funds
ware allocated to juvenile programs in Wayne Coast/.

Crimea Control 33 Proara In Kayos County $1,520,033 12.9%
Total-Part "C Crime tzar hods V1,830,000 ,

70-794 0 Si
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ISSUE 13

_ .To what extent has O.J.J.D.P.
research focused on serious

4 youth Crime'

FINDING:

Figures for FY75, FY77 and FY78 are as'follows:

Tetal:Amount'Obligated for Serious Juvenile-

Related Research Projects '(FY 1975-FY1977) $2,316,603:

Total NIJJVP-Obligations-for-Cesearch
(FY1975 - FY1977)

, $14,271,808

Percent of NIJJDP Budget Obligations for
--Research:-Focused.on.Serious_Yeutlt Crime

(FY1975 - FY1977)

Total Amount Earmarkeld for Serious Juvenile-'

Related Research Projects in'OJJDP FY1978

Budget
2,880.760

fara10JJDP FY1978 Research Budget
$11,406,000

Percentage of OJJDP FY1978 Research Budget,

lEarmarked for Serious Juvenile-Related
Research Projects

° 25%

If
ISSUE 14 \\

Have the 0:J.J.D.P.
initiatives that focused on the less

serious offender resulted in a de facto emphasis on non-

minority youngsters?

FINDING:

It is true that status offender arrestees are predominately

white. (According to the A.J.I. report entitled "Juvenile

Justice System Achievements,
Problems and Opportunities"

(p.95Y in 1977 they were 82.71 White). However, the only

O.J.J.D.P. Project directed toward, status offenders, Dein-

stitutionalization of Status Offenders, wassubstantially

minority: total 20,545, minority 6,636 peritntage minority

321
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Further answer is found in these figures relating to less
serious offender programs:-

.

re
Total Minority_ Percentage

-'Diversion Mr-. -1331---- 701
Prevention 9298. 7480 80t
Restitution' As of 12/31/79 264

The Social Actign'Research Center, San Rafael, California
(the National Evaluator) provides thfollowing numbers of
schools and students. covered by aSchool Crime Initiative
program .in 1976.

. .
Phase 'I

School TeamPProgram

Phase II

Team Cluster Program

0 sdhOols
151,205 students .

'471. minorities

210 schools
257, 481 students

591 minorities

Total 408,686 students

I 568 minorities

.1. smaller earlier program included 10 Teacher Corps Schools
with 12, 173 students (311 of them minority students).'

. .,
. (

. ISSUE 15 I s

Are two separate 'system, of juvenile justice evolving, one
for White middle income youngsters, and one for;Black? Is

0.J.J.D.P. contributing tO this process?

FINDING:

The children in the justice system can be,divided into two
categories: those in institutions and those who are not.
It is true minorities are over represented in the.former. Ten
years ago 2/3 othe youth incarcerated in California were
white, now 2/3 are either black or brown. A Preliminary
National Assessment of the Numbers and Characteristics-of
JUWETTES Processed in the Juvenile Justice System prepared
by the American Justice Institute-(5,nuary 1980) (p.76),
states: _

436
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"If all non-white races are combined, this group
constitutes the majority of persons detained."

That report concludes that;'

"non apparent bias can be Teen to exist.in the
detention decision outcome due toTace

.
Neither is racial bias necessarily present in 0. J.J.D.P.'

0-progreas such as Deinstitutionalization,of Status ,Offenders
- and Reatitution, which impsct heavily on !hits youngsters re-
l moving themriroMthe system and its institutions., Indeed : .

it can be shOwn that minorities' aye received a proportionate

share of the services ofthese programs. put this :Jive

scant comfort; the duak,system.ix dangerous not just potent-
ially, but cUrrietly,.and clearly points the direction for

assistance-'now. reasonable conclusion here might be
that O.J.J.D.P. has not adequately addressed the inequitable
-treatment of sinortty yoUth in the Juvenile Justice System.

bas'othered'reliable-nationwide b a aline iniorma-

.
tion regarding the proportional representation of minority
youtlin delinquency andtbe Juvenile j'stice ddystem 6 However,

this information cannot explain Aiyminorities ar dispro-
portionately represented where CEis is the case.4ireful

4 research is needed to identify thosfactors whiib account

for this occurrence -- whether thig be indiviAual or iASti-

, tiitiOnaL-mr-bothy Through its Minority Research Progarm,
the NIJJDP has recently requested proposals for research

to be conducted by minorities on this isiue.

ISSUE #6

Are minority problems in the Juvenile Justice System, thg

subject of O.J.J.D.P. research? Have indigenous programs
like Umoja in Philadelphia with-some reputatioL for success

:; been studied or.used by 0.J..D.P.?,

FINDING:

Relative to O.J.J.D.P.'s participation in the HUD Ur)ban

Initiative' Anti-Crime Program, guidelines distributed

to al139 ligible public housing authorities (PHAs) capita-

lizatidn the House of Umoja project as appropriate .

example in developing the delinquency prevention grant

applica ons to be subsidized by O.J.J.D.P. funds transferred

/ii

to HUD n an interagency agreement basis, 'Furthermore;

during oth direct service and telephone technical assistance

oriented contacts with prospective grantees, the House of

Umoj and likeprhjectfehave been utilized as examples.
------.-------
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Recently two programs have keen announced. One, Program to .

Privent(Juvenile Delinquency ThrougkCOaciiY Building, is
designed to increase the capacity, oritaiiand local govern..

. ments, ublic and pprivate youth-seiwing.agencies, and indi-
genous sighborhoo Aygdnizations or community groups e to ,-
preven delinquency, develop and utilize alternative( to the
juven p justice system. and impyove the administration of
juven le justice. ,

The other, Minority Research Initiative, has as its goal
to identify and encourage the involvement of minority re-
searCheis and research organisations in NIJJDP's research :

program. There are twoobjectives subsumed. under this goal:
--I) to identify and contribute to the further development of
a cadre of Skilled minority researcherp; and 2) to support
research conductediby minoyities on specific minority _relevant

',research issues pertaining to juvenile justice and other
related tonics.

ISSUE 17

Does 0.J.J.D.le. have guidelines for State. Plans whi will
-help assure (1) that awards will be devoted to se aces
which include' minority youth? (2) or insure minor ty inclu-
sion in S.P.A. membership or staffing? (3) Cr th t minority
agencies and ipstitutions not be excluded from S. .A. awards?

.

\

'FINDING: "'lle
The attached memoranda submitted by staff indicate that by
and large reliance is placed on applicants' assurance of
no discrimination. It is stated that "Equitable distribution
factors are checked in 'the review of the state plan and on
subsequent monitoring and site visits. Within each state,
existing bodies and organizations can appeal to O.J.J.D.P. in
any circumstances in which discrimination is perceived. I.

turn, the Office of,Civil Rights Compliance of the Office of
Justice ..zsistancerStatistics and Research will investigate.
No such investigations have occurred in the history of the
SJDP Act. As a posEible explanation of D.J.J.D.P.'s passive
stance in this matter attention is directed to Public Law 96-
157,,Section 81S(b) states "Notwithstanding any other provision
of law, nothing contained in this title shall be construed to
authorize the National Institute of Justice, the Bureau of
Justice Statistics of the LEAA.

"(1) to require, or condition the availability of amount
of a grant upon the adoption by an applicant or grantee
under this title df a percentage ratio, quota system, or
other program to achieve balance in any criminal justice
agency; or

/
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"(2) to deny or discontinue a grant because of the

.refusal of an.applicant or grantee under this title

to adopt such a ratio system, or other program."

Thus, we do not request information in this area.

'ISSUE 18

Havesinorities been included in Technical Assistance pro -

gra*s, as grantees, subcontractors,_consu s, staff, in

agencies receiving T.A., as clients of thos agencies?'

FINDING:

As'grantees. Of the $5 million in Technical Assistance grants

awarded between 1975 and 1979, no minority organizations were

involved. Until recently only four organizations were under

contract to provide technical assistance, Arthur D. Little,

the Community Research Forum, the Westinghousa National

Issues Center and the National Offices of Social Responsibility,

all owned by'Whites.

As subcontractors and
consultants. A current listing of 0.J.J.D:P.'s

T.A. contractors included 2
additional organizations, New Pride,

Inc., and Notre Dame. It stated that an aggregate analysis' n

terms of staff and consultants totaled as follows:

Total Number*of Contract Staff
(includes full and part-time professional

and clerical)
62

Number of Minorities
12 - 19.3%

Number of Women (professional)
22

Total Number of Consultants
411

Number of Minorities
85 201

Number of Women
126 31%

In agencies receiving Technical Assistance.

As Agencies Receiving T.A. Staff did supply this information

regarding minorites receiving Technical Assistance including

contractors, subconstractors and grantees.
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Since 1975 the following.8A and minority owned and operated
firms/agencies have received Technical Assistance Support
Funding.

1. Mariscal and Co. ' $25,025
2. Helium 8A 50,000.
3. 'New Pride, Inc. 732,500'

$107,525
1044,

Currently, the O.J.J.D.P. is negotiating a $350,000 8A con-:
tract for FY80.

No further finding 4ould be made regarding the extent to which
O.J.J.D.P. involves minorities in the rendering of Technical
Assistant because of the sparce and mixed nature of the in-
formation supplied.

Staff did submit this statement:

"TA has been provided to the Special Emphasis programs of
DSO, Diversion, Restitution Prevention and most currently New
Pride. With the exception of DSO and Prevention, the nature
of the programs necesiitated units of Goyernment to be the
grantee, many of these grantees, however, maintained subcon-
tracts with minority organizations. This activity is encouraged
by LEAA's Civil Rights Compliance regulations (See attached).

The Clients of the above programs were substantially minority
(e.g:, DS0,_321; Diversion, 70%; and Prevention 80%). The
Clients are the ultimate beneficiaries of TA."

A Technical Assistance Task Force est:',lished to analyze
technical assistance processes and to identify their strengths
and weaknesses describe&T.A.'s. ,

"Current Practice
the main emphasis in selecting TA contractors and/or consultants
is expertise or quality of work. Factors such as location of
the contractor/consultant; the ethnicity or race of the con-
tractor/consultant, or the size of the organization providing
technical assistance are given minimal consideration, Again,
this is due to OJJDP's concern on providing quality and timely
technical assistance. O.J.S.D.P. does not have any formal
minority recruitment plan. The office does Subscribia-The
agency's policy of utilizing 0% of TA dollars for minority
contracts and does have all its contractors develop and submit
a EEO plan."

"Issues/Concerns
01M-has some grantees who ate staffed largely by minority
personnel. Further, a large percentage of the clients served
by OJJDP grantees are minorities. It was pointed out during
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the Task Force's meeting within technical assistance reci-

pients that there is an occasional lack of sensitivity to-

ward 'the projects and youth served.

However, only ,one specific ibstance was cited in terms of

being problematic. Most offthe comments were geared toward

encouraging an expansion of'spinority participation through

the inclusion of more minority staff and consultants in the

pool of available consultants.
In addition, it was suggested

that the initial contact with TA
recipients include an assess-

ment Of whether or not a minority consultant might be more

effective."

To ateless theie issues and concerns the report makes Six.

recommendations.

"1. A part of the selection criteria for all contracts should

be the extent of minoritiy
participation on staff and as sub-

contractors and/or consultants. A meaningful weight should

be assigned to this criteria S - 10 points.

2. OJJDP should in consort with appiopriate offices within

LEAA.4 OJARS define what a minority enterprise is.

3. OJJDP should take the lead in deVeloping a list of

minority contractors and consultants.

4. OJJDP should in cooperation with Contracts Division ensure

8 -A and other minority
enterprises are included in the

distribution list of all contracts.

S. OJJDP shouldappoint a person to be responsible for

minority contracts. This person would be responsible for

coordinating within the OJARS small business representative,

developing a list of minority contractors/consultants, working-

with various agencies and
communities to inform them of our

minority program.

6. OJJDP should assess their gOal'for minority procurement

and Ilevelop plan for meeting that goal prior to the start

of Pfiscal year.

ISSUE 09

There are few Blacks in
policy-making positions in 0.J.J.D.P.

FINDING:

0.J.J.D.P.'s most recent Quarterly
E.E.C. report cross tabu-

lating G.S. rank with race supports this statement.
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.

Now many programs have gone tO minority grantees?

FINDING:

Current listing of 0.J.J.D.P.'awards show 10 minority recipients
of award* totaling $5,344,336.

MINORITY RECIPIENTS OY 0.J.3.D.P. AWARDS
FY 1980 (as of 4/7/80)

GRANTEE/mu s GRANT NO: AWARD AMOUNT

Campus-Community Involvement Center. $900,000
Z. Los Angeles New Pride Replication

7
(SO-ED-AX-0010)

Better-Boys.Foundatiou $870,414.
Chicago New Pride RepliCation (80-ED-AX-0011)

Project Concern $820,125
Boston New Pride Replication (8D-ED-AX-0008)

O.I.C. of Rhode iiland $790,089.
Providence New Pride Replication (80-ED-AX-0006)

National Confa;7n8e of Black Lawyers $331,232
NCBL - Juvenile Advocacy (80-JS-AX-0002)

National Urban League $252:588
Study: School: Discipline (80-JN-AX-0002)

Venice Drug Coalition $250,000
Vanice-West Comp. JD Prevention Pgrm.
(80-JS-AX-000S)

Assiniboine Sioux Tribe, Fort.Peck Tribal Gov't. $204,888.
Ft. Peck Bureau of Youth Services
(78-JS-AX-0084/S-l)

New Pride Inc. $500,000
New Pride Replication Technical Assistance
(J-LEAA-017-80)

Robe Associates $425,000
NIJSDP Management Support Contract
(J-LEAA-009-80)

TOTAL, TO DATE .$5,344,336
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An additional answer is that vi- the HUD/O.J.J.D.P. program,

twelve different separate public housing authorities repre-

senting twelve different states will have been fundeday
May 1,W10, in the amount of 1.1 million dollars.

Attachment A details a profile of the number of minorities that
will be served in this program.. It indicates that the 0.J.J.D.2.
component, which will be operating in these twelve separate sites,
will serve a'total population of 102,746 persons of which 63,090
are under the age of 21. This includes a total population of
79,424 Blacks, 8,292 Hispanics, 560 Asians, and 4,570 Native
Americans. Persons to be served under the age of 22 include:
50,062 Blacks, 2,106 Hispanics, 294 Asians, and 1,599 Native
Americans.

It is noteworthy that three of the sites have populations that are
100% Black with two others that are 100% Native Americans and 97%
Hispanic. However, the*ollective number of minorities accounts
for 90.3% of the total number of persons that comprise the cumula-
tive housing project population in all .12 PBA.sites. Of this 'same
population totaI,52.6% are minority youth under the age of 21.

In addition to the above listing of FY1980 awards to minority re-
cipients, the examiners were furnished with a breakout of grants
awarded to minority agencies and organizations between 1975 and
May 1, 1980. The accompanying. staff memorandum stated:

"Minority agencies for purposes of this
statement are those which have policy making and governing boards
with membership of Si percent minority.

The following is a summary of this information:

1) Of 207 grants funded between 1975 and March 15, 1980,
106 awards funded projects which serve significant numbers
of minority youth.

2) An additional 7 contracts were awarded to minority
organizations by two grantees implementing national scope
projects with awards ranging from $99,655 to $200,000.

3) Of the $106,112,788 in discretionary funds awarded bj,-
the Special-Emphasis Division between 1975 and May 1, 1980,
$20,391,665, was awarded to minority organizations, 19:7%.
$59,666,336 of the total awarded went to projects which
served or will serve significant numbers of minority youth. ,

This is 56.2percent of the total funds awarded.
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4). The following arrays the awards to minority orgartizationi
syrdchroup:

Group /Contracts /Grants /Agencies *Total Funds 96 of Total Awardid
. .

Biadc 7 4 27 13 512,891,127 12.596'

Kupanic 2 16 7 5,794,360, ,:i. 5%

Native A

American 1 6 4 1,619,178 1.6%

Asian I

.1 49 24 20,391,665 .19.64L

With respect to policy regarding Impact of programs on minorities, we have not
focused any of our programson the unique needs of minority youth. However, we
have trageted three Scot:ill Emphasis national scope initiatives In neighborhoods
characterized by high levels td crime and delinquency and high Iciels of school
drop-out, truancy and school suspension. This targeting of programs in combination
with broad distribution of guidelines, availability of Special, Emphasis staff to
provide information and staff contacts with minority organizations /agencies have
contributed to minority agencies being able to successfully compete In national
competitions. This process has been facilitated by use of minority cc sultants on
peer review panels.

Although all of the figures in these two sources could not be
reconciled(number of minority recipients), both are included
here because together they show a sizeable increase in the
dollar amounts awarded minority recipients.
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tateciaMbie man =REM AACIAL rusennawnv PERTAINING TO BOTH

SPA STAN AND 20 VEER GRANTEES?

In preparing
the individual state

plans for the Juvenile Justice Foraula

_Grantelmell Criminal
Justice Council :rst

pcovida assurances
that Sub-

!
,

-.paragraph (p.) Parrvgaph
52 (page 59) of the Guideline Manual

M 4100.1F,

State Planning Agency
Grants, utich requires, "Equitable

Distributicn of

Juvenile Justice
Funds and Assistance to Disadvantaged

?oath." In addition,

under the General Grant Coalitions
and Assurances,

Axendix 4, in M 4100.1F,

ha,following is'aade a
condition of each award to a state:

The applicant
State hereby further

assures and
certifies that the State

criminal justice
planning agency and its subgrantees and

contractors,

where applicable,
will caplyWith the provisions....of

Title VI of

the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, Pub.

L. 69 -352; Office of Management and

Budget circulars No.s
A-102 and A-110.

Pefezenoe to the same
conditions are contained

in the GUideline M-7100.1A,

Financial Management for
Planning and Action Grants.

These are again repeated

and applified in
the new OARS

Guideline.Manual. M 7100.1B,

Each MEP Formula
Grant made in 1978 and prior years

contained the following

SrAcial-Cenditicn:

Every application for
Federal financial

assistance from a State or local

unit of gown-rent or agency thereof
shall contain an

assurance that in the

event of Federal or
State court or

Federal or State administrative agency

a finding of
discrimination on.the

ground of race, oolor, religion,

national origin or sex
against the recipient State or 1=11 government

unit or agency
thereof, the recipient

will forward a copy of the finding

to the ccgmzant
State Planning Agency

and to LEM.

4 4 5
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itfit oi r adiC1$1.

.1.

IIDIT.PFOCEDUR:S CO WC WAVE TO INSURC THAT THE PRNISICNS OF
1160611DDIG SECTORS 223(7) AtG) 223(a) (15), IZUTTABLE DISTRIBUTIONS OF

1211CRZ07,

Satire 223(a) (7) of the Act does not apply to equitable distribution of

the fends along ines of population groupings such as disadvantaged yctith,

minceties, etc. This provision of the Act is directed toward he distrib-.
near Ands within the state co geographic and p:pulaticer lines in the

aggregate. 03 4LP staff review the distributial =thadology as provided in

the Application annually On ond occasion in the past five years an appeal

cn this provision reached O1.1. Staff attorneys fray the Office of General

Cbuneal visited the appealing locality and determined that a finding of run-

omplianee on this issue was unfounded.

With regard to Section 223(a) (15), each yearly state plan mustCentikin an

assumes that prcgram initiatives have been formulated in accordance with

providing equitabl, Ilatributicn of Awls and assistance to disadvantaged

youth. This requirement is spelled out as part of Subparagraph (p), Tara-

graph 52, in Guideline M 42.00.1T, State Pluming Agency Grants. 'Equitable

distribution factors are checked in the review of the state plan and cn sub---. . .

seguent vonitoring and site visits. Within each state, existing bcdies. and-. . _
ccgenizations can appeal to =EP in any circusatanoes in uhictl

is perceived. In turn, thc Office of Civil Rights Ccspliance of the Of fic.3

of Justice Assistance, Statistics and Research will investigate No such

investigations have omitted in the history of the JJCP Act.
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MtPtiOt"PNCIIIVM

100,meny minority staff are employed by the SPA? How many of these staff

are professionals?
4

Each $PA mot comply with the requirements under Section 518(c) of the

,
Crime control Act, Section 262(b) of the Juvenile Justice Act and Title VI

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and-the Equal Employien Opportunity

Regulations of the Department of Justice. (See attached.)

Further, Public Law 96.157, Section
815(b),statas "Notwithstanding any c:lher

provision of law, nothing contained in this,*(tle shall be construed to

authorize the iiitionsl Institute of Justi)L4, the Bureau of Justice Statistics

of the LEAA *"

'(1) to require or condition the availability of amount of a grant

Upon the adoption by an applicant or grantee under this title of a

Percentage ratio, quota system, or other program to achieve balance

in any criminal justice agency; or

"(2) to deny ortdiscontinue a grant because of the refusal of an

applicant or grantee under this title to adopt such a ratio system,

or othy program.*

Thus, we do tot request infOrmation in this area.

A
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HWY URBAN INTIATIvE,S A:UT-CRIME PROGRAM

COJDPCOmpONENT
PROFILE MOSER OF MINORITIES SERVED

City
Total

Population I Undor 21 Total Slack
Total
Hispanic Total Asians

!Packs
Under 21

Hispanics
Under 21

Asians
Under 21

Total

Native American Tild:1:(11;t4°

1 4.562 2.758. 4.516 0 0 2.730 0 0 0 0
. 4

2 4.570 1.599. 0 0 '0 0 :0 0 4.570 1.599.

..
,

3 2.207 .9,3 1.854 88 22 784 37. 9 Cr 0

1.163 907 1.163 907 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 .

5 20.575 14.814 20.575 0' 0 14.814 0 0 0 o

1.628 830 976 472 0 498 240 0 0
.

0

7 3,594 2.515 3.126 539 0 2.188 3'7 0 :0 0

-

8 2.988 1.170 2.181 0' 0 854 C % 0 0 0

'9, 2.900 1.566 1.943 0 0 1.049 0 0 0 0

10 2.206 1.497 44 2.140 0 30 , 1.452 0 0 0

11 2.992 1.585 1.346 0 538 . 713 0 285 0 0

12 1.988 1.371 1.988 0 0 1.371 0 0 0 0

GRAND 102.746 63,090 79,424 '8,292 560 50,062 2,106 294 4,570 _1.599

TOTAL

.
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U. S. DeprOsst of Judas
Office of eve Affairs

Mtn of the Alsisas Attorisey Gomm;

Thei-Wonarable Birch Baytt.
Chairman.
Subcommittee on the Constitution
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Ipinilagur . AC 10.50

SEP 24 ISSQ
,

The Cmgress is now in the final stages of consideration of legislation to
reauthorize the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.
Department of Justice support for extension of the current program was expressed
in testimony presented in March of this year. At t1-4:1 time, we supported a
provision in the Administration's proposal to reauthorize the current Act (S.2442
and HR. 6983) which would retain the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention within the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. We believe
thai reconsideration of the'position is merited at this time.

As you know, the President submitted a revised fiscal year 1981 budget request in
March which provided no funds for LEAA grants and proposed the phoie-out of the
LEAA program authorized by the Justice Systefil Improvement Act of 1979. The
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act program would continue. The
House of Representatives has Passed H.R. 7584, making appropriations for fiscal
year 1981, which supports" the President's recommendation: The Senate is
considering the proposal this month. It appears unlikely that any substantial
appropriation will be provided to LEAA.

A plan for phase -out of the LEAA program is now in the final stages of review
within the Administration. Over a period of three years, current LEAA activities
would ether be eliminated or devolved to other agencies. It is contemplated that
if the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention is not part of LEAA,
additional functions and personnel will be transferred to OJJDP beginning this

October.

S. 2441, which passed the Senate on May 20, 1980, would retain OJJDP within
LEA ,A although most administrative and program authority under the JJDP Act
WOufebe statutcrily delegated to the Administrator of OJJDP. Given the
likelihood of elimination of LEAA, we believe it is necessary for OJJDP to be
established as a separate and independent unit. If the reauthorization measure is
passed in the form contained in S. 2441, there would be difficult organizational
decisions to be made and the possibility that additiOnal legislative changes would
have to be requested before the new reauthorization cycle expires. Thus, the
Department of Justice supports the provisiri of H.R. 6704 as reported from the
House Committee on Education and Labor, which would separate these two
agencies.
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The Department of Justice is committed to maintaining a strong and viable Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preventiori. Your consideration of this matter
is appreciated.

The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is no objection to
submission of this report from the standpoint of the Adthinistration's program.

Sincerely,

(S'gnod) Alan A. Patter

Alan A. Parker
Assistant Attorney General

4 5
70-796 0 - 81 - 29
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- PART il.ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS AND LETTERS
FROM NATIONAL ORGANIZATION'S I'

THE AMERICAN LEGION, .1

Washington, D.C., March 27, 1980.
Hon. Braun BATH,
U.S. Senate,
Russell Senate Of Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SEtATOR BATH: The American Legion's longstanding coneerp over Juve-
nile crime across the country was the basis for our support in 1974 Of the Juve-
nile Justice and-Delinquency Prevention Act. We believed then es we do, now
that the problem demands a comprehensive and coordinated ii0-proach at the.
federal level.'

As you know, juvenile crime continues to be one of our most persistent soelai
ailments. It, therefore, is est, -anal that federal efforts be continued and that the
Act extended through reauthorization. We are pleased to learn that you have
intr uced-S. 2441 which, if,enacted, would i5rovide for such reauthorization and
we ntinue to support the maintenance of *effort concept as part of any re:
a arising mandate?
/ The American Legion stands ready to assist you and every member of the

/Committee in this worthwhile endeavor.
Sincerely, - Brinio S. Kai,JA.

Director, National Legislative Oommissio

PREPAZED,STATEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LeAGUES, INC.

The Association of Junior Leagues is submitting this testimony to register)
its support of the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pr..-1
vention Act of 1974. The Association of Junior Leagues strongly supports the
reauthorization of tne JJDP Act because the legislation's goals colnplde with
those listed in the mission statement adopted by the Association for its Child
Advocacy Program and with the Association's purpose of developing effective
citizen participation in the community.

The Association of Junior Leagues is a non-profit organization with 236 mem-
ber Leagues and approximately 130,000 individual members in the United States.
The Association's threefold purpoie is:

To promote voluntarism;
To develop the potential of its members for voluntary participation. in

community affairs; and .
To demonstiate the effectiveness of trained volunteers.

Its commitment to effective training programs is reflected by t1),' requirement
that every Junior League member must participate in a training program before
she begins work in her community. The majority of Junior League members
continue to take training courses thioughout their years of League membership.
In addition, every Junior League member must make's commitment to a vcilun-
teer position. 4 substantial number of Junior League members today sit on the
Board of other voluntary organizittions throughout the United States because

`\ of the leadershI9 training with which their volunteer experience has provided
them.
Junior League Involvement in Juvenile Justice

Junioi Leagues have been involved with children'V programs since the first
Junior League 'vas founded in New York City in 1901. Among the programs
initiated and funded by Leagues have been settlement houses, eMergency shelters,
day care centers and well baby clinics. League volunteers have worked in a variety
of social service settings as tutors, case aides and counselors. Criminal Justice

(442)
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w.:. specifically designated as one of the Association's program areas in 1973 when
the Association, with the assistance of the National Council on Crime and Delin-
quency and funding from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration_
(LEAA), developed project ,IMPACT. This four-year project was designed to
enable Junior Leagues in the United States and Canada to effect positiveschanges .in the criminal justice system and, ultimately, to reduce crime 1:elinqueney.

As part of project IMPACT, Junior League members in 18.1 cities thered data
on the criminal justice system in their own communities. DeleglitAb from all
Leagues in the United States and Canada attended a four-day training institute
in Houston to help them develop plans for mobilizing thelf communities far action
in the area of criminal justice. The li0 projects generated as a result of project
IMPACT utilized more than 3,000 volunteers and drew upon more than one and
one-half million dollars in League funds. It is estimated that another seven and
one-half million dollars in outside funding was generated by the exitenditare of
the League funds. Projects initiated under the IMPACT program included group
homes, rape treatment centers, public education campaigns, jail counseling
projects and volunteer recruitment.

Concern with 3uting people involved in the juvenile justice system continues to
be an .A.sociation priority. Juvenile justice Is one of the flee focus areas of the
Association's five-sear Child Advocacy Program. The child advocacy mission
statement adopted by the Assoc,ation includes a pledge to work .townrd the
time when

each child will be reintoed from his or her natural home only when. -
necessary and any child that is removed w ill be returned to his natural home
or. when necessary, to another permanent home without unnecessary delay ;

each child Aio has committed a status offense still receive truly re-
habilitative care and supervislint :

each child accused of committing an adult crime will receive a fair
trial with the full rights and Safeguards that an adult would receive; and

each child, if incarcerated, will nut be placed in humiliating, mentally
or physically debilitating or harmful facilities, and no child will he placed in
adult jails.

Junior Leauges in all parts of the country continue to support group homes,
shelters fur runaway youths, counseling services and ads °eat.) councils. To !Bus-
rate the breadth of Junior League participation in the juvenile justice system, I
would like to highlight a few local League programs*

Many Leagues has e joined in the dts elopment of shelter and group homes for
juveniles. Among those helping to establish 24 hour shelters for renassay youth
or youth lu crisis are two Ohio Leagues Akron and Youngstown, three Connec-
ticut Leagues--Greater Bridgeport, Greenwich and Hartford, and the Junior
!League of Odessa, Texas. 'Muse Leagues InItiatink the development of group
homes for adolescents or pros itil.ig sers ices at group homes include the Junior
Leagues of Dayton, Ohio. Asheville, ,north Carplina ; Huntsville, Alabama ;
Knoxville, Tennessee; Charleston, West Virginia ; Lafayette, Louisiana , three
New Jersey Leagues -Bergen County, the Oranges and Short Hills, and Eliza -.
beth Plainfield , and lieu Pennsylvania LeaguesHarrisburg and Lehigh Valley.
Many of these shelters and group homes receive funding frcint LEAA/JJDP.

In 1Iontana, sixteen members of the Junion League of Billings volunteer in
Project Tumbleweed. width pros ides emergency foster care in 24 licensed foster
care homes. This project is funded not only by the League but also by the U.S.
Department of Health and Ilunnua Services and the United Way. The Junior
League of Billings also is one of 20 commuLlt3 agencies participating in the Con-
ference Committee, a project initiated by the Judicial Youths Court Judge and
Youth Court Advocacy Committee in Billings to divert youth from the Youth

fourt. The Conferen:e committee. composed of a wide cross-section of eiltzens,
sanducts hearings weekly on duces of youths accused of misdemeanors.i

In Texas. the Junior League of Dallas worked closely with the Dallas Inde-
pendent School District and Dallas County Juvenile Department to develop
Letot Academy. an alternatise program for status offenders. The program)pro-
vides Loth an alternathe school and 24-hour individualized family crisis coun-
seling, referral services and short-term emergency shelter. League volunteers
took a lead role In helping to develop the program and obtaining the federal
funds necessary to establish the academy. Thirty-nine League volunteers have
served at the academy since the academy began operating 16 months ago. The

,
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Junior League of Dallas provided $100,000 to develop the emergency shelter and
$45,000 to pay the salary of a director of volunteers for three years. '1' oject,
which has a total ';olget of five and one-half million dollars, Inelndl g funding
from LEAA, has drawn volunteers from throughout the communi . many of
them retired older persons who receive training from the J odor Le gue. Since it
began, more than 300 youths have attended the alternative school and pproxi-
mately 1,000 status offenders haw received short term emergency s er.

In Denver, Colorado, the Junior League developed Juvenile Offenders in Need
0.0.1.N.), a program to provide funding, services and volunteers for the Denver
Juvenile Court. J.0.1 .N. is designed to relieve probation officers of many non-
counseling tasks by having trained folunteers provide tutoring, transportation,
recreation, clothing and referrals to doctors and dentists for youth who come
before the court. The Judior League of Denver began the program in 1974 by
providing $15,000 to pay the salary of u volunteer coordinator. More than 70
volunteers, including 12 League members, served the program. Iu 1978, with en-
couragement from the League. the Mate took over the funding of the program,
and in February of this year the Department of Labor provided a grant to con-
tinue this program. Members of the Junior League of Denver continue to sit on
the J.O.I.N. Board of Directors. Members of the Denver Junior League also have
worked as volunteers with Project New Pride, a project that earned an exem-
plary .rating from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice and was picked for replication by OJJDI'.

Since 195o. the Junior League of Indianapolis has contributed funds for a
variety of juvenile justice programs, including the training of court workers,
a professitaial survey of the Juvenile Center in Indianapolis and the renovation
of a girls dormitory at tt Juvenile Center. In addition, League volunteers
have worked at the Juvenile Court, the Juvenile Center and the Indiana Girls'
:school. Three years ago, the ior League of Indianapolis joined forces with
rise other voluntary women's organizations to form the Coalition of Volunteer
Ad'. aces. The Coalition has provided athoutcy training to residents of Marion
County (Indianapolis). Now, concerned about the high detention rte for hive
tides in Marion County. the Coalition is working to establish a Youth Advocacy
Project that %cal mobilize eommunitv support for the development of alternative
programs for juvenile offenders.

he Coalition also is working to re-esiablish the-Youth Services Bureau which,
was closed in 1975. A member of the Juhior League of Indianapolis serves on
the Board of I ilreetors established for the luuth Ser% ices Bureau Three mem-
bers of the Junior la-ague of Indianapolis also are board nienibers of the Indiana
Juvenile Justice Task Foice. a statewide %oluntary organization established
eight years ago to monitor Juvenile justn t activities in Indiana. The Indianapolis
League pays fur the Lost of publishing the task force's monthly newsletter, The
Happenings.

The advocacy efforts of the .Junior League of Indianapolis are illustrative of
the oliaborati%e efforts in width many Junior Leagues engage to improve serv-
ices to children. In North Carolina, for instance. the Junior Leagues of Raleigh.
%.sreensboro and Wo!stou-Saicui hate provided funds and volunteers to develop
mlvot i ey groups i, r children. Both the Greensboro Advocates for Children and

outh and due Wm:dim-Salem Juvenile Justi Council have been in%1 'veil with
juvenile justice programs. The Wake Child Advocacy Council, initiated by the
Junior League of Raleigh. has cooperated with the state's Governor'oAdvocacy
Commit ui developmg a proposal for Child Watch, a statewide advocacy program
that will focus on juvenile justice, education and social services for children,
particularly foser care.

In Florida, the Junior Leagues have been active in tl.e development of the
Florida Center for Children and Youth. The Leagues have contributed both
money and volunteer oupisat to the statewide organization since it was founded
in 1976. The Florida Center, whi 11 also receives funds from LEAA, recently
published .Juvenile InIustiee. The Jailing of Children in Florida. a report that
documents the plight of t hildren taught in the joyidle justice system in Florida

The Assoc lotion of Junior Leagues also works with other national orga-
nizations to develop alternatives tip institutionalization. The Association is one
of 22 national organizations participating in the Task Force of the National
Juvenile Program Collaboration I N.LIPC), a project under the at: pices of the
National Assembly of National Voluntary Health and Social Welfare Organi-
zations that is funded by .1.1DP funds. The NJJI'C's goal is to develop the capacity
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of uational voluntary agencies and their local affiliates to serve status offenders
aud other youth at risk of institutionalization and to develop, through collabora-
tion, ronimouity-based services as alternatives to detention and correctional
iustitutions. The Junior Leagues of Tucson, Arizona, and Spartanburg, South
Carolina. are active in the NJJPC programs in their communities, and the Junior
League of Hartford, Connecticut. is tt charter member of the Connecticut Jystice
for Children Collaboration.
Recommendations on S. 2431, S: 2442, S. it.34

The involvement of Leagues throughout the United States in these, juveuile
justice programs has made the Association deeply aware of the need for the
coutinuation of the JJDP Act. The stimulus of tederal funds aud leadership is
ueeded to provide communities with an opportunity to improve their juveuile
jostlee system by develupiug alternatives to institutionalization and implemeut-
hag delinquency prevention programs. We are pleased that all thr bills before
the Committee, S. 2-141, S. 2442 and S. 2-134, coutiuue to emphas ze deinstitu-
tionalization of status offenders, mandate the maiuteuance of eff rt clause for
juvenile delinquency programs a., contained in Section 1002 of tL ustice System
luiprovemeut Act of 1979 and encourage widespread citizen p rticipatiou iu
juvenile justice programs. However, in line with our child aclocacy Missiou
statement, we urge that the bill mandate the removal of all juve tiles from adult
jails rather than merely continuing the prohibitiou agaiust placing jtivendes
in futilities in which they liave regular contact with adults who have beeu cou-
victed of a crime or are awaiting trial ou criminal charges.

We also oppose the proposal in S. '2441 that all funds made available uuder
Section 1002 of the Justice System Improvement Act of 1970 must be used for
programs aimed at curbing violent crimes committed by juveniles." We support
the douse ill 8 .1-141 mandating that the justice system shOuld give additional
attention to violent truces committed by juveniles" becatqe, as Senator Bayli
pointed out in introduting the reauthorization of the legis ilium the problem of
the v wient offender should he giv en increased emplias . Those relativ ely few
inch% iduals cause a disproportionate amount of suffer ng and fear, among the
adult population, espetially among the elderly. However, we oppoSe any pro-
posal to earmark at certain percentage of funds for these programs. Accordiug
to the FBI Uniform Crime Reports fur 1978, only 3,5 percent of juveniles under
the age of IS why were arrested that year were tharged with committing violent
crimes. This is a very sm.ill percentage of the tutad number of my einles charged
with Lumina Wig a serious mule. Moreover, this shoal percentage of:youth is not
distributtil chi} throughout the country. Therefore, it dues not 4eem wise to
mandate that every state use its entire share of maintenance of effort monies
on -programs for youths who Lumina violent wines. Lutal communities should
be allowed to use the mohies they receive in the manner in which they believe
it will most effectively meet the goals of the JJDP Act.

We also oppose calling the reauthorization legislation the "Viuleut Juvenile
Crime Control Act of 1979." We believe that Lie title -Juvenile Justice and De-
linquent) Prevention Act" is more compatible with the intent and purpose of
the legislation. .1s Senator Boll pointed out, "our past system of JO elate jus-
tice ails geared primarily to react to youthful offenders rather than to prevent
the youthful offense.' Iu addition, "the evidence was overwhelming, that the
system failed at the crucial point when a youngster first gut into trouble." We
concur with Senator Bayli s apses:Anent of the need for a Juvenile Justice and
Delinquent) Prevention Act and share his hope that the Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice and Deliliquelic,y Prevention tOJJDP) will be an advocate for the families
and youth of our, states while at the &tine time protecting their human consti-
tutional and legal rights. To change the name of the act to The Violent Juvenile
Crime Control Act would detract from the stated purl _ of the original JJDP P
legislation, while focusing undoe attention on a small iniuority of youth.

We are pleased that S.2441 extends the reauthorization of the JJDP Act for
five years and increases the yearly authorization for 1984 and 1985 for juveuile
justice programs to $225,000.000 and Tine III to $30,000,000. We much prefer
this reauthorization and funding proposal to those iu either 5.2442, which extends
the reauthorization for four years anal sets the reauthorization at "such sums,as
are necessary," or S.2434, which also reauthorizes for four years and drops the
yearly authorization for juvenile justice programs to $100,000,000 and maintaius
the Title XXX authorization at $25,000,000. We believe that the JJDP Act
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deserves a five-year reauthorization because it has proved its effectiveness in
stimulating community-based alternatives to institutionalization for juveniles.
Furthermore, we believe that constantly rising costs plus the growing involve-
ment by states in the program create a need for a larger authorization which.
hopefully, will be met by future appropriations committees.

We also are pleased that S.2441 gives the Administrator of OJJDP flnal
thTor-Tty o'er elide justice programs. We believe that, to be accountable. one
person must have final authority over the development and administration of
programs. We are concerned, however, about the proposal to transfer any appro-
priated funds that are not obligated by OJJDP at the end of each fiscal year to
programs funded under Title III (to be renamed the Runaway and Homeless
Youth Act). Although we share the concern about the slowness in funding juvenile
justice programs. we do not think that the proposal to switch funds between pro-
grams in two different departments is either practical or administratively sound.

We believe that there must be a better way of developing incentives for the
speedy allocation of appropriated funds.

Finally, we are pleased that Title HI has been ,renamed the Runaway and
Homeless Youth Act. We believe this addition to the title will help in focusing
attention on those youth who are truly homeless. We also are pleased that Title
III now includes language mandating the establishment of a national hotline to
"link runaways and homeless youths with their families and with service
providers."

In conclusion, we strongly support efforts to provide a focus and coordination
for federal programs in juvenile justice. It is important that OJJDP be given the
necessary resources and a high degree of visibility as it endea' ors to provide
leadership to those ad' °eating for an improved juvenile justice system and to
provide alternatives to incarceration for youths involved with the juvenile justice
system. Thank you fur this opportunity to present our view s to the Subcommittee
on the Constitution.

COALITION OF INDIAN CONTROLLE.13 SCHOOL. BOARDS.
Denver, Colo., Apri128,1980.

Zion. SENATOR BIRCH BATH,
Acting Chair,
U.S. Senate,
State Committee on the Judiciary,
117a.thington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BATH. Enclosed you will find four copies of the Coalition's
v. ritten statement in support of the reauthorization of the Juvenile and De-
linquency- Prevention Act of 1974.

Should any questiOns arise regarding this matter, please feel free to contact
_me.

Sincerely,
JosEPH C. Dupuis,

Evecutive Director, CICSR, Inc.
Enclosure (4).

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE COALITION OF INDIAN CONTROLLED SCHOOL Bonitos

The Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards, Inc. (CICSB) is a com-
munity-based oronization established to bring about control of Indian education
by the Indian communities. Since its establishment in 1971, national membership
of the Coalition has groan from four to 0' er 200 member school boards, parent
advisory committees, and Indian education groups.

The Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards respectfully submits the
following written statement in support of legislation to reauthorize the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevent Act of 1974.

The fundamental goal of the Coalition is to improve educational practices
for Indians by helping them make decisions in the educational processes that
affect their children. A secondary goal is to keep Indian children in school.
These goals are accomplished by providing asvariety of service's to the Indian
community including technical assistance, collection and dissemination of in-
formation and consultation. The Coalition also conducts many federally and
privately funded projects.
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One of the Coalition's major projects L, the American Indian Juvenile
Delinquency Research Project m hich ttas imineniented in Januar) of this year.
The project was funded by the Office of Jul elide Justice and Delinquency
Prevention. Funding for the prujest- m as authorized b3 die Jul enlle Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. 42 U.S.C. 3601. The Act authorizes
grants to organizations. " .. . (1) to develop and implement new approaches.
techniques. and methods u ith respect to juv enile delinquency programs , (2)
to improve the capability of piddle and private agencies and organizations to
pros ide senIces for delinquents and oaths in danger of becoming delinquent ,
anti (3) to deg elop and implement model programs anti methods to keep students
n elementary and secondary schools ..." § 5634.
We at the Coalition belies e that our Juvenile Delinquency Project best

,vpifies the t3pe of activity the framers of the Jul enile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act wanted to develop.

The Coalition's Jul enile Delinquency Project has its roots in late 1977 when
a number of Indian communities and Indian controlled schools called the
Coalition requesting assistance in establishing jai eulle delinquency prevention
programs The Coalition staff and beard members responded by doing pre-
limin -y research un the problems of American Indian jm enile delinquency
as it relates to Indian education. In completing this research they disco% ered a
severe lack' if data available on the sabject. The lack of information induced_
the Coalition to develop a plan for a three year American. Indian juvenile
Delinquency Reseal.' h Project The project mill study the juvenile delinquency
sitnation among American Indians untions ide. This trill be the first attempt,
ever_t_o_concluersileh research on such a large scale.

The Project objectives are :
1 To determine the extent of the American Indian juvenile delinquency

problem and the factors that contribute to the problem, and, to determine if
tribal and, or regional differences in the extent and causes eau be identified.

2 To assess the existing juvenile justice s3 stem in relation to The processing
of first time and status American Indian jai enile offenders . and the extent to
which the system effectively prevents jut enile delinquency among AmericanIndian youth.

3, To compile the necessary research data and identify key resources for
development of model juvenile delinquency pro ent programs and model de-
institutionalization programs for American Indian youth.

New,: of the project uas_ greeted with enthusiasm by American Indian tribesand organizations The data generated the project M ill benefit all American
Indians and. hopefnlly. AIM create progomis that will reduce the juvenile delin-
quency rate among Indian people.

The development and capacity building goals of the Act focus upon needs that
are well known to the Coalition Through both the assistance requests from Indian
commtmities and the findings of the preliminary research we see that proven
models, methods, approaches, and training efforts are not currently available at
either the national or local levels to American Indians. The goals of the Act as
amended, anon both national and local efforts. We definitely and firmly support
the anthorition of national and local efforts to develop model programs, meth-
od.z, and approaches to preventing juvenile delinquency. and to increase the capa-
bility id national and' local organizations to effectively provide services to troubledyouth.

Our preliminary reseach uncovered nu model programs for attacking American
Indian juvenile delinquency problems. Our preliminary research showed thatthere are not even model methods or approaches suggested for attacking the
problems The Act prat ides for research and dm elopment of both models and
approaches We reaffirm the need for the research and development and supportthe Act's goals and programs.

Our preliminary research pointed out that American Indians are left out of
juvenile justice training and capacity building efforts. The Act provides a mech.
anism for bringing tribes and Indian communities into such efforts. We reaffirmthe need for training and capacity ImAding programs for tribes and Indian com-
munities and we support the Act's goals and programs.

There are 271 federally recognized All erican Indian tribes in the lower 48 statesand 234 tribes and villages in Alaska, '.:ach year more and more tribes are exer-
cising Self-determination in regaining viand of their min lands, laws. and serv-ices. But the advent of federal). autho.ized Self-determination efforts (under P,L.
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93-638) is only five years old, and tribal efforts in juvenile justice areas are al-
most brand new. Among the over 500 federally recognized tribal groups;

(a) Few have e.smoasned youtli auvocacy programs;
(b) Few have established community based juvenile justice training pro-

grams; and,
(c) Few have even implemented Children's codes Into tribal law ascodified.

Because of the increasing number of Self-determination moves by tribes, more
and more assistance for tribal efforts will be needed. Because of the lack of Ameri-
can Indian juvenile justice research and development data and the lack of avail-
able training and capacity building efforts, the need is currently unmet. The goals
of the Act authorize programs to meet these needs and the calls from tribes for
these programs are Increasing. We, therefore, support reauthorization of the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.

THE COUNCIL FOR xCEPTIONAI, CHILDREN,
Reston, Va., April 15, 1980.

Hon. BIRCH BATH,
Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN IlAyn : Enclosed is the statement of The Council for Ex-
ceptional Children regarding the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act Amendments of 1960 (S. 2441). The Council requests that this statement
be included in the record.

Sincerely,

Enclosure.

BARBARA J. SMITH, PIL
Specialist for Policy Implemetnation.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

We thank you for the opportunity to offer the views of The Council for Ex-
ceptional Children with respect to S. 2-141, a bill to amend The Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1971. We take this opportunity to commend
you, Mr. Chairman, and the Subcommittee for the attention this Act gives toward
facilitating the treatment and prevention of delinquency. However, we bring
to your attenion the urgent need to provide language in the Act which would
facilitate appropriate services to exceptional troubled youth.

The Council for Exceptional Children is a nation al organization with a mem-
bership of approximately 85,000 professionals in the field of special education
One of the most fundamental ongoing missions of the Council, which has brought
us to Capitol Hill on so many occasions through the years, is to seek continual
improvement of federal prow isions for the education of America's exceptional
children and youth, both handicapped and gifted.

In our efforts to promote hummed educational opportunities for exceptional
students, the Council has become acutely aware of the incidence of educational
and vocational special needs of the juvenile delinquent population, As you are
probably an are, recent research efforts are evidencing an inordinately high
prevalence of mental retardation, learning disabilities, and other handicapping
conditions in the troubled youth population. Secondly. the fen efforts to research
the question of the pre alence of giftedness h. the delinquent population have
again reported a significant giftedness incidence rate. With the growing suspicion
that school failure and frustration may contribute to delinquent behavior, the
Council belies es that the unusually high special educational needs of troubled
youth must be addressed in this Act. To this end, ne offer the following comments

THE INCIDENCE OF SPECIAL EDUCATION NEEDS IX THE TROUBLED YOUTH POPULATION

Reports about the educational characteristics and the incidence of hap:A-
capping conditions among adjudicated youth have apileared at an inn: easing
rate over the past two decades. Most of the studies have focused (al the in-
cidence Pf mental retardation and learning disabilities in this population

Most int estigations found a high prevalence (12 to 15 percent ) of mental
retardation among incarcerated 3 outh as compared to an occurrence of 2 to 3
t.ercent In the general population. Above average figures have also been re-



perted for adjudicated youth with learning disabilities. Depending on the cri-
teria used, between 30 and 50 percent of that population have been diagnosed as
learning disabled There is sufficient evidence to warrant the suspicion that the
incidence of both mental retardation and learning disabilities occurs at a higher
rate hi-the adjudicated population than in the population at

In a recent study of the number of handicapped youth -11riouth corrections
facilitietijn the state of North_Carolina.-1ffirfollowing wrs found :Tifef retarded youth in correctional facilities was
ifkiroxituately six times the number that can be expected from the general
population.

Youth expected to have learning disabilities far outnumbered the national
expected percentage.

The incidence of communication disorders such as speech and hearing im-
pairments were twice that of the general population.

Students significantly behind in academic skills, including those considered
handicapped by federal definition, totalled 89 percent.

A national study re.:ently reported that 42 percent of the juvenile corrections
population were handicapped. In the same studs, the average incarcerated youth
was found to be academically behind age peers by two to four years, and that
'O to 90 percent have not completed high school requirements. The Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration (LEAH) reports that 34 percent of the
juvenile corrections population is functionally illiterate. And, in contrast, re-
searchers in Colorado report that while gifteii youth may not be more likely
t commit delinquent acts, they may, however, be represented at least in the
:slue proportion as in the general population, and those who do become adjudi-
cated evidence serious academic underachievement.

Thus, as you can see, Mr. Chairman, we are facing a serious problem. Namely,
if academic failure may be associated with delinquent beha% ior, schools and cor-
rectional agencies must attempt to remediate the prevailing serious educa-
tional problems of troubled youth.

STATUS OF CURRENT SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR TROUBLED YOUTH

Faced with this dilemma, The Council for Exceptional Children has begun
to look at current special education services for troubled youth. Our prelimi-
nary conclusions are twofold :

The information on special education programs and services for troubled
youth is surprisingly limited ; and

The available information depicts a bleak picture of the current quality
of programs.

The reasons for these facts are many. Education has not historically been
a priority for corrections. Budget allocations for programs pros ide clear evidence
to this fact. State education allocations for correctional programs are as low as
ri percent of the total budget. Secondly, education and correctional agencies have
traditionally viewed their missions as quite different and separate, thus creating
few opportunities or reasons for sharing expertise and resources. Right to treat-
ment litigation efforts on behalf of handicapped incarcerated youth and research
projects have consistently reported the following special education program
inadequacies

A serious lack of trained special education and related services personnel.
Inappropriate or insufficient educational evaluation and identification pro-

cedures for determining special education needs.
Failure to meet even the minimum federally mandated special education

requirements.
Failtrre.to plan cooperatively with education agencies for the transmission of

relevant educational information both when the student leaves the 'Albite school
arena and upon return.

Both edit itional and corrections agencies are becoming ti.aitely aware of the
deficits in providing services to handicapped troubled youth. Dr. Ira Schwartz,
Director of the federal Office of Juvenile Justice [Pal Delinquency Prevention,
recently stated that in meetings with state corrections and human resources
administrators, both groups identified services to the handicapped offender as
areas of high priority. Education officials, likewise, in part to meet federal educa-
riopel mandates, are beginning to bridge the gap between their agencies and
corrections by initiating liaison efforts and offering technical assistance andtraining activities.
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FEDERAL SPECIAL F.PEC.ATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CORRECTIONS

The Education For All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (Public Law 94-142),
amending Part B of the Education of the Handicapped Act, mandates a free, ap-
propriate public, education for all handicapped children, regardless of what
agency is serving them. Thus, correctional facilities are mandated to provide ap-
propriate special education services, and in fact, corrections agencies are speci-
fically mentioned in the implementing regulations for Public Law 94-142:

Public agencies within the State. The annual program plan is submitted by the
State educational agency on behalf of the State as a whole. Therefore, the pro-
s 'scions of this part apply to all political subdivisions of the State that are
involved in the education of handicapped children. These would include (1)
The State educational agency, 0) local educational agencies and intermediate
educational units, (3) other State agencies and schools (such as Departments
of Mental Health and Welfare and State schools for the deaf or blind), and (4)
States correctional facilities. (45 CFR § 121a.2(b), August 23, 1977).

The current status of special education programming in correctional facilities
as discussed above, presents serious compliance implications. In brief, these
issues include:

State education agencies are responsible for assuring that all handicapped
students receive appropriate education, thus requiring new levels of interagency
cooperation and agreement between education and correctional agencies.

Development and implementation of individualized education programs
(lErs) requires that all educational and related services needed by handicapped
youth be delivered. Included will be many services not previously provided in
correctional settings.

Services for handicapped students are to be provided in the least restrictive
environment (LRE), but by their very nature correctional facilities are re-
strictive and typically have offered few alternatives.

Procedural safeguards, guaranteed under Public Law 94-142, provide the
adjudicated handicapped youth with a process for challenging the correctional
facility if it fails to provide an appropriate education. At the very least, issues
related to the appointment of educational surrogate parents and impartial
hearings are new policy areas for correctional institutions.

The law requires that any placement or change in educational placement
should be based on the student's ss ritten Individualized Education Program
GBP). Educational decisions made at the correctional facility and at the school
the student attends upon release should be based on what is recommended in
the IEP. This Si ill require considerable cooperation between the public schools
and the correctional facility.

Public Law 94-142 specifies that handicapped students receive berices from
qualified personnel. This requirement has implications for personnel develop-
ment programs in the field of youth corrections work.

Efforts to bring correctional educational programs into compliance with Pub-
lic Law 94-142 are underway. States are initiating cooperative agreements
between correctional, educational, and other state agencies in order to provide
quality special cals./aim] and related services to handicapped youth hi cor-
rectional facilities. However, there is a great need for guidance in order to
remediate the current program inadequacies.

RECOM MENDATIONS

In light of the esidence that a large percentage of the delinquent population
possesses educationally handicapping conditions. The Council for Exceptional
Children strongly recommends provisions which directly speak to thew. special
needs, including :

The inclusion of special education in the definitions of "community based"
program (Sec. 103(1)), and "treatment". (Sec. 103(13))

The recognition of the benefit of having individuals to serve on the National
Advisory Committee and in state r'an development who have knowledge about
the needs of the handicapped students. (Sec. 207(c)) (Sec. 223(a) (3)(B) )

The inclusion of special education projects as eligible for funding for the
development of advanced techniques in the prevention and treatment of de-
linquency. (Sec. 223(a) (10) (A) )

The expansion of scope to include all federally recognized handicapping con-
ditions, i.e., change Sec. 224(a) (11) to read ". . . relating to Juvenile
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quency and handicapping conditions . ." and Sec. 223(a) (15) to read
minority youth and handicapped youth ..."

The amendment to include training on all (as opposed to only learning dis-
abilities) handiCapping conditions and appropriate services for on the-job train
lug programs for law enforcement and juvenile justice personnel (Sec. 223
(a) (10)1, as well as local runaway and homeless youth center personnel (Sec.
311).

Amending See. 206(a) (1) to reflect recent reorganization, i.e.. Secretary of the
Department of Education and Secretary of the Department of Education and
Secretary of the Department`of Health and Human Services.

The inclusion of the Assistant Secretary for the Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services, Department of Education, as a member of the Coordi-
nating Council. (Sec. 206(a) (1))

The Council further recommends:
To define -handicapped" in accordance with P.L. 94-142 (MIA, Part B) for

provisions concerning the education of handicapped students:
mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, orthopedically impaired, other
health impaired, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotion-
ally disturbed, or children_ a ith specific learning disabilities who, by reason
thereof, require special education and related services. (Sec. 4)

By adopting the EHA definition, Congress a ill facilitate consistent reporting
requirements between OJJDP and the Department of Education, which requires
an annual count from all agencies, Lased on this definition. The assessment and
identificstion procedures are subject the evaluation safeguards as defined in
P.L. 94-142 (Sec. 612(5)).

Second, for issues or services not related to education, a definition of handi-
capped should he In accordance %% MI Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 a hich go% erns all programs aad actisities receiving or benefitting from fed-
eral financial assistance. In § SO(J) of the governing r_gulations, the * 504 defi-
nition of handicapped is:

"Handicapped persons" means any person who (I) has a physical or men-
tal impairment which substantially limits one or more major life activities,
(ii) has a record of such an impairment, or (iii) is regarded as having such
an impairment.

Again. conforming the definition of handicapped to current federal definition
tt ith which correctional agencies must comply, facilities simplified recurtlkeeping
and procedural consideration.

Mr Chairman, we offer our deepest appreciation for this opportunity to present
our concerns regarding the spei nil education needs of trouble youth. To this end,
The Council for Exceptional Children offers all its informational resources to the
Subcommittee to better provide for America's handicapped troubled youth.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL WORKERS, INC.,
Washington, D.C., April 28, 1980.

Senator BIRCH BATH,
Chairman, SO ,)//intl:ICC on the Constitution of the Judiciary Committee,
'Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. ClIAIRISAN The Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention legisla-
tion that is before your committee for consideration is very important to social
welfare planning This is the only federal legislation that directly addresses the
adolescent community of our society and their families. Public programs such as
state soiel services, public welfare, and child protective agencies are greatlyinfluenced by it.

We believe that during the past six years the Act has had great influence on
ocial planning. a range of proper services for children resulting in the deter-

ment of entry into the juvenile justice system; the ability of communities to
offer many alternatives outside the juvenile justice framework ; the expansionof expertise and resources of the commt, to deal with the juvenile delin-
quency problem in their area ; and federal teadership have been target areas of
largely successful efforts. Intense continued work needs to be maintained in
these areas for a sustained effect on the social welfare of the nation.

The national priority which this Act reflects in the late 1970's ought to be
demonstrated in the 1980's and its implementing agent, the Office of Juvenile
Justice Delinquency Prevention, needs the same opportunity. In order for the
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Office to operate with its own sense of purpose And urgency, a separation from
LEAH should be made %%Rh equal status under OJARS givens, More visibility,
autonomy, and independence for the Office would promote more emphasis on the
program than is presently given. The trend for the 1980's should be set by pro-
viding for the Office to be completely responsible and accountableefocits efforts

NASW heartily supports Maur reauthorization proposal of ffve years with
$200 million for fiscal year 1143, 1963 and $225 million for fiscal year 19S4 -19S5
This would ensure the continuation of a vital program and reaffirm Congress'
oidginai commitment to juvenile justice. It would also afford OJJDP the chance
to demonstrate its accomplishments and accountability.

Deinstitutionalization of status offenders from adult jails and secure facilities
is %ery important for the adolescent, especially the minority adolescent. There is
a disproportionately bight percentage of minority youth who enter and move
further into the system than other youth Isho commit similar offenses. The
negative concepts assotlated ssith youth incarceration as well as tl:e physical
and psyLhological abuses Incurred need to be curtailed. Therefore a time limita-
tion of the years for states to comply 100 percent in this area should be adopted
uith an extension of two additional years for states that have achieved a 75
percent or better level of deinstitutionalization bf their facilities.

In addition to this, more attention should be paid to community based treat-
ment and less emphasis should be placed on the lolent crime segment which
the present senate legislation addresses. The adolescents who commit serious
and %Meta crimes are a small number of the total adjudicated population.

The Ideal is still for adequate services as tillable in all communities, including
rural underset ,;(1 areas. For families in trouble, there should be indiv!dual and
family counseling a% tillable, establishment of fandh courts, psychiatric services
and placement of children outside their homes when required

NASW and its 67,000 members of the social work community welcome O.::
"pportunity to support this legislation and athance Mint we hope will be a re-
newed role for federal leadership in aiding troubled youth.

Sincerely,
CIIAUNCEY A. ALEXANDER,

Executive Director.

Tan NATIONAL CENTER FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE,
Pittsburgh, Pa., March 27, 1980.

MS. MART K. JOLLY,
C.s senate Judiciary ( CiAliSitellti,in subcommittee, Dirlon n Senate

Office Building, a.lhittgion,
Ms. JumA' Please find enclased 100 copies of "Special Report : A Sum-

wary of Reported Data Concerning luting People Itild the Juvenile Justice Sys-
tem, 1975-1977" for your information.

Sincerely,
DANIEL D. SMITH,

Enclosures. Associate Director.

Si uNtAttl OF REroRTED DATA CONCERNING YoUNG PLOPLE AND TIIE JUVENILE
JCSTICt: SYSTEM , 1975-1977

Prepared fur the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention

.1i) Daniel I) Smith, Asbocinte Director. National Center for Ju% wine Justice)

INTRODUCTION

This report has two general purposes. First, it is intended to present reT4:Tted
data itninarizing current information on the fullun big. the characterlaics of
youii processed by the nation's courts. transactional statistics regarding the
upera.ion of the system, and significant trends fur the years 1975 through 1977.
:second, tli.s paper makes recommendations concerning the future generation,
processing, and use of relevant Information.

The data used fur this analysis came from four sources. The first source was
Juvenile Court Statisticx, 1974, %s ritten by Jacqueline Corbett and Thom. 3

Veieb, proildeed by the National Center for JUN cline Justice, and published by
the National Institute fur .Imeniie Justice and Delinquency Prevention ((Mite of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention), This document consists of a
suinmary report presenting estimates of_thepation's processing of juvenile cases
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through courts is lth juvenile jurisdiction. The second source consisted of pub-
lished and to -be- published estimates of delinquency -Nes and transactional
statistics regarding the courts' processing of youth. iluded in this second
source %%as Delinquency, 1975, Gritted States Estimates of Cases Processed by
Courts with Juvenile Jurisdiction, by Daniel D. Smith, Terrence Finnegan,
Howard Snyder, and Jacqueline Corbett. a report published by the National
Center for Juvenile Justice in August. 1979. in addition, tno other documents
here utilized. Delinquency, 1976 and the preliminary draft of Delinquinex
1977. scheduled to be published in April, 1950. The third major source of in-
formation for this paper consisted of a special analysis of actual records that
were used as a basis for generating national estimates. Finally, the fourth
source of information n as the FBI's f inform Crime Report for the years 1975
through 1977.

The courts' statistical information presented in this report represents cases
processed by courts nith jus mile jurisdiction. in this context, a "case" is defiacd
as a youth referred to the court un a nen referral. Thus, the term "case" does not
necessarily refer to ma. youth, nor dues it represent es eats or incidents of unless -
NI behavior.

Rates are de. eloped by relating y outl. characteristics and, or system transac-
tions to an external information base. In dese'oping rates, the National ('enter for
Ju% wale Justice uses youth population at risk,' the number of young people
from age lo to the upper age of the courts' jurisdiction. Rates sill prose inval-
uable in is,dating real cham,c, or net changes in trends by holding population
constant.

EXECUTIVE SUU MARY

This section summarizes Informs,' ti regarding United States youth and the
just title justice system. It is di% 'deo into t nu primary sections . information
from court statistics and Information from Ian enforcentnt agencies as reported
in the FBI's m Crime Report.
Court Statistical Information

blue° 1957 there hus,been a gradual increase in the rates of young people being
processed by jus elide courts. in the the years prior to 1975, rates for delinquency
cases disposed of by juvenile courts increased by 15.2 percent. eFrom 1975 to 1977, rates for delinquency cases disposed of by ju% enile courts
increased by c)..: percent. (Because of withodulogit al differences in the nay esti-
mates %sere de eloped prior to 1975, comparisons cans for purposes other than
trending are not advised.)

Beta een 1975 and 1977, the number of actual cases processed by the courts de-
creased by 3.6 permit from 1,106,100 in 1975 to 1,355,500 in 1977. During this
saute period, y with population at risk dek ceased by 3,8 percent. The difference
been een these taco major numbers explains slight rate Increase of 0.2 percent
from 1975 to 1977.

Detention n as used an a erage of .1 percent of the time for all eases processed
by the courts from 1975 to 1977.

There nas a rate decrease of 6,8 percent in the use of detention front 1975 to
1976.

There nas a rate decrease of 7.b percent In the use of detention from 1976 to
1977.

There ssas an serail rate decrease of 14.08 percent in the use of detention from
1975 to 1977.

From 1975 to 1977, the tams ing rate changes were found for reasons for
referral :

Percent
Crimes Against People 7. 6
Crimes Against Property +12. 3
Drug and Alcohol Offenses 16.9
Status Offenses 18.2
Other Offenses +15.8

Referrals from lass enforcement agencies represent 82 percent of the total re-
ferrals to in% enile courts. There %%ere no meaningful changes in the trends re-
garding source of referral.

From 1975 to 1977, there nas a decrease of 31.4 percent in the rate of cases in-
volving youths having one or more prior referrals for the current year.

During this same period, there nas an increase of 18.6 percent in_the rate of
eases involving youths rho had had one or prior referrals in previous years
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Rases reflecting the use of probation show a drop of 8.16 percent for 1975 to
1977. During the same period, no meaningful difference was observed for the use
of delinquent institutions.

The ratio of cases involving males and females remained constant for the
years 1975 through 1977: the malefemale ratio was 76 percent to 24 percent.

Court statistics show that as young people increase in age, the likelihood of
their involvement in the court Increases markedly. For example, a 2,?erium 17
years of age Is almost four times more likely to be processed by the courts than
a person 13 yet of age.

The total nu ber of status-offense cases has dro ped each year since 1975. For
instance. in 1975 there were an estimated 355,600 st tus offense cases listed under
"reason for referral." In 1970, that number dropped to 320,500, a decrease of 9.9
percent. Again, it dropped in 1977 to 280,000 for a total decrease of 21.3 percent.
As a function of rates, a decrease of 18.2 percent was served.

Females are more likely to be referred to courtslas status offenders than are
males. (A total of 40 percent of all offenses Involing females were for status
offenses. while 10.3 percent of all offenses involving males were for status
offenses.)

The most significant reason for a decrease in detention was the decrease in
status-offender detention. For 1975, a total of 110,000 detentions involved status
offenders. In 1976. this number of 103,000; in 1977, the figure was ,59,000. Thus,
detention of status-offender cases decreased by 49.4 percent from 1915 to 1977.
The rate of status-offender detention from 3.79 to 1.99 cases per 1,000 youths for
a decrease of 47.5 percent.

A total of 57 percent of all cases processed in 1977 involved individuals with
no prior referrals to Juvenile courts; conversely, 43 percent of the cases involved
young-people who had had one or more prior referrals.

An examination of race reveals that 72 percent of all cases involved whites,
20 percent itivolved blacks, and 8 percent involved members of other racial
minorities (Hispanics, Mexican Americans, American Indians, and so forth).
Accurate-population figures for youths according to racial classifications are not
available from the U.S. Bureau of the Census because of the vague nature of its
dichotomous white-black racial categorization. For this reason, rates involving
races cannot be developed. This situation is unfortunate because if rates were
available, the overall picture would be considerably clearer with regard to the
variable of race. However, in the absence of rates, percentages must be employed.

Members of racial minorities (including all non-white groups) who are pro-
cessed by the courts have different demographic characteristics than do their
white eounterparfsfor example, age, sex, reason for referral, and number of
prior referrals.

Members of racial minorities are processed by the courts differently than their
white counterparts.

Holding constant the reason for referral, members of racial minority
still are processed differently than white youths.

Members of racial minorities ages 10 through 14 are more likely to be processed
than their white counterparts within the same age range. (A total of 80.2 percent
of all cases involving minorities were referred by law enforcement agencies,
while the comparable flgur for whites was 82.9 percent.)

Minorities are much more likely than whites to have had prior referrals.
total of 55.1 percent of all cases involving minorities were comprised by'indiv d-
uals with one or more prior referrals; for whites, the figure was 40.5 percent

Minorities are much more likely than whites to have had prior referrals dt ing
the current year (While 53.2 percent of all cases involving minorities fed into
this category, the figure for whites was only 24.1 percent.)

Minorities are more likely than whites to be detained; however, xvi tin the
detained category, whites are more likely to be detained in Jails and lice sta
tions. (A total of 26.0 percent of all cases involving minorities resulteA in deten
tion ; and for whites, the figure was 22.0 per( ,nt. Use of jail or mike station
detention was 3.2 percent for whites and 2.2 percent for minoriti 1)

Minorities are more likely than whites to be charged with Ames against
people. (A total of 10.3 percent of all cases involving minoritiestwere for crimes
against persons. For whites, 6.4 percent of the cases involsgd crimes against
persons.)

Minorities_are_more-likely-than-whites-tcyhe-proceiga iiiia petition. (Mi-
nority cases were handled with a petition 48.9 perdent of the time, and white
cases ware handled with petition 42.5 percent of the tinge.)
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Minorit es are mo/re likely than whites to receive a disposition of "cane dis-
missed." (While 52.0 percent of minority cases were dismissed, 49.1 percent of
white case* were dismissed.)

Minorities any more likely than whites to be jostitutionalized. (Although 6,2
percent of a)1 inority cases; resulted in institutionalization, only 4.0 percent of
'all white ca: had this result.)

. Cases Inv r ring whites are likely to be processed more quickly than cases in-
volving m hers' of racial minorities. (Although 59.0 percent of cases involving
whites a ha within one month. only 49.2 percent of cases involving ml-
noritles re ha, within one month.)

Hot ng cons ant the reason fur referral. 11 member of a racial minority is still
more Ikely to ' e detained than a white:

(la percent]

White Minority

Crimes against persons.
Cri mat geinst property
Drue and alcohc4 offenses a
Status offenses

24.0 29.1
1P 3 22.0
2J.4 2546
33.8 39.7

For crimes against persons, minority groups are more likely than whites to
be institutionalized: \

pn percent'

Disposition'

White Minority

Crimes against persons 5.7 10.0 15.9 25.2

Crirnesapinst property 46.1 49.4 50.2 47.3

Drug and alcohol offenses. 9.4 5.3 6 9 3.6 /

Status offenses 25.3 15.7 14.4 9.1

In this table -P represents a disposition of probation and "I" retain to institutionalization This table should be
read as follows. For crimes against persons, 5.1 percent of all cases Involving whites resulted in probation, while 15.9
percent of ell casesinvolving minority rosulted la probation.

The frequency of the use (of jails and police stations us means of detention
decreased from b0.516 in 1975 to 46.876 iii 1977 for a 41.8 percent decrease. FOr
the same Sears, the rate decrVse in the use of jails and police stations was from
2.61 to 1.59, for a decrease of 3 .1 percent.

The use of detention homes its a means of detention increased from 132,571 in
197.5 to 165.0'.0 in 1977, representing a 24.5 percent Lliange. The rate of detention)
in detention homes increased I* 34.1 percent ; for 1973 the rate %%as 4 31, and for
1977 it was 5.28.
FBI Law Enforcement Information

The L, :Worm Crime Report is the most widely known and accepted index of
crime in the L:nited States.

Figures presented by the FB in this report are reasonably consistent with
court data and represent the co its perspective when consideration is given to
the fact that approximately 53 percent of all police arrests result in referral-1a It
juvenile court. The vast majority of the remaining arrests-(38 percent) are
handled nithin police departments. %One the reinaning nnmber are referred to
criminal courts (4 percent), welfare agencies (3 percent), and other pollee
Agencles-(aboril2-percent).The L CIt figures most frequently aioilable to the media, politicians. and
citizens do not reflect an accurate picture of the true nature of juvenile delln-

below the a of 18 and to take Into account subsequent law enforcement (Us-
queney in nation's courts. These figures represent total arrests of youths

position of he cases. The pictorial diagram on the following page shows the
approximate flow of cases from poll:* arrest to final dispositions of delinquent
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Accurate, detailed information is essential for un erstanding problems and
seeking solutions to these problems. Fortunately, the fl Id of juvenile justice has
a great opportunity to make major advancement in th collection and process-
ing of information because the necessary technology s available, and feasi-
bility has been established. Nc.v what Is required Is a intnitment on behalf of
the federal government to make accurate, reliable ormat!on available in a
timely manner.

With this idea in mind, the following recomm ations are offered:
1. The OJJDP should make a commitmea the collection and reporting of a

minimum, uniform level' f statistical information.
2 The collection and reporting of information should be made mandatory for

all states.
3. States should be allotted a specified period of time (perhaps live years) to

achieve compliance.
4. The OJJDP should provide ample funding and technical assistance to ac-

complish this ubjectife.
5: Through its Nations! Institute, the OJJDP should explore all potential

avenues for the use of information, Including the following:
Locating, developing, and transferring technologyfor example, planning,

allocation uf resources, deNelopment of decision models, court calendaring and
docketing, modeling and simulation, development of forecasting models. and con.
ducting operational research.

Using information for evaluation in special areas of emphasis.
The impact of utilizing this course of action will result in a long-range com-

mitment to system change and improvement. Importantly, it will make possible
more accurate planning and better management of resources. In addition, it will
satisfy evaluation requirements and will eliminate some forms of resear-a0 In
favor I.:. new avenues with more predictable impact.

NATIONAL COLLABORATION -Fon YOUTH,
Washington, D.C., March 11,1980.

Hon. BENJAMTN R. CITTLETTI,
Attorney General of the United States,
U.S. Department of Justice,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. Arroanny GErERAt.: Recently, it has come to our attention that the
Law Enforcement Assistance Adridnistratiun Eisen! year 1981 budget request may
be cut as much as $135 million or more. In light of this possible bud;et cut, the

Collaboration furl Yuuth is concerned about those monies dinctly related
to the "maintenance uf effort:* pro% ision of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency ,

Prevention Act. ,

In Part FAdministration ProvisionsSection 520(1,) of the Juvenile Justice 1)

and Delinquency Prevention Act it states that "the Administration shall maintain
from the appropriation for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, each
fiscal year, at least 19.15 percent of the total appropriations for the Administra-
tion, for juvenile delinquency programs." This percent for fiscal year 1960 repre-
sents approximately 80 million dollars.

The "maintenance of effort" funds have been used by the states largely
to meet the deinstitutisnalization of status offender and adult/youth offender
separation requirements of the Juvenile Justice Act. The hope of many, given the
progress among the states in these regards, is that maintenance of effort funds
starting with fiscal year 19$1 can be earmarked for programs for juveniles com-
mitting serio0 offenses.

In any event, a substantial reduction or elimination of maintenance of effort
funds would represent a lethal blow to the Intent of Congress in enacting the

o juvenile Justice Act and the implementation progress that has been made. If
Federal funding to tin states fur juvenile justice and delinquency prevention is
reduced to just the formula grant allocations from the Office of Juvenile Justice &
Delinquency Prevention, it is doubtful that very many states will continue to
participate under the Juvenile Justice Act. Such an outcome would be tragic

70-796 0 - 81 - 30
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-

We urge you and the Administration to be sensitive to these considerations as
the fiscal year 1981 budget request is reexamined.

Sincerely,
WALTER SMART,

Chair, Executive Director,
United Neighborhood Centers of Amen .a,

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TIM NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

The National Association of Counties' is opposed to eliminating the Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration and Office of Juvenile Justice and Delhi-
gnency Prereutiou through the budgetary process. NACO supports the goal of
reducing expenditures, but we believe this goal can be achieved through selective
cuts and outlay reductions which would permit the programs to survive. If you
adopt NACO's recommendations, outlined later in this statement, many of the
goals set the Justice system Improvement Act that reauthorized the LEAA
program for four years last December could be achieved.

Of all the progra -us schediilarabudget reductions by the House Budget Com-
mittee. LEAA. is the only agency in the Federal Government to be virtually elimi-
nated. Moreover, the Congress and the administration just completed a two -year
reauthorization process for.LEAA. During that time, the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee did a thorough evaluation of LEAA. and found that Federal criminal jus-
tice assistance meets important needs of State and local governments. It made
changes In LEAA to address criticisms of the program and reported to the Senate
that the program should be reauthorized. Based on the committee's analysis the
Senate, in its wisdom, voted by a widg margin to reauthorize LEAA.

The closely related issue of whether to reauthorize the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention now Is being considered in the Judiciary Committee.
The committee is bearing testimony from witnesses, ranging from juvenile court
judges to youth advocates and from Federal, State aid local officiols, praising the
accomplishments of the juvenile justice program and recommending that it be
continued. Eliminating OJJDI' through bud-et cuts, at a time v.-hen the legisla-
tive mandates of deinstitutionallzing status offenders and separating children
from adults in jail are close te being achiev0,-1-'oulti be a significant breach of
faith by Congress. Killing the program also would repudiate the overwhelming
bipartisan majorities which have passed and reauthorized the Juvenile Justice
Act twice since 1974.

For the Budget Committee to negate the extensive work done by the Judiciary
Committee an,i to contravene the expressed will of the Senate is, in YACO's view,
a perversion of the legislative process.

It the goal of Congress is indeed to reduce outlaysan issue for the Appropria-
tions and Budget Committees. and not to kill the pro ram an issue for the Ju-
diciary Committee, then NACO would appreciate your serious consideration of
our recommendations.

METHOD!? FOR REDUCING LEAA OUTLAYS IN FISCAL YEAR jest I

NACO proposes that LEAA be required to adopt the following three-part
strategy to reduce its outlays in fiscal year 1981 by at least $104 million.

1. Delay submission :)f fiscal year 1981 formula, national priority and distre-
tioenry grant applications for a fiscal quarter, so that the first awards are not
made until January or February 1951.

2, Adjust the policy for use of Pawls : now they can be spent over a three-year
periodthe anard year plus two. Change this to allow expenditures over a four-
year periodthe award year plus three.

I The National association of Co,ntles Is the only national organization representing
county government In the United States Through Its membership, urban, suburban and
rural counties Join together to build effective. .responsive count) governments. The
goals of the organization are To Improve county government ; to serve as the national
spokesman for county gaiernments , to act as a Pelson between the Nation's counties
and other levels of government . nod to achle%e public understaliing of the rote of coun-
ties In the Federal system.
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3. Negotiate, on a State -by State basis, agreements to reduce fiscal year 1981
outlays. States with significant amounts of,,unawarded funds should be asked to
formally 119;ree to slow the distribution of these funds.

PROPOSED CUTS IN THE FISCAL TEAR 1981 BUDGET

NACO recommends the foliowii,g cuts in LEAA's fiscal year 1981 budget. They
%could reduce outlays by $20.6 million, in addition to the reductions achieved by
taking the steps listed above.

tition
Formula Grant. p:ogram (retains fiscal year 1980 level which was a

$100 million reduction from fiscal year 1979) $ 58
National Priority and Dificretionary Grant program (maintains Con-

gressional mandated ratio with formula grant program) 15
Office of Juvenile Justice had Delinquency Prevention (reduces program

from fiscal year 1980 level, but the cut would not seriously damage
the program, because there has been a slow outlay of funds)

Office of Community Anti-Crime programs (eliminates increase over
fiscal year 1980) 5

Total reduction in budget authority $103
IMPACT OF ELIMINATING LEAA

The $104 million reduction in outlays that would be achieved by eliminating
LEAA and 0.1.1,DP represents only_0.6 percent_ of the total $16.5 billion cut in
Federal spernlitig recommended by the Budget Committee. :rills contribution to
balancing the budget is minimal, and y et the Budget Committee recommendation,
if approved. would) ace an immediate and devastating effect on State and local
governments. --

Intergoc ernmental cooperation and kriminal justice coordination, perhaps the
most significant contribution of the LEAA program, would be disrupted.

Many successful programs funded by LEAAcareer criminal prosecution,
statewide court reform, improved management, training of court and law
enforcement professionals, anti-fenci projects, victim-witness assistance-
ccould be cut-off from continuation funding prematurely and others would be'
curtailed.

At least 46,006 persons would lose their jobs. Of these, approximately 40 percent
would be youth workers. Youag people w ho are now in community based facilities
would have to 1)e transferred to jails or released into the community.

So new applications for innovatie programs would be developed or accented
after the program termination is announced. The opportunity for discovering
new methods for improving the criminal justice system and controlling crime
would be lost.

Efforts to remove status offenders from secure detention facilities and to
separate juveniles from adults in Walt correctional facilities would he under-
mined. As a condition of receling assistance from OJJDP, 52 States and terri-
tories have agreed to take these steps. Ca the 37 States required to remove 75
percent of the status offenders in secure detention in 1974, 34 have accomplished
the,goal. In the next two years all States participating- in the juvenile justice
program must reach 100 percent deinstitutionalization.

Even if OJJDP is funded at the $100 million level proposed by President Carter
in early January, any substantial cut in LEAA's fiscal year 1981 budget would
have a severe negative, if not fatal, impact on the juvenile justice program.

We have three reasons for this assessment : First, 19.15 percent of the funds
appropriated for LEAA must be devoted to juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention programs. If LEAA is eliminated, there would be about $74 million
less available for these programs. Second, the Juvenile Justict: Act formula grant
program is administered by the State criminal justice councils (formerly State
planning agencies), most of which could not function without LEAA funds,
While States may use up to 7,5 percent of their Juvenile Justice Act funds for
planning, monitoring and administration, most juvenile justice specialists depend
upon the State criminal justice council apparatus to assist them in their work.
And, third, OJJDP's administrative budget is not a part of its appropriation,
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ratLer, it comes from the administrative budget of LEAA. If LEAA receives no
money, there would be no funds to administer the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCL&TION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNERS,
April 15, 1980.

Ms. MARY KAAREN JOLLY,
Staff Diretcor and Counsel, Subcommittee on the Constitution, U.S. Senate,

Washington, D.O.
Dull Mum: Enclosed are two copies of written testimony of Charles D.

Weller, Chairperson of the Association concerning the JJDP Act reauthorization
legislation to be entered into the record and for the Subcommittee's consideration.

On behalf of the Association, I wish to thank you for your interest and co-
operation in requesting testimony.

Sincerely,
MARY SHILTON, ---
Assistant Director.

Enclosures.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES D. WELLER

On behalf of the National Association of Criminal Justice Planners, I am
pleased to provide to you the Association's comments on reauthorization of the
Juvenile and Delinquency Prevaion Act.

The National Association of Criminal Justice Planners is a professional
organization that represents local and regional governments through local and
regional criminal justice planners. The Association also includes such mem-
bers as court administrators, line agency police planners and academic profes-
sionals.

Our Association is committed to advancing the performance of planning at all
levels in the field of criminal and juvenile justice, and is engaged in assisting
planners in areas such as crime and data analysis, evaluation skills and techni-
ques, and examination of strategies that are employed in implementing changes
in agency operations.

Many of the Association's members have been involved in planning for youth
programs made possible by the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
and the Runaway Youth Act. The Association endorses the reauthorization of this
Juvenile Justice legi_,:ztion which has contributed to substantial improvements
in the Juvenile Jtistice System during the past years. However, the Associa
tion is concernc-d with the following issues which are addressed for the Com-
mittee's consideration.

I. AMENDMENT OF SECTION 223(a) (10)

Sec. 22.,(a) (10) provides that a percentage of funds made available to a
state under the JJDP Act shall be used for advanced techniques in developing,
maintaining, and expanding programs to prevent delinquency, divert juveniles
from the jus elate justice sy stem and provide alternatives to and within the

. Juvenile Justice system. Although this provision would appear to be sufficiently
general to facilitate the funding of a wide variety of projects and programs, this
section also includes a list of advanced techniques" which may be interpreted
to exclude programs for youth gang members, violent or chronic youth of-
fenders and youth committing serious crimes.

In order to clarify the "advanced techniques" provision and to permit fund-
ing of programs for serious juvenile offenders, it is suggested that this provi-
sIon be amended to include programs for violent, chronic, and serious orenders.

It is also recommended that this provision should encourage states to focus
on programs within agencies and organizations ,chich have the legal responsi-
bility for addressing juvenile delinquency specifically, the police, courts, cor-
rections, probation, schools and human service agencidspublic or private. The
overwhelming proportion of juvenile eases are dealt with at the community level.
While there may be problems surrounding the institutionalization of juveniles,
there are other equally important problems confronting institutions serving
youth. For example, schools must find ways to deter truancy, violence and
vandalism. These problems also affect the police, courts, and probation offices.
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Strategies need to be developed and implemented to deal %%Rh overall problems
and specific cases. The public has become more concerned about violence perpe-
trated by youth e.specially in those eases %%here the elderly are attacked.

These concerns need to be addressed in order to assure that response mecha-
nisms. other than histitutb I al zation of violent youth. can be developed. Deinsti-
tutionalization cannot be fully implemented v 'Uita such programs. The reau-
thorization legislation should be anienoed to make possible a vvider range of
youth programs.

2. RETAINING A NATIONAL INSTITLTE FOR JUVENILE JI.6TICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION N IJJ )

There is a need to devote greater attention to assessing the effectiveness of
treatment and control of juvenile justice offenders. There is also a need to have
a coordinating center for the collection. preparation, and dissemination of data,
and for the training of oersuns Intuit ed in the juvenile justice system. These
functions have heed performed by the NUJ in the past, and the Assnciation
favors retention of a separate NUJ in the legislation.

`separation of the research from the grant functions [till encourage more rigor-
k.us independent assessments of juvenile justice programs.

m
The. Association be-

lieves that the NIJJ should be directed to emphasize assessing the impact of the
JJDP program not only on juvenile but also on the agencies serving juveniles.

3 REPRESENTAIDTh ok LOCAL MEMBERS ON THE NATIONAL Aut ISORY COMMITTEE FOR
JUVENILE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

The ArtzAtt latlou recommends that ten of the tvventy one regular members of
the National .1,1% mot.) Committee. should be members of local juvenile delinquency
councils. This provision a uuld assure that the thy and county perspective vvould
be represented on the Committee. It uuld also assure input from members of
juvenile delinquency councils %%Idea are engaged in the improvement of juvenile
programs at the local level.

The Association feels strongly that every effort should be made to engage
local programmatic and appointed and elected officials in the National Advisory
Committee process.

In keeping vs ith our foregoing comments, it is imperative that the JJDP pro-
gram bring its tut us back to local and state agencies responsible for inipl taunt
mug changes in the juvenile justice systetu. This re direction cannot be ac-
companieU vs about more local participation at the national policy level.

4. MEMBERSHIP OF STATE ADVISORY GROUP

The Association recommends that the State Advisory Group should be required
to ha ye elected or appointed representatives localities Mio are nominated by
their jurisdiction. It is also recommended that the Act be rev ised to permit
elected officials to chair a State Advisory Group. Similarly, guidelines issuz.4
under the JJDP Act should permit the Chairman of the State Advisory- Group
to either be or not be it member of the Sta:e Criminal Justice Council. These
recommendations arc Wade to permit State Advisory Groups to encourage full
in%Olaeinent of elected and appointed officials vs hu are members and to eliminate
utinecessar, restrictions un the type of person Isla) may chair the State Advisory
Group.

5. RUNAWAY YOUTH ACT IRYA)

The Association endorses the concept of the Runaway Youth Act but recom
mends that the responsibility for the program he assigned to OJJDP under a title
of the JJDP Act. The consensus of our members is that administration of the
RYA by the Department of Human Resources MEW 1 has made it difficult, if
nut impossible for local governments to coordinate Runa %say Projects and service
projects funded by LEAA or JJDP Act funds. The lack of coordination of this
funding process has been dysfunctional.

In order to remedy this situation, it is recommended that the Runaway Youth
Ac t should he modified to become a program administered liy OJJDP under the
JJDP Act. It is alai) recommended tnat this provision should he amended to per-
mit state and local governments t,) be ass arded grants and to require local
elected officials to sign off before local private agencies are funded.
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O. DEFINITION OF COMMUNITY BASED

The Association believes that the definition of "community 'based" should be
revised to_include the concept of the "least restrictive alternative". It is also

. believed that the definition's reference to "programs of community supervision
and service which maintain community and consumer participation in the plan-
ning, operation, and evaluation" is beneficial and should be retained.

The concept of "least restrictive alternative appropriate to the needs of the
child and the community" should be incorporated to refer to the guiding and
acceptable considerations for placing children in community based facilities.

It is also believed that the language of the present definition referring to
programs of community supervision and service should be retained because this
provision encourages state operated or licensed programs to utilize communinty
and consumer participation. Community and consumer participation and support
for the planning operation and evaluation of juvenile justice programs is essential
to the long term replication and maintenance of effort for such programs. Without
community support and involvement, community based programs do not become
truly "community based" but remain isolated.

. -

T. REASONABLENESS OF RULES AND REGULATIONS

As mentioned above. it is believed that the Act and rules promulgated there-
unier should encourage states and localities to participate in the programs to
the fullest possible extent. It is recommended that the legislation Include a pro-
vision directing the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pleventiou to
ensure that regulations promulgated are reasonable and appropriate in consider-
ing impact on states and localities.

8. PASS-THROUGH OF FUNDS TO LOCALITIES

The JJDP Act has allocated grants to the States on the basis of,relative popula-
tion of people under age eighteen. It is the recommendation of the Association
that seventy Jive percent of the funds made available to states under the JJDP
Act should he passed throms_ to populated localities on the basis of relative
population of people under age eighteen to the total state population of those
under age eighteen. The money to be allocated to jurisdictions receiving $10,000
or less under this formula, would be awarded by the state in its discretion on
a competitive basis. States could use the remaining twenty percent allocation
to supplement the small jurisdictions' awards and to fund state sponsored
programs.

As discussed in the foregoing comments, it is the Association's position that
greater local participation should be fostered by the JJDP Act program. In order
for this to be possible, local goernments must be given a share of funding re-
sponsibility. The funding responsibilities of local governments should reflect
the true role they play in administering, and improving the juvenile justice
-system.

This approach to local funding of pyograms would make possible improved
coordination of JJDP Act funded programs with other public and private funded
programs.,..A single comprehensive plan for JJDP Act and LEAA funds could be
forwarded-by local governments to the states for approval.

If this pass-through provision is added to the legislation, it is also recom-
mended that the chief executive officer of a unit of local government or com-
bination of units assign responsibilities for preparation and administration of
the local government's application to a local Board such as a Criminal Justice
Advisory Board organized under the.:ISIA, or a local or regional Criminal Justice
Coordinating Council (CJCC). The local Board or CJCC would be equired to
have adequate representaticn of members from various components of the
juvenile justice system. .:.,

9. AUTHORIZATION OF ADMINISTRATOR TO MARE GRANTS TO LOCALITIES

It Li recommended that the JJDP Act should include authorization to make
grrto 1.,) states and local governments or combinations of local governments.
This language should be reeolved in order to encourage localities to participate
in the program where a local area is in compliance but a state is not and declines
participation.

"
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CONCLUSION

I wish to thank you for this opportunity to provide you with the Association's
comcuents on issues related to the JJDP Act reauthorization. Our organization
supports passage of this legislation and is hopeful that some ad% ancements can
be made to encourage improved community planning and involvement in the
program. Community participation and greater responsibility 1,ur administering
the program will assure 'progress In meeting the goals of the legislation during
the years to come.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES,
March 81, 1980.

Ms. MARY JoLLY.
staff Director and Counsel, Subcommittee on Constitutions, Rayburn Senate

Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. JOLLY. The NCSL State-Federal Assembly will meet at the Key-

Bridge Marriott in Rosslyn, Virginia April 23-25, 1980. The Committee on Law
and Justice, one of the nine committees within the State-Federal Assembly,
oversees pending federal criminal justice legislation and develops policy reso-

L
lutions to guide NCSL',egislation

to reauhorize the juvenile Justice and DelinfOlncy Prevention
.; lobbying efforts on those issnes.

Act is of major concern to the Committee. Last August, the Committee voted
to "sunset" the N.::SL position on JJDP. Rather than amending this policy
position, the Committee decided to review the issue and draft a position pend-
ing reauthorization this year. The Committee intends to deal with this issue
at the April meeting.

It would be helpful if you could meet with the Committee to brief them on
the legislation that is pending before Congress. I have set aside time on Thurs-
day, April 24 at 2.00 p.m. for this meeting. I realize that your schedule is tight
and suspect you may have a problem meeting at the Key-Bridge Marriot ; how-
ever, it may be possible for us to make arrangements to meet on the hill. Our
agenda is not final as of yet and we will be happy to work with you to make
arrangementsjit the most convenient time and place.

Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely, -

MARY ZAIRCIIILD,
Research Assistant.

Enclosure.
NCSL POLICY Posnior

JUVENILE DELIIIQUENCY (EXTIRED 8/79)

The NCSL commends Congress for the passage of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act. \Ve do feel that in order for the states and the
federal government to implement the goals of the legislation, the Administration
and the Congress should seek appropriations in the full amount authorized by
the -Act.

We feel the prevention, control and treatment of jmenile delinquency should be
one of the highest priorities of our criminal justice system. Coordinative efforts
should be implemented among the many federal Ind state agencies, both private
and public, so that services to our nation's youth are maximized. The prevention
of juvenile delinquency should be recognized as the key to reducing crime in
this country. Programs should therefore a committed to basic prevention, with
special attention to home, school an community centered programs aimed at
youth in danger of becoming delinquent.

Recognizing very serious problem of viwence in our nation's schools, the
NCSL supports the addition of a section to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act which would provide, grants to the states to help make our
schools safe.

The NCSL urges Congress to extend and relax the deadlines for compliance
with the federal Juvenile Justice Act requirements which deal with status
offenders and the incarceration cf juvenile offenders with adult offenders.

No more than fifteen percent of the appropriated funds should be made avail-
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able for federal discretionary programs, with the balance allocated to the states
and localities in the form of a block grant.

The NCSL opposes any amendments to the Act which would offer financial
Incentives only to those states which provide subsidies to county government.

LAW AND JUSTICE

NCSL testified in strong opposition to a bill which would remove the reappor-
tionment posver of state legislators and place it under the control of bipartisan
state commissions. Conference policy opposes "any federally mandated proce-
dures, structures or substantive standards for redistricting, which NCSL believes
would constitute a fundamental revision of the accepted constitutional role of
the state legislatures and of the historic federal-state relationship." Though Sen-
ate and House redistricting proposals remained in committee at the end of the
first session, renewed congressional interest in tire 'measures is likely to be
prompted by the 1980 census and impending reapportionment.

After sunsetting its policy in support of overturning the Supreme Court ruling
in Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois pending further review of the issue, NCSL re-
adopted a position in favor of legislation to reverse the Court decision. At the
close of he 1979 session, legislation supporting the right of states to recover
damages in federal antitrust suits had been reported out of committee in the Sen-
ate and was still before the House Judiciary Committee.

NCSL worked extensively during the last Congress on legislation to reorganize
the Law Enforce tent Assistance Administration (LEAA). After months of con-
gressional review, legislation was adopted to create a new umbrella organization
to oversee LEAA And the new research/data collection agencies. The legislation
retains the 90/10 match requirement under the formula grant program. increases
the role of large cities and counties by assuring them a fixed allotment of funds
and reduces much of the bureaucratic red tape formerly required by the agency.

' CSI. will continue to support revision and simplification of the federal crimi-
nal code, while opposing expansion of federal criminal jurisdiction into the tra-
Jitional areas of state responsibility. Action on a comprehensive Senate bill
could take place early in 1980. and a less sweeping House measure might also
be ready for a vote iu the coming session.

NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE ASSOCIATION, -

Washington, D.C., April 2, 1980.

Ms. MARY JOLLY,
Chief Counsel. Senate Judiciary Committee, Subcommittee on the Constitution,

Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. JOLLY : I am enclosing herewith 25 copies of the testimony of Lee

M. Thomas. Director of the South Carolina Division of Public Safety Programs
and Chairman of the National Criminal Justice Association on reauthorization
of ine Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 as amended

We greatly appreciate the opportunity afforded Mr. Thomas by the Subcom-
mittee on the Con; titution to submit testimony on this importan mater.

Sincerely,
GWEN ..,DA.118 HOLDEN,

Director of Program Coordination.
Enclosures.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEE M. THOMAS, DIRECTOR, DIVIF-ION OF PUBLIC SAFETY
PRouRAMb, STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, ON BEHALF of TIME NATIONAL CRIMINAL

JUSTICE ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and distinguished inenibers of the Committee : As Chairman
of the National Criminal Justice Association' and as Director of the South

I The National Criminal Justice Association represents the directors of the 57 state
and territorial criminal Justice councils (CJCs) created by thr, states and territories to
plan for and encourage improvements In the administration of adult and Juvenile Justice
The CJCs have been designated by their Jurisdictions to ndminIster federal financial
assistance programs created by the Justice System Improvement Act of 1970 (the
JSIA) and the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (the JJDP
Act) During fiscal year 1980, the CJCs have been responsible for determining how best
to allocate approximately 62 percent of the total appropriations under the JSIA and
approximately 64 percent of the total appropriations under the JJDP Act It essence,
the states, through the CJCs. are assigned thr central role under the two Acts.
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Carolina Division of Public Safety Programs, I appreciate he opportunity you
have extended to me to address you on the matter of rea thorization of the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, a amended.

The National Criminal Justice Association supports the reauthorization of
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Abt -

Crime and delinquency like defense are problems that ar uniquely the re-
sponsibility of the government to manage. While crime an delinquency are
essentially local problems that must be dealt with first by state and local units
of government, the resources and expertise of and the encouragement and co-
ordination by the federal government are sorely needed to support such state
and local efforts.

The President's Crime Commission in 1967 and the Congress in 1974 found
a litany of needs and problems related to the prevention and control of juvenile
delinquency and the administration of juvenile justicev,systems. Without the
leadership rnd assistance of the federal government, ''congress determined
juvenile crime and delinquency would continue to grow at even more rapid
rates and the juvenile justice system would perpetuate Its ineffective and some-
times inequitable treatment of youthful offenders.

The Juvenile Justice and Dtonquency Prevention Act has had a major impact
on how states and localities handle status and non-offenders. Thirty four of
thirty -seven states have met the interim deinstitutionalization mandate of the
Act and over thirty states have revised their juvenile codes. However, more has to
be done not only with respect to status and non-offenders, but with respect to
violent, serious and chronic offenders as well as in preventitirerime and delin-
quency. Federal assistance is needed.

The goals of the Juvenile Justice Act have stood the test of time well, but the
program administration has proven to need some fine tuning. What follows are
some suggestions on how to improve the Act by the vrImary administrators of
the service delivery system and some reactions to the amendments proposed
by the authors of S. 2434, S. 2441 and S. 2442.

(1) The Act should maintain the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention within the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

The National Criminal Justice Association joins Senators Bayh and Dole as
well as the Administration and the National Governors' Association in ct.11ing
for the Office of Juvenile Justice to remain within LEAA. The last five years have
demonstrated the absolute necessity. for close cooperation and coordination be-
tween LEAA and the office of Juvenile Justice.

(a) Criminal justice agencies and programs frequently don't disti' gnash be-
tween adwts and juveniles for purposes of jurisdiction or program design. Pro-
grmos designed to promote crime prevention, and improve the police and courts
usually address both juvenile and adult offenders. Concepts and mOdels for
screening and rehabilitation of offenders are frequently transferable.

(b) The administrative rules and procedures should be the same for LEAA,
OJJDP and the JSIA and the JJDPA. 19.15 percent of the JSIA funds must be
spent on juvenile delinquency. The same state agency floes and frequently the
same grantee will administer funds under both Acts simultaneously. It is also
common for funds of one Act to continue a program initiated with the funds of
the other. Differing rules result in confusion, audit exceptions and unnecessary
red tape and bureaucratic maneuvering. One set of administrative rules should
be established by LE-U. for both offic, and programs.

(c) Long-term reform in some cases is making the juvenile justice system
mtre like the adult criminal justice system, and in other cases reformers suggest
that part of the juvenile justice system be abandoned. Waiver of juveniles to the
criminal justice system is becoming more prcvalent. With the foregoing changes,
tho Office of Juvenile Justice must coordinate its efforts with LEAA to ensure
that the impact of new juvenile policies on the adult system can be planned for
by LEAA.

(d) With diminishing resources, it dm.., not make sense for LEAA and OJJDP
to duplicate functions and resources when consolidation can yield efficiencies and
greater effectiveness.

(2) The Associate Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice should be
under the policy direction and control of the Administrator.

The National Criminal Justice Association supports SenatorCIDole and the
National Governors' Association in clarifying that the OJJDP Associate Admin-
istrator is and should be subordinate to the LEAA Administrator. In addition to
adopting the amendment proposed by Senator Dole, the Committ.se should amend
the Justice System Improvement Act by deleting Section 820(a). We strongly
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oppose Section 201 of E. 2441. The amendment proposed by Senator Bayh would
exacerbate the potential for conflict between the LEAA Administrator and the
OJJDP Associate Administrator, a potential that was realized under the present
legislation just s few short months ago.

(3) Section 223(a) (13) of the Act should continue to require the sight and
sound segregation of juveniles from adults in institutions but should permit
delinquents to commingle with youthful offenders under certain circumstances.
. The National Association is concerned with the Administration's proposal to
require removal of juveniles from institutions holding adults rather than pro-
hibiting juveniles from having regular contract with adults. The Administration's
proposal raises a number of unanswered questions.

(a) What is achieved by detaining and incarcerating juveniles in institutions
different from adults which is not achieved by sight and sound separation?

(b) Will state and local units of government respond to a requirement to remove
juveniles from adult institutions by opening separate detention and correctional
facilities specifically for juveniles? Will the opening of separate juvenile institu-
tions result in more beds for juvenile delinquents? If there are more institutional
beds-for juveniles, will more juveniles be incarcerated? .

(c) It is possible that an absolute separation requirement would result in the
waiver of a greater nunrstjuventles_to the criminal system?

(d) Is is.known what progress state and local units a government have made
in achieving sight and sound separation, both in enactidg legislation and in imple-
menting the mandate? What problems have been evidenced in jurisdictions that
have mchieved sight and sound separation that would warrant expanding the man-
date to require total separation?

(e) Is it known how Much money has been expended to meet the mandate of
sight and sound separation? How much of this investment would be lost if total
separation were required': How many state and local units of government now
me ght and segnd mandate? How much money would it require nation-wide
to chieve absolute separation?

(f. Is It known whether the Administration's proposed live year timeirame for
the achievement of the mandatb is yeraSonable?

(g) Does the federal government have an absolute separation requirement for
its pwn institutions? How man} states presently require total separation, have,
in het, implemented such requirements, and what has been their experience?

The National Criminal Justice Association believes Congress 2hould consider
amending Section 223(a) (13) o: the Act to permit an exception to the separation
mandate for state youthful offendr"programs. The Association has recommended
tbat regular contact between adult and juvenile offenders be permitted in youthful
offender programs where such programs have been specifically approved by the
LEAA Administrator un the basis that these programs (1) will substantially
benefit the youthful offenders, and (2) such placements will not harm the
juveniles.

The basic premise of the separation mandate is that juveniles are young, and
therefore, in .txprrienced, easily influenced and emotionally and physically vulner-
able. They must consequently be kept udt of contact with adult offenders who are
older and mare experienced, and Necessarily a negative influence and poteftialiy
abusic e. Where the association of juveniles and adults threatens,the well-beIng of
the juveniles, they must be separated. But there are instances in which the ages,
behavioral characteristics and the treatment needs of the one individual, classi-
fied as a it. _nlle and the other indis idual, classified as an adult c.re so similar that
there does not appear to be any programmatic justification to prohibit these indi-
N iduals from regular contact. Where the safety and general well-being of each
individual can be provided fur, it would apt.ear to make good programmatic and
financial sense that their treatment needs tie met in a single setting.

(4) The 19.13 percent maintenance of effort requirement should be modified
to direct that an adequt 'e share of fun& received under the Justice System Im-
provement Act of 1919 be used for juvenile delinquency ;,.ogramming. ,

The National Criminal Justice Association supports Senator Dole, the National
Governors' Association and the National Association of Counties in calling fpr a
substitution of the rigid requirement that OJARS, LEAA and related agencies
direct 19.15 percent of their funds to juvenile delinquency programs with pri-
mary emphasis on programs for convicted or adjudicated offende-s The fore-
going Associations are opposed to overcategorizing federal programs. The 19.15
percent requirement has in some cases required money to be spent L. ,irens which
are not of high priority and in other cases served to operate as a ceiiing as well
as a floor, inhibiting a greater commitment of funds to the area of delinquency.
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The National Criminal Justice Association opposes Seed On 211(b) of S. 2441
which reduces the flexibility of the maintenance of effort requirement even
further by requiring that all such funds la expended on programs aimed at curb-
ing violent crimes committed by juveniles. The need to curb violent juvenile
crime is not the same all over this country. Some States and localities may have
no violent juvenile crime problem.

Senator Dole's proposal (Sectioa 4 of S. 2434) to amend the maintenance of
effort requirement is worth considering. The reservation the Association has is
that data supporting the relative expenditure standard may not be available.

(5) The National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
should be abolished and its functions consolidated into OJJDP, NIJ and BJS

The National Association supports Representative Andrews' suggestion ap-
pearing in H.R. 6704 to abolish the National Institute for Juvenile Justice. This
position is supported by many of the national public interest groups including
the National Governors' Association, the National Association of Counties, the
National League of Cities and the International Association of Chiefs of Police.
'Me consolidation of the National Institute functions is consistent with the
National Gos ernurs' As.sociation longstanding policy to cui.sulidate agencies and
functions in order to promote efficiencies and a more coordinated policy and
program implementation.

(6) Administrative provisions of the Juvenile Justice Act shoulei be identical
with provisions of the Justice System Improvement Act.

The national public interest groups agree that the followin administrative
provisions of the JSIA should be adopted in the Ju-.enile Justice Act reauthoriza-
tion fur both programmatic and administrat;ce reasons. (a) the cost of federally
funded projects should be assumed after a reasonable period of time, (b) the
civil rights proisions of the tw o Acts should be identical, (c) the juvenile jus.lee
comprehensive should be three year plans with annual updates, and (d)
state juvenile justice plans and all applications should be acted upon within 90
days of submission.

(7) In order to reduce red tape and administrative costs Section 223(a) (14)
of the Act should be modified to permit a substitution for monitoring of ju-
venile detention and correctional facilities.

The Act should be amended to provide that states Laving statutes that pro-
hibit Institutlimalization of status offenders and the commingling of adults and
youths in places of incarceration will not have to monitor those places of con-
finement unless the Administrator of the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration determines that the state statutes do not adequately provide for
deamtitutionalization, separation or the enforcement of these man1ates.

(8) Funds unobligated in one year for a particular Act program should re-
main available for that program until expended.

The National Association strongly opposes the second sentence of Section
211(a) of S. 2441. The requirements of the Act and the nature of the programs
and grantees require that funds appropriated remain available for obligation
until expended. The result of requiring money to be obligated by the end of the
fiscal year will result in poor planning, dumping of money at the end of the
fiscal year, and fewer operating juvenile justice programs. The suggestion, to
re%ert unubligated money to the Department of Human Resources is unprece-
dented. This reversionary fund provision would result in money automatically
going to DHR without being appropriated by Congress. Moreover, the proposed
amendment would complicate both the budget and appropriations processes.
Different appropriations subcommittees have jurisdiction over the Department
of Justice and Department of Human Resources programs. Additionally, juve-
nile justice programs are funded under a different budget function categtry than
Runaway Youth Act programs.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to share our view's with you.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR JAMES B. HUNT, JR. ON SEISM F OF THE
NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. Ch rman and members of the couimittee: I would like to express the
views ofythe National Governors' Association on the issue of Reauthorizing the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

First, Mr. Chairman, the nation's governors believe emphatically that the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 should be reau-
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thorized. We commend congress for enacting the legislation that provided re-
sources for developing programs in the control and treatment of juvenile delin-
quency, and programs that help our youth In general crisis situations. The
mandate of deinstitutionalization has brought about healthy innovations in
our treatment not only of status offenders, but of all youth in trouble. This
process helped our effort to develop more substantive programs for youth in
non-secure community based facilities. For example. we worked with private
noproflt groups and local governments 'n planning juvenile facilities wliiroh
met the letter and spirit of the legislation.

Our youth are the nation's greatest asset for the future ; we must cultivate and
develop them so they grow to become productive citizensrespecting those
values that have made this nation strong and great. To this end, the governors
believe that programs designed to develop youth and prevent delinquency must
emphasize strengthening family relationships, building better and more pro-
ductive schools, and establishing better and more coortEllated community serv-
ices. All of, these institutions must nark together to help our youth develop to
their full potential.

We want to commend you and the committee, Mr. Chairman, for several amend-
ments in the proposed legislation (S. 2441) which we vigorously support. First,
we especially commend you for providing state and local governments the flexi-
bility to develop programs to deal with the sr -ions in' enile offender, particularly
the emotionally disturbed juvenile offender. This has beer. a rather neglected
section of juvenile programs.

Sieond, we commend on for maintaining the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention ..in the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion. And no believe that your position should be strengthened so that the
director of OJJDP reports to the administrator , f LEAA. Coordination between
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention and the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration Is of utmost importance In developing a strategy
for dealing with the problem of juvenile crime and delinquency at the federal
and state levels. We recognize the need for a special office to plan for juvenile
services, and we have given our full support to that office since it was established
by the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.

The creation of a separate office may appeal to some short term interests of
juvenile justice proponents. But, governors and most all governmental officials.
both elected and appointed. have consistently called for program and functional
consolidation in order to improve program administration and service delivery
The president himself has proposed several federa' reorganization plans that
emphasize agency consolidation and coordination. For example, the federal emer-
gency management agency brought together some eleven agencies and func-
tions under one agency in order to better coordinate emergency assistance rot
state and local governments.

Furthermore, it Is in the long term interest of Juvenile proponents to have
OJJ1.)P remain within LEAA for it to have the ability to oversee well the LEAA
financial assistance directed at juvenile justice, which is approximately 20 per-
cent of all LEAA investments.

The National Governors' Association urges Congress to consider the following
proposals as it reauthorizes the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974:

1. There should be parallel authorization pe-lods for the J,TDP Act and the
;SI.A. Act. This would help states to assess, manage, and implement all justice
programs during a' reauthorization cycle.
. The Justice System ImprovementAct of 1979 reauthorizes the LEAA program,
among others, through September 30, 1983, Thus, the Juvenile Justice Act should
be reauthorized for the same period of three years.

2. The -adequate assistance" provision that applies to courts and corrections
should apply to all components of the criminal Justice system Including juvenile
justice.

In lieu of the requirement that 19.15 perccit of the Justice System Improve-
ment Act funds be committed to juvenile justice and delinquency prevention pro-
gramming, legislation should be amended through the juvenile justice act amend-
ments of 19s0 to specify adequate assistance" be given to juvenile justice. Gov-
ernors are opposed to overcategurizing federal programs. Governors telieve that
the needs of all elements of the justice system within a state should be con-
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.) .

sidered in determining allocations. Unnecessary cutegorizatlon should be elimi-
nated so that the greater needs it each state can be met. Considering the great
needs of juvenile justice thro ,ghout the country which have been identified
because of the JJDP Act, "adequate assistance" may well require an allocation
of more thamfhe presently mandated 19.15 percent.

3. The state agency designated by the governor to develop a state's criminal
and juvenile justice plan should coordinate all juvenile justice programs that
receive federal fun'cling.

We believe no, program funding under the act should go directly to a local unit
of government, or a private non-profit agency without the advice and comments
of this agency. States are interested in coordinating federal and state funds to
promote a comprehensive criminal and juvenile justice system.

Voluntarily over the past few months, OJJDP has coordinated with the states
in this sviy. The benefits in improved morale and more effective use of funds
hat" been striking.

4. The legislation should direct the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
P eveatfon to ensure that rules, regulations, definitions, and responsibilities pur-
s!-.ant to the act are reasonable end cons*.ter the impact on the states. Further-
more, they should be designed '! J entourage full participation in the program
by'all states.
, We are very optimistic that the administrator of OJJDP. Mr Ira Schwartz
will work closely with the states, realizing we can be twice ak effective when we
work closely. together. Likewise. we are pleased to know, Mr. Chairman, of your
support to entourage full participation in JJDP by all the states.

In addition, we recommend that efforts be made to confeim certain adminis-
trative provisions of the Juvenile Justice Act with similar administrative provi-
sions of the Justice System Improvement A.. t. Specifically, we suggest :

T,hat the Juvenile Justice Act shculd be amended to require that the cost of
federally funded projects be assumed after a reasonable Period of time:

The civil rights provisions of the Justice System Improvement Act should be
fully incorporated in the Juvenile Justice Act ; and

Action on state juvenile justice plans by OJJDP should be required within
90 days.

Approximately two years ago, we testified before the house subcommittee, on
economic opportunitrand said tbet :

"In this mass of tangled federal bureaucracy, the Office of Juvenile 10st-ice--
and Delinquency Prevention must not forget it first priority is to provide services
to children in trouble with the law. It must (.1stribuia funds to be spent to help
our troubled children as it it were a crisis. for in fact it is. Getting assistance
down to the service ptovider and the 'young person in the street must be the
top priority."

We still believe this, and urge Congress to form a partnership with th' nation's
governors to strengthen the juvenile justice and delinquency prevention program
through reauthorizing legislation to ensure effective intergovernmental actions
in addressing the problems of juveniles in this country.

Considering the fact that the JJDP program is implemented through each
state. the governors appreciate your serious consideration of our priority recom-
mendations. We look forward to working with you to plan for the implementa-
tion of these recommendations.

APPENDIX

Policy Position National Governors' Associadon

Prevention and control of juvenile delinquency
The National Governors' Association believes that"greater7emphasis should

be placed on coordinating and planning services for the prevention, control, and
treatment of juvenile delinquency. Each state should strengthen its commitment
to this effort by emphasizing programs to build bett-r families, schools, anti

community services.
The Association commends Congress for enacting the Juvenile Justice' and

Delinquency Prevention Act (PL 93-415) of 1974. The act provided resources
for developing programs in juvenile delinquency and treatment.

Because the problems caused by juvenile delinquency continue, th6 National
Governors' Association urges Congress to incorporate the followink principles

_ -
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when it works on the reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act:

1. The act should maintain t.1* Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
tention within the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. The director of
0.1.11/1, should report to he administrator of LEAA.

2. There should be rallel authorization periods with the Law Enforcement
Assistance Act. This ould help 'states to assess, manage, and implement all
criminal. justice pro nis during a reauthorization cyc:e.

3. The "adequate assistance" provision that applies to courts and corrections
should apply to al pOnents of the criminal justice system including juvenile
justice.

4. The state age ty deqgnated by the.Governor to develop a state's criminal
and juvenile justice plan should coordinate all juvenile justice programs, No
program should be funded directly under the act without the advice and com-
ments Of this agency.

5. Discretionary grants should provide an equitable share of 'funds to rural
and urban states for the development of juvenile justice programs,

6. The legislation should direct the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
1 Prevention to ensure that rules, regulations, definitions. and responsibilities

pursuant to the act are reakonable and consider the impact on the states.
Furthermore, they should be 4:1. signed to encourage full participation in the
program by all states.

Adopted July 1979.
I

PREPARED STATEMLNIT OF DR" JOgEPII SOME, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENTAL RELA
TIONH, TILE NATIONAL PTA AND DORIS LANGLAND, PARENT

)Juvenile Justice and Delinquency' Prevention have been concerns of the Na-
tional PTA, and the PTA supports pasSage of legislation aimed at improving
the care and protection of children and youth' The PTA supports the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency' Prevention Act of 1974, as amended in 1977, for the
following reasons:

1. The legislation emphasizes the need to strengthen the family 'unit so that
juveniles may be retained in their homes rather than be institutionalized;

2. Emphasizes prevention rather than -hment
3. Promotes keeping students in school and ' events unwarranted and arbitrary

suspensions and expulsions ; and .

4. Encourages new approaches and techniques with respect to the prevention
of school violence and vandalism. . \ c.........-

The PTA justifies support of legislation hued at protecting children and
youth based on Its experience that juvenile dime Is related to those home envi-
ronments that impact on the family, i.e. dis rted th?otigh death, divorce, sep-
aration or uesertion of one or both parents. g'he PTA's con^ern parallels those
expressed in an FBI repOrt on Juvenile Delingaency and Crime.

The absence of one or both parents for any reasons,-results in, greater responsi-
bility being placed on the community.. Often such home environments lead to
status offenders such as truancy, and trtianet is a major problem among youth
under age 16. Truancy may lead to suspension, or expulsion from school and once
separated from school the student and society become victims of "free time" ' 1
Expulsion does nothing to improve a studen job training and ability trope
with the time she/he has,on their hands.
. Recently, ,the PTA completed d'one-year stt dy titled "The PTA in the Urban

Phila-
delphia and Washington, D.C. Tim hearings N ere entitled "The PTA Challenges
Context". Hearings were held in Kansas Cit, Allan% Houston, Seattle, Phila.

the Citi4s: What Can We Do For Your Schools?" Leaders from the business
community, educatioa leaders uovernment othpials, labor leaders, parents, teach-
ers and students all testified concerning the i roblems In an utban environment.
One of the five major problems cited seas youth unemployment, }Bich is one of
tho causes 4 juvenile delinquency and cr b. prime, violenceu.ihnd vandalism
woe also cited as a orobi.ra. One of the lu ions disc isSed intituded providing
students job training. .

One measure of our demonstrated co 'ern or causes and effects of youth ag-
greasive behavior is tLe existence of th big ly publicized 'National PTA Tele-
Vision Violence Project Tile .iatio.n.1 A j st, released results of the fall 1979

Adorimmorimar,1111.111111
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monitoring of prime television program Recently, In a Chicago suburb, a
tinnily was %cat, ham; an action shown un to sision, In which one. actor suffocates
another with a pillow. When the show was finished, one of the y9ungsters takes a
pillow from the In ing room sofa, walks user to the family dog, and presses the
pillow In the clug's face. What would have happened If the patehts were nor, in
the room when this happened and it was a brother or sister and not the dog?
In a very Immetllate way, this care history ilitistrtVes the fact that there can
be a direct, causual relationship between violence aeon on TV, and aggressive.
hostile behavior by certain kinds of children.

Often pc-tunic justice is a lueal problem and is best, dealt with in a com-
.nituitty. . Nlany....Of the problems that lead children to commit crimes include
alcoholism, child abuse, neglect and lack of constructive leisure time activities.

; In Fairfax, I irginia a youth forum was held and une of the Main problems that
. the kids specified was the lack of recreational acti,4ies. In early Ilarth #the
...pistrict Guy ennnent announced that due to budget Constraints, U any'reta-

tiunal areas, including existing facilities, would not cpen this sunnu r. This ill
.-, . A also mean a loss of jobs for area youth. When you compound these wo Victors,

the delinquency and crime rates fur people under 20 could top th 50 percent
mark this summer in our nations capital.

One of the major purposes of the Juvenile Ju-stIce Act of 1074 wm(to prevent
appropriate young people from entering our failing juvenile justice system. The
National PTA supported the provision of the Act that required states to find
alternati, es nit institutionalizat onYfor stats offenders. Children who bave run
away from home or are charg with truancy should not be placed In jails with
convicted juveniles or adult czimi ials. The requirement of the Juvenile Justice
At has been successful in forcing n end to this practice and we would like to see

u.. ( it maintained until states complytl percent.
It is-the position of the Naas) lal PTA that Congress could better serve the

interests of the yutith of our cutip ry by reauthorizing the 1074 Act, as amended
in 1977. without 19S0 amendments.

The N.%tional PTA does support the Title III amendment to Section 3(y2(a)
changing the name of the Act from "Runaway Youth' to "Runaway and Home -
le. Youth".

.

The pritoity being placed on the serious offender is out of proportion with the
actual need. The priOrfty, should be placed on prevention, deinstItutionallzation
ut states offenders. and dependent and neglected cliildre'i. Programs are being
added. but no new monies rare being authorized. We reel that more programs for
serious ur c iulent offenders should be added, but not at the expense of existing
progza ins. I

.. -- The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinqbency Prevention should be a separatc
office tinder the authority of the Attorney General. Juvenile Justice gets lost
under LEAH. particularly, in the budget process, somewhat similar to the way

1

education was treated under HEW. It seems reasonable that an office whose
priority is delinquency prevention and also proctlIg a wide range of youth serv-
ices should, be independent and not urtier the La c Enforcement Agency.

In closing. we would like to make one recommendation to the subcommittee
Thereis alack of parental involvement In he juvenile justice system, awl' we
would recommend that there be parental re tresentatLii of both the state and
federal advisory committees.

We would like to thank the stfficomtnIttee for Inviting our comrcents, We
have work..s1 closely with the subcommiLee In the past and hope tc continue tis
relationship in the futuie. , I

i

New DIRECITONii FOR YOUN9 WOMEN.
, - April 1, 1980.

Mg, MARI :JOLLY,
1Younpa and St j:trector. Senate Subcommittee on the Const:rutia.t, Rua

sell Building. $Vaahington, D.C.
Ds.A MARY. Enclosed is a copy of a letter we sent to Senator DeConcini lnd

Congressman Udall as well is the Other representatIvesIrom Arizona.
I received a letter from Ira Schwartk, saying there were additional funds for

more advocacy projects and v wew being considered. So that sounds hopeful.
I hope the Senate hearings werd successful. What are thd latest rumors con-

cerning appropriations for 0.J.J.D.?.?

4o0
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I have sent a copy of what would have been our testimony at your Senate hear-
jugs to Senator Bayb tinder separate covey.

I'm sorry I was unable to attend. Please-do consider us again.
Warm regards,

Enclosure.
CAROL ZIMMERMAN, Executive Director.

MARCII 31, 1980.
Hon. MORRIS UDALL,
U.S. House of Representatives, Longworth Office Building,

°Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mo : We are very concerned about proposed budget r2commendations

which might cut or eliminate funding for the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention.
_As longtime youth advocates we feel it is absolutely vital that money continue
to be appropiiiitetT ie fetid positive-programs to combat juvenile delinquency,

Even in these times of severe inflation it would be unfortunate to reduce or
eliminate the already minimum funds shich the Office of Juvenile Justice has
so productively used over the past few years.

We urge you to support the re-authorization of the Juvenile Justice Act and
an adequate level of funding for juvenile programs, and if it is necessary. please
consider the Office of Juvenile Justice as a separate entity from the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration.

We would appreciate knowing your views on this matter. Thank you for your
support and efforts in the past.

Sincerely,
CAROL E. ZIMMERMAN,

Executive Director.
RUTII L. CROW,

Project Director,
National Female Advocacy Project.

t's
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PART VI.-ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS OF STATE
OROANIZATIONS

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET,
Lansing, Mich., March 31, 1980.

Hon. BIRCH BATH,
U.S. Senate, Chairman, Subcommittee on the Constitution, Senate Judiciary

Committee, Russeik Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR BATH i On behalf of Michigan's Advisory Committee on

Juvenile Justice, we offer the attached testimony submitted in support of the
reauthorization and reappropriation of The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974 as amended by The Juvenile Justice Amendments of
1977.

We learned last week that the House Budget Committee has recommended
the reduction of the appropriation for the Office of Justice Assistance Research
and Statistics for fiscal year 1981 from $571 million to $50 million. This action
would completely eliminate the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention, as well as the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and the
grants program for state and local government.

Although we understand and support the need to attempt to balance the fed-
eral budget, it is incomprehensible that these juvenile and criminal justice
programs be totally eliminated at a time when state and local governments must
continue to concentrate efforts to address crime and to continue to improve the
juvenile/criminal 'justice system. As you are undoubtedly aware, LEAA and
OJJDP are the only federally supported efforts to address juvenile delinquency
and crime within the several states.

We hope that the reauthorization and reappropriation will receive prompt
action and support and that any amendments be of the sort that will maintain
and enhance the intent of the Act.

As is described in the testimony, one change that would, in our opinion,
greatly strengthen the effort toward administration of programs for Juveniles
In the justice system Is, the separation of OJJDP from LEAA. Such a rearrange-
ment would add emphasis to the needs of those to whom the Act addresses it-
self and to the concerns of those who administer programs in their behalf.

Sincerely,
CLAUDIA GOLD,

Chairperson, Legislative Subcommittee.
/LENE TOMBER,
Chairperson, ACM.

Edelosure.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHIGAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE
(SAG)

The committee as authorized by the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act of 1974 Is composed of lay and professional people involved In the ju-
venile justice area. Their representation is broadly based to include the Director
of the Michigan Department of Labor, a Chairman of a Board of County Com-
missioners, a Prosecutor, a Sheriff, a representative of the State Police, a Ju-
venile Court Judge, youth members, private and public agencies, representatives
or the volunteer sector and university faculty members, and a state legislator.
Our chairperson, Ilene Tomber, is a past president of Michigan's League of
Women Voters and is also Vice Chairperson of the Michigan Commission on
Crin.'nal Justice.

Throughout our testimony you will see that the concern of the Committee is
that the_focus and intent of the Act not be changed extensively and that its

(473)
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emphasis on development and coordination of community based progrIns be
continued to ensure_that there is change in the treatment of delinquent and
status offenders. That and its deinstitutionalization requirements and monitor-
ing have been of great benefit to the State of Michigan.

The money provided by the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act has enabled Michigan to put in place programs that have removed juveniles
who are charged with being status offenders from secure detention and instead
place them In community based programs designed to help both the juvenile
and his/her family avoid further contact the juvenile justice system. But
in addition to providing these programs, the Act has been the major impetu!
toward helping change the policy and philosophy of the juvenile .courts, the
agencies that deal with juveniles and the community, toward a more humane
and productive way of dealing with the problems of young people who are
headed in the direction of delinquent behavior.

By setting up the mechanism of the state advisory groups, the Act has enabled
eta to bring together in a u orking relationship, for the first time. all the interested
parties of the system and reyresentatives of interested citizen groups. The Ad-
visory Committee in Michigan has been an effective force in helping to shape

-opinion and policy to_implement theintent of the JJDP Act.
Michigan his been able to reach 75 percent compliance with the deinstitu-

tionalization requirement and is working toward 100 percent colimliance. At the
same thne work has begun on a major initiative in the prevention area, revision
of the state juvenile code, evaluation of the state institutional needs for addi-
tional secure beds, a regional detention plan and a review of existing state pro-
grams in all areas with the aim of setting up a model evaluation for such pro-
grams. All these actiities have been undertaken by the state advisory committee
staffed by juvenile specialists at the state planning agency.

Prompt reauthorization of the JJDP Act with adequate funding and a sepa-
rate and accountable Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency and Prevention under
the OJARS administration is essential to continue the work that we have begun
so successfully in Michigan.

The following detailed positions presented in this testimony were developed
by the Advisory Committee after careful analysis of what would be, In our
opinion, the most effective rewrite of the Act.

OJJDP

It is our concern that the primary focus of any change In the position of OJJDP
be directed toward a consolidation and strengthening of juvenile justice initia-
tives within the sphere of the Department of Justice. To that effect, we would
recommend that OJJDP become a separate entity parallel to LEAA under
OJARS. Such a change would expand the mandate and accountability of that
office. We feel that a separate statutory basis would, as well, place emphasis on
the often unique responsibilities in the juvenile justice area.

It is also our strong recommendation, understanding that the establishment of
OJJDP as a coequal entity would change the relationship of the two agencies,
that OJJDP continue to administer and set policy direction for LEAA juvenile
delinquency programs. No matter where the offices are located, juvenile justice
issues should be guided by OJJDP with consultation and approval of the LEAA

administrator.
We would further suggest that the NIJJDP (National Institute for Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention) should remain separate. Although there is
sonic possibility of a duplication of effort with the other research agencies,

we are again concerned that the often separate thrust of juvenile justice concerns
not be weakened.

AUTHORIZATION

Recognizing the obvious budgetary strictures present in the 1980's, we would
still wish that there be increased provision of funding. Our group suggested that
funding be $200 million in the first year, $225 million in the second, to reach a
level of $250 million in the last period of the authorization. If OJJDP should
remain within LEAA, we would reconnnend that juvenile justice programs re-

lain-their identity-aad priority.
We also recommend the extension and reauthorization of the Runaway -Youth-

Act under the office of ILE.W. or ILII.S.

4 ?
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MAINTEN'ANCE OF EFFORT

We fee4 at the requirement for maintenance of effort funds in the JSIA
greatly strengthens the juvenile justice system. We would suggest that even
stronger language should be developed regarding the OJJDI' administrator's
responsibilities to publish guidelines for LEAA funded juvenile justice pro-
grams. We would not be adverse to the change from 19.15 percent to-20 percent
u simplify accounting procedures. Again, our concern is that nothing be altered
that would dilute efforts in the juvenile justice area.

POTENTIAL MATCH REQUIREMENT

We would support the suggestion that states be allowed to decide if there be
a match requirement for programs. The concern of our Committee is that such
a pro% ision might seriously hamper the efforts of often innovative financially
limited programs. The possibilities for discrimination against those private
agencies that could only provide in-kind services for match might create a
change in the intent of the Act as the Act was to permit the funding of private
agencies.

Even__with those reservations we feel it would be fiscally responsible to allow
a match with certain limitations. We would recommend that should such a

. match be considered that it be only on the basis of a 90 percent state-10 percent
agency/group match with the potential for waiver cu basis of need.

COORDINATION

We consider the role of the .Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Pre% entiun to be extremely important and would suggest continua-
tion and strengthening of the implementation of interagency programs and
projects.

SUBSIDY ISSUE

We are aware of the remiest of the National Association of Counties for such
a program to assist units of general purpose local government through the rse
of subsidy as could be defined in Sec. 103(14) of the Act. While we do not dis-
agree with the needs of local go% ernments, we believe that a centralized state-
wide source for funding is more efficient and effecti% e and w ill not be confusing
to potential applicants.

STATE ADVISORY GROUPS

Wg would suggest that the language of Section 223(a)3(F)ii be changed to
pruvrde that the S.A.G.'s shall ad% ise the governor and legislature of the ._`ates.
We would also wish that the S.A.G.'s be further represented somehow on the
National Advisory Committee to offer more input to that group.

COMPLIANCE

While w e recognize the difficulties 100 percent compliance, we recommend
that there be no change in t t. language of the At so that there is no diminu-
tion of effort toward compliant . We reject the suggestion that the requirements
for and terms secure detention or correctional facilities in Section 223(a )12A
be modified to allow States more leeway in meeting the objectives of the Act.
The inappropriate placement of a child in a detention or correctional facility,
even if it is not secure, is counterproductive. It is the position of our group that
the use of secure detention should be restricted to youth alleged to have com-
mitted criminal violations and should be used only for youth who :

1. Have a high risk of failing to appear before the court,
2. Represent a clear public danger.
Some have wished to amend the Act to provide that states that prohibit

institutionalization of status offenders and commingling nut have to be moni-
tored unless there is a determination of failure. We would not support such a
pro% ision : the monitoring effort should not be weakened.

JAILING

In addition, the jailing of status offenders, abused or neglected children, and
delinquent offenders should be completely prohibited. Youth should have the

484
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right to bail commensurate with the right of adults, including the right to
request bail in cases in which his/her parents refuse it. Regarding Section 223(a)
(13) that mandates that there be no comminglingt, we would encourage that no
less emphasis be placed on that issue in the Act. Our state is in compliance with
the Act as it is written.

SERIOUS JUVENILE OFFENDERS

It is our objective opinion that the focus of the Act not be changed and that
the JJDPA funds continue to be used for the prevention and diversion of
Juveniles. We are concerned that disproportionate amounts not be directed.
toward the violent offender and that the definitions of a serious offender not
be changed.

4-

roastut.d AND SPECIAL EMPITASIS GRANTS

We have found the existing formula to be reasonable, but we would request
a revision to 80 percent of population formula basis and 20 percent discretionary
Special Emphasis funds.

Thank you for your attention to our Committee's concerns.

Minos 18, 1980.
Senator Biwa BAY/I,

Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: I am, enciesing position statements developed by the Juvenile
Justice Committee of the Michigan Chapter of the National Association of Social
Workers for your consideration in connection with your review of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.

Sincerely,
MARCIA MAOMULLAN,

Chairperson, Juvenile Justice Committee.
Enclosure.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE POSITION OF THE MICHIGAN STATE COUNCIL OF SOCIAL

WORKERS ON THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM IN MICICIOAN'

On behalf of professional social workers engaged in and concerned with the
problems of families which are in contact with juvenile courts, the 'Michigan State
Council of Social Workers, NASW, submits the following propositiohs as guides to
the process of evaluation of the complex network contained in the justice system.

I. It is in the best interest of society and the individual child that problems of
Control and supervision of children be recognized as family centered, and that
remediation of such problems must be attempted within the context of the family
as a total unit.

A. Legal, jurisdictional, and administrative obstacles to the communication oft:
the needs and problems of families which are having specific conflicts with society
should be reduced or eliminated whenever and wherever possible.

1. A family court structure is superior to the present conflict between probate
and circuit court jurisdictions.

2. The juvenile division of the probate court (or a family court if created) is
in the best position vis-a-vis the judicial and the executive branches of govern-
ment to receive communication concerning high risk children and families and
to responsibly coordinate fact-finding and the allocation of services. The court is
necessary to ensure fair administration of justice and accountability among
service providers. The juvenile code should be amended to provide specific au-
thority anti standards for the referral, coordination, and review functions of the
juvenile court. Such functions are complementary to the rule-making and evalua-
tion functions of executive agencies. and should be written to provide a clear
check on service providers and on regulating agencies.

II. The Juvenile (or family) court was designed to prevent the processing of
minors into the criminal justice/correctional system and was specifically given
civil jurisdiction for this reason. This principle is valid and should be preserved.

A. Protection of the constitutional rights of children and their parents requires
access to legal counsel at all phases of juvenile court processing and proper notice
of each proceeding.
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1. Formal adversary proceedings should be avoided except in matters relating
to serious danger to life andiwoitertylor the reason that_adversarv_proceedings
escalate conflict and-focus on individual guilt rather than On solutions to problems
within fatuities and between families t.:1(l institutions.

2. Matters relating to support and custody of cnildren, the role performance of
minors (e.g. school attendance, "incorrigibility" complaints) or of parents (child
abuse and neglect) should be decided through a formalized mediation process
within the jprisdiction of the juvenile (or family) court. The consent docket
provisions of the juvenile court rules should be amplified to provide criteria and
sanctions for a full-fledged mediation process.

III. Standards for personnel who proviNustice and program services to chil-
dren and families at risk should be arrived tit through a process WI provides
equal' participation of the judicial and executive branches of government, rep-
resentatives of the behavioral science profession, and representatives of the
public.

A. Arbitrary standard setting by one branch of government or by one dominant
self-interest group should not be allowed to develop; the standards now being
written under PA 116 should be submitted to appropriate and concerned profes-
sional and public associations /or review and comment prior to submission to the

B. The core discipline that should be identified and required for professional
counselors, diagnosticians, and therapeutic staff is knowledge of family net!
workita structure, dynamics, communication styles and processes. Legal pro-
fessionals should be required to obtain a minimum of eight hours credit in family
structure ad proves., in order to qualify to practice in the juvenile (or family)
court.

IV. An information system that sables all constituent Ir embers of the juvenile
justice network to retrieve data relative to the effectiveness of programs, popu-
lation characteristics anti projections, and which pinpoint duplication as well as
gaps in P ,rvices should be instituted at the state level as a guide for last as well
as stet', planning.

A. There is no need or justification for the state to collect individual names in
CCPIS or any other information system that purports to be dedicated to improv-
ing services to fauillies at risk. At present, CCPIS is of no mine for local
planning nor is it reliable.

Wherever data is collected which uses the names of individuals involved
1.1f-court actions, or allows for easy identification of individuals, the persons
identified should be advised that their names are being entered on an informa-
tion system and they should be given opportunity to review and challenge the file.

C. Any information system which purports to identify program-level needs fuid
problems In the juvenile justice system must be cognizant of the intake from the
itwo major referral sources: the Janice and public schools. The following recom-
mendations relate to data collected 'oy schools and police :

1. Standard criteria for police reporting of delinquency should be established°
along with provisions for the correction and expungement of police records.

2. There should be established in Michigan an accurate statewide school en-
rollment census and with this an early warning system to signal children who
are dropping out of school and from what localities. Current legislation to amend

the State School Aid Act should incorporate an acurate and reliable census-tak-

ing process. (Reference : Children Out of School in America, publication of the

Children's Defense Fund, 1940 Cambridge Street, Cambridge, Massachuseas,

02138, October, 1974). 4
3. There should be established in Michigan a state-wide policy for school disci-

plinary actions which requires a fair hearing and prohibits the widespread schizo-

phrenic practice of punishing school truancy with suspension from school. This

policy should provide for a census of disciplinary actions by schools, according

to the category of the "offense" and the action taken by the school.

CHILDREN'S RIGHTS TASK FORCE STATEMENT

The State' Task Force on Children's Rights and Responsibilities devoted the

-,past year to study and discussion of the standards concerning the rights and re-

sponsibilities of children and to preparation of the following proposed statement.

The Task Force reviewed national NASW policy and other sources, such as the

United Nations _Declaration of the Rights of the Child. From this review the
Task Force concluded that practical guidelines for courts and other regulatcry

4 G
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agencies were lacking in the NASW.and most other statements. The Task' Force
attei ipted to identify and state in simple language those broad abstract principles
which the mehabers felt were most essential.

Present NASW national policy_concentrates on the family as stprknary social
unit, and does not directly address the particular rights of childfen except in',
positions supporting the legal due process rights of children in ,avenlle court ,
proceedings. Task Force members believe that, especially in the International
Year of the Child NASW should provide leadership in formulating guidelines
applicable to child custody, abuse and neglect issues. Drafters of the statements
were Ellen Fetchiet, Marcia MacMullan, Barb McKnight, Julie Ruhal, and
Ralph Strahm.

STAXDARDS OF CHILDRE N'S RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIgS.

After the first year of life, in addition to the above, the child requires expand-
ing opportunities to explore the environment while at the same time the child
continues to require protection.

I. Children have the right to physical nurture sufficient to ensure their develop-
mentrup to the limits of' their biological potential.

Comment . This-right includes basic food, shelter, protection-from the. elements,
health care consistent with sound medical principles, protection from life threat-
ening conditions (i.e. unsafe housing, lead paint, physical abuse, etc.). This
right implies that health and safety standards and regulations of the community
should be monitored with respect to tire child's basic survival rights. In addition,
tis right implies that social workers and others responsible for decisions should

"-Evaluate the probabilities cad potentialities of en% ironments in which the .:111.1dren
. may live.

II. Children have the right to obtain bonds with affectionate and protective
adults who are responsible for their care and custody.

Comment: Positive bonds with hi., her caregivers are the basis for a child's
social and intellectual development and future as an autonomous, responsible, and
effective adult. Thit right implies that professionals responsible for decisions P
-egrn ng child custody must give the highest priority to precise evaluation of the
bonds which exist in the. child's life and to a of the consequences of
changes inzcustodial arrangements.

III. Children have the right to learn by trial and error, to explore boundaries
within the physical, psychological and cultural dimensions of their world.

Comment : Children need the opportunity to develop their sense of self, to
know their special skills and innate abilities through explorations conducted
diridually as well as with peers and adults. They should neither be overpro-
tected Dor underprotected in this process of discovery and reality testing ; their
individuality must be respected. This implies that children are entitled to iden-
tify, compare, contrast boundaries of their environment as reflected in people of
varying life states, in diffetences of sex, nationality, race, and socio-economic
status; and through communication of various beliefs about social order and
normative behavior.

Children are entitled, and should be encouraged, tO)e curious.
IV. Children have a right to develop a moral frarciework.
Comment : Children and youth need to be able to interpret behavior in them-

selves and others according to a code of ethics as a basis for indepene.ent judg-
ment and socially responsible conduct. This right implies that social workers
and others responsible for child custody need to frankly include assessment of
the ethical capacity and character of children's caretakers, especially where cus-
tody is an issue. This right also !wiles that those persevis involved in direct
treatment with children and youth,15dychiatric social workers, counselors, them-
pists, need to be concerned with and are responsible for influencing avid facili-
tating the ethical development of the children and youth under their care.

V. Children have a right to be free of professional malpractice.
Comment : Children are entitled to services free of malpractice. This right

implies that professionals workitg with children have an obligation to develop
their own ethical awareness. This also implies that society is entitled to expect
the professional organizations to monitor adherence to professional standards
and to expose and correct violations s&these standards on both an indielual
and organizational basis.
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CHILDREN'S RESPONSIBILITIES

VI. According to a child's developmental stage, a child has the responsibility
to make known his or her physical, emotional, and intellectual needs.

Comment : This standard implies that children have a esponsibility to respond
to family members or other caretakers, and to seek and provide feedback.

VII. According to a child's developmental stage, the child has the responsibility
to identify and respect the physical, emotional, and intellectual needs of others
within their own family and immediate neighborhood.

Comment : This standard implies that children should recognize land accept
that they are part of a social world in which they need to learn to negotiate
with others, and to operate in a cooperative mode.

VIII. According to a child's developmental stage. the child has the responsibility
to accept the caring he or she receives from others and to be willing to care for
others.

Comment: Interdependent relationships are the matrix for all human trans-
actions; it. order to promote individual and collective survival and maximum
development of their potential, children must take responsibility for the impact
of their behavior on others within the limits of their individual development.

Submitted by NASW Task Force on Children's Rights and Responsibilities-
8179.

JUVENILE CODE
General observations

HB 4774 contains very few changes from the much-amended and debated
version of a juvenile code in circulation last winter as subs'Attite HB 6104.,Less
widely known but quite important legislative innovations appear in bills tie-
barred to the main body of the code. These bills would require, among other
things, that child care funds be spent on voluntary foster care as well as on
court-ordered care, weuld require the Department of Social Services to develop
a 24-hour runaway shelter system for youth, and would allocate a percentage
of state income tax collections to the general fund of each county.

There is a widespread expectation that the total paslage of juvenile code
bills will finally be passed in this session of the legislature, thus rounding out
a general overhaul of Sfichigan'_s_entire-probate system. (The mental health
code- wa-s sTilitstantially revised in 1975 and decedents estates probate in 1978.)
Last ditch efforts to defeat the bill by an alliance of Wayne County and rural
county probate judges, and also certain police groups, are anticipated.
Salient features

The dominant theme of HB 774, like its earlier versions, is a strengthening
of the adversary process in juvenile court and conversely, a significant reduction
in the degree of freedom permitted to the juvenile judge and his/her staff. The
court's authority is circumscribed by precise definitions of child abuse and
neglect, delinquency, and by specific standards analogous to jurisdictional processin adult criminal courts. Status offenses are redefined to fit within the legal
concept, FaMily in Need of Services (FINS). Procedural :Rep 'n the FINSsections, however. are purposely designed to limit the court's I. .r to certainextreme, "last resort" situations.

The accountability of juvenile courts. Including court social workers and policeagencies, is greatly increased under the proposed code. For example, ante limitsare established at each step of the jurisdictional process, from petition to dis-position ; access to detention is carefully restricted; the use of jail is bannedthree years after the passage of the code; standards for detention administrationare spelled out.
Questions of concern to social workers

There persists a concern that the virtual removal of the status offense case-load from juvenile court jurisdiction will have the side effect of exacerbatingclass and racial inequities now evident in the social services available to childrenand youth on a voluntary basis, as contrasted with involuntary, court-orderedservices. Voluntary, preventive services to "hard core" or "high risk" childrenwill have to be expanded considerably in the light of the well-documented factthat the poor and especially poor blacks are at present referred in dispropor-tionately high numbers to juvenile courts. While many of those youth presentlylabeled and processed through juvenile courts as status offenders, under the
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proposed code, would presumably escape being branded and treated as law
violators, stereotyping of youth referred on delinquency to the juvenile court
as criminal would tend to be encouraged by the definitions built into the proposed
code. A

,Related to the question of equitable distribution :4 services is the question
' of\ accountability. As noted, the proposed code woui.i make courts, police, and
the Department of Social Services highly accountable for their actions, social
workers will have to justify and defend their case decisions. Standards set
earth in the new code, however, do not extend to voluntary Oster care or treatb

ent oriented services obtained. by voluntary nreans. For standards in
regard, a watchful eye should be kept on the Department of Social Services

l regulations for child placing agencies: NASW's declassificationissue chickens
/ could bellying home to roost in a remodeled juvenile code.

Perhaps the most overshadowing question is, as always, financing. According
to expert estimates, IIB 4470, the revenue-sharing bill, would generate about
10 million in tax rebates to the counties. Since there is yet to be published an
authoritative and detailed breakdown of thg price tag for the proposed juvenile
code, estimates of the cost of implementation are purely guesswork. It is certain,
however, that expenditures for professional legal services must rise significantly.
Whether or not the 10 million from 11B 4470 will be sufficient to enable counties
to develop the necessary untary, alternative services, or whether the addi-
tional reven uorbed by attorneys' fees and other court costs, remains
unknown. It shoul4 also be noted that although the State Child Care Fund would
be opened up to pay for voluntary foster care there is at present no plan to
increase appropriations to the Child Care Fund. Decisions as to the capability
of the Child Care Fund to carry the additional load await a detailed financial
analysis of thespresent usage of the fund.

The State Juvenile Justice Committee Jeviewed and endorsed the essential
features of the proposed juvenile code in April of 1978. In the committee's view,
the proposed changes are essentially constructhe, necessary, and overdue. The
committee will meet ' Lansing on October 12 to review current developments;
members are encouraged_to direct their questions or comments to the committee
in writing via the state office. Submitted by. Marcia MacMullen, Chairperson.

JUVENILE JUSTICE ISSUES: STATUS OFFENSES (R1 NA WAYS, TRUANTS)

Editor's Note. Following the adoption or an amendment to the Michigan posi-
tion statement int juvenile justice which specifically addresses the status offen-
der issue, the Chapter has received petitions to have the matter debated in the
newsletter. The history of the development c" the Michigan state position and
the pro and con arguments are presented herewi.h :

The Juvenile Justice Committee has passed through three distinct phases since
its establishment by the pre-reorganization state council. analysis of pending leg-
islation and related issues, formulation of NASW positions; re% ision of [.osition.s.
The origins/ committee, composed of seven members designated by their local
units, met frequently during 1970 and developed a series of propositions which
were fitst adopted by state council in April of 1970 and re-adopted by the new
state board in November of 1970. The membership of the Juvenile Justice Com-
mittee began to expand rapidly in January 1977 and at the same time some of

a the original members left the committee. A request to change the wording of the
original position to make an explicit statement on status offenses was presented
to the state board in March and referred to the committee. In April, the coin-
mittee_consIdered and adopted the proposal to amend the position statement on

#_ ju% mine justice, which V. as presented and adopted bZ the state board in its May
meeting. Meanwhile, because uf the depth and complexity of social problems em-
bedded in proposals to restructure juvenile justice services, the committee chair-
person recommended that a task forte be established to concentrate on the phil-
osophical issues uf children's rights and responsibilities. Ralph Strahm oak;
appointed by the board to form this task forte, which expects t meet in Ju
Persons interested in joining this task force should contact him at 313-074-1717.

It is important to understand that the full text of the Michigan position state-
ment on juvenile justice sets forth four interrelated propositions covering the
authority and structure of juvenile justice, personnel standards, information
systems, and criteria fur police and school processing of juvenile cases. Excerpts
from the statement relevant to the status offender issue are given below, together
with the recently adopted amendment. In addition, relevant portions of the no-

.
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tional policy statement on juveniI4 jini4ice, adopted at Delegate Assembly, are
presented.. Submitted by Mgrein 4(.Mullan, Juvenile Justice Chairperson.

' .;
. . .

. t . . TOSITION STATEMENT CERPT (MICHIGAN CHAPTER)
,: *. .

`Z qniffit,isin.the best Interest of society and the individual child that problems'
o of chlarot and supers ision of children be recognized as family centered, and that

remediation of such problems must be attempted within the context of the fam-
ily as a total unit. -

A. Legal, jurisdictional, and administrative obstacles to the communication of
the needs and problems of families which are having specific conflicts with so-
ciety should tte reduced or eliminated whenever and wherever possible.

1. A family court structure is superior to the Present conflict between Probate
-- and circuit court jurisdiction.

2. The juvenile division of the probate court (or 11 family court, if crented),is
in the best position vis-a-vis the judiical and the executive branches of gove
inent to receive communication concerning high risk children and families and t
responsibly coordinate fact-finding and the allocation of services. The court is nec-
essary-to ensure fair administration of justice and accountability among service
providers. The juvenile code should be amended to provide specific authority and
standards for the referral, coordination, and review functions of the juyenile
court. Such functions are complementary to the rule-making end evaluation func-
tions of executive agencies, and should be written to provide a clear check on

s

service providers and on regulating agencies.
II. The juvenile (or _family) court was designed to prevent the processing of

minors into the criminal justice/correctional system and was specifically given
civil jurisdiction for this reason. This principle Is valid and should be preserved.

A. Protection of the constitutional rights of children and their parents requires
access to legal counsel. at all phases of juvenile court processing and proper notice
of each proceeding.

L Formal adversary proceedings should be avoided except in matters relating
to serious danger to life and property for_the reason that' adversary proceedings
escalate conflict and focus on individual guilt rather than on solutions to prob-
lems within families and betwedn families and institutions. (

2. Matters relating to support and custody of chi-dren, the role performance
of minors (e.g. school attendance, "incorrigibility" complaints) or of parents
(child abuse and neglect) should be decided through a formalizes mediation
process within the jurisdiction of the juvenile (t - family) court. The consent
docket provisions of the juvenile court rules should De amplified to provided cri-
teria and sanctions for a full-fledged mediation process . . . (Italics added)

AMENDMENT

The Michigan State Chapter of NASW supports the removal of juvenile court
jurisdiction over all acts which if committed by an adult, under law, would not
be an offense.

IsAzasm, POLICY EXCERPTS

. . . We affirm that juveniles should not be placed in locked detention for acts
that would not be criminal if they were performed by adults. At the same time we
assert that troubled juvenileb must not be ignored by the Community.

We must recall dot historically the Juvenile Court was set up to he of as-
sistance to juveniles in trouble rather than for them to be dealt with by the
punitive devices of the adult system of justice. Children in trouble generally
means families in trouble. It is not enough to merely divert juveniles from the
justice system. Adequate services must be available in all communities for
families in trouble, including individual and family counseling, establishment
of family courts, is ehiatric services. and provision for placement of children
outside their home when required. Care must be taken to assure that no stig-
matization is attached to these services .

. Such review of statutes and ordinances should be directed to the elim-
ination of statutes defining as criminal behavior such conditions as drug addic-
tion and alcoholism, which may be more appropriately handled as medical and/
or mental health problems. Further, the juvenile and criminal justice systems
should not. bear the major responsibility for coping with other social problems
such as prostitution, incorrigibility, truancy, and mental illness. . . .

Published in'tbe Michigan NASW newsletter, June, 1977.
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MAIXE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLAN VINO & .9:88IsTANuE AGENCY,
Augusta, Maine.

MARY JOLLY.
Staff Attorney. .S. Semite, Committee on the Judieiciry. Subcommittee on

the Constitution, Russell Senate Office Building. Washington. D.O.
DEAR Ms. Jouy . The Juvenile Justice. Advisory, Group of Maine strongly

supports overall reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act and the strengtbening.of the °lice of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention in carrying out the mandates of the Act: After extensive
review by our Legislative Committee and diacussiou by the entire JJAG. we
have concluded that reauthorization of the Act is crucial to our efforts in
iinproving the juvenile justice system in Maine. I am enclosing the positions
that we have adopted on eight of the issues dealing with reailthorization. We
urge you to support reauthorization of the Act so that we may continue to deal
with the crucial problems of the" juvenile justice system.

I would be pleased to forward to you any further information you may need.
Sincerely yours,

A. L. CARLISLE,
Chairman,

Juvenile Justice Advisory Group.Enclosure:

ISSUEQ OF PRIMARY IMFDRTANCE IN REAUTHORIZATION ' o

Issue I. Nee Mit:. Continued Creation of Alternatives to Incarceration via
State"SubsIdy and Other Funding

Issue II: Special EmphasisDelinquency Prevention
IssDO III : Definition: Detention or Correetional racility
Issue IV : The Structural Position of Ttz: Of of Juvenile Justice and

--Delinquency Pievention
Issue V State Advisory Groups'
Issue VI: Maintenanc of Effort Funds'
Issue VII: Authorizat on Periods for the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency.

Prevention Act and the w"Enforcement Assistance Act
Issue VIII: Appropria s : Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention
Issue IX: Runaway Youth Act
Issue S~ Match requirements for Part B Funds
Issue XI: Treatment of Serious Offenders Findings
Issue III Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and D elinquency Pre-

vention
Issue ECM. Administration of Juvenile Delinquency Programs through the

Crime Zintrol Act
Issue XIV : Monitoring Requirements'
Issue XV: National Advisory Committee'
issue XVI: National Institute for Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention
Issue XVII: Definition of Community Based
Issue XVIII: Special Emphasis Rural Initiative

POSITIONS ON ISSUES OF PRIMARY IMPORTANCE IN REAUTHORIZATION

The Juvenile Justice Advisory Group strongly supports overall reauthorizgtion
of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pro endow Act and the strengthening
of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preventipn in wrying out the

.mandateS of the Act.
DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

Issue ILDelinquency Prevention has not been the priority originally in-
tended by Congress. Special emphasis must be focused on delinquency prevention
and adequate funding Is required to maintain an ongoing delinquency preven-
tion program. More and better resources focused on youth prior to their contact
with the juvenile justice system has the potential for greater impact.

THE bTRUCTURAL POSITION OF 0.1.7DP

Issue IV. LEAA has recurringly suffered from public and Congressional dis-
satisfaction while OJJDP has been praised for Its success and continues to in-

Positions on these issue. are attached.
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crease Its credibility. Therefore, the Office of juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Pres.ention should lit/4 separate and aatononions fourth box in the not reor-
ganizeel OJARS structure at the same organizational let el as LEAA, the National
Institute of Justice and the Bureau of Justice,Statistics.

STATE ADVISORY GROUPS

:881v.The State, Advisory Groups should be strengthened ns they play an
integra role in the juvenile ;ustictarea. The language of the Act in Section 223
should, be changed to state that the State Advisory Groups "shalr advise the
OtAernur and State. egislature. as well as the State Planning Agency and its
supertisory board, regarding jut enile delinquency ()uncle and programming.
It la alsd recommended that the St..te Advisor} Grouts eceive au Increased
allocation amore t .an 5 percent I to be utilized for trainin and hiring of staff.

gAINTENA:CCE OF EFFORT FUNDS

Isaac 1$1. Maintenance pf Effort funding must be continued at 20 percentsot
the LEAA appropriation. The provision was originally established to prevent
LEAA from supplanting the current juvenile justice funding with JJDPA
monies, thereby gaining no true gain in dollars spent on juvenile justice. It is
felt that adequate share- language could decrease the amount of money utilized
la 'jute:Me justice. It is further encouraged that LEAA fund juvenilerelated

. programs uter'and abuse the 20 percent maintenance of effort minimum.

AUTHORIZATION PERIODS

Issue 171.The Juvenile Justice and Delinquent* Preeention Act should be
authorized for a three year period and up for reconsideration by the Congress
in a lifferent sear than the ()JARS legislation. This is consistent ttith the con-
,:ept OJJDP'3 separate identity and maintaining its own credibility.

MONITORING P.EQUIREMENTS
'

/88tie 111-.- -The current language el Section 223(a) (12) dealing, with ...it
taring requirements should be retained. .1 method of monitoring the deinstitu .
tionalization, separation, and community -based nattire of facilities needs to be
maintained a: mandatory. A State's ',...3ssage of legislation cannot suif.ce as proof
that there are no longer alfuges or that it is enforcing its legislation.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Issuc \U. There should be increased representation from State Ad% isory
Groups in the membership of tile National Adtisory Committee for Jut elide
Justice and Delinquent.) Prot:talon. It is recunimended that ten of the twenty
one members ,of the NAC shall 're members of their state tylt !stirs groups. Each
SAG ineint;er shall represent a different federal region. This %till ensure that
SAG s are adequately represented and that there is equitable geographic repre-
sentation.

SPECIAL EMPHASISRURAL INITIATIVE

. !MC AT111.Speclal attention shotild be git el, to a rural initiative focused
on the needs of south in utidererted rural states. The major emphasis has al-
.t.iss been on tl.e urban. densely populated states because of the concentrated
proldems anti high i.r..purtioli ..f serious crime. The needs of less populated,
highly rural areas are acute and deserve at least equal emphasis.

:JAIN!: CRIMINAL. JUSTICE PLANNING & AStISTANCE AGENCY.
April 4. 1980.

MARY JOLLY,
Staff Attorney. Scnate, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on the

eonstittition. Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. . The Region I Coalition pf State Adt lsory Group Chalia, com-

posed of the chairmen of the State Advisory Groups from Maine, New Hamp-
shire...Vermont, Connecticut, Massachusetts and 'node Island, recently met to
discuss the reauthorization of the Jut male justice and Delinquency Prevention

49?
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Act. After a thorough discussion of the issues around reauthorization based on
the positions taken by each State Advisory Group, the Coalition developed
positions based on a regional perspective. The Coalition strongly supports overall
reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act and
the strengthening of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
in carrying out the mandates of Act. The specific position adopted by the Coalition
are enclosed for your information and consideration.

The Coalition urges you to support reauthorization of the Act and would
be willing to forward to you any-further information you may need.

Sincerely yours,

-Enclosure.
A. L CARLISLE, Chairman.

1. NEW TITLE: CONTINUED CREATION OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION VIA STATE

SUBSIDY AND OTHER FUNDING

The Region I Coalition sees no need for the creation of a new title within
the JJDPA and believes that sufficient emphasis on the deinstitutionalization
of delinquent as well as status offenders already exists under the current lan-
guage of the Act. The Coalition sees little to be gained by creating a separate
title when resources for implementation are limited, and significant debate
continues over the currently existing "deinstitutionalization of status offenders"
mandate.

If a state is sincerely committed to the principle of the "least restrictive alter-
native" for youths, there is nothing in the present legislation to prohibit the
state from implementing such a policy.

, 2. SPECIAL ElfPIIASIS--DELINQUENCY PREVENTION .

The Coalition maintains that there should be only two Special Emphasis
initiatives. Programs for primary prevention and for violent juvenile offenders
should be the focus of Special Emphasis funding.

3. DEFINITION : DETENTION OR CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES

The Coalition agreed that a definition of juvenile detention and correctional
Xacility should be written into the Actso there will be no confusion about
interpretation.

4. TIIE STRUCTURAL POSITION OF ,TIIE OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION

The Coalition supports the position that LEAA and OJJ1511 should exist as
separate and autonomous offices within the Office of Justice Assistance, Research
and Statistics (OJARS). The placement of the OJJDI' as a separate arm of

OJARS woujd allow OM)? the independence it requires in order to carry out
the mandates of the JJDPA in the most productive way. The Coalition feels

that the focus of 0.IJDP is distinct from that of LEAA and warrants this
administrative autonomy.

5. STATE: ADUSW GROUPS (SAG'S)

The Coalition is in favor of increasing the state advisory group allocation to
percent of the minimum annual allotment available to any state. This would in-

erea the SAG allocation to $15,750 for each state.
Th6 Coalition is also in favor of amending Section 223(a) (3) of the JJDPA

to inelude a provision allowing SAG chairs to declare a vacancy on the state ad-
visory group due to a member's lack of atlendadce. In addition, Section 223(a)

(3) (F) (ii) of the JJ1311 should be =cutled to read : Shall advise the governor
and the legislature on matters related to its function.

0. MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

The Coalition supports the continuation of the Maintenance of Effort provision

and reconkiiends that the applicable percentage be increased from 19.15 percent

to 20 percent to simplify accounting calculations.

4 .:100 )
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It is the Coalition's belief that the "adequate share" language is too vague to
be a useful measure of conformity with the maintenance of effort ,rovision of
the JJDP-1.

7. AUTHORIZATION PERIODS FOR THE JJDPA AND LEAA

The Coalition is in favor of retaining separate authorization periods and proc-
esses for the JJDPA and LEAA legislation.

8. APPROPRIATION LEVEL 'FOE OJJDP

The Coalition supports an increase In the reauthorization appropriation level
as shown below :

Fiscal year ending :
duthori:ed to be

appropriated
(millions)

September 30, 1981 $200
September 30, 198') 225
September 30, 1983 110

P. RUNAWAY YOU'Ill ACT

The Coalition believes that there should be no change Ise the administration
of the Runaway Youth Act.

10. MATCHING FUNDS REQUIRENIEYT

The Coalition favors the retention of a "no-match" provision for action funds
and the 50 percent or dollar-for-dollar match on planning and administration
funds.

11. TREATMENT OF VIOLENT OFFENDERS

The Coalition supports amending the "a iced techniques" provision of the
JJDPA to include. "alternative institutio programs for the treatment of
violent juvenile offenders." In supporting thi amendment the Coalition suggests
that if such alternativ e institutional programs arc to be considered advanced
techniques, then the Act must clearly describe and define the population to be
served in such programs.

Therefore, the Coalition proposes that the "Definitions" section of the Act
should be expanded to include definitions fur both the chronic repeat offender
and the violent offender.

In addition, the Coalition was in agreement that states si.?uld net be locked
into spending any act percentage on this initiative if the serious offender is nut
an issue In the state. Fur example, three states in Federal Region I, Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont, do not have this problem.

The Coalition is also in support of the Attorney Generals recommendation
that Section 101(u) (4j should be changed by adding "alcohol and" after abuse"
and before "drugs."

12. COORDINATING COUNCIL ON JUvENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

The Coalition is in agreement with the poiltion of Gordon Raley (Staff, House
Subcommittee on Human Resources), as summarized below :

1. 5 percent of the office, appropriation should be used fur implementing joint
inter- agency programs ar,d projects. However, none of these funds should be used
for planning such progrinas and projects.

2. The Coordinating Council should be authoriAca to review joint funding
efforts.

3. The Attorney General should not be authorized to delegate his authority as
Chairman of the Council, but should be encouraged to attend the four meetings
per year of the Council.

4. Any staff for tl Coordinating Council should come from existing Federal
positions and not be created through the diversion of program money.
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3:--ADMINSTRATION-OF-JUVENILE_nuntQug:1c:r_ PROGRAMS THROUGH THE CRIME
CONTROL ACT

The Coalition recommends that the,-0.i.IDP continue to administer and get
policy direction from all LEAA juvenile delinquency programs.

14. MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

The current language of Section 223(a) (12) dealing with monitoring require-
ments should be retained. A method of monitoring the de-institutionalization,
separation and community-based nature of taejlities needs to be maintained as
mandatory. A state's passage of legislation cannot suffice as proof that there
are no longer abuses or that it is enforcing its legislation.

16. NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION

The Coalition recommends that:
1. At least 10 of the members of the NAC should be members of their state

advisory woups at the time of their appointment, one such member to be drawn
from each federal region.

2. The level and purpose of financial support for the NAC should be specified in
the JJDPA:

3. The Executive Director of the NAC should be appointed by the chair of the
NAC, with the consent of the majority of both present and voting members.

-1. The chair of the NAC should be empowered, with the consent of the majority
of present and voting members, to declare a vacancy if nny member misses a
specified number of board meetings.

5. The President should be requested to fill all vacancies within 30 days.
0. The NAC should be empowered to elect a Vice Chairperson from among its

members, and, in the event of a vacancy in the chair, the Vice Chairperson should
serve until another chair is appointed by the President.

16. NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

The Coalition supports the need for the NIJJDP and recommends that it con-
tinue to be located within the =DP. Further, the Coalition is in favor of
directing the NIJJDP to develop a mechanism for requesting and receiving infor-
mation from state planning agencies and state advisory groups.

17. DEFINITION OF COMMUNITY-BASED

The Coalition supports the existing definition of community-based with one
exception. In the definition the word "open" should be deleted and replaced by
"non-secure".

'MAINE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING & ASSISTANCE AGENCY,
Augusta, Maine, April 11,1980.

MARY JOLLY,
State Attorney. U.S. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on the

Constitution, Russell Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MS. Jor.r.v: The Juvenile Justice Advisory Group of Maine strongly

supports overall reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion Act and the strengthening of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention in carrying out the mandates of the Act. After extensive review by our
Legislative Committee and discussion by the entire JJAG, we have concluded
that reauthorization of the Act is crucial to our efforts in improving the juvenile
justice system in Maine. I previously forwarded the positions that 'we adopted on
eight of the issues dealing with reauthorization. I am now enclosing the positions
that we adopted on the remaining reauthorization issues. We urge you to support
reauthorization of the Act so that we may continue to deal with the crucial
problems of the juvenile,justice system.

I would be pleased to forward to you any further information you may need.
Sincerely yours,

A. L. CARLISLE,
Chairman,

Juvenilo Justice Advisory Group.
Enclosure.
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POSITIONS ON ISSUES or PRIMARY IMPORTANCE IN REAUTHORIZATION

ISSUE III: DEFINITIO-N: DETENTION- OR CORRECTIONAL FAtai.111

A definition if juvenile detention and correctional facility should be written
into the Act so there will be no confusion about interpretation.

ISSUE VIII: APPROPRIATIONS: OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION

There should be an increase in the reauthorization appropriation level as
shown below:

Authorized
to be appropriated

Fiscal year ending: (in milikoss)
September 3Q, 1981 km
September 30, 1982 225

September 30, 1983 250

ISSUE IX: RUNAWAY YOUTH ACT

There is no position regarding the Runaway Youth Act.

ISSUE X: MATCH REQUIREMENTS FOR PART R FUNDS

The JJAG favors the retention of a "no-ma til" provision for action funds
and the 50 percent or dollar-for dollar match en planning and administration
funds.

ISSUE XI: TREATMENT OF SERIOUS UFFENDERSFINDINGS

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prey :ntion Act should define "serious
offender", "violent offender", and "repeat offelider".

__ ISSUE XII: COORDINATING COUNCIL ON JI SNILF. JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTIrN

The JJAG recommends the following:
1. &percent of_the Office appropriation Jhould be used for implementing joint

interagency programs and projects. xever, none of these funds should be
used for planning such programs and projects.

2. The Coordinating Council should be authorized to review joint funding
efforts.

3. The Attorney General should not be authorized to delegate his authority
as Chairman of the Council, but should be encouraged to attend the four meet-
ings per year of the Council.

4. Any staff for the Cnordinating Council should come from existing Federal
positions and not be created throrgh the diversion of program money.

ISSUE XIII ADMINISTRATION OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY PROGRAMS THROUGH THE
CRIME CONTROL ACT

The JAAG recommends that the OJJDP continue to administer and set policy
direction for all LEAA juvenile delinquency programs.

ISSUE NU : NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY
PREVENTION

The JJAG supports the need for the NIJJDP and recommends that it continue
to he located within the OJJDP. Further, the JJ 1G is in favor of directing the
N lnliP to de% elop a mechanism fur requesting and receiving information from
state planning agencies and state advisory groups.

ISSUE xVII : DEFINITION OF COMMUNITY-BASED

The JJAG supports the existing definition of community based with one excep-
tion. In the definition the word "open" should be deleted* and replaced by "non-

'secure".
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MAINE CRIMINAL JLST/CL: PLANNING & ASSISTANCE AGENCY,
Augusta, Maine, April 14,1980.

--- ----Ms.-MARY JOLLY,.
Staff Attorney, U.S. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, SubCommittec'on-the

Constitution, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
lln.tit Ms. !oils: As yini iiwY -be aware, the Budget Committee of- the-House

of Representatives and the Administration have recommended the elimination
(through zero appropriatitn for fiscal year 1981) of the Law Enforcement As-
sistance Administration (LEAA); The Impact of 'cutting the LEAA formula
grant program to the states, which, by law, allocates approximately 20 percent
to be spent on juvenile justice, will severely cripple juvenile programming in
Maine.

Without this supplementary funding, it would be exeremely difficult for a state
like Maine to carry out the mandates of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974. Maine is strongly committed to achieving full compli-
ance with the deinstitntionalization and separation mandates of the Act as well
as to funding community-bused programs, but this major cut Will negate the
advances of the Act. Congress will be breaking an agreement made in 1974 to
provide the necessary funds to meet those mandates and to encourage the devel-
opment of community alternatives.

The Maine Criminal Justice Planning and Assistance Agency (MCJPAA),
through LEAA funds, has been the catalyst for criminal justice and juvenile jus-
tice reform in Maine. For example, MCJPAA was responsible for the Criminal
Justice Academy, innovative court reforin and implementation of major stan-
dards compliance efforts at the State correctional institutions and Jails.

In the juvenile area specifically, MCJPAA was responsible for creating the
Present network of group homes and emergency shelters, which provide short-
term, intermediate and long-term placement for juveniles. ps well as necessary
jail reform to provide adequate sight and sound separation of juveniles and
adults as mandated by the Act. LEAA funds have surported a major revision
in Maine's Juvenile Code, provided emergency purchase of service funds for
clients of juvenile intake and probation, was instrumental in the establishment
of youth service and youth aid bureaus, and in developing alternatives to In-
carceration for juveniles.

IVitbout juvenile justice monies, Maine will be halted in Its MO tic develop-
ment of a range of delinquency prevention programs targeted at the schools, em-
ployment, the family, and the community.

Because Maine is a poor, rural state, it is important to understand that LEAA
funds support basic minimal criminal and juvenile justice services and do not
supplement already existing services. In light of the current fiscal clime.te and
the massive cuts In Title XX, Maine does not have any alternative ..?sources

available at the State or Wel level to maintain juvenile programs without as-
sistance from the federal government.

In conclusion, the Juvenile Justice Advisory Group urges you to strongly sup-
port a minimum reasonable appropriation to LEAA for Implementation of the
Justice System Improvement Act. Without the 20 percent juvenile justice allo-
cation, the effectiveness of juvenile programs will he severely jeopardized. The
presentreauthorization effort in Congress is meaningless without adequate
funding.

Sincerely yours,
A. L. CARLISLE,

Chairman,
Juvenile Justice Advisory Group.

MAINE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING AND ASSISTANCE Aaa-cY,
Augusta, Maine, June 1980.

MARY .JOLLY.
Staff Attorney, Senate, Committee on Judiciary, Subcommittee on the Constitu-

tion, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ms. JOLLY : The Juvenile Advisory Group of Maine urges your strong
support of reauthorization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act and he strengthening of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
s widen (OJJDI') in carrying out the mandates of the Act OJJDP has encouraged
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juvenile programming for delinquency prevention, deinstitutionalization, alterna-
tives for juvenile offenders and major juvenile justice reforms. If OJJDP dies
now or is_severely crippled, in this year of budget cutting, states like Maine
will revert to past-practices due_to_lack_ofjederal incentive to improve services
to juveniles.

-In order to implement theActsuld to haie_a significant impact on juvenile
justice. adequate funds are necessary, and we urge support of a FY 1981 ap-
propriation of $200 million. In light of the potential elimination of LEAA,
such an uppror.:...iion is necessary to cover the loss in LEAA maintenance of
effort funds and the-loss of administrative support currently provided to OJJDP
by LEAA.

It Is also critical, in this period of reauthorization, to establish OJJDP as an
independent "fourth box" of OJARS with complete autonomy and to create a
state structure to advocate for the intents of the legislation.

Enclosed please find the JJAG's positidns adopted in response to specific
reauthoriration issues as proposed in current bills before Congress. Reauthoriza-
tion with an adequate appropriation is imperatlye

Sincerely yours,
A. L. CARLISLE,

Chairman,
Juvenile Justice Advisory Group.

POSITIONS OP PRIMARY IMPORTANCE TO REAUTHORIZATION

I. The .JJAG opposes the amendment to HR 6704 requiring retuoal of all
juveniles from adult jails. A rural state with a small population like Maine
does nut lime the financiall resources to provide separate facilities or a range
of adequate alternatives with the severe cutbacks in LEAA funds.

Maine %%Wild be unable to provide for absolute removal of juveniles from
adult jails. The mandate of eomplete removal is not feasible considering the
present fiscal climate. The JJAG recommends, that instead of mandating absolute
renitsal of jm elates from adult jails, the maintenance of the sight and sound
separation mandate NNW a provision requiring a minimal level of programming,
adequate supersision and necessary appropriate sets ices. The JJAG also recom-
mends a strong Ntime6 on enforcement of the monitoring requirement. With

limited financial resources, prior to such a strong mandate of absolute
remoal, the enforcement of intensR e monitoring and a striNing for true separa-
tion should be required.

II. The JJAG strongly opposes the title and the thrust of 52441, "Violent
Juvenile Crime Control Act of 1960." The JJAG acknoMedges the need for au
ugduisis oft the serious, I, iolent jus enile offender but this drastic change in focus

loses the thrust of the original Jmemle Justice and Delinquency PreNentiun it
of 1974 uhlch highlighted delinquency prevention and alternatives for the
juvenile justice system.

III. The .JJAG strongly re emphasizes its existing position regarding OJJDP
an autonomous entity responsible for administering and setting policy for all

juN elide justice programs (Sec. 2.01). The JJAU further urges that the reauthor-
ization lewslation address all issues relative to OJJDI' standing on its own NN Rh
full administrative, groat and contract authority and clearly define by shoal
funiis v.I11 be administered, boss OJJDI' sill be set up and administer funds at
both the federal and the State level.

IV. The JJAG recommends that the SAC membership be maintained at 21
members, (See. 207). A reduction to 15 members uould provide too feu members
for the sub-committees. The :CAC should also include 10 SAG representatives
from each federal region to ensure broad representation.

V. The JJAG recommends that the age for youth membership should be
maintained et 26. The JJAG sgrees NN ith the change in the proportion of youth
membership (1/5 instead of 1/3). (Sec. 223(a) (3)( (id) )

VI. The .1.1AG recommends that the SAG "shall" be given a rule in monitoring
State comp;`ance. It is a critical provision of the JJDPA relative to the major
mandates of deinstitutionalization and separation and should be an area of
priority for SAG'S (Sec. 223(a) (3) (F') (Iv) ). ,VII. The JJAG recommends re-emphasizing prevention as a priority area for
special emphasis monies (Sec. 224.(a) (5) ). Special emphasis should be directed
to PI 0/ and adequate funds provided for that area.

20-296 0 - 81 - 32 4 9 8
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VIII. The JJAG supports changing language from "SPA" to "SAG" (Sec,
225(b) ).

IX. The JJAG supports the 20 percent maintenance of effort. Those monies are
crucial to the operation of the juvenile justice system in Maine. The JJAG fur-
ther recommends- that -If -LEAA is eliminated, those funds be reallocated to Jure,
nice Justice. The JJAG does though oppose requiring that MOE be used for
programs aimed at violent crimes (Sec. 261(b) ).

X. The JJAG favors reauthorization at $200 million in fiscal year 1981, $225
million in fiscal year 1982, and $250 million in fiscal year 1983 (Sec. 261(a) ).

-- -XI. The-JJAG-opposes the -reversion of unobligated funds to the Runaway
Youth Act (Sec. 201(a) ).

XII. The JJAG supports the equitable distribution of runaway granthinds to
the states based on population under 18 (Sec. 311(a) ).

XIII. The JJAG opposes establishing a new Runaway Hotline. It is the TJAG's
understanding that a nationWide hotline exists at present and supports that
effort (Sec. 311).

MAINE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING & ASSISTANCE AGENCY,
Augusta, Maine, June 17, 1980.

Ma. MARY JOLLY, o
Staff Attorney. U.S. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on the

Constitution, Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. JoLLy : The Region I Coalition of State Advisory Group Chairs,

composed of the Chairmen of the State Advisory Groups from Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Isinad recently wet
to discuss specific reauthorization issues us proposed In current bills before Con-
gress. After a thorough discussion of the specific reauthorization issues, the
Coalition adopted positions based on a regional perspective which sre enclosed
for your consideration.

The Coalition urges your strong support of reauthorization of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Pro en.ion Act and the strengthening of the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) in carrying out the man-
dates of the Act.

Sincerely yours,
A. L. CARLISLE, Chairman,

Enclosure.

THE Rioto I COALITION OF SAG CHAIRS' POSITIONS oN ISSUES OF PRIMARY
IMPORTANCE TO REAUTHORIZATION

1. The Region I Coalition of SAG Chairs expresses strong opposition to the
title and thrust of the Senate bill, (S2441), "Violent Juvenile Crime Control
Act of 1980".

2. The Region I Coalition of SAG Chairs supports removing all limits on the
maintenance of effort provision and favors ncreasing the maintenance of effort
requirement from 19.15 percent to 20 percent.

3. The Region I Coalition of ,SAG Chairs supports of five year reauthorization
level and a funding level of $200 million 1981-1983 avid $225 million, 1984-85.
The Coalition also supports, in the event that LEAA is eliminated an increase
to the fiscal year 1981 original appropriation of $100 million for the first three
years and $125 million for the last two years to compensate for the loss
maintenance of effort funds.

4. The Region I Coalition recommends no change in Section 222(b) concerning
reallocation of unobligated funds.

5. The Region I Coalition of SAG Chairs strongly supports the House bill,
(I1R6704) which includes OJJDP as a 4th box of OJARS, with the additional
autonomy of the Senate bill which gives OJJDP the authority to administer and
set policy for all juvenile justice programs.

6. The Region I Coalition of SAG Chairs supports deletion of Section 228(a)
of the JJDPA.

7. The Region I Coalition of SAG Chairs opposes reducing the membership
of the NAC from 21 to 15 members. The Coalition recommends that 10 of the 21
members of the .NAC be SAG representatives, one from each federal region.

8. The Region I Coalition of SAG Chairs supports the monitoring require-
ment (Sec. 223(a) (14) ).
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9. The Region I Coalition of SAG Chairs opposes the deletic= Section
223(a) (10) (H) and supports the additions.

10. The Region Coalition of SAG Chairs recommends that the SAG In con-
junction- with-the 'SPA review discretionary grants (Sec. 225( b ) ).

11. The Region I Coalition urges that the reauthorizatiorflegislation address
the structure for the continuing admintstration of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention funds at both the federal and the State level in the event
that LEAA is eliminated.

BLACK CATHOLIC MINISTRIES AND LAYMEN'S COUNCIL,
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 1, 1980.

Hon. RICHARD S. SCEWEIKER,
Russell Senate Cilia Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Smeroa Sony:masa.; Que_a_the_more_ituportant_progratas which_Con-
gress has passed and funded during the past few years, in my opinion, is the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.

I understand that Congress is now considering reauthorization of this act. I
am writing to urge your support, and to ask that the Administrator of the Office
of JuvenIke Justice and Delinquency Prevention be given separate sign-off power
on discretionary grants.
-TIrograms which are begun-with the funds from this act are essential to

keeping young people out of the juvenile justice system and in preventing crime.
Pennsylvania would suffer if this funding were no longer available. We would
ask that you not confuse the money which goes to the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention (which is for kids) with proposed LEAA budget
cuts. We think the OJJDP funds are critical to the future of the country.

Thank you for listening to our views.
Sincerely,

J

ROBERT PITTS,
Executive Director.411

BLACK CATHOLIC MINISTRIES AND LAYMEN'S COUNCIL,
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 1, 1980.

Hon. H. Jourtrutz, III,
Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HEINZ: One of the more important programs which Congress
has passed and funded during the past few years, in my opinion, is the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.

I understand that Congress is now considering reauthorization of this act. I am
writing to urge your support. and to ask that the Administrator of the Office of
Juvenile Jrstice and Delinquency Prevention be given separate sign-off power on
discretionary grants.

The programs which.are begun with the funde from this act are essczt,a1 to
keeping young people out of the juvenile justice system and in preverAtr6 crime.
Pennsylvania would suffer if this funding were no longer available. We Would
ask that you not confuse the money which goes-to the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention (which is for kids) with proposed LEAA budget
cuts. We think the OJJDP funds are critical to the future of the country.

Thank you for listening to our views.
Sincerely,

ROBERT PITTS,
Executive Director.

BLACK CATHOLIC MINISTRIES AND LAYMEN'S COUNCIL,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Apri11, 1980.

Ron. WILLIAM S. MOORHEAD, i

Pittsburgh, Pa. .. '
- DEAR CONGRESSMAN MOORHEAD: One of the more important programs which

Congress has passed and funded during the past few years, in my opinion, is the
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.

I understand that Congress is now considering reauthorization of this act. I am
writing to urge your support, and to ask that the Administrator of the Office of

500
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Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention be given separate sign- offipower
6 on discretionary grants.

The programs which are begun with the funds from this act a sse al to
keeping young people out of the Juvenile Justice eystem_and in pi event ime.
Per would suffer if this fundh.g were no longer available, We would
ask that you not confuse the money which goes to the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention (which Is for kids) with proposed LEAA budget
cuts. We think the OJJDP funds are critical to the future of the country.

Thank you for listening to our views.
Sincerely,

ROR,RIOHARD Sr-SONWEICKER,
Russell Senate Offioe Bugaing,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR SCHWEICKER : I am writing to ask your support for the reauthor-
ization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. This
important legislation allows for diversion from the Juvenile Justice system of
young people and the creation of innovative programs at the community level
to deal with troubled youth.

We have begun to make progress in Pennsylvania in dealing with status
offenders and providing help to families, but additional time and resources will
be needed to be effective. We have made good progress with getting children out
of adult jails, as It is now illegal in our state.

In order_ to reduce adult crimiz and the tremendous costs of handling aluit
offenders, I think it is important to spend this money now to help juveniles.

Please vote for this important reauthorization legislation with independent
sign off power for the Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention (OJJDP).

Thank you.
Sincerely,

ROBERT PITTS,
Executive Director.

YWCA OF GREATER PITTSBI7RIMI,
April 1, 1980.

Hon. Dos RAILEI,
Greensburg, Pa.

LAVERA BROWN,
President.

YWCA OF GREATER PITTSBURGH,
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 1, 1980.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN BAILEY: I am writing to ask your support fc r the re-
aurborization of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974.
T)fis important legislation allows for diversion from the juvenile Justice sys-
tem of young people and the creation of innovative programs at the community
level to deal with troubled youth.

We have begun to make progress in Pennsylvania in dealing with status
offenders and providing help to families. but additional time and resources will
be needed to be effective. We have made good progress with getting children out
of adult Jails, as It is now illegal in our state.

In order to reduce adult crime and the tremendous costs of handling adult
offenders, I think it is important to spend this money no* to help juveniles.

Please vote for this important reauthorization legislation with independent
sign off power for the Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention (OJJDP).

,r` Thank you.
Sincerelyt

:z.' LAVERA BROWN,
President.
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Hon. H. JouN HEINZ, III,
RussellSenate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. -

DEAR SENATOR IlEntz: I am writing to ask your support for the
authorization of:the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency P,revertion Act of 1974.
This importaiit-legislation- allows for diversion from the juvenile justice sys-
tem of young people and the creation of innovative programs at the community
level.to:deal_with.troubled-youth.--- _ _

We7have-begtut- to- make progreSS_ in_Penu.sylViiiiiit_iii-dealizig With- stains
offenders 'and:Providing help-to -families,-but additional time and resources will
be needed to be effective. We have made good progress with getting children out
of adult Jails, as it is now illegal in our state.

In order to reduce adult crime and the tremendous costs of handling adult
offenders, I think it is important to spend this money now to help juveniles.

Please vote for this important reauthorization legislation with independent
sign of power for the Administratoi of the Office of Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention (OJJDP).

Tbank-your-----)
f.

LAVERA BROWN,
President.
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YWCA OF GREAT4PITTSPrROR,
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 1, 1980.- .

'1 PENNSYLVANIA CONGREss OF PARENTS AND TEACIII318, INC.,
Harrisburg, Pa., April 1,1980.

Hon._11.__Spu. MINE. III.
Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D C.

DEAR Saila HEINZ: The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention .Act
of 1974 is up f r reauthorization in Congress.

I am writing ask you to vote for it, and to give the Administrator of the
0 i,ce of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention independent sign-off
power on grant applications.

This legislation providing funds for delinquency prevention and comninnity-
based programs is very important for Pennsylvania's youth. We have seen
improvements in our state in keeping children out of jails and help for status
offenders and their families.

If we spend this money now to prevent delinquency the eventual cost to the
taxpayer will he reduced for adult Jails and penitentiaries.

----T-hank-you for consideration of our views.
Sincerely,

Fame% PATIERSON,
Juvenile Justice Chairman.

PENNSYLVANIA CONGRESS OF PARENTS AND TEACHERS, INC.,
Harrisburg, Pa., April 1, 1980.

Hon. JOSEPH M. GAYDOS,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN GAYDOs : The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974 is up for reauthorization in Congress. 1

I am writing to ask you to vote for it, find to give the AdininiStrator of the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency _ revention independent sign-off power
on grant applications.

This legislation providing funds for delinquency prevention and community-
based programs is very important for Pennsylvania's youth. We have seen im-
provements in our state in keeping children out of jails and help for status
offenders and their families.
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If we spend this money now to prevent delinquency the eventual cost to the
taxpayer will be reduced for adult jails and penitentiaries.

Thank you for consideration of our_views.

FRANK PA'ITERSON,
Juvenile Jut Wee Chairman.

BALDWIN COMMUNITY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH,
``Pittsburgh, Pa., Agra 1,1080.

-11011::RICHARILLuSCIIWEIKER,
Rua lel! Senate Office Building,
Washiston, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR ScuwEnicza: It is our understanding that the Hayti Act (Juv-
enile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974) is tap for reauthorization.

We are writing to ask your support for this important legislation to tight
crime and prevent delinquency.

The funds that we have received in Pennsylvania and would continue to re-
ceive if it is reauthorized, would help more innovative programs for youth
to be started. It is our opinion that these programs are essential to prevent
young people fiom being involved in delinquency.

When you consider this legislation. please consider giving the Administrator of
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention separate sign off
power on proposals.

Thank you for consideration of our views.
Sincerely!

Ms. NosuA BOECILER,
Lay Leader.

BALDWIN COMMUNITY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH,
Pittsburgh, -Pa., April 1, 1980.

Hon. H. JoHN HEINZ, III,
Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HEINZ: It is our understand that the Bayh Act (Juvenile
Justic and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974) is up for reauthorization.

We are writing to ask your support for this important legislation to fight crime
and prevent delinquency. t

The funds that we have received In Pennsylvania and would continue to receive
if it is reauthorized, would hell) more innovative programs for youth to be started.
It is our opinion Lot these programs are eksential to prevent young people from
being involved in delinquency.

When you consider this legislation, please consider giving the Administrator
of the ( 5ce of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention separate sign off
power on proposals.

Thank you for consideration of our views.
Sincerely.

. Ms. NORMA BOECKER,
Lay Leader.

-
BALDWIN COMMUNITY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH,

Pittsburgh, Pa., April 1, 1980.
HOII. JOSEPH f. GAYDOS,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN GAYDOS: It is our understanding that the Bayh Act
( Jt:senile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974) is up for re-
authorization.

We are writing to ask your support for thi. important legislation to fight crime
and prevent delinquency.

The funds that we have received in Pennsylvania and would continue to receive
if it is reauthorized, would help more innovative programs for youth to be started.
It is nur opinion that these programs are essential to prevent young people from
being involved in delinquency.
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' When you consider this legislation, please consider giving the Administrator
of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention separate sign off

- power on proposals.--
Thank_ you for consideration of our views.

Sincerely,
Ms. NORMA ROECKER,

Lay Leader.

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS;
GOVERNOR'S JUSTICE COMMISSION,

PROVIDENCE, R.I., April 14,,1980.
Senator Bitten BATH,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Mb Constitution,
Russell Senate Office Building,

Tashington, D.C.
- DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : You will son be considering legislation to reauthorize

the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, During the past several
msnths the Juvenile Justice Advisory. Committee_and_the_Juvenile J_ustice Sub!
-committee of the Governor's Justice Commission has been reviewing the re-
authorization legislation which has been proposed by President Carter and posi-
tions which have been adopted by various national organizations. After discuss-
ing this material in relation to the needs of the State of Rhode island, the com-

' Th: mittees have ford:Mated a series of recommendations. These recommendations
are being forwarded to you for consideration during-the reauthorization process.

RECOMMENDATION-ONE

The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act should maintain an
emphasis on delinquency prevention and the provision of services to status
o ffen der,.

Thee are several new references in the proposed legislation to inc.eased
services for' "serious, repeat and chronic offenders." (e.g., 8101(A) (8), 5223
(A) (10) ). While ,the importance of providing services to this troubled pop-
ulation is recognized, the concern is that this not be accomplished at the expanse
of diverting resources from the deinstitutionalization of status offender efford.
Given the limited funding level associated with the Act, fulfillment of both
purposes Is not possible.

RECOMMENDATION Two

The definition of a juvenile institution contained in section 103(12) should
be amended with the clause, "except for facilities which are used for short term
diagnostic purposes."

A major problem with the current definition lA that it does not allow for the
secure confinement of status offenders for initial assessment, crisis intervention
and treatment planning purposes. This situation limits the ability of the Juvenile
Justice System to identify and respond to the needs of the individual and/or
he family unit. Without a thorough knowledge of the background, circumstances

and content of status offense cases, the prov.sions of adequate and appropriate
services is jeopardized. This information can usually be obtained without secure
confinement, but, in a significant number of cases such as chronic runaways,
confinement for diagnostic purposes is necessary. The time period which is
needed for this initial assessment seldom exceeds 30 days.

The proposed amendments to the definition would permit federal regulations
to respond to this legitimate need.

RECOMMENDATION THREE

The administration of the runaway youth act and the juvenile justice and
delinquency prevention act should be assigned to one federal agency.

Since both of these programs are designed for the same population, both should
be administered by the same agency. This would improve program focus and
consistency, as well as facilitate the development of joint funding initiatives.

Other recommendations which have been developed in Rhode Island relate
to the coordination of the LEAA al.' JJDP programs. Given recent developments,
these recommendations are not being presented at this time.
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If further Infonaut( is esired concerning ny of these recommendations,
please contact Dan Don y, Senior Criminal ustice Planner, at (401) 277 -
=0. Mr. Donnelly would be most willing to provide additional information or
to appea before your committee to discuss these recommendations In more
detail:

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

MARY JOLLY,
Staff Director and Counsel. Senate. Constitution Subcommittee, Senate Office

Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. JoLLEy Washington State has had a continued Interest in the

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. This State has participated in
the Act sine its initial passage. One major achievement of our participation
has been the passage of comprehensive changes In Washington States juvenile
laws, which incorporated limo aspects of the national legislation These legisla-
tive changes has e resulted in Washington State being found in compliance with
the mandates of the Juvehile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act for the
past two years.

As an additional measure of interest, the Governor's Council on Criminal Jus-
tice and the Gcivernor's. Jusenil& gsistice Advisory Committee of Washington
State has e res hew ed issues and adopted resolutions relating to the reauthoriza-
tion it)f the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pres cation Act this year. I am
pleased to forward their resolutions regarding reauthorization f input In your
deliberations. (-

Sincerely,

PATRICK J. Pim:miss,
Executive Director.

STATE OF IVASIIINGTON,
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT,

Olympia, Wa*h., June 20, 1980.

RONALD J. 31cQukEN,
Assistant Director, OF.11,
Division of Criminal Justice.

Enclosure.

RESOLUTIONS FOR THE J1,1 ENIIE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY .PREVENTION ACT

RESOLUTION NO. 1

Whereas, the Governor's Council on Criminal Justice recognizes that funding
of the Law Enforcement Assistance! Administration program is verychiubtful at
best,

Whereas, The loss of those 19.15 Maintenance of Effort Funds would reduce
the ability of the states to implement the JJDP Act and address the ever increas-
ing problem of juvenile crime in the country.

Beret)} resolves, that the funding level appropriated for the JJDI' Act should
be no less than 200 million dollars, half of which would address the purposes
of the JSIA maintenance of effort provisions, if LEAA loses funding. ;

RESOLUTION NO. 2

Whereas. Senate Bill 2441 (a) amends the Juvenile Justice mid Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974 as follows. - appropriated funds not obligated by
the end of each fiscal year, shall revert to the Secretary for the purposes of Title
III, not later than January 1, of the subsequent fiscal year."

Therefore,.the Gosernur's Conficil is opposed to this amendment and supports
the retention of the existing administrative polio} concerning unobligated funds

RESOLUTION NO. 3

Whereas, S. 2441 placed emphasis on the violent juvenile offender; and,
Whereas, S. 2441 specifies that. the maintenance of effort funds from the JSIA

must be used to address juvenile ins olvement in the violent crimes of murders,
forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault and arson with bodily harm ; and,
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Whereas, the number of juveniles involved in these violent crimes in Western
States is onl a minor portion of all juveniles involved in the juvenile Justice
system: an

Wherea the present level of funding is inadequate to handle all of the juvenile
justice I. ues, !t seems inappropriate to earmark already scarce resources to a
group which represents only a small portion of the total problem: and.

Therefore, be it resolved; that the members of the Governor's Council strongly
urge the Congress to eliminate the restriction on the expenditure of maintenance
of effort ftindslo the violent juvenile offender.

RESoLUTIoN No. 4

Whereas, the JSIAI. as passed in October of Vite provides that the 19.10 per-
cent Maintenance of Effort funds used for juvenile justice programs must-be
used with primary emphasis on programs for juveniles convicted of criminal
offenses or adjudicated delinquent on the basis of tin Act which would be a
criminal offense if committed by an adult,

Whereas, this requirement restricts the use of funds to a small juvenile popu-
lation, restricts the ability to provide prevention and diversion se.-vices to ju-
venile offenders,

Therefore, he it resolved that )he Governor's Council on Criminal Justice
supports the targeting of Maintenance of Effort funds for the offender popula-
tion, but wants the elimination of the restriction on adjudicated offenders.

RESOLUTION NO. 5

Whereas, th. amendment submitted by Rep. Coleman and agreed to by the
House Education, and Labor subcommittee during "markup" of H.R. 6201

"... violation of a valid court order would be grounds for placing, including
status offenders/non-offenders, in secure detention and correctional facilities;
and,

Whereas, this amendment would allow for the incarceration of status offenders
and non-offenders who Lave not COmMittell a criminal act and woad result in
the increased use of detention for youth for whom it is inappropriate:

Therefor& !'v it resolved that the Governor's Council on. CriMinal Justice op-
poses this amendment s% bleb would allim for the incarceration of status Offenders
and non-offenders who have violated a eourt.order.

RESOLUTION No. 6

Whereas, the HR VW amends Section 206(a )(1) by including the Commit
Avner of the BIA on the Federal Coordinating Council of the JJDP Act, to pro-
vide the effective use of federaL funds for improved Juvenile services, and '

Whereas, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (Interior Department) has majffr
responsibility for the provision of edticational and supple tive services to Na-
tive AmericatT youth cud their families, e

Therefore, be it resolved, the Governor's Council on Criminal Justice hupports
the amendment that the Commissioner of BIA be placed op the Federal Coordi-
tinting Council,

RESOLUTION NO. 7

Whereas, Section 2280) of the JJDP Act presently allows J./DP formula
funds to be used to match other federal resources with the authorization of the
On DP Administrator ; and,

Whereas, the use of JJDP funds as match Is an innovative mechanism to ex-
pand and develop prevention, diversipn.And community -based services to youth
alai provides the opportunity for coordinated and cooperative interagency de-
livery Or services: and.

Whereas, the ability tp-inateh other.federal funds (Le., Title XX of the Social
Security) with JJDP Abt fuinis-restilts in a greater impact for the limited fed-
eral dollar ; and,
.Thervete, be it (dyed that the Governor's Council on Criminal Justke
support he muscle ions, comprehensive study by OJJDP addressing the im-
pact °Usty such propcved legislation on local juvenile justice systems and pro
tide the opportunity fir states and localities to comment and provide 1npht.

e _ _
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s CATHOLIC FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES,
Bellingham, Wash., March 7, 1980.

Ms. MARY JOLLY, --
Staff Person, Subcomfkillee.of.the-Senate -Jiidiciary,

_flk&-Se3talerWifehlisgion, D.C.
Z.**. DEAR Vs. Joux: I am, writing in respect to the Office of Juvenile Justice

and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP). From my perspective as Director of a
community-social service agency focusing on the needs of children, adolescents,____

. and their parents, I believe it is essential_that_the very worthwhile activities of
the OJJDP,..be continued and, irgit_alLpossibleiat-a level of-II-termed financial

I wand like to emphasize that over the last eight years OJJDP has been in-
strumental in cooperating with our Agency in the establishment of a number of
specialized residential placement resources for children who are_manifesting
various levels of psycho- social dysfunction acrd -who lave come to the attention
of authorities because of various acts of delinquency. We have closely monitored
the progress of these programs and the activities of juveniles who have, benefited
from them. I am pleased to report that our post-placement evaluations indicate
the,level of recidivism to be approximately 25 percent. Although this certainly
'leaves room for considerable improvement, the fact that we were able-to meas-
urably assist 75 percent otthe children in our facilities in making a more per-
sonally satisfying and social acceptable contribution underscores the project's
inherent value as community based activities. Again, without the cooperation
of the OJJDP, it would have been v.itually impossible for our Agency to develop
such resources and make them available to children and adolescents in W,ashing-
ton State.

Another area in which the OJJD? has made a measurable contribution per-
tains to the matter of education and training of personnel concerned with the
field of juvenile delinquency and prevention. I have personnally been able tc `)ene-
fit from participation in such training programs and with the cooperation of
the federal. office, have been able to implement a 'localized training program
which was open to various agencies and individuals within the Western Wash-
ington area. These skills and training experiences are now being incorporated
by the participating individuals in implementing their respective duties as mem-
bers of Diversion Boards, Juvenile Probation offices, child placement agencies,
Youth Service Bureaus, etc. . .

Finally, I believe that the OJJDP has been instrumental in promoting critical
research which can provide valuable clues as to appropriate program design,
modiffoktion and development. In"our own area, we have been most fortunate in
being fire to capitalize on these kinds of services with it view to developing a
comprehensive plan within the Northwest region that avoids costly duplication,
emphasizes methodology which is effective resulting in a broad juvenile preven-
tion system which has measureable imputs in our area.

While I have provided just a topical defense for continued funding and support
of the OJJDP in this communication, I strongly hope that my illustrations will
serve tp encourage your support for the federal office and that you will be able
to encourage your colleagues to also adopt a favorable view of this office and its
most worthwhile endeavors.

Very sincerely yours,
EARL II. BANGELMAIER, ACSW,

Executive Director.

GREATER BOSTON STREET YOUTH : THEIR CHARACTERISTICS, INCIDENCE, AND NEEDS ,

(By Margaret B. Saltonsta 11, The Bridge, Inc.)

FOREWORD

The cooperation of many people was essential to the completion of this report
and grateful thanks are extended to all those who so willingly participated.

Individual observations and ideas of all Bridge staff members were insightful
and prescient:Staff input was crucial in the preparation of the client question-
naire and the interview schedules. The Runaway and Drug Counselors and In-
Service Trainees ,provided invaluable assistance in developing the informal
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screening. process which ensured client axessibility and involvement. Particular
thanks are due to the Executive Director and Administrative Staff of Bridge
whose wise advice and counsel played a major role in guiding the project
throughout its duration.

One hundred and forty-seven young Bridge clients shared their_thoughts and
concerns, recounted their experiences -often painful in_ffie- tellingand -articu,
jathd.their hopes for the future. They offered numerous sensitive and constructive
suggestions which are included in this report. To them go singular thanks and
gratitude.

I. PURPOSE, METHOD AND SCOPE OF STUDY

The Bridge, Inc. (Bridge Over Troubled Waters) has helped thousands of
wanderingsnd/or homeless children and youth since 1970. In 1978 a16iie-,The staff
had contacts with 21,458 young people through its medical van, dental clinic,
streetwork team, and "iii.house" counseling at the headquarters, 23 Beacon
Street, Boston, Massachusetts. Some of these young people are runaways, others
are victims of physical, sexual, and psychological abuse, or throwaways--the so-
called "orphans of the living"but the largest group are the "street people",
adolescents and young adults, most of whom have no fixed residence and whose
livei are unstable and chaotic at best.

Bridge's statistical records, comprehensive, extensive and invaluable for
program developmentoas they are, do not document certain information about
the heretofore undescribed street population which the organization serves. No
authenticated examination of the incidence, generat characteristics, and needs
of this youthful subculture in the Greater Boston area had been undertaken,
although for some years Boston has been nationally recognized as a major locus
of such a group.' What was available was at best fragmentary, consisting of dis-
connected and disparate impressions unsupported by hard evidence. Questions
needed answeringmost imp *cant of which were the all-inclusive

"is Bridge meeting the needs of those we are mandated to help?"
"what do they Heed or want that Bridge is not providing?"
"how can Bridge do more?"
"are there program changes that should be made?"
The proposal' was made that "in-house" research be undertaken when feasible

in an effort to provide answers to come of these pressing questions.
The broad objectives of a research project were outlined by the Director and

the Resource Developer and presented to the staff for suggestions, criticism,
and extensive discussion which lasted more than three months. Client ques-
tionnaires and interview schedules were drafted, modified and expandeu, re-
drafted and finalized only when total staff agreement as to content, method of
presentation and procedures was reached. This paper, "Greater Boston Street
Youth: Their Characteristics, Incidence and Needs", is a response to that com-
bined staff effort.

The in-house study commenced in late December of 1977 and continued
throughout 1978 in order that seasonal variations, if any, could be observed. The
sample group of young people numbered one hundred and forty-seven ; participa-
tion by the clients was entirely voluntary.

Questionnaires were self-administered in the main Bridge facility. There
was no distribution of questionnaires on the Bridge Medical Van or at the Bridge
Dental Clinic because of limitations of time, space and the unavailability of
sufficient counseling staff in the event debriefing was indicated.

The fifty in-depth interviews wei,e'also held in-house and conducted on a one-
to-one basis without limit ottime.

Participants were assured that the information they provided would be l' aid
in confidence and that their anonymity ivould be preserved. They were adi ised
and encouraged not to reply to question% they did not wish to answer.

Bridge records for former years were carefully scrutinized with the exception
of Individual case records. These were not examined nor incorporated in the
findings of this study because of their confidential nature. The client data re-
ported here are therefore original.

Other agencies, social and governmental, and individuals whose activities
touch upon Bridge's target population were consulted for pertinent inforthation

Segai. Sauninohl and Johnson. "Falling Through the Cracks ; Mental Disorder and
Social Margin in a Young Vagrant Population".
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and were helpful. Additionally, existing writings about street children and
youth in other urban centers was reviewed.

_Types of Bisset- People .

Three distinct typeg- of street children and young adults have come to Bridge
during the past eight years, whom the staff describe as fellows:

The "tlirter"7-the is seventeen years of age or younger, habitually absent from
school either without the parents' knowledge or with their tacit acquiescence:*
he spends the day with others of his peer group, congregating on the Common
and similar public places, but invariably returns home at night to sleep.

The "binger"he has a similar life-style during the day but his sleep habits
--are-erratic;-he-may-not-return home-for-several-nights, and -allays-parental

concern by saying he is "staying over" with a friend. This pattern may become
a prolonged cyclical one with a week or more at home, followed by a week or
more on the street.

The "hard core" street youthspends twenty-four hours a day on the street
and liternally has no home. The reasons for this are multiple: the parent may
refuse to let him In ; he may, for reasons known only to himself, refuse to go
home; he may have "eloped" from one of the Commonwealth's protective or
judicial systemsa foster home, group home, mental health facility, detention
center and, occasionally, a jail or house of correction.

Although Bridge provides services to everyone described, a major program
effort Is directed toward helping the "hard core" street children and young
adults. This group provides the material which follows.

Tt is painful, indeed poignant, to classify children in their teens as "hard core"
street persons, but they are present in number on the streets (if the City of Bog.
ton and its suburbs today.

Exactly how many there are remains an unknown quantity. It has proved
more impossible to obtain an accurate head count of youthful street people
than of the older, less mobile group of homeless adults who make up a substan-
tial part of the street population, a project that was undertaken a few years ago.*
With few exceptions, one of which is the Pine Street Inn,' private agencies do not
keep running totals of the numbers of young persons who approach them for
help in meeting their complex of survival needs. Public records from official
sources do not contain the categorical Information necessary for such a tabula-
tion. A consensus of opinion estimates the number of youthful street persons at
between 1,000 and 2,000 on any given day.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OROUP STUDIED

The ages of the young persons who participated in this series cover n thirteen-
year age span. There are more females (81) than males (66) in the total group :
this inequally in numbers is not reflected in Bridge's average client caseload. It
indicates only that proportionally more girls and young women were willing to
take part in the survey. Racial and ethnic identificationefall within normal
expectations of 1980 census figures. Table 1 illustrates these groupings,

*A phenomenon peculiar to Boston which frequently reflects racial unrest in the
city's public schools: Twenty-two percent of children in grades 1-12 are absent on any
given school day according to a report issued on January 27. 1979 by the Citywide
Parents Advisory Council, created to monitor the desegregation process as part of
the federal court's 1974 desegregation orders. Many of the 14,000 out of-school young.
stersan "incredible" figure"Congregate in 'fast food' restaurants, subway stations,
and outdoors in places like the Boston Common. One popular hangout is an amusement
center located in downtown Boston near the Combat Zone. Lt was the site of a recent
stabbing". The Boston Globe. January 29. 1979.

*This total population was estimated to be between 5,01:V000 by the former Director
of the Homeless Adult Unit of the Department of Public elfare. It is unsubstantiated
and though by some observers to be high. From a report on Emergency Hen Ices,

U.C.P.C. ; by Paul McGerigle, April 1977.
Pine Street Inn receives D.F.W. reimbursement on a per capita basis for beda pro.

vided nightly to "unemployable men".
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TABLE 1.-147 STREET YOUTH

IAAGE AND SEX

Age

Number of stroll youths

Male Female Total

4
1 2 31L- ---

14 ------ 4 11 15
5 20 25

16_ 8 13 21

17 12 2. 19
1L_ .... _.__ ..........._ 7 7 14

19 7 9 16

20- 4 6 10

21 3 1 4

22 to 26. 15 5 20

TetaL_ 66 81 147

LB.RACIAL COMPOSITION

Race Number Percent

White 122 82.99

Black 17 11.56'

Hispek. 4 2.72

HMIs, American
4 2.72

LC.ETHNIC IDENTIFICATIDN

Number Porten

Italian. 40 27.21

Yankee. 28 19.64

Irish 29 19.72

French Canadian. 18 12.24

Spanish 4 2.72

Portuame
3 2.04

West Indian
2 1.36

Jewish
1 .68

Welch
1 .68

American Indian
4 2.72

Unrecorded..
17 11.56

The great major4 are Massachusetts natives and have stayed in the Com-
monwealth by choice. More than half of the total group (58.50 percent) have
always resided in a city and there were half again as many suburban residents
(24.48 percent) as rural (17.01 percent). Residential patterns are explained in
Table 2.

TABLE 2.RESIDENTIAL HISTORY-147 STREET YOUTH

Baca of origin Total Percent Rasident!el setting left Total Percent

Massachusetts
Other'

110
37

74.82
25.17

City
Suburb
Rural

86
36
25

58.0
24.48
17.01

t kiwis (3). Cslifortas (4), Connrecut (4), District of Columbia (1), Florida (2), Illinois (3), Louisiana ('1), Maine (1),
Mad (3), Mkhigan (1), New York (6), North Carolina (1), Oklahoma (2), South Carolina (1), West Indies (1), Wast
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No accurate examination of the economic background of the participants could
be made since the information provided about family income and employment
Ives incomplete. Ten individuals reported parents engaged in academic or pro-
fesslottal pursuits; twenty-four replied "don't know" more than half of the
total group left the economic questions blank. Although the absence of this in-
formation Is regrettable, it is understandable and not significant. Young people
are often reluctant to seek such information from their parents and if they do

-receive it-are equaily reluctant to-divulge-it to strangers.
Family situation

A careful scrutiny of the family structure of the group as_a whole revealed that
only-55-yOung-perSona (37.41 percent) were living in hi-fi-parent households at
the time of their departure. For the remaining 92 (62.58 percent), a disorganized
living arrangement was the rule: their parents were divorced, separated, re-
married, never married or the young people themselves had been placed in a
foster or an adoptive home.

Comparative figures for the state are not available for the total age range
(13-26) in this survey. However, 1970 federal census data reported 86.3 percent
of Massachusetts children 18 years of age and under were living with both
natural parents. Of the 97 young persons in this sample who are 18 years of
age and under, only 36 or 37.11 percent resided in two-parent households. Despite
the sharp increase in the divorce rate since the 1970 census, this figure points
to an extraordinarily high concentration of family disruption in this series.'

Additionally. individual interviews revealed the presence in some households
of an inactive parentone who took no part in family decision-making, verbal
disputes between a child and the other parent, and who did not intervene in in-
stances of actual physical violence involving the child anti his siblings or the
other parent. The children who described this passlye_or_Inactive parent-ttlso---
expressed strong resentment of the parent and hostility to such behavior.

The young people in this series were discontented or dissatisfied with the liv-
ing circumstances they leftwhatever they might have been ; in other cases
they were summarily., thrown out. To leave, for some, represented a heretofore
unfulfilled need for independent decision making. Conflict with their parents
or disagreement with a parent-figure; failure to meet parental demands and ex-
pectations with respect to life-style, choice of friends, educational achievement,
leisure time activities or employment were the most common reasons for depart-
ture. Many, as Table 3 makes clear, left for a combination of reasons.

TABLE 3.REASONS FOR LEAVING "HOME"

Cause Number Percent

Parent/child conftict 114 77.55
Child abused 47 31.97
Thrown out 33 22.44
Emotional problems 31 21.08
Desire tor independence 13 8.84
Sibling problems 9 6.12

School problems 6 4.03
Peer Problem 4 2.72
Multiple reasons 110 74.8

The number who left because they were abused or thrown 'out (Throwaways) '
was significant, striking in its magnitude and seemed excessive. No current or
accurate documentation is available on the total number of children in Massa-
chusetts who have been abused in their homes or thrown out of them each year.
In an effort to acquire some perspective on the dramatic increase in the incidence
of these two factors, the children 17 and under In this series who reported them-
selves as .!:abused" or "throwaways" were isolated from the sample. They repre-

The Honorable Francis J. Poi trast. presiding Justice of the Boston Juvenile Court.
suggeste a correlation between family dysfunction and juvenile delinquency. In a
radio interview in late December 1978. be remarked that over fifty percent of the
Juveniles appearing before his court came from broken homes.

Throwaway children are those who literally have been ejected from their homes
and told never to return.
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sent 70.21 percent of all abuse cases in the series and '48.28 percent of the
"throwaways" total.

The figures were then compared with the incident,e of abused and throwaway
- children in a 1973 report by the Massachusetts Committee on Children and

Youth with the following result :

1978 bridge aeries 1972 MEET suits
total (83 children) total (178 children)

_Number Precont Naming __Percent_

Abused children 33 39.75 16 9.0
Throwaway children 16 19.27 8 4.5

This further reinforces the view of several Bridge counselors that young
,people who leave home prematurely today do so for more serious and com-
pelling reasons than they did even a few years ago. The number of Huckleberry
Finns on Boston's streets has decreased sharply and the flower children have
vanished altogether.

Experience has demonstrated that the longer a ydimg person iv "on_the_
street" the less likely he is tb return to the setting he left. For somethe
"throwaway" in particularthe option of returning "home" does not exist at
all. The fact that most (75.51 percent) of the individuals in this series had been
awa; for more than six months makes such a possibility extremely unlikely.

TABLE 4.LENGTH OF TIME ON STREET

Aye
1 wool( to

3 mo 3 to 6 mo 6 [no to 1 yr 1 to 3 yr 3 yr and over Total

17 and under 23 11 15 15 19 83

Percent (27.71) (13.25) (18.07) (18.07) (22.89)
18 to 26 2 0 8 11 43 64

Percent (.312) (1.25) (17. 18) (67.18)

Total 25 11 23 26 62 147

Permit (17.00) (7.48) (15.64) (17.68) (42.17)

The estrangement they felt when they left does not appear to have abated dur-
ing the street experience. At best, contact with "home" is sporadic and tenuous.
Only one-fourth of the group maintains better than occasional family communi-
cation, it should also be noted that when a relationship is f:mewed it is Ire-
queritly with a favored sibling and not with a parent.

It proved possible to measure the educational achievemeat of the individuals
in this series with considerable accuracy. Taken as a whole they; are underedu-
cated for their chronological age: only 13.0 percent have completed a high school
education. However, 71;.87 percent were at normal grade level (or above) for
their age at the time they left a structured living situation. Few have advanced
beyond this cut-off pOint street living has precluded further formal education.

III. PRESENTING AND UNDERLYING NEEDS

It is difficult to ask for help under the most auspicious circumstances. For the
young street person, already mistrustful of others and fearful of yet another

_rejection; -seeking-help can be a threatening and stressful experience. It is per-
haps significant- that the individuals in this series were able to express their
own needs more freely and explicitly on the self-administered written question-
naire which preserved their anonymity than they were in conversation. The
compilation of these needs' shows them to be a group experiencing extraordi-
nary hardships when they speared -at Bridge for the first time.

"Runaways and Street Children in Massachusetts", DfCCY, Feb, 1973. p. IS. A
followup report by the Committee In 1976 "Perspectives on Runaway Youth" reports
(p. 111 an increase in children who cannot return home, but contains no bard figures.

*Individual problems, frequently drug /alcohol connected or emotional disorders. were
sometimes unacknowledged Initially, but later emerged and were assigned a suitable
priority in the assessment of client needs.
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TABLE S.PRESENTING REEDS-147 STREET YOUTH

Need

Number of total
group in need

Percent of total
group in need

Food
70 47.61

SinNer 89 60.54

_Clothing
Job tralning/Anding. 81 55.10

More edualionM.E.1)
68 46.25

Orvgfakoholtrelated problems 69 , 1 46.93_
Counseling

46 31.29

Money
63 42.85

Multiple needs 117 79.59

Although they are frequently without shelter, food, clothingthe basics of
survivalthey want, above all else, someone to love them, to care about or for
them, to want them, even to notice them and provide relief from the overwhelm-
ing loneliness that is the constant of their lives. One hundred and twenty-one
individual young_n^rmle 02.31 percent of-The series) wanted "someone who

age?cared" above alt
They were asked to respond to the question, "How are you feeling about your-

self these days" and their responses are summarized as follows:
TABLE 6EMOTIONAL INDEX -147 STREET YOUTH

Number Percent

Very happy. 7 4.76

Pretty happy- II 15 10.20

Up and down
69 46.93

Pretty ci.mn. ....r. 26 17.68

Very down
30 20.43

This self-assessment reveals-a high incidence'
7of depression and the reasons

for it are many. Their positive life experiences have been minimal. Street living,
fraught with danger, rear, uncertainty, hostility and hardships as it is, Is
physidally and mentally exhausting. They have few successes to point to in their
lives to date and are unable to anticipate any in the future. The concern for their
well-being and the "caring" atmosphere they hai'e found at Bridge often repre-
sents the first they have encountered in a long time.

The boredom of their lives also contributes to theirdepression. A large part of
their days and nights is spent in search of basic survival needsa place to stay,
a place to get clean, a place to keep warm and get something to eat. It is a repeti-
tious pattern that palls, and is often anxiety-producing, particularly when the
search Is fruitless. Their diversions are fewbecause they have no money. There
is an unrewarding, monotonous sameness about their daily existence. Many of
them have no fun at all.

rv. PRSSEZ4T WAY or LITE

The use/abuse of alcohol and other drugs by young people is a serious na-
tional problem ; it is not one which is peculiar to the street subculture. The drug
problem has permeated American schools, private as well as public-:-first con-
fined to the high schools, it has filtered. down through the system to such an
extent that many youngsters have expert ented with one drug or anoher before
they are twelve or thirteen years old.

The young people themselves acknowled e that drug and alcohol use are the
biggest problem facing their own generation." The key reasons cited for the
prevalent use of drugs and alcohol by the tlailup sample and to.s curieaL 3rid6e
series are identical. They are : escape from pressureshome, school, peer, societal,
street-living, or from inner frustrations; conformityleing part of the greup,
doing the "in" thing; relaxing, having a good time, and the widely-held belief
that Individual performance and creativity are enhancsd with drug use. Ex-
perienced professionals working in the field of substance abuse share the con-

Thls information was volunteered a id acquired by accident". The words "love",
"loneliness" do not appear in the questionalre.

11, Gallup Youth Survey. "Why Teens Take Drugs ". Boston Globe, July 20. 1077.
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viction that emotional problems and deviant behavior are not caused by ox.
cessive drug/alcohol use; they precede it.

Oh ly seventeen individuals in this series were abstemious and had never In-
gested any drug at any time in their lives. The majority use a wide variety of
substances, alone or hi combination. What they ingest at any given time is de-
pendent on what is available at what price or what someone may offer to share
during a casual street encounter. The older, wiser street person. who has had
unfortunate experiences with_a_so:ealled "dirt reefer" or similar adulterated drug
Is likely to be selective about the source of supply. But the younger unsuspecting
child will willingly buy anything he can afford or take anything given him.

As a group they are singularly unconcerned about the potential physical and
mentardamage to themselves that can result from excessive use of drugs and
alcohol. It requires skill, persistence and patiente to engineer a snecessfel at-
titudinal change in the drug-involved client.

During the course of this :Andy. . the participants reported an Increase in the
use of hallucinogens. PCP in particular, and a concomitant decline In barbiturate
ingestion which is reflected in Table 7.

TABLE 7.-PATTERNS OF DRUG USEBY 147 STREET YOUTH.

Substance and
frequency of use Number Percent

Substance and
frequency of use Number Percent

Wine. Hallocmogens:
Never. 34 21 12 Never 72 48.97

Occasional 71 48.29 Occasional 46 31.29

1-2 week.... ... _ .... . ....... 14 9.52 1-2 week 6 4.08

3+ week 24 16.32 3+ week 16 10. 88

Stop; el
Beer.

4 2.7, _ Stopped
PCP.

7 4.76

Never. 18 21.24 /Icier 70 47.61

Occasional ...... 62 42.17 Occasional 42 28.57

1-2 week...... .......... ... 18 12.24 1-2 week 17 11.56

3+ week 45 30.61 31- week L 11 7.48

Stopped ............ ..
Whiskey:

...... 4 2.72 Stopper,
Amphetamines:

7 4.76

Never 68 46.25 Never 68 46.25

Occasional 44 29.93 Occasional 55 37.41

1-2 week. 9 6. 12 1-2 week 8 5.44

3+ week 18 12.24 3+ week 9 6. 12

Stopped 8 5. 44 Stopped 7 4.76

Other alcohol* Barbiturates:
Never 47 31. 97 Never 90 61.22

Occasional 49 33.33 Occasional 35 23.80

1-2 week. 12 8.16 1-2 week 3 2. 04-

3+ week... ........ .. ...... 31 21.08 34 week 10 6.80

Stopped 8 5.44 Stopped 9 6.12

Tranquilizers: Cocaine: ..
Never 76 51.70 Never 77 52.33

Occasional 39 26. 53 Occasional 53 36.05

1-2 week 8 5. 44 1-2 week 3 2.04

34. week 18 12. 24 3+ week 9 6.12

Stopped 6 4.08 Stooped 5 3.40

Marihuana: Heroin:
Never 26 17. F8 Hever 117 79.59

Occasional 42 28.57 Occasional .14 9.52

1-2 week II 7.48 1-2 week 2 1.36

3+ week 66 44.89 3 week 4 2.72

Stopped 2 6.36 Stopped 10 6.80

The young people in this series recess ed little or no medical care during the
course of the study-IL lack ullich is common among adolescents and young adults
throughout the country." A very few-those who suffer from seizures or dia-
betes-are routinely assigned to their care. For the most part they find available
sources of care hostile and/ or threatening. identification must he produced, forms
have to be filled out. They rely therefore on the Bridge Medical Van for their
health needs.

The four 3 (lung persons of Hispanic origin in the series believed they were dis-
criminated against because of their race. They contended that the derogatory atti-

rf a two-year period. 37 percent of the adolescent and young adult Population go
without any medical L. at all. National Center for Health Statistics Vital and Health
Statistics. Series 11. No. 153. DIIEW Publication No. (111tA j 70 -1035. WashingtOn ;
U.S. Government Printing Office ; October. 1975. Page

70-796 0 - 81 - 33 51.4
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. tude expressed by their white street peers influenced others who likewise came to
perceive then as less desirable companions. In the competitive milieu of street
survival they felt deprived of choices which were available to others and per-
ceived themselves as outcasts from a society of outcasts. The Black youth in the
series expressed no such anxiety and diminution in self respect. Both groups are,
however, too limited in size to draw any firm conclusions as to the pervasiveness
or racial discrimination in the street subculture.

Many girls_and.y_oung_women_spoke bitterly_ottheir experiences with sex dis-
crimination on the street. They believe they are more subject to rape and physical
-assault; to unprovoked overtures from pimps (reported to be increasingly violent
and threatening)-and to unwarranted police questioning and arrest "on suspicion"
simply because they are females. Because they are where they are, they say they
are constantly "pestered" by men, automatically assumed to be prostitutes and
"fair game" for anything, when in fact many have left home to avoid just such
abuseS. 'Current evidence substantiates some of their assertions: 1978 saw a
twenty percent increase in drug and sex-related crimes as well as a thirty-five
percent increase in the number of females arrested in the Commonwealth,
according to Joseph P. Foley, Massachusetts' Commissioner of Probation"

The Commissioner further stated that the reasons for the sharp jump in female
itrrests would require additional research. As for the greater susceptibility to
unequal treatment at the hands of the law, one highly placed government official
recently remarked that a girl who is apprehended by a law- enforcement officer
is more likely to be detained than a male. lie then continues to say : "If detained,
she is detained longer. if held, she is held in more secure iastitutlons. The brutal
truth is that the young woman who has done nothing more threatening to the state
than run away from.from home is likely to be treated just as harshiy as a young man
who has held up a store." 13

The young women also maintained that it was consistently more troublesome
(often to the point of impossibility) for a female to find emergency shelter lodg-
ing for a night than it was for their male counterparts. This assumption proved to
be entirely correct. The approximately 400 beds available nightly " for the home-
less men and women of Boston is woefully inadequate. And the number of those,
specifically earmarked for men-2 0---is indeed disproportionate. Despite a com-
mendable on-going effort by concerned groups" to expand emergency shelter

,. facilities, no substantive change can be anticipated in the immediate future.
Trouble comes to people in many guises, at different stages of their lives, in

varying degrees of severity. The children and young adulta,in this series are
not strangers -to -it : for many of them trobbie-appeared earlier, occurred with
greater frequency and had more serious consequences than for the general
population. First came trouble at home which deprived them of a natural appro-
priate place to live with their own families and in their own communities. When
most young person's growth patternin terms of protection, physical and emo-
tional maturation, educational eon,petence, life-coping skills and resources
is still on an upward curve, theirs has been severed, often ai. a critical and
particalarly vulnerable time in their lives.

Trouble abounds on the street and the risks of pt,cential trouble-for-the-street
,person has increased in the past several years as day-to-day street survival has
become more difficult. Many of the sources of free (or very inexpensive) lodging
food and clothing so prevalent in the late 1900's and earlier in this decade of the
1970's has diminished in inverse proportion to the need for them. Public facilities
in airport and bus terminal waiting rooms or train stations no longer provide
refuge unless an individual is in possession of a valid ticket for the day in ques-
tion.. Security 'police now patrol hospital waiting rooms ; laundromats close at
eleven p.m. The assumption that the young street population has declined is
without any factual basis while its increasing poverty has become noticeable,
and living is harder.

Street people are hofaelesq. In common parlance they have no "roof over their
heads" and do not know wito any certainty where they will sleep on any given
night." They find shelter in bizarre places and hi so doing can run into trouble.

32 Interview with radio station WEEI. January 7. 1979.
"John M. Rector, Director, U.S. Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-

tion in "The Reality Gap for American Girls'', The Boston Glob's, July 18, 1978, p. 15.
McGerigle, Paul, op. cit.

ss The major current effort is led by The Coalition of Downtown Ministers.
14 One resourceful fifteen - year -old young lady spends every night on top of an exterior

ventilator at one of the city'n bus stations where, she protests, she is invisible if
uncomfortable.

5 1 -
4.
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Their be,I.s are in the parkson the benches or in the grass (city priterty) ; in
subway or rapid transit stations (Massachns,ytts Bay Transport:aloft .1uthority
property ) , on the stairs in the hallways and doorways of abandoned buildings,
in the back seats of parked automobiles (private property ) ; and under shrubbery
and trees (usually church property ). Such beds are not only uncomfortable and
unsafe, but can mark the end of living entirely within the In and the begin-
ning of trouble with it. If disco% ertA they can be. and frequently are,- appre-
hended and found guilty of a variety of offenses- vagrancy, trespassing, break-
ing and entering. auto theft, to name but a few. If they are fortunate, a friend
may offer °cc:nab:nal apace ur a heal in a room or an apartmentthis is perhaps
the optimum sleeping arrangement.

The cm- of the line, and it has proved to be just that fur numerous very young,
%ery unsu,pecting and %ery desperate street people, is the bed offered and accepted
from the pimps and the pushers who comprise one of the most dangerous and
destructi% e elements in society today. The ramifications of accepting such au offer
are unpleasant and can be life threatening. Trouble with police for prostitution,
possession of a controlled substance with intent to use, distribute or sell ate
commonplace oecurrences. Such an asamiation in% ites physical and emotional
trouble. It's often an introduction to tit, violence of the streets and to that sick
and nylons element of the population %iho do beat, rob, stub, rape and Indeed
kill nut only the unsuspecting and 1 ry child but the more seasoned veteran
orthe street if its demands are not wet.

Other necessities, w WO are so taken fur granted most people meter think of
them, hand in hand with routlessnet.s. Coping with basic bilnitation needs
finding a bathroom, a place to change ur wash clothes, to bandage a cut presents
a constant challenge. Free facilities are terribly limited. and when they can be
found are rarely clew . To satisfy these n eds, street people often resort to spare-
changing" (pal:handing) which is illegal and atuther incipient cause of trouble.
A comfortable chair, al Wok to read, a t, ale to it at are unheard of luxuries. The
street person's life is devoid of eomfo.t and of privacy.

Free food sources are scattered about the city. By asystemat:z adherence to 4.
rigid schedule, tra% ening Lack and forth to assure arrival ,nt cbe right place at
the right time, a modlcum_of nourishing food is available at no coat.

Other means of allaying hunger and Satisfying minimal nutritional require-
ments are either threatening ur time-consuming. Stealing food is no longer a
common practice. The risks 1mi/heti are not worth the trouble that ensues if one
is caught. The street culture, together with the se called "straight" society has
felt both the inflationary pinch and the influence of the health loud faddist:- It
was, in the not-too-distant past, relatilOy simple to ask one indkidual fur a came
fur n cup of coffee. Today to ask for thirty-the cents for a glass of orange mice
often 111Cillib approa-hing three or four different people and the possibility of -wing
apprehended is increased accordingly.

Like food which is donated. some free clothing IS N1111 available Auld accepted
eagerly. If the garment prodded is new, clean, well fitting or 7111 "in" style, it is
e% en more welcome and meaningful. Street people seldom hate clothes suitable
to the heasuli and newer in a quantity to permit change fur the bake of cleanliness
ur %ftriety. Their garments are all too often inadequate. they ,tre without warm
sw eaters or jackets or waterproof coats and are frequently wet ur miserably culd.
Well-fitting bouts are something they dream about but do not ownthis they
regard as an additional depris.ation in a youthful bodet3 w here "your bouts are
your badge".

What clothes they do have are likely to be stolen from them ft not surprising
fact gl% en the informality of their sleeping arrangements. The; steal from one
another readily . If they manage to keep garments throughout one season, and they
are still serviceable, they have no place to store them until they are needed next.
Street people steal clothing more often than they do food, money or drugs.
Whether they steal from clothing or department stores more often than do their
counterparts living at home is a moot question. Probably ,not, since numerous
children and young adults from both groups are apprehended for shop-lifting
daily Many children and young people who live at home break the law but are
never apprehended or adjudged delinquent. The street inhabitant is far more
vulnerable and susceptible to trouble with the authorities simply because he has
no home. As a group the street people in this series are undereducated (See Page
10) and in consequence they are chronically underemployed. Most jobs available
to them are menial. A few, who can provide a fixed address (more often than not
fictitious) drive taxicabs. For most of them illegal activities provide the money
they need to survive. This again results in trouble with he law as Table 8 attests.
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TABLE LLUIAL HISTORY-147 STREET YOUTH

Major offsets . Mita; obese No arrest record

Malt Female mg' Foot Male Female Total

1 0 0 2 0 0 3

it-- --ft- 1

3
0
1 10

7 0
4

3
7, 25

15

. 14 0 2 6 4 2 7 21 .

4 4 3 1 5 2 19

19..._...-- 7...... 4 1 3 3 0 3 24

0 1 4 6 3 2 16

2019.... 4 1 0 2 0 3 10

21.-- 1 0 1 0 1 1 4,

72 lo 24 8 2 2 1 4 3 20

26 15 20 34 19 33 147

V. (MUM' RE00111IENDATIONS

In the course of the project, fifty individuskyoung street people were inter-
viewed after they had completed the client quationnaire. None of the fifty was
new to the Bridge staff; all had received or were receiving supportive help from
one or more of Bridge's components. Their familiarity with the program combined
with their street experiences provided a unique device for determining client
needs, uncovering gaps in present services, evaluating the effectiveness of exist-
ing operations, and proposing changes in them.

Initially they were shy and drew back when asked to suggest improvements
or additions which they felt might be interpreted as critical of the Bridge pro-
gram. To do so appeared to be disloyal, ungratefuleven threatening in some
intangitle.way.. As one youpg man remarked when he was asked for-suggestions," t,youJnst don't even I dent go_out_to-bite-off-the-only hand
that's-fed you ". Once-reassured that-What they had to say would be Confidential
and useful, their reluctance dissipated and numerous insightful recemmendations
resulted. In some areas they project a positive note for themselves : for example,
as in-service streetwork trainees or in-service peer counselors in a residential
facility. This reflects the high value they place in the current in-service training
program at Bridge, and the admiration and respect they have for their peers
who are apart of it.

They made an eloquent case for an urgently needed small, multi -purpose resi-
dential facility at Bridge. This facility would house all current components
(including the dental clinic) and in addition would provide: (1) shelter on an
emergency basis to'-the desperate, the sick and the very young; (2) temporary
shelter for others until mutually-agreed-upon stable living arrangements could
be developed; (3) shelter without fixed limit of time for those trying to finish
job training and establish an independent living situation. They are not proposing
a Pine Street Inn for the young nor are they trying to put Bridge into the hotel
business. Bather, they envision all Bridge current services under one roof, and
an added small (twenty-two bed) residency program operated on the basis of
need.

Sued a plan cannot be .dismissed out of hand.an, despite all the weighty prob-
lems, pitfalls and 'difficult decision-making involved, should be co fddered in (he
organisation's long-range- future-planning.

Those interviewed shared an over-riding concern for the ph sical safety of
their young peers who are newcomers_to the street scene. Thy know with a
certainty born of bitter experience that events can move with a, terrifying swift-
ness on the street and that what happens often happens without warning and
with devastating effect on a young child. For this reason, they believe that
Bridge should have more publicity : "The young kids_out,,there need to know
there's a place they can go and get helped". They do dot-envision a large-scale,
sophisticated Public Relations venture. They suggest that the Medical Van go
on a series df city-wide tours, making frequent stops at which time streetworkers
assisted by clients would circulate and distribute flyers with the Bridge address,
phone number, the van's regular schedule and any other pertinent information.
Such is their faith in the competence and ability of the Bridge staff to cope
with anything, that they saw no necessity for staff increase to accommodate an
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I creased caseload. They alsosuggested periodic, intensive crash rescue ra
ons conducted by Bridge streetworkers, carefully selected patrolmen andln-
rvice trainees attached to, the streetworx team to talk the younger children

off the street and place them in protective shelter while the child's problems
were resolved. The medical van, they believe, should be on the street offering
health services seven nights a week.

The clients would like a shower in the client bathroom at the central facility
at Beacon Street. Keeping clean is important to their self-image and. as earlier
reported, is difficult. If Bridge had ti shower,'' they attest, we would not have
to "go out looking grubby and have people look at us and think 'there's another
bum'. The cops pick you up if you're dirty and they're in a bad mood."

They suggest-maintaining a "petty cash fan& for clie-,ts" to help them with
their transportation needs and to enable Ahem to wash and dry their. clothes since
often, "If your clothes get dirty when you're on the street, you just have to throw
them away". Such a fund would have the added advantage of "cutting down on
the panhandling" and reduce the liability of arrest.

The G.E.D. (Graduate Equivalency Diploma) program is available to clients
in`Bridge's central (Alice. Enrollment in it, however, is circumscribed by the re-
quirement that one must be eighteen Years of age to enter the program. Clients
not yet eighteen :would like to be in the program which is geared to individual
need and level of achievement. The tutoring offered at Bridge is ideally suited
to their needs. Indeed it is the only viable method of instruction for so many of
them whose education has been on a catch us catch tan basis since leaving home,
and w ho would be uncomfortable and unable to function productively in 21 struc;
tured classroom setting. The feasibility of abolishing the present age requirement
should be explored along with other efforts to continue their educational
perfence.

in_recent -months-the staff -has Lail inforwal social evenings for the clients
n Melt were mils ersally enjoyed. Clients would welcome the development of a
purely recreational program which .would include weekend as well as evening
activities.

A. concluding note. There is tilinimal. if any. client awareness of the extent of
extra staff time and extra funding which would be required if all their recom-
mendations were to be implemented.

-The material in this section has been excerpted verbatim from interviews and
questionnaires and is presented without explanation or embenlonent. It speaks
for itself with unusual clarity and impact.

VI. CLIENT COMMENTS

About Their Lives

The best thing to date have been:
"A pet cat."
"absolutely Nothing.
"Everything turning beautiful on a sunny morning."
"Learning new things."
"Having a dog to show affection to."
"Nothing. Its boring."
"There was never anything good about it."
"Riding the subways."

.,How simple it all was w hen I was little and how how I was all the time."
"Learning things you never thought possible. Finding things out about yourself

you've never known before."
"Nothing I eau think of."
"My dog and my 11 year olj brother. And Units absolutely all."
"Once when I was small and my parents took me on a picnic."

. "My dog. She part wide and part shepherd and I want her back."
"Spending my time in trouble because then I get a lot of attention."
"Thinking about the day someone will come and take me out of all this."
"I hay4 no fond recollections."

n Most available showers coat $1.00 fY's). Others, the Salvation Army facilities are
"almost always too aggressive with kids. Keeping clean on the road is easier because almost
every truck stop has a shower".
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And The Worst Thiele:
"Nobedy cares about you. Nobody wants to know you."
-"Everything."
"ItarsearrY at times."
"Not having a Mother and Father."
"No one hasn't cared about me."
"Got; beat up too much."
"Misery, misery"
"Not haying a place to go home to. Not having a family."
"Living on Planet Earth."
"Being a Spanish person I can't go where Is'want since I'm not welcome."
"Dying,
"Getting knocked around by Father and Mother."
"My family did not want me. Been on my own since 11 except for a PO

call Ault."
"Getting beaten up by my step-parents."
"Not having no one that cares."
"Living-on the street :th drugs and violence. But its better to get beat up by

s stranger on the street than by-someone you care about at home."
"Hunger and insecurity not having a home life."
"Trying to Survive. My parents don't want me there."
"Being alone and having no friends."
"Taking your life in your on hands."
"Staying Alive,!!,_ _

7---"NOI being in a warm house."
"Being adopted becaustI wonder who my real parentsare."
"I'm afraid to die."
" e constant darkness I seem te be in."

ing to stay alive."
g afraid to grow up."

Being on so many foster homes."
Its lonely and scairry."
"I never stayed with my family after I was three and I have a social worker

t at's not too smart. She don't use her head."
"Almost all the people I know and hang around with are not on the side of the

I w and they are not stable friends. I have on one to depend on in a time of
isis."
'I have no one to talk tout night"
"Knowing that I'll die soon."
"Getting old."
"Women are crazy."
"The realization that all illy fantasies (things that the Bible taught me should

be true) may never come I am disenchanted."
"Not being sure of the reason for thin life."
"Being found .!"ter I ran away the first time."
"I get lonesome. I wish I had a family."
"Being cold Is the worst thing."
"Being poor. Its awful and degrading to be poor."
"Violent people. There was too much violence at home and on the street too."
"I don't have a group."

About Their Parents

"I don't love my motherhow can you lOve someone who gave you and your

. two brothers away ps if you were pieces of candy. I can't forgive her for that
but I guess I respect her."

"Maybe bad things will happen to me on the street but I'm more afraid to go
bark home to my mother. She drinks all the time and hits me and then my step-

father beats me. I've never seen my father or if I have I don't remember what
he looks like. I want to go to Dallas, Texas to live with my father who loves me."

"I'm not staying away from home out of spite. My father kicked meout. He
Just listens to my stepmother who hates me. I can't go home. I'm tired of being
hurt and being afraid of being hurtand crying and crying."

"My father was too hard of a person on the family ; no emotional feelings

shown or expected by blm."

019
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"My Mother bad lots of promble drinking hitting us and marriage."
"My mother cant handle taking care of kids.'"
-My stepfather he pick m up and throw me on the floor. He hit me in my hem]

and stomach with a shoes. He said that he Is going to messed up my face, etc. My
Mother tell me nasty words, call me names."

"I hattay Mother."
"Ily mother has chibhen without any Idea of the responsibilities that go along

with My father ser s up peoples lives I do not have a home."
"My fatherhe's all pain. He's tussle, cheri, big liar Why I hate my fa-

ther Is because he loves beating on women and me."
"My father does not communicate with me, in anyway and If I had a gun or

anything I'd probably kill himin order to make him pay some attention to me
and tell we that he loves mehut my father's biggest love is the bottle and moo
horses." A

-My mother has been away from me not me away Mau her."
"My mother gave us kids up to welfare."
"Our finally is no.united."
"My stepfather beat me up almost eer day and then no one would talk to

mez,
"I did not get along with my father and I did not like my father and I love

Mother."
"It makes rue tremble all over just to think about my father a man who

raped his own daughter and beat up his son:;'
"If you please your parents you please; the world."
"I was never anything to my mother but another kid to feed and throw around

when 1 was small then when she thought I was Isle enough she told we to
get out and not conic back. I was thirteen."

would like to live on another planet with my mother. She's very adjustable
but may father hates me."

"My father always came home drunk and would wake me up and beat me up.
And my am used to cry and I used to make her coffee after dad went to sleep and
she used to toll: to me and put bandages on my cuts and cry."

"I have a chipped tooth from where ley mother threw me against the stove c
once when she though I took a quarter she held me out the window upside down.
I wits nine then."

-I'd like to live my life over with my real parents who loved me enough to give
me up when I was two."

"I want to live with my father in West Virginia I don't know him but
I know he loves e."

"I'm afraid may father will kill me not kill me so hard they'd have to put
me in the ground but he shoves me against the well hard and he has such a bad
temper' especially if you nag him."

"I want to tied my real mother and bare her take care of me and I'll kill my
steptnothdr who la the meanest of all the mean people 111 this world."

"My father was may whole life at one time but now that I'm older I'm drifting
away and he doesn't like It He keeps yelling 'what did I do to deserve you

you slut' and when I won't dat spaghetti because I'm not hungry Its an
Insult to the whole of Italy."

't1 don't get along with my mother. My father just goes along with her and

doesn't speak for himself."

About Themselves

"I want to Yeel good about myself. I want to be recognized by Intelligent people

as being worthwhile."
"I feel like a bum."
"I feel like a package that keeps getting wrapped up and mailed from house to

house."
"Myself is the worst and the best thing about my life . My head doesn't

always get what It needs."
"I feel like a piece of furniture."
"I don't know where I'm going."
"I want to matter st least to one person."
"I would like to develop lots of relationships with people, put my past

aMie and get through this life being as healthy as possible. Life is truly a
choke. I'm exhausted."

I'
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I have not accomplished a great deal in my lifi straighten out and then I go
ck to the old life . I try to work things out but that is probably not

possible."
"I need to find myself and where I belong, who

. I am and what I want and
which direction to go in life."

"How would you feel about yourself if you had to do the things I've done to
survive on the street and its so.lonely and so cold its like that always.
you're just Con*.

"L would really like to start my life over again beginning at age 2."
"I'd like to be Bobby Brady in the Brady Bch on T.V. br Timmie in Lassie

with a close family who love each other and ve new parents and be a normal
kid. I want that c ldhood I never had and want it so bad. So much its
another dreauez stfn't. happen."

"I want to make very good use of the: time I have on this planet. I want to go
to college and have a career I can be proud of and satisfied with."

"I'm tdepressed Because I'm not doing anything."
"I an the main character in a modern day Perils of Pauline."

About Bridge

"I think that this is a very together organization, and it has helped me very
-much. Especially" there is understanding here where there are times you cannot find it
I would be lost if I did not have somebody down here to !talk to when I need
them. There is really nowhere else to turn to."

"I know I need help with my life and I can find it here."
"This-place is already working great. This is a helpful organization which

asks nothing in return for services . They have the van and the clinic. I'm
going tonight and the fact stand outside and people to talk to you and food and
that's terrific. They help you if you try and it kind of helps to have someone on
limr side. If they know You'll try they really stay with you."

"You can always come here. Everywhere else you have to make an appoint-
. ment . They're always saying they're too busy. Here they don't send

you around from place to place. They take time withyou here."
-"I'd like to say that if it wasn't for Bridge and I wouldn't be here

writing this." .

"This project has benefited me a lot in wisdom of myself in past years."
"They do ae1ot here that is really needed. They should have more publicity

so that more peoplelike the really young girls who are oUt therewould know
they can be helped."

"Bridge is the one place where I always feel welcome and ,that peOple care
about me. Other people have an investigative attitude but here they try to get
to know you first and treat you as a person not a problem. They don't take you
on a dependency trip . They gate me the emotional back-up which was very
necessary for me."

"Sometimes they are very strict with me. It makes me sad because then I
won't have no place to go if they make me leave."

"Bridge is great . I wish I had known it existed sooner."
"is the Commander of the Bridge. She loves people so she helps them."
"I keep coming back here because I need help with my feelings and V .+ is

what they help me with."
"No one should be allowed to work at Bridge who hasn't been on the street

and been through it if the Counselors haven't been on the street they are
walking cliches, suburban brats who give you pre-determined programmed
responses out of textbooks from their liberal arts 90-day wonder kid degrees.
I need psychiatric help and they don't have a psychiatrist here."

"They help me keep my sanity the first couple of years on the street when
there were so many new faces and new religious that were strange and you
had to get used to . Now I know its time for me to plan, not dream and
finish my education. That's how they help me."

"Its the first time I ever asked for help . Now, of course, I wish that I had
come sooner."

"I've been coming here for Your years and tkey give me most what I need
most ". They make me feel like they care about what happens to me but

I can't ask them for another childhood how can anyone give you a child-
hood you never had or make you be born again with a whole new family?"
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"Sometimes when I come in hero J feel so good to be welcomed and wanted
its like taking your first bike ride or the first time you catch a pass in aotball.
They're the things you don't forget ever."

"They can't hold my hand forever but the feeling of closeness I need some-
timeias here and they give it to me when I need It."

"They are very helpful here and respect your independent feelings and don't
baby you. They have the best foster homes too . I ought to know, I've been in
seven in the last two weeks."

"They don't give up on you easily 4 sometimes I get drunk or something
and don't, do what I planned to do and don't keep dates with Bridge ' they
really want you to try. Sometimes I don't try."

"Everybody on this staff is great tho everybody -shouldn't be. Some people
who come in act awful and ungrateful and the people at Bridge try hard."

"When I called late at night, came and got me and took me to this real
super lady's house for the night. I was really scared and hungry and they fed me
and were super nice to me. Then this morning talked to me for a long
time and to my father and really helped us both."

VII. AN OPTIMISTIC NOTE

The role of Bridge in the lives of the runawdy children and young street
people who have been helped either on the street, in the office, in the dental
clinic, or on the medlarl van is not that of a salvage operationtimely, useful,
necessary: certainly, but a one-shot event. Rather it is a life-sa% ing one which
responds instantly. to the critical life emergency, but remains to sustain, support,
guide and encourage.

Instantaneous, magical solutions to an individual's kaleidoscope of problems
aro rarely, if ever, orris ed at. These young people's problems are too serious, their
emotional wounds are too deep. It is no exaggeration to say that some. o hen they
left home. had only one choice to makestreet rife or death. Most had lived under
conditions unusually detrimental to their health, groo th, and development
circumstances any one of which signify the need for protecthe services as defined
by The Child Welfare League of America."

M, nourished,. ill-clad, dirty, oithout proper shelter or sleeping arrangements
Without supervision, unattended
III and inking essential medical care
Denied normal experien that produce feelings of being loved, wanted, secure

and worthy (emotional neglect)
Failing to attend school regularly
Exploited, overworked
Physically abused
Emotionally- disturbed, due to continuous friction in home, marital discord,

mentally 111 parents
Exposed to unwholesomeness and demoralizing circumstances.
For almost ten years, Bridge has been the life saner for conlitless Boston street

youtit Other people, their parents included, have rejected them, have no time
for them. Most of them have gone through life unnoticed until, through one means
or another, they arrive at Bridge and the sloo, stead; process of hauling in the
lifeline begins. .

This report would fail in its intent if the young people involved in it were
submerged in the stark statistics of hunger, cold, drug abuse, rejection, depres-
sion, abandonment, etc., olden %%ere discussed earlier. It would be a great dis
service to them to ignore those qualities that make so many of them want to
improve their lives and inspire others to help them.

At the end of fifty interviews it seems fair to say that this is an idealistic
group. They care a great deal. They care about the o ()rid they live in, and they
care about the quality of life. They oould end war, racism, crime, poverty, and
pollution. They- care about people. small children especially. They vould end
human misery, degradation, and unhappiness in o hatever form it takes, They
%%mild strengthen family life; those oho say they plan to marry and have chil-
dren project a picture of a secure and loving household with their own children
and foster children in a peaceful world.

Many value self autonomy, and take pride in the fact that they have survived
on the street. They want to live truly independent lives and recognize the need
to acquire the skills which will enable them to do so.

Stantittrtis for thuid Protective Strvict..., 1009. 1'. 10 CWLA.
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They do not like "mean" people.
They are articulate. They are grateful for help awl able to express their grati-

tude. Some are above average in intelligence, r.,:aie are artistic, others have
literary dexterity.

Many share a quality which is hard to put a label on : wistful expectancy,
perhaps. It embraces the stoicism and resilience with which they meet the vicissi-
tudes of everyday living ; the desire to survive and the determination to do so;
their hopes for the future which involve not so much material successes and gains,
but philanthropic work in day care centers or an agency "like Bridge". Their-
idea of Utopia has grace and gentleness as they do themselves.

They are worth saving. No effort is too great. "Nothing is enough; we must
keep doing more."'"

APPENDIX A

A Glossary of Street Terms Compiled by the In-Service Trainees

Drugs
Amonitratepoppers.
Benzedrinebennies.
Butylnitratelocker room, rush.
Cocaine--blow, breeze, CeeCee, ciz, coke, flake, girlfriend, lips, nostril, snow,

Sally, Toot.
Codeineaerosol, 292's, 293's.
Demeroldemi-tab. -
Heroinboy, Chinese green, dobre, fixer, horse, junk, Mexican mud, Mrs. Jones,

scag, sister, smack, stuff, sugar.
Hycodanharps, hypes.
L.S.D.acid, anchors, blotter, clear light, disco acid, gunk. King Tut, Mr.

Natural, orange sunshine, purple haze, pyramid green, rainbow, red dragon, sun-
shine, window pane, yellow sunshine.

MarijuanaAcapulco gold, bones, Bowie Maui, Columbian red, dew, grass,
gungee, hash, Hawaiian, herb, Jamaican Brown, joints, Marry Janes, pot, red
-bud, reef, reefer, smoke, weed.

MescalineS.T.P., purple microdot.
Metbadrinecrank, crystal, crossroads, hot rock, speed.
OpiumThai sticks.
Percodanendos, goofers, hay-hay, P's, pink, perks, yells bird.
P.C.P.angel dust, angel hair, big D, Delta 8, Delta 9, hog, rocket fuel, spear-

mint, super weed, the boss, the kills.
Qualude-714, Ludes, quaqua.
Valium blues, bombs, rave, Vee's, white, yellow.

Other
Goodalright, bad, cool, dynamite, down with it, hot stuff,lreaky, gonzo,

slick, smokin', right on, sweet.
Pan-handlingbumming, spare changing, leaching, mooching, stemming,

scrounging, scavenging.
Pick pocketingdipping, playing the shots, spanking.
Place to staycrib, crash, done, pad, place.
Stealingclip, mug, roll, sling.
Under the influence of drugs/alcoholblown away, bummed out, buzzed,

cooked, discoherent, dusted, flying, freaked out, flashed back, high, mellow, nod-
ding, perked, plastered, ripped, stoned, smashed, toasted, torn up, tripping,
wasted, zipped, zoned out, zonked out, zoned out.

Break the iceget what you want.
Chomping off, playing on your notbelittle.
Cop a squareborrow a cigarette.
Cruisinglooking someone over.
Dealing--:selling drugs.
From the get and go, from jumpstreet--since the beginning, from way back.
Girlfriendfellow streetwalker.
The galleryheroin dealer's house.
Ho'.1gprostitailon.

Barbara Whelan, Executive Director, in an unguarded moment in the Bridge hallway.



Hoe strawarea frequented by prostitutes.
Homesperson from the same place.
Homeyugly. .

Hustlingmale prostitution.
The jointjail.
Murphyhoax by a pimp or prospective customer.
Nightriderstreet person who robs other street people.

A player--t-raa n (pule tor.
'Poo puttlow-class hustler.
Scammingto blanket an area pan-handling.
Set of workssyringe, needle, cooker, etc. for drug injection.
Shank bit with a heavy object.
Shine them onagree with someone to keep quiet.
Bpi stab...
The pot hustler's house.
Square job-9 to 5; 10 to 6 etc. with taxes deducted.
Tap it--communicate with a friend.

PROOPAIL UPDATEPREPARED BY : TUE BRIDGE, INC.

PROGRAM UPDATEBRIDGE SERVICE COMPONENTS
1 Street work

During 1979, the Bridge streetworlileata was temporarily reduced from four
people to three. This was due to funding limitations in the spring; fortunately,
this was the only service cutback required to deal with last year's financial di&
cuities. In the fall of 1979, the agency began its search for an additional worker
to complete the team. Because of the need for streetworkers to serve as positive
role models for youth on the streets, Bridge takes care to ensure that its street-
workers can relate to the needs of all youthmales, females, white youth, and
minorities. A fourth streetworker was hired in January of 1980 to return the
team to its full strength.

Statistics for 1979 Show 16,426 streetwork contacts. This figure is down from
the 1978 total of 21.458 but when one considers that there were only three street-
workers in 1979 compared to four in 1978, the number of contacts per streetworker
actually increased from 5,364 to 5,487.

Two new developments in Bridge's streetwork activities should occur in 1980:
first, the existing streetwork team Mil expand its service locations by working
in the Washington ElmsNewtowne Courts Housing Projects in East Cambridge.
This will be a six -month experiment ; at the end of this period; Bridge will deter-
mine if working near these housing projects is an effective way of reaching out
to alienated youth. Second, Bridge has received funding to hire an additional
streetworker to be stationed in the "Combat Zone"Park Square areas of Boston.
Youth in these areas are particularly vulnerable to being exploited and/or
exposed tb criminal activities and violence. k streetworker, who could intervene
in the "normal" risks youth face in the Combat Zone and Park Square, could
help provide them with alternative opportunities for counseling, education, em-
ployment, and other support services at Bridge. The streetwork team leader is
completing a needs assessment to determine how this additional streetworker
might best make an impact on the needs of young people in these "high-risk
areas of Boston.
2 Free medical van

In 1979, the demand for actual medical care on the van remained fairly steady ;
there were 1,940 visits for care compared with 2,089 in 1978. The van's outreach
services increased as it reported 5,053 non-medical visits for food, referrals, in-
formal counseling, and "drop-ins."

The purchase of a new microscope replaced one which was stol'n in D.cember
of 1978 and the van is once again able to provide gram stains, wet preps, uranal-
yses, and other diagnostic services for its patience. An intensive drive to recruit
volunteer physicians has resulted in an active pool of 22 doctors who work on the
van, compared to 12 in 1978.

Future developments for the van include a proposed agreement with Children's
Hospital to provide follow-up care for patients who need more extensive (Hag-
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nostic tests or treatments which cannot be deliVered on the van. Also, the van
nill follow Bridge streetworkers into East Cambridge and the "Combat Zone"
as a demonstrtition of how Bridge can follow up its outreach programs with real
services to meet youths' needs.

Based on the receipt of necessary funds, Bridge hopes to conduct a needs assess-
ment/evaluation study of the Medical Van and the Dental Clinic to determine
how both facilities, might be modified to meet the changing needs of alienated
ytiuth.
3F dental clinic

n the fall of 1979, the-Dental Outreach Worker, who had supervised the clinic's
operations since 1974, left Bridge. In an innovative response to the need for new
leadership at the clinic, Bridge replaced this worker with a part-time licensed
dentist to assess the clinic's present operations and recommend any changes to
improve its ability to respond to needy young people. This dentist is assisted
by two youth participants who help maintain clinic equipment and wh6 also
staff its nightly sessions. The clinic recorded 1,480 visits for dental care in 1979,
compared with 1,577 in 1978.

In December of 1979, a grant was received to replace the clinic's aging evacu-
ator with a new one; other equipment needs will be the basis for future grant
requests. A. possible change in ownership-of -the teen center which housei the
clinic is being monitored by Bridge staff regarding any impact this may have
on the clinic's occupancy of rent-free space in the teen center.

Together with the Medical Van, the Dental Clinic represents the only portiOn
of Bridge's service program which has not yet 'developed its own renwable fund-
ing base. Bridge staff will continue their efforts to secure such a base in Lite
future._
4Counseling services

In 1979, Bridge continued to experience a Steady increase in the demand for
personal counseling by youth who visit the agency's counseling center at 23
Beacon Street, Boston. In 1979, a total of 6,256 client visits were recorded, up 14%
from 1978. This increase occurred despite Bridge's decision not to increase Its

ieounseling staff during 1979.
Toward the end of 1979, Bridge added a new componentthe Youth In Service

Participation Project .vhich provides for youth participation in the agency's
total service program. While this project is described in more detail below, its
inclusion of counseling and educational support services for youth should be
noted here. Bridge now has its own full-time educational staff, consisting of a
G.D.D. teacher and a bilingual reading specialist.

Future plans for Bridge's counseling component include an expansion of its
educations: and career development services. The agency intends to develop
stronger linkages with local schools and employment training programs to pro.
vide clients with a structured "next step" in their progress toward independent
and selfsufficient lifestyles.
5Runaway program

The number of runaways served by Bridge in 1979 Increased over the previous
year for the sixth year In a row. In 1978, Bridge responded to 297 individual
runaway incidents; in 1979, this figure rose 14% to 339: The Bridge runaway
counselor continues to coordinate the agency's services to these young people in
crisis. Since October of 1979, she has been nssisted by a youth participant who
helix; her to deliver services to runaway clients. Still, Bridge recognizes that
expecting a single runaway counselor to respond to such a growing number of
-crisis situations is unrealistic. Local foundations will be requested to provide
funds to hire an additional counselor to improve Bridge's ability to deal effective-
ly with them any runaways it sees. This strategy is necessary because the
federal government is unlikely, to be able to increase its support for Bridge's
runaway services despite its recognition of the high gaality of these services.

In June of 1979, the U.S. Department o: Health, Education, and Welfare
recognized Bridge as the "exemplary" runaway center in New England. A copy of
the letter informing Bridge of this determination is available on request.

6Project home front
Calendar 1979 was the first year of service for this research and demonstration

project to test the delivery of family life, skills education services to teenage
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mothers and their babies. In that first year, 208 women were referred to Home
Front, of whom 112 became active Home Front clients. Some 44 of their children
also regularly accompanied their mothers to the Home Front offices at 150
Bowdoin Street, Boston.

The initial research and demonstration period will expire in October of 1980;
a detailed research report on the needs of adolescent parents and the relative
success of Home Front's attempts to meet those needs will be published by
January, 1981.
7Youth in service participation project

Bridge's newest service component, its youth participation/employment and
training project,, began in October of 1979. Through a federal grant, Bridge can
now employ a total of 10 youth aged 14-21 as part-time staff in each agency
service component. These 10 youth receive formal and informal training services
while they work at Bridge, and in addition have access to personal and group
counseling services. An important element of this project is delegation of pro-
gram planning and development responsibilities to the youth involved. In weekly
staff meetings, they discuss their future needs and plan strategies to meet them.

The Bridge youth project also requires that participants attend high school
or spend at least six hours per wetk in an equivalent classroom education pro-
gram. The G.E.D. teacher and bilingual reading specialist who work at Bridge
through this grant not only serve this purpose for the 10 youth employed in the
project, they also offer educational services to a number of other Bridge clients
as well

Future plans call for the agency to develop a referral network to encourage
youth to take advantage of other employment, training, and educational oppor-
tunities in Boston. A joint grant request to develop such a link with employ-
ment/educational resources at A.B.C.D. is currently being considered by the
Massachusetts Department of Manpower Development.
8Research

In May of 1979, Bridge published Greater Boston Street Youth: Their Charac-
teristics, Incidence, and Needs, by Margaret B. Saltonstall. This study was based
on interviews with 147 Bridge clients in an attempt to quantify our knowledge
of who these youth are and what types of services might best serve their needs.
Bridge undertook the responsibility for such a report because (A) there is little
documentation of the origins and needs of street youth ; and (B) few other
agencies are able to maintain contact with these young people.

Copies of the report were mailed to foundations and government agencies
throughout Eastern Massachusetts. Additional Copies are available on request
from Bridge. The study found that 40 percent of the subjects aged 11-17 were
victims of abuse, and la percent of these children in the same age bracket had not
run away but were in fact thrown out of home by their parents. The most signifi-
cant needs expressed by youth interviewed in the study were housing (61 per-
cent), jobs (55 percent), education (46 percent), and money (43 percent).

Future plans for Bridge's research efforts include the initiation in March, 1980,
of a study on the motivation of street youth. This study will focus on why youth
choose to live on the streets and what sorts of reasons would convince them to
seek alternatives to that lifestyle.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Bridge administrative staff have stabilized funding for all agency services
except for the Medical/Dental Component as of February 15, 1980. For fiscal 1979,
this was accomplished through grants from local foundations in addition to
Bridge's regular state, federal, and other funding sources. During fiscal 1980,
increased funds have been secured from government agencies and local sources as
well. Particularly noteworthy have been the receipt of H.E.W. funds to support
Bridge's youth project and Bridge's acceptance as a United Way member agency
effective January 1, 1980. The United Way voted to allocate $47,000 to Bridge
from January-December of 1980. Because Bridge's fiscal years begin on July 1
and end on June 30 of each year, only half of United Way's allocation, or $23,500.
may be spent in fiscal 1980. The remaining $23,500 will be available for the first
balf of Bridge's fiscal 1981. The result of this "overlap" cf fiscal years means that
Bridge still needs approximately $23,745 by June 30, 1980 in order to avoid closing
this fiscal year with a deficit.
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Perhaps the most significant improvement hi Bridge's management systems
over the past year was the institution of the agency's own evaluation mechanism,
During the first week of October of 1979, all Bridge staff attended a week-long
workshop for the purpose of examining the entire service program of the agency
Before this time, Bridge was evaluated four times annually by state and federal
agencies. While these evaluations of Bridge continue to take place, agency staff
felt the need to conduct a program evaluation based on the staff's own pereeptions
of pieties needs and how to address them in the most effective manner,

All Bridge operations were reviewed and subject to recommendations for im-
provement. A number of program changes which originated In this evaluation
have already begun to take place. Tliey include: the expansion of streetwork and
medical van service areas to include East Cambridge, the hiring of a part -time
dentist to replace the Dental Outreach Worker at the Bridge Free Dental Clinic,
the continuation of Bridge's research efforts, and a ,number of meetings among
different agency service components to develop ivereased continuity of services at
Bridge. Because of the positive Impact of the 191-;) evaluation workshop. Bridge
hopes to conduct similar workshops each autumn.

FUTURE PLANS AND GOALS

Bridge staff have identified two long-range goals for the agency which would
Improve its ability to respond to the needs of alienated youth. They are:

The establishment of educational programs and their possible evolution into
an "alternative school" design. Virtually all of the youth who come to Bridge
have not yet completed a high-school education. However, at the same time, most
of them have been alienated by their previous scholastic experiences and will re-
sist any referrals to local schools, even "alternative" schools. Bridge has had
some success in providing G.E.1). Instruction at its counseling center, yo.fth seem
to respond nett to the informal atmosphere maintained by agency s, off. Because
of the multiple educational needs of street youth, the addition of other teachers
nho could provide remedial and advanced academic instruction would help
Bridge clients to prepare for success in school and unemployment where their
previous efforts had resulted in failure.

Establishmentl of an intermediate shelter -cart. facility.The most overwhelm-
ing need expressed by Bridge clients is for housing, Except for "crisis" shelters
and other time- limited facilities, there are no resources to provide youth with
a stable residence. While it is possible to arrange for youti, to begin employment
and then budget rent money out of this new-found incoun,, this is a risky ven-
ture when the youth must begin work before lie or she has a definite place to
live. Arriving at the job on time. obtaining a social security number, and even
landing a job in the first place are all made more difficult when one has no place
to call home. For many youth, the ability to manage a household and pay monthly
bills are skills which they must learn in order to live independently.

Bridge would hope to purchase a bbilinng in the Beacon HillBoston Common
area of Boston and move its counseling, educational, and employment training
programs into it. The nuilding would also contain a number of small apartments
which could be used to provide youth with living arrangements which are not
long-term, but which are long enough to allow them to stabilize their lives and
learn how to manage independent living. Such an addition to Bridge's present
array of services would be an important way for Bridge to respond to one of the
most difficult needs of homeless. alienated youth.

CONCLUSION

Bridge's unique outreach programs and its ability to provide a number of
services needed by alienated youth have been at the heart of the agency's exist-
ence PS the "first agency" to contact so many youth. Without extraordinary ef-
forts on the part of service providers to meet these youth where they are, many
of them cannot or will not attempt to reestablish contact with society. While
Bridge does pot try to establish itself as the only agency to which a-youth will
turn for assistance, it recognizes the need to demonstrate to its clients that there
are resources available to help them, and that there are settings in society in

which they can be respected as individuals.
ridge's goal for all of its clients is for them to return to society as Individuals

who can make independent choices about their personal and career goals. Bridge
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sees its immediate responsibility to be the provision of services to help them sur-
vive and to reestablish trust between the youth and society. After this crucial
period is past, Bridge works to link the youth with other community resources
emp14yment opportunities, educational facilities. specialized social service pro-
grams, etc.who can integrate their resources with the continuing needs of the
youth as be or she progresses toward an independent lifestyle. Thus, Bridge sees
its responsibilities to fall into the following two tasks:

To provide services which are designed to meet the needs of individual alien-
ated youth ; and

To advocate for an increased ability to respond to alienated youth by the human
service community.

True to its-name, Bridge "bridges" the gap between street youth and straight
society. working to bring each group within closer reach of the other. As the
agency reaches its' tenth anniversary on June 24, 1980, its staff, volunteers, and
clients look forward to a new decade of leadership in the field of youth services.
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PART VII.-ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS OF PRIVATE
CITIZENS

(From the Juvenile Justice Digest; April 1980)

OJJDPA QUEST FOR AUTHORITY

(By John Rector)

The authority to net was an essential element of the Juvenile Justice and De-
,liquency Prevention Act's establishment of an office within the federal govern-
ment to address juvenile justice issues.

-In a report to Congress a year after the JD Act's passage in 1974, the General
Accounting Office said "the law provides, increased visibility to the problem and
a focal point for juvenile delinquency activities in the federal government
by creating the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP)..

"* This will be the first organizational unit that can identify existing
and needed resources identify and set priorities and develop strategies to im-
plement a comprehensive attack on juvenile delinquency," the GAO said, adding

-.,,that;."for the first time, specific efforts to both prevent and control juvenile
jerf. juency will be one agency's responsibility "

Ever chronic pessimists. however, would be shocked to learn that six years
after the acts passage, delegation df grant award huth'ority remains a central
!sae of debate.

'INNINGS

The movement to establish by law a distinct OJJDP began six decades before
passage of the 1974 act. At that time, the government initiated studies in the
field of juvenile deihquenc::. By 1920, statistics on delinquency were being re-
ported. In 1935, the Social Security Administration's Children's Bureau was
administering child welfare grants supporting n Wide range of activities, some
of which were oriented toward delinquency prevention.

But prior to 1952. other than gathering statistics and supporting activities
and studies incidental to child welfare work, there was little evidence of federal
concern.

This passive approach changed significantly in the 1950's. In 1953, the Senate
Judiciary Committee established a new Subcommittee to Study Juvenile De-
linquency in the United States and a separate juvenile delinquency project was
within the Bureau.

In 1955, the State of the Union message delivered by President Eisenhower
called for federal legislation to as.lst states in dealing with juvenile delinquency.
In a major bill introduced that year, Sen. Estes Kefauver proposed that the
Bureau and its juvenile delinquency unit he elevated to au Office of Children's
Affairs to report directly to the secretary of HEW.

The Kefauver bill proved so controversial, however, that the legislation was
later introduced separately so as not to jeopardize the programmatic aspects of
the IIEWineasure.

Although Kefauvet's measure did not beennie law, by the end of the 1950s the
Children's Bureau had established the Division of Juvenile Delinquency Serv-
ices to develop standards and provide technical assistance for public and volun-
tary agencies in delinquency protection and control services.

With strong Kennedy administration support, the activities of the previous
decade culminated In 1901 in passage of the Juvenile Delinquency and Youth
Offenses Control Act. Initially the act was adthinistered by an Office of Juvenile
Deltnquency and Youth Development in the Office of the HEW secretary. How-
ever, in 1903 an Office of Juvenile Delinquency within HEW's new Welfare
Administration was assigned responsibility for the prograM.

In 1908, it was expected that the Juvenile Delinquency and Control Act would
"upport and continue the best programs developed and evaluated since 1901.

(520)
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However, the act was not well received by the Johnson administration. Al-
though a new Youth Development and Delinquency Priiention Administrution
was established by HEW within Social and Rehabilitative Services, thi under-,
staffed and underfinanced unit was without a director for two years.

Sen. Birch Bay if, chairman of the Senate's Judiciary Committee's Subcommit-
tee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, said in 1971 that the program's lack of
significant success could be linked "to a great extent, not in the conception and
design of the act but rather in its inadequate administration."

In 1971, the program and-its non-statutory unit were in great disfavor. The
National Governor's Conference narrowly defeated a resolution to abolish the
HEW office. Others suggested that it be elevated to the level of HEW's Office of
Education. Still others proposed the establishment of a separate and independent
juvenile institute..

At the same ,time, criticism was also leveled it LEAA by Ser Bayh for its
failure to establiSh any juvenile ::tit. The final conclusion of oversight hearings
held in 1971 was that there was lio centralized leadership and no entity with
the authority to act at the federal level in the fight against juvenile crime.

ESTABLISHING OJJDP

Few were surprised in February 1972, when Sen. Bayh proposed legislation
to establish in the Executive Office of the President a national Office to co-
ordinate, review and evaluate all federal juvenile programs.

In the spring of that year, Senate Republicans proposed legislation also de-
signed to provide appropriate authority and visibility to the feder..1 juvenile
delinquency effort. The Republican bill would have established a Juveolle Ad-
ministration within HEW, comparable to LEAA within the Justice Department.

The need for a separ. `e federal office to focus on juvenile delinquency and to
exercise proper authority And accountability permeated congressional hearings
in 1972 and 1973. Nixon administration officials from both HEW and LEAA op-
posed this concept and supported the status quo.

In the fall of 1973, with the Watergate Scandal in full bloom, the Senate balked
at establishing a national juvenile office within the White House "at a time when
. . . there is serious need to strengthen existing departments of government."

As a result, a bill was reported out in March 1974, establishing the OJJDP
within HEW with a full delegation of authority. This prospect awakened the
status quot.rit. They %e:e determined. although they had been unable to defeat
the bill, not to allow more progressive juvenile supporters to control its im-
plementation.

Tragically, they suceeeded. In order to assure passage of the landmark
Juvenile Juittiee and Delinquency PI evention Act, it was agreed to place OJJDP
within LEA.a, without statutory delegation of authority.

In September 1974, just after President Nixon resigned, Presidert Ford re-
jected veto recommendations from his Office of Management and Budget, HEW
and the Department of Justice, and signed the JD Act into law.

To enhance its visibility, the OJJDP was to be headed by a person selected by
the President and confirmed by the Senate. The OJJDP was also given statu-
tory authority over all LEAA juvenile programs which were required to be
maintained by LEAA at a cons Int level.

OJJDP's legislative authorization was not made Miran& to LEAA's to rein-
force the juvenile office's separate identify, clearly an elk_ t to make sure 6
0.T.TDP would not be eclipsed or dominated I, issues,ari-Ing a at of the LEAA
reauthorization cycle.

Thus, at least on paper, the Congress for the firs time had anandaten the
establishment of a separate office to focus on juvenile de....:: _Ian Regrettably,
however. it was nearly a year before the OJJDP was actually .et up. Even more
time elapsed before its first head was nominated and it was ne.er given more
than an illusory delegation of authority by the LEAA.

In fact, the LEAA administrator and general counsel retained all actu tl au-
thority. Even 0J.TDIrs program announcements and annual reports werc signed
by the LEAA administrator. OJJDP wash paper tiger.

A SORRY QIIRONOLOOY

A multitude of explosive issues arose regarding the LEAA's failure to imple-
ment the act. Had OJJDP been delegated the authority Congress anticipated most
of these problems would have been avoided or quickly resolved.
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This sorry chronology of LEAA-domination is well doc?mented in the Senate
Judiciary Committee's two-volume report, Ford Stifles Juvenile Justice Program.
Typical of the manner in which the central issue of delegated authority arose
is the following dialogue in May 1976, between Subcommittee Chairman Sen.
Bayh and the LEAA Administrator :

BAYli." the whole thrust of dila program a as to try to have someone with
the authority to act to stop the buck passing I ant sure you have enough
other decisions to make so you will not miss this burden.

VELDE.'q have generally ratified what Mr. r.uger (the OJJDP administrator)
has recommended" "

&MI. "I believe this authority must apply to the LEAA maintenance of effort
,-,0101.;) funds as well as the Juvenile Justice Act funds. Are we on the same wave
length? I don't want to make a :::tipretue Court ease omit of this, but if we are
going to get results this is what must be done."

VELD& 'Although I retain an interest. concern and commitment In this area.
Mr. Luger is a Presidential appointee. plc knows the field Metter than 1, even
though I did ha3e a couple of years experience as a staff member on this sub-
committee. Ile has had a Career in the field and I certainI3 defer to his expertise
and judgment."

BAYIL "I don't, wish to demean your responsibility However., the whole
thrust of this act eras. to bring in someone that coilld really pull the 01(1 and on-
going efforts together a Ith the new programs, knock some heads, and in con-
sultation a oft you, put this program .ogether so when a e have oversight hearings
you could be doing something else 1 hiloa that would pain 3 on greatly, but the
person aim is running the program a it h the proper delegation of authority mould
be on the hot seat."

All efforts to obtain a proper delegation of authority for 0.1.TDP from LEAA
faded. thus, three years later when the 0.1.1DP reauthorization bill a as intro-
dntsl, Sell. bay h emphasized. again. the titan importance of a proper (:elegation
oraethorit3 when be observed:

e intended in 1974 that LEAA administer this program through the new
°thee and that It the OJJDP) shall be delegated all the administr wive, manage-
rial,. operation and policy responsibilities

Renal horization hen rjligS yielded a broad range of opinion regarding the all
Moray and related DJ.JDP Issues. Lee Thomas. o member of the LEAA task
force that established until% p stilled on behalf of the National conference of
State Criminal Justice Plantillig Administrators room tin National Criminal
iustice Assoteation 11111I ag),Inst the Bayh 1,111 Thomas spoke to the authority
L;Nue as follows:

the National Conference. opposes any other section a hit h %% rest control of
the Juvenile Justice Act from the direction of the 1 LEA A ) administrator
A major problem a ith the On DP has been that it has Irtuall3 been a separate
agency within LEAA What is far greater control and coordination by
the LEAA administrator over this entity runnine adrift."

In stark contrast. l'hristohr Mould. one of the few persons actually involved
ht iteelopnient of dm act and representing the Collaboration for Youth, testified
that ILLTDP had been

«holly dominated and subordinated by bP,AA's superst menu() and the
bureaucratic patterns and policies developed for administering the Nate 1:trects
Act SSA ) (and) the office treated by the LEAA leadership as ii
mere appendage Implementation of the JD .1 et has almost been smot1Pred
in appropriate regolathms, policies and guidelines developed for the SSA
land) engrafted to the .11) Act "

Mould concluded his testimony 1)3 recommending that a statutory delegation of
authority to make grants (as essential.

Similarly, the presidentially- appointed members of the 0J.IDP's advisory om-
mittee recommended that the:- Assistant Administrator of the (4.1DP he delegated all administrative,
managerial, operational and policy responsibilities related to the act ruder
the present arrangement the assistant administrator bears the responsibility
without having the corresponding authority."

$onie spoke of establishlug an OJJDP separate from LEAA. but the general
sentiment on this was reflected by the National Youth Alternatives Project (now
the National Youth Work Alliance) :
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"The drawba4ks of and; a move include the cost of establishing a parallel
system or suppArt services for the office apart from LEAA and the difficulty
of coordinating juvenile justice activities under maintenance of effort provi-
sions of the Safe Streets Act."

The Project also emphasized that a proper delegation of authority to OJJDP
should lead to more effective operation of the program.

CONGRESSIONAL INTENT REITEILATED

Following the hearings, strong statements of congressional intent regarding a
proper delegation of authority for OJJDP highlighted each of the 1977 reports on
the reauthorization legislation. The Senate Judiciary Committee report stated
flatly that "the LEAA administrator did nqt delegate the authority for the
assistant administrator to fully implement the program."

The committee noted that it had in 1974 and was again in 1977 underscoring
the "importance of the office" and the need for "authority and necessary clout to
carry out the act's mandates unfettered by intermediate review or _ratification."

Attorney General Griffin Bell echoed similar Intention in a May 1977, speech
when he stated that we will delegate to OJJDP authority to run all LEAA youth
programs "

RENEWED BUT NAIVE OPTIMUM

The reauthorization legislation clarified the authority of the OJJDP and to
facilitate implementation of the program, the head of the OJJDP was made an
associate administrator of LEAA rather than an assistant administrator.

In the summer of 1977, with renewed, through somewhat naive, optimism, the
OJJDP began to acquire a role within LEAA more consistent with its mandate. ,
The juvenile formula grant program (65 percent of the OJJDP budget) w,air
transferred from the LEAA's Office of Regional Operations to the OJJDP with its
head delegated full authority to implement its provisionsincluding,the removal
of nonoffenders from secure placement and the separation of incarcerated adults ,
and juveniles. The OJJDP administrator no longer reported to an LFAA de t.1*

but directly to the LEAA administrator. OJJDP signed its own progra_ua_tmo ce-
ments and even had its own stationery.

The OJJDP continued to acquire--bit_by mandated authority. In early
1978, the LEAA administrator approved a major OJJDP reorganization and
manpower increase. OJJDP was able to acquireitriv legal advisor and a new
policy,.planning and coordination division.

The new division was responsible, for pNgram development, policies and pro-
cedures, budgets and guidelines; ft..coordination of federal programs and the
OJJDP advlsorY committee; and the maintenance of effort activities. Additionally,
the division's fiscal branch-Monitored fund flow, the processing of grants and
generally monitored -the operation and productivity of each OJJDP division.

to discretionary funds. Nearly 60 grants totalling $6 million for projects
Late in VOJJDP acquired its first and to date only delegation of authority

ti
designed to curb the detention of non-offenders and the jailing of juveniles were
awarded.

During oversight hearings that year, the OJJDP administrator again stressed
the difficulty associated with being held accountable but not being delegated
proper authority

Others, however, persisted in their opposition to change. The representative
of the National Conference of State Criminal Justice Planning Administrators
testified that "s the administrator--(of G7JDP) has effectively freed himself
from accountability to either the acting LEAA administrator or the Attorney
General. In essence the office has been going its own way."

Unfortunately, the reality was that OJJDP still had far to go to free itself.
Each discretionary grant, after tbeing cleared by the LEAA comptroller, the
OJJDP staffer, the OJJDP,division head and the OJJDP administrator was
(and still is) reviewed and subject to rejection by the LEAA comptroller, auditor,

neral counsel, grant review board and, finally, by the LEAX administrator.

THE YOURTH BOX

While the LEAA hierarchy continued to withhold full delegation of authority,
a new forum for discussion of the issue developed. A department-wide juvenile
justice reauthor tion task force rejected additional authority for OJJDP or

5
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the office's separation from LEAAthe so-called fourth box. The task force
recommendation to-the Attorney General who later Concurred, supported the

e
'status quo.

Major arguments against further delegatiOn and/or the fourth box inbluded:
A proliferation of semi- Independent agencies would increase administrative

costs and complexity.
Since (MARS has Ihnited ability to resolve conflicts and lailre coordination, a

Separsate entity would create more confusion.
The creation of a specific juvenile justice sstem component is logically in-

consistent with the OJARS _restructuring along functional lines (i.e., assistance,
statistics and research).

Major arguments for the fourth box included the claim that the OJJDP would
be able to much more expeditiously review and award grants and that such
un organizational ehahge would assure that OJJDP woald have the authority
e onunensurnte with its responsibilities..

However persuasive, both of these important objectives can easily be op-,
tallied for the OJJDP within LEAA through nroper°delegation of authority.
The delegation route would also avoid the cite) Ottfalls iniolved with tue estate
lislunent of a new Dureancratic unitnot the least of which would be the creation
of endless confusion in the field, which n't this Juncture is only beginning to
realize the original objectives of. the 1974 JD Act.

o

.
itor.uNo DACK PROGRESS

With the delegation of full authority and the fourth box rejected by the Justice
Department. the LEAA general counsel in early 1979 drafted an 0.L1DP reau-
thorization measure ostensibly consistent with sari policy judionents The gen-
eral' counsel's hill added an amendment that aould have substituted the ItE,AA
administrator for the 0.1.IDP adqghilstrator as the %lee-chairman of the Coordi-
nating Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

Fortunately. the administration bill recently Introdimtbd by request by Sen
1311311 (see story, Vol. S. No. 6,111) did not incorporate this provision to further
dilute 0J.(1)1' anihority.

Tikeeffort to diminish the OJJDP role vontinued. In the spring of 1979, both
the OJJDI' legal ad% isor and the policy. plann(ng and coordination division,
which were so vital to product() ity in 1972* were abolished and 0.IJDP positions
were reduced.

In short, modest progress by 0.LIDP toward the realization of its mandate has
been all but eliminated. On the brink of fiscal ;ear 19SO. the 0.1.11IP found itself
more ill equipped than in fiscal year 1076.

Later in 1979, the issue of delegation of authority was referreil to a manage-
went task force by the LEAA administrator. The task force recommended that
OJJDP be dropped as a member from the LEAA grant and contract review
board.

If this were not enough. the OJARS transition task force selected by the LEAA
administrator concluded in November 1979, that 0.LI1)1' should remain within
LEAA with no additional authoilty.

The Department of Justice has echoed similar sentiments in response to ques-
tions raised by the Senate Appropriations ComMittee. The departmept Asserted
that OJJDI' as a fourth box under OJARS could "result in needless duplication
of administrative services and would be inconsistent with the functional- division
of programs underlying the Justice System Improvement-Act." The department
also supported the repeal of the non-imraliel authorization period which has
helped.to assure a distinct OJJDI' identity.

Recently, the LEAA admine.trator also stripped the OJJDI' of key respons4-
tles under the formula grant program. such as the final decision on whether the
state of California should be dropped from time program because of its coudngling
of Juveniles and adults in secure Institut loin:.

no "stilt UM SOLDIERS"

For many who have been involved in the more than half-decade effort to gecure

proper authority for OJJDP, it is difficult to be optimistic. Such endeavors are

. certainly not for "summer soldiers." It is longlistalwe runners who make a
difference in such niht ters.

l
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Yet, there is hope. The new LEAA administrator, Homer Broome, does not seem
intunited by past micies. His proposed reorganization of LEAA significantly in-
creases 0J1,1)P's mule. Also, he will soon consider a proper delegation of
authority toikOJJDP. Such positive action on his part, which is exclusively within
his authority, wiluld certainly endear him to key congressional sponsors and
other long-term proplodents of the JD Act.

Hope springs eternal.
Editor's Note: John Rector was the OJJDP administrator from June 1977 to

May 1970. Pridr to that Rector was staff director/chief counsel (1973-77),
deputy OA& counsel (1971-3) for the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee to investi-
gate Juvenile Delinquency, and prosecutor of police brutality Mies, Department
of Justice Civil Rights Division (1969-71). Rector is a graduate of the Berke ler
School of Criminology and Hastings College of Law.

(From the Juvenile Justice Digest, June 1980)

OVERVIEW : THE UPS AND DowNs THE OJJDP FUNDFLOW SEESAW

'I HOPE YOU DO EYERYTIIINO POSSIBLE TO OET UNOBLIOATED FUNDS TO FOLKS WHO
CAN USE THEM'

i; (By John Rector)

When former I't1sident Ford chose to ignore the veto recommendations ofhis
staff and signed the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention AN of 1974, he
hastened to add that his administration would not seek funding for the new
program.

Congress authorized an appropriation of $350 million for OJJDP'8 three initial
fiscal years. Ford cited the algiiiability of LEAA maintenance-of-effort funds re-
quired by the act as adequate support for the nation's juvenile crime and delin-
quency prevention effort.

The presidential request for an actual OJJDP appropriation was for less than
10 percent of the authorized $350 million ceiling and provided nothing for FY
'75 and '76. Even an effort to reprogram surplus LEAA money, a strategy ap-
proved by the administration's Office of Management and Budget (OMB), was
oterruled.

At more than a dozen encounters between members of Congress and the Ford
administration, there was heated debate over OJJDP funding. Bipartisan con-
gressional forces, led by the JD Act's author, Sen. Birch Bayh (D-Ind.), defeated
several administration attempts to defer or rescind money appropriated for the
OJJDP. Eventually, the office was provided with $140 million for fiscal fears
1975, 1970 and 1977.

From the outset, the Carter administration has provided only modest support
for OJJDP funding. In 1977, the JD Act was extended for three years with an
authorized appropriation ceiling of $52.5 million. A reflection of administration
support was the Attorney General's requested appropriation of $50 million for
fiscal year 1980 when $200 million was authorized for that particular year.

Fortunately. Congress appropriated $100 million to the OJJDP for fiscal years
1978, 1919 and 1980.

Until 1977, the primary issue of debate was OJJD? survival. When compared to
other federal youth programs, the OJJDP war h t was meager. Little attention

focused an OJJDI"s allocation of jts disci; dollars. Few speculated
there wa - a slowness, much less a' backlog in t discretionary dollar obligation
rate.

When the JD Act was extended, the setaside for special emphasis discretionary
funding was cut by 50 percent. The cut was largely the result of natural tension
between governmental interests and the private, non-profit ornnizations that
benefit mast from iiiiteretionary grant awards.

Had Congress know at the time it reviewed and amended the act's provisions
that the 01.1DP was hoarding many millions of dollars in noobligated discretion-
ary funds. that category would have no doubt been Cut even more drastically.

During its foriznative years, the OJJDP was the object of considerable opposi-
tion in many areas other than funding. In all fairnes, it is important tilstate that
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multi-faceted Justice Department opposition to the program significantly dim-
inished the ability of the OJJDP, and the willingness of the LEAA, to oblignte
JD Act funds in a timely manner..

During the JD Act reauthoriation hearings in the spring of 1977, the acting
I,EAA administrator pointed out that only six percent of the fiscal year 1975
and 1976 .10 Act formula grant funds had been expended by the state planning
agencies (SPAsi and only 27 percent of the expended dollars had been sub-
granted for specific projects.

Still, while it %%as becoming apparent that the 0.1.1DP was experiencing chronic
difficulties In spending even a small portion, of its rotunda grant appropriation
no concern was voiced regarding the obligation rate 'for JD Act discretionary
rands.

In fact, while OJJDP officials conceded that such funds had not yet been
actually obligated. they said the money had been earmarked for specific programs
and projects. They even intimated that the OJJDP would have been able to
handle more money for discretionary grant awards in fiscal year 1975, 1970 and
1977.

DISCRETIONARY "REFORM' DOLLARS

The 0J.IDP's ability to distribute funds on a discretionary basis was an in-
tegral part of the compromise a hich in 1974 transferred the federal juvenile
program from IIEW to LEAA. It was intended by Congress that those inloved
in youth crime prevention and juvenile justice system refrom efforts, especially
non-traditional private groups. be able to receive dime: support from the 0,.1.11)1).

In short, it was intended that the OJJDP discretionary funidng procedure fcr
such groups include only minimal intolremcnt of the traditional LEAA blOck
grant delivery system through the SP.s. The Senate Judiciary Committee on the
1977 JD Act amendments left no doubt about this matter :

"The Committee strongly emphasies and reaffirms the intended role of state
Planning or local agencies regarding Special Emphasis assistance. Namely, as
Senator Hayti explained. that under 22509 (5) and (8) they have solely an
Avisory role and under no circumstances do the views of such agencies have

determinative effect. These sections %%ere intended merely to infroni those age''-
_ of Special Emphasis grants and contracts."

Each year, discretionary funds amounted to nearly 40 percent of the total
appt °printed b.) Congress for the 0.f.FDP. In addition to special emplinsis funds
the 0.1.1D1'-hati discretionary money available in the categories of concentration
of federal_effort, technieal assistance and the National Institute for Juvenile
Justice and Dcliminency Prevention.

As the JD Act reauthorization process continued through the summer of 1977,
if any general impression existed at all regarding OJJDP discretionary funds it

that hundreds of aorthy applicants had been unfortunately rejected because
of a lack of money.

After confirmation. the new OJJDP administrator named by President Carter
learned otherwise. OJJDP ass in the final quarter of fiscal year 1977 and had
on liana $44 million in JD Act discretionary fundsonly. $19 million of which had

been appro-kmted for fiscal year 1977.
Somehow the 0.I.I1P had managed to squirrel away more than 70 percent of all

the discretionary funds appropriated to the office since 1974 With less than three
months remaining in fiscal year 1977, the °Dill' had not yet completed a single

special emphasis, initiative or major discretionary program.

TUE KINDFLOW PROBLEM

Those who straggled for years against tremendous odds to make certain that
discretionary funds acre available to the OJJDP could hardly fathom an expla-
nation. Many factors contributed to this astounding situation with all its scan-
dalous potential.

As noted, Congress intended that OJJDP discretionary dollars be awarded

directly to grantees. But with rem, exceptions, and only to the extent such funds
were obligated, the awards were made to the very SPAs Congress had intended

to bypass.
The internal audit staff of the Justice Department found that this practice

had a direct bearing 'on the OJJDP "fundflow" problem. A March, 1979 report

submitted to the Attorney General concluded in part that :
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"Grants were a wArded to SPAs for subgranting to the projects rather than
awarding grants directly to the projects These decisions did not further
the intent of the JD Act, and also contributed to delays in initiating some
projects "

The audit report refers directly to OJJDP discretionary funds awarded to
SPAs for diversion projects:

"Problems were encountered in awarding tho grants as a result of the decision
to fund the projects through the SI'As award was delayed (five months)
because the SPAs included two special conditions by August 1977, the Mil-
waukee project was not fully operational (awarded Sept., 1976). A similar situ-
ation _existed with the three New York projects. The grants were awarded on
Nov. 20, 1976 but as of June 30,1977 the New York SPA had awarded a contract
to only one of the projects.'

A second and more direct cause of the funds backlog was the OJJDP policy
decision to whenever possible expend Crime Control Act (CCA) money transfer-
red to it from the LEAA in lieu of JD Act funds. For example, in 1976 the OJJDP
diversion initiative was funded with $8M5,060 in CCA discretionary funds
(Parts C & E) and only $111,858 in JD Act discretionary, funds.

OJJDP offidals explained to Justice Department auditors that the primary
reason for using CCA funds was that there simply was not enough JD Act dis-
cretionary money mailable to support all the program initiatives planned for
1976.

In reality, except for the transfer of $6 million to HEW, the diversion initia-
tive ssas the only major OJJDP program in all of 1976. Similarly, the deinstitu-
tiunalization of status offenders initiative was the only major discretionary
program funded by the OJJDP in 1975and it, too, was funded primarily through
SPAs with CCA dollars.

The auditors found that after three yearsfthe OJJDP had awarded $25 million
in CCA discretionary dollars and $28 million in JD Act discretionary fundsand
the latter figure included transfer of the $6 million to HEW already mentioned
and $12 mililon in expenditures by the OJJDP b National Institute.

SABOTAGED JD ACT

At the next congressional oversight hearing, the new OJJDP administrator
characterized these and other related OJJDP/LEAA policies as actually hav-
ing sabotaged the JD Act. Use of CCA funds in lieu of JD Act money not only
helped create a horrendous backlog under an administ7ation opposed to any
funding for the program, but it also kept key aspects of the JD Act inoperative.

For example, the act required that 20 percent of discretionary funds be
awarded to private non-profit groups. The act also had a preference for a soft
or inkind match. A cash match was required for CCA (Part E) funds for which
private, non -profit groups were not even eligible.

Importantly, the continuation funding section of the JD Act was also left
dormar.t by such practices. In 1976, for example, the general counsel for the
national SPA conference wrote the OJJDP special emphasis program director
urging the use of CCA funds for the diversion program. This, in part to avoid
the continuation funding policy of the JD Act.

STAFFING PROBLEM CRITICAL

OJJDP's fundflow problems were complicated by the fact that the office did
not and has never had sufficient staff. Although reasonahle people will differ
about such things, a management firm's study of the office's grant award and
management process which focused on the fundflow problems, found that :

"The office was initially staffed with personnel from LEAA's existing juvenile
unit. Largely because of this and because LEAA opposed passage of the JD Act,
the newly created office did not institute new programs in response to the act.
Old programs were continued but with increased funding. One result of this
approach was that millions of dollars of Multi -year funds were not awarded in
a timely fashion. This backlog of funds and a staff disinclination to explore new
programs concepts were inherited by the new OJJDP administrator."

Ironically, "heady" policy discussions on new strategies seemed to abound
at OJJDP. Several supergrade staffers were enlisted through fellowship grants
and interagency transfers to devote their time to such esote "ic matters. All the
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-while, what was needed was a bread-and-butter, nuts-and-bolts drive to obligate
discretionary funds in confornianee with the objectives of the JD Act.

Fortunately, contemporaneous with the discovery of OJJDP's backlog, a de-
tailed review of OJJDP funding policy was completed by the LEAA's °Mee of
Planning and Management. The report made the following suggestions to the
new 0.1JD1' adrinistrator

The office's variouS subunits should be centrally controlled and directed so
their functions are effectively integrated.

The range of special emphasis priorities should be narrowed so there are
fewer programs to develop and manage.

Multi-year grants of larger dollar value should be awarded.
Applicant eligibility should be restricted or grantees preselected so as to

diminish the number of proposals submitted. and the role of tne SPAS as funds
recipients should be eliminated.

OJJ DP'S OPEN DOOR

The new OJJDP administrator adopted each of these recommendations A new
planning, policy and coordination division with staff expert in fiscal-program
Issues was established. An essential aspect of the new unit's eventual success
was its legal advisor component.

Concomitant decisions to fund organizations diret tly, rather than through
SPAN. and use the Fed(ral Rig:stet% rather than the SPA national conference,
as the primary %elm le fur commiliticating policy and promulgating new regula-
tions subjected the OJJIIP administrator to tremendous political pressure.
Nevertheless, the office held fast to its new open door policy.

During the next year, the new trend in 0.1.11)P administration generated
a myriad of comments. charges and e% en threats. The new di% ision, especially its
fiscal staff. were constantly criticized by certain 0.1.11)1' staffers "and I.EAA
officials too much. too fast, too diffrent." At the same time. the new OJJDP
administrator was characterized as hiseasi a% e, brutal, arrogant, anti-union,
racist. sealst. Machiavellian and even in need of "value clarification."
'With the word out on the OJJDP fundflow problems, there was little sy mmith)

in Congress. especially in the Douse 0%ersIght committee. Rep. Shirley Chisholm
forinerb a staunch ally of the 'Alice, blasted the 0,1,111P in he spring

of 1978 for the three year discretionary funds backlog. Chisholm cited the backlog
as her reaso.. for nut fighting for the 0.1.11)1, budget that year.

Fortunately, others on Capitol 11111 disagreed with the New York Democrat
Sen. Bit) h fought for a $140 million appropriation fur (1.1.11)1' to help fund new
programs on restitution, youth advocacy and children in custody.

1 he it%% %%41%e of OJJ mai% ity 01,0 met with consideratJe opposition within
LEA A. in retrospeet it seems that most obit'tuus %% ere host (nni increased work-
load rattier than at mil ulipusittuu to reform efforts. ('learly, the road would have
been ronsiderably less rt.ek) had the ().1.11)1, been delegated Proper authority
to award its min discretionary grants with the exception of $6 million awarded
directly by the ulhee for nearly 60 projects designed to 1 Pill ore juveniles from jails
and proem the meari'vrat ion of mat-offenders. each discretionary grant awarded
in 17s even after t1.1.1DP approval etas submitted to the 1,EAA connitroller.
grant re% lev Hird, general counsel and administrattn for final approval.

In slate of .se and other obstacles, the OJJDP had it banner year In fiseal
year 1975. the Mika- awarded $12 million in CCA tliseretionary funds. $61 million
In J1 VI ftnanala grant funds and more than $65 million in .11-) Act discretionary
funds With the exception of se' era! etintroversial children in custody grants
awarded early in the it xt fiscal year, the 0.1.11)1' concluded fiscal year 1978 with
It carryover of less than one percent of money available to it on Oct. 1. 1977. In
contrast to fiscal year 1977 when 48 discretionary grants totaling $12 million were
awarded. the OJJDP awarded 178 discretionary grants totaling nearly $80 mil-
lion in fiscal year 1978

Certain 0.1,11)1' (Titles likened the office to a ship dying only one fitigdeinsti-
tutionalizatIon of status offenders. In truth, this was the congressionally man-
dated objective of the .11) Act's formula grant program and it (11(1 generate con-
siderable controversy and resistance.

But an actual review of the office's discretionary funding pattern. especially
in fiscal year 1978. revealed that such a charaeterization was inaccurate. Start-
ing with the summer of 1977, the OJJDP invested $12 million in the prevention
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initiative; $20 million for children in custody programs covering incarceration
from the non-offender to the serious offender ; $20 million for the restitution
program ; $6 million for assistance targeted on female juvenile offenders; $3
million for the landmark law-related education program; $7.5 million for an
extensive number of model programs; $2 million for concentration of federal
effort ; and millions more for essential evaluation of major OJJDP programs,
Diversion/school violence, which had een funded in fiscal year 1970, the serious
offender youth ad% Atcy and alternative education programs, were all nearing
fctilirpreparation stages. Those who discerned only one flag atop the OJJDP ship,
simply missed-the boat

GETFIND TIIE AXE

Concurrent with the OJJDP's record activity, was the administration's develop-
ment of budget cut plans. In late June, 1978, the OJJDP's fiscal and political
picture changed drastically when the Justice Department was told to cut its up-
coming fiscal year 1980 budget proposal by $112 million.

Historically, such cuts were absorbed by the LEAA and in this case the OJJDP
was requested to bear the brunt of the cut. The OJJDP administrator refused, in
writing, to voluntarily implement the requested $50 million reduction, stating that
in view of the record performance anything but a cut was in order.

Nevertheless, the OJJDP budget reduction was ordered and in August, when the
office appealed, It was to no avail. The stated reason for the cut was that tradi-
tionally the office had not obligated its discretionary funds. It was assumed that
this pattern had continued and when OMB, LEAA and Justice Department offi-
cials learned of the unprecedented OJJDP activity they were both amazed and
alarmed.

The decison makers involved were already beyond the point of no return as far
as ordering the cut, but suddenly they found themselves in search of a new excuse.
In the end, they seized upon the fact that the SPAs had a backlog of juvenile
formula grant funds on hand. The SPA backlog was characterized as a "pipeline"
problem. A subsequent General Accounting Office report to Congress completely
debunked the "pipeline" argument.

SPA'S ENRAGED

The proposed fiscal year 1980 budget presented to OMB by the Justice Depart-
ment in late September reduced JD Act formula grant funds from $64 million to
$16 Million, down 75 percent, and cut discretionary funds by six percent to $34
million$5 million fur special emphasis ; $0 million for concentration of federal

,effort, $10 million for technical assistance. and $13 million for OJJDP's National
Institute.

As word leaked out on the new "pipeline" theory, the SPAs became enraged.
Ironically, however, 1t had been testimony by the SPA National Conference which
inaccurately predicted a mass`he surplus of dicretionary funds that started the
bail rolling at OMB to cut the OJJDP by $50 million, The end result was cruel
yet poetic justice.

Simultaneous with the presentation of the Justice Department's proposed
(AMP cut to the OMB, the fiscal year 1979 OJJDP program plan was approved
by the acting LEAA administrator. Unfortunately, a change in LEAA adminis-
tration reflecting a inure established approach, coupled pith the pending budget
cut for the agent*, combined to delay final approval of the plan until mid-January,
OJJDP did. however, continue to obligate its discretionary funds at the record"
clip of fiscal year 1978.

UNWISE, UNNECESSARY, UNFAIR

During the fall and early N inter of 1978, the "pipeline" excuse for cutting the
LEAA/OJJDP budget in fiscal year 1980 was the subject of considerable debate
The states organized and made considerable impact on Capitol Mil Finally, the
proposed DP cut was redrawn with the formula grant allocation increased to
$30 million and the duo retamary funds reduced to $20 million. Curiously, although
the cut was to be shared throughout the OJJDP, the "pipeline" argument was
retained as the official rationale for slashing the budget proposal.

As the controversy- continued, Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.), called the
cut "unwise, unnecessary and unfair." Sen. Hayti told the Senate Appropriations
Committee he was extremely disappointed by the Carter request for OJJDP,
adding -there is no credible basis on which to conclude that these funds are
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being subgranted and awarded at unacceptable rates or that large amounts of
these funds remain uncommitted to specific juvenile justice projeet_4,"

The Justice Department persisted with its inaccuracies, however. For example.
-$ttorney General Griffin Hell told the Senate Judiciary Committee that the
OTJDP did not spend any of the $100 million allocated for the previous fiscal
year and that 0.I.IDP would be lucky to /Tend the $50 million requested. At best.

the AG was stubbornly parroting assertions made in early 1978 and long since
proven' false.

In March, 1979, the OJJDP administrator responded to the AG's charges. 111
reference to the testimony before the Senate .711ffillffiTfrffiliffiltteV,-The
head said. "Such persistent inaccurate statements about my efforts and OJJDP
performance make the management of OJJDP an even greater challenge. It
would be informative to know the why of all of this but for the record the
facts are as follow :

"By 1/78, nearly 50 percent of the funds mailable to OJJDP had been awarded
"By 10/78, the OJJDP had awarded all but five percent of the $136 ffiillion

JD Act dollars ay/linable to it on 10/1/77. The five percent was earmarked mid
in fact awarded very early in fiscal year 1979.

"Indeed, some of the activity throughout fiscal year 1978 was frantic. It took
frantic, though weliplanned efforts. to make the OJJDP a productive unit. The
proof is in the pudding, whether measured by the funds awarded, grant activity
or the quality of the programs funded.

In fact, if anything. the third and fourth quarter activity of the OJJDI' was
more balanced than other major LEAA offices.

"This year fiscal year 1979), we are continuie our record-setting pace. To
date, more discretionary- dollars have been awarded than the total for fiscal year
1977 and $511 million, or 115.9 percent of our formula grant funds have been
awarded. As a matter of fact, by March 1979, 70 percent of the $107 million in
JD Act funds had been awarded. As of Feb. 5, 1979, these awards accounted for
48 percent of LEAA's total awards.

"Certainly when the dust clears, objective folks will determine that We have
addressed the past failure of the LEAA regarding the OJJDP. It is my view that
OJJDP is the victim of its success, not its failure."

There were more objective, non-political folks in the Justice Department. In
March, 1979, the departmental audit of OJJDP discretionary fund flow reported
that the "administrator of OJJDP has initiated a policy of utilizing JD Act
funds prior to using CCA funds, and grant awards under recent initiatives have
been made directly to projects. These actions have been effective in eliminating
problems."

Likewise, the Spring Planning Call Fiscal Year 1981 Zero Based Budget
Estimates prepared by the Justice Department included the following na- native
on the OJJDI':

"It is important to view the funding history of this program for an understand-
ing of the importance of a moderate increase over the current funding level.
Since initial landings of the program in late fiscal year 1975 up through fiscal
year 1978, there were difficulties encountered in obligating appropriated funds
on a timely basis. This resulted in large end-of-year balances of the juvenile
justice program funds for carryover. In fiscal year 1978, an Increased public
awareness and a greater internal effort resulted in the obligation of all carryover
funds as well as most of the $36.2 million appropriated for fiscal year 1978.
Many new programs wore funded and program initiatives implemented."

"SLOWDOWN"

In May, 1979, the OJJDP administrator resigned. During the remainder of the
fiscal year, few new projects were developed and the office concluded the period
without completing one major initiative. The $24 million earmarked for serious
offender projects, youth advocacy and alternative education at the beginning of
fiscal year 1979 was carried over into fiscal year 1980.

In spite of the record pace of obligations in the first six months of fiscal year
1979, the OJJDP carried over 40 percent of its discretionary funds. Some specu-
lated that the LEAA/OJJDP hierarchy encouraged a "slowdown" to support the
proposed budget cut. Others argued that the OJJDP had merely regained the
character it displayed in fiscal year 1975. 1976, and 1977.

Since the "slowdown" started last May, the OJJDP has been relatively stag-
nant. In fact, no more than $13 million 'of JD Act discretionary funds have been
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awarded In the last 12 months. This is in sharp contrast to the more than $75
million awak led between May 1, 19x8 and the same date in 1979.

In addition to a more leisurely pace, it appears that several other factors now
bear on developments at OJJDP:

When the OJARS budget submission for fiscal year 1980 was presented to
Congress in January, 19r9, it stated that the OJJDP "intends to fund a major
discretionary grant program on problems associated with violent juvenile of-
fenders. It will target heinous crimes committed by repeat offenders with a
major-goal being the more expeditious prosecution of such cases." The program
was puelicly announced In Feuruary, 1979, but later dropped causing delay and
replanningall With a directly negative impact on -fundeow.

A policy decision, now the subject of litigation, was made to not provide con-
tinuation funding for projects originally zunded under unsolicited OJJDP pro-
grams. Thus, additional discretionary funds became, available.

When it became apparent that the alternative education program would not
be prepared until early 1980, OJJDP /LEAH officials refused to allocate fundS,
for the continuation of 60 so-called Track II projects aimed at removing -chg.__
drat: from jails. Thus, $4 million of the funds available in October, 1978, are still
unobligated.

The 'OJJDP has closed its doors completely to the funding of unsolicited
projects.

Rather than awarding the total $63 million in available fiscal year 1980 for-
mula grant funds to the states, the OJJDP set aside the amount *hat would have
been awarded to non-participating states and then converted title money to
special emphasis funds. This added to the discretionary dollar surplus and de-
nied participating states the funds.

The OJJDP has scaled down the youth advocacy initiative approved by the
LEAA administrator in September, 1978. Initially, the program was cut back
to $7 million but reportedly may be funded at the $10 million to X12_million__
level. In any case, several dozen meritorious applications will not be funded
and the leftover money will not be allocated.

CIL&LLENGE IS CLEAR

Tha new t.),JJDP administrator claims his office has a plat which will result
in no carryover into fiscal year 1981. The challenge is clear. In the remaining
months of the fiscal year, over $40 million In JD Act discretionary funds must
be obligated.

Whether OJJDP succeeds or not is of no small consequence. Already, the House
Budget Committee has voted a zero fiscal year 1981 budget for the office. Even
the OJJDP's patron, Sen. Birch Bayh, considered including a provision in the
pending Senate JD Act reauthorization bill which would have shifted all un-
obligated OJJDP funds as of Sept. 30, 1980, to HEW's Runaway and Homeless
Youth program. Instead, the pending measure deals with unobllgated funds by
directing that they go to states participating in the JD Act, based on population,
for programs aimed at removing children from jails.

If the OJJDP does succeed in obligating all of its funds it will probably be
chastised for "dumping" the bulk of its fiscal year 1980 budget in the last quar-
ter of the fiscal year. A House committee has reported out legislation limiting
such fourth quarter expenditures to a level far below what is necessary for the
OJJDP to succeed.

By killing LEAA, the fiscal year 1981 Carter budget eliminates nearly $100
million for juvenile justice programming heretofore provided by the JD Act'a
maintenance-of-effort provision. This leaves the OJJDP as the sole source of
federal funds to prevent and curb juvenile delinquency and crime.

In this year of catastrophic budget cuts, if the OJJDP does not perform ex-
ceedingly well, few questions will be asked if a dramatic and perhaps fatal
budget reduction is enacted for the office.

Expressing just such a concern to the current OJJDP administrator during arecent oversight hearing c the pending JD Act reauthorization measure, Sen.
Bayh said:

"I would hope you do everything possible to get these unobligated funds out
there to the folks that can use them, not only because that is solving a problem,
but I know exactly what the president told us last year when he tried to cut
the program In half. The reason for that was, "Well, there is money in the pine-
Uwe."
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"The fact of the matter is, there was not money in the pipeline but when you
have unobligated funds there about the time the Budget Committee is looking
at next year's level, and in particular when Nye get into the appropriations proc-
ess. if we continue to have significant amounts of tmobllgated funds, than it is
going to be even more difficult for us to get the resources we need."

Editor's Note: John Rector was the OJJDP administrator from June 1977,
to May 1979. Prior to that Rector was staff director/chief counsel (1973-77),
deputy chief counsel .(1971-73) for the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee to In-
vestigate Juvenile Delinquency, and prosecutor of police brutality cases, Depart-
ment of Justice Civil Rights Division (1967-71). Rector is a graduate of the
Berkeley School of Criminology and Hastings College of Law.

[From the Juvenile Justice Digest, July 11, 1980]

JUVENILES IN JAIL: 1980

OR, WHAT YOU THINK YOU SEE IS NOT WHAT YOU GET

, (By John Rector)

Close your eyes and throw a dart at a map of America. Anywhere the dart
strikes it will la. close to a communhy which illegally jails children or holds
them in some sort of inappropriate detention. The jailing of children is a scan-
dal without boundaries es expensive in !Hunan terms as it is in dollars.

Children ,are jelled in Metropolitan, suburban and rural minnunities. White.
black. Asian, Hispanic and Native American youths are in Jail There are "A"
and "F" students, the tough and the helpless, some chnrged with a crime and
some accused of no crime at all. There are young citizens held in jail awaiting a
hearing or court action, transfer to a juvenile prison or some other placement.
And, of course, some are Just "doin' time."

As the reauthorization of the Juvenili Justice and Delinquency Prevention Art
has procetdod through Congress this ,) ear, we have once again been nsked to look
in isolation at tit' issue of juverfileS in Jail.

Bift let us not ignore the harmful collaboration of those in the juvenile and
adult criminal justice systems who aid and abet the inexcusable reliance on in-
carceration. Whether through the "helping" rhetoric of the former or the "puni-
tive" pronouncements of the latter. once again much deceptive hyperbole abounds
regarding the jailing of juveniles.

Unfortunately, today's so-called debate is being conducted in a vacuum with
scant reference to past failures and successes. Sensitive veterans know, however,
that emotional reformers blind to the past simply play into the hands of the
status quo.

Indeed, past is prologue for the future. And it is With this in mind that the
following chronology and observations are offered :

The jailing and inappropriate detention of minors was called a "national
disgrace' twenty.five years ago in the first rep,ort,.. of the Senate Judiciary's
Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency. In addition to estimating that as many
as 100,000 to one million children were held in such facilities, the subcommittee
also expressed concern over the more than 1,500 youths under 18 confined in
Jails while awaiting disposition of their federal cases.

After describing a wretched but typical jail, and a well-kept detention "home,"
with brisk schedule and close supervision, the report noted :

"Anyone who recalls the warm imprint that two weeks in a good camp can
leave on the life of a teenager can imagine by contrast the cold imprint that the
detention home will leave. Will it make her want to live n better life? Not a
chnnce. It will tell her 100 times a day that the adult world distrusts, despises,
blames and hates her, and she will distrust and hate right back -a"

Fifteen years later, while attempting to resurrect concern and set the stage for
legislative and administrathe responses at the federal level to this national
catastrophe, a similar report observed :

-Children have been unnecessnrily detained and held too long in order to build
up justifiable caseloads; the detention home has become the 'catch-all' for ne-
glected, dependent and delinquent children . . . An attempt has been made to
tailor the (detention home) program to the needs of the non delinquent and
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mildly delinquent children. Ironically, this has often resulted in the Jail deten-
tion of the serious delinquents for whom the detention home was intended; the
so-called detention home is no longer able to care_for_theserlous delinquent or Ie
mImrowded_with-ehildreirwhtrdertig the re."

Witnesses for the subcommittee's hearings in 1970 suggested that regulations
contained in the Crime Control Act for state 1 lans submitted to LEAA be modi-
fiedjo provide an estimate of how many minors were being confined with adults
and to provide a detailed schedule for the elimination of Jailing youths _under 18."

In the spring of 1071, the subcommittee's new chairman, Sen. Birch Bayh
(D-Ind.), conducted hearings focusing on the inappropriate incarceration of
those who could not vote. I

Among the findings, which in 1972 were incorporated into the proposed JD
Act, was the observation that detention rates varied greatly, from air children
arrested to less than five percent, that half of those detained were ultimately
dismissed ; thkt the most serious problem in Juvenile justice was the inappropri-
ate admission of minors to detention homes and Jails and the unnecessary time
children were held pending court disposition; that, such admissions were partly
a function of the lack of established screening practices but were even more a
result of the attitudes of those who did the screening; and that excessive bed
space was for accommodating unreascnable court delays rather than for ex-
pediting the processing of cases.

"It appears," Sen. Bayh noted, "that juvenile institutions are run as going InIsi-
neSs concerns which must be filled to cap:lefty .o Justify their existence."

At the conclusion of these hearings, the senator directed his staff to develop a
comprehensive bill with primary focus on alternatives to incarcerationwhether

in "homes," Jails, prisons or other correctional facilitiesas well as the much-
neglected area of delinquency prevention.

In February 1072, without a single co-sponsor, the proposed JD Act was intro-
duced. S 3148 incorporated numerous provisions relevant to the detention /jailing
of Juveniles. r at the most essential provision was an amendment to the U.S. Crim-
inal Code wide!' prohibited the Attorney General from detaining, confining or
placing those who could not vote in any institution in which adult persons con-
victed of crimes or awaiting trial on criminal charges were confined.

The provision was an absolute ban on the federal jailing of juveniles. It applied
to the U.S. Marsimls Service, Bureau of Prisons, Immigration and Naturalization
Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S. Park Service and other federal agencies.
Obviously, it was felt that the federal government should provide a model for
states and local communities. The provision was hailed by such notables as
Dr. Karl Menninger and Marion Edelman, who,had Just established the Children's
Defense blind.

During the summer of 1972, as hearings on S-3148 wore on, Bayles separate
Runaway Youth Act (RYA) passed the Senate. Finding that police and Juvenile
Justice officials were already overburdened with actual cases of delinquent or
criminal conduct, the Congress was attempting through RYA to establish shelter
facilities for runaways, throwaways and homeless children and thereby avoid the
common practice of their incarceration. Unfortunately, that year *led in the
House Committee on Education and Labor.

8-3148 REFINED INTO 8-821

In early 1973, Bayh, supported this time by several dozen co-sponsors, reintro-
duced EtYA as a separate bill and refined S 3148 in S-821. In addition to the ban
on federal incarceration of juveniles in adult fadlitks, S -821 incorporated a simi-
lar prohibition on the state level as a condition of state receipt of JD Act formula
grant funds. And a companion section was added weedy prohibiting the incarcera-
tion of status offenders and other non-offenders such as dependent and neglected
children.

Under S-S21, states were to eliminate punitive, coercive placement of status and
other nun- offenders in detention within two years. The p.aceinent of juveniles in
adult facilities was to be halted Immediately. Related provisions were included in
the act's discretionary grant previsions to develop and maintain alternatives to
incarceration.

The Justice Department and other federal agencies opposed each of these
JD Act provisions.
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By early summer of 1973, the RYA had again passed the Senate but even the
sensational murders of 27 runaways in Houston did not yield a bill from the
House.

House version of S-821 was introduced. but while HR -8265 included the
state level formula grant ban on incarceration of juveniles with adults, it did not
prohibit such iiractice-, by the Justice Department and other Federal agencies.

A

BATH : CAN WE TOLERATE '
Reacting to administration opposition to 5-821, Sen. Bayh scheduled unpre,e-

dented hearings targeted sole*. on the detention and jailing of juveniles. The
Senator, opened the September inquiry by asking : "How can we tolerate the con-
tinued practice of locking up young people in a jail cell with adults?"

And Bayh stressed that it was well documented that only ,10 percent of those
Under IS who were arrested required sevare custody. Bayh : "The same problems
of brutalization, abuse and neglect of children may be as present in juvenile cen-
ters as in adult jails."

Researcher Rosemary Saari reminded the subcommittee that fo, every 10
youths incarcerated, nine were held in jail or detention ; those jailed were dispro-
portionately poor, minority andor i,tatus offenders; females were more likely to
be detained and once held they would be jailed longer ; 70 percent of young women
detained were status offenders, and that the existence of a detention home does
not prevenS the jailing of juveniles with adults.

John Downey, after reviewing 18,000 cases of juvenile incarceration, told the
, subcommittee that most children held in jail did not need to be locked up; of those

who required secure eustudy, most only dld for a day or two; the way most State
laws banning or limiting the jailing of buy eniles were administered and monitored
undermined the statutes and the will of the electorate ; and that of those in jail.
less than four percent were there for offenses' against a person.

Cuyahoga County Juvenile Court Judge Walter Whitiatch, the president -elect
of the National Council of Juvenile and Pallid) Court Judges, claimed that at
least 200,000 minors would never be incarceratol if their cases were properly
screened and they were expeditiously released, from custody.

John Shupe. the past-president of the National Juvenile Detention Association,
spoke ut detention as a necessary evil but to be used only as a last resort and only
then as a consequence of serious unduct. He cautioned the subcommittee, that "in
an emotional appeal to get kids out of jails. let's not create juvenile jails as an
alternative." Shope said he had been involved in an effort in Georgia where,
"what nu did through the use of regional and local detention) was to expand
from a situation where we had some children in the county jail to one where we
probably increased the number of children in secure custody three-fold or four-
fold on an average daily basis."

'WHATEVER THEIR LABEL'

By early summer of 1974, the Senate Judiciary Committee reported out S-821,
but pith an additional provision-223(a) (10) (H)which not only prohibited
states from incarcerating non-offenders but also mandated participating states
to provide incentives or subsidies k hue!' as changes in reimbursement rates) de-
signed to "reduce the number uf commitments to any form of juvenile facility as
a percent uf state juvenile populations and increase the use of nonsecure com-
munity-based facilities."

In this way, the bill not only reflected and supported the notion that very few
juveniles should be confined but also worked to prevent shell games, such as
relabeling status offenders as delinquents. In short, the states were to reduce the
total number of secure placements of youths under 18, whatever their label.

The bill reported out by the House dropped the Section H provision and where
the Senate mandated action on nonoffenders and adult facilities such as jails,
the House bill only "encouraged" such goals. The measure eventually enacted
kept the Senate mandates, the twice-apprcved Runaway Youth Act and amend-
ments to the U.S. Code.

'REGULAR CONTACT' SUBVERTED

The JD Act's formula grant provision-223(a) (13)and the U.S. Code amend-
ments were modified to prohibit "regular contact" in any institution between
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juveniles and adults. Congress focused on the need for so-called environmental
separation requiring that any child placed under the regular contact standard
also by provided adequate "food, heat, light, sanitary facilities, bedding, clothing,
recreation, education and medical care, including necessary psychiatric, psycho-
logical or other care and treatment." Certainly, few if any jails prov;ided such
assistance and cc ere thus nut acceptable Under the regular contact standard.

It is important to state at this juncture that Congress did not Intend to isolate
one type of inappropriate incarceration. The purpose of JD Act provisions was to
adress all such costly and counterproductive violations of human and civil rights.

Congress took aim at all forms of unconscionable reliance on secure custody,
not just a particular manifestation of the_underlying policy such as the jailing
of juveniles.

Congress flatly rejected traditioh..I "solutiOns" which urged only the upgrading
of personnel and services and the refurbishing of facilities.

Congress called for an uncoUtprondsing departure from the status quo which
worked to undermine the family unit, as well as religious, school and other local
community influences.

Although President Ford ignored the recommendation of the Justice Depart-
ment to veto the JD Act, this did not stop subsequent interpretations of the act's
provisions designed to divert its purpose and sabotage its intent.

Within w eeks of the JD Act's passage, LEAA lawyers determined that the
effecthe date fur the prohibition on regular contact between juveniles and adults
in jails really meant as soon as it was fbasible. It was next detei mined that feasi-
bility was whatever a ',articular state said it could accomplish and when it said
it could be accomplished. Thus, as long as a state said it would eventually comply,
LEAA determined this -a satisfactory plan.

The actual objective 1 the act's regular contact section was also diluted
significantly. Rather than , onstruing regular contact in the context of the (floe of
services to he rovided. which as already noted virtually no jail in America
prodded. the LEAA substituted the so-called ".sight-and-sound' standard which
totally subverted concern fur minors placed in the same environment with adults
witlout services tailored to their special needs.

LEAA'S CREDIBILITY

And even this inappropriate substitution met with stiff resistance from the Na-
tional Conference of State Criminal Justice Plannho, Administrators (now the
National CHI-idiot! Justice Apsociatioto. III the fall of 1975, the LEAA regional
odiumistrators reported to heiciquarters that even their efforts to implement the
sight-and-sound interpretation was causing LEAA to lose credibility with its
constituents.

By early 1976, several of the so-called constituent groups, including the Na-
tional League of Cities and the National SPA Conference. recommended that
the mandatory aspect of the already weakened regular contact section be deleted
and in its place, "good faith effort" he substituted:

Late in 1976 in a related development, the Children's Defense Fund, the ACLU's
National Prison.Project Bay il's staff assessed the policies and practices
of the Bureau of Piistms regarding Its implementation of the ban on jailing of
Juveniles at the federal level.

It was found that the Bureau had contracts with over 400 jails for the pre-
trial and is,st-trial incarceration of juveniles. Other Department of Justice
agencies were obviously following the LEAA lead.

THE FIRST REAUTHORIZATION

But Congress did nut Rice up. In 1977, the JD Act reauthorization strengthened
II, added emphasis on alternatives to incarceration int hiding 21 hour in

take screenii,g and home detention , the delegation of all formula grant authority
t,, the 0.4 OP administration including implementation of the t an on regular can
tact and a requirement that the interagency Coordinating Coun..i1 on Juvenile
Ju-tics review the policies and practices of federal agencies on matters such as
the Jailing of juveniles and report on the extent to which the feds were a part of
the problem rather than the solution. Although an amendment that would have
denied LEAA maintenance-ofeffGrt (\10E) funds to states for non-compliance
with 4223 (al (13) was not incorporated the Congress did reject all efforts to
weaken the provision.
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Although the LEAA guidelines contained only the modest sight-and-sound
standard, by the fall of 1977 only two states were found to be in compliance. Cali-
fornia reported that it would not even attempt to comply because it felt that the
California Youth Authority (CIA), which appeared to violate the letter of the
law, did not run _afoul -1 the spirit of the act. As a result, the CIA was denied
access to JD Act funds and later to 310E money (see related articles on OJJDP/
LEAA action against the CYA, Vol. 7, No. 23, p 1 and Vol. 8, No. 1. p 1).

OBILDREN IN CUSTODY

In 1978, the OJJDP funded or supported a variety of activities aimed at getting
juveniles out of jails Perhaps the most significant was the Children In Custody
(C-IC) initiative. The decision memorandum signed by the LEAA head approv-
ing this discretionary effort citeethe findings of the Bayh subcommittee hearings
in 1973. Children In Custody was the single largest discretionary effort in history
to attempt reduction of the total number of incarcerated minors.

Unfortunately. not all of the projects selected for C-I-C funding by the OJJDP
were approved by the LEAA. LEAA's partial basis for rejecting the National
Coalition for Children's Justice (NCCJ) application provides a graphic Illustra-
tion of tactics employed to stifle compliance with the JD Act's 223 (a) (13)
provision.

In December. 1978, a legal memo from the LEAA general counsel which was
later adopted by the agency chle:, presented the following analysis to support
rejection of the OJJDP-approved NCCJ application :

The states and not OJJDP are responsible for implementation of 223(a 1 (13)
and monitoring to assure the plan is followed.

Since the states already have a contractual obligation to achieve the objectives
that the NCCJ would attempt to expedite, the effort would be duplicative.

The NCCJ objectives go IteyoLd the sight-and-sound standard by clearing all
juveniles, from five adult jail systems and requiring substantial state and local
expenditures.

In view of such perverted interpretation of the JD Act. it was of little actual
significance that OJJDP had tightened the gulidelines for implementation of 223
(a) (13) to more closely approximate the true intent of Congress.

Relevant activities were planned by the OJJDP for !beat year 1971) to "help
assure that the Federal Bureau of Prisons compiles with the policies of 223
10(13) and the U.S. ('ode provisions." Tragically, both the federal juvenile
justice reform program and Phase II of C -I -C' were scuttled by the LEAA.

THE SECOND REAUTHORIZATION

While these events unfolde.i. Congress was funding hearings on legislation
introduced by Rep. John Conyers tD-Mich.), chairman of the House Judiciary
Subcommittee on Crime, which would have reorganized the LEAA and repealed
most of the JD Act.

At the same time, the Department of Justice started its review of the act In
preparation for the upcoming reauthorization process A departmental study
group recommended that Section II be retained and, In view of the on DP's
settlement of the California Issue in early 1979, that there be no change is 223(a )
(13). The department also rejected the Conyers initiative.

The California agreement has since come unraveled and denial of OJJDP funds
because of CIA's non-compliance with sight-and-sound could become the I nbjeet
of litigation.

In the spring of 1979, while the National SPA Conference contended that the
existence of state laws requiring sight-and-sound separation were tantamount
to compliance and thus eliminated the need for monitoring. the new National
Coalition for Jail Reform strongly supported the ((holesale removal of juveniles
from adult jails as a first step toward the general reform of jails. Ironically, the
research arm of the Bureau of Prisonsthe National Institute of Corrections-
was and still is a Coalition member.

In mid-summer, the National Council of Juveniles and Family Court Judges
moved that OJJDP*s top priority should be the removal of children from jails.
The group also held that the office should place far less emphasis on removal of
status and other non-offenders front detention. NCJFCJ had opposed such status
offender provisions in 1974 and unsuccessfully attempted to delete the deinstitu-
tionalization mandate-223 (a) (12)from the JD Act in 1977.
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At a year's-end meeting of Abe Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice,
chaired briefly by 4.ttonie); deneral Benjamin Civiletti, the focus was on an
agenda approved by Attotend General Griffin Bell the federal effort to Wink
a ith the status offender and juveniles-in jail prOvisions of the JD Act. The result
of the meeting was to downgrade the Council's euiphasia on securing federal com-
pliance with 2:ffi (a ) (12) and 223 (a) (13).

CURRENT CONTROVERBTEB

In early 1980. various bills were introduced to extend the JD Act (see story,
Vol. 8. No. s, p 1. and No. 6, p 1). On the House side, HR-6704 made no reference

ju mines in jail and like, the Conyers initiative substantially weakened the
status offenders section and repealed Seaton II, which as noted requires states
t., ,reduce the total percentage of minors held in any type of secure facility (see
story, Vol. 8, No. 11, p 1). The Bayh and Carter administration bills left both
223(a) (13) and Section 11 intact.

During subsequent hearings, witnesses including Deputy Attorney: General
Charles Rentre, offered testimony supporting an amendment to 22(u) (13)
that would prohibit the jailing of juveniles :'under any circumstances.'

It was left unclear whether Reutrev had been apprised of numerous past
efforts in this area when he told the House it new has an opportunity to address
the issue of juveniles in jail (see story, Vol. 8, No. 6, p. 1).

Specifically. Renfrew said the Congress should amend the act to "absolutely
prohibit the detention or confinement at juveniles In any institution in which
adults, whether convicted or awaiting trial, are confined."

Without mentioning it, Renfrew was voicing support for the original 8 -821
section. But no mendon gas made of the companion section of the 1973 bill which
%%fluid have added identical text to the U.S. Code prohibiting the department and
other federal agencies from directly (or indirectly through contracted place-
mein) jailing juveniles or placing minors in prison.

The Deputy Attorney General asserted that Most states had pledge to comply
a ith 2'..11) (13), but that more than separation by sight and sound should be
the goal. Itenfre noted that such separation often results in placing children An
solitary' confinement without appropriate services.

What %%as nut mentioned was that the original JD Act could not conceivably
be interoreted to allou such results and that such abberations were solely the
result of the department's efforts.

The department official also noted that "programs are now being developed to
demonstrate the efficacy of this course of action (removing children from jails) "

In 1974, the JD Act tab predicated on the finding that plenty was already
knutva regarding the suitable establishment of alternatives to incarceration.
Bask to the 1974 act uas the finding that technical obstacles no longer existed;
redwing the number of incarcerated children and probiting the jailing of chil-
dren was simply a matter of will and commitment.

The Senate version of the current JD Act reauthorization bill (S-2441), re-
tains all of the 1974,77 language in Section H, and 2'23(a) (13), and rejects
efforts to weaken 223(x) (12). The Senate Judiciary Committee report on S-2441
spenks to thew issues:

The Committee is concerned that 223(a) (13), which was intended to

been
the placement of eulles in any adult facility, including jails, has not

been properly implemented. In fait, durh.g the March hearings the Department
ut Justice resealed that six years after this section became law only 10 states
reported cutuplittlice %%WI this laudatory_ pro .ision. Of similar concern is that such
disappointing progress relates to a standard of "sight and sound" developed by
the Department of Justice. rather than the fuller prohibition intended by the
1974 act. In that regard. it %%as peter intended that the words ;'regular contact"
in Section 223i a (13) allow less, than full compliance, as dries the "sight and
sound :standard. The prohibition on "regular contact" was designed to allow
to-mingling of jut clines and adults under specialized circumstires such as a
short tern. employment training program in order to avoid cost y duplication."

THE IIOUBE ROLLBACK .
1

The House Education and Labor Committee reported out its JD Act reau-
thorization measure tHR-6704) which repeals the key Section H language,
amends the status, non-offender settious by rolling back the ban on incarceration
through detention, and requires after seven years that "no juvenile shall be
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detained or confined in any jail or lockup for adults" (five years for substantial
compliance and an additional two for complete compliance).

Sot onlysdoes the House prohibition Ovly solely to the states and not the
federal government, but it Also displays an extraordinarily limited view of the
scope of the Juvenilesin-jail problem.

Although the House heard testimony stressing the beneficial 4conotnies of a
ban on the placement of juveniles In Jail, detention orceven shelter facilities, the
House version does not incorporate the needed reduction strategy.

In fact, no reference Is made to the importance of detention release criteria and
their essential.24-hour applleation. The ilbuse report clearly states that its ban
on the jailing of Juveniles does not require or even encourage the release of any
Juveniles from detention.

Such excesslye reliance on detention -would surely bankrupt any hope for
development of non-punitive alternatives to incarceration. Where wholesale de
tention has been substituted for jailing the number o Juveniles confined has
substantially increased. And it should be noted that detention is three times more

. costly than Jailing and thb average period of confinement in detention is more
than twice that for those Jailed.
_Moreover, by limiting its ban to only those within the Jurisdiction of the

juvenile court, the House excludes must jailed children from coverage. A recent
OJJDP_ study found, for I -.stance, (exclusive of juveniles held for 98 hours or
less) that of the 4,910 persons under 18 Jailed on a particular day, only 1,611
were under Juvenile court Jurisdiction.

Thus, on air annual basis, over 250.000 of the nearly 37000 children in this
category would not be covered and would continue to be held under the sight-aid-
sound standard. Additionally, a significant portion ,of those covered, from 25

percent to 45 ilercent, would be status oI'enders who are presently jailed in viola-
tion of the JD Act.

Even the recent OJJDP initiative designed to "remove children from adult
jails and lockups," which targets on all jailed youth, would be placed in Jeopardy
by the House approach. Whatever the legal label, certainly all those youths; under
1$ would be vulnerable to the horrors and brutality of Jails.

The juvenile population in prisons has increased from 1,970 in 1973 to 2,697
in 1979. One state, North Carolina, iraprIlons 22 percent (596 persons under 18)

of the national total. As is the case with Juveniles in Jail, more than half of those
imprisoned are convicted for property crimes.

Recently, the OJJDP administrator expressed concern that the JD Act does
not explicitly prohibit the placement of Juveniles in adult jails and prisons and

that sight-andsound separation IS neither sufficient nor feasible.
Clearly, the House version of tlie JD Act reauthorization covers only Juveniles

in Jail, and even then not all juveniles in jail. And the House version also allows
the temporary jailing of juveniles for up to six hours. This mean, that even if

separate facilities fur Juveniles are developed a Jail would still be legally bound
to maintain costly sight-and-sound separation capability.

, on the other hand, the "regular contact" language were to, be deleted
from 223(a) (1i) and the U.S. Code, as was the case with Bayles original S-fel,
placing anyone under 18 in any adult facility sould be flatly prohibited in all
states participating in the act. And at least as significantly, this would make
such practices by federal bureaucrats illegal.

The House report on Its JD Act reauthorization bill also discussed regressive
changes in the status/nonoffender section of law. After noting that the present
statute requires states to remove such cases from both detention and correctional
facilities, it states that the new criterion for compliance would include 100 per-
cent removal from correctional facilities.

Specifically, it Is stated :
"that eligibility could also be continued If a state had totally removed status

offenderes and other non-offenders, from correctional facilities . . . . Secure
detention, while still harmful to status offenders and nonoffenders, is of shorter
duration. The committee is concerned about children who have c'ommItt,cel no
criminal offeeses being locked at'ay in secure correctional placements for long
periods of time."

It is incoosistent for the Rouse to express concerns for non-offender youths
placed in coafinement for long periods of time while not Including youth coufine-
ment in long-term institutions such as prisons. reformatories and youth correc-
tions systems'rn its "ban" on incarceration with adulhs.
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Lastly,..the House report is curiously silent on the fact that its bill repeals the
key Section H language which requires the states to reduce the total number of
juveniles in any type of secure placement. The reality seems to be that through'
the$ amendments to 223(a) (12) and (13), the House expects a substantial in-
crease ih youths detained in juvenile "halls," Juvenile "homes" and/or other types
of juvenile jails.

'oxr CAN ONLY WONDER '
Certainly, Dainty Attorney General Renfrew should be commended for his

personal interest and Initiative. The House bill does not seem to reflect his per-
spectIce on juveniles in julhand the need for less incarceration of any type.

As Capitol Hill prepares to compromise on the two versions of the .TD Act re-
authorization, matters are complicated because despite Itnnfrew's support the
Justice Department has, not submitted actual legislative text through the Office
of Management and linaget.ad the Vice President to the HouSe and Sedate.

Renfr4n4's testimony was also not sufficiently specific on "technical details."
And the situation is further complicated by the failure of the Justice Department
to include the federal goverment within its proposal.

It seems the reds, while asking the states to make further strides to get chil-
dren out of jails, would have been as willing to get their own house in order.
Apparently they are not.

At a minimum, as (Alaimo.. of The Coordinating Co.tincil on Juvenile Justice,
ti;:' Attorney General conk. support an executive order requiring all federal
agencies to cease and desist from providing any support for what the federal
government has, itself, coiled n "national catastrophe."

It is also somewhat rimtradictory that the Department of Justice proposed
elimination of the $90 million in MOE funds for the OJJDP, it sIgniflcagt portion
of which has been 'located by the states ,to assure proper monitoring of com-
pliance with 2231a t 12) and ,(13). And the department has made no request
for additional appr priations to help the CZJJDP maintain even Its current statu-
tory obligations.

While one hopes that these seemingly conflicting developments are not the
result of n complicated ruse, one can only wonder,

THE BOTTOSI LINE

Ill T9t4# Smell o/ Waste. Susan Fisher 131minds us that pre-trial or preventi
detention in jail under. the "punitive'"notion or,incarceration in jails or detta-
tion twines under the so-culled -helping" notion:

" represt'nts the failure of all structures in urban socletyfamily' life,
schools, courts, welfare systems, Organized medicine and hospitsik. It is the final,

common pathway to wretchednesi."
It is difficult to settle for half a loaf on issues a such gra-tity. The econ tides

of whales* detention in lieu of jail: or expansflm of detwition without proper,
timely screening are such that even a 25 percent detention reduclion
rather than It maximum of 10 percent of those arrested, would make development
of other alternatives to incarceration simply not feasible/

The bottom-line must be as Pal Wald has cautioned
"Detention does not deserve to be amajor'part of juvenile justlee proce

It shopld be brief, terribly selective, and modest in its aims. If the rest of tit

system ttehav'es, it shoald almost disappear ... Detention should not be, as it f

now, the hidden closet for the skeletons of the rest of the system."

Editor's Note: This is the third in a series of articles on issues affecting th

juvenile justice system' by John Rector. Rector was the OJJDP administrato
from June, 1977. to May. 1979. Prior to that he was staff director/chief courts
41973-77), deputy chief counsel' (1971-73) for the senate Judiciary Subco 1-

mittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, and prosecutor of police bru ty

cases. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division (1909 -71). Rector is radu-

ate of the Berkeley School of Criminology and Hastings College of La. .'

APRIL 25, 1080.

Re.Budget Cuts for LEAA & Office Juvenile Justice & Delinquency

DEAR SENATOR BIRCH BAYH : We understand that the President and the House

and Senate Budget Committees have proposed the eliraination of the Law En-

forcement Assistance /Administration (LEAA) including the office of .Juvenile
,
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Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) which housed within it. Once
again it is the programs which have proven their effectiveness and are the most
beneficial to people that are the first to go.

In 1974 Congress passed the Juvenile Justice grid Delinquency Prevention Act.
though a commitment was made to remove children who are status offenders
(held for cranes which would not be considered crimes if committed by an adult)
from secure detention and correctional facilities, and to remove delinquents
from adult jails and lockups. Federal funds were and still are needed for states
to be able to comply to this very worthy cause. Much progress has been made,
to date. 34 of 37 participating states have reached 75 percent compliance with
this Act. If funds are cut off now, Congress would easkAtially be breaking an
agreement to support states in these r orthwhile efforts. Alternative programs
to jail and secure detention are desperately needed, and these programs cost
money. If funds are cut it will give an excuse to reactionaries to negate the
advances made by the Act, and therefore to the good intentions of Congress.

In addition, the JJDP Act and LEAA, through the Justice System Improve-
ment Act of 1979, provide funds for many worthy community based programs
which are very beneficial to children, wbich prevent delinquency, which divert
inappropriate juvenile cases from the criminal justice system, which protect
children's rights, and which 'educe recidivism.

It has been rumored that if the Office of Juvenile Justice is not abolished that
wily the discretionary program will be retained. We understand that this is a
far less effective program than the block money that goes to the states.

If these funds are withdrawn it will be a great step backward for Juvenile
justice and for the protection of society through delinquency prevention.

Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. K. PRANEEKY.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLEL W. G. REITZER

The Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(1976 Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice) stated there is "no key solu-
tion" to the prevention of delinquency (p. 15). It admitted "people and Organiza-
tions may have widely differing views on the subject of delinquency prevention"
(p. 41). It called for "a special effort" to be made to help those concerned with
prevention to "understand their own views on delinquency" (p. 41).

My statement is in response to these points. It consists of an essay entitled
"The Biblical Approach to Juvenile Delinquency." It is founded on a concern
for bringing solutions to the juvenile delinquency problem which looms so-large
today. It is facilitated by an educative background in law and theology. I am
currently writing an extensive book on the Ten Commandments. May the Com-
mittee and the Senate find useful principles in their consideration of legisla-
tion on this important subject.

TIlE BIBLICAL APPROACH TO JUVENILE: DELINQUENCY

Delinquency by juveniles keeps escalating: more cheating ;.,more drinking and
drug takingand at increasingly lower ages; more sexual experimentation and
pregnancies End abortions, more vandalism of property ; more violence against
personsall with declining feelings of guilt. At the same time there is more con-
fusion over causes and more frustration at finding solutions.

Evidence keeps appearing that certain alleged causes such as housing, environ-
ment, poverty are really not that instrumental. Columbia, a model community in
Maryland near the capital, was found to have the same delinquency problems as
elsewhere. Other solutions develop,harinful consequences. Recreational facilities,
for example, while keeping youngsters More acceptably occupied, turned out to
have the harmful effect of keeping diem too much (may from home.

The Bible contains numerous precepts that bear directly on juvenile delin-
quency's major questions. Now that other approaches have failed, let us give more
attention to precepts which are founded on the wisdom and authc'ity of God.

I. JUVENILE CAPACITY

Too many spokesmen downgrade the responsibility of juveniles for their acts.
Even at Common Law a child under age 7 was conclusively presumed of insufie
dent capacity. And between 7-14, it was rebuttably presumed not to have reached
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the ability to entertain criminal intent, that Is, to know that an act is wrong as
distinguished from right. But this is contradicted by experience.

Throughout ancient Israel children started formal learning of the Law in their
fifth year. However, children even of earner age have a good appreciation of right
and %t rung. It is nut merely a matter of intelligence, but of conscience, and a sense
of shame, and also the working of Gud the Holy Spirit upon an piuividual soul.
Incidentally. conscience is primarily the mental, emotional reflection of a built-in
attunement to natural lawnot cultural conditioning (Rom. 2 : 14, 15). So there
are tests of right and wrong whi611 are available to smaller children.

However, much delinquent behavior is clearly wrong:, idleness, disobedience,
tardiness. slovenliness, disrespect, assault, destructiveness, over-indulgence of
food, profanity, smoking. intoxication, There is no justification for such behav-
iorand juveniles know it. Whoever makes excuses for the merely makes him-
self ridiculous in their eyes, and further complicates the situation.

The chief problem is not so much juvenile incapacity t behave properly, but
juvenile. parental, institutional, and societal permissiveu ss.

IL PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY

Parents are of course primarily responsible for their children's upbringing.
There art a number of important features.

kit) ohe is w hat to teach. Naturally they want to teach what is right, but
(hitt means not what they consider right, rather what is right in the sight
of (Ad.

An excellent illustration here is Apostle Paul's protege. Timothy, who "from
a babe- had known the Scriptures"a reference to his ejucation from in-
fancy (2 Tim. 3. 15). After this renlark. Paul %%mit on to say that Scripture is
able to make one et ise unto bah ation", which is the principal aim of liild
rearing. Then he elaborated further that Scripture is inspired of God and
profitable for four things. (i) fur factual instr iCtion. (ii) for purposes of au-
thentication, (iii) for encouragement, and (i ) for morality and piety. These
purposes lune the practiced objectiee of ma/ ng one perfect. fully equipped for
every kind of good activity.
' Admittedly it is not easy to know what, the import of Scripture is on a par-
ticular matter. But Scripture itself promises divine assistance_Lu- the under
taking through God the Holy Spirit (John 16: 13; 1 John 2: 20; 27).

It I. of utmost importance that parents become expert in Bible knowledge Mid-
interpretation in Beery particular Beeause clef.) thing they du or not do in-
k cel% nig children has its impact, for good or for bad, from breast-feeding to
Infliction of punishment.

1

The beginnings of jue elide delinquency are assisted by parental delinquency.
And taerental delinquency is frequently due to failure to see one's own short-
comings and to do something about it. Fathers are weak. giving the mother
too mach reign. They are intemperate in oating and drinking. They spend too
much time on their jobs and not enough with their children. They are mate-
rialistic-minded. They are immoral. criminal. Mothers are insubordinate to
fathem not interested in home-making, too possessive, neurotic. As a result
the children lose re.pect, and feel justified in doing as they ple,ase.

(in Another is how to teach. Again Biblical principles must be followed.
Several times Paul warns fatherswho are to "preside?' over their house-

hold (1 Tim. 3 4( not to exasperate their children so that they become dis-
heartened (Col 3 _1; EN'. 6 4) Church of England theologian H.C.G. Moule
remarked "rnw ise, unloving, parental despotism, exacting. needlessly chiding.
interpling fir the sake of interposition, is a fatally sure challenge to the
( Idlers tt ill " Therefore the Apostle Paul adds that upbringing, must be in the
"nurture and admonition of the bird." That 1,-. .ull s guidance is essential.

Much depends on the right attitude. It may seem inconguous, but some par-
ents evidently have difficulty loving their offspring (Tit. 2: 4); They should
remember that each child is a certain composite reflection of his progenitors.
hosing both good and had characteristics inherited from them. It is their noble
task to eliminate the bad and enhance the good, and in so doing appreciate
mere .what God is up against with us and what He k trying in us to accomplish.

An integral part of child upbringing is the family clan concept. Many juveniles
today evidently are discouraged by the false ideas and emphases held out to
them by the public school system.' the mass media, the industrial complex, that
they ae; individuals have little importance and little hope of success. Juvenile
quieide keeps increasing. And much of what the world offers as valuable and
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-,---',
prestigious is instinctively or subconsciously known to be false. A person's worth
and aspirations are promoted wheh he recognizes his efforts are important to the
well-being nut only-of his own offspring but to his descendants to the third and
fourth generation (Ex. 20.5). This explains why some men attain unusual
heights in wisdom, in piety, or even in a specialized area such as music. A family
name should live on, and ever increrse l

Apostle Paul himself manifested exemplary parental attitude in his concern
for his converts. This comes out in a letter to the church at Thessalonics:

"We were gentle in your midst, as a nurse would cherish her own children.
Thus, being fund of you. we were pleased to have imparted to you not only the
Gospel of God, but also wir own selves, because you had become loved to us.
Fur you remember, brethren, our labor and our toil, working night and day, so
as not to burden any of you . . . You are witnesses, and God, how horny and
righteously and blamelessly we were among you who believe. You know how we
exhorted and comforted and charged every one of you, as a father does his chil-
dren, It.eit you would walk worthy of God . . . " ( 1 Thes. 2:7-12).

c) This does uot preclude parental anger and punishment if such affection
and dedication is met by child disobdience.

The Stolesand some present-day authorities condemn all anger. Some ad-
vice doing away with the idea of punishment. But Paul did not rule it out. He
warned a proud faction in the Corinthian church. -What will ye? should I come
w ith a rud or in love?" k 1 Cor. 4 ,21). In a real sense the disabetlieut themselves
choose how they will be treated.

Moreover, Scripture presupposes that a child will need at tunes corporal
punishment. The Buuk uf Proverbs notes. -Foolishness is bound up in the heart
of a child, but the rod of correction shall drive it far away from him" (22.15).
Elsewhere it adeises. "lie that spareth his rod, hateth his son; but he that
loved him ehasteneth him betimes" (13:24). See also the classic passage in
Hebrews (12:5-11).

Few parents have an adequate understanding of punishment. In my esasy
The Biblical View Of Punishment" I sketch 12 purposes. 1) the punitivethe

creation of an alternative of suffering to law abidance, Ii) the righteous that
punishing law breakres is a right thing to do, ill) the retributivethe paying
back of inflicted suffering with inflicted suffering, iv) the purgative the cleans-
ing of the jurisdiction uf the defilement caused upon it by lawbreaking, v) the
educational the telling to everyone hu..- serious an affront an offense is, vi) the
deterrentthe threat of pain to prevent transgresSion and repetition, vii) the
relief az_il the restitutivethe removing of an oppression and the repayment of
the loss inflicted. %hi) the propitiative--the appeasement of the righteous wrath
of the lawmaker and those injured. ix) the vindicativethe vindication of the
authority, the wisdom, the compassion, the power, and the faithfulness of theja-
maker. x) the vengeantthe actual judicial doing what the law calls for when
it has been broken, xi) the justicialthe provision for the kind and severity of
penalty that is equivalent to the wrong done, and xii) the correctionalthe hope
that the punished will learn that the law and its penalty is good.

Scripture recognizes that some juveniles may turn out to be incorrigible. In
tact, a recent Time magazine lead article on juvenile crime estimated that 10
percent of the offenders age 10-17 are incorrigible (July 11, 1977 issue. In such
cases parents are required to deliver their child up to suffer the death penalty
(Dt. 21 .16-21). This they should do in the best interests of themselves and of
society. If they do nut, they become delinquents themselves, and become respon-
sible for all the evil their child inflicts on others.

One of the major complaints against parents is erratic discipline. Therefore
it is Important that they become more expert in this area.

It is frequently said that strict religious background contributes to delinquency
But it must be recognized that there is bail strictness and good strictness. The
Apostle Paul said he was always ready to deal with every disobedience (2 Cor.
10.6). It is also characteristic of God (Heb. 2.2). It 19 the failure to deal prop-
erly with each evil act that allows it to grow and grow and become more and
wore irradicable.

Parental delinquency has its own punishments. One of the penalties for general
failure to live up to God's commandments is offspring that bring no enjoyment
(Dt. 28.1, 32, 41). Not oubt this is to give such parents a taste of the displeasure
that they themselves ve been to God. Child neglect in particular brings to
parents shame (Prov. :16).
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III. CHILD RESPONSIBILITY

A child's duty to respect and obey parents is so important it ranks not only as
one of the Ten Commandments but also carries a special promise of blessing:
well-being and long life (Dt. 5:16).

It is obvious that parental love is to be returned in kind: by filial affection.
But even If parents are delinquent, children are not there!): justified in being
delinquent themselves. If they love their parents, they raay help them by exem
plary behavior.

For a fact, children frequently are ashamed of their parents. This is due to a
conflict in values Often this is because parents fail to follow God's standards,
or do not explain sufficiently the beauty, the worth, the rewards of the good
standards they have.

In this regard Jesus furnishes a superb example. At age 12 He had already
surpassed His parents in spirituality. He was also able to astound the theologians
of His day with His wisdom and insight, which He evidently acquired largely
on His own (Lk. 2:41-50). My own conviction is that Jesus had to struggle to
reach the level of His attainmentto demonstrate that any youngster can go
far if he will strive with God's help. On the other hand, Jesus also demonstrated
He was able to remain submissive to His parents until he reached majosIty(v. 51).

Juveniles like heroes to look up to. But they follow the wrong-ones. They
would rather go to movies and watch television with its unreat, warped, mis-
leading fantasy world and look up to "stars" who are hy- and large shallow,
permiseuous, misguided. extravagant. deceitful, exploitive, than (10 in-depths Bible
study and emulate Abraham, Sarah, Toshua, Daniel, Ruth, Mary, and Jesus.

Juveniles must be constantly reminded they are surrounded by evil forces
which are ever ready to lead them astray. A person's worst ememy may be some-
one In his own household (Mt. 10:36). Although children are to obey parents
in all things (Col, 3:20), there is one condition: that the parents be "in the
Lord" in what they require of a child. If they are not, a child has the right to
refuse (Eph. 6:1). But it must be sure that God's will is different. Otherwise itbecomes responsible. it is not sure, it better do what the parents want.

There are also unseen evil spiritual forces that pose grave threats. This
requires that one put on the whole armor of God to be able to withstand them

Eph. 6 :10 ff.) .

One great temptation for teen-agers is to think too, highly of themselves, to
want to do more than one is capab1e of. As Paul indicates, one must learn to
constrain himself to stay within God's will. (Rom. 12:1-3). This is the solution
to many juvenile problems. There is no identity crisis or low esteem when God
the Father. the Son, and the Holy Spirit is one's highest good, when He defines
one's role hi life. and directs all one's goings and comings. There is no desire to
be different, to be independent. to experiment with sex, to want money for buying
power, to want a car for prestige, to follow dress and grooming styles that are
constantly changing, to belong to a group, to have a need to be loved by someone,
to feel bored. lonely, or rejected.

nu the other hand, behavior outside God's will carries severe penalties. Making
light of parents puts one under a curse (Dt. 27:16). Cursing, mocking. smiting
parents carries the death penalty (Ex. 21 :15, 17: Prov. 30:17). Sexual misbe-
invlor between parents and children has its own serious penalties (Ley. 20:11 ;
21 :9).

The tragedy is that even the severest penalties do not keep some from delin-
quency As the prophet Isaiah iamented "Why should ye be stricken any more?
ye ((ill revolt more and more" (1:5). Therefore incorrigible teenagers were to
be executed fkmever. thr prospect of this might reach some of them who would
not have been reached otherwise.

1V. EDUCATOR RESPONSIBILITY

As elaborated in my essay "The Fatal Defect Of Public Educatior", we have
come to the point where the 1311ilicol basis which existed in the nation's school
sr tern has been completely removed so that it can no longer be said to be accept-
able to God In fact the public schools while claiming to be modern and scientific,are anti-Christian they leave God out of all the subjects. Sex education. for

without the divine elemta is destructive. In many cases it is left up to
the students to chose what is truth and worthwhile.
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Secular schools foster a teen-age subculture: with its own dress styles, vocab-

ulary, fads, music, social life, intoxicantswhich in turn foster immaturity
rather than integration into an adult world. Peers and friends become more

important than parents or education. At the same time grades become more

important than knowledge and skills. And only those who go on to college are

considered worthy, so that many have a sense of worthlessness and failure before

reaching maturity.
There are also severe penalties on those who presume to teach the young but

who are actually leading them astray. Jesus said that whoever causes little ones

to stumble from the truth are worthy of the death penalty (Mt. 18:6).

V. SOCIETAL RESPONSIBILITY

All of society has some influence or. youngsters growing up. which has prompted

some analysts to suggest that all of soci..ty must he improved in order to make

the most improvements against Juvenile dehaqueney.
Indeed, the principles of Scripture aim at nothing less than a perfect society.

Consequently it is a sad awakening to realize that the U.S. Constitution is an

imperfect document and a poor substitute fo: Scripture. And it is an even

sadder awakening to discover that over the last several hundred years the laws

and court decisions have steadily gone farther and farther away from interpreta-

tions that had a Biblical orientation, with the result that today there is more

licentiousness than everall in the name of freedom and rights. It is over-

looked that no one has the freedom to put out false information or to exploit

others; yet today's advertising, magazine. books, radio and television are full

of thatand still increasing.
Where do teenagers get the idea that it is preferable to be clever (getting the

most for the least effort), to be tough (making other people kowtow), to pursue

excitement as an end in itself, to make rip-offs, to consider oneself protected

by lady luck, and similar falsities?
God imposes corporate responsibility on society. One person's wrongdoing

adversely affects everyone, not only causing decrease in God's blessings and

increase in His chastisements, but also resulting in the weakening of the social

moral fiber so that society is less able to withstand the various enemies that

threaten its welfare and less able to carry on its normal functions. That is why

society has the right to punish each violation of law as a crime against itself.

To impress society with its corporate responsibility, incorrigible teenagers were

to be stoned to death by all the men of the city.
If society does not deal diligently with juvenile and parental delinquency it

will suffer the same decline and fall that happened to ancient Israel and the

Roman i'impire. Incorrigibles beget more incorrigibles, and as this element pro-

liferates, society becomes less able to cope with itas we are increasingly

finding out.
VI. GOVERNMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY

The first responsibility of government is to make good laws. These define

delinquency. Next, to attach appropriate penalties. And then to enforce them:

police must police, prosecutors must prosecute, judges must judge. juries must

convict, sentences must be carried out. The difficulty is there are many links

in the chain, and the chain is no better than its weakest link. Today there al-

ways seems to be a weak link somewhere. And delinquents are quick to learn

about it and to take advantage of it.
Scripture states that government is God's agent; it must act according to

His will (Rom. 13 :1 --1). If it does not, then it becomes a prime problem.

The Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Delinquency (1976) st d that

every piece of legislation and every operation of governmental agencies should

consider the impact on family stability, and advised consistent policies for

strengthening the family unit fp. 15). Bat recent legislation goes directly in

the opposite direction : the Equal Rights Aniendment, easier divorce laws, homo-

sexual rights, removal of laws against adultery and fornication.

Legislatures appropriate money for juvenile delinquency programs that em-

ploy false (non-Biblical) principles. One principle concerns the concept of

punishment. But the Biblical principle of punishment is being resorted to again

here and there, and found to be valid. The Time article stated: "The evidence

suggests that a tougher policy toward violent youths reduces crime" (p. 28).
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If the government considers itself parens patriaeresponsible for the protec-
tion of persons non sui juristhen it must be prepared fully to act like a parent
in all respects tin accordance with Biblical principles), and not, as recently in
New York, punishing parents for corporally punishing their children.

CONCLUSION

'-,§cripture makes a wonderful promise: "Train up a child In the way he should
go, and when he is old, he will not depart from it" (Prov. 22:6).

Today there is much concern about saddling a youngster with a bad record.
But it must be remembered that everything a person does is his record whether
it ever gets down on paper or in a computer tile or not. And a skillful interrogator
can extract it from him. And if lie lies about it, he merely makes his record that
much worse.

Furthermore, everyone will have to give an account of everything he has done
to God in the Judgmenteven every idle word he KIS-uttered (Mt. 12:36).

Thus it behooves us to stress the avoidance of delinquency. But if It does occur,
to deal with it In such a way that it will likely not happen again. If leniency
causes repetition. then ae are not doing delinquents any favor. Obviously we need
the wisdom of God. That means we need to give more attention to His Word.
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PART VIII.- STATISTICAL REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION
JUVENILE JUSTICE ACT APPROPRIATION

DISCRETIONARY AWARDS MADE BY LEAA MAR, 25, 1980 (MIDWAY THROUGH FISCAL YEAR 1980)

a, 011 OP unit

----....
Fiscal year -.; A A., A

1979 Fiscal yeti Awarded to date
(Oct I, 1378) '1980 Total Percent Percent

carryover (Oct 1,1979) awarded (e) (n) Total Awards (e) (n) new awarded Balance unobllgated

Concentration of Federal effort 447, 051 I, 004, 000 I, 447, 051 350, 000 31.0 I, 127, 051 69..0

Technical assistance... 215, 248 3, 000, 000 3 215, 248 274, 200 16,500 290, 700 5 3 2 9.9 2, 294,455 90.
Special emphasis 15, 794,987 21,250,000 37, 044, 987 3, 271, 905 401, 232 3, 673, 227 17 15 2 9.7 33 371, 760 92.3
Junvenile Justice Institute 19,187 II, MO, 000 11, 019,187 2,179, 486 958, 840 3,138, 326 10 6 4 28.0 7; 881, MI 72.0

Total 16, 506, 473 36, 250, 000 52, 756, 473 6, 075, 681 31, 376, 665 7, 452, 346 33 25 8 14.0 A5, 304, 129 86.0

181 percent. 119 percent.
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